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CHAPTER IV - DE SENT TIA DIONTSII. 

this is the earliest of the great As we have argued above, 
' 

anti-Arian writings of Athanasius, having been written about 335 A. D., 

the occasion being the attempt of the Arians to claim Dionysius, 

Athanasiusts own celebrated predecessor of about 8ü years before as 

Bishop of Alexandria, an}Arian; they cited a very compromising statement 

(quoted by Athanasius in ch. 4 485A of this work, and which we have 

already ourselves cited in full) of Dionysius which required careful 

explanation. Dionysius had, apparently on complaints by his subordinates, 

been denounced by his namesake, Dionysius of Rome, in a statement 

criticising certain unspecified members of the Patriarchate, which 

statement, he intimated to Dionysius, referred to the Bishop of Alexandria 

himself. The episode is of great interest to the study of the Roman 

supremacy, but neither Athanasius, our principal authority, nor any 

other primary source, helps us greatly on the matters on which 

Westerners are specially interested. 

The first chapter is introductory, promising a refutation of 

2 the Arians' claim. The next chapter needs full quotation, as it is 

the first specific condemnation of Arianism in Athanasiuss Comnencing 

at PGXXV 481As "Firstly, from the Scriptures, John says (; en abs. ), 

'In the beginning was the Logos, while David sings EK' 06 J of the 
Ae 

IT 
V, Whom they allege Father, 'My heart hath uttered a good word ( 

to be in thought only and originated ex nihilo. 
(21 

Furtheri whereas 
John once more says in the Gospel, 'All things were made by Him,. and 
without Him there was not any thing made, ' and elsewhere, 'All things 

(1) See 
(2) Kke ftT'wOf V jTVU1 K4j Eg OJK CXr ýsºi. 
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were created In Him, ' how will they ... 
(say) 

... that the Framer 

of all things is a thing made, and that He is'a creature in Whom all 

creatures have come into being and subsist? 
(3) 

Nor, secondly, is any 
religious argument from human reason(4) left as an excuse. For what 
man, Greek or barbarian, presumes to call one, Whom he confesses as 
God, a creature, or say that He was not before He came to be? 

(5) 
Or 

what man, when he has heard Him Whom he believes to be God alone say, 
'This is my beloved Son, ' and, OMy heart hath uttered a good Word, ' 

will venture ev n to say that the Logos from the heart of God has come 
to be ovK 1W, or that the Son. is a creature and not the very 

offspring of the speaker? Or again, who that hears Him Whom he 

believes to be Lord and Saviour-say". ' aviour say, 11 am in the Father and the Father 

in Met and, tI and the Father are One, t will presume to put asunder what 
He has made one and maintained indivisible? "_ At first sight, this 

appears to place equal weight on Scripture and Reason (ýo ý ý'); so 

tar, the later word Piety, i%� 3d: is not used. However, on further 

examination, the emphasis is overwhelmingly on the side of Scripture, 

and when AthanasiusIntroduces Reason, he quickly returns to Scripture, 

Reason is very little more than, the capacity to understand Scripture 

according to the plain meaning of the words of it; it is actually less 

complicated than the final Athanasian principle of exegesis. The only 

other element in reason is the capacity to avoid the gaffe of 

simultaneously confessing something to be God and treating the same 

entity, with the greatest possible emphasis, as a creature. There is 

no sign of the great principles of analogy that are so important for 

the later anti-Arian theology of Athanasius, even though they had 

already been treated incidentally as early as the "Contra Gentes" in 

(3) vE Kai Gvv%': ß" Kvv. '*f role I-\ 

7TaC. .ý (5) 
. ovK vý� T, ý 

lop 
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passing; least of all is there any trace of a rational argument for the 

Trinity; there never is in Athanasius from start to finish. Arianism 

is treated, perhaps in an excessively simple manner at this early stage 

f, of Athanasius's development, as non-Scriptural, and that is all; even 

the question of a"pious" or "ecclesiastical" sense of Scripture in, 

say, Newman's sense, does not arise. 

3 The next chapter continues the denunciation of the Arians' 

appeal to Dionysius, being on a par with the Jews' appeal to Abraham; 

in any case, he neither was expelled from the Church nor did he leave 

Z it gratuitously. In ch. Ii, *Athanasius, after quoting the prima facie 

incriminating extract from Dionysius of Alexandria(# 
?) 

makes the case 

that it was a letter dictated by special circumstances and should be 

judged accordingly, and that it was never intended to be a spontaneous 

and definitive expression of a faith or belief. 

5 Athanasius explains that the letter was written because the 

Church in Libya and the Pentapolis was in the hands of the Sabellian 

party, with the result that "the Son of God was scarcely any longer 

proclaimed-in the churches" (485C). 
_ 

So Dionysius wrote to (485C 

1488A) "expound from the Gospels the human attributes 
(8) 

of the Saviour, 
in order that, since these men waxed more boldly in denying the Son, 

and to ascribing His human attributes to the Father, he'accordingly, 
by demonstrating that it was not the Father but the Son that became man 
on our behalf,; might persuade the unlearned that the Father is not Wk 
Son, and so in the end lead them gradually to the true Godhead of the 

Son and the knowledge of the Father ... ." This passage is 

interesting, in that it reveals that the' ob jections' to Sabellianism of 

Athanaslus are the came as the traditional ones, that it was in fact 

(7) Which we have cited in full, above, p., 380. 

(8)T'ß `` ý'ý - here as usual the original of "human attributes". 
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Patri-passlan; Athana8iusts enthusiastic ascription of this motive to 

Dionysius indicates that he agrees with this objection, which would 

have been even more natural to a definite Origeniet like Dionysius. 

. 

Although he never really clinches or elaborates this argument, there 

is more than a hint that in some way the Incarnation necessitates the 

fact that the Being Who became incarnate should be personally or 

hypostatically distinct from the Being Who is the fons et origo 

Trinitatis. Very closely related, not to say Intermingled, with this 

objection is another, that iss, that as Sabellianism worked out in 

practice, it violated the rule that theology, and above all the 

preaching of the Church, should be Christocentric, or at least should 

give an adequate place to Christ. 

6 The next stage is to defend Dionysius from the charge of 

Arianism before'Arius, and we shall again quote at considerable length 

because the method adopted by Athanasius furnishes important evidence 

of Athanasius's, basic theology:, " ... For the one (sc. Dionyslus) is 

a teacher of the Catholic Church, while the other (sc. Arius) has been 

the inventor (+vfVqD of a new (hAlvIS heresy. And while Arius to 

expound his own error wrote a Thalia in an effeminate and ridiculous 
style like Sosades the Egyptian, Dionysius not only wrote other letters 

also, but : defended himself on the points on which he was suspected, and 
showed that he felt rhtly. But if.. .. he made his defence by 

putting right 19fdr-EV his first' statements, but he made his defence 

without altering themi(9ý it must be, clear that he wrote the suspected 
n, passages economically. 

(1� 
. . l. (and. so we have no more right to complain 

than to complain of the nasty medicines of a physician) ... .' No 

paraphrase or explanation of. this passage is necessary, except to note 
(94. TrONO L k" Tx: 0 Lx r. 1 

(10) °ýO r; that ist that 'the statement be interpreted as 
being not a solutely true, but relative to the conditions and 
purposes. See Robertson's note, and also Newman's note on C. Ar. 
IIT: 45 and also "Ignorance assumed economically by the Lord" (Newman: Select Treatises .. Vol. II (1881 ed. ) 161-172. 
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that, in the manner of a counsel for the defence, Athanasius puts the 

beat construction on Dionysius even - in view of what the latter 

actually said - straining the bounds of relevance. 

Next, Athanasius turns to a discussion of the theology 

proper of Dionysius proper; If he is to be suspected of Arianism, what 

about the passages of Scripture in which Christ is described as a man? 

Acts 2: 22 & 4: 10 & 13: 22 & 17: 30 & 7: 56 are cited. 

g The problem before us, says Athanasius, is, did the Apostles 

believe that Christ was man and not God; if not, why did they talk in 

this way? No; their reason was: "For inasmuch as the Jews of the day 

thought that Christ was coming as 
'a 

mere man of the seed of David, 

and would neither believe that He was God nor that the Logos became 

flesh ... the blessed Apostles began by'proclaiming to the Jews-the 

human attributes of, the Saviour; in order that by fully persuading 
them from the visible facts and from miracles that were done, that the 

Christ had come, they might go on to lead them to faith in His Deity, 

by showing that the works which were done were not man's but God's. ". 

After quoting, in support of this, Acts 3: 15, matt. `16s 169. I Pet. 

2: 25 & 3: 22, Heb. 1: 3, Philipp. 2: '6, he continues (492ß)s, "But' 

what can it mean to call Him Prince of Life, and Son of God, and 
Radiance (výý j and Express Image (> Kj$ ), and Equal to God. 9' 
and Lord { ý"? toi and Bishop of Souls, but. that in the body He was 
Logos of God, through Whom all things came to be, and is indivisible 
from the Father, as is the Radiance in relation to the Light? " This 

is essentially the kerygmatic form of the principle already propounded 

as the actual policy of Christ, and the actual facts about the 

revelatory side of His work, as in the "De Incarnation". hý he 

line between Deity and Humanity still coincides with that between 

ction and the possibility of human perception of action; 
(i` 

the other 
(11) Chs. 15,16,18,19. 
(12) See above, pps. lao ff. 143 4- 218'f 
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element in the older correlation, the correlation with the distinction 

between action and passion. does not arise yet here, and depends on the 

exhaustive Arian exegesis of Scripture with which Athanasius has not 

yet been confronted. The main changes are, that the Arian controversy 
lis already forcing more attention on the Humanity of Christ, that the 

human element to which accommodation has to be made is not man in 

general, but the Jewish Messianic hope, -and the first signs of the 
7 

/Md 
metaphor for the relation between Father and Son, which 4$- ý'ýý $U 

became later the cornerstone of Athanasius's Trinitarian doctrine. 

9 The next few chapters are the most significant of the work, 

in that they are Athanasius's justification of Dionysius. They'are 

presented as the motivation of Dionysius, but they are more like 

Dionysius as interpreted by Athanasius, or even Athanasius himself 

simpliciter: 'And Dionysius accordingly acted as he learned from the 
Apostles. For as the' heresy of Sabellius gras creeping on, he was 
compelled . .,, to write the aforesaid letter, and to hurl at-them 
what is said of the Saviour in reference to His manhood, and humiliation, 
(13) 

so as to debar them, 
. on account of the human attributes{ from 

saying that the Father was Son, and so to render easier for them the 
teaching concerning the Godhead of the Son, when in other letters he 

calls Him Logos, Wisdom, Power, Breath, and Radiance of the Father 

#_. As then the Apostles-are not to be accused, on account of their 
human words about the Lord - because the Lord has become man - but are 
all the more worthy of admiration for their good management and the 
timeliness of their teaching, 

(15) 
so Dionysius is no Arian on account 

of his Letter to Euphranor and'Ammonius against Sabellius. For even 
if he did use humble phrases. and examples,, yet these too are from the 

13) 
rvb 

wtrtýw, g K4\ ß++1L% JS 

04) Zý 'ri AA 
S, t rn 

15) `A, v of E. o'ro I,. v K.. I 
4, 

Ev lvt t? wdfd. (. ý'kd ýýd. v. 
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Gospels, and his justification for them is the Saviour's coming in the 

flesh. 
(16). 

. .7 For just as He is Logos of God, so afterwards, 'the 

Word became flesh', and that while, 'in the beginning was : the' Word', 

the. Virgin at the consummation of the ages conceived, and the Lord has 

become man. And He Who is indicated by both statements is one person, 
(17) 

for*the Word became flesh'. But the eapressions'used about His Godhead 
lop and His becoming man (fVoý�ýýwtý'ý6"ýcý each have their own respective 

interpretation according to their context in each case.. And he that 

was writing of the human attributes of the Logos also knew what concerns 
His Godhead; and he who expounds concerning His Godhead is not ignorant 

of what belongs to His coming in flesh(18). .. When therefore he 

speaks of the Lord weeping, he knows that the Lord, having become man, 

exhibits weeping as a characteristic of man, but raises up Laz rs as 
God; 

(19) 
and he knew that He hungered and thirsted corporealljýO) 

(öW)d'fi $), but Divinely (194 He fed 5,000 persons with five loaves; 

and knows that while a human body lay in the tomb, it was raised by 

the Logos Himself as God's body. 

10 Dionysius ... Wrote, on account of Sabellius, concerning 

what was said humanly(21) of the Saviour .. . 
(e. g. John 15: 1, lieb. 3: 2, 

Provo 8: 22) ,... But he was not'i norant of the passages, 'I am in 

the Father and the Father in Met, 
(22) 

and, 'He that hath seen Me hath 

seen the Father. t(23) For we know that he mentioned them in his other 
letters. For, while mentioning them there, he made mention also of the 

human attributes-of the Saviour .:. .. (As Scripture says, Philippe 2: 
6-7 and II Core 8: 9).. .. while there are high and rich descriptions 

(17) Kýlý Eis 4sr, v 0r £ dý, ý, orýp4º. I' 
(18) r"dl. ý i 

oý. Tv1, S `vnk oý 6. rd. S' 
(19) ; ii,. ý t: ý ý' Tý v f" E, � -rv 0 d4/ýýw TM 0, GI F (ý dE fE ý-ý ai p , ýýi wf (ýof 
(20) Better than Robertson's "physically. " 

(21) j, +'pLd S. 
(22) John 14: 10. 
(23) John 114: 9. 
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of His Deity, there are also the expressions, humble and poor, that 

concern His coming in the flesh. But that they are used of the Saviour 

as man (aV9ýiwf+ivw 
ý can be seen on the following grounds: " It is 

necessary to stop here, since the topic of the Homoousion is introduced 

at this stage. This passage is the first expression, In the later 

definitive anti-Arian form, of the Athanasian doctrine, and exegetical 

principle, of the Humanity of Christ. It is quite clear, even at this 

stage, although lacking in the richness and development of the later 

"Contra Arianos"; there are two distinct ways in Scripture of speaking 

about Christ, which are in separate references, and should be clearly 

differentiated from each other, Christ as God, and Christ as man. In 

general, the old correlations between Deity and humanity, on one hand, 

and Action and Passion or Action and the Revelation of the action to 

man, on the other. It is as man that Christ hungers and thirsts, and 

again, it is the Body of Christ andrnotl the_Person_of Christ that dies 

and is buried, while it is as God that Christ raised Lazarus, and also 

His own body. However, there are visible the first signs of the 

breakdown of this sort of correlation, since Athanasius has to assign, 

both to the Deity and the Humanity of Christ, passages which are of 
(24) 

the same propositional or other form, e. g. "I am the True Vine", 

which Athanasius, on his principle, has to assign to the Humanity, is 

basically identical formally with "I and the Father are One", 
(25) 

which 

of course refers to the Deity, The other incidental characteristic of 

this passage is that, apparently, the title "Son" does not refer self- 

evidently to the Deity of Christ; by contrast, the others, Logos, Wisdom, 

Power, Breath (of God), Radiance (a(rnýýýýäýt*L) refer self-evidently, as 

(24) John 15: 1. 

(25) John 10: 30. 
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it were, to the Deity, and are to be taken as proofs that the Son is 
. 

actually God and that the. title Son, which is relatively, in this 

connection, the unknown, is to be taken in this sense. We have already 

discussed why this reasoning is appropriate to criticism of the Arians, 
(26) 

who used the title Son, as a title, in preference to any other. 

This also shows, again, that Athanasius'e mind was still on the Arian 

controversy, as this sort of argument would be actually inappropriate 

to Sab 
ý__.. 

ellianism in what we know of its classical form. The fact that 

their title for their monadic god, or fused Persons of the Trinity, was 

a v: o~tt". 1 , Son-Father, rather than Logos-Father, or anything g else, Shows 

n was naturally associated with the Deity of that for them the title Soo. 
t u, Vj 

the Second Person, as they saw 
it in the doctrine to which they were 

opposed. 

To continue with Ch. 10, at the point where we broke oft 

(near end of 493C): "The husbandman is foreign in essence to the vine, 
Q0, - while the. branches are eovýA. and 6v vj and are In fact inseparable 

from the vine, and they and, the vine 
jhave 

one and the same - origin ' _. 
11-0 16W ). If then the Son Is Ir"V dIn with us, and. has the same ( öCv 

origin as we, let us grant that in this respect the Son Is diverse in 

essence from the Father, 
(27) 

as the vine' is from the" husbandman. ' But 

if the Son is other than OMAZ + ace. ), what we are, and He is Logos- of 
the Father while we have come to be from the earth and are descendents 

of Adam, then the expression ought not to be referred to the Deity of 
the Logos,,, but to His human presence, (28) 

since thus elsö has the 

Saviour. said, -'I am the vine,. ye are the branches, My Father is the ,, 
husbandman. ' For we are akin (ýý r£1S) to the Lord according to the 

body .~.., And just as the branches are 6 �6I a&. to the vine and 

are from lt, so also we, having our bodies homogeneous (a1AOevj 

with the body of the Saviour, receive of. His fulness, and have 
/I 
It as 

(26) See above pp i 430-4>. 
lop (27) d%ýý4oS Kýr'oý6ýd. V Tý1 a 

(28) -Olf 0%0 6ld". d 
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our Root for the resurrection and salvation. But the Father is called 
the Husbandman, for He it was Who through the Logos cultivated the vine, 

namely, the Humanity ('fýº 1) 4"" ýý) of the Saviour, and by His own Logos 

prepared us a way to a kingdom .... 

11 The next chapter is a further continuation of the above, 

devoted mainly to a brief exegesis of Heb. 1: 4, which is a shorter 

form of C. Ar. I: 53-64, the thing that Is "made better than the angels" 

12 being the salvation effected by the human ministry of Christ; the 

following chapter is a summary of the book so far. 

The main feature of this section is the first introduction of 

the Homoousion, and in fact of the whole concept of o%p6i in its later 

systematic or Trinitarian sense, but it is necessary, for full 

\\Appreciation of the position, to. understand the context. As a by- 

product of the exegesis of John 15: It which Dionysius of Alexandria 

made his main passage, Athanasius discusses the relation b etween the 

vine and the branches, and it is in this context that the Homoousion 

arises, for the first time in Athanasius. The term is used to describe 

the relation and the unity of these, and as an equivalent the term 

is employed. This evidently has the literal etymological 

meaniing, "of the same origin", rather than the reduced meaning of "one 

of a class" that the word Homogeneous suggests to us, since Athanasius 

says so specifically and at length. This, while we are on this subject, 

is a very important advance in the doctrine of the Humanity of Christ, 

even though it is not spelt out at length, at any rate on the most 

likely interpretation of the passage and the one that would obviously 

be necessitated by. the_verse of, Scripture... IP. Athanasius is thinking 

in terms of humanity as a'whole in the most general sense, either as 

an abstract generic universal or as a Platonic concrete constitutive 
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universal, ' with Christ in His humanity as a member of its there is 

nothing very significant here, but if he is thinking in terms of the 

special redeemed humanity (necessarily in the constitutive sense), to 

which John 15: 1 is. patently referring, this marks a major change from 
1/ (29 

the older notion of ? I5 as the mode of salvation. This is 

never given up in Athanasius, but alongside it we now find the notion 

of salvation as. a partaking of the New or Redeemed Humanity which is 

the great re-creation of Christ and in Christ in the literal sense of 

In - His. Incarnate Person; it is a constitutive whole of which we are the 

branches and Christ. is the Stem as well as its unity as a whole, 

described as the. Vine as a whole. 
) Since Athanasius has already sharply 

distinguished between the passages that refer to the Deity and to the 

Humanity of Christ and referred this passage to the Humanity as a whole, 

the Vine refers to the Humanity of Christ and not to the whole 

Chalcedonian Christ. Incidentally, the words in which Athanasius 

refers to the unity of origin of the: Humanity of Christ and ours refer 

to origin and not biological begetting, since they are spelt with one Nf 

throughout, on the unanimous agreement of all MSS 1(Thus, '; the 

distinction of essence and origin between God and the Humanity of 

Christ, described as the Vine, would be very like what, we later meet 

in Athanasius and describe as the Categorial Distinction between God 

and creaturely reality. 

It is only in the light of. this analysis, and by implication, 

that the concept of the Iiomoousion is applied to God, and the notion 

is as yet little developed. Leonard Hodgson, in his study of the 

(29) See for example the classical', statement, De Inc. 54: 192B,,, 

. ßa37- ý..,, . ý, , ýý" (30) See below, pp. 599- 604,6sß, loqoob 
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Trinity, 
(31) 

has suggested that there are two important types of unity 

that have to be understood and differentiated before one can make sense 

of the Trinitarian unity of God, arithmetical unity and constitutive 

unity. one must add another type, generic unity, and in a way criticise 

the notion of arithmetical unity. In one sense, arithmetical unity is 

a presupposition involved in all types of unity, and if there is 

anything more involved, 
_It 

is best treated under the heading of the 

simplicity. of God. This criticism may not apply to a treatise on the 

unity and triplicity of God, but apply to the study of theHomoousion 

as such,. where it is already accepted. that the Father, Son, and Spirit, 

or Father and Son, are in some way hypostatically distinct. On this 

basis, the Athanasian version of the Homoousion, as revealed here, 

would emphasise mainly the constitutive form of unity, together with 

a certain less element of arithmetical unity, the ý Aristotelian IV r 
l7 

generic unity in the normal sense, the 
LMEQ 

, Oi id-, 
0 

and what we have called categorial distinctness of God compared with 

creatures, which would be the equivalent of the philosophical notion 

of OvdU. as concerned with Being itself. Finally, there is as yet no 

attempt to quote Nicaea on the matter, probably because it would have 

side-tracked him from the task of justifying Dionysius. 

13 The second part of the book is a review by Athanasiua of 

25 Dionysius's apologia. We shall quote from the beginning of Ch. 13, 

since it shows the way in which Athanasius regarded Dionysius, but 

afterwards we shall take no more than a cursory glance, since the 

section is entirely citations from Dionysius and comparisons with Arius, 

to the discredit of the latter . It is interesting from the outset to 

notice that the "other letters" to which Athanasius refers In Chs. 9 and 

(31) The Doctrine of the Trinity (Croall Lectures 1942-43). 
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10 are apparently his apologia when challenged, and there Is no attempt 

to cite any material which specifically does not date from the 

controversy, beyond a general statement (19: 508C) that Dionysius had 

said the same sort of thing in other letters that he had previously 

written; Routh (Rel. III: p. 380) suggests, as quoted approvingly in 

Robertson's footnote, that these may have been to other bishops who 

had questioned his teaching. "The following is the occasion for his 

writing the other letters. The Bishop Dionysius having heard of affairs 
in Pentapolis, and having written, in zeal for religion ... his letter 

., some of the brethren of the Church, of right opinions but without 

asking him, so as to learn from himself how he had written it, went up 
to Rome, and they spoke against him in the presence of his namesake 
Dionysius the Bishop of Rome. And he, upon hearing it, wrote 

simultaneously against the partisans of Sabellius and against those who 
held the very opinions for uttering which Arius was cast out of the 
Church ,... And he wrote also to Dionysius to inform him of what 
they had said about him. And the latter straightway wrote back, and 

entitled his books, 'Refutation and Defence'. " The extracts quoted 

from Dionysius together come to something very like the later 

Athanasian doctrine, with a few variations. The Logos is c5-eternal 
ý. ^q"e q, n -tý 

with the Father (passim, esp. "OL) "i 0�� J" 15: 501 c). 

He is Light or Day from an ever-shining Sun (Ch. 15,16: 504B, 19: 508B, 

22: 512C, 24: 516C), a River from a Well (18t 505C, 19: 508Bs 22: 512C, 

24: 516C), a Son from a Parent, and eternally such (15: 504A, 18: 505B), 
/ "1' 

a word ()uv S) never mindless ( Vo's) Issuing forth from and revealing 

a Mind (; '1oJs) never wordless (6fS) (23 & 24 passim). The Homoousion 

is admitted, in spite of everything (18: 505E & ff, ) All these are the 

stock-in-trade of the later Athanasius except possibly that of the Logos 
n 

in relation to the Y'JS, which is not emphasised since it would tend to 

suggest the dangerous doctrine of the 
AS &`k% 

xbjy and the 
A 

os' 
U 
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or perhaps even the Two-Logos theory of Asterius. More 

questionably, there is a tantalising passage (17: 505A) which runs: 

" 'Thus then we 
dilate TA TS voýEV- the very word that was so notorious 

in the theology of Marcellus of Ancyra! ) the Monad indivisibly into the 
Triad, and conversely summate (ý5 4cLýüo4£ ) without diminution the 
Triad into the Monad. ' " This passage may be given an orthodox sense, 
but it also pointedly suggests either the position of Marcellus of 

Ancyra or the idea that the Trinity is essentially subjective, or both. 

Undoubtedly the great absentee from these extracts is the interpretation 

that Athanasius actually made of Dionysius in the earlier chapters; there 

is not one word to the effect that his offending expressions in his 

Letter to Euphranor and Ammonius referred only to the Humanity of Christ, 

and this failure of Athanasiua to find any support for his own 

interpretation is most significant. The extracts quoted are a real 

change in position, and the most that Dionysius does in explanation, 

in the true sense, is to refer to the Greek ambiguity between 

philosophers as the Makers of their discourses and as their fathers 

(20: 5090 & 21: 512B)# which we have already discussed fully. 

It is difficult to agree with Robertson (Introd. to De Sent. 

Dion., L. N. P-r,. F. )=fhat *Dionysius in his 'Refutation and Defence' 

merely restated, and did not alter, his theological position is open 
to no doubt. Athanasius, not the Arians, had the right to claim him 

as-their own. w(32) This critic has already correctly made statements 

which imply that Dionysius of Alexandria was not explaining his former 

position, but actually recanting it. "The defence of Athanasius, that 

Dionysius referred to the Human Nature of Christ, is scarcely tenable. 
It is not supported by what Dionysius says, rather the contrary: and 
if his lanp; uape did not refer to the Trinity. where would be its 

(32) p. 171., new paragraph. 
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relevancy ¬r ainstSabellianism? (underlining mine - author) The words 

, r^ýý 
ö öJiý ýý and oiw+ýý he does not exnlhin, but 

professes his belief in the eternal 
union 

of the Word with the Father. "(33 

Incidentally, if we regard the "Refutation and Defence" as a recantation - 

and not as a restatement, a' capitulation to a man who was not a 

Sabellian but who represented a tradition with marked tendencies in 

that direction, Robertson's statement that he changed his emphasis from 

7//. All P 
O. if d as i1p, ýrý 00(fI A. to 0Vno., as d +f". ýd" 0J5,4 , becomes doubtful. 

(3 ý 

r. - li 
Robertson's final judgment on Dionysius of Alexandria may stand: ". . 
he was not absolutely consistent in his language; .. he fated to 

distinguish the amb uities which beset the words O46-14ý., 
Sfl 

11 , and 

even'frdº1e 
y 

and Ndft and that he used language (OVK j� vj v"+f 

and the like) which we, with our minds cleared by the Arian controversy, 

cannot reconcile with the more deliberate and guar . ed statements of the 

'Refutation and Defence'. "(35) In view of this, it is clear that 

Athanasius' statements at the beginning of chapter 13 are those of a 

defence counsel trying to describe what was really a humiliating 

incident in the life of Dionysius of Alexandria in a way which would 

,, -! cover up his humiliation as much as possible, without any outright 

I falsification of the facts. 
(3 ) 

26 Having maintained, without success, that the Doctrine of the 

Humanity of Christ was the real point of issue in the theology of his 

illustrious predecessor, Athanasius finally repeats and confirms his 

own position: " ... . And in truth this is the effective way to 

subvert the madness of Sabellius, not to start from expressions that 

indicate the Deity of the Logos . '. . lest they, perverting what is 

well said, should use such expressions as a pretext for their 

unblushing contentiousness ... but to emphasise what is said humanly 

(33) End of previous paragraph. 
oak ^`. (34) loc. cit. just before passage cited above V. 33- 

(35) loc. cit. pp. 174-5. 
(36) Apart from Robertson, op, cito there has been very little study 

of Dionysius of Alexandria. For further citations see above pp. 
-371-85. 
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YiO'mOW. i) of the Saviour .... For insofar as these are lowly 

expressions, so it becomes clearer that it was not-the Father that 
became man. For it follows that when the Lord is called the Vine there 

must be also a Husbandman; and when lie prayed, He that prayed was one, 

and He that heard was another, one the Vine, and the other the Husbandman. 

For whatever expressions are cited as distinguishing the Son from the 

Father, are used of Him on account of the flesh(37) , at He bore for 

our sakes. °For things originate are distinct TrL V from God. 
Accordingly, since, the, flesh being originate, 'the Word, ' as John 

% 
sa s 'was ' made flesh', although He is by nature (KATX. 4 aI�) proper 
(1, 

ýýýs'} 
to and indivisible from the Father, yet by reason of it 

(d ý- se. flesh) the Father is said to be removed ýUAeý04y)(38) from 

Him. For He Himself permits what. is peculiar to the flesh to be said 

about Him, that it may be plain that the Body was His own and nobody 

else's. . , `(& that) it was not the Father that became flesh, but His 

Logos, Who"also redeemed the flesh and offered it to the Father .... 
(Thus we can understand) the Deity of the Logos, how He Is Logos and 

Wisdom, Son and Power, Radiance and Express Image Vcs,, ýýK A). For here 

again it is a necessary inference, that, as'the Logos exists, there must 

also exist the Father of-the Logos, and as Wisdom exists, there exists 

also its Parent (pvE. º), and as Radiance exists, so, the Light ( cý , 
and that thus the Father and Son are one. " 

27 After repeating that it is the Humanity of the Saviour that 

elutes Sabellianism, and the Deity of the Logos that refutes Arianism, 

concludes with a rhetorical peroration; the Doxology is either non- 

existent or missing from our present text. 

The extracts cited confirm in general the position of 

Athanasius on the issue of Sabellianism, that it is positively the 

human attributes of the Saviour that compel us to accept that the Son 
-<. » .ý- . w. '_ <.. a.,.,. tea,. A.... --ý . .... . ®... y., a,.. ýý.. a.... a...... « .: ý.... ,, w. .. _. ý.... , m.. , -. 

Is personally distinct from the Father, that it would have been 

inconceivable and impossible for the Pons et origo Trinitatis to be 

(37) Ocr, lwzoyee 
o 

�Y±% Tow t äV 
o; rr Toi i ýmVZ , ý$e£T. t.! arýTt 

ý1 vi 4 TýV 6ýp iCal 
(38) Better than Robertson's "widely distinguished. " 
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incarnate, to condescend to our level, to suffer, etc. On the other 

hand, there is the tendency to use the sort of ambiguous statement 

used in the "De Incarnatione", that the division between the Persons 

of Father and Son Is said to be the case on the ground of the 

Incarnation and the flesh of the Saviour. Now, it would be possible 

for a Sabellian likesMarcellus of Ancyra to make this statement with a 

Sabellian intention; we know that he actually did say this in the 

context of Prov. 8: 22, LXX, which he interpreted as referring to. the 

Humanity of Christ and used this Interpretation to prove, that, as the 

sufferings of the Incarnate Christ could be referred entirely to the 

Humanity, Sabellianism needy no longer involve Patripassianism, and 

. 
therefore, the major argument against it no longer applies. On this 

basis, the references to the personal distinction of Father and Son 

would be part of the mythology,. to use modern concepts, surrounding 

the fact of the Incarnation. ' But Athanasius's very defence of 

Dionysius of. Alexandria appears to exclude this sort of interpretation 

he alternative explanation is that the Incarnation Is in advance. T 
C 

revelatory of the Personal Distinction, and when Athanasius says that 

statements indicative of the latter are made on account of the flesh, 

he would mean-that the flesh is our revelatory authority for making 

true theologjcal statements about the Persons of the Trinity. If we 

interpret Athanasius in meliorem partem, we. could say that this would 

also be true' about the statements 
be-tw-eem. above, in "De Incarnation ", 

(39 ) 

and below, in "Contra Arianos" I- III, 
('C) 

concerning scriptural' 

teaching about the Person-'of Christ suffering, etc., because it was 

(39) e. g. Ch. 18. 
(40) III: 26 - 58, passim. 
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His own body that suffered. That is, one would like to say that what 

Athanasius means is that, by reason of the Body being that. of the Logos, 

Scripture not only says that the Person of Christ suffered, but says 

it truly and not mythologically. Unfortunately, although we can still 

regard this as the stronger presumption, we cannot be positive about 

it, in view of the widely changing circumstances of Athanasius's life. 

Having concluded our close study of the "De Sententia 

Dionysli", let us now make our general resume of the theology of the 

work. According to our general method, we shall begin with the study 

of the prolegomena to dogmatics, that is, the general sources of 

doctrine,, for Athanasius. 
t1) 

The only clear source is Scripture; the 

(41) Virtually all the Western analyses of Athanasius"s theology tend 
to represent him-in one of two ways, either as a disciplinarian or 
a pragmatist; occasionally, if the critic does not like the 
Trinitarian dogma, Athanasius Is also described as a rationalist. 
The former is mainly but not exclusively Roman Catholic, the latter 
Is mostly Protestant (including Anglican) but is by no means - 
unrepresented In Roman Catholic study, probably because of the very 
considerable differences in terminology, etc., between Athanasius 
and the definitive position of the Western Church. ' By the former 
major alternative, we mean that Athanaslus taught what he did 
because that was the proper teaching of the Church; under this we 
subsume all interpretations which emphasise the role of Tradition 
in the Lerintian, Tridentine, or other Roman Catholic sense. By 
the second alternative we mean the position that Athanasius's - 
theology was dictated by the necessity of proving that salvation 
did actually come to us; -at times, this view amounts to the 
contention that Athanasius was not really a systematic theologian 
at all - of all libellous nonsense: Both positions are typically 
Roman (in the most general sense) and Western, and both have been 
terribly dangerous prejudices and, In Pact, diriment impediments 
to the real intellectual study of Athanasius. 

The general run of Western interpretations conforming to one or 
other or both of, these types, -we shall select eight for citation, 
three Roman Catholic and five Protestant. Newman (Select Treatises 
... 1881 ed. Vol. II, "Athanasius", 51 - 59; see also "Rule of 
Faith", 250 - 253) is quite definite on the supreme significance 
of Tradition: (loc. cit. 51) "The fundamental idea with which he 
starts In the controversy is a deep sense of the authority of 
tradition, which he considers to have jurisdiction-even in the 
interpretation of Scripture, though at the same time he seems to 
consider that Scripture, thus interpreted, is a document of final 
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justification for the Deity of Christ is simply.. -the 
Scriptural teaching 

appeal in enquiry and interpretation. ' See also Newman's notes on 
the text of the anti-Arian writings, virtually passim. Köhler 
previously, took a similar view, although there was a fair amount of 
pragmatism: (Athanasius der Grosse . .., p., 111-2): "Er hatte den 
Grundsatz bei der Interpretation der heiligen Schrift, dass man die 
Grundanschauung von Christus und seinem Erlösungswerke, wie sie die 
Kirche darbiete, mit sich bringen mfisse, und alles Einzelne in 
diesem Geiste auffassen solle. " (p. 113): "Die heilige Schrift ist 
darum wie er*sagt, zur Verkündigung der Wahrheit hinreichend, allein 
die Kirche schliesst ihren Sinn auf. " (ibid footnote on C. G. 1, 
which states the sufficiency of Scripture): "Diese Stelle muss mit 
anderen vergleichen werden. " (p. 116, footnote): "Im Kampfe mit 
den Arianern kam tiberhaupt. die Lehre von der Tradition hdufig zur 
Sprache. Cf, Basil, De. Spir. Sanct. 10 & 27. " On p. 366, Mähler, 
as almost his last word, returned to this point, saying that the 
Arian controversy was a great stimulus to the recognition of Papal 
authority. 
Atzberger, once again in his more Aristotelian way, stresses the 
importance, for Athanasius, of natural theology (Die Logoslehre 
des hl. °Athanasius ..., p. 31+ Pf. ); this includes the intuitive 
method, which is what we have classified as the subjective natural 
theology. '- . Later, " (p. '140 ff, ) he considers the question of whether 
there is a natural proof ("natural" having the same meaning as in 
"natural theology") of the Trinity, but gives a cautious negative 
answer. Reason, Scripture, and Tradition are all present (p. 41), 
e. g. dialectical arguments against the Son's creatureliness. The 
great importance'of the question of analogy in the mature theology 
of Athanasius as a whole is rightly recognised (p. 144), but 
Atzberger finds it not particularly helpful. To give a better 
account, the objective sources are described as Scripture and 
Tradition (45 ff. ); º' Later, p. 53 ff. the latter is subsumed under 
the heading of "Der Beweis aus dem christlichen Glaubensbewusstsein" 
(faith-consciousness), Under this heading are discussed the 
impiety, virtual paganism, lack of the unity of God, and adulteration 
of the Trinity in Arianism, and also its failure to prove our 
salvation. Atzberger's final conclusion, again argued as a good 
Thomist would argue, is that for Athanasius the principal basis was 
the unity between Reason and Revelation in general, as particularly 
represented by the unity and'identity of the Greek rational Logos 
with the Logos of Scripture that became flesh. P. 75: -"Bei ° 
Athanasius sind diese drei Momente (ec. philosophy, O. T., I. T. - 
author) in der Weise verbubden, dass der historische Christus 

. - 
erscheint als der philosophische Logos,. das alttestamentliehe 
Wort, the Weisheit, u. dgl. " And again, in his general conclusion 
(229 - 232), p. 230: x; "Es stand Ihm (sc. - Athanasius)-fest, dass 
es eine Einheit gebe zwischen den Sätzen des Glaubens und den, - 
Resultaten menschlicheIrForschung, dass der Glaube nicht gegen das 
Wissen sei, aber auch das Wissen nicht gegen den Glauben sein 
können. Dieses ist der tiefe Grund, warum er festhält an der 
Identität des (philosophischen) Logos mit dem (in der positiven 
Offenbarung gegebenen) Christus . . '. . Von dieser Anschauung aus, 
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on the subject. There is nothing like a sine Scriptura traditio, or a 

the Athanasius allerdings nicht so fast streng apologetisch beweist, 
als vielmehr durchgehends voraussetzt, sucht er nun mit Hilfe der 
platonischen Philosophie sich die Ideen des Christentums 
begrifflich zu vermitteln ... (as distinct from the super- 
Aristotelianism of the Arians) .« . ". But primarily Athanasius is 
a man of faith. (232) The only criticisms that Atzberger makes of 
Athanasius are that he does not` sufficiently indicate the difference 
between the philosophical Logos and the Incarnate Logos 81), and 
again, between the Old and New Testaments (Appx. 232 ff. 

), 
the 

latter distinction being treated by Atzberger as substantially the 
same as the'former# This is the same Issue, as compared with 
Deshler and Newman, treated in an Aristotelian and Thomistic way. 
Our selection of Protestant authors opens withVoigt ("Die Lehre 
des Athanasius von Alexandrien ..., 1861), who wrote (op. cit. 
Introd. ). In deliberate opposition to Mghler on one hand and Baur 
on the other, who regarded N'icaea as the triumph of Greek rationalism. 
Rather unwisely perhaps but with more justice than has often been 
allowed, Voigt tried to present Athanasius as a Protestant, and an 
orthodox Lutheran at that* Quoting Ad Serap. I: 28 & 33, C. G. i, 
be Deer. 4& 19, he says, as against Mähler (p. 12): "Er (sc. - Athanasius) ordnet vielmehr die Tradition der heiligen Schrift 
vollstdndlg hinunter. " Later, pp. 314 - 36, he emphasises the 
importance of the Trinity as the basis of faith (referring 
especially toAd Serap. I: 28), and in this context then stresses 
the pragmatist argument, as we have termed it. The arguments of 
Athanaslus against the Arians are (203 -- 204) "zuerst vom soterio- 
logischen, dann vom rein rationellen, endlich vom exegetischen 
Standpunkt. " At the conclusion of the section on Pneumatomaehism 
and its refutation, he gives a general summary, in which the 
pragmatist argument is very prominent, and also much play is made 
of the Christian, 'consciousness", in the 19th century Idealist way: 
"Wie the Bekstmpfung der arianische Lehre vom Sohne, so hat auch 
sie (sc. - struggle against the Tropici - Auth. ) ihre Starke vor 
allem in drei Dingen, nämlich In dem Bewusstsein der Heiligkeit 
des göttlichen Wesens, die schlechterdings keine Vermischung 
desselben mit der Kreatur gestattet, ferner in der Zuversicht des 
christlichen Glaubens' dennoch wie durch den Sohn, so in dem 
heiligen Geiste, eine Lebensgemeinschaft mit dem dreieinigen Gott 
erlangt zu haben, und endlich in dem festen Anschluss an das Wort 
Gottes als an die Autorität, die aller Unsicherheit und allen 
Schwenkungen der menschlichen Gedanken ein festes und zuverlässiges 
Reich der Wahrheit gegenttber stellt. " Böhringer (Athanasius und 
Arius ... pp. 477 - 552) enunciates the arguments of Athanasius 
under three heads, "biblisch-ecegetisch" (including citations of 
Patristic authorities), "dialektisch-rationelle" (i. e. arguments 
of the "ontological" type, and "religiös-dogmatische" (only 5 pages; 
appears to be what we have called the Pragmatist argument). In the 
same tradition, Bornhäuser ("Die. Vergottungslehre des Athanasius 
und Johannes Damascenus e. . ") follows the same course; (p. 91): 
"Athanasius begr-findet die Gottheit Christi aus der Schrift und aus 
der Erfahrung ... (p. 92) Die Lehre von der wesensgleichen 
Trinität und von der Gottheit Christi ist entstanden als die 
notwendige Konsequenz der religiösen Verehrung, welche die 
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tradition that fuses with Scripture in such a way that it regularly 

Christenheit ihrem Herrn Jesus Christus darbrachte. " This is 
another form of the pragmatist argument. 

These orthodox German-speaking Protestants are basically pragmatists 
on the whole, but they do, in a rather nave way, do justice to 
Athanasius's respect for Scripture. With Harnack, however, 
pragmatism reigns supreme. (All quotations from this author are 
from the English translation of his History of Dogma) Vol. III 
p. 144 (in italics in original): "Athanasius's importance for 
posterity consisted In this, that he defined Christian faith 
exclusively as faith in redemption through the God-man who was 
identical In nature with God, and that thereby he restored to it 
fixed boundaries and contents ... It was the efficient means of 
preventing the complete Hellenizing and secularising of Christianity. 
P. 1t2: "Athanasius was no scientific theologian in the strict sense 
of the word. " Again, Vol. IV, p. 25: "The Theology and Christology 

. of'Athanasius are rooted in the thought of redemption .... He has 
come in order to make us divine, that is, to make us by adoption 
sons of God .. +. The adoration of Christ, which according to 
tradition has been practised from the first, and which has not been 
objected to by their opponents, already, he says, decides the whole 
question. God alone Is to be adored; it is heathenish to worship 
creatures. Christ therefore shares in the Divine substance. 
Athanasius did not draft any system of theology or Christology. " 
The basic theological princi lea are quite accurately described 
(Vol. IV, pp. 26 ff. ) as; (1) the gulf between created and uncreated 
reality - in agreement with Arianism; (2) the Logos is no. longer 
connected with the World-idea; (3) the Father and Son are only one 
Godhead and one God; (4) the humble passages in Scripture are 
referred to the Incarnation. In between all this, Harnack states 
that the Homoousion was an impossible attempt of rational 
theological construction to avoid what he regards as the inevitable 
dilemma, either Sabellianism or subordinationist polytheism (III: 
72), and, on the same matter, "it was Athanasius who first 
arrived at the contradictio in adjecto in the full sense of the 
phrase. " (IV: 46). It is pleasant to record that, along with so 
much erroneous material, Harnack at least notices In a sort of way 
what we shall indicate, in the next paragraph but one, as the main 
point of Athanasius, when he describes his great achievement as the 
"reduction" of theology, that is, is concentration, as distinct 
from Augustine the enricher of theology (III: 11+0), and also, that, 
without being able to give a definitive refutation, he notices that 
there Is something wrong about the Roman Catholic emphasis on 
Athanasius as a traditionalist In their own sense: (III: 112, 
footnote): " thanasius appeals to tradition) .,. . although he is 
able to construe it ideally only and does not quote any authorities. " 

As our last example, we may take Robertson (Introd. L. N. P-N. F. ). 
Unfortunately, he is completely pragmatist; (p. lxix) "Athanasius 
quas not a systematic theologian; that is, he produced no many-sided 
theology like that of Origen or Augustine. He had no interest in 
theological speculation, none of the instincts of a schoolman or a 
philosopher. His theological greatness lies in his firm grase of 
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_, controls the exegesis of Scripture. Even Reason Is simply the capacity 

soteriological principles, in his resolute subordination of 
everything elses even the formula of the Ilomoousion,, to the central 
fact of Redemption., and what this implies for the Person of the 
Redeemerip" But on the question of Scripture and tradition he Is 
completely sound*'. -He points out (loco cit. lxxiii) that, for 
Athanasius,, '"the supreme and unique revelation of God to man is 
in the Person of-His Divine Son"; the Old Testament being a. typical 
antici ation of it, the New Testament the subsequent witness. 
Later 

flxxiv)j, 
"on the sufficiency-of Scripture for the 

establishment of all necessary doctrine Athanasius insists 
repeatedly and em hatically. (C. GA, De Inc. 59 De Decr. 32# Vit. 
Ant. 16 etc. etc. 

5 
and he follows up precept by'example ee0 There Is no passage in his writings which recognises tradition as 

-RuPplementlng Scripture* Tradition-is recognised as authoritative 
in two Ways; (1) Negativelyp in the sense that doctrines which are 
novel are prima facie condemned by the very fact (De Dear. -7 n, 2) 
& 18 Orat. Il 89 10; 11: 34P 40o, De Syn. 3.6,, 7; Ad Epicte 

Ap 
and 

(2) Positively# as furnishing a guide to the sense. of Scripture 
** His language exemplifies the necessity of distinguishing# In 
the case of strong Patristic utterances on the authority of tradition# 
on different, senses of the word, Often It means simply truth con- 
tained In §cj: IPLure; .*e (such doctrine for Atho) is not a secret 
unwrit, n body of teaching handed down orallyp but is to be found 
In the. documents of antiquity and the writings of the Fathers 
The remainder of the sectiong, which need not be cited (lxxiv 
lxxVii) points outp rightly# that while Athanasius considered the 
authority of'the Church importantp his own writings revealp by later 
standardsp an inchoate situation which Athanasius himself made no 
attempt to straighten outp In the authoritarian and disciplinarian 
sense, 
In addition to all this# the reader may refer again to the chapter 
on Arianisms, -In the sense that the principles of Athanasius would 
be, the opposite of those of the heresyp and especially to the 
section on Platonism and Aristotelianism and the citations made there' When this Is done# one cause of the, trouble becomes. 
Immeaately apparentp that the previous generations-of comentators have not understood the difference between the unitary principle 
and the topical principle, and have regarded the latter as the ' 
only method that deserves the name of systematic# or to be regarded 
as really Intellectual. Robertson's extracts show this particularly 
clearly* The result is that the characteristics In Athanaslus 
have been attributed to disciplinarianism or pragmatism# or even 
to sheer lack of systemp which are really due to the unitary 
principle. 
We have taken the position that Athanasius does not really teach the 
doctrine.. of the sine Scriptura traditioneso Nowp It is. true that 
in the two passages from Basil of Caesarea that MOhler-citedin the 
extracts quoted above In this notel, leee De Spiritu Sanctog chso 10 
and 27, this doctrine Is-clearly and unambiguously taught, But It 
is absolutely beyond question that Athanasius 18 the greater theologian by farp even on the Spirit# and the theologian that 
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to interpret Scripture according to its plain meaning, and to avoid 

penetrates correspondingly closer to the heart of the question. 
Whether it is right, under these circumstances, to interpret the 
more uncertain statements of the greater theologian by the 
definite doctrines of a, man who was his friend, junior colleague, 
and successor, but who was, without any reflection on himself, 
his inferior intellectually and generally, or whether it is on 
the contrary right to attach added significance, for that very 
reason, to the uncertainties and silence of the greater theologian, 
is a case of "de gustibus non est disputandum". The author accepts 
the latter alternative, perhaps through prejudice, although it can 

, 
/[most decidedly be justified on the ground that the idea of the 

sine Scriptura traditions is the easy way out of one of the most 
difficult problems of theology. 

Although bhler is not quite right to say that it was the Arlan 
controversy that was the cause of the recognition of Tradition in 
the relevant sense, the question is most important and in fact 
topical in this context. The Doctrine of the Trinity is the final 
and supremely difficult test of the Protestant principle of the 
supremacy of Scripture, and the fact that historically the 
Protestant upholders of that principle have In the main all been 
orthodox on the Trinity only makes it a piquant paradox. There is 
something peculiar about the relation between the Trinity and 
Scripture, as witnesses the curious treatment of the issue as 
embedded in Volume I of Barth's Church Dogmatics. Although the 
matter is far too difficult for any further attention now, one 

... ° . incidental remark must be made, ince at the time of completion 
of this thesis, the end of 1962, is highly topical. There appears 
to have been a proposal at the current Vatican Council to 
principally interpret the "et" in the Tridentine doctrine of 

:. F Scriptura et Traditio conjunctively, as distinct from the more 
popular disjunctive interpretation; it is held that the primarily 
conjunctive interpretation would be more acceptable to Protestants 
since the primarily disjunctive interpretation heightens the 
possibility of a doctrine based on Tradition without any Scriptural 
authority. The extracts that we have quoted from Newman and 
Mähler, however, indicate a view of the "et" that is basically. 
conjunctive, which these two theologians put forward with 

-alacrity as the position of Athanasius, and which they recognise 
as being highly favourable to the Roman Catholic position and 
equally antagonistic to the Reformation, at least as much as the 
disjunctive interpretation of the "et". This is what one would 
expect from the general position of Newman and. Mähler, as distinct 
from the later Thomism and Aristotelianism shown by, say, in this 

-: context, Atzberger. But the point now is that it would be a grave 
mistake to consider that the conjunctive "et" Is in any sense a 
new interpretation, since these examples show that it has been a 
regular element in the Roman Catholic tradition, even when, as in 
the recent past, it has been less in evidence than the more 
Aristotelian or Thomist disjunctive interpretation. See also 
Barth Ch. Dogm. E. T. Vol. I, Pt. II: pp. 544 " 572. 
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what are presented as 'sheer ' blatant**theological'gaffes* 'There is 

nothing as yet'about euch 'things as analogy"$' which later play such an 

important part in this connection. 'i'Indeed, " one good thing can be said 

for what ' appears tobe, prima 'faciä, * the''intellectual dishonesty of 

Athanasius in reading his own'position'`intö Dionysius, and*that is, 

that it here amounts to'aneaegesis'ot Tradition-that"=Is, the theology 

of Dionysius' of -Alexandria -"in'r terms `'of Scripture! 
(43)-'''For' there Is 

no doubt that Athanasiua; ''-as might be`natural'in'a'young controversialist, 

did commit what ie:. normally'the'intellectual'crime of reading his"own 

position into the writer whom beeis ostensibly studying, -'since 
Athanasius's'defence, that`theýoffending}passage'referred to the 

Humanity' of Christ' `-rwhich`, 'was of' course''Athanasius's own position'- 

can be found nowhere'in"the extracts from'Dionysius's "Refutation and 

Defence", which he wrote to defend himself against the 'accusation of 

Arianism, and which: Athanasius cited"to"show his defence. ' 

''However, all this immediately brings up the question of Rome, 

or rather the Papal supremacy. , ', ' Now; ''on. Äthanasius's own showing, 
certain members--of Dlonysiusýof Alexandria's own Pätriarchate'appealed. ' 

to Dionysius of Rome, ' and 'the latter securedwhat 'amounted to the r '. " 
capitulation' of the former ` Was'the capitulation simply due to shame, 
or was it due to'the actual authority"deýjure of'Rome? ` Athanasius 
does " not ` tall us, except' that *his whole 'treatment 'implies the former, 
that is, 'that his predecessor'hadIleft himself open . 1to misunderstanding 
and felt himself ' compelled to' correct I it even'to the point of over- 
correcting; Did the ` original 'appeal to'Rome correspond to 'any 'actual 
regular status?., We ' know' that ' there was some sort of tradition of the 
(42) sees in one way chs. o*12 ý as a whole, but especially , lao ohs. 7_:: - 

ch.. 2 and aich 

is almost what Athanasius says in ch. 9. 
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primacy of the Roman Church, attributed to its double-Apostolic_s 

foundation; 
() 

it was certainly, assisted by its size, wealth,,, 

proximity, to the Imperial Government, and its cosmopolitan and 

metropolitan character;. it presumably,. included many persona who were 

accustomed to command; if. anything, the lack of such a regular 

institution as a General Assembly,, General., Council, or. even College, or 

Cardinals, - even one, based on Rome itself -. would. have positively 

assisted this sort, of unofficial supremacy.:, On the. other hand, it can 

be said in opposition, in this:. case, that the enemies of. Dionysius or 

Aleaandriä would have appealed to Rome even if its primacy had been 

insignificant, since its association with Sabellianism"or, Sabellianising 

tendencies was then notorious, and it would have been the inevitable 

leader of " the party. that, -was * opposed-* to , Dionysius - of Alexandria. On- 

the whole,,. however, ' the balance is, in favour of the conclusion'that� ý-, 

the contestants. in this** dispute did recognise 'some form of Roman 

supremacy. 

On the other hand, -, the very, effect of this last finding is 

that the more we'have to admit that Dlonysius. of Alexandria recognised 

the Roman supremacy,. ` the more we haveto', admit that Athanasius did not. 7 

Athanasius literally; does everything,: including basing his defence of 

his predecessor ' on a contention that could ' not-' possibly be sustained 

and which obviously' appeared to'be. impossible, 'rather than say that he 

was forced to surrender to 'the authority* . of Rome. In Pact, - Athanasius -; `- 

goes out of his way to present'Dionyslus of Alexandria as'a man who 

always fully preserved his ' theological' status and honour, and minimises,,. 

or even entirely suppresses, the humiliation that was almost certainly 

(44) See, e. g. Irenaeus'Haen III: III: 2. `The'question will be treated 
at the relevant place in all'histories-of dogma, e. g. Harnack 
Hißt. Dogm. (E. T. ) " Vol',. II: V' . -.: 169: t_r'. ;. 4. ̀, .. f. 

..: r ..... 
11" i''ß'6 . 

... 
Y 'ýý,?:: 

ý �ýJ. ý`r. 

... 7 ýi:: a?. 1. ý evriý i: i; Y 
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involved to some extent at least.! Neither here nor anywhere also in.; - 

Athanasius's writings is there anything remotely resembling'the 

celebrated definite statement of Irenaeus concerning the Roman 

supremacy as a regular part of theological prolegomena. 
(45) 

Even 

though it is probably-true that'Athanasius accepted, during his Second 

Exile, the Roman fast of 'forty " days at Lent, as distinct from the very 

much shorter Alexandrian fast. of a week,! this does not affect the issue, 

since here in the Festal Letters, as. elsewhere, he'never cites the. 

authority of Rome. 
(46):. 

He, quotes with relish'the support that he- 

obtained from the bishop and'Church. of Rome in; the'Second Exile, but 

he does so in a'matter-of-fact way. 
7Y 

: 'After this, ';. there is literally 

nothing on Rome. f. (18) 

(45) i. e., once again, Haer. III: III: 2. 
(46) For this question, see F. L. Cross, "The Study of St. Athanasius", 

pp. 16 - 18, and references there. On this basis, for example, it 
has been suggested that the Letter for 331 according to the Festal 
Index (a fast of 40 days) really belongs to 342 (where the Julian 
and Egyptian dates correspond, also the Nicene Easter, and where 
the Letter, according to the Index, prescribed 6 days. ) But it is 
fair to say that this also proves that no tradition as postulated 
by Cross and others was known to the compiler of the Festal index; 

J he certainly received no help along these lines from Athanasius as 
regards the contents of the letters. This again shows that, even 
though there was some recognition of a Roman supremacy, this was 
relatively inchoate, its recognition was by no means unanimous, and 
there was almost a continuous gradation between what would be 
almost Papalism and complete non-recognition. 

(47) See "Apologia c. Arianos" 20 - 35 for' the Letter of Julius, and, for 
a discussion unfavourable to the contention that Athanasius accepted 
the Roman supremacy, see Robertson, Introd. lxxvi. He points out 

.,, that the imperious tone of the letter which in any case was moderate 
compared with some of its successors (see esp. chs. 34 - 35), was 

--simply what Julius himself said; the whole Apology is essentially a 
quotation of documents, and we have already noticed, in their bitter 
condemnation of Eusebius of Caesarea, an authenticated case in which 
Athanasius, at any rate in his later work,, did not follow the line 
of these documents even where he had quoted them with relish. The 
attempt of the Eusebians to appeal to Rome, ch. 20, is presented by 
Athanasius as an impudent attempt to'enlistone of his natural 
supporters on their own side. 

(48) Of course, 'this silence can mean one of { two things, or perhaps three; 
either the question of Papal supremacy did not arise or Athanasius did not wish to admit it; or, it was so accepted as not to need any 
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Even where Athanasius describes Dionysius, in contrast with 

Arius, as ateacher of the Catholic Church, 
(49) 

it is evident from the 

context that Athanasius isnot thinking of it', in the Roman (classical 

and Papal alike) disciplinary sense, 'but'in a"sense far more like the 

Greek Orthodox attitude-to theChurch, `and'even more like what would 

result if the'Church of the future, as 

theologizing in away analogous to the 

his research. ' What'Athanasius is sayii 

of Arius, his arrogance, his manner of 

it should, ' regarded its 

way` in which a scientist regards 

Zg 'is that the whole way of life 

presentation of, theological' 

truth (? ), was `such that hei could not be right' ;ý Dionysius on the other 

hand, by his whole demeanour, ` showed', that he was - to ben' treated with 

respect even where he made a mistake, since he would surely see the 

truth if it were' pointed out to him by his fellows' or i even by further 

attention to the Sources of'. Revelation I-to 'put this in a modern way. 

' Three' further observations-must be ! made here, for what theys 

are worth. Firstly, we'are'adopting the hypothesis that this work 

dated from '335, and is `: the first's of '"the'- anti-Arian treatises of ' 

Athanasius, ' for reasons independent, as far as possible, of all 

theological°conaiderations, 'including this'one. ' This leaves open the 

theoretical possibility that--tthanaaius, 'as-a' hypothetically'provincial 

Alexandrian, did 'not see -the point' of ' the1 Papal ° supremacy yet, but ' 

accepted it when in the West "during his'eubsequent Second Exile, although 

this would be hard enough to justify from Athanasius's later writings. 

special mention. For Athanasius, the former is the correct 
,,., -interpretation, since, even if he recognised the special authority 

of Rome, the Arians patently did not, in their theology. Nor did 
(, _.., 

the Eastern party'represented by Athanasius's more respectable 
opponents in the earlier years, and later by the Semi-Arians. A 
theologian who went to as much trouble as Athanasius did (Co Ar. I: 
37 - III: 58) to refute Arian exegesis would certainly have 
explici Vr mentioned the Roman supremacy,. if 

, 
he , had believed its 

even in the sense of Irenaeus, 
(49) Ch. 6, apud'iiit `ý; 
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But it would be. quite impossible to acceptt.: even this tenuous possibility 

on the basis of the Benedictine dating of .. this work, which most scholars 

have accepted, according-to which-it: was written about 350 or later,. 

following the "De Decretis".., -. Secondly,: the evidence here,, and it is +. z 

confirmed by the, rest , of : the history of, -the fourth century, suggestsr 

that the prestige of Rome and its Bishop suffered relatively a 

considerable 
. 
decline. In spite, of. the part that. it played in the 

support of Marcellus and ýAthanasius . about 340, ., it counted , 
for much less 

at this time than it did either in the third century,,. or, in the era that 

began with Chalcedon and the Tome of Leo, --In part, . 
this is due to a 

decline in Rome generally.. The. Church of Rome was . 
losing ý the type of - -; 

authority that belonged-to the Church of z"no mean city", and it had 

not yet gained the authority: of the Church_of. a city that was almost a,, 

ruin, but already a legend. - But'the main cause, and one which we can 

confirm from Athanasius's own handling of ; this sort _ 
of issue later, -, is 

that the Church had just acquired. the institutional apparatusof the- 

General Council, however-brokenly and poorly it: functioned in. the 

decades after Nicaea; these Councils and Synods not only were not 

domiciled. in Rome, but appeared to meet anywhere but. in Rome... This 

not only caused the further decline of Rome;, it, is. also.: a; sign that 

either Rome had already declined greatlyby, 325, or its. earlier pre- 

eminence has been exaggerated... Thirdly, although there is no firm 

evidence for this,. it is-possible, as, a speculation, that a great deal 

of the ferocity, with which Marcellus,, especially, was attacked by 

people like Eusebius of Caesarea, -and, in a later generation, Basil of 
Ancyra and the Semi-Arians generally,, lwas due to a sort of_Eastern 
Nationalism directed against'Rome-and~the"sort of-theology which was 
so markedly associated with it. With Constantine, the East, with its 

ancient and traditional glory, was relatively reviving at the expense 
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of Rome, its former conqueror. This hypothesis would certainly explain 

some atill'obscure features of, the relation of Arianism to the Court in 

the later days of"Constantine himself, as he became progressively an 

Easterner, and also,. of course, under Constantius. But the very truth 

of this hypothesis that the East was in its heart in revolt against a 

de facto and largely; passing Roman supremacy would be additional 

evidence against the idea that Roman supremacy played any part in the 

regular theological apparatus of Athanasius. A Romanist disciplinarian 

would be very nearly as hostile to Eusebius of Caesarea and the Semi- 

Arians as he would be to the Arians themselves. But the truth is that 

Athanasius, although the significance of his gestures of reconciliation 

to the Semi-Arians has been much exaggerated, more often than not took 

great care to differentiate between the two types of position, frequently 

in spite of great provocation. 
(50) 

The offence of the Arians was in 

general their heresy and not their canonical disobedience; or, insofar 

as anything ecclesiastical, enjoyed specially privileged authority, it 

was Nicaea and Nicaea alone. 
(5i) 

If there is any evidence for the 

hypothesis that Eastern Conservatism was motivated by Eastern Nationalism, 

Athanasius has not deigned to supply us with it; he was simply not. 

interested. Actually, Athanasius himself and, his Patriarchate were as 

. powerful in their own right as anything else during this period; and in 

, 
terms of the hypothesis that we are. discussing,. this would actually be 

part of the very same Eastern revival. 

In short, the evidence of Athanasius is very much against the 

Roman supremacy as a regular principle of theology, even to the extent 
that it is with Irenaeus, least of"all, as in modern Roman Catholicism. 

(50) See above V; P311'nd below pp. lM"ýý"""_ "' _. .... 
-' 

"r- 
t r. t 

, ýý : -tea�ý ý 1:. 
*r ý 'ý. 

(5'1) Cf. De Deer. 1,, init.,, _ ý, .. 
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Another very interesting absentee from Athanasius, ' as far as' this first 

anti-Arian work is'concerned, is what we'have termed theological 

pragmatism, that is, 'the view 'that the Doctrine of God must be what it 

Is, because that is the condition of our salvation. These are both of 

course typically western, and of course, "very un-Greek, views, and 

together form what might be called the Western misrepresentation of 

Athanasius. No, with Athanasius, the reason why we must accept God 

as Trinitarian (or proto-Trinitarian) and the-Logos as God is'simply 

the fact that this is true, and if any authority is required, it is 

simply the sources of revelation, supremely Scripture. This is one of 

the ways in which theology loses if it forgets that Athanasius Is a 

Greek and tries to read him as a Westerner. ' The Doctrine of God is the 

sternest test of a theologian's devotion to truth, in the literal sense. 

It is no accident that the greatest theologians in history on this Locus 

have been Tertullian, Athanasius, 'Augustine, Aquinas, *and Barth. All 

but one are Westerners, but they are Westerners with a special and 

unusual close relation to Greek thought. Tertullian was after all the 

first Latin Father, and utterly dependent on Greek work; with him may be 

grouped Hippolytus, the Westerner who actually wrote in Greek, and- 

r+ovatian, who was closely connected with b oth. 
(52) 

Augustine was a- 

Neo-Platonist in his early'days; in fact, what we are suggesting is 

probably the full theological significance of his Neo-Platonism. 

Aquinas had to work in the first days of the great Aristotelian revival 

of the Middle Ages, and was the age's principal Aristotelian, and Barth 

has been similarly involved with Hegel' and his successors, whose 

philosophy is the greatest revival In history, not to say &potheosis '' 

(52)We are thinking especially. of the Trinitarian and anti-Sabellian 
writings of this group. 
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(to use the word improperly! ) of Greek thought. The same principle 

works when applied to theologians of the second rank, in this regard. 

Certainly, the Greek spirit is useless in theology without a great 

leavening of Western discipline and pragmatism, but in these 

circumstances, is it fair to deny to Greek thought, which was the 

fundamental secular heritage of Athanasius,, what belongs to it? 

The next stage, according to our schema, is to consider the 

actual Trinitarian doctrine. that results. Here, we are struck by the 

most intimate connection between Trinitarianism and Christology that 

defeats any neat schema on the lines of the loci theologici. There is 

--very little yet. about the Spirit, so that the doctrine is in substance 
(and 

form alike virtually a IIinitarianism. Athanasius and the Dionysius 

of Alexandria that is cited by Athanasius are in almost complete 

agreement on the metaphors and descriptions to be used for the intra- 

Trinitarian relationship; Father - Son; Intelligence (Jov S) - Word 

(in Dionysius, but not in Athanasius, probably because of its notorious 

association with the old doctrine of the J, ý$ EVI i En's' and 
Aoeo 

j 
U 

-r o4o? i Kos) ; Source - River ; Light (4 Ws) (or perhaps Light-source, or 

even Sun) - Radiance (o( dw1/bälA4. rthe physical fact and modern concept 

of Radiant Energy is the exact equivalent of this concept). The first 

is the best and was the. ultimate survivor, but the third and fourth are, 

descriptively, 
_, the most important in the Athanasian writings. However, 

as their use Is not fully developed till the "De Decretia", we shall 

postpone a general criticism of them till then. Correspondingly, 

_ý 'w 

there is relatively greater emphasis on the notion of the Father of the 

Logos than in the earlier works, where admittedly it is first mentioned. 
(53 

The passage at the end of ch. 26 where the position is justified appears 

(53) C. G. 41 47. 
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to be a gratuitous affirmation for something that requires argument. ' 

The somewhat rationalistic form in which'it is presented would give 

colour to this,, - but it'is beat interpreted that, in Isis revelation and 

self-authentication, 'Christ'appears, in Ilia pre-existent state and in 

His Deity, `as not'only a' personal 'or'hypostatic entity, but also as the 

Son of a Father, etc. - Contraryto the-Sabellian theology, the Son is a 

distinct en. tity, fröm the Father in the way that sons are Prom fathers, 

or that radiant energy is from its source, etc. ' The third aspect of 

the Trinitarian theology of Athanasius, and one of its main 

justifications, is that it was not the Father that became incarnate, 

but the Son. On the face of it, this is identical to the classical, 

and correct, objection to Sabellianism that it was Patripassian. That 

is, even If in some respect God could come down and endure the 

humiliation of creaturely life, and the death of a sinner, it would be 

quite impossible for the fons et origo Trinitatis to do so. 

Does all this amount to an effective refutation of both 

Arianism and Sabellianism? Or, on the contrary, if it is interpreted 

in such a way as to refute the one, does it not run the risk of leaving 

open the way to the other? On the side of Arianism, there is not quite 

the rigorous insistence that the Radiance cannot be different from the 

light that we find in the later writings. On the other hand, it would 

be possible for a Sabellian with as much ingenuity as Arius or Asterius 

or Euseblus of Nicodedia to interpret this theology in a Sabellian sense. 

What would be easier than to say, for instance, that Radiance and Light- 

source were simply the same thing in an expanded and concentrated form 

respectively? One does not need the physics of Einstein to make this 

statement; the Greeks had a full Intellectual equipment to do so, 

however much it would have lacked scientific basis. In fact, this is 
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very nearly what the Sabellianising Marcellus of Ancyra actually said, 

with his doctrine of dilatation and contraction of the Deity. The same 

can be seen, in classical Greek philosophy, in the substantialism of the 

Milesians;, the very point for Thales about water as the general 

substance was that it could expand, as water vapour, and condense, to 

form a. large number of different'. things in a relation that pointedly 

resembles the modern concept of dynamic equilibrium. Dionysius tries to 

refute this by showing that the Father and Son absolutely co-exist 

temporally; classical Sabellianism, as we know it, appears to have 

involved some form of temporal succession of the states In doing so, 

and in a quite worthy attempt to show that, in the analogy employed, the 

correlation holds negatively as well as positively, Dionysius falls into 

the relativist error of stating that the Sun ceases to exist when it has 

set; however cogent this might be popularly, this mistake was made at a 

time when the astronomers of Alexandria were aware of the true state of 

affairs. But it would have required only a slight further development 

of the concept of dynamic equilibrium to nullify this sort of defence. 

Similarly,. there is some doubt whether the line taken by 

Athanasius in the "De. Sententia" on the human sufferings of Christ would, 

without further amplification, suffice to repudiate Sabellianism. If 

some of the expressions used in the "De. Incarnatione", like the Logos 

giving His body to death, 
(54) 

were taken seriously, this line would be 

insufficient as an argument. If the rigorous correlation between 

suffering and the body were kept, it would be possible to argue that the 

suffering would not interfere with the Deity of Christ and in that way 

Sabellianism would not involve Patripassianism. - The thing that would 

(51+) De Inc. 20: 132A. 
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warn and did cf. °- the beginning of ch. 5 of this work) that 

something was wrong is that this sort of theology would have forfeited 

all-claim to be Christian in any sense. But here again it. appears that 

this was the position actually taken by Marceflus of Ancyra, and the 

actual reason for-his'great emphasis on the Humanity of Christ in, say, 

his'exegesis of Prov. 81 22 LXC. 
(55) 

Thus, there is a well-authenticated 

case ofa theologian who followed Athanasian principles and got a 

heretical result. This is why, quite apart from Athanasius's personal 

friendship with Mareellus, the former was deemed by the Eastern party 

to have implicated himself in the latter's heresy, in spite of his own 

denials here; perhaps the need to deny Sabellianism was yet another 

reason for Athanasius's tenderness towards Dionysius of Alexandria. ' 

But what is really needed to make the position rigorous is, firstly, a 

Trinitarian theology which is based on the Father-Son relationship, which 

is'less susceptible to interpretation in a quasi-Sabellian way, and a 

modification of the doctrine of the impassibility of God. There is a 

sense in which God is impassible, In that the Greek mind would find it 

very difficult to separate the passibility. of God, that is, God being on 

, tea 

the passive end of any activity, with the idea that there was something 

actually superior'. to God. However, for suffering to have any significance 

to a genuinely personal being, it must be suffering involving the whole 

person, and a rigorous idea of the impassibility of God would exclude 

this. One thing that would solve the difficulty is the realisation that, 

in the case of Christ, the suffering, is directed teleologically, not by 

the activities of external men, but by the Love of God Himself. This was 

not-fully understood until Barth in any case, and is probably something 

(55) See Eus. Caes. Eccl. Theol. 111: '2 and 3. 
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that Western theology as a whole can see much bester than Greek 

theology. It would be unfair to expect Athanasius to see this 

perfectly until the whole of his theological work was done. 

There " is very little reference to the Holy Spirit in this 

work. The only reference that originates with Athanasius is an 

offhand reference in 11 : 496C to "fov tl výuýdToý' 
ý 

the supplying 

of the Spirit, as one of the effects of the new salvation in Christ. 

This hardly merits consideration as Trinitarian theology at all. There 

are three references in the extracts of Dionysius of Alexandria quoted. 

In 15: 50l4A, 7rv&)A i is used, along with dýaký6ý, c d, etc., as a 

Scripturally sanctioned title of Christ. In 17: 504C, in the context 
100, 

of the unity of the Trinity� Dionysius says: " "I added a*o� TP 

(no article - author), but at the same time I added 1 tCV Kar (i. Ttvor 

%KEv. " " and a little later, 17: 505A: " 'But in their hands (sc. 

Father and Son) is the Spirit, Who cannot be, deprived ( 
10F6ti1 

- 

author's own translation) either of the Sender or the Bearer, * " These 

statements are patently uni-processionalist in the classical Eastern 

Orthodox sense, and, as we shall see later, this Is appropriate to the 

type of Trinitarian theology based on emanation, in the sense in which 

Athanasius understood the w 
f'o(1%Lvý. L6/oL relationship, as compared with 

the more personalist Filial type of Trinitarianism of Augustine. 

In making our lexicographical summary, we shall omit all 

Instances which are quoted from Dionysius. As for the titles of the 

Second Person, we shall confine ourselves to Logos and Son, since they 

are now unquestionably the prevalent ones from the point of view of the 

Trinitarian theology proper. Following Md1lerts classification first, 

and then the classification that we have elaborated: LOGOS: Godhead 

( jf of the L.: 10: 496A; 26: 517C & 520B; 27: 520C - in each case 

it is the proper state of the Logos which is referred to by certain 
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Scriptural passages. Relation between Father and Son: Denial of Two- 

Logos type of Arian doctrine 25: 517A bis; of Sabellianism, 25: 517E ter. 

Ord: Logos of the Father:. 10: 496A (refers simply to pre-existent 

state); 1L.: 501A (Christ is Logos inseparable from Father); 26: 520B 

(also denial of Sabellianism; not the Father but the Logos become flesh). 

Logos of God: 8: 492B (Deity of Christ, as testified in Scripture, as 

distinct from Humanity); 9: 1492C (pre-existent state). 241 516B (Chte 

is uaZ( God accdg. to pre-eat. state); 25: 517B (only the Eternal Logos 

is L. of G. ). Logos as Offspring* etc.: 25: 517B (iro� icK 17 f 0'06NkJ' 'mv 
1dß'j' 

vv j. i dL ); 25: 517B al terum, L. TTQc kv from the F. (in each 

case these have been cited above under denial of Sabellianism). 

Intimate connection between Father and Logos: Eternity: 21: 512A (F. 

of His own Logos); 21: -512A alterum (humble expressions do not refer 

to. . pre-existent Logos).. Incarnation: John 13% directly: 26: 520B bis, 

27: 520D. Assumed flesh, etc.: 21: 512x .( 
ti-cý . C�ýý +); 12: 497B 

(L.. 1 sa 'Av vt�µ. ttf ) 
.. ' 12: 497B al terum (l a(ý ß'i1 wýT). �d�(gýocu s 

9: 493B (humble expressions referred to .. ) . Perfect 

Divinit and Humanit of Incarnat Lo os: 9: 1492C_(already cited under 
Logos of God; 9: 493A (D. of A. 'was aware of both); 9: 493E (Body raised 
by the Logos). Same L. author of our reconciliation: 10: 496C (i. e. - 
through Christ's humanity). Heretical uses: 121 497B (not idtov n, 7f Th 

S-);.. 19*. 508E (divided from the F. with regard to pre-Incarnate 

state) ; 23: 513A ter (2nd p, not td'of but participates in another. 1., 

and 
. 
is called 1. k10T, �o: d., v , 2lß. 5168 bis (Arianism - refer to pre_ 

ht state); 13: 500A (1,. rºý, u. G, as in Arianism) ; 19: 508C 
by 

rov 
by W11 L of God); 27: 5200 (like us men). 
Og thefts 38 references, no fewer than 26 refer to the pure pre-Incarnate 
Logos : Xn His purely intra-Trinitarian relation, nine refer to the Logos 
as the 

Subject of the actual act of incarnation, two to the Logos as 
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what Chalcedon described as the Hypostasis of the Incarnate Christ, and 

one, 26: 520B, in which Sabellianism is refuted by the fact that it was 

not the Father but the Logos that became. flesh, is assigned to both the 

first mentioned groups. All the heretical uses come in the pure pre- 

Incarnate group, in this reckoning. 

Son, 'Yiof 
: in each case, the section of M 111er on the identity 

of Son and Logos is omitted. Relation of Son to Father: Son implied by 

title Father: 21: 512A. Son not Father identically: 5: 488A & 9: 492B 

(close association in each case with Incarnational proof). All other 

orthodox uses subsumed by Miller under: Son of God, having become Man, 

is and remains S. of G. and S. of M.: 3: 488A (Incarnate Christ shows 

Himself Son of the Living God); 5: 488A and 9: 492B (Godhead of the S. ); 

19: 508D (not F. but S. that took the created body); 19: 508E alterum 
(therefore said to be created); 26: 520A (only flesh of Son foreign to 

-T, 
F, ); 24: 516}3 (Son is £K ýs ouäTdf 'roe Beretical uses: (quoted 

1100, or denied): 20: 509B (not iCnöýc4) 21: 512A (not one of the creatures) ; 

25: 517B (not one among many but sole and true and natural S. of F. ). 

23: 513A (? - not true Son); 23: 513A alterum (? - S. not truly but 
e£'at, ); 19: 508E (S. Is ?" ate' i ov ... if-üToJr r) ;5: 488A 

(Sab. s deny son, i. e. independent. eaistence). There are only 17 uses 

of the title Son,. Which is relatively more than in the "De Incarnatione" 

but still in a very definite minority compared with Logos as a title. 

Of these, If definitely refer to the pure pre-incarnate and intra- 

Trinitarian state of the Second Person, including again all the 

relatively more numerous heretical cases, one refers to the Son as Agent 

of the Incarnation as an event that has actually taken place, two can be 

placed Under both of these last two headings, and three are the 

Hypostasis of the Incarnate Christ. This usage resembles that of Logos, 

except that heretical uses, cited or denied, are more prominent, and 
I 
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there is, if anything, a-slightly greater tendency for the word Son to 

.. ý 

be used where the-Incarnation is involved. than when it is not. 

As to the other Trinitarian terms: 
Cýýýr6$J 

. is. not used 

at all. Ov6taC occurs' eight. times; 10: 493C (Husbandman foreign ý 
K. ý77 0107-V 

to Vine)` 'AO: 496A (Son denied to be other KdT'ov6i d� than the ' F. ) s 

121 497A (Arians deny L: to be lot r os 
ij 'M 1: 

_11; rfdr ovTiak); 191 508B (So 

denied to be äXX orPoV ... 
f 1o . ovkidc); 241 516B '(s. £K 1f ov6% 

of the F. ); '24: 516B älterum (S. is inseparable T. ý f tbý 
T° vvaf ); 

2t: `516C (Radiance not from different do r1Sfto Light) (also in this 

section River not " Erp oo 
Gov to source); 251 517E (L. Is Sýrov ctt i1 f o-al. 'r 

-n 
P 

rvV lf. fvjýC. - D. of A. as interpreted by Athanasius). The first two 

cited represent the adverbial use of Ovcrdj like the normal Athanasian 
i 

use of UG1 . The other six, as. appropriate to a post-Nicene work, are 

some variant of the Nicene "EK 'TS oval 1ü 1J a(. 'Tpoj' ; however, as the 

issue will be definitively treated by Athanasius in the later "De 

Decretis", we shall defer any further full criticism, beyond the 

statement that O vTTJ- here obviously means the innermost centre of 

being of the Father. 

The Ilomoousion(56) is also much less developed than in the 

later writings, and, surprisingly, the Nicene use much less significant 

that with the expressions EK 111'f* O. val-L To 

etc. The primary meaning appears to be the sense in 

which the Vine and the Branches are Co-essential, and it is in the 

context of this that the Deity of the Logos and His co-essentiality with 

the Father are discussed. From this it appears that the principal 

meaning is in terms of constitutive unity, with other types, unity of 

(56) We shall defer our major comments on this and allied matters till 
our consideration of the "De Decretis". 
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origin or co-eternity, perhaps generic unity, perhaps arithmetic unity, 

in the background. Now, 'there is a sense, ultimately, in which 

constitutive unity plays a part in the understanding of the Trinity, 

since, per impossible, God would not be God If He were not Father, ' Son, 

and Holy Spirit, and even-the Father would not be God if He were not 

Father of the Son, and (with the 
, 
Son). the Source. of'the Holy Spirit, 

But it was the opposite side of this,. the sense in which constitutive 

unity is false, that both the Arians and Athanasius had to maintain 

against such heretics as the Manichees; there is a sense in which we 

deal: with one particular Person of the Trinity, to put this ontological 

truth in a pragmatist form. Each Person is whole God; it is not as if 

each Person is merely as It were an anatomical organ, the three of which 

go to makeup a viableýBeing. God is an inseparable unity of Three such 

Persons. The truth is that, when each Person supremely acts in e. g. the 

Economy of Salvation, He acts as having His appropriate relation to the 

other Two; e. g. the Son always acts as Son of the Father and Co-Source 

of the Spirit; the Spirit as proceeding from Father and Son. 

ri_f There are only tour uses of the word, 
JU6 

; 21.: 5168,25: 

517B, 26: 520B bis. , In. the first two the Logos has Divine status 6ZI 

in the third, things originate are alien from God uä-rv p and in 

the last, the Logos is Divine K &T; - 
fi, i. These are all the adverbial 

or dynamic uses, and in all cases the word refers to what is true 

aboriginally-about a thing, as distinct from what-is true adventitiously. 
0-1 'There is no mention of a 

jvef. In the Chalcedonian sense. 
Watd, would 

in one of its uses be synonymous with ü7ro6"TA. 4 
provided it were used, 

11, and-in another with 
4kiSas 

it is used here. 

The only other doctrines that figure " in this book are 

Christology, which has of necessity been largely discussed already, 
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together with a corresponding modification in the soteriology. The 

principal difference is the greatly increased emphasis on the Humanity 

of, Christ, as compared withthe earlier works, -, In one sense, this is 

due to the difference., between this work_and. the primarily. aetiological 

but-in another sense this very difference is clearly 

due to the intervention of the Arian controversy. As we have, already 

mentioned, the line taken, by. Athanasiue was not original, having been 

known to have been adopted by ! arcellus of Ancyra,. with a suspect, result, 

and also, with almost as-. great certainty, by Eustathius of Antioch, 
(57) 

who is now suspected with having had tendencies in the sramQ direction. 

But Athanaslus uses this principle to explain all the references to the 

suffering, etc., of Christ, without Sabellianizing consequences. The 

fairly strict correlation between the Deity and action, and the Humanity 

and Passion, or the mere revelation of, action, is maintained in this 

work, where anything definite is said on'ythematter, but there are signs 

that the correlation is breaking down, because Athanasius has to deal 

with Scriptural statements that are in the same form whether they refer 

to the Deity or the Humanity of Christ, like, of course, John 15: 1 

itself.. This would ultimately force (although it has not happened yet, 

and never really did with Athanasius) the theologian to admit, on the 

one hand, that_Christ, within the normal meaning of words, was Man as 

well as God, and on the other hand, that His action- and Indeed 

majestic activity, see Barth Ch. Dogm. Vol. IV Pt. II - is really human 

In some way as well as Divine. 

Corresponding to this im ceased emphasis on the Humanity of 

Christ is a sign of a change of emphasis on the nature of salvation. 

(57) Spud De Anima, in Theodore t, Dial. I: 56, See above pp. 336, a-. C 342., 350 
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In the "De Incarnatione" salvation is classically 
/WtViJTtf 

, 
divination. Here, owing to the importance of John 15: 1 ff. in the 

"dispute'over Dionysius of Alexandria, salvation is far more being a 

constitutive part of the new Humanity of Christ. 
(58) 

There is as yet 

no discussion of how this constitutive relationship is to be achieved; 

for this, a doctrine of the Holy Spirit is required. -Also, the change 

Is not permanent or complete, and Deification remains important 

throughout the whole of Athanasius's writings. But this element in 

salvation is highly significant. 

The terms for the Humanity of Christ, on Miller's 

classification, are, Body, 1w/h., 9: 493E (L. 's own Body raised by L. ); 

26: 520B (Body L. 's own, indicated by bodily things happening to "Him"); 

12: 97B (V(3); 9: 493ß (6: kpwý+rrvov lay in tomb); 19: 508D 

(EvýVE .1 ýj; 8: 492B (L., in body); 12: 497B (not F. but L. in body). 

See also 20: 509A (ro rý, ýrµdrtKov . -rov #po, indicated by Scripture); 

9: 493B (thirsts, etc. csW&' l K'f , raises Lazarus, etc., 
84; 

f) ; 12: 

497B (cs7i/ a. TvºCý� ovffV Vto us illustrated by Vine and Branches). 

There are only seven instances, along with one adjectival usage that we 

shall group with these, one adverbial use which indicates that Athanasius 

is beginning to think more dynamically, and the last, which is 

uncl, ssifiable. On our own schema, in one case, the humanity is formally 

subject, but of an expression that really in its active form is materially 

passive, -in two cases it is the Direct Object of the Logos, and in five 

we have classified the use as instrumental. -although in this case we 

have included 'a relatively disparate group, such as the Logos being "in" 

the Body.; in fact, the instance in 26: 520B would be better included 

(58) CP. Louis ßouyer, "L'Incarnation et l'Eglise-Corps du Christ dans 
la Theologie do Saint Athanase. " es p. 85 - 148. The only criticism 
that can be made is that it rather too simply, immediately and 
uncritically maintains that Athanasius regarded this constitutive 
humanity as the Church. 
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under the Logos acting or even suffering as a body if it were not for 

the fact that Athanaslus appears to use this as a justification for 

another interpretation, 

ZýJ, p ,: flesh, is commoner here, perhaps because-of the 

prominence of the Johannine incarnational passages of Scripture; 

perhaps also because the full contrast between the Deity and the 

Humanity of Christ makes for a: fuller sense of'the humiliation of the. 

hN 

flesh: - See the three instances cited above in chs. 26 and 27 where 

John 1: 14 is virtually referred to, and also 21: 512A (Le IP'4. ýk vcl d') 

the imperfections. of. the flesh as the reason for the humble expressions: 

26: 520A &B bis (additional to, the references to John 1: 14), and 
no- 

cfdýpkoj' v61 
oL 

, 9: 492C (of the Saviour) & 493A, and 10-. 493C (in £ 

all cases this is taken to be what the humble expressions are about). 

Of these 10 cases, the three for which John 1: 14 forms the basis cannot 

be well classified; the Incarnation may be interpreted as making the 

. Body the direct object of the Logos but the simple meaning of John 1: 1L 

fits more closely the classification of Christ acting as man,. three refer 

to the humanlty. es object of external action (i. e* the general 

imperfections of the flesh) # one refers to the flesh as direct object 

of the Logos, and three (Ev oeoj? T01) are closer to the 

instrumentalist classification than any other. 

v9pwwOT , Man: Second Person became (ý'ý1 ) man: 9: 492C 

& 493A; 5: 488A & 12: 497A (not F. but Son became man); 7: 489B (Cht. 

proclaimed as man from Nazareth). Heretical position that He was mere 
Ile . man (noted &/or denounced) 8: 4890 bis, Ii97A. See also TD 

LPPwrl 
voºý 

the Humanity: 9: 493A (crying is part thereof); 10: 496B = Vine). 

? 'dl vVpw"rl voU = Humanity s. 5: 1488A (H. den. Son denied by Sabellians and 
v 10: 1493C (-re 

1p 
attributed to Father), 9: 4928; 9: 493A 

as remembered by_ Dionysius). 12: 497A (-M% Kj2OU 
- shows that not the 
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F. but the S. became man). 27: 520C (no use for Arian arguments); 

27: 521A (differentiated from Godhead). Tom, d,. 
-rpVý qP: 5: 485C- 

488A (expounded by Dionysius); 8: 489C (preached first by the Apostles 

to the Jews); 10: 496A (the humble passages of Scripture do not refer 

to the pre-existent Logos but to .. . 
). 11: 496C (human ministry 

compared to rosaic covenant). Pwrtst f...: 9: 493A9 

I a) le Jlt ºvc, 1, j' E' L' d rrOde de C#C o 9: 1+92B & 11 : 496C, There are no less than 

24 instances. Here, the last one refers to the Humanity as the direct 

object of the Logos. Four have the form ýVGr,, lotýna j' ,, to which the 

remarks made above about ý vvC'tu Ö also apply; the other 19 refer 

purely to the Humanity staativally, far more so than with any other of 

the terms for the Humanity of Christ. 

Thus, in general, our analysis confirms that, although the 

same position is maintained as in the "De Incarnation", it is 

becoming less well defined, and there is a perceptible movement towards 

Chalcedon. Even the tendency to think statively that we have noticed 

with the word I ewrDj' is also a move in this direction, except insofar 

as it Is a reflection of the Arian controversy, which compelled a 

consideration of things as they are before theology could return to the 

more dynamic, soteriological side. 

The "De Sententia Dionysii" is the first major anti-Arian 

work, and shows the youthfulness of its writer, compared with the later 

works, especially as regards Athanasius's tendency to read his own 

position illegitimately into the writings of his predecessor. There is 

much that is as yet absent, the full implications of the Nicene 

lomoousion, the full doctrine of theological analogy, and Athanasius 

is not yet capable of dealing with the difficulties of Provo 8: 22 LXX,, 

But the difference between this work and the later anti-Arian writings, 

great as it is, Is less than that between it and the pre-Arian "De 
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. rnatione", and if the "De Sententia" is a rather simple treatment 

, ne issues, Athanasius has taken the essential step of making the 
(; 

ýrentiation between the Humanity and the Deity of Christ, as 
leased 

in Scripture, and using it in such a way as to avoid any -. _ 

tllian corollaries. Indeed, in one respect, that salvation consists 

fur humanity being ingrafted constitutively into the. Humanity of 

st, Athanasius is as explicit and as well developed as anywhere 
dis 

later theology. 

I 
.. c. O. C 
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; CHAPTER V IN ILLUD: OMNIA'MIHI TRADITA SUNT. 

This'opusculum, which in its present extant form begins 

abruptly, is an exegesis of the verse Mattil: -27 1= Luke 10: 22: 

"All things are 
, 
delivered to Me by. My Father; and no man knoweth,. 

. 
the Son but the Father; neither, knoweth any man the Father save*, the 

Son, and he'to whomsoever'the Son willeth'toreveal'Him. " As'"" 

Robertson says in his Intrgduction 2 the abrupt opening, ' the 

quotation of the, text,:. with'the bare, bones. of*the argument immediately 

f oll owi ng, end the'lack 'of-any exegesis beyond, the'first principal 

clause, have led to the inference that the work is. a fragment, and the 

author cannot agree with the.: statement of,: Robertson following, that 

nevertheless the conclusion, which1s'the'chapter on the Trishagion 

that we have alreadyY treated in full,, is perfect. It appears. just as. 

likely to be. another fragment.. fThe. exegesis: appears to be'part of an 

anti-Arian work that''has become'lost. 'It one may hazard a guess, the 

opusculum "In illud, 
. 
Quicunque 

. dixerit ..... ", the exegesis of Luke 12: 10 

(see also Matt. -. 12: -31-32), comes: from thesame, source; it\is obviously 

not part of the Ep. IV ad. Serapionem de Sp: ' S.,, to which it is usually 

tacked on (as, Chs. 8-23),, and, it is obviously much earlier than the 

Epistles-to Serapion,. 'although nobody. has'everdoubted its genuineness. 
(3) 

The work that we are now treating now 'as we have shown above, is almost 

certainly genuine, and is the second anti-Arian work of Athanasius, 

dating from some time between 336 and 342 

To commence with Athanasius: "and from not perceiving this, 

(1) ý Y"VT1- 
, lto TI'"ýc+ýO'' 

v 'r C/ ýT yr LAOV . P ý. (2) In L. N. P-N. F. "Athanasius". 
(3) See below p ,"Lt and Appendix,. pp. 

.. . 
i. 

.. I, 4. r�.. 
". 

n'd.. 'i' 

k«.. 

. 
1. 

r ..,. } 
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they of the heresy of Arius, Eusebius and his fellows, commit impiety 

against the Lord. For they say, t If all things were 
delivered (meaning by "all things" the Lordship of creation), there 

was once when He had them not. But if He had them not, He would not' 

be of(4) the Father, for -if He were, He would' always have had them 

through being from Him, and. would have had no need to receive them 

(But on the contrary) ... the significance of the expression is 

not the supremacy over creation, 
(5) 

not the-presiding over the things 
7) 

made, 
(e ) 

but is meant to clarify something of the aim of the Incarnation. 

For if, when He was speaking, they were delivered to Him, it is clear, _ 
that before He received them creation would have been void(8) of the 

Logos. What then becomes of, 'In Him all things consist'? But if, 

simultaneously with the origination of creation, all things were 
delivered to Him, there would be no need of a delivery, for 'all things 

were made by Him', and it would be superfluous to deliver to the Lord 

the things of which He was the Framer. " For He was Lord of what was 

coming to be even in the act of making them. '", But even supposing they 

were delivered to Him after they were originated,, look at the absurdity.: 
For if they were delivered, and upon His receiving them the Father 

retired, then we are in peril of falling into the mythologies of some 

people that He handed over, to the Son and stood aside Himself. Or if, 

while the Son has them, the Father has. them also, we: ought to say, not 
'were delivered', but that He took Him as a partner .... 

(But) this 
is even more monstrous, for'God is not'imperfect, 

(9) 
nor did He take the 

Son to help Him because-of need, 
(. 10) but being Father of the Logos, He 

makes all things through Him, 
(11! 

and does not hand over creation to Him, 
but through Him and in Him exercises providence over it ... (see 

Matt. 10: 29 & 6: 30'& John 5: 17) . t" 
. For the ex resaion . 

describes the Dispensation according to the flesh. "f12)`'. 

(5)-rýý , kcýv_ Ký-rýýc,, J "; Or does ; this mean the equivalent of 
To, os 

XT, uJ. (6) T. ývATitýrý'"CA 
(7) 'rº1I. voü v1 Y-of l, ovä I'. We have differed from Robertson. ' 

(10) ov r, ), v -r; o scý. "ý TO ̀ -MV' UV r. Jlý t �, ý' 

11 1 . '. 

(12) T' r7Z -rz, My. For vi pýo, u, 4 Foonorgy /see again Ne ants notes on C. Ar. III: L 5, and 
Vo1. II: 161-172 of Newman. "Select Treatises ... " (1881 ed. ) 
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Both sides, at that stage, evidently agreed that the 1TV �'r. L 

that were delivered to Christ referred to, in some sense or aspect, 

all the things. of creation. Besides, both sides took quite seriously 

the fact that rrý ý. J # . 
were delivered, is aorist, and therefore 

refers to an event, that, is to be considered narratively, as distinct. 

from, say, statively,. which would be the case`if the tense were perfect. 

Thus, it followed that 
. 
there,. was a moment of, time when the Logos. assumed 

a certain, fresh relationship, to.. creation. The Arians knew only one such 

relationship - lordship or,. logical, supremacyover it in, the most 

ordinary or "natural" fashion (in the"Barthian pejorative sense of the 

latter adjective);: therefore,, lt is this that the Logos assumed, in a 

definite event,., presumably not having, had it before. Athanasius's. 

criticism is, within the universe of discourse in which he is operating, ' 

to conclusive. Firstly,.. if., 
"the 

delivery. were at any time later than the 

moment of creation, then creation would be 
ýº irrational, 

, 
or 

chaotic in the worst sense... This 
, would appear, at first sight, : 

to be 

an illicit introduction of the. concepts of rational philosophy,. but 

the matter is much the same, if, we considerit Christologically.. If the 

whole grace of God is in Christ (which,, as we shall see, is what the 

Greek Logos doctrine must. finally mean), including His whole 

predestination for all, things, the. idea of. a creation without Christ 

would be the idea of a creation utterly. without the Divine mercy, which 

is far more serious than any ordinary irrationality. On the other hand, 

the use, or unreal hypothetical use,. of such an adjective as 

about the world shows. that 
. 
there is still some trace of the old Greek 

'correlation between the Logos and the world, and that Athanasius had 

not yet modified his basic concepts in the direction of the Contra 

"Arianos, where Sos is treated primarily as something (in the most 
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general sense: ) in-sod, so that it is God Who-is considered"(in an 
1-1 

unreal hypothesis)ýas hypothetically Z\obus. ' Similarly, to come to 

the second point, a divorce between the Logos's. being the Creator of 

the world and being its Lord is. dismisaed as inconceivable. Not even 

the doctrine of sin postulates such, a divorce. Sin is essentially 

mysterious in the worst sense, but whatever it. means it does not mean 

that the Logos has acquired a'state'of'imperfection suchythat it cannot 

exercise its dominion'. till after-it has progressed to a higher, 

rationality, this is the-sorV. of thing that only the Arians, Hegelian, 

and Marxists could say. Of; Athanasius's. criticism of the third possible 

view, that God took in the Logos as a partner, , we' cannot accept it 

quite so whole-heartedly. ý The Athanasian view that'God is neither too 

weak nor too far removed from the world to create and sustain it except 

at several removes is_a. great improvement. on the Gnostic doctrine of a 

series of mediators who are progressively less'divine, and his criticism 

will always be absolutely decisive against'any idea of the absolute 

impossibility of God confronting the world, whether in"the Gnostic- 

Neoplatonic or the. Epicurean'f'orm oP the idea. On the other hand, a 

modern personalist likeýBuber, '. Macmurray, -the Karl Barth of Dogmatik, 

Vol. III (esp. Pt. II), and the Anglican Social Trinitarians, would have, 

the right to reply that a Person, of the Trinity, even the Father, Who' 

(per impoasibile) "went it alone", would in truth be supremely 4.55y' f, 
ý 

and, in short no God, in fact, 'An the deepest sense of the word, a r 

nullity, Probably, the Cappadocian Fathers-would also have understood 
the point, ' The tact - that, 'for Athanasiua, ' God could create on His own 
but always creates' I-, +TIli EC J, per Verbum, is a 'sign that Athanasius 

has not yet clearly. thoughtout)Tully, 'the-personal-distinctness, of the 
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Father and Son; ' along with' their 'unity, -and ! this is associated with the 

importance of constitutive. unity in Athanasius'srinterpretation of the 

Homoousion in the previous work. 
(13)x' 

However, this argument. `ot 

Athanasius is absolutely conclusive against the-idea that God had to 

take as a partner into the.. very. essence. of His majesty something that 

was not Him. This is what the Arians virtually said in their doctrine 

of creation through the Logos; `'the Manichaeans, Gnostics *and: other 

heretics had their notions of, a , 
God (? ). who was imperfect and had to 

synergize with. what was not Himselt;, and'ot'course, this principle 

achieved its definitive' expression In-Hegel. - This is the first attempt 

to express one of the'major paradoxes of.: theology; God does not work, 

in His eternal majesty, with, or, through: anything°not'Himselt, 'but always 

works with and through the Logos. This`is'a genuine root of 

Trinitarianism. Finally, we may remark that, however much we may doubt 

about Athanasius's personalist-conception of the Logos when he"talks 

intellectually and systematically, 'there"'is'no doubt'when he talks 

Scripturally, and a dramatic instance. is=provided in the, very next 

chapter where he discusses : further: the only alternative ' that' remains, ' 

that such a verse of Scripture, ' since it cannot refer to the eternal 

and aboriginal state_of_the. Second Person,. must refer to the.. Incarnation. 

Here follows an intensely dramatic account of the economy of 

salvation, Biblically based, and in the tradition of Melito of Sardis, 

Irenaeus, and the'Athanasius of the De'Incarnatione, complete with the 

Euphuistic and antithetical arrangement of the subject matter: "For 

whereas man sinned and is in a fallen condition; death prevailed from 
Adam to Moses, the earth was cursed, Hades was opened, Paradise shut, 

(13) See above, ppSIVSft`)'ý+' We shall consider this aspect of Creatis per Verbum when we consider the Athanasian criticism of the Two-Logos 
doctrine of Asterius. 
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Heaven offended, man, finally, corrupted and brutalised, while the 

. 
devil was exulting agdinat us'- then, God in His loving kindness 

not willing that men in (tdTd) His own image should 
perish, said, 'Whom shall I send, and Who will go? ' But, while all 
held their peace, the Son said,, 'Here am I;, send. Me. ' And then it was 

. 
that, saying 'Go Thou, ' :. that 

, 
He 'delivered' to Him Man (r14 ý�ýfýwTºý ), 

that the Logos Himself migiýt become flesh, and, by, receiving the flesh, 

might put it right . 
(rrý: ýý) 

, 'in all respects. For to Him,,. Man was 
delivered, as to a. physician, to heal the bite of the serpent; as 
regards life, to resurrect what was dead; as regards light, to 
illumine the darkness; (as'regards) being Logos(15) to renew. 

' 

(the"patronal nature). ! Since then, all things were delivered to Him, 

and He was made man, immediately all things were; set right and 
perfected. Earth receives a blessing instead of a curse, Paradise was 

opened to the robber(16) Hades. cowered, the tombs were opened and the 
dead raised, *the gates of Heaven were lifted, up to await Him that 
'cometh Prom Edom'. ... . '(see also Matt.. 11: 28 and John 3: 35) 

(All things were given, in odder that, ýjustas all things 

were made through Him( 

ý 

so on Him all things might be'able to be 

renewed. For they were not 'delivered' unto Him, that being poor He. 

might become rich, nor did He receive all things that He might' receive 
authority which He lacked, but rather in order that as Saviour He 

might set all things right. For it was fitting that while the very 
beginning of creation should take place'through Him, which was to bring', 
them into being(18), the rectification should take place in Him 

vJ)- there is a difference in the phraseology. For in the 

(14) These and similar words. are. datives in apposition to 
(15) probablx, tho Logos that has true or ultimate existence 

even as God is 
(16)`s,; '-i. e. the penitent thief on the Cross. Migne follows 

this which in Cxx. Reg. Seguero et Basil only. 
(1 7) 1JNJ Jv \/. _ 'a note perfect indicating *that 'the things to be 

renewed were already in" existence. -;. 
(18) %ý'ýr V 1r1S_. cý ý". c't'ýý / ý"'ý 

"< 
ýdl v `ro u. ` £-: výý ýM tS 'iö j výJ{ 

CkQ 

_. eýt!.. 
ý1 

.. _'ry. 1. 
ß a. i "' 

J... L v}y. 
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beginning they came to be(19) through Him; but afterwards, when all 
had fallen, the Logos has become flesh, and put it on, in order that 

in Him everything might be, put right.,. Himself suffering, -He put us at 

ease; himself hungering He nourished us; and descending into'the 

underworld He brought us up. At'the'time when everything was coming to 

be, their coming to be consisted in a fiat, 
(20) 

like 'let (the earth) 
bring forth'; 'let there be'; but at the rectification it was fitting 

that all things should be 'delivered' to Him, in order that He might 

be made man, and all things be renewed in Him. For man, being in Him, 

was quickened: for this was why the Logos was united to man, namely, `- 

that the curse against man. may no longer prevail. ...., 
(on Pa. 

71 LXX: 1) .... (it requests for man's sake). . that both the 

judgment (Kp ý4- 1) ' of death against us may be delivered (, rd( ýo to 

the Son, and that He may then, -, by dying for (GT1t, o )' us, . abolish it for 

us in Himself. .r., ý 
(on Ps. 87 LXX:, 7 & Ps. ; 137. LXX: 8) . .. For 

He bore the wrath (t ov that was against us .... 
"Thus, then, we may understand all things to have been 

delivered to the Saviour, and .' . '. . there had been delivered unto Him 

what He did not previously possess., ''For He was not man previously, but' 

became man for the sake of saving man. And the Logos was not in the 

beginning flesh, but has become flesh subsequently ... 
(John 1: i; 

Col. 1: 20 & 2: 114; Eph. '. 2: 15-16) " : 
e' 4o .:.. 

This concludes the'soteriological section proper. It is almost 

a perfect summary of the De Incarnatione, and' not much mcre need be said 

about this aspect, On the Christology`and Trinitarian theology of this 

chapter, Robertson (in'the only note on this section) has said: "This. 
dramatic representation of the Mission of the Son stands alone in the 
writings of Athanasius, and, if pressed, lends itself to a conception 
of the relation of the Son to the Father which, if not Arian, is at 
least contrary to the more explicit and more mature conception. of 
Athanasius as formulated for example in C. Ar. 'II: 31 (P. ß. XXVI 212C- 
213A). The same idea appears in Milton's 

, 
'Paradise. Lost'. ... ". And 

9 

(20) 1v rve alýýý fiat is the LXX word for an Old Testnnent Divine Commandment. l 
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again, in Newman's "Arians", Ch. 1, sect. 3, note on p. 103, ist edc21)" 
(such language) .. becomes offensive as being dwelt upon as if it 

were literal, not figurative. It is Scriptural to say that the Son 

went forth from the Father' to create the-worlds; -, but when this is made ,. " 
the basis of a scene or a pageant,. it borders.,, on Arianism. Milton has 

made allegory, or the Economy, REAL. " 

This criticism is understandable, especially as Milton's 

sympathies with classical Arianism are well known. Of course, Newman's 

last word should have been "essential" since, as Chalcedon knew the Human 

Nature of Christ is just as real,, although not as "essential" in the 

Trinitarian or Athanasian sense, ' as the Deity., This slip of Newman, as 

well as this criticism as a'whole, 'is indicative of his tendency to 

over-value the simplicity. of God in a way. that is more consistent with 

rationalism than with the Christian and Trinitarian God. --, It is 

legitimate to reply that, firstly, all ' the ' material used here is -, 

strictly Scriptural, secondly that the drama in the obedience of Christ 

is actually-the well-known typological contrast between. the disobedience 

of Israel (or even of mankind' as a whole) and the 'perfect fulfilment of 

the Law by Christ and in Christ, which was well.. known to the typological 

exegetes of Athanasius's own period, ' f or example, Irenaeus, to take a 

non-Egyptian example, thirdly, that, ' however. exaggerated the drama might 

be, it is no more than an exaggeration of, what one may reverently 

describe as the intra-Trinitarian life.., The reasons for the dramatic 

quality of this extract are that Athanasius is retaining his previous 

soteriological emphasis, 'but, to a far greater extent than in the "De 

Incarnatione", he has had to account for the part played by the Father 
In the drama of salvation, also, "the general position, in terms of the 
later controversy, ' is still Infralapsarianrather than Supralapsarian; 

(21) Note referred to at the end of Robertson's note just cited. 
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the effect of a Supralapsarian position in a man of Athanasius's 

intellectual environment would be to quieten the drama, since it would 

give the economy of salvation more of the character of what is eternally 

true about God and less . of the character of,, an event. 

3 Having finished 
. 
the Incarnational side of the argument, 

Athanasius now proceeds to complete the picture by'describing, as a 

contrast, the attributes of God, which the Son eternally shares with 

the Father: (212B) "That,, however, which 
, 
the Father hath, belongs 

also to the Son, .,. .,.. For when He became what He was not, 'all 

things were delivered' to Him. But when He desires to declare His 

unity with the Father, He'teaches .... 'All'things whatsoever the 

Father hath are Mine. ' And one cannot but admire the exactness ý of 
the language )4 ü ). For He has not said''all things whatsoever the 

Father hath. He hath given unto Me, 
', 
' lest He'should appear to have once 

not possessed these things, but 'are Mine'. For these things, being in 

the power (=oýi. ) of the Father, are equally in that of the Son. We 

now must investigate what the Father hath. If creation is meant, the 

Father would have had nothing before Creation, and would have apparently 

gained from it. .... 
(But) just as He is before creation, so before 

creation He also has what He has, which we also believe to belong to the' 

Son. .... (so heretics cannot say that) 'if all things are delivered 
to the Son, then the Father has ceased to have power over what is 
delivered, having appointed the Son in His place' .... 

(because).. 

although He has given all judgment (fp o-s�) to the Son, He is 
11.1 not voided of lordship nor, because it is said that all 

, things are delivered by,. the Father to the Son, is He any the less over , ý. 
all. . . '. " 

There is not very much to say about this passage except to 

notice that it puts forward again the distinction between the Deity 

Of Christ, as what He had aboriginally beyond Creation, and has now, 

and will have to all eternity, and the Humanity, which is originated 
by a definite act in time. The Scriptural linguistic, and exegetical 
difference to which this corresponds is that between gifts etc., being 
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given. -TT': ( PCI - aorist, to the'Son,; and what the Father and, by 

implication,. the Son, has, present tense, no event., It is as simple 

as all that..., In the'-next extract, commencing at 3: 213D, Athanasius 

amplifies the Divine Nature and describes'how'it is shared by Father 

(The Arians err in ) separating . C22, 
he Only.,.. and Son. ". ..... - 

Begotten from God, Who by nature is inseparable. from Him 
. even 

though in. their madness they separate Him. by. their words, not 

perceiving ..., that light 
. 
(70 ý"/S can. never be separated from the 

Sun, in which it resides by nature. 

ý23) 

... to use the best 

analogy for the indescribable) . .... . 

4 "As then the. light'from the Sun which illuminates the world 
would never be supposed .:...:. to spread light without the Sun, since 

the Sun's light is united to the Sun by nature, and it is"as if the" 
light were to say,, 'I have'received from the Sun the power of 
illuminating all things and of giving growth and'strength`to them by 

the heat that is in me; no one will be mad enough to think that the 

mention of the Sun separates Him from the nature which is from 'hicn(ý5) 

that is, the light (-ºv f WS' ); thus it would be pious 
v ti3 ) to 

,., perceive also the Divine Essence of the Logos is united in nature to 

His own Pather. 
(26) 

.... 
(The text shows that the Saviour) iss 

ever with the Father. For "whatsoever He bath" shows that the Father 

wields the Lordship, and the "are Mine" the inseparable union. ... 
In Father are everlastingness, Eternity, Immortality'. . not as 

(22) To�., Iýý6-roý/Tý Ji 
/ ^. ". Jr (23) v -A'Ti J11N%r 

2) ' `ý'ý/ 9, present participle. }k ý-, � was later characteristic- 
ally used of the Spirit in this way. See Athanasius Ad Serap. 1: 20 
apud finem and Shapland's note; also Rodaianko, "Filioque and 
Patristic Thought, " pp. 295 - 308 of "Texte und Untersuchungen" 
LXIV; the reference is-on p. 301. The paper is published in 

, English t 
Tý G` Cý J T9 J (ý .. º .Jn.. 

(26) V, 7 1"J !D 
:., .ý jý 

VO vvM1 : jt 
j 

(17ý 
nll. J (0'� 'ý , Ji l/ 'tý 

f 

'1 
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adventitious attributes (ýýýer("y) of Him, but are things which reside 
in Him as in a fountain ('rrj), and in the Son too. When then you 

j 11 
wish to perceive what concerns the Son, learn what is in the Father 

and believe that that is also in the Son. If then the Father is a 

Creature (k-- /Ac'-) 
or a thing made ('rt?, ), these predicates 

are also in the Son. And if, it, is permissible to say of the Father, 

'there was once when He was not', or ' 2S oý-)K 
ö 

7JV', let this be said 

also concerning the Son. But if it is impious (ý''rf E. ý) to say that 

these predicates are in the Father, may it be deemed impious also to 

say that they are in the Son.;: For. what is the Father's is also the 

Son's. .... (Matt. 10: 40; John 14: 9) .... as Everlastingness, 

Immortality, Eternity being no creature 
(28) 

are in the Father, it 

follows that7one should think thus of the Son too. For as it is written 
(John 5: 26), 'As. the Father has life in Himself, so gave He to the Son 

also to have life in Himself. ' But he uses the word 'gave' in order to 

point out the Father Who gives. ' And, as again Life Is in the Father, so 

also it is in the Son, so as to'teach the inseparability and the eternity 
For, ...,. by thus mentioning . 

the. Father He .,. (avoids) .. 

, 
being thought to be the Father Himself. For He does not say, 'I am the 

Father', ' but, '' whatsoever the Father bath'. 

5 "(The Son is Father only in sense ' of Is. 9:, 6, LXX) .. 
The Only-begotten'Son of God, then,, is at once Father of the Coming Age, 

and Mighty God, and Ruler. And it. is shown clearly that all things 
,.. 

whatsoever the Father hath are His, and that as the Father gives life 

the Son is likewise able to vivify whom He will . '. (John 5: 25) " 
and the will and desi ({30ýýýµý-) of the Father and Son are one, 
since their nature (ý41. c) is one and' 

, 
indivisible(29) .... 

(This 

verse controverts both the Arians and the Sabellians) ... For this 

is why the Only-Begotten, having life in Himself as the Father has, also 
alone knows (o< ,' e_ Who the Father ist as He is in the Father and has 
the Father in Him.. For He is Image (a ýýý ) and it follows that, 
because He is His Image, all that belongs to the Father is in Him. He 
is an exact deal, showing in Himself the Father, 

(30) living Lo os and 
true, (31) 

Power,. Wisdom, Sanctification, rand our Redemption 
(32ý 

.. 
(Acts 17: 28; Luke 10: 22) ... 

2 "T 
/ ri: ý"7ýoJ 

, -m n('t1�ýCtDj ý -r 
Öcý i 

T'1`Ö 
prt : co`. 

29) 1U i Iwc i r+i, 
rl 

Ct-I -rvj" .:; t1ý: 
_ 

( 30) 
"Lý is ý)( C'ýT1 /. i ýOTJ ýD Jam. , tý VJ r1. j tKv; tý' . 'tbý I ýTt ,ý 

(31) (Migne's punctuation) 
f 

/-, (32) l c, ý 9, f 
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To begin, we here have a further presentation of. the 

distinction between the passages referring to the Humanity and to the 

Deity of Christ. Admittedly, there is some uncertainty in its 

application, as is shown by the handling of John 5: 26, in which the 

aorist ";. is simply taken asp a` prophylactic against Sabellianism, 

like the exegesis, in fact, -of the title verse of the opusculum in 

C. Ar- III: '35-36; in'fact, the exegesis here of John 5: 26, 'which- '-"` 

Athanasius wishes to refer rather to the Deity of Christv would be 
i 

rather what we' would expect if the verb were the perfect, c. 
QeýýKF, if 

. 
the classical tense system still'applied, " and in fact, when Athanasius, 

immediately on quoting the'verse with its aorist, -explains the use of 
/,,, 

the verb cýi) Ovdi, he cites the perfect. `. 1 There appears to have been no 

known textual variant to harmonise this, yeither in the Fourth Gospel or 

in Athanasius. It would have been consistent with Athanasius's later 

methods to apply this verse too to Christ's'Humanity; for instance, God 

would have given the'Humanity, and us in'It, the privilege of enjoying 

eternal life and bliss in exchange for the living death of our fallen 

state. But this is relatively unimportant beside the important question 

which now arises for Athanasius, 'which he has to discuss, the equally 

necessary other side of recognition of what properly belongs to the 

Humanity of Christ. 'v It needs to be clarified now, how we are to 

recognise what sort of things really belong to'the Deity of Christ. 

In 
. 
this' process, Athanasius develops a rudimentary but quite 

definite doctrine of the Theistic . Attributes, which are fully shared by 

Father and Son. These attributes that'are mentioned are Everlastingness 

(�t"o of 10 Immortality (. -rorac-ro� - Eternity (TO dC 
\) 

, and non 

creatureliness -r72 kT' ( 
1, �ý ý) These are in'a sense the formal 

attributes of Deity. They 1are'emphasised'her 
e because they are the 

ones most relevant for the Arian controversy, but also for another 

º. 
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reason, which indicates a problem of theology which has not been felt 

as such in most later ages, but which is a vezy serious issue for 

Athanasius, especially in the Contra Arianos, and which probably ought 

to be taken more seriously'by modern theologians (Barth takes at least 

a step in-the right direction, (Ch. Dogm., Vol. II, Pt. I). In 

contrast with this attribution of the formal attributes to the Father - 

in comparison, Barth treats them much less formally even if one corrects 

for his great length - the more material attributes of Wisdom, Power, 

Logos itself in its contemporary meaning, not to mention the even more 

material concerns that He is "our sanctification and redemption" which 

indicate other important attributes of God,. they are all treated, at 

the end of Ch. 5, as titles of Christ. Admittedly, Athanasius has 

called the Son the "exact Image" of the Father, so that everything true 

of the One must be true in exactly the same way of the Other, but the 

difference in emphasis is unmistakeable. In the same section, he 

treats ýý%ý 
"ý , will,, and DQ ºAd-, counsel, as attributes of both 

Father and Son, but later, in the "Contra Arianos", especially III: 58-67, 

they are treated exactly as Logos and Wisdom as connotative and 

denotative titles of the Son. By most Western standards, Athanasius 

here fails, to differentiate between the Second Person as Wisdom, say, 

and Wisdom. as an attribute, of all Persons. The best place for a 

definitive and critical consideration of this matter is when the Two- 

-Logos-Wisdom theory of Asterius is denounced by Athanasius in Co Ar. 

II: 38 if., and nothing will be said at this stage, beyond that this is 

particularly natural to a close follower of the early Plato (or 

Platonic Socrates), to whom. the Forms were both qualities and other 

things in our more familiar substantive sense. One other important 

point deserves mention, Athanasius's denial that there are jany 
c4X\-r(P' 4' 
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in God; Robertson's translation of "adventitious attributes" . is 

adequate only if the English reader remembers that it means literally 

what it originally said. What'is realty being said is that God shares 

no attributes with outside' beings' yin such a way as to make'Him a member 

of a class - in'tact', Thomas Aquinas's well-known statement "Deus non 

est in genera' aliquo"; nor can God have 'arty properties due to anything 

outside, or due to membership of any class. That is. ' His attributes 

cannot be formally caused, in the normal sense; God'cannot be (in the' 

'most literal" sense! the MINOR TERM in any AAA 'Fig. 1" syllogism. - 

The actual Trinitarian doctrine here enunciated is very much 

dependent on the '- ' metaphor, which we shall consider in 

greater detail later; this is'noichange'on the position in'the "De 

Sententia Dionysii". 'The' Son Is the Exact Seal of the Father and '' 

Exact Image of the Father, `and this is associated with the possession 

of all attributes and features in'common. x Already, there is a slight 

change in the use `of the' sealing' metaphor. "- The Second Person is still, 

as in "De' Incarnations", 'the''Seal, but-it is now 'the"'seal'' that shows 

the Father, rather than that'that stamps with the Father, and is thus 

presumably positive'with regard`to the Father. 

6, The important part of 'the last chapter has already been 

discussed in full; 
(33) 

it is an'appendix on the Trishagion, which. 

includes an important use ''of "the' phrase The 

'Doxology is present in the form in which we have the work, and it is 

Trinitarian: " 'to Him belongs the Kingdom, even the Father, Son, 
and Holy Spirit, now and to all, eternity.: - Amen, " 

To summarise the theology of. this book: ' As regards Athanasius's 
fundamental theological methodology, there. is' little if- any change; 
(33) See above, - pp. ý 3: cit3Z. fi,. Ll; i.. 
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the only detectable principle is that Scripture should be coherent 

and true to itself. On this basis, there are two ways in which 

Scripture speaks of Christ as God and as man, and these must be both 

kept distinct in nature and held together in theology, which must be 

consistent with both. ` The line of cleavage is the same as that between 

what is true eternally of the Second Person, and what happened to Him 

as an event. This is almost no'change from the position in'the "De 

Sententia", and apart from'this, the only thing that can be determined 

is Simply the y principle of piety, or cogriäte- words, which 

is tantalizingly brief, and never explained at greater length. On these 

bases, the verse in question, Matt. 11: 27, `which speaks of all things 

being delivered, 'rt"^F- h 7, aorist, must apply to the Incarnation and 

the Commission to do the work of'salvation, and, in a subordinate way, 

to all creation with regard to the special relationship which the 

Second Person assumed thereat. Where, as`in John'16: 15, there is no 

event but merely continuous tenses, 'the verse is applied to the Deity 

of the Son, and the "all things" are either the Theistic Attributes or 

the general majesty of the Second Person. 

To turn now to the actual Doctrine of God that results, there, 

is developed a doctrine of the Theistic Attributes, but the attributes 

assigned to the Father are the merely formal ones'of eternity and non- 

'creatureliness. The more material attributes, like Wisdom, etc., are 

special titles of the Second Person, and this raises, without solution, 

one of the main problems of Athanasian theology, the relation between, 

say Wisdom as a Divine attribute and Wisdom as the Second Person. The 

principal title of the Second Person, as we shall in the lexicographical 

section below, is Son, but the chief descriptions of the intra- 

Trinitarian revelation are still Source-River, and especially, Light- 
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Radiance, and it is again emphasised that it, is the nature of such a 

light-source as the Sun to emit light. 

There is still no reference at all to the Spirit, save in a 

routine way in the Doxology. There is still a trace of the tendency to 

assimilate the functions of the Second Person with what later theology 

assigned to the Third. At the end of Ch.. 5, the Son is still described 

as "our Sanctification", which is usually applied to the Spirit, although 

we have already given our reasons why Athanasius, as regards an important 

aspect of the doctrine of sanctification, is correct in ascribing it to 

the Logos. Again. (2: 212C), salvation is "in Christ", which is of course 

thoroughly Scriptural, but he pointedly contrasts it with Creation 

being "through" the Second Person, the distinction being associated here 

with that already made in the "De Incarnatione'between Creation by fiat 

of what did not exist,, and Redemption of entities that already existed 

and therefore, as is said now, having to be taken "into" Christ for 

their redemption. This is pointedly different from the later position 

of the Letters to Serapion, passim, according to which all th. ings are, 

and happen, from (týý) the Father through + gen. ) the Son-Logos, and 

in (K/) the spirit, a formula which is absolutely uniform unto monotony. 

There are only 7 uses of Logos as the title of the Second 

Person; Mtiller's classification breaks down in this small work where 80 

many of the uses are dictated by the text for exegesis, 80 they will be 

largely ignored: 1: 209A (creation would be void of the Logos on a 
theory rejected) 1: 209B (Father of the L. ); 2: 212 A&C (aa. Logos 
takes flesh as in John 1: 14); 3: 213A (see previous ex. s, but also 
not originally flesh) ; 4: 216B (Divine ec 

M of L. united to Father) ; 
5: 217C of Father). Of these, 3 refer to His pure intra- 
Trinitarian status, one to His work, pre-incarnate, in creation, and 

the other 3 to the Logos as the Agent of the Incarnation. to, , Son, 

is much commoner: 2: 212A (Son's commissioning); Work together in 
Creation (as John 5: 17) : 1: 209C; Imputation of weakness to Father: 
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3: 213C bis (was it abdication of Father to deliver the Son? ); 
1: 209C (not as if F, needed S. for creation). Unity of essence (in 

something like generic sense, as dictated by Texts): 2: 213A; 3: 213B, 
213C, 213C altera bis, 4: 216 B&C&D bis, 5: 217 A&B. Heresy really 
in effect against Father: 4: 216 C&D (already cited above); 6: 220A. 

Of these 17, two (1: 209C, each) refer to the work of the Son in- 

creation, 2: 212A we refer best to the Subject of the Incarnation 

considered prospectively, and the remaining 14 all refer to the intra- 

Trinitarian status of the Son. ' This is a striking, though largely 

temporary, reversal of the previous position whereby the Logos is the 

term of choice for the pre-Incarnate Logos. Probably'the change is due, 

in this instance, directly to the Scriptural passages under discussion; 

perhaps also an effect of the highly personalised and dramatized 

presentation of the Mission of the Son in Ch. 2. 

Essence, is used only once, in the instance in 4: 216B 

cited above under Logos; here it stands for the innermost personal 

centre of being of the Second Person, in a way synonymous with the 

later meaning of which word is also only used once, in 

6: 220A, which we have already discussed in full. nature. is 

commoner: 3: 216A, Radiance is in the light 4: 216A, Light 
from the Sun 4: 216B, Sun cannot be separated 

that is, what is out of it by nature, that is, Radiance; 
4: 216B (see above under Logos; the essences are united Also, 
for similar heretical use, 3: 213D; the Arians deny Son Who is 
inseparable )c Y"--i . All these uses are the familiar adverbial and 

dynamic uses. Similarly, not applied to God, angels are superior to 

us kS 'ýV T/Iy -rý_ -, IV 
' adverbial accusative, 6: 220C. There 

are three uses in the more traditional absolute way, as a true noun, 
two of the Divine nature and one of that of men; 3: 216A (we must be 

careful of intruding on God's -ny 41r" F IV 
1'T-0 

V(j 771 ') ; 6: 217D (we 

These with the Trishagion -y *ý ILV t -JAI -"T, se two 
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are fairly synonymous with the later Trinitarian ='--''-, interpreted in 

the usual way. 'Finally, 6: 217C, Athanasius sarcastically suggests 

that the Arians investigate their own human ýVal(ý., ' These reveal little 

change in the use, so far, of 
ýýý_1'" 

There is very little change in any of the other doctrines. 

The most important advance is that God does not need an intermediary 

for creation, that is, an intermediary that is not God, but always 

creates per Verbum. The Christology and soteriology remain the same 

as before; in spite of the heightened dramatic representation in Ch. 2, 

the soteriology remains much the same as in "De Incarnations", and even 

the greater emphasis on salvation as ingrafting into the Humanity of 

Christ, in the "De Sententia", is less prominent here, since it does 

not lend itself to the dramatic treatment, which is probably the effect 

of the fact that, for the first. time, Athanasius has had to see 

salvation as the act of both Father and Son. Conversely, for the same 

reason, Salvation as a Mighty Act of God is more prominent than 

anywhere else in Athanasius, before or since, and the penal, 

substitutionary, and sacrificial aspect is less prominent. As for 

lexicographic analysis of the Christology, there are only four instances, 

all of ?: ý, ý , flesh, for the Humanity of Christ, in the exact sense and 

virtual citation of John 1: 14; 2: 212 A&C; 3: 213A bis (2 linked uses). 

Robertson, in his Introduction, 
04) 

points out that Athanasius's 

treatment of this verse is different from his later treatment in C. Ar. 

III: 35 ff. in which it is simply used to show that the Father and Son 

are personally distinct in the sense denied by the Sabellian heresy. 

Thus, Athanasiua shifted the ground of attack from the minor, that the 
(34) L. N. P-N. F. p. 86. 
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. 
"all things" include the Divine Sonship, to the enthymematic major, 

that if "all things" were delivered to Him, once He did not have them. 

The case is actually more complicated than that, since this type of 

anti-Sabellian argument is very prominent here, but not applied to the 

same text, and besides, Athanasius is not as clear-cut as Robertson 

suggests. But there are significant differences, and we shall discuss 

them when we come to the relevant passages in the "Contra Arianos", 

that is, II: 31 ft., and 38 ff (on the Two Wisdom doctrine of Asterius), 

and III: 35 ff. `' y.. 
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CHAPTER VI - DE DECRETIS NICAEANAE SYNOD 

As we have shown above, this is in order the next major anti- 

Arian work of Athanasius, and dates from 346 to about 351. 
(') 

The body 

of the book is a defence of the Nicene formulae for the Son, especially 

the Homoousion, and to a less extent the EMC -11ov6id$ 'rLQ the 

preceding chapters on the right meaning of the Sonship of the Second 

Person have this as their proper climax. Appended is a major section 

on the Arian termoý)Evgrov that we have already discussed completely 

and at length. 
(2) 

The authenticity of the work is unquestionable. 
(3) 

The book has a rather more restricted field of subject matter than the 

other anti-Arian works, even those of comparable length, there being 

fewer excursions into Christology (as Western theology understands it), 

or soteriology on a large scale, although it is still important to-note 

any incidental references to other doctrines. This difference in subject 

matter must always be remembered in any critical comparison with the 

other anti-Arian writings. 

In the original 1857 edition of Migne's Patrologia Graeca, 

the group of leaves that should have borne the column numbers 417 to 

448 inclusive was mis-paginated 425 to 456 inclusive, with the result 

that cols. 417-424 were not there at all, and 449-456 were duplicated, 

as the following group was correctly paginated. This error was 

corrected in the 1887 edition. In all citations here, the corrected 

pagination, and not the erroneous pagination of 1857, has been followed. 

The first five chapters need not detain us at all; they are 

(1) See above pp. 314-16' 
(2) See above pp. 284-308. 
(3) So is the date, with the exception that it is usually placed a few 

years later. 
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introductory and historical, and numerous excerpts from them have been 

cited in the appropriate places. Chapter 3 gives the usual version of 

the proceedings of Nicaea, ending with a declaration that Acacius, a 

notorious Arian leader at the time of writing, and episcopal successor 

to Eusebius of Caesarea, had no business to bask in the glory of his 

predecessor in view of the latter's acceptance of the Nicene decrees. 
(4) 

The next two chapters, however, deserve more extended citation. With 

reference to the change of front of Eusebius of Caesarea at Nicaea, 

Athanasius continues (beginning of Ch. 1i): "Are they not then committing 

a crime even in thinking of gainsaying so great a Council, and an 
Ecumenical Council too? 5 Do they not commit a transgression in 

daring to affront the definition rightly made against the Arian heresy 

and testified even by those who had previously taught them impiety? " 

After accusing the Arians of inconstancy, which, says Athanasius, is 

worthy of secular Greeks and not of Christians, he continues by 

contrast (4: 421C): ... "For what our Fathers have delivered that is 

truly doctrine and this is truly the token of Doctors, to confess the 

same thing as each other, and to vary neither from themselves nor from 
their fathers. ... the holy and actual heralds of the Truth agree with 
each other, and do not differ among themselves. For though they lived 
in different times, yet they follow the same path as each other, being 

prophets of the One God, and preaching (E%Iý 6X t366E' C't) the same Word 
harmoniously. (Ch. 5) And what Moses taught, that Abraham preserved, 
and what Abraham preserved, that did Noah and Enoch-. acknowledge .... 
For Abel too witnessed in this way, knowing what he had learned from 
Adam, who himself had learned from that Lord Who said ..., "I give 
no new commandment unto you, but an old commandment which you have 
heard from the beginning. "(6) Wherefore also the blessed Apostle Paul, 

(4) Newman, in his note on this passage, should not have deduced from 
this that Athanasius was writing against the Acacian party, "of 
whom he does not seem to have had much distinct knowledge. " 

T't ý`r1 1ýdýi C7 <'ov 
výkºý 6vvodw, (5) 'T 

(6) 1 John 2: ' 7. 
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who had learned it from Him, ... forbade that deacons, let alone 

bishops, be double-tongued, 
(7) 

nay, in his rebuke of the Galatians, 

declared as a general principle, 'If any one preach any other Gospel 

to you than that ye have received, let him be anathema, as I have said, 

and say again. If even ourselves or an angel from heaven preaches to 

you other than what you have received, let him be anathema. '(8) Since 

then the Apostle thus speaks, let these men either anathematize the 

Eusebian clique ... or if they acknowledge that their subscriptions 

were good, let them not laugh at such a great Council. ... .. 11 'The 

remainder of the chapter deals with their persistence in heresy, leading 

to the main argument of the book in further refutation. In spite of the 

prima facie appearance of the first sentence, this passage cannot be cited 

in support of the Tridentine or even the Lerintian doctrine of Tradition, 

since the only witnesses to,. the Tradition cited are the dramatis personae 

of Scripture. The question is the constancy of the Scriptural witness, 

and quite literally nothing else. The only part tobe played by the 

later Church is presumably to agree with itself and with Scripture, as 

the Arians did not. The position of Athanasius, as indicated in this 

extract, is far closer to the Protestant doctrine of Scripture than to 

any "Catholic" position. The only position of the latter character that 

can be found in Athanasius is the conciliarist, which is clear here in 

the respect that he demands be paid to the Council of Nicaea by reason 

of its regularity and truly ecumenical character. Unfortunately, 

perhaps, Athanasius does not indicate the connection between this 

conciliarism and the supremacy of Scripture, nor does he ever manage 

to do so. Perhaps it is only Western Church History that has compelled 

an urgent appreciation of the position. 

At this stage, Athanasius begins his attack on Arian theology 

proper, by quoting the statement that we have cited above to the effect 
(7)c71\o see I Tim. 3: 8; almost "double-thinking" in Orwell's 

sense. 
(8) Gal. 1: 9 and 8 in that order. 
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that the Son enjoys all His titles indicative of Sonship only improperly, 

E1ý-ý17W)0? ýhr( (9) 
In reply, Athanasius (425B & f. ) maintains that 

there are two senses of the word "Son", the adoptive sense, as in 

Deut. 13: 18 & 14: 1, which view the Arians appear to accept, and the 

(biological or natural) sense, "according to which Isaac is the son of 
Abraham, and Jacob of Isaac, and the Patriarchs of Jacob. .... If 
(He is Son) in the first (sense), the way in which people are sons, 
who fl wC 

12 
O-rrJ 

ý1 C) 
obtain Tý/-ro >o�o, uý-rv;: x I' 

(11 
, and 

receive the power 
) 

to become sons of God ..., then He apparently 
would not differ from us at all, nor would He be Only-begotten, seeing 
that He also would have received the award of sonship(13) from His 

virtue. For even if, as you say, He had been accepted through it 
having been foreknown that He would be worthy, 

(14) 
and had, 

simultaneously with coming into existence, received the Name and its 

glory, there would still be no difference bet5ween Him and those who 
receive the name after their activities (e. g. Adam, 
though in Paradise from the first, was no better than Enoch, Paul, or 
even the penitent thief on the Cross .. ." No further paraphrase 

is necessary. 

Having shown that the Arians would be hard put to establish 

any difference between the Son and creatures in general, Athanasius 

considers various ways in which the Arians try to do so. After quoting 

an Arian argument that we have already cited, that the Son was made by 

God alone and the rest through the Son, 
(15) 

Athanasius replies (L28B): 

(9) We have quoted this passage in full, above p. 4-1 r3 . (10) This phrase means quite literally, "progress". 
(11) Literally "the grace of the name". Actually, the Name as an act 

of pure grace (i. e. as distinct from right). 
(12) oý<; Rower de jure. 
(13) TOJ TTY cý"ý iII. �, 

rröý 
, nominative: the title, "Son", 

"ý"; ''' ') ý"-r the opposite of Tr)ýýýýý legal or judicial 
condemnation. - 

ý: rrý. ý', ýý; nom. in apposition with "Son". 
(15) Quoted above p. ý-1 

, 
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If on account of the toil God was content to make only the Son 

Himself, but no longer worked when it came to the others, it is impious 

to say such things about God ... (Is. 40: 28). Rather is it 

He Who gives strength to the hungry, and refreshes those who toil, 

through His Logos. Again, it would be impious to suppose that He 

disdained to make the creatures that came after the Son, as if it 

were something menial, for there is no pride ('r' coS) in God ... 
(here follows a catalogue of His direct actions in the O. T. ) ... 
However, ... 'He made us, and not we outselves. '(16) He it is Who 

through His Logos made all things great and small, and we may not divide 

the creation, so as to say, this is the Father's, this is the Son's, but 

they are of one God Who uses His proper Logos as a Hand, 
07) 

and in Him 

does all things ... (Is. 66: 2&I Cor. 8: 6) ... 'Thus'He, 
always 

as now, speaks to the Sun and it rises,. and commands the 

clouds and it rains upon one place ... and He bids the 

Earth to yield its fruits, and fashions Jeremiah in the womb. But if 

He now does all this, surely at the beginning He did not disdain to make 

all things through the Logos, for the above are but parts of the whole. " 

This passage largely duplicates the argument of In illud, Omnia mihi 

tradita sunt,. Ch. 1, but at a level of greater complexity. Likewise, 

the problems of Creatio per Verbum are still evident, more so than ever, 

as is shown by Athanasius's talk of the Father 
. 
"using" the Logos, which 

implies a degree of subordination normally repudiated by Athanasius. 

The concept of the Logos as the Hand of God is normal in the Fathers, 

especially Irelqaeus, Haer. IV praef., where both the Son and Spirit are 

the two Hands of God, and Hilary, De Trinitate VII: 22. Newman's note 

on this passage points out that the Hand metaphor implies 

consubatantiality, but in this case the meaning of the Homoousion 

would still be primarily in the sense of constitutive unity which is 

becoming less and less prominent for Athanasius. Athanasius also 

(16) Ps. 100 (A. V. ): 3. 
(17) 'J5' 
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emphasises the part played by the speaking of God in creation. This is 

of course an essential part of the doctrine of creation, since its 

opposite, which it must exclude, is creatio ex materie, but it is 

uncertain here how much Athanasius identified this act of speaking with 

the Logos as the Second Person, since the context indicates that what- 

Athanasius has primarily'in mind here is the continuity of God's action 

in creation. The Arian theology, if both Father and creaturely Son (? ) 

are taken seriously, is a form of Deism, which is being rejected here as 

un-Scriptural. 

In another passage, 8: 429C - 432B, embedded in a later 

argument, Athanasius returns to this topic, pointing out that what 

the Arians are claiming for their creaturely Son is really no more than 

what was the real status of Adam, and points out that Adam enjoys no 

ultimate superiority, or even distinction, in His relation to God, since 

God's creative activity is the same with other and later men (Jer. '1: 5, 

Is. 66: 2& 44: 2, Ps. 119: 73. Is. 1+9: 5) " 
The remainder, the early part, of Ch. 8 deals with the 

Arian argument that God could not have created the world on His own as 

the world could not have endured the naked majesty of God; hence, there 

was a cosmic necessity for a Mediator in nature. 
(18) 

This is met by 

Athanasius by the -r7r-r'oý argument in its classical form, which does not 

need detailed citation, that is, that another Mediator would be needed 

to create the Second Person, and so on ad infinitum, so that creation 

could never start; the alternative would be that even one intermediary 

is superfluous. Of course the reason for the cogency of this argument 

was that there were only two types of entity for the Arians, Creator 

and creature, and there was, as for all true Christians, nothing 

(18) Referred to above, p. 355 
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intermediate in nature. 'Athanasius denies the premise that' a mediator 

is necessary in the Arian sense, and of course in doing so he has 

reopened the question of how Christ is ontologically the Mediator between 

God and Man, which problem was not finally solved till Chalcedon. He 

finally clinches the argument, later, in 9: 432 B, by pointing out that, 

presupposing that Creation is per Verbum,. there is simply no evidence 

that even the Arians"can supply, for even a second member of such a 

series'of Mediators. 

The next passage from 9: 432B - 10: '433A, is one that we have 

already cited in full in another context, about the argument that 

the Son had the supremacy because He participated in God directly 

( r=, x,, W+ gen. etc. in the usual manner of the Platonic Socrates, 

here and elsewhere), whereas the other creatures rather participated 

directly in the Son; Athanasius answers by saying that after all, we 

are God's sons, not the Son's sons, that this does not really 

differentiate the Son in kind, 'and when this is recognised, differences 

in degree really do not matter. This is interesting in that it 

corresponds to the Final Argument for the Immortality of the Soul in 

the "Phaedo", (20) 
where the Platonic Socrates introduces the notion 

of methexis on methexis, according to which a thing can be hot through 

participation directly in heat, but also through participation in fire, 

since fire participates in heat in a peculiarly intimate way, such that, 

inter alia, the opposite, cold, is absolutely and invariably excluded. 

Similarly with cold and snow; and the soul is immortal since it excludes 

death in this way. This is. interesting in its own way as the first 

(19) See above pý. 367 
(20) Sect. 102-106. 
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account in the history of philosophy of the middle term, the AAA. 

Fig. I syllogism, and, from a different point of view, formal causality, 

but it is not an argument that the Arians could very well use, since 

their whole position would be undercut by it, either by the re- 

introduction of a series of gradations between Creator and creature 

which might amount to a smooth, infinitely divisible transition, or by 

the obliteration of the original distinction. Incidentally, the 

Socratic argument has the same effect on the Theory of Forms itself; 

it breaks down the rigid dualistic distinction between Forms and 

particulars, and thus makes the theory as a whole untenable. 

These passages'of refutation all have this feature in common, 

that they are relatively simple expressions of what we may call the 

categorical argument, which in this form means that the Arians cannot 

have it both ways; the Son-Logos must be either God or a creature like 

the rest of us, if that is the way in which the Arians subdivide 

reality. He cannot simultaneously be a creature in exactly the way 

as we are creatures, and be cosmologically supreme in any real sense; 

conversely, the ascription of any such supremacy would be the ascription 

of Deity. In this way, Athanasius turns the Arians' main premise, which 

they have in common with all Christians, against them with a vengeance. 

Later on, this sort of argument is developed to a much higher level of 

complexity. 

Having shown that the Arian arguments to the contrary are no 

arguments at all, Athanasius gives his conclusion (10: 4330), that "it 
remains then to say that it is according to the other idea, whereby 
Isaac is son of Abraham, for what is naturally begotten from one and 
does not accrue from without, that Nature recognises as a son, 

(21) 
and 

(21) 0f 1( -ý! ý_�� ý. il :. ý t11. ý� flilp r/Uc: ýC��fJl%Q 

Newman's note on this passage, beginning, "The force lies in the 
word ý�oi, naturally, which the Council expressed more definitely 
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that is what is implied by the term. ".. ... 
But, once this meaning of Son has been accepted, Athanasius 

is faced with the grave problem of analogy, in theological statement. 
(22) 

This happens precisely because the process of generation involves almost 

everything human, and this means-the human�"passions", which are, to so 

great an extent, the mark not-only of 
, 

our creaturehood but of our fallen 

state. There is the'sexual passion in, which children are begotten. 

Generation in all higher, animals, "because, it is sexual,, requires the 

co-operation of two membersof;. the species. -There are 'the pains and 

dangers of childbirth, and. the often exhausting demands and anxieties of 
family life. ' There 

, are some 
, 

things ; which, can be done much better with a 

family, but much that cannot be, done, 
, or� done well;, ; it - is not 

, 
for nothing 

that the Roman Catholic Church keeps its priesthood celibate. Above all, 

family life does leave a person much more vulnerable to the need, for. 

instance, to conform to the world. It is fashionable, and in its way 

by the term 'e9sence'. " admits what has been our case, that the 
main use of 4- S has been to describe what is aboriginally true, 
as distinct from what is true only at a later time, or which becomes 
true; for a Greek, this would coincide with the difference between 
what was true by Essence and what becomes true by accident. 
Unfortunately, the continuation of the note, in which passages from 
the later Fathers are quoted; 'P. Newrnan's anxiety to affirm the full 
privileges of the Christian, blurs swingt© the very distinction 
that Athanasius insisted on drawing, that between the Son by nature 
and even the best of Christians, who merely becomes a son by adoption, 
and concerning whom the last thins that Athanasius would say would 
be that he was a son either in ýýr+S or in v3Tº 

(22) It is astonishing that the only commentator on Athanasius who has 
been prepared to allow that Analogy plays an important part in the 
theology of Athanasius is Atzberger,. op* cit. p. 44, and even he, 
perhaps under the spell of the conditioned reflex that associated 

'the theology. of analogy with Thomas' Aquinas and Thomism, heL had 
little to, say. 
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correct, to dismiss this line of argument as based on the Greek ideal 

of the irresponsible aristocrat rather than the Hebrew-Christian idea 

of man in. the image of God as: a responsible worker, whether the Greek 

ideal is the Platonic philosopher-kingship, 
" 

the Epicurean d'r4g( 

freedom from bother, or the Stoic 
JE1Jº 

, perfect equilibrium of 

emotion in spite of. what would most", seriously bother lesser men. - But 

there is more in 'this thanwe often allow, and in this context it was 

after all the Word of God, and not a Greek philosopher, who said to 

womankind that "in sorrow shalt thou bring forth children". 
(23) 

" Thus,: 

"Athanasius would have felt this as a'serious problem in three ways, as 

a Greek intellectual, 
,. 
as a faithful follower of Scripture, and as a. 

representative of, the Patristic tradition.. -.., He would have felt that 

even the most restricted meaning .1 of'r°'-and other words of that 

group, the meaning which we find in our own expression "passive voice", 

was unworthy of God, and quite rightly, and therefore that "sonship" 

could not be predicated univocally of God and man: ' Commencing 

immediately at 10: 433B: "Is then the Son's generation one of human 
affection? 

(24) 
... By no mean,; for God is not as man, nor men as 

God. For men were created (EkTtG off, /) of material, and that passible, 
(25) 

but God is immaterial and incorporeal. And if the same expressions 
are present in Holy Writ applied. to both God and man ... 

(we must be 
careful)-I Cor. 2: 15) ... neither-to conceive the things of God 
humanly, or the things of man as being about God .... 

11 "For God creates, and 'to create' is also applied to men; 
and God is Existent (Z6, and men are also said to be, as they have 
also received this from God to keep. Yet does God create as men do? 
Or is He Existent as men are? God forbid! For we take these 
expressions in one way when applied to God, and quite otherwise when 
applied to men. For God creates by calling (Q, \'v) what is not, into 
being, without needing anything, but men operate on some underlying 
material, first praying, and then gaining the wit to maký2ýýom the 
very God Who formed everything through His own Logos. And again, men, 
(23) 
(24) f'00 ID `ýw Fvv a- ýS, " 
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being incapable of self-existence, are in places and circumscribed 
("rrFprr Auk--; v01), and their consistence is in the" Logos 

of God, but God is self-existent, surrounding (rrzpc 

everything but being surrounded by nothing; within everything according 
to His own goodness and power, outside everything according to His own 

nature(28) .... so is man's generation in one way, and the Son. from 

the Father in another way. For the offspring of men are in some way 

members of their begetters, since the very nature of their bodies is 

not an uncompounded one, 
(29) 

but is fluid (PC-and has the 

character of a synthesis of parts; 
(30) 

and again, men excrete ( ? 
Cýý-ý. 

Tý ) 

when they beget, and they gain by accretion from the food that they 

ingest; and by reason of this cause men become fathers of many children 

as the occasion arises, but God, being without. parts is 

Father of the Son without partition or passion, for there is neither 

effluence (7(-rTv)(ooq) from the incorporeal nor influx' /into Him, 

as with men. And, being simple 
r\, 

in nature, He is Father of the 

One Only Son. And this is why He is Only-Begotten, and is, alone, in 

the bosom of the Father, and. the Father declares Him alone to be from 

Him (Matt. 3: 17 & pls. ) 
.... And He too is the Father's Logos, from 

which can be understood the impassible and impartitive nature(31) of the 

Father, in that not even a human word is begotten with passion or 

partit, ion, 
(32) 

much less that of God. Wherefore also, He sits as Logos 

at the Father's right hand, for where the Father is, there is His Logos, 
but we, as things made, stand in judgment before Him; and while He is 

adored, (-*+? )or31 , vc'iTd) as He is the Son of the Father to be adored, we 
adore, confessing Him to be Lord and God, since we are creatures and 
other than He. 

(25) 'ý rU '1S' ý, A, 1 -rrR rýý' oýc-ý; ' ýý (ºý. º, o"ýK�ýS' 
, 

i 'TT-r cc , 
º. J iii v ýfýDý ry (26) ý --ý literally, the aknow-howtt. 

(28)ýýýd. v T-Sf aktýI' C- ZI « vro ýc ýý, c%ý kam, ýýý, ýýt� _ .ý cý '%, � 1i i-i. � -ttýýr ýF r7 t< "(-rk Irv' Lcý i�t�)i. 
(29) ov z %-rrý ý: S -'" 
(30) 

1 
(32) , ý,,, 
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12 (Can such a Son be a creature or not eternal? ) 
... For 

in this again the generation of the Son exceeds and transcends the 

thoughts of men, that we become fathers of our own children in time 

since we ourselves, being first of all non-existent 

next have come to be. " 

The first subject for consideration is the nature of the 

analogy involved, from the formal point of view, and it turns out that 

the doctrine of analogy here presented is about as well developed as 

any in the history of theology. This has been hardly ever appreciated, 

but it is really not. surprising in view of. the Arian misuse of analogy. 

It is a pure example of what J. F. Anderson calls "analogy of 

proportionality" the most difficult and involved type of analogy. 
(33) 

According to this type of analogy (to take this particular case), it 

is a comparison between the relationships God the Father 
sonshi God 

the Son, and Human Father Sonship ) Human Son, and the distinctive 

point is that the difference between God and Man affects not only the 

terms of the relationship, Father and Son, but also the relationship, 

Sonship, itself, as a relationship and as a process. This section of 

(33) J. F. Anderson, "The Bond of Being, " a defence of the Roman Catholic 
theology against charges such as Barth's on the Analogia Entis. It 
is, in the main, a commentary on the position of Thomas de Vio 
Cajetanus as an interpretation of Thomas Aquinas, and on the under- 
lying passages in Thomas Aquinas. On his nomenclature, there are 
three important types of analogy, the Analogy of Inequality, the 
Analogy of Proportion, and the Analogy of Proportionality. In the 
first type, the feature in question is present completely in both 
analogates, but to an unequal degree. Hegelian analogy would be 
of that type. The second type, for J. F. Anderson, is the common 
or garden analogy, by which some features are completely in common 
to both and others completely not in common; where an individual 
feature which cannot be predicated univocally is discussed, certain 
sub-features of this feature are either in common or not in common. 
It is probable that a correct formal doctrine of analogy will 
include all these elements if it is to be of service theologically, 
but, as we shall see in the case of Athanasius himself, other 
elements are necessary, and above all it must be remembered that 
no doctrine of analogy will enable us to reduce the analogy and 
eliminate the analogical element from all theological statement. 
This is an essential corollary to the Mystery of God. Not even the Analogy of Proportionality, which is the nearest approach insofar as such an expression has any meaning, enables us to do this, 
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the"De Decretis is the first time that this important form of analogy 

has been systematically treated in the history of logic, which is 

another indication of the great change that was forced on theology at 

this stage. In this form of analogy, , 
both Divine and human sonships 

are regarded as genuine and acceptable forms of sonship in general, as 

distinct from the position beforehand, whereby the human sonship was 

the normal form and the Divine sonship a relatively obscure entity 

that had. to be explained. as being different from the former type. 

However, we shall see that Athanasius finds the analogy of 

proportionality inadequate, and we see adumbrations even here of a 

higher doctrine, perfectly developed in the Contra, Arianos, in which. 

the common naive position is not only neutralised, but completely 

reversed. 
( 34) 

Analogy of proportionality, as stated above, leaves one 

problem, and that is, of course, what is the difference between God 

and man which controls all such internal relationships? The problem is 

particularly serious, because it appears that even Scriptural terms 

have to be interpreted analogically. Unfortunately, this is one of the 

difficult points at which, not surprisingly, the theology of Athanasius 

is open to attack, since, from this and other extracts it appears that 

the criterion is something dangerously like, to say the least, the 

rationalistic concept of the simplicity of aod. 
(35) 

The point is that, 

as God is One and absolutely simple, so must the Sonship be an absolutely 

(34) See C. Ar. I: 4-9-ºEi and below pp. b Stet -I IV 
(35) For the Simplicity of God, see above, pp. 4i-3. It is interesting to 

note that Athanasius never pays the Arians the compliment of having 
believed, however mistakenly, in the Simplicity of the Father, or 
even indicated that he was turning such a belief against them. This 
shows again that. the Arians were not Patricentric, but, in a 
way Logocentric. 

re 
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simple act, unchanging, and numerically one; correspondingly,. since 

men are multiple both extensively and intensively, human generation is 

essentially a multiplicity of acts which begin, proceed, and end. It 

is not necessary to accept quite literally all the details of 

Athanasius's analysis of this situation.. In fact, it would be fair 

to say that it shows too much trace of the rational theism and 

solitarism that was dominant in the, times just previous. And,. once 

we believe that God is One and. also that God is Father, Son, and Holy 

Ghost, we cannot accept, in the rational sense, the. "absolute 

simplicity of God". It-is true that Athanasius is emphasising rather 

the absolute simplicity of the'Father and the Son severally as Persons. 

Also, it is evident that, for him, -"God" still tended to be "God the 

Father", an ambiguity on which moderns have no'right to look with any 

indulgent superiority. (There are arguments for the case that in the 

Ancient Church the operative word that expressed Deity was,. in practice, 

not but the lfl Tývýýýý.; vof the various Creeds, and that it was the 

Arian controversy that forced clarification) On the other hand, as we 

have pointed out before, the Greek word expressing complexity, crv.. ' %e TC6, 

which is again used here, cannot be used to express genuine Trinitarian 

complexity because it carries the idea of a conflation of originally 

quite discrete entities, and the corresponding corollary that such an 

object could, if not in mechanical fact, then certainly in idea, be 

dismembered again and the parts treated or considered totally in 

abstraction as separate entities again. (It is in fact only with God 

that these do not follow). Again, is it immediately obvious that God, 

even an absolutely simple God, could only do one such action? If 

this doctrine of the simplicity of the Divine operation is carried 

too far, it would make inconceivable any description of God's 

providential care of the world, or rather of all the creatures in all 
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their diversity. Even if we (quite rightly) deny that this notion 

should apply at all to-God's gracious dealing with creation and restrict 

it to the antra-Trinitarian acts that express God's absolute nature, 

yet there is a big qualification even here, in that the Father not 

only begets the Son but emits (along with the Son) the Spirit. Now 

these are, in fact, in one sense different acts and in another sense a 

unitary act, so that the question of repetition does not arise. But 

the point is that Athanasius himself, when he comes to deal with the 

Holy Spirit, has to make this differentiation - and, not surprisingly, 

by no means succeeds perfectly. But whatever conclusions we reach about 

the relation between the simplicity'and the triplicity of the Triune God, 

the Doctrine of the Trinity, properly developed, cannot, be a severe 

qualification of the absolute simplicity of God, and in particular much 

further argument is needed when the Holy Spirit is under discussion. 

But it is only fair to add that, even from the most modern point of 

view there is more in this question of the uniqueness of the Son than 

the effects of rationalism or the relativistic error into which 

Athanasius prima facie falls. Macmurraypoints out that, as far as 

personal relationship is concerned, that the most typical communities 

are those with only two members (that is, personal members). 
(36) 

Whatever one may think of applying this sort of analogy to God, there 

is something not in accordance with the Divine nature in a community 

consisting of three, the Father and two brothers. A'humorist once said 

that he was convinced that all men were brothers after seeing the way 

in which brothers fought each other. In fact, it is doubtful whether 

there is one case in Scripture of two brothers leading active lives 

(36) "Conditions of Freedom" Dunning Lectures for 19L. 9. pp. 70 ff. 
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together in which there did not occur at least one major quarrel. 

Examples are Cain - Abel, Ham's subjection to Shem and Japheth, Esau - 

Jacob, Joseph and his brethren, Aaron - Moses (in re Gold'alf, etc. ). 

Jonathan - Ishbosheth (relations with David), Adonijah - Solomon (to 

say nothing of Absalom), even James and John; although there is no 

direct statement that they considered themselves rivals, they were both 

"pushed" by their mother, which makes a fraternal quarrel by no means 

improbable; Mark 9: 34 may quite likely have been about such a disaster. 

We may think what we like about Athanasius's statements about the 

katabolism, anabolism, and'metabolism of'men being the reason why they 

beget a multiplicity of eons;. in fact, it might be said that a Being 

Who begets without partition, fission, or katabolic degeneration would, 

for that reason, be capable precisely of begetting without limit, since 

such a procedure could not lead to exhaustion. And it is also 

questionable how much even the categories of personalist thought can 

be applied to God. But it is not inappropriate to remark that, whatever 

we may think of Athanasius's philosophical background, his argument, 
if it has any force in the first place, does not lose it in a different 

philosophy. For us, it is at least as unthinkable for God to be 

involved in the relativities of fraternal differences as it was for the 

Greeks for God to be involved in the relativities of succession and 

duplication. The same thing applies to the iR or in which 

human parents generate their children. Athanasius's reminder on this 

point has a message for our own day and generation. Perhaps we 

specially need reminding that, if human sons are characterised by the 

Oedipus complex, there is surely a corresponding complex in their 

fathers; some sort of subconscious dread that the child will supplant 

or otherwise be a threat to him. Psycho-analysts have paid relatively 

' _. ý 
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too much attention to childbirth and childhood as it concerns the 

child, and not nearly enough to these two things as they concern the 

parent. But, in any case, before we look askance at the Greek phobia 

of passions in this connection, let us remember the Oedipus complex, 

its obverse counterpart In the parent,. and the virulent ramifications 

of this and other similar passions in all family-life. We could think 

too of other similar feelings associated with bearing children, over and 

above the requirements for a gross reproduction rate of one, for 

instance, the feeling, often only too well founded, that the superfluity 

of children are necessary in case the others die off, 'etc. There will 

be more of these matters when we come to consider the similar but 

distinctly different material of the Contra Arianos. This sort of 

view should not be criticised. as reading into a past generation our 

own psychological knowledge., The Hellenists. of the fourth century may 

not have had our scientific system, our scientific method, our 

scientific precision, or our scientific self-assurance, but they were 

pungently familiar with all the infidelities, jealousies, and lusts 

that poison human family life, and, even in a matter of details it 

was after all not Freud but Sophocles. who first set down Oedipus in 

black and white, and it was not modern Vienna but ancient Athens that 

first feasted upon this legend as if it were the latest revelation of 

ultimate truth. We need make no apology for quoting Freudian 

principles. The fact is that he is almost the first thinker since the 

fourth century to give family life and its categories the prominence, 

in his own system that it must have in an adequate Trinitarian theology. 

It is a shocking reflection on the history of theology that if almost 

any person practises free association with the Trinity as the starting- 

point he will instinctively think of mathematics and logic (or para- 

mathematics and illogic); his first thought ought to be family life. 
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The Trinity is the true, the sole, Holy Family. In comparison, other 

families, as Athanasius said, are generated in passion and schism. 

Roman Catholic moral theology in particular, when it extols family life, 

should remember this caveat. All this of course is further 

exemplification of the sinfulness and brokenness of human life, far 

more telling than the more signs of our creatureliness that are usually. 

adduced in this connection, and they can be added to what we have said 

by way of introduction to this section. Even if he could not have been 

a Freud, it is better for us to assume that: Athanasius would not have 

been entirely unaware of these matters, especially in view of later- 

developments in his theology. 

This passage marks a major stage in the development of the 

Trinitarian theology of Athanasius, in that at and after this stage 

the key concept in his systematic and deliberate exposition of the 

Second Person is "Son". Logos and other concepts tend to explain it 

and correct the mistaken impressions, to which it might give rise. The 

first result is what appears to be a strengthened denial of the Gnostic 

or Manichaean idea of emanationism -, the d T,. )oaoe) - as a doctrine of the 

origin of the Son. Newman's note on this word is interesting. After 

citing Exp. Fid I and C. Ar. I: 21 as parallel disclaimers, as well as 
his predecessor Alexander (in Theodoret, Eccl. Hist. I: 3: 743), and his 

successor, Cyril of Alexandria, Dial. -4: 505E & Thesaur. 6: 43, but he 

points out that Athanasius quotes, with approval, this very concept (the 

word in each case in the passage from Theognostus quoted in 

this book, ch. 25: 14.60C, where it is applied directly to the Son, and in 

the passage from Dionysius ot'Alexandria in De Sent. 23: 513B, where it 

is used of the analogy of the word (in general) as an, of the 

intelligence. The former is just an incidental quot ; in the latter 
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case, it bears the great part of the burden of the Trinitarian theology 

proper that is being maintained, Athanasius's own great contribution 

being in Christology. Thus the extract from Diorysius is more 

significant. Newman in his note virtually admits that this passage 

represents some change not only in the theology of Athanasius but in the 

general theological tradition (as compared, say, with the Logos theology 

of later Origenism), and this is very much clearer on the dating that 

we have adopted for the"De Sententiä, as compared with Montfaucon's, 

whatever we may think of the"Expositio Fidel. * 

Another feature of the Trinitarian theology, should be noticed 

in conclusion, as it confirms the change in emphasis in Athanasius's 

theology. Even where he is speaking of the generation of the Son in 

contrast with the generation of human sons, which are repetitive acts 

which begin and end, he lays surprisingly little emphasis on the, 

Eternal Generation of the Son, as we meet it in, say, Origen. His 

emphasis is rather on the eternal co-existence of the Father and Son. 

This is a sign that the confrontationist type of theology of the Son 

is beginning but only beginning to replace the earlier emanationist 

type. 
(37) 

To complete the picture, it must be noted that, in doing all 

this, Athanasius goes much further in his consideration of the 

differences between God and the creatures, and we must finally concern 

ourselves with his' account of creaturely reality as distinct from God. 

This has been adumbrated before in Athanasius, 
(38) 

but here, for the 

first time, it is clearly expressed,. This roughly corresponds to what 

we propose to call the categorial argument, so it is necessary to 

(37) Of course, we are using "emanationist" in a different sense from 
the Manichaean and Gnostic sense condemned by Athanasius. See 
above p 44-U j, 

(38) Cf. C. G. li. 1, " where the context is actually the Logos concept. 
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indicate the meaning of the word "categorial". We shall use it for 

what is concerned with the highest level of generality. This applies to, 

for example, the original sense of the term as used by Aristotle, as 

he himself shows when he says that the categories are genera of Being. 
(39) 

Even though Aristotle has actually repudiated the idea of a summum 

genus by the arguments like those used by Plato in Part II of the 

"Parmenides", and repeated later in the "Sophist", this statement is 

really significant, if it means that Categories are features which a 

thing has in virtue of its mere existence,, and are thus differentiated 

from terms in the logical sense, which lack that universality. The 

same may be said of those Supreme Forms, A1ý, rý cvi, of the "Sophist", 

which have the character of blending with everything, like sameness, 

difference, unity, etc.; in fact, in this Dialogue, Plato is really 

giving the first account of categories. Again, all the things (? ) 

discussed in Hegel's Logic are really categories, since they are 

developments of Being itself. The author, incidentally, disagrees 

with the present Oxford Linguistic use of the term "category mistake", 

although the concept is a most useful one. "Saturday is in bed", is 

not a category mistake, however ridiculous it sounds, since it is a 

false statement the falsehood of, which depends on, and can be proved 

inter alia from, the ordinary E proposition that no astronomical 

phenomena are personal; a mystic poet or astrologer who hypostasised 

days could actually make sense of it. On the other hand., "Goes is in 

bed" is a true category mistake, since "goes" is, on one view anyway, 

a combined logical copula and predicate. "The Absolute has a cold" 

would probably be a genuine category mistake too, if it is believed 

(39) Cf. for the following, Plato, "Parmenides" 135-166. "Sophist"241 ff. 
and Aristotle Metaphysics B (gook III)� 998B and H (Book VIII) 1045E 
for similar arguments. For,, r +--r see "Sophist" 253-6, 
Aristotelian categories as genera of býing. Met. (Bk. V) 1017a. 
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that the highest level of generality cannot be a constitutive entity. 

The difference between categorial arguments in philosophy 

and in theology is due to'the fact that there is an absolutely 

significant gap between God and all creaturely reality, so that there 

is no level of generality which includes God and creatures and which 

transcends the difference. Thus, the thing that is truly categorial 

is the categorial argument, in the sense in which we are using the 

expression now. This is'what Athanasius said in so many words when 

he said that God even exists etc. ) in a different way from 

creaturely existence. Thiele actually a repudiation of all natural 

theology in the familiar sense, although Athanasius still accepts it, 

and also of the doctrine and practice of analogia antis, which Athanasius 

later repudiates properly. God, without being any the less personal, 

is simple and indivisible, as we have seen above, and is also absolutely 

omnipresent in presence even if absolutely distinct by nature. Newman, 

in his notes on Ch. 11, did not need to point out that this last 

doctrine, while being - as it actually is - the same as in the De 

Incarnatione ch. 17, contrasts with the more normal Patristic doctrine 

that God is everywhere substantially as well as in other ways. 

Athanasius is not denying this; what from the general point of view, 

including our own, Athanasius is denying is that God has a frontier, 

in the ordinary popular sense, that there is any region, class, or 

constitutive entity of which God is a member, and that God has, in the 

modern scientific sense, an environment which is on equal or superior 

terms to Him. Correspondingly, the statement that God is outside 

everything according to His nature excludes, not God's universal presence, 

even substantial universal presence, but pantheism. To complete the 

picture, God, as distinct from man, has the power of creatio ex nihilo, 

whereas man is dependent on pre-existent material, and the human act 
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analagous to creation is a long, laborious and complex act in which 

the dependence of man on what is outside himself, not least on God, 

is evident at every stage. Athanasius emphasises this part of the 

argument, because it is one thing that the Arians did understand, 

ostensibly at any rate, as is shown by their descriptions of the 

"creatureliness" of the Son; they knew very well that God's creation 

was creatio ex nihilo, as distinct from man's,, and if they were aware 

of the difference here, they'should have been aware of the difference 

in other ways. 

On the other hand, creatures are essentially complex, in 

the most pejorative sense that is known to Athanasius, as a Greek. 

They have a frontier, a limit, an environment with which they interact, 

now with mastery, now in subordination- They have a definite place 

which they occupy, and nowhere else. Their very existence is not 

secure, and they are dependent on each other, and supremely on God. 

They interchange with their environments.., and have to replace losses. 

Above all, they are complex in the sense of being divisible, and are 

inconstant and subject to change. These differences are in a sense 

due to the difference in the very mode of existence of creatures 

itself, which is secondary to God's own mode of existence. It is 

almost as if Athanasius, when he says that all these differences follow 

from the difference in being, implies that these two sets of 

characteristics can be proved ontologically. Whatever one may think 

of this way of describing the matter, it has certainly the point in 

its favour that no other statement can be general enough to indicate 

the full scope of. the differentiation. Although the material here 

expounded is only used for a proof of the difference between God and 

man, and not for the full categorial argument as it is met later in.. 
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say, C. Ar. II: 18-30, it is the material for such an argument, and, 

although it looks strange to see the statement that, because men are 

essentially complex etc., therefore they must in principle beget many 

sons and a succession of sons, this sort of reasoning is more inevitable 

and cogent than appears at first sight. 
(40) 

(40) The author is irresistibly struck by the resemblance between what 
Athanasius presents as the truth of all creaturely life per se, and 
the radical pluralism of his Professor of Philosophy in Sydney, the 
late John Anderson. Professor Anderson, a Clydesider in origin, was 
a philosophical atheist, and his atheism was the most cogent that the 
author has ever experienced as a system; indeed, since leaving Sydney 
he has not come into any contact with any philosophy that gives him 
the unmistakeable feeling that it can refute this atheistic system, 
whether on its own premises or on any theory of the nature of 
philosophy which is based on its supremacy. He differs radically 
from the positivists and linguists in allowing a place, in fact the 
supreme place, for metaphysics and the metaphysical system, but does 
not allow that metaphysics proves the existence of any metaphysical 
entities, specifically the God of natural theology, and the supreme 
constitutive unities of Hegel and Marx - he criticised Marxism for 
what it has in common with a religion, both in theory and in 
practice. In fact, it is the positive function of metaphysics to 
disprove the existence of such entities -a positive and not a 
sceptical conclusion. The thing that metaphysics proves, at the 
highest level of generality, is logic and the whole system of 
logical relations. John Anderson has the same relation to Hegel 
(or Bradley, who is simply Parmenides all over again) as the Eleatic 
Stranger in Plato's "Sophist" has to Parmenides and the Eleatic 
School. If one wished to remain closer to Hegel, John Anderson's 
system is what would result if the transition from Necessity to 
Freedom in, respectively, the end of the Second part and the beginning 
of the Third Part of Hegel's Logic was invalid; - and it is only 
valid on the assumption that every stage in the Logic is referring 
to a Parmenidean One Thing at a higher level of complexity - and the 
categories of Part III, like the syllogism, where they were admissible 
at all, were deduced from the first two parts. Perhaps an even 
closer correspondence would be with the Kantian Antitheses of the 
Antinomies of Pure Reason, in the "Critique of Pure Reason. " 

For Professor Anderson, since Being is the highest level of generality, 
and is a relation and not a constitutive or substantial entity, it 
is really the logical copula and all the logical relations connected 
therewith. Therefore, all things exist in a way corresponding to the 
proposition in logic. That is, all things are members of a class. 
There is only one way of being, and there are no ultimate entities, 
whether ultimately big or ultimately small. Therefore, all things 
have an environment and an inside, which is itself complex, infinitely complex. No thing can be exhaustive, that is, every 
genuine term has a genuine logical opposite, a logical opposite 
with a real extension. Everything in principle interacts with its 
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As we have seen above, the analogy of proportionality, as 

environment and its internal environment as well, and is in a relation 
of dependence on or reciprocity with the environment. Reality is 
dynamic, that is, everything can be expected to change as it interacts 
with the other things. Finally, no thing has any ultimate superiority 
over anything else, in spite of what we take to be such relations. The 
great principles in which this system culminates are: universal (but 
not holistic! ) determinism, atheism, and the universality of "inquiry", 
Which is the epistemic form of what we have been describing as ontology; 
in fact, he suggests that the reason for postulating ultimate entities 
in any form is to act as a barrier to inquiry. 

The author has been much impressed by this system, and the reader will 
have noticed many signs of his indebtedness to it. In fact, he is 
quite convinced that it is the systematic form of the atheism of the 
scientist, and that everything that the atheistic logical positivist 
or linguistic analyst wants to say can be said much better and more 
convincingly by Professor Anderson. " It is a great misfortune that, for 
various reasons, his system has never been presented to the wider world 
as a whole. (The recent posthumous collection of his journal articles, 
"Studies in Empirical Philosophy, " Sydney, 1962, does not meet this need. ) 
In view of all this, the author was astounded to find virtually the 
entire Andersonian doctrine in Athanasius, not, of course, as the general 
truth, but as the truth about creaturely existence as opposed to God, 
and it is expressed far more lucidly in Athanasius than in any other 
writer of any age, language, and tradition! And the great majority of 
the material is where we should expect it, in C. Ar. II: 18-82, where 
Athanasius is attacking the idea that there can be any creme that 
can be ultimately supreme over the rest, even as John Anderson, though 
gratefully accepting the atheism of Marx (and learning from his account 
of the mendacious principle) nevertheless attacked him for remaining a 
Monist. 

The reason why this sort of position has produced atheism should be 
evident by now; it is the principle of the supremacy of philosophy, or, 
in other words, that there is a real highest level of generality that 
includes both God and the creatures. And this is exactly what 
Athanasius, with his unerring instinct on these matters, says. His 
statement that God and creatures do not exist in the same way is simply 
a denial in advance of any such common "bond of being". This is also 
the ultimate significance of the Barthian position denying natural 
theology, analogia entis, etc. Athanasius does not deny natural 
theology in the Bartlthn sense, but it is fair to say that, since the 
results of this natural theology went the whole distance in Marx and 
the rest, and did not stop half way, as in Arianism, he would have had 
a far clearer warning, however dubious his interpretation of Marxism, 
that the whole tradition of natural theology that reached its 
apotheosis in Hegel must ultimately reduce not only the Logos but God 
as a whole to the level of the creature. 
P. S. - Professor Anderson was a classicist in general outlook (as 
utilitarianism was a violation of his conviction that truth is absolute 
and not relative), and he believed that the best and clearest examples 
of philosophical problems were supplied by the classical Greek philosophy, 
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used by Athanasius, leaves a real problem, of the nature of the 

difference which controls the distinction in the analogy, and we have 

suggested that, as analogy is involved in the. interpretation of 
, 

Scripture, the problem is particularly serious here. Perhaps Athan. asius 

feels himself that the obvious solution, as we have expounded it, is 

too rationalistic, and immediately sets out to see if there is not a 

better solution, of, a more Scriptural character. Thus, Athanasius 

turns his attention to exegesis, at first on the Trinitarian question 

proper, but later on a more diffuse range of topics. To confirm that 

the Son exists eternally, Athanasius now quotes Scriptural analogies: 

"the sacred writers have-given us-a certain image from things seen" 
r 044 toi 

.... 
E1 . OVd, -"tvl, dE Oi at6"1v' . L'1-' -V <ý vu4e-V12: Lý. 36C); the 

I 

passages 'concerned are Heb. 1 10 - 
v"=' 

Ps- 36 g'i: 9, Baruch 3: 12 (Fountain of Wisdom),. Jer. 2: 13 (Fountain of 

living waters). "And mean (IJH<1Pod) indeed and very dim this 

illustration compared with that with which we are concerned, but yet it 

is possible to understand something above man's nature (ý ý". ý; ), instead 

of thinking that the generation of the Son is the equivalent of ours. 
For who can even imagine that the Radiance was ever not, so that he 

should dare to say that the Son was not always(41) or that the Son was 
not before His generation? or who is capable of separating the Radiance 
from the Sun or to conceive the fountain as ever barren of life? 

(42) 

that he should madly say that the Son is %0 
ý1'ý ý�I.; Who says, "I am 

the Life, " or alien to the Father's essence(43) Who says, "He that 
hath seen Me hath seen the Father,, "? It isti 'J_, rr-vv)abaurd and 

(40) the Pre-Socratics and Plato rather than Aristotle. The author 
thankfully ahknowledges the helpfulness to his thesis of his 
emphasis on this period in his lectures and courses. 

(41) ur n 
(42) 

loo, 43) 
oý n TO If `U' -, n 7t4Ttn, (ý OjOvC1 uls' . 
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impious when Scripture contains such images., to conceive 

about the Lord from other images which are neither in Scripture nor 

have any religious bearing. "(44) This extract is an anticipation of 

the section from Ch. 15 onwardsp in which the relationship between the 

Sonship of the Son and the other metaphors that. describe Himg. and will 

be discussed at the appropriate stage. In the last sentencep there is 

brought up again the question of, the. criterion of correct.. theological 

thoughtv which is denoted again as pietyp -ro, but not further 

described in detail. 

'13 At this stage, Athanasius saysp the Arians have to bring out 

their apparent trump card, Prov. 8: 22. .... 
(but this passage) has 

a religious and very orthodox sense(45) For what man of right 
understanding does not perceive, that what'is madd and created is external 
to the maker, but the Sont as the argument indicated abovel-exi8ts not 
exte: ýnallyp but from the Father that begat Him, for man too creates 

a house but begets a son, and no one would put it in the 

reverse way and say that the house or the ship was begotten 
' 
)Cvvc4 

by their builder and that the son was created and made 
by him; nor again that the house was an image of its creator 

but the son was unlike his begetter, but rather-will he confess that the 
Son is an image of the fatherp but the house is a work of art(46) .... 

. 
(Contrast Gen. 1: 1 with Pa. 110 Ai: 3& Pa. 2: '7. 

and Prov. 8: 25; and 
John 1: 3a with John 1: J8) .... Ifthen son, not creature, if 
cre4ture then not son; for giýeat is the difference between them, and 

r . - son (,. /I U. and creature cannot be the same unless His essence 
be considered at once from God and external to Him. " 

In these'preliminary remarksp Athanasius prima facie flies 

in the face of the wording of'Prov. 8: 22,, LXX., which is favourable to 

Arianismv on grounds which appear at first sight to be either an 

(44) 
N (45) jfI. / JQ I J. 'V I 

(46) 
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inadequate appreciation of the real difficulties of harmonising 

Scripture, or a plain refusal to face facts. Because, on a priori 

grounds, the exegesis of the Arians cannot be true, therefore it is not 

true; this will be recognised by any scientist as the most pernicious 

and inadmissible attitude possible. However, we cannot discuss it here 

yet, but will postpone it till the consideration of C. Ar. II: 18-82, 

where Athanasius, speaking at much greater length, makes a far more 

convincing show on an extremely difficult problem. It is more pleasing 

to note that Athanasius here makes the very simple but\\very sound point, 

that the Arians ought to have understood but wantonly refused to, that 

there is a fundamental difference between. making a thing and begetting 

it, and that no one in ordinary speech would describe a piece of 

furniture that he made as his son'in the same way as the word would 

apply to the member of his family. 

14 Having rejected the tempting Arian exegesis as impossible, 

Athanasius"faces the question of what is the real one, and adopts the 

line which he first elaborated in the "De Sententia, that all passages 

like Prov. 8: 22 LXX, which appear to speak of Christ as a creature, 

refer to the Incarnation. In the rest of the chapter, the Incarnation 

is treated soteriologically along the lines of the"De Incarnatione Verbi 

Dei: (440B) ".... wishing to annul our death, He took to Himself a 
body from the Virgin Mary, that, by offering (1rýý :Zc ;) this to the 
Father as a sacrifice on behalf of all(47)0 He might deliver us all, who 
by fear of death were all our life subjected to bondage. Therperson 

Vý ýl ILy' (f) is that of the Saviour but it was said when afterwards He 
spoke after taking the body, 'The Lord created me as a beginning of His 
ways unto the works. ' For as to be everlasting(48) and to be in the 

(47) . Tr< 
(L. 8) V ti �ý,, 

º 
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0 

Father's bosom is perfectly consistent with the Son, as Heeis Son of 
God, so when He became man the statement fitted Him, 'The Lord created 
Me. ' For then it is said of Him that He hungered, that He thirsted, 

and asked where Lazarus lay, and suffered and rose again. And a$,. when 
we hear of Him as Lord and God and True Light, we understand Him as 
being from the Father, so, on hearing the "He created" and the "servant" 

and the "suffered", we should not ascribe them to the Deity - for it 

would be a different sphere (ý o< <`ýý°� ý_ý) - but we must interpret these 
by the flesh that He bore for our sake, for to it these things 

(49) "` 
are proper and this flesh was nobody else's but that of the Logos 

.. The Logos became flesh in order to offer up this body on behalf of 
all, and in order that we partaking of His Spirit, might be deified(50) 

which could not have befallen us had not He clothed Himself in our 

creaturely body(51)1 for thus is the derivation of our title Men of God, 

and Men in Christ. But as we, receiving the Spirit do not 
lose our proper essence so the Lord, when He became man for us 

and bore the body, was no less God; for He was not lessened by the 

envelopment of the body(52), but rather deified it and rendered it 
immortal. " 

This account, except in one respect, is substantially a 

repetition of the soteriology of, the De Incarnations, and shows as yet 

very little change. Unfortunately, the reference to the flesh (or, 

perhaps, the act of taking it on) by the wordTr"c,, p '/ \, cannot be 

reconciled on any interpretation with the Chalcedonian Christology in 

its perfect development. In chapter 22, beg., Athanasius uses the 

operative word -r in a way which apparently, though not quite 

certainly, indicates that it referred to that complex of more incidental 

qualities and even non-detachle accidents which do not figure in the 

49 

(50) 
, tom Tº>. l v`ýiýLIxTJJ' y(ý/-rv UCI-�t\kFAý4. J7lvUV 

r CST' (ýý 
,/h ti. ý, cJ': ýJ "Tý i v' 

i� i'tCi 

(52) 
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Essence of the thing, and on this basis it might be maintained that in 

referring to the body of the Incarnate Christ as His Athanasius 

was referring to the Human of Christ in the Chalcedonian sense. 

But he says in the same chapter 22 that it is an insult to suppose that 

God Himself has any such thing as a '1 Hence, Athanasius cannot 

be supposed to be talking about the Chalcedonian Human !. ýWJ except on 

a hypothesis which would mean that he denied the Chalcedonian Divine 

(The boint has been already discussed above). The thought of 

Athanasius is still closer to what later became Apollinarianism than to 

the later Chalcedonianism. The important advance on the earlier 

formulations is that, for. the first time, we find a reference to the 

part played by the Holy Spirit in human sanctification and deification. 

This is in fact the first free reference in the writings of Athanasius 

to the Third Person. Even this is not altogether certain; the context 

of the reference, at the very end of the chapter, and the antithetical 

contrast and correspondence between our partaking of the "Spirit" as 

fleshly creatures and Christ taking flesh though He is God, indicates '; 

perhaps that may be no more than the Divine nature as a whole 

and our partaking of -ro of Christ) may not be 

saying much more than the ordinary statement that we are "deified" 

( 11 ), as it is as Christ's deity that we partake of God 

at all. But even this verbal change is of interest, in spite of the 

uncertainties of interpretation. Opitz points out, quite rightly, 

that this is the first time that the part played by the Spirit in 

deification is mentioned. 

45 The next section is entitled by Newman, "Proof of the 
Catholic sense of the word 'Son'. " It is primarily concerned with 

the relation of the title "Son" to the other titles and metaphors by 

which the Second Person is described in Scripture. Here and in the 
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Contra Arianos, it is quite true, as Newman said in a most important 

observation that he repeats passim, that Athanasius uses these. metaphors 

to correct each other, and to supply what the other lacks. ". ... We 

have learnt from Divine Scripture that the Son of God ... is also the 

very Logos and Wisdom of the Father .. 
(1 Cor. 1: 24, John 1: 14), so 

that the Logos being the only-begotten Son - in this Logos and in Wisdom, 

heaven and earth and all that is therein were made. And we have learnt 

from Baruch .... that God is the fountain of this Wisdom (IF the 
Arians deny these, the conclusion follows) ... that God was once 

wordless and wisdomless(53) . -. (and)-. . that the Fountain begat not 
Wisdom from itself(54) but has acquired it from without, .... whence 
it would follow that there is no longer a fountain but a sort of pool, 

as if it received water from without, usurping the title of fountain. 

6 "How full Of irreligion (ý - 'D E' this is `. . (is obvious) 

" But since they mutter something about Logos and Wisdom being 

only names of the Son, we must ask them then, if these are only names 
for the Son, He must then be something else besides them. And if He is 

better than the names, it is not lawful to denote the Better 
by the less, but if He is less than the names, He would have to have in 
Him also the ground for the more honourable appelation(55) which is just 

101, - as great an irreligion as any above. For .. 
(in view of John 

10: 30 etc. - 14: 9& 10) '. ... it is the height of madness to say that 
He has been exalted by anything external" This interesting little 

digression shows quite clearly that Athanasius could see behind the 

Arian theology the novel principle of radical progress of an evolutionary 

character, although as yet he has no means of expressing it; he is muds 

clearer on this sort of thing in the "Contra Arianos". Here, however, 

he appears to confuse true internally directed progress with improvement 

under external stimulus. The reason, of course, is that evolutionary 

progress in the optimistic sense was a complete novelty then. The 

(53) 
(54) 
(55) i 

ý( 
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Greeks never thought along these lines; their philosophical interest 

was in what remains constant, -as the permanent substrate of all change, 

and any deviations from this were in the direction of cyclic or even 

pessimistic thought and feeling rather than progressivism. Neither 

Heraclitus nor the Athenian relativists were particularly optimistic, 

the Platonic Socrates, in "Meno, " did show some sign of this with his 

idea of latent knowledge being progressively elicited, but his idealist 

emphasis on the "forms" and their quasi-personal supremacy even over 

persons aborted any progressivist deductions from the Doctrine of 

Reminiscence. Aristotle was interested, in a relatively neutral way, 

in biological generation and growth, which always ended in senescence 

and death. Lucretius, in "Be Rerum Natura", approached the modern 

doctrine of evolution, without its optimistic overtones, Stoical doctrines 

of cosmic development, the 11 etc., were cyclic, while the 

pessimism of Plato in "Republic, " Books IX and X is well known; what 

he might have called (but did not) the Logos of. the State was perfect 

in the beginning, and the only thing that could happen to it as a result 

of its real activities and manifestations was a-deterioration that was 

ultimately complete. Athanasius, as his attempts to argue the point 

show, simply could not conceive how a creature could be improved except 

under what was essentially an external influence; in this regard he 

resembled all Greeks, at any rate in their explicit philosophy, and all 

orthodox Christians and Scripture. This principle may have been a 
latent danger in Greek thought, but its idealism, as we have said, was 

a brake to its uninhibited expression. This was the case even, to a 

certain extent, with Hegel. It took what might be called the left-wing 

side of Hegel, along with his anti-idealist and materialist successors, 
the Marxists, Darwinians, and others, to give evolutionary optimistic 

continuity its definitive expression. Their very materialism made this 
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principle more seductively prominent in their teaching* And., unless 

we are mi8takent it was the very idealistic over-emphasis on the 

state of creaturelineaB that enabled, the Arians to give the first hints 

of a doctrine of radical progress in the creature* 

Athanasius continues; now that their designations of the Son 

are really self-contradictory., the Arians arereduced to another 

argumentp attributed first to Ariust (44") Many words speaketh 
God; which then are we to call Son, and Logos only-begotten of the 

Pather? Pirstp in speaking thus about Godq they almost 
take God ýo be a man, speaking and reversing His firstby His second 
words as if one Logos from God were not sufficient for all 
creation at the Father's will# and for His providential care of it. 
For His speaking many words would argue some weakness in all of, themo 

with each needing something to be supplied from the other. But the 
fact that God used one Word(56) e both shows the power of God, 
the perfection of the Logos that is from Him and"the religious 
understanding(57) of those who believe thus, 

-7 if they once grant that God produces wordst, they 

would know that He was Father,, and, let them consider thatp 

while they are unwilling to grant one Word of God, they imagine Him to 
be father of many; and while they are unwilling to deny that there is 

actually a Logos of God.,. they do not confess that it is the actual Son 
Of God ..... For if God is the Father of a Logos at all, wherefore 
is not He that is begotten a Son? And dkgain, Who would be Son of God 
but His Logos? For there are not many words ) or each 
would be imperfect; but one is the Logos that He onlyq may be perfeetv 
and because God being One, it is necessary that His Image also be one, 
that is the Son. For the Son of Godq as may be learnt from the Divine 
Oracles themselves, is Himself the Logos of God, and the Wisdom 
and the Image (Ci, and the Hand$ )) and the Power For 
the Offspring of the Father is One.. and these are tokens of 
His generation from the Father., Porif you say Son,, you have declared 

(56) 

(57) 
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what is from him by nature (To E F-0 r't'" `'' £t) ; if you think of the 

Logos, you are thinking of again what is from Him and what is 

inseparable. 
(58 

And, speaking of Wisdom, you mean no less what is 

not from without, but from Him; and in Him; and if you name Power and 
Hand, you again say what is proper to the essence and in speaking of 
the Image, you signify the Son, for what can be like God but 

the Offspring from Him: Surely whatever be through the Logos are also 
founded in Wisdom(59), and all these have been made by the Hand and 
have come to be'through the Son .... (As proof of the personal 
identity of the Son, Logos, Wisdom, Power, Hand, Athanasius takes 

together Is. 48: 13, Is. 51: 16, Ps. 101 'a': 2L., Prov. 3: 19, John 1: 

1-3, Heb. 1: 1-2, I Cor. 8: 6, Col. 1: 12-17. ) 
"". For all things 

are created by the Lo$ os so, because He is the Image so are they also 

created in Him. .. "160), 1 

The first thing to be noticed about this section is that, in 

the words of Newman, (notes to ch. 17): "All the titles of the Son of 

God are consistent with each other, and variously represent one and the 

same Person. 'Son' and 'Word' denote His derivation; 'Word' and 'Image' 

His similitude; 'Word' and 'Wisdom' His immateriality; 'wisdom' and 
'Hand' His co-existence ... ." 

(See notes to ch. 2! i: "The point in 

which perhaps all the ancient heresies concerning our Lord's Divine 

nature agreed, was in considering His different titles to be those of 
different beings or subjects, or not really or properly to belong to one 

and the same person; ... . ") This is completely true, but some 

expansion and clarification needs to be made. Firstly, it is even more 

important to notice that all these titles refer to the same Person in 

the same aspect and at the same stage. Such heretics as Paul of 

Samosata, perhaps, and Marcellus of Ancyra, certainly, would have been 

I, 
58) T) k. vTO t(ý%i � f. ý, 
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quite capable of plausibly arguing that "Word" and "Son" referred to 

numerically the same Person in their systems, even though the former 

title referred to the Pre-Incarnate Christ and the latter to the 

Post-Incarnate Christ. We have already remarked on the same tendency 

in the De Incarnatione Verbi Dei. 
(. 61) 

This is finished now; all these 

titles are presented as aspects of the one thing; the eternal Sonship 

of the Second Person,. or rather,. the Second Person as eternally Son of 

God. There is now no tendency to use one title of the pre-Incarnate 

Son and another of the post-Incarnate Son. However, all titles used, 

except, significantly Son and Image, had originally a cosmological 

reference, which comes out in the handling of the Scriptural evidence 

in ch. 17. For various reasons it would have been impossible at the 

time to say the same thing about the titles that represent Christ's 

saving work, but at the end of C. Ar. II, Athanasius does make a 

beginning of doing even that. When we have noticed this, we can see 

another even more important feature, that all these terms have their 

correlates in God and in God alone in the strictest sense. This 

applies especially to the title. Logos, where this represents a most 

significant change. Already (15,449B) we find, for the first time, 

the important argument that for the Arians to say that there was once 

when (he) was not, when '(he)'. is the Logos and Wisdom of God, is to 

say that God was once 
40,, 

r, and wisdomless. Logos and wisdom are 
,l 

regarded now as being essentially God's. This cannot be fully discussed 

at this stage, until (in C. Ar. ) Athanasius finally treats of the 

doctrine of Arius and Asterius of the anhypostatic wisdom of God; it 

is as if only at that somewhat later stage did he fully understand the 

significance of this change in his theology. But it can be said already 

that the whole atmosphere of natural theology prevailing in the Contra 

Gentes would have been meaningless, if not dangerous, for the later 

Athanasius. The Logos is no longer something that we deduce from the 
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order of the world, whose essential correlate is the world, and which 

can be said to be the Logos of God only. in the sense in which creation 

itself is "of God" or "God's"7which conclusion the Arians drew with 

alacrity; it (or rather He) is now treated as the Logos of God in the- 

most absolute and serious sense possible, as to do, just as much as 

anything can be, with the holy, mysterious and eternal Godhead. 

Having considered the formal significance of the titles of 

Christ, let us consider their material significance and the part that 

it plays in his argument. Incidentally it may be mentioned at the 

outset that, owing to the extremely rigorous typological and 

allegorical exegesis of the Alexandrian school, the whole discussion 

was far more serious as between Athanasius and Arius that-sit would have 

been in the background of other exegetical traditions. Every reference 

to God's creating "through the word" (whether ýo"rf 
or in 

Scripture) would have to be a direct reference to the Second Person, 

where a more lax exegesis. would simply regard some of them as 

referring to creatio ex nihilo as distinct from the manipulation of 

pre-existent materiel. Similarly with all the references to "wisdom", 

"power", "Hand", etc. This is even more'important to remember in 

connection with aspects of this question that we have deferred to the 

Contra Arianos. However this may be, for Athanasius the terms in 

question were beyond question applicable to Christ, in the most direct 

way Possible. We have already seen how Newman regards all these 

metaphors as correcting each other. This would be partially true of 

ch. 17, where the relation between them all is summarised, but in some 

ways it would be more accurate to say that each analogy confirms the 

perfection of all the others, and it would be even more accurate to 

say that in each case the other analogies confirm that the analogy in 

question is one of proportionality, in the sense described above. 
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For Athanasius, "Son" means a Being Who is from the Father 

by natural generation (natural, that is, for the being of God), as 

distinct from being manufactured, by some act directed ad extra, or, 

worse still, a . being resulting from external constraint. Here we come 

to the most serious defect in Athanasius, and in Greek theology in 

general; the defect that critics ought to attack when they attack 

Greek "physicalism". There is no mention, either here or in the remainder 

of Athanasius, of love as a constitutive factor in the notion of 

Fatherhood and Sonship. This is the greatest contrast, too, with 

Augustine, the greatest early Latin theologian, in spite of his 

occasional equivocations in favour of the idea of self-love. This is 

why we always consider a Logos theology as inferior to a Son theology; 

a person may be "father" of a Logos in any of its senses, but nobody has 

ever spoken of a person as having, in any normal meaning, love for such 

a Logos. 
(62) 

This is the reason for the general Greek tendency to 

assimilate the two metaphors, which we see reflected at the beginning 

of ch. 17, with a revival of the notion of a person as the "begetter" 

of his words. As we shall see, this safeguards theology from certain 

risks that may attend on the Logos doctrine in some of its phases, and 

we have already seen that Athanasius's relative lack of interest in 

the process of generation of the Son, his treatment of the Sonship, 

in Newman's words, as an "eternal unchangeable fact" as distinct from 

an "act", (63) 
marks a considerable advance in the direction of making 

the "Son" concept normative. But the fact that Athanasius, when not 

dealing specially with the "Son" concept, is so strongly interested in 

(62) Athanasius's repeated emphasis on the c1 \; Vd0'°r' r' of God does not 
contradict this conslusion, since the word obviously refers 
primarily to an opus ad extra Trinitatis. 

(63) See notes on C. Ar. I: 14. 
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assimilating a person'B fatherhood of his son and Of his 10908Y is a 

sign that he is still essentially a Logos theologian rather than a Son 

theologian. Of a piece with this is his tendency to use the word 

of the Son as related to the Fatherp an organic word which would be an 

insult in the mouth of even an earthly father if used to address his 

own son (Basil said just this against Eunomius's use of this word for 

the Son, c. Eun. 11: 6-8. Newmang notes to De Dear. 21,, approves of 

Basil's objection to the use Of X, ýVV, -JLý. 4-9 and virtually allows its force 

against Athanasius, who commonly describes the Son in this way). Nowv 

what meaning does he apply to Logos? We learn from this title primarily 

and in short, says Athanasiusp that the Son is from the Father and 

inseparable from Him; in ch. il: ý144B. he has already said that we also 

learn from the title Logos the impassibility, and indivisibility of Godp 

since not even a human word is begotten Novi that 

Athanasius has brought in the general or human concept of word, it is 

fair to conduct the argument on this basis. When we do sos we see that, 

on the ordinary meaning of "wordllv Athanasiusle, claim is unfortunately 

just not true. Admittedly, all wordsp even human onesp are in some 

sense immaterial, and, we can all learn the immateriality of the Son 

from the title Logos, But, although the early Platonism of Athanasius 

may have made him tend to accept this proposition uncriticallyp the 

rest of what he is interested ing the impassibility and impartitiveness 

of the Divine generationg simply does not follow at once from its 

immateriality, in the sense that even human words are immaterial. In 

the f irst place, a word or logos in its ordinary meaning must be about 

some thing; so the metaphysical features of the realm of words would be 

determined by and express the corresponding features of the realm of 

things* This is not just modern philosophy; it was the explicit 

fundamental principle of Parmenides., and almost certainly impli cit in 
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the later logic of Plato (in the dialogues such'as the "Sophist") and 

in Aristotle. Thus it is the normal thing rather than the exception 

for human words to be multiple, to have in an important sense 

multiplicity of essence, ' tobe undoubtedly generated º; ý k /o '' (unless 

one seriously accepts the theory of Reality 'of Bradley, or Parmenides 

himself), and also to beigenerated k'am' ' ý0f in the sense that they 

are determined primarily by the'object about which discourse is taking 

place. This criticism does not apply to the word in the sense of 

existential personal communication, which theologians of the type of 

Karl Heim have developed and treated as the normative concept in the 

understanding of Christ, but there is just as serious a criticism to 

be made. The word of existential communication, spoken by a personal 

being, is always spoken at and with another personal being, and is thus 

also always relative to another, unless it is reflexive to the speaker; 

thus, to make this concept of Word fundamental in an account of the 

Second Person (especially as there is normally not a definite doctrine 

of the Third Person in such theologies, and as the Spirit is in any 

case not adapted, as normally understood, to supplying the deficiencies 

in this approach) means that either the Father is solipsistic and 

reflexive, or that the theology is ultimately committed to Hegelianism, 

since it would mean bringing the Other into the essence of the Godhead, 

and the only other can be creation; or, of course, both these stages 

can be thought as existing consecutively, before and after creation 
(which would almost pointedly resemble the doctrine of Marcellus of 

Ancyra). What is even worse, we have the evidence of the human words 

which simply express a man's public position, say, as distinct from his 

being as a whole, threats or promises, etc., uttered under a strong 

temporary emotion or the influence of illness or drugs, and withdrawn or 
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regretted later; worse still, there are confessions or retractions 

made under torture or other overwhelming external pressure - it 

would not matter much whether they were withdrawn or not; worst of 

all, men do commonly tell half-truths or even outright lies. Men in 

all generations, including most emphatically Athanasius's, have been 

only too familiar with all these 'groups of words, and if there is one 

thing that can be said about them it is that they are generated 

in the exact sense in which Athanasius used this 

phrase, in spite of his denial of its application to human words. We 

are not deducing from this criticism that "Word" cannot be a title 

for the Second Person, since all theological description is necessarily 

analogical, especially, in the sense of the analogy of proportionality. 

But what is the case is that in its usual meaning the concept �Word" 

has to be treated analogically in the same way in which that of "Son" 

must be treated, indeed as Athanasius did, and for exactly the same 

reason. In fact, there is just as much and the' same negative component 

in the "Word" analogy, 'taken in this sense, as in the "Son" analogy, 

there may be more, since the gravest aspect of sinful man is that he 

is radically a liar. Athanasius actually understands this perfectly 

well, as is shown by his repeated warnings against importing into 

theology notions of the multiplicity and inconsistency of human words, 

and in fact he does insist precisely that the Word concept must be 

treated analogically, as the "Son" concept must be. Thus it is 

highly probable that the point of using the Logos concept as a 

corrective of or an aid to the Son concept comes from an importation 

into "Logos", in spite of the above, of something like its metaphysical 

meaning, the metaphysical or at least the practical Reason. This is 

something which, besides being immaterial, is essentially one, only one, 

and indivisible. Also, as the Greeks understood it, it had a position 
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of logical supremacy over all things* Indeed, strictly speakings it 

would be supremet as 
.1 
the Logos of Godp over God Himselfp Whooexpressed 

it. The logoB of a thing was always understood to be more fundamental 

than the thing itself. Of course.. the idea of the Father as the 

"begetter" of the Logos safeguards against assuming that about God. 

But it is certainly true to say that Logos as Reasonp Fundamental 

Basisp Explanation., etc. p would be an insurance against the Arian type 

of subordinationism, as. long as, as we have said beforep the Logos was 

regarded strictly as the Logos of God and not primarily as the Logos 

of (in the same sense) the world, human behaviour, etc.. Newman (notes 

ch. 16) points out that this is, the very argument of Athanasius that 

the Arians could not seep that is, in his own words, the title Logos 

for them "did not express His perfection". Thus, they were left with 

only the subordinate senses of "word"p from which they deduced His 

essential imperfection along the lines that we have Just describedp 

and which they also used in the case of the "Son" title. (Seep e. g. 

Epiphanius, Haer. 73: 12). We must qualify Newman's assertion that 

the Greek term for this inferior sense of "Word"-was This was 

undoubtedly true at a certain stage of the Greek language, but at the 

time of Athanasius the latter wor d was falling into oýsolescencep as 

we have shown abovet and is even more significantly shown by the fact 

that Athanasius never makes this verbal contrast when he discusses the 

contrast between the One Indivisi ble Word of God and the multiplep 

syllabic words of men. Very much the same considerations apply to the 

notion of "Wisdom" as applied to the Son, and there is not much difference 

in the case of "Power". With "Hand" the position is rather differentp in 

that it implies subordination, and emphasises an almost purely 

constitutive unity of the Son with the Father and constitutive 

meaning of the Homoousion, but'for this very reason it safeguards the 
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supremacy"of the Father., "and is'also a very effective counter to 

Arianism. 

The next seven chapters, are a consideration of the Homoousion 

in the Sense adopted by the', 'ýCouncil of Nicaeae. with special reference to 

the conciliar proceedings. '. ' Athanasius begins with an account of the 

insertion of the Homoousion in the Creed of Nicaeav which is quite 

different from that of Eusebiusts di . ocesan, letter. 
(64) 

According to 

(64) A historical note is not out of place here. There is a tendency 
to depreciate the value of Athanasius's testimony on this matter# 
on the ground that he was an interested party. For example, Iý 
Opitz's note on 20: 452B: "Athanasius gibt hier keinen 
historischen Bericht t1ber die Verhandlung, in Nic9a, dazu gleich 
ch- 339 sondern eine Argumentation von seinem Standpunkt aus. 11. 
Ch. 33 is the Letter of Eusebius of Caesareav which Athanasiusp' 
according to his own statement at the end of Ch. 3, intended to 
append to. the "De Decretis" (and which we are not discussing at 
allp of course). Kellyp. "Early Christian Creeds",, 220-226p is an 
adequate tu quoque to this statement; even if Kelly may have 
exaggerated in saying that the sentence passed upon him in Antioch 
in December, 324P forced him to vindicate his orthodoxy as a 
suppLiant to the whole Church (and we have only the evidence of the 
Syrian word as to whether he was definitively excommunicated or 
only subjected to a lesser denunciation)t he at least had to defend 
his own position against a very powerful party which had obtained 
a great victory at his expense# even if it had fallen short of an 
excommunication reversible only on recantation. As Kelly points 
outo Eusebius's account, according to which the Creed of Caesarea 
was read outp Constantine pronounced it good but suggested that 
the Homoousion be added, and the addition of the Homoousion 
resulted in a formally different creed which Eusebius had to 
justify against Manichaean, Gnosticv Samosatene, and Sabellian 
interpretationap certainly conceals a great deal and has the 
obscurities of a man who had an interest in a certain amount of 
concealment. In fact, as the Letter of Eusebius, at the beginning 
shows itself, its purpose was probably not to give any sort of full 
account at alls, but to defend himself against the charge that he had 
wantonly capitulated to a party whom he had previously denounced as 
Manichaean., Samosatene, etc. In-Factv the accounts of Eusebius and 
Athanasius can probably be read together.. however facile this sort 
of conclusion may sound, and even though certain difficulties 
would still remain. Certainlyq the fact that Athanasius was 
prepared to quote the Letter of Busebius in full and verbatim is a 
Sign that he did not feel any serious inconsistency between it and his accountv but rather that the authors had different interests 
and were therefore concerned with different facets of the issue. 
On Eusebius's own showing, there remains the rroblem. of why an assembly Predominantly Eastern*adopted the viewpoint ofv presumbly the Western minority (certainly Hosius of Cordova), and certainly of a 
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Athanasius, it was the end result of a hard battle to exclude Arianism 

somewhat suspect, though powerful, dissident Eastern minority, 
the Eustathian party in Antioch, and dodso to the extent of 
adopting a word that had been banned by reason of some association 
with the most notorious heretic of the third century whom 
Athanasius himself continued to execrate only just less than Arius. 
The tempting deduction from Eusebius's Letter that it might have 
been due to Constantine's Western origin biassing him towards the 
more Western of the parties (in contrast, speculatively, to his 
later Eastern connections after 323 or so) simply cannot be 
substantiated, since Eusebius's own theological convictions did 
not alter in any relevant way, nor did his adulation of Constantine; 
there is no hint in his works (or any other's) of any such change 
in Constantine as a matter of serious theological thinking, and, 
in view of all this, the answer to any such hypothesis is that, 
whatever we may think about Eusebius's intellect, he was not such 
a fool as all that. The only reasonable solution is that the 
efficient cause of the adoption of the Homciousion is what Athanasius 
said it was, general revulsion from the brazen blasphemy of the 
Arian extremists, and a realisation that if the heresy could only 
be refuted at the cost of a half century or more of Church 
tradition, so much the worse for the tradition. 
All this, of course, still leaves the position of Constantine 
obscure, but the author asks leave to make one other point which 
may throw light on even this matter, since it concerns an aspect 
of Arianism in which he is particularly interested. Whatever one 
may think of the idea that it was in fact a sort of proto-Marxism 
appropriate to the different conditions at the time, there is no 
doubt whatever that Arianism in its beginnings was a genuinely 
revolutionary movement in some way or other, and that the early 
Arian leaders directed their propaganda especially to the 
proletariat, not only in secondary ways, but as a matter of 
deliberate policy. Even in its later phase, Arianism retained, 
to an unusual extent in the later Roman Empire, the capacity to 
stimulate lei r eae'ssity-too, and direct the energies of 
mobs. The first thing that Constantine might well have noticed 
about Arianism was simply that it was dangerous, or worse still, 
that it was dealing with a potentially dangerous force in an 
unpleasantly unfamiliar way. After all, Constantine as a 
sovereign was far more absolute than any of his predecessors, and 
largely by necessity too. Thus, it was not until it was 
completely defeated at Nicaea, and Eusebius of Nicomedia began 
to act at Court (one is reminded of Lenin's political skill, his 
N. E. P., and his utilisation of his enemies the peasants as his 
levers for revolution),. that the Court swung over to Arianism. 
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rigorously. After their preliminary revulsion from the Arian party, 

they tried the phrase "from God" (EK To ÜfAv ) (19: 448D), but the 

Arians found that that phrase was used Scripturally of processes of 

creation and even creaturely realities. Again, when the orthodox 

party (20: 449C-D) said that the Logos was True Power and Image 

of the Father, 

and cl-r-PE nrivv, 

as in all things Exact and Like the Father, 
(65) 

and Eternal (ý) and in the Father indivisibly 

(ýý(p'rý�j') the Arian party replied that, according to Scripture, 

man was the glory of God (I Cor. 11: 7) and even the caterpillar and 

locust are called the "power" of God (Joel 2: 25), and that even men 

are promised eternal life with God and in Him. (Rom. 8: 35, II Cor. 4: 11, 

Acts 17: 28). This meant that the Homoousion was the only thing left. 

, Three passages may be quoted in full from this section to show the 

meaning of the Homoousion: 19: 449B-C: .... " (Whereas God is) it was 
by Him that all thin s were brought into being, not being before, 
through His Logos 

(661? 
for which reason is said "from God", but the 

Logos, since He is not a creature, is said to be, and is, alone from 
the Father, and it is a sign of this sense that the Son is from the 
Essence of the Father o v5º 

c5 TOO 
things originate does this apply .... (Paul, 
that the Son is other than everything that came 

for to none of the 

I Cor. 8: 6, shows) .. 
to be from God 

"K -M v týo for the things that came to be have come to be through 
His Son (d not as if all things were from the Father 
as th Sion is. Fo neither are other things as the Son, nor is the 
Logos. (i' rr. ýY 'r J /) oaf for He is Lord and Framer 
of all: and for this reason did the holy council declare expressly 
that He was from the Essence of the Father, that we might believe the 
Logos to be other than the nature of things originate 

(67) 
being alone 

truly of God (t11, -mau .. ." and in 20: 452B-C: ". .. But the 
Bishops ... were again compelled on their part to collect the sense 
of Scripture, (68) 

and to re-say and to re-write what they had said 
C 65) 

66) 
J-to' 

Lbw cýv-, vs' T,. C -rr ,. v Tai, 7 ýi drJ. -M j/Jo urn ß T. l T'Pov 1S rb 
£v > /_) 67 

68) 
v 'T' V, (ý7. V t,, LV 
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before more distinctly stillp that is to say that the Son is One-in- 

Essence with the Father, so as to indicate that the Son 

was from t he Father not merely like, but the same in likeness, and to 

show that the Son's likeness and unalterablene8s was different from 
(69) 

such of the same copy as is ascribed to us which we acquire from 

virtue on the ground of our observance of the commandments. For among 
bodies those that are like each other can somehow separate 

L/ and be. come far offftom each other; (like Seth, who was c 
(pattern) of his father Adam. ) .... but since the 

generation of the Son from the Father is not according to that'nature 
(70) ', 'ý.. $, of men and is not only. like but is inseparable from the 

(71) 
essence of the Father, and He and the Father are One, as He has 

said Himselft and the Logos is ever in the Father and the Father in the 

Logos, as is the radiance in relation to the light(72) .... 
(The 

Council adopted the Homoousion, and anathematized the Arian formulae) 

and 
N 
again in 21: 453B: the Logos is from the Father 

(73)0 
W and alone Is an Off spring, 

[4opeir to Him and natural 
For whence may one conceive. the Son to be, Who is Wisdom and Logost in 

Whom all things came to be, save'from God Himself. . 
(See Ps. 45 k: It 

Ps- 110: 3,, John 8: 42., John 6: 46, & 10: 30 & 14: 10 & 1: 18). (There will 
be no note on these passages, as they are best considered in conjunction 

with all the other chapters on this topic). Howeverp the next section has 

a peculiar interest of its own to such a degree that it requires 
independent notes. ) 

22 "If then anyone considers God to be compound t as 
accident is in essence(? 

) 
or to have any external envelopment(75J and 

to be encompassed or if there is aught about Him that 

ý69)ý ilj 

ö) 

T. 
/ ý+ ,'-, lr; f, i ýl t 

rE 
r.,,, ý r) l ý/ý. ti Tr`'v =rc "ý_� '',. cºI ,Ai 

(7 
(71) '"' yAý 
(72) 

oý" 
(73) i. t-? V -1; ý ,. 'ý 
(7++) '- v f. ý t" .i:. ý. Cý ry, ýV, ý", . f, ýý] ý: U i 
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completes the essence 
(76) 

so that when we say "God" or name "Father" 

we do not signify the invisible and incomprehensible esaence, 
(77) 

but 

somehting about it(78) ... 
(they) 

... judge God corporeal 
( ýýýý'ný. o� "ri�&), and they falsely say that the Lord is not Son of the 

Father Himself, but of what ' is about Him. But if God is simple 
(ACT sr 1/ 71 ), as He indeed is, it follows that in saying "God" and 

naming "Father" we name nothing as if about Him(79) but signify His 

Essence itself. For though it is impossible to grasp what is the 

Essence of God, yet if only we understand that God is, and seeing that 

Scripture indicates Him by means of these titles, we, with the 

intention of indicating Him and none else, call Him God and Father 

and Lord. When then He says "I am that I am" and "I am the Lord 

God"(80) or when Scripture says 'God' we understand nothing else by 

it but the intimation of His Incomprehensible Essence Itself, and that 

He Is, Who is spoken of ...... 
(Thus they only possibilities are 

Son from the essence of the Father, (? vaEi 71COT from the Father, or, 

a creature admitted to sonship because of his virtue). ' This is a most 

important passage. 
(81) 

Undoubtedly, the original intention of the 

Council of Nicaea, according to the Athanasian story, was to 

establish that the Son was really and aboriginally Son of God, and so 
1"1% ,ý . 11, 

') 
01 

said that He was 1-- 14 -Pli OVVOýJof the Father, using to mean 

something like what W710671aMT (of an ordinary person) came later to 

meanp the innermost centre of one's being. The argument is that as 

God is absolutely simple, and therefore there is in Him literally 

nothing else but this essencep this simple centre of beingp the Son must 

(76) -rivj,. -,: pi 66j-M> V VjL V -Tr 5-pr`ý o' ý, 6v Cý -14-V 

(77) -ro V ý<QL k., ýLTZý, 17r-7'v o 
(78) Tr 

-1 ý'\ -,.. (79) rv -rI 
(80) 

rz, 
Exod 3: 14-15 LXX. 

(81) This argument almost exactly duplicates Anselm's Ontological 
Argument as interpreted by Karl Barth, that is, as referring to 
Godta holiness as involved in His very Name. The only difference 
is that Athanasius is speaking of God as He actually isy even more than Anselm. See Barth "Fides Quaerens Intellectum" and Ch. Dogm. 
VOlo II Pto Ip indices and references. 
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be from this Essence if He is from the Father at all. This chapter 

cannot be accepted at face valuep cry in a sense only as as ign of the 

lack of clarity in the theological thought of the middle fourth 

century on certain issues that were definitively formulated at a 

later stage. In particularp if God is literally nothing else but 

the Essencep is Athanasius denying Chalcedon? Orp at the very 1 eastv 

what is the(f,, z 
; -Cof 

God which was in Christ in apparently the same 

sense as the human. which was distinct fromv and certainly on a 

lower plane thant the Divine and presumably also the Divine 

which the Chalcedonians*certainly intended to distinguish from 

both? Certainlyp Athanaaius would liave had to deny the sort of 

satellite system of properties and non-detachAble accidents that 

would be understood according to'the early Platonic philosophy as 

accepted by himp because it always tended to see a quality as 

essentially another thingl and this made any genuine doctrine of the 

Divine attributes inordinately difficult. This tendency has strongly 

survived in Eastern Orthodoxy and*has led to the doctrine of the 

"uncreated energies'19 and even in Western theology it has led to a 

concentration on the formal perfections of God, or at least to Barth's 

"Perfections of the Divine Freedom" as distinct from the "Perfections 

of the Divine Love". This also links up with the tendency of 

Athana81US, in the De Incarnationev to see the frontier between God 

and Man in Christ as coincident with that between action and passion. 

But there is another profound sense in which Athanasius was completely 

. 
right, and not only right for his own time but for our ovin time too. 

An'essential which would presumably be an encapsulation 

by accretion, or any, which word would have the same 

overtonev or the idea of God as. would be quite impossible. 
(82) 

(82) See Newman's notes on these secti, ons and (in "Select Treatises, **#' V01- IIP 1881 ed, ) notes on P. 457v and 466 - 4689 
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There is a true sense in which everything concerning God does concern 

His Essence alone. In this sensep even His activitiesp which we 

describe analogicallyp are quite unique.. Thereforep if we or anyone 

else speaks about God at all, we are committed to speaking about His 

innermost and inconceivable (! ) Selfhood. It was one of the great 

merits of Athanasius that he saw the full extent of this difficulty# 

and therefore the, full extent of the Divine mysteryp as a mystery 

confronting man., And he says that it is in a very secondary sense the 

Church in Council,,. but in the primary and decisive sense Scripture# 

that leaves us no option in this regard. It is a little difficult to. 

see straight away why Athanasius included this section. Probably$ 

however, he felt that, if he said what needed to be saidp some Arian 

would make (or even already made) the following subtle reply that 

would be well within the reach of the fourth century and yet is 

completely relevant to the modern atheistic scientists and realists# 

logical Positivists., and.. linguistic analysts: The very idea of God 

involves absolute simplicity, as you admit. But something that is 

absolutely simple cannot be described. Therefore, if you are going 

to use any significant language about God, it cannot be about God 

Himself in the sense in which the Council of Nicaea maintains it, 

but it must be about some peribole about which language is applicable. 

Behind this lurks the further argument; you were right in the first 

place; God is absolutely simple in the very notion of Him; therefore, 

this 
scan only be part of the created sphere; therefore, in 

describing the generation of the Son and the Paternity of the Father, 

you are already completely in this field; therefore, the Logos or Son 

is a creature. Of course, the consequence of this, as the far more 

consistent moderns recognise, is atheism pure and simple, since any 

argument of this kind about the Son or Logos applies really in the same 
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way about the Father; in the Contra Arianos, Athanasius says 80 in so 

many words. What is being said now is that God as He essentially 1s' 

cannot have such a phenomenal sphere in the Kantian sense (which would 

be a very good modern equivalent of the nor can He have, 

as we have said before, either a frontier, or an environment, or be 

'"in genre aliquo". He cannot have a sphere which is explicable on 

the same scientific and logical principles which apply to everything 

else, in contrast to an absolutely unrevealable "essence", id. Ding- 

in-sich, which is ineffable on all bases, most of all that of 

Scriptural revelation. 'Athanasius turns the simplicity of God against 

all such notions, using the very principle which, for others 

necessitated them, to destroy them. The examples from Greg. Naz. Orat. 

28: 9, and Augustine De Trinitate 5: 6, quoted by Newman in his note on 

in this chapter, in which it is denied that even God's 

immateriality and ingenerateness are predicated essentially, shows that 

the matter is rather more complicated than Athanasius would have it. 

(they also raise the question whether even the via negativa_is- 

adequate to describe the essence of God), as they point to the 

difference between the Divine essence and the Divine attributes, as 

properly understood. And the fact that Athanasius affirmed the right 

doctrine for reasons some of which were wrong, Platonic, is shown by 

his continued concentration on the formal elements of God in his 

discussion of the Divine Essence. And we are not even quite sure that 

Athanasius considers these ways of speaking proper or improper or in 

what sense they are. But in general we must credit Athanasius with 
having seen that Scripture does reveal the whole essence of God, even 
if it reveals It as a mystery; in some ways he is a rationalistic 

Platonist, while in others he is remarkably close to the stand later 

taken by Barth, as he is here. 
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23 "Again, the illustration of the Light and the Radiance has 

this meaning. For the saints have not said that the Logos is to the 

Father as fire kindled from the heat of the suno which is Mnt 
to be extinguished again; for this is an external work and a 
creature of its author, 

(83) but they all preach Him as Radiance 
to make clear thereby to signify His being from the 

Essen ce 
/ 
proper and indivis ible and His oneness with the Father"We 

P or thi a will also preserve His truly being 0 
for how could He be such) unless He was the proper offspring of the 
Father's essence? For the same principle is necessary to preserve His 
identity with His own Father. Thus in fact, as our argument is clearly 
PiOusp (the Homoousion should be accepted) .,. Indeed, if we 
say that the Logos is from the essence of God .... what does this 

mean but the truth and eternity of the essence from which He is 
? 

(85) 0,46 begotten It is not different in kind so that 

nothing strange or unlike should adulterate the essence of the Father* 
Nor is Ile like only outwardly(86) lest He seem to be in some respect cr 
wholly to be other in essence 10ý), as bronze, goldv silver,, 
and tin each shinese For these' are foreign and of other nature(87) 
from each other, and are separated off from each other in nature and 
power, 

(88) 
nor is brass proper to gold(89). nor is the pigeon from 

the dove; but, though they are considered to be6"", DroL v yet they are 
from each other. If then it be thus with the Son., let Him be 

a creature as we are, and not 0' but if the Son is Logos, Wisdom 

(83) -rz")T-, ) W'ýý V- 11ý41 (-/T+5ý4 -t, 7-b -r. -V Io 1/, / It is 
interesting to notice, as a sign of the confusion that prevailed 
on this point (see Newman's note on this chapter) that Justin, 
Dial. c. Tryph. 61 and 128, and Tatian, c. Graec. 5v adopt the 
very doctrine associated with the name of Hieracas, which 
Athanasius is here rejectingg and reject the Athanasian doctrine# 
which Newman admits may have sounded Sabellian to some ears. 
Athenagoras, Tertullianp Ap. 21, Origeng Peri Arch. I: 2p and 
Theognostus, as quoted in ch. 25 of this book, say the same as 
Athanasius. 

1, -"( I/ (84) cc Tf 0V 1C V 
4 lei- I (85) L/ 5 -T TI) 18 this 

a definite statement from Athanasius 
1hat 

thd6-is only one Essence 
in the later Trinitarian sense? 'I""- 86)ý '- -- f; ýý V JCA W, DC 

(87) HeA 

(88) 

(89) 
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Clý ,,, ýS1U.. Image of the Father, and Radiance He must certainly be 

.... the alternative is an instrument different in nature and 

essence. 
(90) 

24 "Furthermore, let every corporeal reasoning be banished on 
this matter, and transcedding every imagination of senses let us with 
pure understanding and with the mind alone(91) apprehend the 

genuineness of Son in relation to Father, and the Logos's proper 
relation towards God 

(92) 
and the unvarying likeness of the radiance 

in relation to the light(93); for as the words "Son" and Offspring" 

are neither said to be human nor are human, but are appropriate to Godp 
in like mannerp when we hear the Homocusion, let us not fall into' 
human sensation(94) 

N., 
and imagine partitions (. "J 

I -)t 
) and divisions 

in'the Godhead but thinking on an incorporeal basis 
(t n let us not divide the oneness in nature and the 
identity of light(95). for this is proper to a son (1ý10V with 
regard to a Father, and this shows that God is truly Father of the 
Logos* .es. e Who will dare to'say that the radiance is unlike and 
foreign to the Sun? rather whop thus considering the Radiance relative 
to the Sun, and the identity of the light, will not 
confidently sayp 'Truly the light and the radiance are one, 
and the one is manifested in the otherp and the radiance is in the sunp 
so that whosoever sees the one sees the other. '? But when the 
faithful see such a unity. and natural propriety 

(96) 
what could they 

(90), 0"11; I'VoV 
(91 1-N 

This appears to be the worst feature of Plat6nism itsý 
intellectuaý4sm. An interpretation in meliorem partem would be 
to regard V ou-'here as being simply that which discerns spiritual 
things, in the Pauline sense, 

A7 r, I cý. 'Y . 
(92) r-,: w ý 

It can be seen here that Athanasius)st'ill feels the similarity 
or identity much more in connection with the title Logos than 
with the title Son. 

Tu 
(94) 

I rr VV (95) 6-7ý') -r; L P Jý/ OL 1' 11 V TV 7V IT-), -r-Z> Y 
(96) 1, x, Ty T- 
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call it but coessential offspring? 
(97) 

And what should we suitably 

consider God's offspring but Logos and Wisdom and Power? It would be 

a sin to say that this was foreign to the Father, and it would be a 

crime even to imagine that this was not eternally with the Father. 

For by this Offspring(98) the Father made all things, and extended 

His providence unto all things; through Him He exercised His love to 

men(99) and thus He and the Father are one. 
(100). 

.. For if He 

partakes in fulness the Light from the Father(101) why is He not 

rather that which others partake 'ý 'aýýý) lest there should 

be any medium between Him and the Father? Otherwise, it is clear that 

no longer would all things have come to be through the Son, but by him 

of whom He also partook. On the other hand, if He is the Logos, the 

Wisdom of the Father, in Whom the Father also is revealed and known, 

frames the world and without Whom the Father does nothing, it is 

evidently He Who is from the Father, for all originate things partake 

of Him, as partaking of the Holy Ghost(102). And being such, He will 

not be nor in the least a creature, but rather a proper 
Offspring from the Father, as is the Radiance from Light. 

(103)" 

In this passage, where the Homoousion is discussed, we see a 

distinct change from previous passages in, say, the De Sententia. There 

the main meaning of the Homoousion was constitutive unity. Here, however, 

we are dealing with an exceedingly complex concept in which almost 

every conceivable meaning of the word contributes. The first thing 

(97) 
(98) Simple dative, presumably instrumental. 
(99) 

(100) Here follows a passage that we have cited above, p: 36' to the 
effect that the separation of the Light in God from the Radiance 
is virtually Samosatene. 

%. 001) i rpm,. 

(102) ATý , 
ti ý ý, Tom, rý? ý ý, ýý ýýº ti-- -- ý-. -»ý The second free reference in 

Athariasius, of any importance, to the Third Person. 
(103) !c , vom ýºý'Tp ýýý :ý, 

`j1. 

.. 
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to notice is that, according at any rate to Athanasius's interpretation 

of the Council of Nicaea, the Homoousion was inserted first of all to 

clarify the question of the origin of the Son,, that is, in what sense 

He is "from God". The doctrine that was being attacked was that the 

Son was only "from God" as an honorific title, or even in the sense 

that all creatures are, since their creation is God's work. What the 

Homoousion meant in the first place was simply that the Son is, truly 

and absolutely from God. But when one has said this, one is committed 

to much more. In the first place, the Son must be from the absolute 

inner centre of God's being if He is to be. "from God" at all, since 

there is nothing else in God except this. There is no phenomenal 

sphere around God, or anything corresponding to it, where auch processes 

can occur in abstraction from the noumenal centre, nor has God bodily 

organs that can produce secretions from which the soul can remain in a 

large degree aloof. Thus, to safeguard the absolute unity and 

simplicity of God, the Homoousion was absolutely necessary. It is 

unfortunate that at this point Athanasius did not see that for this 

very reason he was committed to the personal aspect of sonship, much 

more than the biological. But to return to the first aspect of the 

Homoousion, the generation of the Son from the Father was a real fact 

in the common or garden sense of the word "real", and that is the 

reason for his repeated use of the word 'ý^ ºý and its word family to 

describe this generation. It was not till C. Ar. III: 58-67 that 

Athanasius for the first time had to face the question rigorously 

what was really meant by the Son's generation being "natural" to God, 

in. reply to the Arians who were clever enough to try to turn upon the 

orthodox the doctrine, which is after all Athanasian (see"De 

Incarnatione pass. ) that God is actus purus. But for the time the 

use of physical language about the generation of the Son served its 
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'purpose of proclaiming that it was as such strictly genuine. But, the 

main difference between this and the earlier presentation of the 

Homoousion is the emphasis on the Homoousion as exact generic likeness, 

or qualitative resemblance. The relationship is one of the Logos 

being T k' TI, V "7Yý 
1 

with the Father (20: 452B) ; He is 

characterised by -wv -Cv roryr . 
(acc. case)"rp s -uv &d. vrcu Iº-xrF)OQfI 

(23: 456D, and -T-1v -LTr3-/, ý. 1. iý x. K rvý oNo-. -rov ýi º ýý ý, fl c a, -o; ' 71 ýv ý ,. ý^ 1, l 
(24: 457B,, and, like radiance from the Sun, cannot be vw kr. i ývu, i -V 

from the Father (24: 457C). This resemblance is perfect and absolute 

and is 'specifically not as one metal or one species of 

bird, resembles other metals or species of birds (23: 1.57A) which pairs 

of resembling things are specifically described as to each 

other. The close association of this concept of absolute likeness with 

the generation of the Son, which we shall meet again in the Contra 

Arianos, indicates that these two aspects are not unconnected, and that 

the concept of the Homoousion is more profound than simple specific 

resemblance, even where such appears to be the principal or even the 

exclusive exclusive aspect under discussion. Athanasius distinctly 

notices that reproduction normally takes place only within the one 

species, and the offspring remain within that species (23: 1i57A). 

This furnishes the clue to the deeper meaning of the Homoousion. The 

beet familiar analogy would be the chromosomal pattern in an organism, 

according to modern scientific genetics. Or rather, it is what this 

chromosomal pattern would be if reproduction were asexual and there 

were never any mutation. Also, as Athanasius himself says so strongly, 

there would be no question in God of a somatic apparatus in which the 

effect of heredity would be modified by environment, etc. But the 

chromosomal pattern, being in some ways a qualitative system and in 

other senses exercising a determinative and dictatorial power over the 
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qualities and activities of the organismo is, taken the way all 

analogies must be taken,, probably the best way of expressing a most 

important part of what was meant here by the Homoousion. This idea 

of generic or family likeness reaches its culmination, for Athanasius 

in the likeness of radiancep to the Sun that "begot" it; 

but seeing that we have alreadynoticed how the sexual nature of 

reproduction (that, is.. the fact that heredity is a compound of half 

the father's genes and half the mother's. The ancient Greeks did not 

know this, but they would certainly have noticed that the mother was 

necessary, and thatchildren did Occasionally resemble their mothers) 

would be an impediment to the perfect likeness of a human child and 

his fatherv might not one reason for Athanasiusla great liking for the 

more emanationist metaphors be the quasi-asexual character of the 

"begetting" that is involved? (In asexual reproduction genetic changes 

cannot arise except by mutation).. The close association between the 

Homoousion as the species-identity of. the Persons, and begetting of 

the Son# remained always very close. But now we come to a fourth 

meaning of the Homoousion, which is closely related to the Homoousion 

in its sense of constitutive unity, of even perhaps of numerical unity. 

The generation of the Son is such that He and the Father are 

inseparable (23: 456D). Now,, the strongest reason for AthanaBiUS Ia 

partiality to the metaphors of Sun and radiancep Fountain and streamp 

is that they preserve this inseparability. In the passage from 

Dion, VBiU8 of Alexandria quoted in the De Sententia, ch. 15p the 

writer Points Out, in a passage that is very bad astronomy but succeeds 
in making the point in question, that when the Sun ceaseG to be, th . ere 
is no light, but when the Sun comes to be again (that is, at dawn) 

so does its light or radiance; and thus the Sun and radiance are 

co-temporal; thus the analogy shows that the Father and Son are co- 
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eternal. (Even with the obvious gross relativistic error removed, 

this analogy is correct, under any astronomical conditions conceivable 

to us; it is the nature of the Sun to give out light. ) To suppose that 

this analogy could indicate. the spatial inseparability of the Father 

and the Sun would be difficult even on the basis of astronomy as it 

was in Alexandrian times, but the point was certainly made somehow as 

far as temporal inseparability was concerned. It is one of the most 

unfortunate features of the "Son" analogy that a man cannot become a 

father till a certain biological stage. The doctrine of Athanasius 

here closely approaches the later classical Tr or the more 

stative Latin circuminsessio. Another further result of this shift is 

.1 '1., 
a move in the direction of only oneo: /11-14- of God,, in something like the 

later sense. In ch, 23: 457A, Athanasius speaks of the Homoousion of 

the Logos and the Father as "confirming the verity and eternity of the 

essence from which He (i6e the Son) is also produced", This is 

something like the later doctrinep except that, after the older fa&llion$ 

the essencep and thus the Divine unityp is especially associated with 

the Father rather than being associated in much the same way with all 

three Persons. Even more apposite is his treatment of the notion of 

lightj(iý-', O,, in ch. 24. In 457B, the reference to the undistorted 

likeness between the radiance and the light 

suggests that the light occupies the place of the Pather in the analogy. 

But a little way on (457CL it is, more appropriatelyp the Sun, and 

Athanasius speaks rather of the unity of the nature (or natural unity? ) 

and the identity of the light 

the latter part of*this phrase is repeated within a few lines; 

and almost at once, with an obvious reference to what has gone before, 

we find that Christians see and believe in "such a unity and natural 
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identity" (tvýý -T-0 ckv- Y V, £ vorTra, Kd i4J1 
k-.. 

1V I, Evidently, 

it is the light that is the constant thing between the Sun and the 

Radiance; in. other words, the essence that is referred to in the 

doctrine of the Homoousion is analogous to Light as the common essence 

whereby the Sun and its Radiance are co-essential. This is sound and 

quite easily comprehensible to a modern mind; in fact, it is just about 

what an Einstein would say (mutatis mutandis) about the Sun and its 

radiance. And it is only fair to notice that Athanasius's preference 

for emanationist metaphors is due to their clearer representation of 

the contemporaneity or co-eternity of Father and Son, which was after 

all the great point at issue with the Arians. But this confirmation of 

this type of metaphor creates grave difficulties when Athana8ius comes 

to examine the Holy Spirit, since he has to use 
4,.. 

-, ras the paradigm for 

the Spirit in this type of analogy. In short, 'the concept of the 

Homoousion is exceedingly complex. All the traditional interpretations, 

constitutive unity, generic unity, and even arithmetical unity, are 

present, as well as another element, a quasi-biological unity or bio- 

specific unity associated primarily with the generation of the Son. 

The change from the previous presentations is a far greater emphasis 

on generic or specific unity at the expense of the constitutive or 

merely arithmetical unity, but it is so intimately associated with the 

quasi-biological factors connected with the Son's generation that it 

would be most inaccurate to say that the Homoousion is merely absolute 

qualitative likeness. And finally we find traces, and more than traces, 

of what the author considers to be the strongest and final sense of the 

Essence of God and therefore of the Homoousion; the inner centre of 

God's being which is the thing par excellence about God that is 

completely mysterious and which in the nature of things has no real 

analogy at all in the human field. The unifying factor in all this 
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complex picture is almost certainly the relation of the One Essence 

to the generation of the Son; and it is probable that idealistic 

conceptions of essences as, perhaps, the progenitors of the things 

containing them, made'it much easier to link all these meanings 

without apparent discontinuity than it would have been for a present- 
(10ý 

day theologian, 

(100) The modern study and controversy on the Homoousion begins with 
a the contention of Zahnp in 1867p and Harnack a little laterp th t 

there is a clear-cut division between the Homoousionq as it was 
interpreted-by Nicaea and its original defenders, and the 

as it was understood at the Council of Constantinoplep 
and in the Nicaeano-Constantinopolitan Creed. The contention 

is that the Early Nicenes interpreted it in the constitutive,, or 
in what amounted to the Sabellian sensep whereas the Nicaeano- 
Constantinopolitan Creed was virtually the successor, not of 
Nicaeaq but of the Semi-Arians like Basil of Ancyra, and therefore 
interpreted the notion of Essence, and the Homoousionp in the 
purely generic or qualitative sense. The dividing line is supposed 
to have come midway in the theological life of Athanasiusp so that 
the earlier Athanasius was a Nicene in almost the postulated ' 
Sabellian sense, up till and including the "De Decretis"., but thatp 
in his later works, beginning with the Letters to Serapion or the 
I'De Synodi811v he b4? San to interpret the notion of Essence and the 
HOmOousion in a generic sense. Zahnp Marcellus von Ancyra, p. 23P 
says of the early Nicene position., including the early Athanasius., 

Es war dann auch nicht als feindliche Umdeutung� sondern als die 
-i, '-ý, 'den Ursprünglichen Sinn festhaltende Auslegung zu verstehen seing 

wenn die Semiarianer unter Basilius von Ancyra in ihrem nach klaren 
I.. I Begrif fýsunterscheidungen ringendedý Schreiben c v.. ' durch 

-rti-m, ),,, K-ic. )ý, -ttbersetzen ... . 11 See pp. 10-32 for Older Nicenes 
and 87 ff. for the Cappadocians. For Harnack, see H. Dogm. (E. T. ) 
V01- IV., P. 35-36 for the "Old Nicene" view., and pp. 75 ff. for 

,,, _,,, 
the "Neo-Nicenell or "Young Nicene" view2 that is, the Cappadocians 
and the orthodoxy of Constantinople as in succession to the Semi- 

'Arians. On the Semi-Ariansi, P. 75: these theologians didý- 

1not2 
like Athanasius, advance from the unity to the mystery of the 

duality., but., on the contrary, still started from the duality sad 
Bought to reach unity by making the Father and Son perfectly co- 
ordinate. ", Again,, 80., "It was not the liomoousion that finally 
triumphedt but on the contrary the Homqousion doctrinev which 
fixed the terms of agreement with the Homoousios ..... But 
Athanasius himself contributed to the revolution"s though (p. 81 
footnote; ) "he did not yield in any point, i. e. in De Synodis. 11 
On pp. 98-99, he supports his case by the argument thatp in the 
Nicaeano-Constantinopolitan Creed,, the Nicene 

is wantingp that it "represents the Doctrine of the Holy 
Spirit in a form which could not have appeared unacceptable even to the Pneumatomachitt,,, (p. 98). and that the creed is more closely 
related to the Creed of Jerusalemt as in Cyril of Jerusalem's 
Catechetical Lectures, than to the actual Creed of Nicaea. An extreme supporter of this interpretation of Athanasius who is 
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25 The next three chapters are quotations from Theognostus, 
z7 ` 

otherwise not disposed to fOllOwthe general theological line of Harnack 
is Shaplandv see Index on, 6ýýovK'(O; _'p etc. 9 in his edition of Athanasius'8 
Letters to Serapion on the Holy Spirit, although in fairness to him it 
must be said that he was dealing with the work in which the Zahn-Harnack 
thesis is most plausible. 
This hypothesis has been attacked by all Roman Catholic and much Anglican 
scholarship since. The first important answer was 6highly technical 
analysis by J. Bethune-Baker entitled "The Meaning of Homoousios in 
the Constantinopolitan Creed'19 in Cambridge Texts and Studies, VII (10001)t 
which is vitiated by his insufficient readiness to consider the question 
of whether Athanasius changed his position. Prestige, "God in Patrietic 
Thought. " ch. VIII (Individuality and Objectivityp PP. 157-178) IX 
(Obýect and Substance - 178 - 196), (The Homoousion - 197 - 218ý, and 
XI (Identity of Substance - 219 - 241)p continued the attack on the 
Protestant side, but he is inclined to use such phrases as "substantial 
identity" (see esp. p. 217) without realising that, to a modern reader 
anywayp they are among the most question-begging phrases that can be 
used, and therefore they must be exhaustively defined and analysed. 
Since he is in the main attacking Harnackq he seems to come down on the 
side of numerical identity (See pp: 

)224-235 
for his analysis of the 

Cappadocians in roughly that light .. The following are fair 
samples of his argument: 11 ' Homoousios' implies 'of one stuff1p as 
against Ariusp and 'of one content'. as against the retortv already as 
old as Paul of Samosata, that thereby was implied the existence of two 
gods. " (p. 215). "The employment of 'Homoousios' by Athanasius to 
express substantial identity was a new development for Greek thought" 
(p. 219 beginning, but for Latin precedentes see pp. 219 - 221. ) On De 
Decr. ch. 20 (p. 214): "It is impossible to read this long statement 
carefully without observing that the unity of the Godhead and the 
identity of the Son's Ousia with that of the Father are as strongly in 
the mind of Athanesius as is the doctrine that the Son is God in the 
same sense as the Father is God. " On De Deer. ch. 23 (p. 230 f. ): 
'. 'The principle has to be preserved that the Son is immutable aný, 
unchangeable, an, 4_jio%ý otherwise could He be such unless He is 74, A 

u ,, -) " -, -of-% IIý, -rp 9-%", -F, 13- .j? For this title, like that of Radiancet 
must 

ýIe 
taken as maintaining'His identity with His own Father. " 

Among the older Roman Catholics# Atzberger pursues his usual cautious 
and ciuasi-Aristotelian lines but in the main is definitely against the 
Harnack-Zahn hypothesis. Seep "Die Logoslehre des hl. Athanasiua ... OP- cit- PP- 81-93p he emphasises the difference between I'De Synodis" 
and the Semi-Arians, and accepts De Syn. 34-35, and especially De Decr. 
22, as the standard for Athanasius. He quotes Ariatotlep Metaphysics I!. 
VII (Z): 1. as proqf that for even Aristot, 1e,, 0, )>r. 4. was not entirely 

vk . 
pneric: K'H 

q rj-tý. Later,, 106 - 128,, he returns to the subjecto 
and comes down on the side of the Homoousion as referring to numerical 
unityl but not to the extent of compromising the numerical duality of 
the Father and the Logos-Son. p. 117: "Es kann nach dem Vorausgehendedl 
keinem Zweifel mehr unterliegen, dass Athanasius die Einheit des Vaters 
und des Sohnes als eine numerische Wesenseinheit auffasste. " On the 
other handq he says (110-111) that Athanasius is not definite in his 
terminology., compared with the later Cappadocians, and that the consensus of Orthodox Patristic opinion leans further towards the generic side: 
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7 Dionysius of Alexandria, Dionysius of Rome, and Origen in support of 

(107): "Von den Kirchenvätern wurde das Wort Usie zumeist gebrauchtg 
um unseren Begriff von Natur oder Wesen oder Substanz zu bezeichneng 
also mehr entsprechend der aristotelischen zweiten Usie. 11 

There are two Roman Catholic studies of recent times that demand our 
attention. One is apair of articles by J. Lebon, I'LeSort du 
'Consubstantielt niceen. "in "Revue de ltHistoire Ecclesiasticluell., 
Pt. I (on Athanasius) in LXVII (1952): 3-4: pp. 485-530, and Pt. II 
(on the Cappadocians) in LXVIII (1953): 3-4: pp. 632-683- jn the 
former article, Lebon maintains,, against Harnack, that in 
Athanasius is always concrete and never abstract (i, e. purely generic)y 
the unity is numerical and that Athana6ius is constant in these 
particulars. For his handling of the I'De Synodis"s see PP. 502-508- 
PP. 515 - 527 Is a severe criticism of Shapland's notes on Ad Serape 
II: 3P which we shall further consider at the appropriate place. 
Lebon notices the intimate relation between the Homoousion and the 

eneration of the Son from the Father (508 - 16). In conclusionp 
527-9) he reiterates that, for Athanasius, the Homoousion always stood 

for a concrete numerical unityp and that (footn. p. 529) whenever 
Athanasius ever spoke of an apparently generic unity, he was thinking 
in terms of a Platonic concrete universal and not an Aristotelian 
abstracf. universal or genus. The core of his case in the second article 
is that the same applies to the Cappadocians, especially with regard to 
their illustration from three menp which really depends on the 
Platonistic solidarity of the human race (loc. cit. pp. 644-5). In the 
earlier article on Athanasius, he also (loc. cite 496-502) makes the 
point that Basil, whom he interprets as accepting Athanasius rather 
than Hilary on the excommunication of Paul of Samosata and the 
simultaneous ban on the Homoousion, would have accepted Hilary if he 
had been the sort of theologian postulated by Harnack. 
Lebon, as we have seen, goes some of the wayp but not far enough, 
according to us, in recognisiftg the association between co-essentiality 
and generatione The last contribut*oi: hthat we shall stuýy, and probably 
the bestý. joes apparently further. -Iý is "Comment le 'Defenseur de 

'? It Niceei a-t-il compris le dogme de Niceet ,a thesis at the Universitas 
Pontiýftcalis Gregoriana, 1936, and later published in French at Louvelnh[6011 
The author has been unable to read the original bookv but has seen a 
good and presumably faithful review of it by Lebon in "Revue de 1' 
Histoire Eccle'siastique, " 1937: 351-353. According to thereview, Hauret 
established by painstaking analysis that -the phras, e that ip normative 
for the meaning of the Homoousion 
This is accepted by Lebon as good so far as it goes, but only part of the 
truth, as he would have preferred liauret to argue more on the basis of 
the Simplicity of God. In a sense, this criticism could be correct, 
since Athanasius has a lot to say on this very matter himself# though 
not in Such direct connection with his mature doctrine of the Homoousion 
as Lebon would have it* This is indicative of a tendency in Roman 
Catholi ,c' 

theology to overstress the simplicity of God; cf. Newmants note 
on 11'ý ', -, I, `,, 1, on De Decr. 22 (as cited above), in which he appears to say 
that qualities and attributes can only be imputed to God relatively to 
our own knowledge of God and its imperfections, whereas God in himself 
is absolutely simple. On the other handp there is nothing in Newman so 
crass as the application of this principle to the Trinity that we find 
occasionally in Protestant writers (and, of course, sufficiently denied 
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the Nicene theology and against Arianism (and Sabellianism)-. All 

by Newman, notes on C. Ar. II: 39 & III: 28); this is the only 
construction that the author can honestly place on the conclusion of 
Prestige, "God in Patristic Thought". (p. 301), where he says, in 
language which, for him at any rate, is unusually redolant of German 
Idealism: "In God there are three divine organs of God-consciousness, 
but one centre of divine self-consciousness. As seen and thought He 
is three, as seeing and thinking He is one. " Opera (active connotation) 
ad intra Trinitatis sunt divisa! 

What is to be thought of all this controversy? In the first placep 
there is certainly a change in Athanasius between, at the extreme limitst 
the I'De Sententiall and the Letters to Serapion, but no stage at all 
fits in very well with the picture drawn above. In 7he--e-ar7TiZ-r 7-ritings, 
like the "De Sententiallr; , and therefore the Homoousiono had its 
meaning mainly constitutive, but this is incidentalp and by general 
agreement the definitive treatment in the early "Old Nicene" stage was 
in this work, in which, as we have shown, it would be doing a grave 
injustice to Athanasiu8 to represent him as being interested in mere 
numerical unity in anything remotely resembling the sense of Sabellius 
and Marcellus of Ancyra. Incidentally, the presentation of this stage 
in Roman Catholic scholarship is far closer to the truthp and does far 
more justice to Athanasius, than the average Protestant studyt and 
particularly Harnack and Zahn, however right they might have been about 
certain other members of the Old Nicene party, like MarcelluB of Arr-yra 
and perhaps Eustathius of Antioch. On the other hand, Harnack and Zahn 
and their followers make a similar mistake, in the opposite sensep about 
the later theology of Athanasius on the Homoousion, as represented in 
the Letters to Serapiong but, as a matter of fact and contrary to 
widespread opinion, NOT the "De Synodis". Ir[Spite of Roman Catholic 
assertions to the contrary, Athanasius does say things in these Letters 
which seem to be about the Homoousion in a purely generic sense, but a 
close examination of the context indicates that Athanasius has something 
completely different in mind, that is, a completely mature and developed 
form of the categorial argument and the categorial distinction between 
God and crea7t-u es. Vie shall show this at the appropriate place below. 
Once again, incidentally, the Roman Catholic interpretation is nearer 
the truth. The above is, for the author, the true position as it 
affects Athanasius. The author has been unable to give the Cappadocians 
more than a relatively superficial examination compared with his study 
of Athanasius, but he feels that an intensive study of these writings 
would yield similar results, which would also differ from the general 
run of interpretations. In conclusion,, this controverayt in its 
familiar formp probably should never have arisen, and certainly should 
never have arisen in its application to Athanasius if people had come 
to his works with a fresh mindp prepared for rigorous analysis. instead 
of Simply regarding him as the orthodox theologian par excellence, which 

. 
is the worst possible way to handle a man of Athanasius's intellectual 
standing. 
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these writers belong to the Alexandrian Origenist and post-Origenist" 

school, which has been suspected, and was suspected at the time, of 

being excessively subordinationist, with the exception of Dionysius of 

Rome, who was introduced as the great namesake and rival of the 

Alexandrian archbishop, to show the unity'of theology on this point. 

28 The remainder of-the book is: a treatment of the Arian 

arguments concerning the word unoriginate, which was the 

standard philosophical term for ultimate entities. We have already 

exhaustively quoted from these chapters concerning the actual 

exposition of the problem, compared them with the corresponding 

passage from "Contra Arianos", I: 30-34, and critically evaluated the 

argument. 
(10! 3 

To recapitulate, Athanasius shows, first, that if the 

word , etc., is to be used at all, that is, if God is to be 

regarded as ultimate, ' there is one sense in which the Father is ultimate 

compared with the Son, that is, as the Father Who generates eternally 

the Son, but there is another sense in which both Father and Son are 

co-eternal, both of equal rank, and both equally: God; that is, the 

position of the Father with regard to the Son does not in the least 

compromise the dividing line between God and creatures, and in that 

sense both Father and Son are co-ultimate. Among other things, this 

means that the element of ontological priority in the concept of 

causality must be, with God, dissociated from that of temporal priority, 

with which it is always linked in ordinary causality. Not only this; 

the fact that the ultimacy of the Father with regard to the Son does 

not involve a crossing of the line separating Creator from creature 

leads Athanasius to his second great point, that is, that the notion of 

ultimacy, the 1ý'ýýjr'�' is dangerous even in its corrected meaning, is 

still dangerous, because in its ordinary sense it is a title of God 

(1040 See above, 
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the correlative of which is in creaturely life. One of the main 

achievements of Ath anasius was to break the correlation between God 

and, the creatures, and to insist that all the correlatives of, say, , 

God the Son, were°to be found entirely within the Trinity. 
(105) 

In so doing, Athanasius insisted that the appropriate titles 

for the First and Second. Persons: ofýthe Trinity were Father and Son 

respectively,. and this is, a major stage. -in, the rise to prominence of 

the title Son at the expense of Logos. As the lexicographical analyses 

have shown,, Athanasius has frequently spoken of. the Logos of the Father, 

but at this stage his superior. grasp of the problem of correlation pushes 

him further towards the : title : Son, as being the' natural and therefore 

the necessary correlative of the, title, Father. It only remains to 

quote the final extract from this section as it is in this book, where 

the corresponding modification in the soteriology: 31: 473C: "For He 
has bid us to be baptizedp not into the name of Unoriginate and 
Originate, nor into the name of Uncreate and Creature# but into the 

name of Father and Son and Holy Spiritp'for, with such an initiation 
we too are made sons trulý VýIco_andt 

using the name of the Fdkw # we 

(106) It is this principle that'Harnack'in one'-way describes so 
accurately and in another way so gravely misrepresents in his 
famous statement that (H. Dogm. E. T. Vol. IV., p. 26): "The idea 
of the Divine, which in Christ redeemed men, is severed from 
the world-idea; the old Logos doctrine is discarded; Nature 
and Revelation no longer continue to be regarded as identical. 

ýThe Logos-Son-Christ is at bottom no longer a world-principle butr 
on the contrary, a salvation-principle. " It is not right to 
insinuate that the only alternatives are natural theology and 
neO-Marcionitism, with which Harnack later expressed his sympathyp 
and the opposition between a "world-principle" and a "salvation- 
principle" must be expressed much more carefully than this. Hoss 
answers this sort of reasoning,, but too briefly and, if one might 
say sot too facilely, when he says, (Studien. 57-58): 
"Ebendeshalb aber ist'der weitere Satz Harnacks, der Logos sei 
im Grund nicht mehr Weltprinzips, sondern Heilsprinzip# nicht 
richti 

, 
9. Er ist*vielmehrýbelde8q, Welt- und Heil8prinzip. 11 

10 
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also recognise from that name the Logos in the Father. But if He wills 

that we should call His own Father our Father, we must not on that 

account measure ourselves with the Son according to nature, 
007) 

for 

it is on account of Him that the Father is so called by us; 

for since the Logos bore our body and came to be in us, God is called 

our Father. For the Spirit of the Logos in us names through us His 

own Father as ours, ... 
(Gal. Li.: 6). 11 

32 The last chapter is a peroration, in summary of the material 

of the book, The Doxology Is: "... because to God and the Father is 

due the glory, honour, and worship with His co-existent 

( ýý ý'T"z('ýýrv) Son, and the All-holy and life-giving (',, -Ic-r ) Spirit, 

now and unto endless ages of ages. Amen. " 

The passage that we have quoted shows a significant change in 

the soteriology, corresponding to the greater importance of Son as the 

proper title of the Second Person. In the "De Incernatione", the 

primary way in which salvation is considered is as Deification, which 

is the usual state of affairs in A anasius, although we have seen a 

modification, in' the "De Sententia Dionysii", chiefly due to the 

exigencies of the exegesis, in the direction of salvation as 

constitutively participating in the New Humanity of Christ. Now, we 

go Part of the way towards the older concept, but the stress is not 

so much on sharing the Divine Nature as on adoption to sonship. But, 

even though we have full privileges as adopted sons, Ath anasius points 

out that we must on no account confuse the natural and aboriginal Son 

with our own derivative sonship; in fact, this extract looks very like 

a summary (or rather, in view of our chronology, a short adumbration), 

of the argument of C. Ar. III: 10-25s 
(108) 

In the first place, our 

(107) 
.. 14 ' "ý r. , '. 

^i 
'lc .: Týr'�r r t. 

u 
-ý r 

(108) See below, pp M=' for full treatment. 
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adoption to sonship is absolutely dependent'on the atoning work of 

Christ, and it is interesting to notice that it is at this point 

Athanasius again introduces the Spirit as a further condition for our 

adoption, if, that is, (as is not absolutely certain) Athanasius 

regarded the Spirit of ' the Son, ' as in aal. 4: 6, as referring to a 

third hypostasis. 

We begin our resume of the theology of Athenasius in the 

"De Decretis". as usual, with a study of the basic prolegomena to 

theology* The basis of Athanasian theology is completely Scripturalp 

the only other factor that can possibly be mentioned being the 
I 

authority of Nicaea, but this latter is'subordinate to Scripture, 

although the antithesis is not made at all in the manner of the 

Reformation; after all, there had been'only one Council of the really. 

authoritative kind,, and Athanasius is., with the greatest energy,, and 

determination, defending its positions as Scriptural. His argument 

as to why the Council adopted the Homoousion and the 

t6'9 indicatd that Athanasius feels that there is a real problem 

In justifying theml and his conclusion is that the Council*ha d to 

adopt these un-Scriptural expressions as a final expedient to counter 

what was,, evidently and Scripturally, a blasphemy. Athanasius, while 

being thoroughly Scripturalp is as far as possible from being a 

fundamentalist in the most extreme sense, in that he understand fully 

that there may be times when it is necessary to appear to go outside 

Scripture to express and vindicatep in realityp Scriptural truth. 

But# the section in chs. 4-5. which is Athanasius's definitive treatment 

Of the fundamentals of the issuev he never goes outside Scripture for 

his list of witnesses to the "tradition". 

On the other hand, this book'sees some most important 
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developments in the Athanasian position on analogy, as one of, the basic 

general problems of all theology, and even perhaps of exegesis. The 

question of why the Son is Son in the natural sense, although so much 

that applies to human sonship cannot apply to God, brings him at once 

to the full extent of the problem. In his solution to it, Athanasius 

gives the first full treatment of analogy in the history of theology, 

and it is as well developed as anything in, say, Aquinas. Nothing less 

than what J. F. Anderson has described as the Analogy of Proportionality 

satisfies the necessities of the case, that is, that in God, the relation 

itself between Father and Son differs from the human relation, as God 

differs from man; that is, we cannot say that the Father (or, to argue 

in the other direction, the Son) is God, as a human father (or son) is 

a man, and extrapolate to the other Person by using the same human 

relationship. 
(109) 

But this apparently raises the problem of our actual 

knowledge of the difference, and so Athanasius returns to Scriptural 

exegesis, and his next approximation is to consider the various 

metaphors of Scripture and their relation to each other. The position 

that he finally adopts is that each metaphor, like Son, Logos, Wisdom, 

Power, Hand, Source-River, Light (or light-source or luminous body) 

-Radiance, corrects what is incorrect in the others. 
(110) 

But, in a 

(-log) See Chs. 11-12, and above, 
(i 10) See Chs. 12 andý 70 

-1, _. 1, --;, ý-J-i - rýJr2-24, 
and above pp L-t, 

See also Newma , note on the passage of Theognostus cited in 
ch. 25 of this work: "It is sometimes erroneously supposed that 
such illustrations as this (i. e. Light-Radiance - Author) are 
intended to ex2lai how the Sacred Mystery in question is possible,, 
whereas they are merely intended to shew that the words we use 
concerning it are not 

, 
self-contradictory, which is the objection 

most cormonly brought against them. To say that the doctrine of the Son's generation does not intrench on the Father's perfection 
and immutability, or negative the Son's eternityp seems at first 
sight inconsistent with what the words Father and Son mean, till 
another image is adduced, such as sun and radiance, in which the 
alleged inconsistency is seen to exist in fact. Here one image 
corrects another; and the accumulation of images is not, as is 
often thoughtp the restless and futile attempt of the mind to enter 
. 
1, nto the Mystery, but is a safeguard against any one image, nayt any collection of images belng Supposed sufficient .... 
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sense, -this still leaves the same difficulty, which appears now as one 

of determining what to accept and what to reject in each analogy. If 

the answer is, as it appears to be in Athanasius, what is worthy of God, 

there is danger of either a tautology or of falling into the same old 

position of rational theism, which is present in the use of the Analogy 

of Proportionality. ' In passing, Athanasius turns to the difficult 

problem of the exegesis of Prov. 8: 22 LXX, but there is no real change 

from his previous position, 
(11i) 

. 

However, when we turn to the Trinitarian theology, and here 

we find that, for the first time, Athanasian theology revolves around 

the concept of Son as the primary title for the Second Person. Since 

this book deals almost entirely with the intra-Trinitarian relationship - 

there is no work of AthanasiuB more ruthlessly on'the one topic - we 

need not attempt the exhaustive analyses of Logos and Son that*we have 

attempted hitherto; it buffices to say that there are 103 instances Of 

Logos for the Second Person of the Trinity as against 70 for Sonp without 

the Scriptural references thatp'in the "De Sententiall or "In illud,, 

Omnia mihi tradita aunt would have forced a tendency to use 

the word "Son". This, as distinct from the earlier picture in, say, 

I'De Incarnationell., where "Son" is rare,, about corresponds to the final 

equilibrium in Athanasius. The reason for this change is that,,, for the 

Ariansp the title "Son" was their favourite, as a name as distinct from 

a description, Insofar as they used any title at all; their main title 

seems to have been an understood subject of a verb or noun qualified by 

a participle, as in the case of in this case, the 

assonant effect indicates that the phrase is complete and that no subject 

(111) Chs. 13_14. 
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was expressed. Thusp Athanasius opens with the Arian statement that 

the very title Son could be only an empty honorific for "creature". 

The problem for Athanasius was now to show that the title Son conveyed 

Orthodox theology and not Arianism. After indicating that on the 

Arian view there cannot be any real difference between the Son and 

ordinary Christian men and that any-attempt to introduce such a, 

difference lays one-right open to the infinite regress or-rilir-of argument# 

Athanasius shows by elimination that the Son must be Son of God the 

Father by natureg'as against our sonship by grace and adoption; by 

the by indicating that such prima facie Arian passages of Scripture as 

Prov. 8: 22 LXX must be interpreted as applying to the Humanity of 

Christv or to Christ as man.,, as an entity., and the Incarnation as an 

events But his work is far, from being done, as it is perfectly obvious 

that there are some aspects of common or garden human sonship that do 

not apply and cannot apply, to sonship in God; in particular, a son by 

nature of the Eternal Father must be eternal in the same way# ýFaced 

with t his problemp Athanasius as a first step gives the first account 

of the analogy of proportionality (He had previously given much the 

same account in the Contra Gentesp rather less clearlyp and it is 

significant that whereas the former account was in terms of the Logos 

conceptq the account is now given in terms of Filiation) Finallyp 

however# the concept of Sonship is lifted to the correct plane by means 
of the Other Scriptural analogies, Wisdom, Power, Logos and to generation 

of Fountain - Stream and, in particular, Sun - Radiance 

which is the principal determination of the relation; with reference 
to the latter, the concept of light (&. J, ) is used, after some uncezrtainty, 
to denote what was later definitively expressed as the One Essence of 
the Godhead(112). 

(112) Hoss, Studien ... 53-55, is the clearest in his recognition of the primacy of this metaphor at this stage in the theology of Athanasius_ 



Text cut off in original 
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During this argument, Athanasius considers two technical 

concepts of a rather more formal nature, the orthodox Homoousion and 

the Arian !.; ýýn>�ý ' The former shows great development and is now a 
(113) 

highly complex idea. . Although the older ideas of the numerical 

and constitutive unity of God are still definitely present, they are 

by no means the predominant elements now, and the change is directly 

due to the greater emphasis on the Son concept, or perhaps directly due 

-to--the--greater-emphasie--on-the-Son--concept, --or -perhaps -directly due --to 

the efforts of the Council of Nicaea to clarify beyond cavil this 

concept. It was primarily an attempt to give a proper account of the 

origination (both in the quasi-biological and. quasi-logical senses) of 

the Son. In the first place, the word meant that He was genuinely Son 

as opposed to Son by grace and adoption, and thus, as God cannot be split 

into an intimate essential sphere and a less intimately Divine outer 
11. ý 

sphere, call it what we will, such a genuine Son must be 

+ Iý k'i'f: 'c,; ' and the Father. Also, as the character and 

very essence of the Father is, at the very least, eternity, the 

Homoousion affirms the absolute eternity of 'the Son, against the Arians. 

Associated with the generation of the Son, we have a complete generic 

and specific identity between the Father and the Son (once again, the 

term Image, as used of the Son relative to the Father, does not refer 

so much to Image in the sense of the presumably sigillographically 

negative matrix from which we are made in the image of God, as the 

positive Image, completely and positively alike in all respects). The 

origination and absolute identity of the Son with the Father are 
intimately associated in a way which is analggous to their association 

(113) See cha. 19-24 and above, pp. LZý-6yo 
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in heredity, according to the modern science of genetics (presuming, 

that is, an asexual generation). Once again, the doctrine reaches its 

height in the Scriptural metaphor of Sun - Radiance. 

After quoting. earlier theologians in support of the Nicene 

position, Athanasius deals with the ýý"ýn �, which the Arians used 

to prove that the Son must be a creature because there cannot be more 

than one 
(114) 

After; establishing that in God we must 

distinguish between the Father's supremacy as. the eternal Begetter, 

and in that sense,. eternal Origin of. the Son,. and the Father's 

postulated but non-existent temporal priority over the Son, Athanasius 

establishes the supremely important point, as a sort of climax to the 

whole work, that the Persons of the Trinity must be called by names 

whose correlations and free and automatic associations are within the 

Godhead itself; at all costsp we must avoid names whose natural and 

inevitable correlative is the created world. Athanasius uses this 

principle to great effect against the use in theology of the title 
-Y '0 

However,, as a matter of theological historyp the title Logos 

itself Wa8. an even more serious case of this bad*correlationt having been 

the Logos of the systematically coherent world; this point of view still 

persists in the ante-Nicene writings of Athanasius himself. In this 

book, he gives us the outline of-a, necessary reinterpretationt with 

his emphasis on the other meaning of Words Word as generated by the 

speaker or the mind (which does not last, as it has no real advantages 

over the Son concept as an effective weapon against the Arians), and, 

returning to the higher, more metaphysical sense, in his negative 

statement that a God would be itself an absurdity. 
(115) 

Howeverp 

(114) See chs. 28-31 and above pp. 2-3-j+-: 5o-3 
(115) Ch. 15: 441B -C 
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this point is not driven home till the Contra Arianos. 

Thus we see that Athanasius has raised a number of issues that 

are of supreme importance in theologyy and we see them clearly for the 

first time. The paramount importance of'analogy in theological 

statements and thought, theýfact that by the very nature of God we are 

committed to describing His'mysterious Essence when we talk about Him, 

and therefore that as we cannot keep silent we must describe the 

indescribable, and the'problems resulting therefromt the disastrous 

results of describing God by correlatives'of'the world (a strand in 

theology which came to its fulfilment only in Barth's denunciation of 

natural theolog y) with its corollary that all'terms for the Persons of 

the Trinity must have their, 'correlates therein and nowhere elset and 

even the first adumbrations of the final definitive'Trinitarian doctrine 

of 
/ 
wL (although still as far as ever from the 

definitive, vocabularZ) -'all these are important issues in the De* 

Decretisp not to mention the most highly developed account of the 

Homoousion and his account of Prov. 8: 22 LXX. ' However, the most 

important issue for us is whether Athanasius has developed a theolo27 

and a Christology based on the Son concept, or rather, on the Second 

Person as Son. At first sight,, 'the answer would appear to be in the 

affirmative, and decidedly so. ' The very'nature of the subject matter 

would be at once the sign of this and its principal cause. In the"De 

Incarnationi, by contrast, the "core" of the book (in the American 

educationists' sense of this term)(116) is the necessity to explain and 

account for the supreme paradox that the Logos, which everyone knew by 

ontological knowledge (or as Bertrand Russell would sayt verbal 

(116) A "core curriculum" is a curriculum which in its basis is dictated 
by a definite practical, purpose, which is the "core" of the 
curriculum. 
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knowledge) to be essentially immaterialv became flesh, according to 

the blunt four-word statement of the Fourth Gospel and the faith of 

the Church; the question was propounded in those very words., The effect 

of Arianism and the orthodox party at Nicaea between them was thet_tG 

corresponding core of this book was: What is the meaning of "Sonl1v 

as the principal official, credal, liturgical, and Scriptural title of 

the Second Person?. It might even be propounded-thus: Granted that 

the title Son must be interpreted analogically, what is the nature of 

the analogy? Is the title an honorific hyperbole behind which there is 

a much humbler reality,, or is the real Son even nobler than this title 

indicates? On such a basic issues the De Decretis could hardly fail to 

be oriý. entated to a large extent around the Son concept. And this is 

confirmed by the passage'almost at the end of Ch. 31p almost at the end 

of the book, As we have seen, the Soteriology of the De Decretisp such 

as it is, shows relatively little change compared with the De 

Incarnatione,, but in ch,, 31 we find that the process is described as 

essentially one of ui07rv1CA: T" primarily, rather than or 

other notions associated with the earlier works., This change is more 

prominent still in the Contra Ariano89 and is in the very centre of this 

latter work. Howeverp on closer analysis, the conclusion that in this 

book Athanasius made the Son concept definitive for the Second Person 

is true only in a very qualified sense, and in another sense, it is 

completely untrue; in. one paradoxical way. the "Son" concept is less in 

evidence than ever. There is a definite and marked tendency for 

Athanasius touse "Son" as a Name in the sense of Bertrand Russell's 

lOgic,, an 11x11 in its symbolic representation, The Description, the 

qualities# etc, of this pure name are filled out from the other metaphors 

Logos (in its "higher" sense).. Wisdomt Powers etc. 9 also the Scriptural 

pairs Of Fountain - Stream and Sun (actually glorypjo! ý!., p in Hebrews) - 
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Radiance. It is easy to see how this could have arisen* In partt it 

was an almost natural exaggeration due to the aim of the work as a 

whole'. In part, it was due to I the fact that no one can denyr that 

these metaphors do better safeguard the absolute and eternal co- 

existence of Father and Son, as in that relationship to each other; 

this was the supreme point of issue with the Arians. Howeverp we 

cannot avoid commenting that in the short summary in ch. '17 of the 

significance of all the titles of the Second Personp the only 

significance mentioned of the, "Son" is that it indicates what is from 

God by nature (as distinct from the Arian sense); this is repeated' 

(and explicity so). as part of the significance of the title Logos,, 

and there is nothing beyond this in the remainder of the book. This 

compares unfavourably with the accounts given of the significance of 

all the other titles, and the significance given is the most formal 

conceivable. What is lacking? It would not be too captious too 

animadvert here on the most astonishing omission in the whole theology 

of Athanasius; in fact. 'in Greek theology as a whole; the almost 

complete lack of theýidea of the Divine Lo ye, John 3: 16 and 15: 9 are 

nowhere cited in the principal writings of Athanasius (except for the 

formal treatment of John 3: 16-19 in Orat. dub. IV C. Ar.: 18; the 

near-parallel I John4: 9 is half-cited in C. Ar. 11: 62, but again the 

treatment is formal). This is most surprising when we remember that 

the Scriptural teaching about the mutual . love of Father and Son has its 

locus classicus in that very Fourth Gospel'which was so much the 

exegetical favourite of Athanasiuse Also these passages would refute 

Sabellianism utterly, and would be at least as effective against 
Arianism as any other passages; the real point is that the Arian Father 

would have been not only absurd, and wisdoniless, before 

the Son's generation; he would be also quite literally love-less, which 
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would be an infinitely greater scandal tp piety and faith, and it 

would have been utterly beyond the power of Arius or Eusebius of 

Nocomedia or even Asterius to explain it away even by the plausible 

arguments that they used in the case of God being and 

Unfortunately, Athanasius did not complete his work, nor did Augustine, 

" though he advanced much farther, and the idea of a solitary God, self- 

loving'(? ) continued to exercise an evil fascination over men. It was 
ti 

left for the Reformers, perhaps ultimately for the Barthian, to 

banish this unscriptural doctrine in the name of Them Who gave to us 

men, at great cost, that love which was mutually and eternally Their 

own. 

It only remains, on this subject, to say a few words on 

whether these physical analogies, especially Source-River, and Light- 

Radiance, do what they are meant to do. A little examination shows 

that even they are just as subject to the need for analogical correction 

as any other, and, as a matter of fact, they are if anything less 

appropriate on the basis of the scientific knowledge of Athanasius's 

day than they. are now. Even though the action of running water is 

essential for the making of that geological formation known as a river - 

as we now know; rivers do after all occasionally run dry, and this has 

always been a distressingly common feature of the whole MMeditter(pnean 

area. Also they flood in other seasons, and the size of the flood, as 

in the very Egypt that was Athanasius's own land, is a matter of 

considerable anxiety. Also, we now know, even more conclusively than 

the physicists of Athanasius's day, that it is the-very nature of a 

body like the Sun - even its mere size has a lot to do with it(117) _ 
(117) That is, a large sun, by reason of its enormous mass and therefore 

of its correspondingly large gravity, can retain its hydrogen and 
even sweep it up from outer space, and concentrate it to the point 
where spontaneous nuclear fusion takes place. 
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to emit radiant energyp even though suns do exhaust their. fuel at times; 

also we now know that the transmission of radiant energyp which is the 
7 010 

best translation of is not dependent on any medium at all. 

But the cosmological controversies'aSBOCiated with the name of Hoyle 

in this age, do suggest that it is possible, under some circumstances, 

for this emission of radiation, to go into reverse,, resulting in 

concentration rather than diffusion. This is not anachronistic; the 

Greeks had a full intellectual apparatus, even if nothing elsev for 

understanding this point. 9 whichp as a hypothesis. -was in fact one of 

the most notorious features of the theology of Atharjasius's cont. emporary 

and friend, Marcellus of Ancyra. Even the indivisibility of the radiant 

energy, or the "day",, was in fact already queried by Platop in the 

Modern manner; the Platonic Parmenides makes this point against the 
(119) Platonic Socrates. 

In essence, the position of Athanasius still remains 

Binitarian, as is illustrated by the very metaphors themselves. So., 

while all this has been happening, there has been very little reference 

(118) There is no such thing as the "ether". and none needs to be 
postulated. Newman, in the nineteenth centuryp can be excused for 
saying (notes on De Decro ch* 2jý that "radiance" is "the light 
which a light diffuses by means of the atmosphere", as can any 
earlier commentator who said the same thing. It is less excusable 
when Shapland (note on Radiance ch. 19 of Ep. I. in his edition of 
Athanasius's Letters to Serapion, in 19519 P. 109)p duplicates the 
same definition! Modern physics has actually removed what on 
Newrluan's definition would be a very serious objection to this 
analogy! The author is not familiar with the interpretations of 
this according to Greek or other ancient physics. 

019)-See Platop "Parmenidesllp 131. The Platonic Parmenides has objected 
to the Platonic Socrates thatq if a Form is in a number of part- icularsp and is conceived as a substantial thinj-,, the Form must be 
divisible, even as a sail that covers many things is, in that way, 
divisible into portions each of which covers one thing. Socrates 
objects that another analogy would be that of the (allegedly 
indivisible) day which illuminates many objects. Parmenides 
simply dismisses that objection. It must be remembered thatv in',. 
the First Part of the "Parmenides". Parmenides is not only the 
Principal speaker but the victor in the argument, and that in the 
Second Part it took Parmenides himself to show that his case was imPossiblev that is, any refutation of the Eleatic monistic Philosophy must depend on the dialectict"achievement of Eleaticism itself- i 
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to the Holy Spirit, but the remarkable thing is that (accepting the 

order of composition that we have determined) we find the first free 

references to the Spirit, that isp those that are not directly forced 

'by the barest necessities of credal statement and similar reasons, or 

that are not direct quotations from other writers. In ch. 9 432Bp we 

have 1-0 11 as an introduction to a Scriptural passage; 

this is a purely conventional usagep and., as,. usual in such cases# the 

passage is from the Psalms. Howeverv in ch,, 14D. with reference to 

the Incarnation, especially the relationship between the flesh and 

the Original deity of Christ, Athanasius points out that this is simply 

the inverse of that process in us which he has already described, and 

describes here, as deification. No doubt under the stimulus of this 

antithesist he now points out that this process is otherwise and more 
? 

accurately to be described as a partaking of the Spirity CIKý 
-7- (Of the son) ý'T Aý 

and M and also 

that it does not result in our being any the less human as opposed to 

God. Although it is highly probable from the context that means 

little more than Divinity in general# especially the divine nature as 

partaken by men, rather as in the "Quicunque dixerit this passage 

does indicate that our participating in the benefits of Christ is a more 

complicated matter than is indicated by the simple process of "deification"., 

even though a fully hypostatic doctrine of the Holy Spirit is not in 

evidence yet, A more definite advance on this line is 24: 460B (i. e. 

the Son) r; 77ý !. 0 

C 

CA--yi 
0 4.0 

We f Ind. at the end of T 

ch. 31, in the context of our own filiation in Christp a reference to the 

Spirit which is a direct paraphrase of Gal. 4: 6 and admitted to be so; 

the SPfiit Is referred to as "the Spirit of the Logos". and It (or He) 

names "His own Father". Although it can be justly said that the doctrine 
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of the Spirit as a hypostatically distinct Person of the Trinity is 

rudimentary at best, these references represent the first instances in 

which the Spirit plays a part in Athanasian theology, and it is 

significant that they all directly concern the. way in which the created 

world and man in particular partake in Christ. The reason for this is 

obvious and is one of the most important changes in the theology of 

Athanasius. When the term Logos meant, however subconsciously, human 

rationality or the objective rationality of the world, there was no real 

problem of human participation in it; it could be taken for granted, and 

that is one reason why the "De Incarnation" for instance, is, to modern 

taste, so barren"on that topic. But once the correlation between the 

Logos and the cosmos or human rationality had been broken, and the Logos 

tightly correlated with God the Father, the problem arose again of our 

participation in God. And we shall see that this is the way that the 

Doctrine of the Spirit arose again in theology after its long slumber 

since Irenaeus. As to the reason why it worked out in that way, it is 

clear that the reason is simply that it is the correct Scriptural 

doctrine, or to put it more accurately, a rather too general reflection 

of the Scriptural belief, as we shall see below in the Appendix. It is 

almost trite that pre-Athanasian theology neglected the spirit and 

assigned its functions to the Logos; it would be just as correct to say 

that the functions of the ante-Nicene Logos are now increasingly assigned 

to the Spirit. 

As to our analysis of the technical Trinitarian and 

Christological terms, let us begin with''';, essence: As would be 

expected in a work of this character, the most prevalent use by far is 

as in the Creed of Nicaea: or T,, 
` ), as 
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description of the Son: 3: 420D 3: 421A (quotes N, 
19: 449A &B&C bisp 20: 452D (see 3: 421A)v 22: 456A2 22: 456B tery 
22: 4680 (see 3: 421A). Other closely related formulaep combinations 

. tlý \I -% :, - . 1P I 'I f of one or more of 
0 -J 0"i I'i- 

etc.; 17: 4446,22: 456C., 23: 456DP 457A bisý 27: 465Bp 29: 469Dp AII ý11 31: 473B. Other uses are: as a single entity, usually grammatically 
a noun in the nominative or accusative or other case governed by a verb;. 
22: 4530 of God opposite to accident). 14: 440D (Christians do 

not lose own tý. . through participation in the H. S. ) 24: 460A (Arian claim 
rejected that the t)-of the S. is other than the P. ) 22: 453D (<!. of God 
needs no completion from outside). 22: 456A bis and B bis (the 

mentioning and the Name of God signifies His One and Incomprehensiblo, 
Essence). The more adverbial uses are as follows: 6: 425A (the Arian 
claim that the Son is foreign to the Father I\ 24: 460A 'ý 71 

(Logos foreign 22: 4560 (Son is Son not d'-, -(-'). but from virtue)t 
22: 456C (Arians deny Son 23: 457A bis (the T 

7ý->- denies that the Son is foreign and unI i ke -4-ýI 12: 437A 
(Arians say Son 20: 452D (Cluoted Nicene 
anathema against the These instances show that, 
although the adverbial or dynamic uses are present, the main usep 
dictated by Nicaea, is for the Essence of God to stand for that 

incomprehensible Unity of the Godhead. This is not meant to contradict 

the earlier statements that the unity is too complex to be reduced to 

either an arithmetical or a constitutive unity, and certainly not to a 

generic unity. 
.ýIi is rare, and we have already listed the few uses: 

(h18) 

it is safe to say that Athanasius never uses it with any spontaneity at 

all, but only when citing from other writers. again fairly 

common; the uses are: 6: 425A (Arians claim Son not 1'-0 -101 

it 
/, 

), 9*- 429D (Arian Son would be supreme only in honour and not 
'Oe 6V () s- 432A (Adam like us 432B (Ari an Son not dif f erOnt 

from the rest 10: 433A-B bis (what is begotten from one 
that knows as a son). 432D (Comparative degree does not 

(110) �i fr 
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indicate that 7,, J1V is other). 11: 433D (God external to the world 
according to His own, ý. -,,,, /). 12: 436D (generation of Son a"ýove the 

of both God and creatures). 11 1, 
- Lkz,.. of man)., 13: 437 (Scripture knows T-)v li'. 

170.444C P'Son"= what is out of one ýv"5n) 19: 449C (Logos other 'f7i; ýjoiL. 
oTW V 20: 452C (generation of Son is other than the 

11*1 -1 human (: PV, 1-1/). 21: 453B (Logos is (f j Vý: 1 pj, ). 22: 456B (Son is 
(similar but non-identical h 23: 457A 

metals alike but'seperated To 24: 457C; 
(indivisibility i., 57, jý-(gen. of respect) of Light and Radiance). J 2 
. 
9: 472A (the does not remove the ý, ý, IV of the Logos). In 

Most of these instances the forms are adverbial and dynamict and the 

use is not very different from the use in earlier books, but there are 

several instances where the use approaches that of Chalcedon. 

There is relatively little in the way of other doctrines, 

but a considerable amount of new ground is broken. The most important 

is the doctrine of the categorial distinction between Divine and 

creaturely reality. God is personal, but is constant, simple, 

uncompounded, and omnipresent, without a frontier or an environment; 

this is due to His self-existence. Creatures, on the other hand, are 

limited both spatially and temporally, compounded, or complex, 

-essentially changeable and dissoluble., and in a relation of dependence 

ont and in the case of fellow creatures, interaction with, their 

environment* This is a complete doctrine of radical pluralism as the 

truth about creaturely existence, with the exception that Athanasius 

does not yet mention the essential equality of all creatures as part 

of his systematic exposition of this doctrinev and he does not yet 

mention that all creatures are members of a class. Both these are 

cornerstones"of his later exposition of this doctrine in the "Contra 

Arianos". 

The doctrine of Creation is just the same as in the previous 
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anti-Arian writings; that is, it is by the direct action of. God, without 

need for a Being Who is intermediary in nature,. and is Creatio ex 

nihilo, Creatio per Verbum, and Creatio continuata, as in the orthodox 

doctrine of the later Church. 

There is very little change., if any in'the Christology. The 

ChristOlogical terms for the Humanity of Christ are: bodY: 14: 

440B bis (each, the Logos took b. ). 14: 440D (L. 14: 440D 

31 alterum (L bore b. ). 14: 440D tertium 
473C (L. bore b, ), 24: 457B (abandon all corporeal reasoning). 
II, -"F) .9 

flesh: 14: 440C (Prov. 8: 22 LXX measured by the fl. taken for us), 

14: 440C alterwn (as John 1: 109 25: 461A (Not P. but, L. became flesh)., 

3: 421A (origin I. -ATZ", Arian arguments. really imply Christ did not 

antedate).. 14: 440C tertium, (His own fl. ). AIVý'Id*--l 
. man: 

1: 417A & 14: 440 A&B (Human statements only apply after He became man). 
14: 440D (He became m. but still God). 14: 440B (being Son of G, became 

S- of M. ) 16-. 444A (Heretical position: Christ solely man), These 

examples, hLqnot frequent enough for a more detailed examination that 

Would be statistically significant,, show the same characteristics as in 

the previous writings, especially the greater tendency to talk about the 

Logos being, or rather becoming, man, rather than any of the other terms. 

As for the soteriology, there is very little alteration from 

the pattern of the "De Incarnation". The change in the "De Sententia", 

the emphasis on salvation as constitutive ingrafting into the New 

Humanity of Christ, and in the "In illud, omnia mihi tradita sunt, " in 

which salvation is, more than in any writing before or after, the pure 

Might ; Act of God, appear to have been neutralised. The difference is 

that whereas in the earlier work'salvation was described as 

Deification, (120) 
it is now described as Adoption to Sonship as we11, 

(121) 

and this difference is patently due to Athanasius's greater awareness of 

the difference between Creator and creature consequent upon the Arian 

120). ch. 14: 440D. 
(121. ) 31: 4730. 
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controversy. Also, with reference both to Adoption and Deification, 

Athanasius begins to bring in the part played by the Holy Spirit, for 

the same reason. 

The principal and characteristic achievements of this book 

are# the presentation of a definitive position on the Homoousion, and 

also the the establishment ofv particularlyp the "i 

metaphor as the determinative description of the intra- 

Trinitarian relationg the breaking down of the cor I relation between the 

Logos and the Cosmos and the tight correlation of the Logos and the 

Fathery and, for that reason, the beginnings of a doctrine of the 

Spirit,, but no more than the beginnings. ' This last would have been 

made much more difficult by the naturally binitarian character of the 

analogy9 which is., if anything, a retrogression from 

the formal Trinitarianism of the passages quoted in chs. 25-27 from 

Origen and his followers, and the Dionysii. In some ways# this book 

Portrays the definitive anti-Arian theology of Athanasiusp especially 

on the "conciliar" type of issue the supremei. representative oý which is 

the Homoousion. The recent German Protestant school of criticism 

readily accepts this, since it assumes that it is later than the 

"Contra Arianos I-III". Here, there are a few advances made in the 

subject-matter of this work, notably in analogy and in the clearer 

presentation of the ; '' argument. But, at the level of most of 

the best Athanasian scholarship, which regards Athanasius as a Nicene 

pure and simple, it would be valid to take this work as very near the 

acme of Athanasian theology, " What we find different in the "Contra 

Arianos" is something other than these things. In the first place, 
there is, for the first time since Athanasius's young manhood, a 
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concentration on soteriologyp which is only indirectly on. the subject 

of this thesis, because of the problem of Scriptural exegesisp and for 

the same reason there is the first definitive presentation of the 

Humanity of Christ in detail. Also, the question of Scriptural exegesis 

itself is much more evident on the, larger canvas@ But above allp the 

great change in the later work is that herep for the first time, 

Athanasius has really felt the inner logic of Arianism. The author 

(assuming his own thesis to be. correct) would never have believed that 

Arianism was really an early form of philosophical Marxism on the basis 

Of the "De Decretist' and the earlier anti-Arian writings alone. It was 

left for the Orations to make this clear, and nearly all the decisive 

passages that we have quoted in support of this contention come from 

them. It is perhaps no accident that a high percentage of the material 

Of the Orations, especially 11: 18-829 is relevant, in a far more direct 

way than ever before, to the Church's struggle with Communism. ' It is 

to the Orations that we now turn, as the next work of Athanasiuso 

- '-.. -. - . -. 'I 
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VII 

CO ri RA ARIAIi0 OPATIO E'S I -- III 

On the ehrono? o"y that we have adopted, these g? eat tiworks 

were the next works of Athanasius in order of writing. We have already 

given our reasons for the following conclusion;; (1) that they Were 

the magnum opus of Athanasius, (2) that they were written consecutively, 

even if they were issued at different times, and that no other major 

Work was written during the period of composition, (3) that they form 

a unity of excel ti. onal coherence, and (Lt) that they were written between 

351 ana ea: r1J 356; the latest possible date of publication of C. Ar0 III 

was February, 357. 
(') 

. 
As regards the character oL the works, they were 

area-Tit to be a massive denunciation of Arianism and vindication of the 

Nicene theology., they were meant to be written "at large" without any 

specific stimulus, and, above all, they were meant to be purel 

theological in outlook. That iss they cut down all references to 

historical and ecc1esia& ttli, --al material to a bare minirraun; the aim was 

to show, in passive complotian, the theological and especially the 

Scý1ptural basis of the YUcene theology, and. conversely, that Arianism 

had no corresponding basis, rather than to defend at once formulae such 

as the Hiomoousion. The result is that five sixths of the whole three 

boob's is primarily concerned with the exegesis of key passages of 

Seri ;, ure. It is also evident t : at the orations, as we have to m., are 

incomplete, that is, that a genuine Fourth Oration was either written 

and lost, or planned and never 1, ritten, 
(2) 

but that whatever this Work 

(1) see above, Pp. 309 -15" 
(2) See belog , pp. i^ý? -b1 

ýi 

4 
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might have been it was certainly not the work commonly known as Oratio 

IV Contra Arianosp which will be discussed separately. 
(3) 

If we may 

hazard a guesep it is highly probable that the loss of the Fourth 

Oration,, or Athanasius's failure to write it# was due in some way to 

the storm that broke on him in 356, that brought on the Third Exilej, 

but the point cannot be fully appreciated till after full consideration 

Of the contents of the Orations as they stand, 

The first half of the Oration I is an introductory discussion 

Of the basic concepts involved in the conflict. Chapter i need not 

detain us# being nerely a statement of the evil nature of Arianism. 

2 The first feature mentioned of Arianism as a sign of its true 

3 nature is that they are always called after Arius as their eponymous 

fOunderp an honOur that true Christians reserve for Christ; this applies 

both to the nomonclature as given by others and as given or countenanced 

by themselves# Newman in his notes makes great play of these chapters, 

evidently with Lutheranism and Calvinism In mind# As far as the present 

Study is concernedo a Protestant can only pass over Newyian with angry 

silence, and listen to Athanasius with more humility# remer. nbering, in 

the meantime that any answer on this matter would be fully as complicated 

as the whole question of the interpretation of the Reformation (an 

'Lent necessity In this age), and as impossible here; it could be 

rejoined that the same criticism applies, with not much less real force, 

to the dispute 'between 
the Dominicans and the Franciscans, the Thomists 

and the 3c0tist&s and, most of all, to many features of the cult of 

saints and the attachment of monastic orders to their earthly founders. 

-Again, says Athanasius, the Arians have repudiated the 

Apostolic Waltb for the Bake of their own novelties, which are expressed 

O3ee ApporidiX, PP" 
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in the Thalia, which in its dissoluteness of atmosphere is utterly 

different from Scripture. It cannot be implied from this that, for 

Athanasius, ecclesiastical piety was any sort of norm for theology in 

the way that Scripture is, which, among Protestants, would be the 

doctrine of Schleiermacher. What Athanasius meant was that the whole 

atmosphere of the Arian heresy was badv because it was a denial of 

Christ (4: PG XXVI: 20A) at least as much as the wording of the "Thalia"t 

etc., and even in passages where the Arians were ostensibly quoting 

Scripture itself* No Protestant need do anything but most heartily 

agree with Athanasiusts use of this criterion; for that matter, it is 

a thing that some Protestants need to learn from Athanasiusp to take 

the macroscopic view In'ao account at least as much as the microscopic. 

5 These three chapters give a general account of Arianism# 

7 based almost entirely on the "Thalia" of Arius; as we have already 

treated this issue completelyp(4) they will not require any more 

attention. This section concludes with the condemnation of the heresy 

at Nicaea and the loathing in which it has been held by right-thinking 

People since. 

8 After continuing that the quotation of a few Scriptural 

Phrases does not exculpate one from the gravity Of the charge of 

heresy - otherwise there would be nothingr wrong with Judaismt 

Manichaeanism, or even the serpent in the Garden of Eden - Athanasius 

gives One of the classical expositions of the Christocentric principle 
01 in all theology: (28A) "For having committed impiety (4eAca-n 

against the Logos of God# he (almost certainly Arius) fell at once in 
every pal, ticular and lost everything .... For how could anyone speak 
truth concerning the Father,, if he denies the Son, Who reveals concerning 
(1ý) See above pp. J4'1-I$- 
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Him? Or how can anyone have correct sentiments concerning the Spirit, 

while he insults the Logos that supplies It-? 
(5) 

And who will trust 
him concerning the Resurrection as he denies Christ, the First 
begotten of the dead, for us? 

(61 
And how shall he not err in respect 

(7) to His incarnate presence, as he is simply. ignorant of the Son's 

genuine and true generation from the Father? """ The rest of the 

chapter is another condemnation of the novelty of Arianism; apart from 
the fact that the heresy is not FK a º"TwN/ , which from our point of 

View is non-committal (see De Decr. 4); 9) 
nothing need be said. The 

ChriStocentric principle would be better described as Logocentric, 

but Celitred on the Logos as previously defined by Athanasiusp so that 

its correlations are with God the Father and not with the cosmos, since 

even the Incarnation Is peripherLl with respect to the pre-incarnate 

Logos. Alsot the Logos is, as far as our knowledge of theology is 

concerned, central not only with regard to what might be called 

Miscellaneous doctrinesq but also with regard to the doctrines of the 

other Persons of the Trinityp not only the Spiritp which Athanasius 

does not yet certainly treat as transcendent in his detailed theology, 

but also the Father Himselfo 

In the next chapter, Athanasius contrasts Arianism with the 

orthodox theology of the Second Person, of which he gives a compendious 

unary: "He is Very Son of the Father, and natural and genuine is He 
proper to His essence, Wisdom only -begotten, and Very and Only Logos of 
God, not a creature or thing made, but an Offspring proper to the 
Father's Essence. Wherefore He Is Very God, existing co-essential with 

dvý' Töd ? b�'ý'ý n 
v"ý7} 5) 

\ 
ý, wwvr S' 

^'c 
ýºý 

, should be capitalA . 
(6) -r &K YF. tý c. ýV I S' ýpwý7aKoý/ CV V 

XPrC-rv 

l IV ell\ KA I Tr / \OO-zpK 
VI vß/5(r, \/ 

81510 above, pp. for a critical discussion of this chapter. 
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the very Pather; 
(10) 

while other beings to whom Ile saidt 'I said, "Ye 

are gods. " 'have this grace from the Father only by participation 
(MC-rorj) in the Logos through the Spirit. 

(") 
For He is expression 

6, (<rV ) of the Father's Person (vmd-raaw-P and LiEht of 
3 Light, and Power ( P, V61 Jvoy., -u) and image (OkwV ) of the Essence 

of the Father. For this too hath the Lord saidp 'He that h&th seen 
Me hath seen the Father. And Ile ever was and is,, and never was not. 
Fort the Father being everlastinC,, His Logos and Wisdom would also be 

everlv. stinE:. 11 Very little need be said about the sur=ary of the 

orthodox theoloCy that has been not said before, except to note that, 

Once again, the Spirit has come up in the usual way, that is, in 

reference to our own participation in the Divine nature Vs supplied 

by the Logos as distinct from the LoEoc's aboriginal possession of it. 

Also, in this section is the sole mention of the Homoousion in the 

Orations. In the latter half of ch. 9, there is a further account 

10 of Arianism, and in the next chapter, Athanasius calls imperatively 

for a decision. bctween the way of truth and the way of falsehood* The 

criteria of the falsehood of Arianism are exactly as at the beginning 

of the I'De Sententia Dienysii" (chs, I ý-, 2)j, that is, that it is un- 

Scripturalp and that it not so much offends Reason as perpetrates 

elementary gaffe2j or what ought to be the elementary gaffe of 

worshipping and ascribing the supremacy to a being that is described, 

With the greatest emphasis# as a creature* 
(12) 

11 At this stage, the real work of Athanasius begins. The first 

question is the eternity of the Son: "... ye think that there was 
once when the Son was not (? j V rºv ). Say, then, what ir -M 

o our_ 1ö 01 

(1 oöagv os ºý. ý, Z o' Lam", -ý 
13 

ý ,a yu ýs 
d. Kd filo dx tv I vö (i '-ro L' vo 
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uolý 'º' fý 

püv Z7ý wYL+aý" 

.r 
5'`rl Jýý f ©. r, 1 ý, ^ 

ýi 

(11 }c1! 
, 1rv u 11 vß; µ ý. -rý, $ 

/ 

; 
(12) See above, pp. Sý 1"ý & ; i34-y 
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was once(13) when the son was not If ye say the Father# your 
I 

blasphemy is the greater, for it is not pious (& 
I ks-, ) to say that He 

was loncet or to signify Him by the word loncet; for Ile is ever, and is 

nowt and as the Son isp so is liev and is Himself Ile that Ist und Father 

of the Son (But if you sey the Sonp it is a sir.,. iple self- 

contradiction) you can but answert 'There was tiTie ('V, 0, W Vy C"? 

when the Logos was not, for the very adverb tonce' signifies this. 

And your other written statement, 'Ile was not before His genercAtion' 

('0 -Pic ", %, elIN 
Ij is the same thinZ as your statei-rient, 'There was 

Once when Ile wz,. s not. ' for both the one and the other signify that there 

I /I is a time ýyo'vvv) before the Logos .... No holy Scripture hath used 

such lungUaLie about the SaviOurv but rather talways' 
4: 1 'eternal' 

MG; Z&V)t 
and'eternally co-existe-at with the Father' rt, (57J V C'( L/ Z4. 

(John i: 1,, Rev. 1: 4t Rom. 9: 5 cited) 
(Returning 

it to Asterius's exegesis of "Power of Godp etc, as in Rome J: 20t Athanasius 

Says on it) ,*, in these words he does not desi&mate the FvAhert as 

YOU often whisper to each otherl affirming that the Father is 

eternal Power'. 
04) 

This is not sot because He does not say that God 

Himself Is the Power, but His is the power. 
05) 

It is quite plain that 

the 'Ilis' is not 'Het but is not something alien, but rather proper to 

Him. 
(i6) 

Study too the sequence of the argument and 'turn to the Lord'(17) 

for I the Lord is the Spirit(' and you will see that the reference is 

to the Son. - 

12 "For after making mention of creation, he consistently speaks 

of the Framer' a Power as seen in it, which Power, I say, is the Logos 

of Go d3, through k horn all things have come to be. " On the question of 

Time, it would be better to return to it later, since Athanasius has 

more to say about it in the next chapter. There are two other small 

issues. One Is the Two-Lo os theory of Asterius, which we are. postponing 

03) Here, as always, the enclitic 
(14) 

06 do :ý J'rb vd 
'o'd, 

ýC 
(15) d "Týu ýÜTI� l1 a�/ý, ý(ývn 

(16) of Jz 
�'2i2i 

07) As from II Cor. 3: 16. 
(18) II Car, 3: 17. 
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till At IILsius'B definitive treatment of it in the Second oration. 

The other is Athanasius's tantalizingly brief introduction of 

II Cor. 3: 17, "i ow the Lord is the Spirit", for no better reason 

apparently than that he took the previous words from II Cor. 3: 16- 

This shows that the Spirit was forcing itself Into the consciousness 

of Athr nasius, if nothing else. 

Continuing,, on the question of creation: "If indeed creation 
Is sufficient of itself alonep without the Son, to m&ke God knovint0q) 

see that you do not make the mistake of thinking that without the Son 

Creation h,,:,,, -, cotr! e to be, But if,, t- ouLýh the Son it has come to bep 
(20) 

and '111 all things consist (6v11G0jKEV) 1v then necesst-irily he 

Who Contemplates rightly the creation contemplates fLlSO the 
Logos that framed itp and t1rough Him begins to apprehend the Father, 
And ifv as the Saviour also says, tNo o ne knoweth the Father save the 
Son# and he to whom the Son shall reveal Him# 

(21) 
and if, on Philip's 

askiný. -f,, 'Show us the Fetherp' He s&id not# 'Behold the creationpt but 
'lie that hath seen Me hath seen the Father, 

(22) 
Paul is right to 

have accused the Greeks of contemplating the harmony and order 
Of the worldt but not reflecting on the Framine Logos within it (for 

the croatures bear witness to their own Framer); so that they might 
apprehend through them the True God and abandon their worship of 
creaturesp he said, 'His etern&1 Power and Godheadtv so as to signify 
the Son*" This difficult and paradoxical passage is perhaps a last 

glance at the natural theology of the "Contra Gentes". (23) Here, it 
is still presented as being a most desirable part of a theologian's 

equipment, at any rate of a man who is in the habit of contemplating 

nature, but the statement is categorically made, on the basis of 

(19) ý£r ovv 43T,, 4? Kº'y 
wý c3-ýC 1 -1b vQ +/ 

(20) Col. 1: 17. 
(21) Mott. 11 : 27. 
(22) John 14: 8-9. 

v ºý Krtý"( J' oý. Ct'd xvp i j' (DU 

(23) See above: FP. 91 - 71 
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or 

Jesus's answer to Philip. 1, that it is not the definitively Christl5n 

way of knogledý_e of thc Father, which is directly VI-Lrou'-, h Christ. 

Athanusius seems to be insistinE on both altern&tivcsp that natural 

theology is posoible and that it is impossiblev not in the sense of 

presentinE one alternative as the truth and the other as, &n. unroý. l 

hypothetical but apparently treating each with a rou. r, hlY equal ---.,,, ýiount 

Of respect, IIO, ý, ýiever, at this Stac,,,, e, the antithetical ccse &Lr-lainst 

natural theolo-Y is expressedt alonkg with the naturi: tl theolo, (,, y that 

Was treated at length in the Contra Gentes. IAV tlicre is any 

conclusion possible on the matterv on the basis of this pasculr-ep it 

would be# firstly, that the difficulties in Athanasius would. be in 

large measure the difficulties inherent In any exegesis of Romans 1. 

andy eecondlypi'that Atlianasius is of the opinion that natur--l t1aeology., 

analogia entis, etc., Can enable one to deduce God in His cos---nolor-ical 

relationshilasp but it is utterly unable to give any clue as to the 

Trinitarian character Of Godp or to any doctrine connocted therewith; 

leaet of all to the Filial relation of the Son and Father; approximately 

the position of Thomas Aqu: Lnas,, ' ) It is true that the Trinity is far more 

in evidence than in the COritra Gentes; the Logos as offsprinS of the 

Fatherv introduced In 0 c041paratively offhand way In the Contra Gentes, 

is here taken in deadlY 0abnestness# but Athanasius's continuinU 

uncertainty between tDe 'Clea of "God" being knowable fr(xa creation alonelo 

the Logos being knowe'Ole : CZýom creation alone but the Father only through 

the Logosp and the Log0s -61ZAng knowable essentially through His own 

Self-revelation and tDe Vttther 
as before knowable only through the 

Logos,, 
ýýhows that he 6id 111r)t yet understand that Creation 

SI. 
J. -MJ', 110ýJ 

was itself a TrinitarlO11 cl(J'ctrine in Such a way as to be a dirii-nient 
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impedinent to cosmological natural theolOL7, y. 
"')On the other handq it 

Must be saidt in fairness to Athanasius that one of the thinLs that# 

for him, we see when we contemplate creation is that it nmst not be 

worshipoed; ns we shall see later# this principle, althouc7h always 

Stated by Atht-ý., vi. -sius, is sheeted home much more effectively in C. Ar. II, 

but In fact it needed the Arian controversy to make it clear. 

12 In the remainder of ch. 12 and in ch. 13, Athanasius 

13 contrýasts the Scriptural language about the Logos - Son with that 

about creatures; in the former case, Iieb. 1: 2f-Is. 40: 28, Susanna L2, 

Baruch t: 20 22, lieb. 1: 3., Ps. 90 AV: 17 and 36 : 9, Ps. 145 AV: 13, 

and the Cý pik' sentences of the Fourth Gospel and elsewhere, establish 

that the lan ýaý Fe of eternity is appropriate to God, that it is used of 

the Son,, and thus that the fact"that the Son is eternal arid without 

begirifiin, (, ý, before all agesp" 
(24) 

must be accepted,, (ch. 12 end) without 

de VZO 
any intlzýrval (37B) before Him; in the latter casep U11 
Gen. 2: 5, Deut. 32: 8. John 14: 2C-29, Prov. 8: 23, John 8: 58, Jer. 1: 5, 

Ps- 110: 2, Susanna 42, prove on the contrary that (13-- 400: " Cj2or. "v7M7F 

andjiv6CvC5S; <( and 
cC-rý;, 

j &nd suchlike., are expressions which apply 
to thinýc!, s crif--inate and croatures., which came to be ex nihilo., but are 
alien (14 "Ir to the Logos. But if such ter,. rs -, rc used in Scripture 
of things oriCAnatep but valwayst of the Logos, it follows ... that 
the Son has not come to be ex nihilo, nor is He at all among things 
Originate, but is Image of the Father and Eternal Logos nor was He 

at any time non-existent (, IjK Civ) but ever existent jo, as the 

Eternal Radiance of Light which is eternalAmk/25) Why then do you 
imagine times before the Son, or wheref ore apply the blasphemy 

after times' iAC-jS(, YCP V00" Vj) to the Logos,, through vVhom the aSes have 
Come to be? For how did time or age (, 

-; OLJý ) subsist 
when the Logos hado according to you, not yet appeared (in spite 
Of John 1: 3) Or why# when you mean time CJ, -It 

" 
kf do you not say 

24 di TD 
(25) 

A 0 
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clearly, tThere was time when the Logos was not. Puts while you drop 
the word ttimel to deceive the simple, you fall to conceal your own 
sentiments "'or you still simply mean Itimest wlien 
You Say -rrrT--. 5- 

--rz and ill -rp v Yovvy, 
_? o 

Eternity The important thing about this exposition of the 

Of the Son is that It is entirely Scriptural, that this extract 10 the 

heart of the first half of "Contra Arianos" Ip and that it ccts the 

Whole tone of it, It might appear on first eight that Ataancsiuo is 

ratiortal and dialectical when he Is discussing the general 

characteristics of Arian theologyp as in C, Are 1: 1-36, and Scriptural 

OnlY when he discusses Arian exegesis from 1: 37-111: 58. It mi, ýýht be 

deduced that Athanasius in essence accepted some authorityq whether 

reacon or piety or Church tradition and dis. ciplinep as fundaricntal, with 

even Scripture in a secondery position. This is not so; both sections 
17 

Of the "Contra Arianos" are thoroughly Scriptural, and in each, 

Athanacius acknowledges the fundamental authority of God's own 

Revelation of Himself in Scripture, The difference is due to two 

fLcts; first, thats whereas in the first section Athanasius is 

discusý-_Ing Arian creeds, slogariss and other theological teachin: ýS, in 

the he is discussing Arian exegesis; and in the first section 

Athanvsius hadf exeL(rcticallyp a much easier time than in the second 

cecti0n$ of which more later at the appropriate place. Miere is one 

Other characteristic of Athanasiusts argumentation that is siliown very 

clearly here, far more than in any earlier writings, by the erept 

emphasis that he lays on the "I A, "' 
(96) 

staýexiients in the 

(26) Cf* God's reply in Exod - 3: 14 9 LXX: The "I ATA 
Phrase,, while not identical to itp ha's a iraditional connection 
with the Sacred Tetragrammaton. Actually, this verb, in the 
original Hebrew, -11 '_oj 

, almost certainly ref erzn, to Godt s 
revelation rather than his abstract existencep but the way that 
Atijallasi, az took it was, quite general throughout the Greek 
tradition. 

AM 
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Fourth Gospel and elsewheret which he interprets ontologically if not 

exactly In accordance with the Old Testament Hebrew that undoubtedly 

lies behind the Greek. We have already seen how Athanaslus insists 

that God and creatures do not exist in the same way. It is time now 

to define this difference more accurately as in Athanasius. In spite 

Of a temporary tendency in his earlier writings to use such Origenistic 

word: as 
Ümý,? 

o 
vt 

oS of God, 
(27) 

he accepts as axiomatic the idea that 
j 

peing in its perfection belongs to God alone; (the opposite idea is 

accepted by such diverse groups as the Neo-Platonists, Christian 

mYsties of the type of Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite, the 

Existentialists and Paul. Tillich, who describe God as "above being", 

and all kinds of modern atheistic realists and positivists who describe 

God as below the level of ezistencs, )the Septuagintal 0 
w� 

occurs as 

virtually the title of God in this very passageoi, 
'Thereforep 

these 
lie 

ýj E(i-t(statements are primarily revelations of Godt and as such 

ii must have absolute priority over anything else. ýModern thinkers and 

theologians would perhaps baulk at this analysis# preferring to discuss 

directly the adequacy of language and rational discourse to take part 

in the revelation of Godo but this problem is more undeniable than 

eVerv and in any case is later discussed by AthanasiuS in just these 

terms* God has the priority in His own Revelation# even over the 

imperfections of the vehicle. The opposite doctriney which would be 

implied by the Arian exegesisy that beingp propositional languaget 

discourse, would# even in the written and spoken word of Gody refer 

essentially to creaturely existence so that language about creatures 

(27) See C. G. 2, and above, pp. 357'a..,, 4 1f3 
. 
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would have the priority# is a course which terminates inexorably# not 

in Arianism# but in marxism or post-1! arxist atheism. 

The next point is the treatment of the issue of time and 
temporal issues, This is a difficult aspect of theology; what is the 

relation between time and the eternity of God? In what sense is God 

CO-temporal and in-temporal,, as well as being pre-temporalp post-temporal 

and supra-tcmporal? Is time another entity# another thingv and as such, 

In the usual theological tradition$ necessarily a creationp or when we 

talk In that way are we really ever referring to anything more than 

temporal processes? (All. the things that can ever be accepted as 

standards of time are really other temporal processes, like the mean 

solar day or year or parts thereofs, and also the modern accurate 

atomic standards: this is recognised as true in the Bibley where a "day" 

is the discrete period in which a certain job of work must be done and 

completed, for the night cometh in which no man can work, and then, by 

extension, the Job of work itself 9N(28) if we rigidly suppose time, in 

an abstract general sense, to be created in the way that things are, the 

danger Is that the Scriptural accounts of Creation and the Last 

Judgment become not only saga in Barth's sensev 
(29 ) 

but myth in 

Bultmann's sensev(30) and even plain nonsense - even John 1: 1. The 

(28) According to this way of looking at the matter# there is no word in Hebrew for "time" in the abstract, in the same way as there is 
no such thing in either Old Testament or Mishnaic Hebrew as the 
logical copula in the true sense. On the other handq it would not 
be at all accurate to conclude that Hebrew did not know time at allp 
since, by the analogy that we have noticeds they knew very well the 
difference between the subject and the predicatep and showed that by 
certain features of their accidence and syntaxjp especially concerning 
adjectives. Incidentally# such authors as Plato and Aristotle 
frequently omit the logical copula, so that their subject-predicate 
sentence hcs the same form as in Hebrewp even when they are defining 
the relationship in the way of traditional logic, In factt the 
analysis Of Platots "Sophist" is base on such an omission of the 
logical copula, (see sect. 254-26 v esi: -263). 

(29) As in the exegesis of Gen. I in Cho Dog. Vol. III: Pt. 1; see Pp * 81 ff 1 
(30) There is no point in trying to give references for something that 
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effect of this sort of interpretation on Athanasius would be to recke 

his ¬ gument prove too much, that is, that the Arian slogan )v 'rrr'r-L 
ör-, 

®ý ýý� 
would be literally meaningless, instead of having a meaning 

that is only too definite and blasphemous. On the other hand, if we 

accept that, for Athanasius as for the Old Testament as the author of 

this thesis understands it, words for time always referred to something 

constituted by the process within that time, we can begin to understand 

his point, 
(31) 

On this basis, there would be one sense in which time :: _s 

created only with the world, for normally Time requires change for its 

detection', let alone measurement, but there is another sense in which 

there was time even before the creation, insofar as we can recognise 

it as being constituted by what Augustine described as the eternal 

love of Father and Son, the 'pirit. 
(32) 

In another and more eo rion 

sense, this would be eternity as opposed to time, insofar as time 1s 

fCCes ily associated with change. It is almost certain that 

is as pervasive of all the writings of Rudolf Dultmann as this. 
A myth for Bultmanns, is a statement about God as an objectively 
Understood Being,, especially and normally a Being In a "three- 
decker" coMos. This way of looking at God he regards as part 
Of the thought forms of the timep which has nothing really to do 
with reli5lon. However# as these statements have their own sort 
Of truth# their destiny is# not to be rejected# but to be 
"JUIlYthologized" into what their real significance Is,, statements 
abalt "human existence" in the Existentialist sense. Bultmann 
appears to have invented the term "demythologization". But the 
allthor cannot see that this procedure is anything more than a 
Special case of a general way of handling religious statementsp 
which was also practised, on the basis of an entirely different 
philosophy and therefore in the opposite sense, by Ilegel,, and 
done much more effectively too. As for Bultmann's position in 
detail# the author cannot deny that there are real difficulties 
involved in Biblical cosmology and Creation in "six days"q but 
CýInnot accept Bultmannts solution# since he feels that he uses the difficulties as an excuse for the arbitrary enthronement of 
77tistentialism, 

The author feels that this way of regarding lldaylt,, that is,, that 
it Was constituted by Godts discrete act of work and not by 
astronO1,1y or gcoj)ý, Iysics 

') 
is the best solution of the difficulties involved in Gen. 1: 1. 

(32) De Trlnitate XV: 19: 37. 
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Athanasius, however inchoatelyp thought along these lines# since he 

virtually re&ý. ru"s.. tThat time existed when the Logos did not? " as an 

im-)ropor question, the only proper question being "INHO existedv etc.? " 

It is now clear exactly what Athanasius meant when (at the beginning, 

Of. ell# 1i) he described the Arian slogan as an even greater blasphemy 

VIC, n to say that there was a time when the son was not. The 

En,,: lish does not make this clear# sincep In the natural English 

tranalationt "There was once when Ille was notp" the word "once"t which 

is the critical word# is naturally accented, But the Greek word Is 

1r1O'1'F-9 an enclitic, This was the word which the Arians used to denote 

what could only be the majestic Eternity of the Father! - for in 

ScriPture the corresponding expressions, as in John 1: 1 etc., always 

refers not to an abstract eternity,, but to God Himself as eternally 

existing. In part, the Arians worked out this formula to make their 

blasplicr, y less noticeable than a definite statement that there was a 

time OVOT) or times before the Logos, partlyt it was a genuine 

reflection of the philosophical difficulties in the notion of a first 

temporal being with a temporal terminus a quo; the Arians were unlucky 

thats, in the cireumstancesp the attempt to circumvent these factors 

Only made their blasphemy worse than ever. 
(33) 

44 The next chapter opens with another Arian objections that if 

16 the Father and Son co-existp they must be brothers. This is at once 

dismil-Dscd by the simple statement that the language of Scripture is 

that of Sonship and not of brotherhood# and above all# there is nothing 
INZ- (33) We may refer here to Newman's Excursus on -q, V, -Jfvioi, iýt CVK 

and Its meaning in the Nicene Anathema, It will be found in his 
editions of the Select Treatises of Ste Athanaslus in Controversy 
with the Arians, and has been reprinted in the LY,. p-N. F. This is 
a discussion of the thesis of Bishop Bull# Defensio Fidei Nicaeanae 
111: 5-8, In which he said that Athanasius and the Nicenes, In 
OPPOSing this Arian phrasey meant that there was a time before the 
generation of the Son, but that the Son did exist during that periodp Since the "generalion" was simply the change from the Second PerBon 
as the (eternal) to the Son as , , -, - (Cý"' , 

f Kvý 
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from which the two Persons have a common origin, but the Father is the 

Origin (04fXI) and Begetter of the Son (41A); this is simply 

a-nOther statement of the need to disjoin temporal priority from intra- 

Trinitarian oriEinationp which we have already seen in Athanasius's 

treat7ment of the 
16Eývelrov, (34) The remainder of the three chapters is 

(35) a treatment of Issues that have been fully covered in the "De Decretis". 

and which we shall therefore mention in passing: The eternity of the 

generatioll of Vie Son follows from the eternity of God, as distinct 

frOla the transitoriness and compositeness of men. It is also imiAied. 

bY the other Scriptural titles of the Sont especially Wisdomp and 
Radiance in relation to Light; without the Logos-Nisdom-Son, God would 

11,1/ be Logosless ('%o, J')(36) and Wisdomless There is all the 

Bull gives a whole series of Patristic ante-Nicene references for 
Such an interpretation of the generation of the Son# which can 
serve for our purpose as another very good collection of evidence 
for the confusion of Patristic thought on this matter (see above 
pp-*81-6). Newman,, quite rightly, takes the opposite view, saying 
that for Athanasius, as for the Ariansp the generation of the Son 
could only be HiA origin# and týiat therefore the phrase is P 
Synonymous with v-M-7-C &TV ot)< jv Therefore Athanasius attacks IP 
the Arian use by denying that there was ever any time anyway before 
His generationt thus enunciation by implication, though not in so 
many wordsp the doctrine of the Eternity of the Generation of the 
Son. On the other hands, one can join issue with Newman's treatment 
Of the issuev as regards his attempt to whitewash completely the 
whole ante-Nicene theology; it must be admitted to have been a 
Potent cause of confusion# which the Arians. exploited to the full 
ill this particular as in other ways in connection with the Arian 
heresy. 

(34) See above, pp. 29,4-3oS 
(35) Cjýs- 11-12 and 15-23,. See above, pp. 6/0ý31 
(36) X"XO(ýPl 

means exactly what Jean-Paul Sartre means by "absurde". 
The vogue of this concept# apparently in reaction to excessive 
rationa. lism In theology, is highly dangerousv since it exactly 
corresponds to the centaurs and other monsters in heathen Idolatry. 
It is not only Thomas Aquinas but Karl Barth (contrary to his 
Popular reputation) who affirms that God is the supremely rational beingt and that irrationality in the sense being criticised is not 
a quality Of God as opposed to an alleged rationality of creaturest but one of the most damnable features of human sin (See the section on sin in Ch. Doon. Vol. IV: Pt. II). 
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difference in the world between the Son's relation to the pather and 

tlie way in which creatures participate in the Deity; the son completely 

purtakes in the Pathert and as such is the coi-aplete ImaLe of the Father# 

co that he thnt has seen the Son has alsop completelyp seen the Pather; 

therefore, in the last sentence of ch. 16v Athanasius reoffirmo that 

Irianiam is really a blasphemy against the Father, not only in the 

Oeý", Ge that it is a denial of the Patherle Paternityp but that it really 

denies Hiss Deity. 

ilowever, the passages concerning sa nctific&tion and 

PaTticipation deserve closer attention, since they raise certain new 

issues. Beginning at 15: 44B: "If then$, as you say, Vae Son is ex 

nihilop and was not before His generation,, He of course would Himself 
i! 130 be called Son and God and Wisdom only by participation, 

(37) 
for 

thu'- otlier thi s both consist and are g1orified by 

sanctificationnf38) e You have to tell us then, of what lie is pLirtaker. 

-All other things partake of the Spirito butp according to you, of what 
Is He Partaker? Of the Spirit? Kayt rather does the Spirit Itself 

receive from the Son, 
(39) 

as He (the Son) Himself saysp and it would be 

absurd to say t1lat the latter was sanctified from the former .... 
(But if what Is participated be) something external provided by the 
F4ther,, ", 0) Ile would not then be a participator In the Father,, but of 
Something that came to be externallyp and would no longer be even 
Oecond after the Father, but Son of that (other) thing ... 

(Dut the 
SOY' is Son of the Father directlyt by Scriptural evidence, and unless 
Father and Son directly share the same essencet one has to postulate 
an absolutely unkn6wn third entity between their essences) ... 
(ch. 16) (Therefore we must say that) ... what is from the Fseence 

(37) 

(38) 
(39) cA 

? A. V A, -1, T) 
(40) 
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of the Father, is entirely the Proper Son; for as to the statement that 

God is wholly participatedv it would be the equivalent to say that He 

also generates, and what does generation signify save the Son? 
(41) 

And 
th'as all thirijs partake of the Son Himself according to the grace of 
the Spirit that comes to be from Himp(42) and it becomes clear from 

this., that the Son Himself participates in not. "ling, but that what is 

partaken from God,, that is the Son. 
(43) 

For, as partaking of the Son 

11imzelfp we are said to partake of God .-- 
(II Pet. 1: 4., 1 Cor-3: 16, 

II Cor. 6: 16). And seeing the Son, we see the Father, for the thought 

and comprehension of the Son is knowledge of the Fatherp 

beeLtuse He is the Proper Offspring of His Essence. And since to bS 

partaken no one of us would ever call affection T) 
/A 

Or division of Clod's Essence therefore that which is begotten is 

neither affection nor division of that blessed Essence. *. ." 

In the first place, we notice pointedly the increase in 

s-DOntaneous references to the Holy Spiritp two in two chapters. Each 

of these is again in the context of the way in which creatures 

Participate in God, indirectly and imperfectlyp and the sense in which 

'--the Son is truly and by nature God. The Spirit is established as the 

necessary Intermediary by which creation partakes of Godp and the 

necessity of the mediation of the Spirit for partaking In God is 

established as a badge of creaturelinessp as distinct from the Son. 

Indecd,, the main function of Pneumatology at this stage is to emphasise 

the indirectness of this participAion,, and thus to make plain the 

difference in kind between the way In which God is in Christ and in 

, -Which God is in the Christian, Unfortunately. there is almost no 

doetrine yet about the place of the Spirit in the life of the Godhead. 

The most that he says is that the Spirit receives from the Son, while 
denying that in any way the Son receives from the Spirit. This is a 

-C 41 0 (J'CrT *k" r 70 5ý 11 M-D 0 
v V, A, W rk- T: 6, v 0-, .It,, 

F, -_,. > vI )\ 
-* 

ýi-' 

l9t I I., ̂ 1ý7 (r- 
ro J (4q) ,\0 1% 

Ycc 

cc5-rl 
0 
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far cry from the later Cappadocian doctrine of the port of the Spirit 

In the perfection even of the Trinity Itselfv and further still from 

the AuL, -ustinian doctrine of the Spirit as the corTnon link, vinculum, 

between the Father and the Sonp and, more concretelyp Their mutual 

eternal love; on this basies not only would F&ther and Son be the co- 

sources of the Spirit, but also Its primary and essential co-recipients, 

And Athanasius would have found his language about the ecýuivalcnce of 

c0rqplete participation and "begetting" a grave embarrLzsment when he 

culle to write the Ad Serapionem, because It would rr. ýýke it imposcible 

to deny the charge of the Pneumatomachl that orthodox theoloc7y i, "zde 

the Son and Spirit brothers; 
(44) 

and this embarrassrPent could not be 

CXplained by the unity of the Divine CvCoWi-i- , Howeverv wlivtever the 
ý 0- 

defccts of the doctrine of the Spirit actually presented In this 

P&ssagev Athanasius was by now sufficiently conscious of the Spirit 

ts a Trinitarian Person to consider seriously the possibility of the 

Second Person being constitutively a partaker of the Spirit, even 

though for the time being he absolutely restricts this relction to 

creation., The most that Athanasius can be said to do to avoid Tropicism, 

SO to speak, In advancep Is that he does not use the concept of 

Participation for the relation between the other Persons 

Of the Trinity and the Spiritv with the implication that the Spirit is 

In fact ontologically subordinate to the Father and Son. Instead, he 

uses the relatively non-committal expression that the Spirit "receives" 

from the Son (at any rate in the text that hns come down to 
Ii 

US) without the dangerous prefix 

An incidental point is that Athanasius's langunge &bout the 

Son completely participating in the Father looks at first sight to be 
(44) See F. p. I ad Serap. 1: 15 and IV. 
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hcretic,, ýJ, since it would imply that there was only a differcnec in 

deýUree between the way in which God is in creatures and the way that 

"God vMs in CArist". Indeedp in modern times, D, TA, Baillie has 

actually enunciLted, or gone danEerously close to enuncictinLýp a 

ChPist0logy of this kind,, 
(45) 

Howeverp there are two factors that 

'Would co-Lpel one to exonerate Athanasius cor, %)letely. In the first 

Places Athanasius in other places repeatedly treats expressions of 

this kino-O which are linguistically superlatives or even at times 

Merel. y c0rpzýrrtivesp or perfections as contrasted with Imperfectionsp 

'1171ng a com. L)lete break2 so that the difference is one of kind as as Im. 

(46) 'is well Ls degre . Secondlys in th particulcr c&sep the whole point 

Of Pl&tonic 
_oarticipation of particulars in Pornz is that the 

Partici: jationp by definitionp is not comf1ete; the particul,,?, ro are 

always "strivi. ag" towards the perfections of tho Forms, but never reach 

It. (47) 
Thusp "complete participation" must involve difference in kind 

as well as in degree* Incidentally, Athancsius would agrcc with the 
4- Plawonic Socrates of the "Parraenides", as against the Pl,,: itcnic 

Par"'Iellirdes, that participation by many particulars in the one Form 

cannot imply division of the Form. Of course the point is that the 

arLMmel-lt of the Platonic Paraenides is perfectly correct if the Forms 

are considered as other things, or even as the only true thinpýqp as 

what makes the the Platonic Socrates certainly did consider them*(48) 

70 7-- 071 '1v -4 fE* 'a 

7(4T 

. an7 125ýf. and L, 
7cIntyrels 

review 
ýin 

the- "Scotti h 
JOUi, nal of Theology", 1%-9. 

(46) Seep for example, C. Ar. 1: 53-64 and 111 62 ff. 
(47) Seep for example, "Phaedo". 72-77. 
(43) See Plato, "Parmonides", 131, and above, pý. 6Z-If 

, 
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difference here is that, as Athanuslus says in season and out. of season, 

God is not to be considered materially. 

47 This chapter opens with a sunnary of anotiler argwnent: 
"on, and If God be Yaker and Creatorp and create the works throuý-. -h the 

tliý, e thinEý 
,s that come to be are not to be understood except Lis through 

the Logos, is It not blasphemous# as God is Makert to say that His 
fr&raing Logos and His Wisdom once were not? 

(ý9) 
It is the st, liLe as 

S&Yins that God is not MLkerj if He hvd not His own rramin, - Loý, -os out 
(50) 

Cf Him., but the latter in Whom lie creates is sofýýc tliat eccrues to 
Him (E-rrCji"; cr)tA. SyQp) from without, and is a 

,. I " 
ý; en to Him ( TA jT00) 

and is unlike in essence .. 1'. I's a 
E; ua'-'-'CrY, it is pointless either to abbrevi&te or to ptý-rc. phros(ý this 

PcIcsa&e. On the other hand, of itself it lacks precision., its content 
needing to be filled out by the Tritos argument, as in the De Decretis 
8P and in particular by the numerous passages later on about the 

clueGtion of the predicative and/or hypostatic Word and Wisdom in God, 

and most important of all, in the concluding chapters at the end of 

Oration II# in which what is normally the cosmological function of the 

Lo,,.;,, os-qIsdom is tr-,., ated soteriologicallya The author believes that 

the doctrine of Creatio per Verbum, is unquestionably true in its 

traditional form, But granted the truth of the doctrine - and John 1: 3 

Is Incontrovertible on any Interpretation - Athanasius's, criticism is 

11101 7Z7> -*' Obvious. (The occurrence of the wordsS6ýýS tand '<vo, ", Ofoýy kAr' OaTrs'v 

Is not to be taken as a sign that Athanasius was thirlzin6 of u later 

"AnOmoean" school of Arianism in contrast to an e, ý, rlicr raore L-toderate 

S011001; 
-the extract from the Thalia quoted in De Synouis describes 

the Persons of the Tririty as being not alike in glories 
C I,. - ( n/ 

JID 
kllw 

0 and the Son as foreign in essence to 

the 

(49) -rbv J 
vvý4t%: 4v 4QTO CIV41 7MTV 

*) %NU( "oo, (50) c4a j- V, ý C) v 
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We have already cited in full the remainder of eh. 17 in 

which Athanasius shows that if the Arians try to keep a doctrine of 

the Trinity at all, they would have to become, 80 to speakV Ilegelians 

in advance, and would in fact be committed to the view of Feuerbach 

&t thats since the thing that the Trinity would have in common would 

be really creaturelyo(51) 

In the next chapter, from which we need not quote, this 

doctrine is angrily repudiated, 

11 L"4, 
iº)fand 

LcA . 
JOJW-(48C) 

unchangeable; therefore the Son 

Once more, Athanasius 

and it is counter-affirmed that there 

in the Triad, which is eternal and 

U of the Father 49C). is the i, o 
ff 

iýd lof 

considers the eternity of the Second 

Person from His titles: "If God be, and be called,, a Fountain of Nisdom 

and life# 
,,. 

(Jer, 2: 13 and 17: 12-13; Baruch 3: 12) --. this implies 
that the life and the wisdom are not foreign to the essence of the 
fountain# but proper to It, nor were they at any time without existencet 
but Were always, 

(52) 
Now the Son'Is all this, Who saysp 'I am the Life. ' 

(. 53) 
and 11 Wisdom dwell with counsel. i(54) How then would one not be 

imPiOus in saying tThere was once when the Son was not. '? For it is 
the same thing as to sayp 'There was once when the Fountain was dryp 

without life or wisdomt. Such a thing would not be a fountain; for 

What does not beget from itself is not a fountain ,, &. 
(How 

blasphemous., especially as ordinary Christians are promised that they 

Will be fountains - Is. 58: 11) But the Truth witnesses that 

(51 ) See above, pp, 
(52), V KA11 --a ""3 
3ýxýý Y-ý. ' CýTýV- <I, 7 (53) JObjý 14: 6. 
(54) Prov, 8: 12. 
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God is an eternal Fountain of His own Wisdan .-- (Ps. 114: 249 
Prov- 3: 9) --- "The remainder of the chapter is taken up mostlY 

with the obvious argumentp that we have already described# that when 

Scripture speaks of "all things" being created through the Logos,, the 

"all things" cannot be understood as including the LoEos Himself., but 

is S <ý 
v 7o; 

ý 
ouCf ; i'lov Evvvýlud . The problem of the extract 

I 
cited will be discussed in full later. 

20 Continuing along the same lines, Athanasius scys that the 

COn cannot be a creaturep since (53A: ) "other thingsp according to 
the nature of things originatep have no likeness in essence to Him 
that has made them but are external to Him, made by His Logosp at 
His grace and will: 

(55) 
and thus adi-nit of ceasing to be, for things 

originate are of this nature (ý )� Then, he brings up again 

s0l"110 of the other titles of the Logos-Son (53B): the Son is 

., e and Radiance of the Pathers, and Expression and 
(56) Truth, For ift when Light exists,, there is its Images the radiance, 

&ndt when there is a Hypostasis in gen. abs. construction)o 
C'j there is an entire expression ('p of this and if there kýl 

(575 is a Fatherp there exists the Trutho, (that is, the Son)q let them 

see Into what depths of irreligion they have fallens In 
" Ile I ̀ ýýe ) of the Godhead by the measuring the Image (E1*1<cA4) and Form (zi ýf 

standard of time cv). For if the Son was not before His generationg (Al't 
, Truth would not be always In God (but) since the Father 

was# there was ever in Him the Truth# which is the Son 9. 
(John 14: 6). 

And the Hypostasis existing, there must of course at once be its 
(58) 

n Expression and Image . for God's Image is not delineated ( ýr 
4j 

from without, but God Himself hath begotten Ito in which seeing. Himsl 
He delights(59) as the Son Himself saysp "I was His delight, " (Prov. 8: 30). 
When then did the Father not see Himself In His own Image? Or when had 

-To U -n, / kor- 

6) V -rt: ý(' ýCJTIC)ý, 
T_ 01 I'VID (57) 110S 

, supplied in Migne, is omitted in Cx. Seguer.; present 
elsewhere. 

(58) 
)?., --my !, -L '! ý'j T 11)-j 

. 
(59) EV ýý_k" 

-; L ýj -r 
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lie not delight ".,,? And how would the Maker and Creator see 
Himsclf in a created and originate essence? For the Image must be 

ouch as is its Father* 
(60) 

This account of the love of Father and Son is quite frankly 

'Tý, rcissistic; further comment or explication is superfluous. This is 

One of the most difficult and dangerous problems of theology# but it 

Is One that must be faced, above all in our own day, not least because 

Of the racial issue and other ways in which this most powerful impulse 

affects ordinary life. It is Karl Barth above all theologians who 

has emphasised the essential sinfulness of Narcissism (esp. Ch. D. III: II 

Pass* esp* pp. 2.22-2a, and this is in him correlated with his 

UnCOM, promising insistence that the Divine Life Itself is based not 

OrýlY on the unity of the Trinity, but on Its Triplicity; not only on 

the way in which the Persons are onep but also on the way in which they 

are different. unfortunately Athanasius introduces this extrl, neous 

note* in an explicit way, where it does not figure explicitly In the 

Scriptural referencesl either in Prov. 8 or elsewherep and this 

tcndency has been transmitted undoubtedly to later theOlogyp exaggerated 
bY the Arian controversy. This is One of the points on which more 

attention should have bee n paid to Barthq particularly by his critics; 
it is possible that his emphasis is one-sided as well# and that his 

approach would finally commit himself# in spite of his own wishesp to 

Hegelianism or some other related position. But not nearly enough has 

been 8 aid about this question. And when we have said this, we can see 
that the question is also of great interest from the point of view of 
the Arian heresy as well as orthodox theology, May not Arianism# owing 
to Its wrong insistence that even the intra-Trinitarian life was a life 

IELMOnýý unlike entities,, have been in a strong position to protest against 
{ L} ? "Q d výn1 � ar; r' ýi vd, l 4cl 'P1 VVfo vd. ) 

oiOf eft �ö , "ý, ý r ý' j rýý ý U_ý 1 _i 
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the L'arcissistic tendencies of mang with all their consequences Of 

racit, lism, cultural pridet etc. ? This is almost certainly another 

resei. iblance between Arianism on hand and Ilarxism and left-wing 

Ilegelinnism on the other. One thinks of the ostentatiously good record 

of COP., uimnism in race relations in this connection. One thinks also of 

the origin of both movements in intellectually sophisticated regions 

and their spread to be the creeds of the opposite types of coranunitY. 

The other smaller point of immediate interest is the use of 

the world llypostasiB - The one thing that it does not mean 

is HYPostasis or Person in the Trinitarian sense, or any sort of 
e 

IV? , 

Or or yet "Subsistence" (pace N. P-N, L. ) in any 

Present sense of this word. It means exactly what it says etymologically 

iop in fact, the meaning Heb. 1: 3; that is, what stands under the 

phenomenon. Most importantly# it is the precise inverse correlate of 

imý. aC, e, Eo)KfV and expre8sion., again as in Heb. 1 3. It X, i 
would exactly correspond to the Gbject in geometrical opticap as 

related with the Image. Its exact theological meaning is what a later 

theology meant by "Deus absconditus" as opposed to the revelation of 

Vais God in Jesus Christ. in the first places this shows that the 

fUlly-developed Trinitarian teMinoloMr was far in the future when 

this was writtent and also Shows that the term Hypostasis would have 

had at least as many disadvantages for the Greeks as "Person" has for 

moderns; one could charge that the Cappadocians., in using "Hypostasis" 

in their Trinitarian sense, were being quite un-Scriptural. This is 

Just in passing. In the second placer this language, and in fact the 

whole of chz. 19 & 20p raises in an acute form the question of relatiViSmp 

the doctrine that things are constituted by their relations* Here, for 

the first timer Athanasius raises the question in an absolutely 

exPlJCit form, but it would be better to postpone Consideration of it 
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until all the evidence is In, at the end of ch. 29. It is sufficient 

to notice at this stage that all the attributes of both Persons are 

treated relativistically, that is, the words Son, Logos, "i; isdomp 

.e Radiance, Image, Expression (prAkjP)r and even Truthp all severally 

presuPPOse the First Person as their correlate and ori&in, and 

sirlilarly the title Father itself by its very nature presupposes an 

Offspring to Whom all these terms properly apply. 

21 In the next chapter, Athanasius considers further what it 

Meano for the Second Person to be the Image (in the optical sense) of 

the First, "Now let us examine the Patherts qualitieSp DO FAs to 

ascertain whether the Image is His. The Father is Eternalp iphnortalp 

Po; -, erf-ul,, Light., Kingp Almightyt Godq Lordp Creatorp and Miukere(GI) 

These qualities must also be in the image, if truly he who has seen 
the Son may see the Father. (The Arian Son) is 

-riot 
the 

FathcrtS True Image unless they .... go on to say that the description 

Of the Son as Innage is not a token of similar essencep 
(62) 

but only a 

rlalrl, ý Of Him. But thia is not Image and not Expression ýý 41(. 1r 

For what sort of likeness (EP POCIaC) is there between what is 07 
(63) 

und 11im Who created and brought what is not into being 2000 
However, the Arians .. *, devised for themselves arguments sucil as 
this! 'If the Son is the Father's Offspring and Imagep and lil: e in all 

%61 things to the Patherf ý) then it ought to be that tho Son beEets even 

TtýRVTD Ta. A&. Ový'-roj 4U 
k-r WA; P(O `7 (62) 6"' 1 ov'er7o'tr An instance of uncertainty as to the =ifig 

of the"H; m; 
=n? "and 

one of the few instances in the 
thOOlogical writings of Athanasius that can unequivocally be cited 
in favour of his support for a Semi-Arian viewpoint, This sort of 
e7, pression Is disowned later as being grossly unsatisfactory, in 
011- 41 of the very "De Synodis" in which Athanasius is often 
falsely assumed to be approaching the Serni-Arian party. 

-, -) 1.00,1% 1 "'\ (63) -rA VUL' OV-r,; L & -FD e(Vd--f 

(64) S, -M Another case of Athanasiusts &ýh t164zrj- r-4v-r'lL, 3 
SIP-POrt of what later became a Semi-Arian phrase. This is bound 
up with the whole question of his unwillingness to mention the 
HOM00usion In this work, in the way In which it was mentioned in,, 
SOYs, "De Decretis". 
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as He is begotten,, and becomes father of a son .. (etc. ad infinitum) 

.' (on the contrary, this is to) conceive material and earthly ideas 

oncerning the Fatýer(65) -17V ascribing to Him 
-separations effluences and influences Therýforej, if God 

be a: 3 mant let 111im also become begetter as man is, so that the Son 
should also be father of anotherp and the same generation happen from 
each of them in successionv 

(66) 
so that the succession they izaa6ine 

ErOW3 
- 

into a multitude of gods, But if God is not as man, as lie is 
nott, ýwe must not Impute to Him the attributes of man. ) For brutes and 
meni, from their origin in creation,, are begotten by succession; and the 

f-0-119 having been begotten from a father who was himself begottenp 
hiMSelf appropriately becomes In his turn father to a son, inheriting 
from his father that by which he himself has come to be* 

(67) 
Hence in 

such instances there is neither a father in the proper sense 
nor a son In the pr oper se ns e nor fa therhood and 

SOnOIAD keeD their respective cheractersp for the awne person is son 
of him who begat himp and also father of one who is begotten from him. 
But this is not so at all where the Godhead is concerned; for God 

.9 

65 KA Kk -r-OW 
(66) -j v ý, OucITT., K, &ýZSjj- C, 

t 
(67) 

t ti 
-a n-R ob son translates the Zoe as iQcat j or; ýid., ý? 

J, It Is better to take it as ipdicating groun K"L -j V 
I elk 

- K'A 401-6f P-ýL Tq-rpc>"^ E'LU-n-, 0), / (If the labt sentence meaAs'wl , iat It appetra to mean, 'iihlft does""'a 
man get from his father, such that in virtue of it he Is what he 
IS? His essence? Or his chromosome complex! or rather half of it! ) 
Here, as before# Athanasius patently says that bccguse of the 

. 
P-rcýt.; 1turelv nature of man, man begets,, in succession.. This is the 
natifr-al-vt-few of a scientist, or a philosopher, especially a 
11realist" like the authorts Professor John Anderson (see above 

But what is the relation of this to Gen- 3: 16 etc. 9 where 
Mn is apparently doomed to this sort of succession by reason of 
nino This is the -most serious case of a feature of Athanasian 
Lieology that we have already noticed above (pp, X3-0, ý'L 

a failure to account adequately, to a Westerner at any 
rL, tet for the relation between man's humiliati, on as a creature and 

masked this t slnDero Perhaps his earlier emphasis on-, '--r4O"v, 76-7, - TrOSlem, Not that other theologians have been very'successful herer 
but the whole nature of Athanasius's theology makes his failure 
Particularly obvious. 
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Is not as man; 
(! 

or the Father is not from a father; therefore 0) 
does he not beget one who will beget as a father; nor is the Son of 
the Pather by effluence (OJýTro 

I 13CýiAs); nor has Ile been be, -Lotten from 
a father who has been begotten; therefore, neither is Ile bcgrotten so 
Me to bc, ýr! -, et, 

(68) 
1 
'! 

22 Thus he who asks why the Son is not to beget a son, let him 
inquire wi zýy the Father had not a father. But both suppositions are 

(6, ) 
absurd (4'r"11171, ) and full of all impiety For as the Father is 

slWays Pather 17A and could never at any time become , son, so 0117Y 
the Son i-, al-, -27s Son and could at any time become a father. For it 
Is rather in this respect that He is shown to be Expression 

and Iraige (f4i, ýujV) 
", 

of the Pather,, in reraiaining Eilwoys what 11c is and not 
chunging but thus receiving from the Father to be one 
and the same, 

(70) I If then the Father change let the 
Ima, Ge change, for so does the Image and lZadiance stand in rel&tion to 
Him that begat it. 

(71) 
So if the Father is xA-PC-ri-mP and remt-ln3 just 

f as He is, the Image necessarily remains what He isp and will not alter 
(1F4Trj13TTA-/). Now He is Son from the Pathert and Ife would not become 

anYthiD9 else but what is proper to the Fatherts EBsence. 
(72) 

In 

-r , 'e vain tilen have the foolish ones conceived this# wishi! ý, ', ý-, to separat 
the Image from the Father so as to equate the Son with things oriL-inate. " 
(ends 5711). 

The passa, -- Just Quoted is one of the most important and ,e 
significant in Athanasius* At least three supremely important issues, 

OP tYPeS Of issie, crop up here, the epistemicp formalv and material 

i0sueQ as they affect the nature of God. In each casev the issues were 

ý) 42k ý; r 11 (68) VVý; 'V (69) ; VSZ3EI, <- here again the usual wo'rd In Athanasius its present 
ref6rence is to the failure to apply the analogical corrective to 
all our descriptions of God, 

(70) eA ýL-j v' ýK Ttý L %. ý 
I 
C. ." 11 1 -ý "I "C (71) -T. V--v V ý-tioL c-1 

1)'i 
(72) Tk! ' 
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adix. Torated rather than fully treated# and Athanasius never fully rose 

to the same level again; in fact it can be said that no other 

.* theologian did, until Karl Barth. To take the epistemic issue firstt 

it COncerne the place of analogy in theological thought. Previouslyp 

In the De Decretis and again belows in say che 28 of this Orations the 

doctrine of arvalogy is that we call the Second Person Sons etc., but 

I'll these concepts include. essentially-something that makes them 

Unsatisfact', ol-j and which must be corrected from other concepts. This 

is the Usual picture of "dialectical theology"p according to whichv 

when we say that God is "good", goodness has its essential meanin,, ý,,, in 

the hizman sphere, and thus can be understood of God only by 

111troducing and supplementing something else, which can only be from 

the logical opposite of good (non-good), if not in the case of some 

attributes from the popular opposite or contrary. 
L ýut 

here qf or just 

a Short while, we see a better notion in Athanasius, w-Uch is swmed 

up in the statement that It is only in God and not in Man that vie have 

AV properly (gv P'ýýA Patherhood and properly Sonship. This is the final 

&nd perfect development of the doctrine of the theistic attributes and 

also Of the principle of analogy, as Bartili says (Ch. D. MI, PiD. 178- 

25b esp. 235 ffo) After allt it is not Godts goodness# or the Sonship 

of the Second Person in relation to the Father, that contains 

SnUthetical elementsp and can only be understood by introducing from 

what it is not; It Is our goodness as such that Is constantly 

adulterated and corrupted by evil or amorality; it is our sonship in 

relation to our own earthly parents that is always collapsi nL; into non- 

sonshiPp as we shall see below-*IFThusp to take the instaiice in question. 

we cannot dialectically modify the notion of sonship by means of any 

extraneous Idea to make it apply to God the Son; if we do so, we shall 
be further than ever from the truth. Fatherhood and Sonship app: LY 
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perfectly to Godq and it is men who are illogical and dialectical in 

this and in every other regard. What is it that convinces us that 

this is the way that these terms apply? Athanasius is not yet certain; 

he sometimes still speaks as if the multiplicity of differing analogies 

is Sufficient to effect this; sometimes (as in the context of this 

Chapter) it is a general overall picture of God as the Eternalt the 

picture owing aG much to natural theoloZy as anythinZ elsep although 

this Would be a reversion to the earlier type of theory, as it would 

conceýi-e to the !, rians the point that the natural 

exPressions is in the creaturely sphere. 
ý., In the 

Only Possible answer is that it is by the direct 

I Himself that vie know that God the Father is the 

God the Son the only true Sonp" Athanasius never 

meaninE of all these 

last analysis, the 

self-revelation of God 

only proper FLther and 

explicitly comes to 

this Barthian conclusiont but he does go as for as to say that all the 

analoSies he uses are used because they are basically Scripturult and 

(belows, ch* 23: 600 he does cluote Eph. 3: 5. 

But, it might be objected$, and plausibly sop this argument of 

Athanasius gains its force simply from a logical error which Is a sort 

of reverse side of relativism* In relativismo thinLs are held to be 

c0nstitutedv in their very innermost beingp by their relations as 

distinct from their truly internal qualitiesq a denial of the status of 

tile latter; in the practice in question here# relations are denied their 

correct logical status by maintaining that they have not ultimate sense 

unless they can be treated as qualities and be subjected to the law of 

contradiction in the same way as qualities are, (Both forms of argument 

are chardcteristic of Idealist logic and metaphysics. ) This brings us 
to the second group of issues,, the question of relativism in relation 
to the T)Octx-ine of God. Of course,, Athanasiuslr tendency to concentrate 
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on the issues of logic and matheiý. iatics (or should we says para-logic 

and Para-mathematics? ) inherent in the Trinitarian (luestion lays him 

open to this charges here as elsewhere. But it would be nore profitable 

for our generation to note the times when he begins to spe-lik of the 

relation between the Trinity and family life, as does Augustinet and 

It in the curse of the general run of theolor7 that our free c. ssociations 

do not run In this direction. If we think along these lines vnd 

Inter. pret Athanasius, in meliorem partemp we find that there is fur 

more behind this argmaent than susPect logic. Freud (ond Soi)hocles) 

would have understood Athanasius here much better thran most. 
(73) 

'p. 
father who knows that at best lie must become senile and die tr_0. be 

Su, PPl&. 11ted by his sons and & son subject to all the jcalousies &nd 

PsYchOlOL-icn1 cross-currents inherent in the Oedipus com,? Icxp can be 

Said to be father and son only in the most corrupt senses and the fact 

that this corruption is all-pervasive is also characteristic of human 

beingst so that Athanasius's apparent logical fallacy t1lat the relation 

can never hold at all unless it is free from the prosiDect of tc, li)oral 

change and decay is in this case and to this extent the literal truth, 

'ý'. 'hen we examine the issue of relctiviSm from the ctll= sicle, 

we Obtain the snme result. We have alreadv noticed thot in L--, -encmlV 

and especi, -ý_11y in the p&ssaýZe just cited, Athanasius treats all the 

titles of the Son, and the correlatives of the Fatherq relativisticallye 

1101*e t1le same applies to Father-Son, a point which Athc., 1---ý. siuo explicitly 

and forcefully confims below (29: 7213). 'Low when we come to ex'_,, inine all 

the metaphors frora this point of view, we find that in many ca, -ýez they 

can be querje, ýI, for example,, a word that is occtýsioý, I-,, Jly ljot si. )okcns a 

fountalyl tjjat only yields water at certain seasons,, etc* '. ̀. ie h, -. v-- already 

(73) 
IcSee above in previous chapter. 
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discussed this olu, estion in full. These metaphors are all Ltt least 

as Much in need Of analogical correction as that of Fv. thcr-So---. Howeverp 

it can be Been at tills stage of the ar6unent that ilis nnaloe; y has an 

i1T! POrtL(nt advanttiLl; e over the others that is riot Obvious in the earlier 

stages., ill that,, although a man can be succcssive-ly and simultaneously 

both father and son, ftunily life as a wlaole is a necessary part of huffian 

life* As we once knew, then forgot, und are now painfully rediscovering 

In the best psychological circlesp deprivation o. "L: ' fcjý, Iiljr life or its 

cczuivalent is virtually deprivation of humanity as a wholc. It is this 

fQct th, -, t Newman begins to recognise when he points out.. in his note on 

this passaCe ý' V, that whereas men who are father and son differ in being 
-7-i ---. - - --, \ ndividuals,, God the Father and God tAe Son differ sirný)ly in boing 

)Pather and Son. " 
, Newman should have gone furthert and ointed out that 

this is not only the empirical and present truth about Godp but also the 

nori, -kutive or eschatological truth about manp and that individualism 

Withill the family is not only blasphemous about God bul, also sinful in 

man, Unfortunately, there is the "Catholic" tendency in Plewman to 

regard family life as in essence belonging to mants crcaturelinesso 

Or even as a compulsory badge of this status, while for God iiiystical 

unity after the style of Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite is taken as 

the trutill. Otherwise, why do they describe as the 11ý10ly PaMil. 'r" Only 

the earthly family of Maryp Josephp and the Incarnate CI-xist? Surely 

this title has been pro-empted from all eternity by the Father, Son,, 

and 1101Y Spirit. This is a good place to notice the other main point 

Of intra-Trinitarian relation that is made here; it is virtually the 

Auguatinets characteristic teachingv In the De Trinitatev that 

(74) all three Persons are absolutely alike in all respects except relationp 

(74) '. ýý.. 
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, 
ýthat is,, for examplev that the Father and Son are absolutely alike In 

all respects except for the plain and unadorned fact that the Father 

,: 
is Father and the Son is Son. 'But the very context in the Orations 

compels us to examine the matter more closely. It is evident thatv 

without such a doctrine, there will follow a forward infinite regress 

once the absolute likeness of Father and Son is taken seriously. The 

Ariano saw this with glee; Athanasius saw that special precautions were 

, nised that it made theology absurd., necessary against it; both recoy 

At fillst sic,,; htp it is in a sense conceivable that once we recol-,, -nise 

two Persons in rank In the Godheadp we can recognise any other finite 

nlzqberp even an infinity (provided that we had revelationol V'UtILOrityp 

which ý,; e do not). No statement could be rationally cited aEvinst this 

COnclUsion; even the claim of John Macniurray that the most typical 

(and tilerefore normative) personal communities are those with only 

y, denote C. *, od) is two Persons (which wouldo on the Augustinian theoloi-: 

not a rational argument# as, even if it is not itself essentiýllly 

dependent on Divine revelation, its application to God certainly is. 

1Io-,;; ever,, it can be said that if we admit this basis of plurality we are 

faced with the grave question of whether the subordination of a member 

of this series to its predecessor is finite,, infinitesimal in the 

NewtOn1t--,. n sensep or ubsolutely zero. In the first c, -sev some member 

Or Other would. have merely human StOtUSp and we would be right b,, ick in 

Classical heathen mythology. The second cuse is much more complicated.. 

but tO say the least it would impugn the finality of the revel, 'Aion and 

the 8&ving work of Christp as would the first. In the third ccser all 

members 'Would be, in fact equal, but in this case the blasphemy that one 

er could rebel against and annihilate the previous members would be 

possibler because such an event would not alter in any w,, -Ry 
the comi)letion 
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Of such an infinite series; once again, this is pagan mythology. But 

the only conclusive argument is that such nonsense is excluded by the 

Revelation itself. 

In spite of all this, there is some plausibility in the Arian 

Claim that a Son Who did not Himself generate would not be an Image of 

the Father; in spite of Newman's claim to the contrary (in the note on 

this passage)* such a Son would leave something unfulfilled# or ratherp 

this would be the case in a theology which laid as much emphasis on 

generation as contemporary orthodoxy did. (It was probably the element 

of relativistic error and Platonism in Athanasiusts presentation of the 

case that made his refutation appear more complete)o To put the thing 

right$ Athanasius would have had to go much further along the line of 

eonfrontationism as distinct from generationism or even emanationism; 

mOre emphasis on the Sonship as a Fact rather than an Act; less quasi- 

obstetrics and more family life* (When we do this# we see that we are 

quite right to feel that the Son should be, in a sense# the Image of 

the Father in His Fatherhood# as well as being like the Father in all 
(non-relational) respects; that is, that the generation of the Father 

has a fulfilment and a counterpart in the Son over and above the mere 

brute fact that He is the Son; but that this fulfilment and counterpart 

is not any reduplication of the generation In the Sonp but His res!? onse 

in love to the Father and to His Love# andp ultimatelyt the whole 

perfection and pervasion of the Divine Perichoresis. It is obvious 

that this imperatively demands the Filioquep as, In facto we find it 

in Augustine, (75)-ýý 

To turn finally to the material side of this passagep we find 

that the changes which we have noted above are apparently associated 

with the most unambiguous declaration in Athanasius of the. absolute 

(75) Once again, Do Trinitate XV: 19: 37. 
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su, premacy of the Father-son analogy of the Godhead, Athanasius does ý- 

not say anything much about his reasonsp but In fact he does not bother 

to say that only in God is the radiance from a light-source properly sop 

etc- It is only the Father-Son relationship that is described thus. 

The reason for this is not far from the surface; it is almost certainly 
aAA the very fact that fatherhood and sonship i-s inadeQuatelY and corru2tly 

represented in man; in other wordsp this is the only analogy that could 

be treated in this manner. As metaphysicians and logicians have now 

seen, it is ridiculous to talk of ordinary things striving to be 

something which they ought to bev but are nott or not quite; in other 

WOrds the disjunction between norms and plain facts is here meaningless. 

ý'But this disjunctiong so absurd otherwisep is the very essence of 

humunlj4y In this age# on the Christian understanding. It works both 

'WRYS; sinful man has fallen from Godts ways and standardap andp on the 

other hands God has restored that norm to actuality in Christv and has 
ý, 

PrOmised that the perfect restoration shall become valid for all life* 

"Belovedi, now we are the sons of God, and it doth not yet appear what 
we shall be: but we know that,, when he (i. e. Christ) shall appears we 
shall be like Him; for we shall see him as he is. " (I John 3: 2)9 At 

this point we come full circleg, back once again to the doctrine of 

Analogy with which we startedv and both the formal and the material 

aspects of this Issue canp in the last resortt only--be treated 

eschatologically. (Fortunatelyp this is true on any possible meaning 

Of this much-debated and much-abused word; it Is even better to say 

that on every possible meaning of the word it is actually and 

simultaneously true. ) The very disjunction from the empirical state 
of mant and what God has prepared for US and which man has not yet in 

any way perceivedv saves us from the logical difficulties in the use of 
analogy. Or rathery we do not really argue from the analogy between 

Our Own sinful selves and God,, we really apply to God those standards 
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Which God has revealed and implanted in our hearts. Even the right to 

use analogy, in the most formal aspecto is utterly dependent on God's 

gracious work in Christ for us* It is this that Barth means when he 

maintains that the only proper analogy is the analogia fidei* Even as 

the doctrine of justification by faith is an utter denial of 

Justification by workst even by our faith considered as a work, so it 

is also with analogy, One may be sceptical of such pure Barthianism 

from the mouth of Athanasius, and he certainly does not say so in so 

MnY wordst but this whole type of theology is implicit, and not far 

below the surface at thatp in the line taken in chs. 20-22 of the 

Contra Arianos. It should be noted thatp. as we have shown throuýýhout 

this discussion# all these points hang togetherp and together represent 

the highest stage of development of the theology of Athanesiust where 

he Comes nearest to making the Son concept absolutely normative and 

OuPreZde over all the others; we have shown what this type of theology 

would be when it is fully developedg and notedv among other things9 that 

it would Involve the piljoque. ý Unfortunatelyp Athanasius never rises 

againt in this respect, to quite the same height# and his position on 

the Filioque in his one undeniably authentic work on the Holy Spirit, 

the Letters to Serapion, Is gravely equivocal at best, and actually 

resembles the Eastern Orthodox position far more than the WesteX4. It 

Will be our task to analyse the reason for this. 

22 The remainder of ch. 22 has already been cited in full; it 
Coat. 

deals with the various Arian argumentst as used especially In the market- 

place and other similar environmentsp where people who respond best to 

simple-sounding arguments are liable to be deceived by the sort of 

Plausible material that Athanasius quotes. It concerns two issuesg the 

use Or abuse of analogyt and the real meaning of "creating" and "making". 
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Although they are presented in this way, they are by no means 

kindergarten subjects# but among the most important questions in 

theology and philosophy, at every level of developmento 

tip A C--f Athanaslus's answer to the Arians' plausible misuse of 

analogy is swift; It wouldp if followed consistentlyg carry them to 

conclusions which they would be the last to accept: ". ... When 
they thus speaks they should have inquired of an architect whether 
lie can build without available material(76) ; and seeing, thLt he could 

not# God would have been likewise unable to make the universe without 
material already available. Or .... whether he can be without 
place (Vapts 

, 
rmu); seeing that he could not bep therefore God would 

-M likewise bet; 

F 

Or whys when they hear 
A 

that God has a sonj, do they deny Him on the basis of observations 
among themselves, whereas if they hear that He creates and makes# they 
no longer put up human objections(77)* They really ought to think 

along hu=n lines in the case of creation as well# and supply God with 
material* so as to deny that God Is really Creator .... Butif 
the bare idea of God(78) transcends these 

:. 11 
thoughts# and one believes and 

knowso on the very hearings, that lie is not as we arep but is as 
God# and creates not as man creates(79) , but creates as God# it is also 

plain that He begets also, not as men beget, but rather begets as God, 

for God does not imitate menp but rather is it the case that men are 

Called the fathers of their own children ... 
(then follows quotation 

'Of EL 
-Ph- 

3: 15) e.. on account oARI Fathers Who alone is truly Father 

Of Ilia own son. 

This Is a very clear expression of the higher doctrine of 

77 ) -7-ýý "LAPi OCV -1-11-1 
týý'k 7-1 V 

1ý1 1ý0 (78 -rT-, -, L) 
(FSv u vv vi QL 

r, (79) "-1, / in each case. 
(80) ace* 
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analogy that we have described as being present in the last few 

chaptersp although in this section Athanasius reverts in the Main to 

the former doctrine, It can also be seen herev more clearly than everp 

how unerringly Athanasius diagnoses the fault in the Arian use of 

analogy# or rather the blind spot in their whole theolofry; they knew 

very well what the difference was between creation by God and making 

by men - did they not describe the Son as created ex nihilo? - and 

yet they sought to ensnare other people by quietly failing to allow for 

the same difference in the case of the generation of the Son of God! 

24 Having again affirmed the transcendence of God6 Athanvsius 

accuses the Arian talk about "him who is" etc. of being far too greneral., 

abstract and imprecisep and that the whole concept of Beingp Fakings 

and Becoming must be made more precise; (61A) "For He that is can make 
things that were not and thinus that were and 
things that were before For instance,, the carpenterv the 

goldsmithp and the potterp each according to his own craft# olýerates 

on material which exists and is there before themselves# making what 

vessels he pleases, and the God of the Universe Himself takes dust of 
the earth which already exists and has come to be by Himselfv and 
fashions man; and as for the earth Itselft it was fortnerly non-existento 
but afterwards has been made and brought into being through His own 
Logos. 

(81) 
If then this is the meaning, of their questionp it is clear 

that creation was not before it came to be, but that men operate on 

existent material, and thus that their argument obviously does not 
holds, since "what is" becomes,, and "what is not" also becomes 

(82) 
as 

we said*" Here# Athanasius treats in fullp for the first time# the 

important logical problem connected with Being and Becoming, Ile i's 

profoundly convinced thato amonC creaturely entitiest the analysis 

classically given in Platots "Sophist" is the true one. According to 

this analysist which grew out of the problem of what is meant by a non- 

11 .-411 
11 1 40 "- 81 
loe (82) %. ýý .1 -- OV-rWV, 
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existential statement, an existential statement is really a statement 

that two Forms or predicates blend; in teriiis of normal logic, that an 

I Proposition is true; for example, "Mermaids exist" is, in correct 

109iCE71 formp "Some women are fish-tailed". Similarlyt a denial of 

existence is really the contradictory E proposition (as Plato puts it, 

the Forms do not mix); for exanplev 'Wermaids do not exist"., isq in 

-10gical form,, 11"o women are fish-tailed"; but in no circumstances is 

the Proposition really about a non-existent entity, since both women 

and fish-tailed things exist, Plato recognising with his Sophist 

Opponents that a proposition about genuinely non-existent entities was 

an absurdity. Similarly, Plato interpreted Becomingv for which he saw 

(83) See sects. 257-268g, particularly, The outer shell of this Dialogue 
Is the attempt to define a Sophistv and It becomes clear that an 
essential element in the definition is that he purveys mendacity, 
But the objection is rained that it is logically imi)ossible to make W a false statementt as such a statement would concern a non-existent 
entity, mid it is impossible to make a statement with any meaning at 
all about non-existent entities. Plato's solution, in his own terms, 
is that a statement about a non-existent entity is really a statement 
about the mixing of Forms (or, as we would now say, terms) that do 
not mix. But each of these Forms, or terinsp or qualities etc 
Must be real. Thus, there is a man Theaetetus (see sect. 263ýpand 
some things fly like birds,, but the form Theaetetus and the form 
Flying do not mixt that ist the statement "Theaetetus flies" is a 
statement about a non-existent entity in the only way that,, 
ordinarilyt we talk about such things,, and it is alsop ipso facto, 
an error or a lie, Thusp Platoo through the "Eleatic Strangerllp has 
accounted for non-existencep and also for error and mendacity, 
Plato does not treat the problem of Becoming in such exact detail, 
but understands that it Is scmething that has to be accounted for, 
since a full account of reality must include or mutual 
interaction, or changep or causality. Hence,. theývn_alycis of 
Becoming that we are giving here follows immediately from Plato's 
analysis of non-existence. It goes without saying that this 
analysis of Becoming is also that of the auviorts philosophy teacherp 
the late John Anderson. (See above pp. 6o3-5-)_ 
Now, this is the view that Athanasius, unreservedly accepts as the 
truth., not about Becoming generally,. but about Becomir4-, f,, making, etc 
as it affects creaturely life of itself. Creatio ex nihilo is the 
preregative of God, Incidentally,, this would be another cuse of the 
highest principle of analogy that Athanasiua has elaborated abovep in chs. 21-22; it is only God Who supremely and truly creates; men 
simply rearrange pre-existent things, And, as usual, Athanasius 
expresses this so much more lucidly than &zW philosoi)her, even any Greek philosophers But his aim here is probably simply to show the 
complexity of the notion of Becomingg and that one cannot accept any arbitrary logical or Ontological Picture of it that would apply to the whole field of God and creaturesp even if there were anY 8Uc12 genUine field. 
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he had to give an account and which he understood now to be of genuine 

Philosoi:, hical and logical interests, as a change in this blending of 

Forms# this process being allowable and actually necessary in virtue 

of the or interacting feature of reality. Thus, the true 
I 

logical form of the statement, IIX comes into existences, " would, on this 

analysiss, be to replace X by the complex term Y Zp Y and Z being 

approjiriatcly chosen, 17 and then to say IT non-Z becomes, Y Z. 11 For 

example, the correct form of the statement that "a c1hair comes, into 

existencell would refer to wood or other pre-existent riaterialp which. was 

at firy relatively amorphoust but which then was given a certrin form, 

Even statments about the becoming of men in the bioloýical sense would 

be really statements about the changes of spermatozoa and OvEp ctc-p ort 

from another point of view, about the indirect intussusception and 

metabolism of wh&t was formerly "us (how very likep if not quite like, 

the "Wst of the earth" that Athanasius actually mentions! ). This must 

be WhA Athanasius means when he says that wMt already exists can ewe 
to be. One difficulty is a certain ambiguity in our teminologyo This 

is much more serims in Latin than it is in either Greek or English, 

since the verb Facio has no passive in the primary tensess the place 
being supplied by ho, I becomep which is Itself defective in the perfect 
tenses, the place being supplied by the perfectp etc. p passive of facio 

factus sum, etc,; thus there is no distinction between "to be made" and 

"to become". Greek is like Eyqjish except that there is no sepErate 

expression or periphrasis like those by which we distinguish "to become" 

and "to come to bell# On the other hand# these ambiguities are not of 

decisive logical and metaphysicvl importunce. In &11 these c,,, ses, we 

are really describing the came processp the only difference beiniý that 

we are interested in different aspects in each case, When we sayp "A 
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co-mý-, s to bell Er44 , 
(84) 

without compleiiient)p it is Siln-PlY R sign 

that our main or sole interest is in the final outcome of' the process* 

IT becomes All ( ý" V-1-1 with both subject and complement) means thLt 

Our interest is in both the initial and final states, or perhapc,, as 

the ct: -se may bc, * In the final state and th,, tt field wl'alchbotil the 

inititil and fij-j,, jl states have in corzrion. Where we use some part of 

"to ITM7ý--etfý etc. (7]vlf, (/ , K-TA. ) it is because our interest Is, Inter 

Vo allap in the fact that the whole process is efficiently causcd n rmally 

Orl this foriaulation by a personal agent, who may or mt. W not be thie obýect 

Of Our Interest and specification. Here again, when there Is no 

CONE. "-Aerrient, we are interested In the final as op,. )osed to the initial 

State; when there is a complementv we are also interested in ti-ic 

Initial state. Much time has been spent on this, since both now and 

later It is a supremely important part of Athanasius's caset in two 

waYs. Firstly, Athanasius, establishes correctly that it is poosible to 

use the language of becomingv etc. about a thing without prejudice to 

Its Previous existence . This is vital when it comes to confuting the 

Arlan exegesis of Heb. i: )I-g etc. In the exegetical section, Athana-sius, 

discusses these logical points at greater length, but it is advisable 

for us to comment on them at this earlier stage, The second Point is 

thats as Athamnius Implies without ever quite steting specificallYr 

there is no change or becoming in the created- order that docz not involve 

sOMething pre-existentr so that# In these processest It is al"Eys, in. 

SO-Me Sense correct to say that something becomes that alread'y Is. Ile 

has Previoll,, ily in many places said this pointedly about hiuTi,, ýn -octs of 

making, but he has never before analysed the matter so cloarlyp 

thorouZlays, and generally. (The only doubt that a modern mail rnniý-, ht 

(84) This is the forg ii-I Classical Greek; the N. T. and Patristic 
form would be 
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feel is whether Athan&sius should not have been more severely critical 

Of the notion of artistic "creativity", in the way in which such 

PCOPle as Marx and Freud maintained that artistic "crertion" was 

SimPly another manifestation of human activities# feelinL-: sv and 

features that were already pre-existent. Perhaps he did not need to; 

Vuee once aLrain the Platonic Doctrine of Reminisce"ce) but the really 

imPOrtant point which Athanasius again most decidedly impliest even if 

lie does not say so completely explicitly, is that creatio ex nihilo is 

Cs'-C-lltially an illogical and unscientific notion in -,,. he popular sense; 

that Is, it cannot figure as the gcnerzý, l principle of ordinary 

cro&turely life, We can only know it by knowine the Revelation of God; 

it defies all philosophy and all physics, Once this has been 

established,, we are obliged to follow the Divine Pevelation in the 

det"-Als of the application of the principlet and not to apply it where 

the revelation excludes It. For this reason, the remainCer of ch. 24 

is a proof that Scripture positively prohibits us from applying this 

notion to the relation of the Son to God the Father* 

24 "nut if they speak concerning God and Ills Logosv let them 

ask,, 'Was the God "Who is" ever And 'As Ile is Lights, 

wLis lie- rayless? 
('ý, 5) Or "Nas lie always Father of the Loeos? ' Or thus 

again, 'Has Vie Father "Who is" made the Logos "who is not",, or does 
He always have with Him His own Logosp which is the proper Offspring 

Of His Essence? .. Who indeed can ever bear to hear theri say that 
God lias ever ?. (It is intolerable for them to say)v 
that God wci. s not always Father but became so afterwýýrds so th,, ý. t they 

Might have the delusion that His Logos once was not, since the proofs 
adduced against them are so many o (viz. esp. John 1: 1, IlIcb. 1: 39 
Ran. 9: 5). 

25 After affirming that the Arian questions of ch. 22 are as 

85) MV ý7j 

LL--, 
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blasphemous about the Son as the sa-me Questions applied to the Father 

llim7elfq Athanasius now gives his positive doctrine against the Arians; 

V, uch of the subject-matter is old material, and we shall particularly 

eT-2h, "181se Athanasius's answer insofar as it concerns the problem of 

riaking- and becoming: (at 64A. near end: ) "Wherens God is, Ile was 
eternally; 

(86) 
since then the Father is ever, His Radiance ever ist 

ý'i, hich is His Logos. And agralnw God Who is hath from 11-limself ttie Logos 

which v1so is, 
(87) 

and it was not a ccse of Vae LoCos not existing 
before and being added laterv nor was the Father ever ; Sn For 

involves blasphemy against the this Impudence against the Son also 
Pathert as if ýIe devised for Himself a Wisdom &. nd Lo, ý,, os and son from 

VIVIOUti, 
(83) 

for whatever of these titles you meyition, It signifies 
the Offsprin7 from the Father, as has been said As then$ If 

ono Snw the Sun 'M MoV ) and inquired concerning its Radiance in 
these words: 'Did that which is make that which wasq or that ivi-iich 
wns not., ' he iiould not have his reason functioninE. but would be In a 
state of dizzinesst because he fancied that what is wholly fr(Xn the 
Light is external to it, and was asking when and how and whether it 

WLýs Made, so likewise, one would be even madder to rriuke this sort of 
S. )CCulation and query concerninZ the Father, for it is to conceive the 
LoE, oc; from the Father as external to Him, and to say. 11le was not before 
HIS generation' idly calling the natural offspring a work. 

"9)9 
e off 

This account is very similar to the corresponding material in the De 

Decretist and very little need be saids except that it is now forcefully 

affirinedt but as yet with little explicit reasong that the blasphemies 

Of Arius are equivalent to the corresponding hypothetical blasphemies 

: Fýý \J7f5, j Ov, 7-. 2. -M'V ., ýZ. ) 

Se 
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i_)L, s s&L,, - about the 2atlaer. The chief thing, conveyed by this 
ýc 

is sheer 

Incredulity tiiut anyone should not see at once the d. 4tstiliction between 6 

creation and generation, One minor point; when Athan. '-, stus cites the 

Sun (LISht)-Radiance analoLýy in 64B. he uses the Sun for tho first time 

as tJ'C counterpart of the Father, as he does in the Ad Serapionem; 
(90) 

howevor, he still treats Lightt Wjrp as virtually sy-non'lmious with the 

Sun, ---a yet of or the Poiis ct Origo of the Godhead,, and there is no siCf, 

his lEl'Ucr trf-lati. ýent of f('J'r1as analogous to the Holy &-ýpirit. TIie end 

Of ch. 25 (640) gives Athanasius's final surmnnry of the mat"kler: 
(91) The P, --ither ',, Iiho was made the Son Who was* For 'V-ic 1,, Iord became 

f lesh, 
( 192) 

; and whereas He was the Son of God., He modo Him in 

consunj: j, tion of the ages also Son of lvlan,, 
(93) 

unless forsootht after 
the "C. io, atene, th Ile bo 

-ey affirrri that He did not exist týt "ll, till 1I came 
man, r, -, "-,, e Inst clause quoted hns already been fully discu-'sed, 

04) 

Athana, siurg has already established tla,,, ), t where men iýnd other ereatures 

make, ti4ey cLn only make by manipulating pro-existent mntcrital. On the 

other hancl 
., with God as A, -ent., 

there ,: ýre three other possibilities, or 

rathert actualities; Creatio ex nihilo, God the Pather as the Eternal 

Origin of the Eternal Logos which of course is not renlly a 'Irriaking" 

at all(95). and the final possibility, the unique event of the 

Incarnation as aýj act of God. This has its logical form in common with 

(90) Sl; c Ad Scrt pe I: ch. I 9ý ý, 
-1 f-Eve (91) 7ý 

(92) John 1: 14. 
I-ol %- ;e 'fl'c> "# a ý: V '3 2-rm -Ir v, 

- 
-ert 110, / TCX, ýt -4, 

-TAJV 
it-4'vwv (93) et_ý ;, r4 

--"F (94) See above, pp. 3b'7(4. 
(95) Athanaslus has fully treated this issue in De Deer. 28-31, and 

I" to troot it again, aruch more clearly, C. Aro 1: 30-311- See 
above, PP- ý; ý4t-3c i- 
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the loZical form of ordinary makingv since the Second Person or Son 

Of God, Who wns previously not Son of !,!, an or not man, became or was 

made Son of Man or man by the Act of God. On the other handv in the 

Case of human making., the pre-existent material pre-exicted only in 

relation to the process of making In question, since it originally 

went back to en act of Creatio ex nihilo: but the Son of God pre- 

existed, not only in relation to the Incarnation, but absolutelyp being 

eternally with God. Correspondinglyp concerning creatures as patient 

(that iso at the passive end of the process)v there are two possibilities 

or actualities# to be created ex nihilo by God, and to be caused to 

become other things in interactions with the rest of creation andp 

above all, by the Act of God,, since God r! an also act on pre-existent 

material; with the Son as patient, in an analogical sense, there are 

th-ý two actualities of His eternal generation from the Father, and the 

Incarnation. Thus, it appears that when Athanasius admits verbs of 

becoming and making as applied to the Inearnationp these words have a 

twofold sense, in reference on the one hand to the fact that the Son 

Of Man also pre-existed as Son of God (and did not cease to be Son of 

God). *'a_rld on the other hand to the fact that the Logos took our 

creatUrely humanity and lived our creaturely life. This is the first 

time that Athanasius has given this exhaustive analysis of Becoming 

and Makings, and it Is no accident that this has taken place in the work 

in which he Is later to devote so much attention in detail to 

ScriPtural exegesis, where the same linguistic question often recurse 

26 The beginning of the next chapter Is a statement, which we do 

not need to quotep that to consider, with the Arianst that God required 

something unlike Himself to create the worldg is really to de, 7rade the 

Father to the level of the creaturesp since it Is of the essence of 

the creaturess and not of God, to be incomplete and to require 
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completion frora outside themselves; this creneral point is discussed 

more fu-I: Ly ill Or&t. II. A. -I'ter this,, he continucs with the correct use 

of anulory 650 ... (In the first Place) one ou-At not measure ( 
96) the Eclieration from God by the n ture of mon( (-'But) it is as 

well to meet them on the same groundp thus: Plainlyt if they inquire 
fro!,, parents concerning their son, let them consider wkic-noc is the 

child tjLat is be,, 
_--otten. 

For even if the parent did riot have the son 
bef oro ]ae bell-L t him, he h, -. d him not as soi,,,, --thing extcrnt7.1 or foreign# 
but zý, s from himself and proper to his essence and his exact 
image (9 7) % 

.... so that the former Is beheld in the 
lattei, 

q tho latter contei'., ii)lated in the former. For 
if,, In the hwii7,3-1 exampleo.,, they select the time factor as ýEprlied to 

the vc'neratoro( 
(j8) 

why do they not select from the cv3Tie sources that 

the clliildren'---, ý relation to their pt_). rents Is that they are nt:, ti)rýl and 
to t'ae, -. -, 

(99)? 
Those who osk of ptrents, '11t; d you tk sen before 

YOU be. -ot him? ' should adcj, 'And if you had a son,, did you purcli, _-ýse 
him from without as a house or other possessionYt And then you would 

., 
but from myself. For thinc's that be unuacred, '. 1c is not frCTri without 

are fj, o_i_ witLiout are posscosions., whicli pass from oric to another,, but 

MY 8011 is from me, proper and similar to my essence 
(100) 

a. rd- did not 
become mine from anothers but begotten of me; wherefure I tua wholly 
within L. Lim, while I remain myself w1riat I wn. 1001) s I Fur so it I; 
thouý-%ýI-t the parent be distinct in timet ts he is a inan ývho hr-,, F3 hirfisielf 

come to be in tinet yet he too would have had his child always co- 
existent with him, had not Nature impeded it and interdicted the 

Possibility. For Levi too was already in the loins of his 

grandf'ý-iither before his own uctuzil generzition or that of his gi, andf zither. 

(96) -V IL 4 w- 71ý 71 

(58) 
-r-v"v bvOve -rL. J/ 

ý, 
m 

(99) ýý-, f Tt, V%, j Z> vi 
(100) 

C) 

(101) 10, ID i 
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27 

When then the man comes to the age at which nature supplies the 

possibility he immediatelys by nature no longer in a position to 
I 

impede him ( 46VEAAUAýý, ý becomes father of the son from himself. 

"Therefore, le t them likewise confess concerning the 
Logos of God that He is simply (&A, J) from the Father, And if they 

ask concerning the time factorp .... let them say what is to impede 
God from always being Father of His Son ,,, 

(They will see the truth) 

0-- ifv as they questioned women on the subject of timev so they 
inquire of the Sun concerning his radiance and of the fountain 

concerning what is from it, They will find that thesep though an 
Offspring, always co-exist with those things fran which they are* And 
if Parents such as these have in ccmmon with their children nature and 
duration,, (102) 

why, if they suppose God to be inferior to the things 
'> 'Ile, originate do they not drag their impiety into the open? 

But if they do not dare to say so openlyt and the Son is confessed to 
be, v not from without, but, but a natural Offspring from the 
Fatherg and that there is no impediment to God (for God is not as man, 
but is more than the Sun, or rather# God of the Sun)y it follows that 
the Logos is from Him and is ever co-existent (FJ'"rC4,1 3 with the 
Patherv through Whom also the Father made what was not and brought it 
into being(103) .... 

(Thus) 
.... the Son is not ex nihilo,, but is 

eternal and from the Father ...... 
28 The next chapter Is a further treatment of the relation among 

all the titles of the Logos, each signifying. various elements which 

correct each other, This is almost identical with the account of the 

I'De Decretis" ch, W ff. s except that the Logos title is even more 

definitely associated with the impassibility and impartitiveness of the 

generationt even as even human words are allegedly begotten that way; 

therefore, it would be bettor to ask somebody about his words than his 

antecedence Of his son. Another additional point is that Athanasius 

4 

interesting case of the approximation in meaning of 
and 

(103) 
-Fl V4, -rMrv, w1k, C 

"17 - 
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(69D - 72A) has to make it clear this time what the difference is 

between God's relation to Wisdom and ments, thus: "Fors, wherevs men 
-A. but are receptive of wisdomp God partakes in nothing (n,,, -7,, oý, z ýT 

is Himself the Father of His own Wisdom# of which those who partake are 
given to be called wise.,, 

(104) 
The form of the Greek indicates thatp 

for Athanasius, to describe Wisdom as a quality in God would involve 

the ontological subordination of the Father to the wisdom# as Ia 

Platonic Particular is subordinate to a Forms, and in theway in which 

wise men are subordinate to their wisdoms. which is inadmissible with 

God. This will be further discussed later& 

These passages that we have cited above areq in the main, a 

return to the characteristic doctrine of analogy found in De Decretis 

17 ff. t according to which all titles are only partially correct, all 

have their defects, but all correct each other's defects*(105) It 

represents a declension from the supreme doctrine that we find 

enunciated# even if incompletely, in C. Ar, 1: 21-22, 
(106) 

On the 

Other hand,, the influence of these earlier chapters is sufficiently 

great for Athanasius to make the title Son much more significant than 

in the corresponding sections of the "De Decretisllp even though he 

SaYs still, in ch. 27, that the perfection of parenthoodp for the 

Purposes of this argumentr is not found in men but in physical entities 

like a sun and its radiation. But, nevertheless, Athanusiusp in ch, 26P 

actually gives a highly idealised version of human generationt saying 

even that one can see a father (human) in his son, a statement which 

by common observation must have been known at all times to be only 

very approximately correctv ýLtbesta We would say now, in view of 
-T ý? ý ýC 0ý V 

ýýCr-j "M ý C>'ý` 
- (104) 7-TI Xc- 

(105) See above, pp, 
(106) See above pp. 

I 
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things like this* that once again this is really an Idealised 

description of what human generation would be like if it were asexual* 

Another closely related feature of this account is the Traducianist 

passage at the end of ch. 26v which is pUt in for the obvious purpose 

Of diminishing the unlikeness of human generation in time# and the 

eternal generation of the Son from the Father, Athanasius does this# 

even though this position, that sons in some way coexist embryonically 

in their fathers for several (or even an indefinitely large number) 

Of generations back, wouldr by reason of its pointed resemblance to the 

F idea, have certainly embarrassed Athanasius. (These 

Traducianist passages are pointed reminiscences of the passages from 

the Epistle to the Hebrews on the Priesthood of Melchizedek# chs*5-7v 

esp. ch* 7)o Of course# one other most important reason why Athanasius 

emphasises the notion of sonship more than in the previous writings 

is that he has Just been discussing the correct meaning of "to make% 

ands again in ch. 26p he makes once more what should have been the 

obvious point about the difference between makingg which is operating 

on external matter, and generationp which is from the very centre of 

one's being; that a son cannot be a thing made# since a thing made 

consists of another essence in the same sense in which a son consists 

Of the essence of his parents, 
(107) 

(107) Or possibly the ex nihilop considered as being that of which 
creatures consist relative to their origin by the act of God# 
could be considered as a third state. The danger with this is 
that it will be deemed a specirýl case of the alternative "of God% 
and the fact that this is how the Arians, ostensibly or really 
considered it is proved by De Deer. 18 ff, The Idealist and 
ApOlogistat tendency to overvalue the pre-existence of creatures 
as ideas in God made things worse still. The answer is that 
here we have to be particularly careful to dissociate origint 
considered dynamicallyp from origin# considered essentially, 
Dynamically,, the creatures can be considered to be from God; 
essentially, this is quite absurdv as the Arians in their perverse 
way saw* But this does not mean that there can be no Son of Godp 
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ITOW that we havev side by sidep the whole picture of the 

Arian misuse of analogy and Athanasiuals orthodox doctriner we can 

now see clearly what is Athanasiusts criterion for determining what 

parts of the analogy are to be accepted and What partS are to be 

rejected; what parts correctp and what parts are corrected. This 

principle is apparently the equivalent of the ontoloeical priniciple 

that we have extracted abovet that God alone truly is. 
(108) 

It is also 

the equivalent of what we shall see below to be the hermeneutic 

Principle applied to Scripturet that language that refers to God has 

absolute priority over creaturely language# 
009) 

which principle we 

have alroady seen that the Arians inverted in practice*(110) Similarly# 

in the interpretation and combination of all these analoSiesp the 

Athanaslan principle is patently that those elements which point to God, 

Or rather to a clearly transcendent form of reality, must have absolute 

Priority over elements which merely pointed to the familiar lower 

plane. Thuss, for Athanasiusp the fact that the origin of the Son is 

in the very heart of the Father's being and the corresponding fact that 

His generation Is naturalp as distinct from either a result of external 

force or# as we shall see laterv a mere act of will, is the thing that 

even if Ile is clearly testified in Scripture; all it means is 
that a human son cannot be a thing madep as a table or chair Is a 
thing made, since to consist of material (or even scientific,, 
technicalp or artistic form) is completely different from 
con81Sting Of the essence of the parents. A fortiorip the Son of 
God cannot be a creaturep since there is an7infinitely greater 
difference between being made (dynamically,, and therefore in this 
case essentially) out O: r nothingg which is what creatures are as 
regards their creation by God, and Consisting of the essence of 
Gods as does a true Son of God., 

(108) See,, C. Ar, 1: 12113, and above pp. 401- 3,4>7/-. 3 
(109) See below, pp. 6Z4-5-a-0i 
(110) See above,, 
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must be deduced from His title Son., and where there are other elements 

in this title which suggest that lie is radically subordinate to the 

Father, so much the worse for these other elements. Tn other wordst 

anything which suggests that the Son is fully God is to be accepted 

without let or hindrances, and nothing else can be adnitted a3 evidence 

against it. (111) 
If this seems arbitrary and prejudici&l of the issue, 

any other course would ultimately deny the integrity and even the 

Possibility of Divine Revelation and make atheism the only tenable 

Position* All these remarks apply, of course, within the sphere of 

the doctrine of analogy contained in ch. 23 of this book and in the 

De Decretis, 

Thus,? we have two systems of analogyp corresporiding to two 

distinguishable theologies of the Trinity. In the first plaCes we have 

the simpler doctrine that each of the major Scriptural analogies 

corrects the others; in At'llianosius, this has the effectt or ct least 

the tendency# of making the Son analogy formally Supreme only# while 

the material supremacy goes to the more emanationist type of metaphor 

like radiance from the Sun or a stroam from a fountp or Jisdom conceived 

as proceeding frcm God, and Word or Logosp in both its common and 

metaphysical senses., having the same relation to the First Person; 

generation or Filiation is regarded eirianationally. 
(112) 

So far we 

have had little to observe directly the correlations between this type 

Of theology and the theology of the Holy Spirit,, but it would make it 

difficult to draw a clear distinction between the relation of the Son 

Oil) It is obvious from the above how this principle, too, was 
completely inverted by the Arians. 

(112) Of course, we are using this word and others like it in the 
Sense that we have explained above& and not in the sense in 
which it is denounced by Athanasius; see abovep PA+C'ý. 
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and of the Spirit to the Fatherp and also markedly favours the Eastern 

Procession as aLainst the Filioquep as to speak or think of an emanation 

Of an emanation would strain the analogy unbearably. On the other handt 

there is the theoloZ,,; y which recognises that these so-called human 

concepts really, in their Lbsolute form, truly represent God,, that it 

is man and not God who is elusive and uncertaing and that what we call 

anal oj; 
,Y as a theologiccl method is utterly dependent orl what can only be 

described as ý"'; odls act of kaitalogy. This Eocs with the suprei,, iacy of the 

JýAzrso.,. i_L. _jijIt Fatlior-Son analogy for reasons which have been already 

stated. Alic] c1though this cannot be seen yetp it leaves the path clear 

for a siCnificant doctrine of the Holy Spiritt as an essential Being# 

on AuL,, ustinian linesp which doctrine would necessarily Involve the 

Filloque. 013 ) 
Athanasiusp in ch. 21., rose to this second hiE, *her 

doctrine, but, although it still exercises its influence in the 

subseciuent chLiptersp we are by ch. 28 back to the former position* 

Why? Apart from, the possibility that Athanasius might merely be 

transcribing, with few alterationsp a passage from his former works 

the reason Probably is that. in the first placep the latter doctrine ist 

by Its very ncturet the culmination of theology and thus is difficult to 

grasp until all the evidence is in, and in the second place it does not 

offer such an immediately obvious refutation of Arianism. It Is more 

Plausible to refute Arianist'a by insisting on the absolute coexistence 

Oft Snur radiant energy with solar bodies than to use the analogy of 

sonship which is at first eight intractably associated with the temporal 

priority of the parent. 
('14) 

It is only after the matter has been 

(113) Sce Augustine,, "Do Trinitate"t XV: 19: 37- 
(114) This is a further special case of the Ceneral relation between 

the type of constancy exhibited by the sub-personal world# the 
lack of constancy of the personal world, and the higher type of 
constancy of God* It must be admitted thatv whatever may be the 
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examined further that it is clear that tAese physical unaloijas would 

not convince a Bergson, a ! ioyle, or for that mattcr a Marcellus of 

Ancyra,, and that Ariani&-n is far better repudiated by the concept of 

týie personal love between Father and Son, with the corollary that on 

the -krian doctrine there was once when God was loveless* After allp 

it is not impossible to regard the Logos and Wisdom of God as a quality 

or in the Samosatene or Asterian way, but for God to love necessarily 

dcmarids a Trinitarian God. 

It is often saidt for example by such divergent and opposed 

theOlosians as Lossky("5 
) 

and Barthp 
(116) 

that the difference between 

East and West over the Procession is associated with the tendency of 

the former to think In terms of the Triplicity of Person., and tAe 

desterners to think in terms of the Unity of the Essence or nature. 

This is not the whole truth# and to the extent that it is true# it may 

be a result of their differing positions on the Filioque question rather 

tILICIn the cliuses As against ante-Eicene Greek credal theologYp whicli is 

theoretical objections to the use of sub-personal analogies for the 
constancy of Godv this is often the only sort of EylalO(ý ýy availables 
and, besides, it is most emphatically Scriptural; videq the large 
number of times in which God is described zis El "Rock" (see any 
Concordance), On the other handp the great dan,,, ý, er of this way of 
upeakinZ about God# without the most careful cualificcationp had 
already manifested itself in the Aribn controversyp as is shown 
by the argument that the Logos must bFý an ethical being 
In the personal sense (see C*Ar#ls22 a J5 init'. ), on the ground 
that the only other alternative was that the Locýos have that sub- 
Personal constancy. It is surprising that Athanasius never 
discusses analogy with this aspect directly in mind. Probably 
even he had never been able to see the question that the Arians 
had really raised, which is not surprisinEv since they had raised 
it for the first time in systematic* reflective theology or 
Philosophy - the question of the personality of the Absolutep or 
More accurý, F_Aely, of a being who was regarded by one half of their 
dualism as absolute and by the other half as a pure creature. 
Classical Antiochene theology never got further than the Importance 
Of Persoitality in man. 

015) see "The Mystical Theology of the Eastern Churchllv pp. 57-62. 
(i 16) 
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undoubtedly primarily interested in the Three Personsp ante-l'icene 

Greek Intellectual theology was just as primarily interested In the 

DiVine nature in its unity, 
(117) 

and in the directly Trinitarian 

portion of the Do Trinitatep as distinct frm the scction on the 

WSti6ia Trinitatis, Augustine was at least as "ditheistic" if nOt 

"Kitheistic" as a, Cappadocian and more so than Athanasius, lore 

probtibly the true answer is the one Civen above. For some recson 

beyond our irmnediate fieldt the principal heresy in the Greek world 

was Arianism, and the theologians who elaborated orthodox doctrine in 

the immediately before the Council of Constantinoplep when the 

Greek Procces bccmne authoritativet were conditioned by the need to 

answer Arianism or the analogous heresy of the Holy Spirit, This would 

have ý'iýisposcd thevi to accept the e. n. ianationist and physicalist rather 

than the confrontationist views of the Trinityp and thence to prefer 

the Greek Procession, On the other hand# the Latin world, when 

heretical, tended to lapse rather -Into Sabellianism; to answer that 

heresy would hnve led straight to the more personali-st and 

confrontationalist type of Trinitarianisin which we see in Augustine 

(and to a much less extent in Athanasius dub. Or. IV C. Are)v which 

involved the Filioque. 

In tiillis chapter,, Atitianfisius further clears up the distinction 

between God's creation and His pLtternItY- #But observe, say theyl God 

was alvj"Ys - nor did the power of frwaing accrue to llilao(117) I 
Does it follow2 then, that, because He is Pramer,, His works vre eternal 
tOOv and that it would be wicked to say of them too that they were not 
before ! ýýey were eenerated? what likeness is there between Son 
and -Uri 4, L 

) -1 -* --% that they should apply to the operative's function tAL- 
Sý 

LA L/ 
7j-7 what applies to the paternal function 

(117) K4I ock tv-r? d7. &4[p(v y JL; rr. 
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A thing made is external to its makers but a son is an Offspring proper 
to the essence; and therefore a thing made need not always have been$. 
because the worlanan frames it when he wills; but an offspring is not 
subject to the will, but is proper to the essence. And a man may beg 
and May be called, makers even though the works are not as yet# but he 
can neither be nor be called fatherv unless a son exists .... 
(As to why God did not always makes the most that can piously be said 
18) *- although it was always possible for God to makes yet the 
things originate could not have been eternal# for they are ex nihilop 
and were not before they came to be. But how can things that were not 
before they came to be co-exist with God Who ever is? Wherefores Godt 
looking to what is good for themp made them all when He saw that, once 
they had come to be, they were able to last. And asp though He was able, 
even from tho beginning .... to send His own Word, He yet did not 
send Him till the consummation of the ages so also He made 
things originate when He willed and when it was good for them. But the 
Sont not being a thing made but proper to the essence of the Father, 
ever is; forp since the Father ever is# so must that which is proper to 
His essence ever bep that is, His Logos and Wisdom. And that the 
creatures should ever not be in existence does not disparage 
the Makers for He hath the power of framing them when He wills 

(119) 

but for an offspring not to eternally co-exist with the Father is a 
disparagement of the perfection of His essence. Wherefore the things 
made were framed when He willedp through His Logos; but the Son is 
always the Proper Offspring of the Father's Essence 

There are two main points for consideration in this passage; 

ITo In ". d. ,: 
g TJTV 

A 

I-A to 
k '%ý ýý 

v 'kv 
I L4. el Ts 

q-ýk zp. __ ex. 
Oig) 

A yr 4 
LA 

I 
L'L 4 

c ! 7' TZ 

IV 
d 
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firstly (see Newman's note) that it is the essence of the creatures to 

be ex nihilo, therefore that they could not have been eternal# therefore 

God could not have been eternally exercising creatio ex nihilo. This is 

all well and good. The second point is far more complex# bringing up 

again the whole relativist issuey in two distinct but closely related 

Ways. Athanasius observest as a general truthp that creation or making 

Is an act of will and thus external to the nature of the creatory 

whereas generation is not of the will but of the very essence of the 

begetter* This distinction (it will be discussed at much greater length 

in Or. 111: 58-67) but the point should be made now) represents a clear 

error in Athanasiusp taken as a general rulev sinceg to put the thing in 

later and more Aristotelian termsp it denies contingency in human (or 

other biological) generation, Now If there Is one thing that is obvious, 

it is thnt human generation is contingent in the normal senset and if 

there is one place where this is recognised it is the Old Testament, 

where it is subject to Divine Providence as a contingent eventy not as 

a necessary one* (In Gen. 38P the possibility of deliberate restrictive 

birth control is recognisedt even though it is deemed sinful), The non- 

contingency of the Divine Generation Is the very thing for which there 

is no analogical equivalent within the created order. The situation is 

Just as questionable when we consider the other side of the issue# the 

Claim that by normal usage one is called creator or rather maker even 

before the existence of the works he makest but cannot be called father 

till the child is actually generated* It is actually most doubtfulq to 

Put it mildly# whether a person is ever called a makerv until 
I 4ý- 

he has begun to actually make somethingp and even if certain logiciansp 

including Aristotle# talk of mere potentiality, "By their fruits Ye 

shall know them. " is a sufficient Scriptural warning against this point 
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of vieýi. J, jlej, O this %jay of thinkiný-,, 
, -c, -, 

uilcs ito ý)lý-',, SibilitY io the 

fact Viat ,., rtistic zý-, nd tochl-licul Out-Put is i"tcrinitt"t ill ch.,. ractcrj. 

SO tilat vic do call a inin a mL,, kcr or v. joct in the intcrvalc between 

IIJ-0, illdiviuual worzlor but this is the kre,: t elciaent of hurizn c. rc, -Alvity ir 

and ? Ttallufacturin, ý,, thLA ct! nnot be Eii)1.: )l1cd to Goo.,, bcc,,:, use His C: r, o, -, 
tiG, i 

is COAtinuoucs, includino, tAs it dous tho contiriuL, l provi6entill 

SUPOrintenden. cc over the crczatcd order. Tims Gods rel. -tion as CreAcr 

htls the stmie continuity,, once it stLxtsp ý.!. s litum-m 1-)orcnt. tiood.,, oncc it 

StErts. It only remains to Udd thý, A if t1acre is one thcoloý, J, -, n villo 

must llvvc boon awarc of thisq it is Athzmltsius, hir! "oelf" with his, 

eml)htisis oil the continuouc, sulctuiniiqý , -ctivity of God tz the cSSCnti, ---l 

Other side of Creation itself (see C. G, 41-4-3). Thusp tAis 

arz; umicnt from nonrial cc. -ai-not estt, blish tllc ý)oint tli,,.,, t it is 

intondcd to establish, Aa fi,: x as this ýr,,,, -wdcnt is concerneJ. once vie 

have established th-A God is t1wayu a Creutor., but only potentit-11y,, 

there is nothinLr left to invt--tlidato the J1, rion interprctati oil of Ilis 

Patherhood; once vie have denied this, tLere is nothijlL; to inv, -. lid-to 

tile corollary of the eternity of crcation. The fuct t1ul, t, thci, e ic a 

fundluTIO'lltal difference bct-ýjccn the two io a flactui bruttui of mvelEition.. 

The intorj)retLtion in molioroi-ý, i parteiii of tlais ch--, itc io th t it i- 
.LIsa 

further -Lttel. -I. Pt to estbblish the contention th, at in GoCl,, fathcri-lood and 

sonshipp family life in Lcyiervl, even considered relLitivistict"llyp is 

the ulti, nate truth of life,, according to the hiLnjaer Trinititrian Ond 

en-alOcZiCul theory thLA hovc, extrz). ct(, -, d &bove. In ts-As cý7ýse, the 

close association in Viis chapter between this position Lnd tilc fact 

that the Son is %)ropor to the os..,. cncc" of the Futhor, cug-ests CL most 
. ý, I 

intereotinf, - coilclusioll,. tl-ltt is thLlt Athamusius was bc_-Jnnin, ý- to see 
tile 171, iýsence of God tis samethirE; different from j)jlilo-o, Jlic,:. l 
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aotiui,,.:, ) und smacthin.,: "Llound U'd ith tile Vj'AOlC 1"'I. Illy life tAtributivc 1 

-till Of tile T14)1i'L., r; iiý tLdG 11C ýjoul (. 0 CVC-a 7U. u 

rOL"Larded Vao 1""Ulerhood ,. nd the Oonalld, -j 6Afferci-A 

fro"' t1,10 cs'oc "CC of Vile Perr3ons. J"'11 tAllis 21u! "'ý'C"A'; 
n 

rLkth. --r 
VILTI (. iU,. --i-, 'ttri1-)UtiVC 

illtcrý-, r C4,,. ti(, ý1 of ti-ic One 

ESIsence of the 1'rinity, ý, nd thLýt it not bc contru. stcd ýv'itli Vic 

11C.. 'arly "ý"n Fluch Cýs It 12 i'n tr""Citi Trij. )licity ojý tile On, 

notc. - u, ý ch. 21 (, -,. )Ovc), for cyý: 

)Oculýý. tjcy, j is cxccCLi-, _.,, 
ly ch-'iiý-cro-aop nincc ono c. ýýn no VA. -, cort (): c 

cCjSdlj' re., _ýd -n extrýAieUUr' J3)to I)C-)t it 

aetl - il , sui i- licit in th linc of A" 1-- 1 I'li-L., gerraini. 1 d ii', ', 

tll(-)Olc),,: J, , a)d tae cx, -, 
Iicit li; -,, c "t 'LjrC-c1'-t 

is, VIC L'Orc 

"piv, sic-ýlist'l linco 

30 Tilcoc clit'lAc'- 

34 or Tlie "uiiorilJ-aLAcv zýs 

ccxaý)lctoly tum-2 tru,. Acýd 

ýsp in of 

to Go'v h, ý-ý. Vc 011-ct-dy bccil citCd 

cx1j, uotively al)ovc, To t: ]. e 

". ,,, tc or ultir. --Acy J- 0 tý, ýLt thcj, ý could 'be 0-11.1/1 011c) 

'Icr. und t1jul-C,, fore tile Soil could nut bc CO-C ý-ýrl L-1 C 

AthuýArl"Gius &ýi'svlcr'Bv Jýjuc-j Jjj0jc-; clc,., rly Vu. ýa in thu 

.04. "Cro : 1'0 A) "'C" "1- 0 
Of ".; -)c I)ccrcti,,,;, c; i. s. 23--'1 j, 'La: t t 

ro ot, -Ic-, r thi-. - it,,, -rcu! 171 of bci --ld 

t. ý"O 1ý0-ý-iblc secolldly" V1,1"A i, -,, ctcrm-ý. Jp tilc ou 

t Can CXJ', 't 
bU4-, yot, [, ýýn. d. vi'liý-. t ncvcr co-c to cloc-I not 

bee Tac t,,,, ro 3:, clcv, -I. n rkor..:; '. Ily ,: o toL. ct, i. crp cince tc;.;, )(Dr, --1 t J., 

PriGritlir io, oLjc-ýýys involveý-I' in cLuoý. ', l priority. IýUt "At"I GO'Ji., VIC-C 

I).,... VC to I)C all ti S4 t 10' 
1, ou "3 '41 othC, t'ý"Jo Olcý: -icnts or 

SO Vvýt in ()Ilc ýý'Cnsc tticre Vli t 
A, is o-vily onc Uncri, 

_, 
irvAc,, ii. tl'ýc --c" 

See aboveg ppe )83-306- 
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'Ic -cnerLAos etcr-riall, tlic 'Con, c--i bo c, -kllcd 
the i! "'Allcr, since C, 
OribIll, "but In the other sciiýscjp Vint of co-ctornityp the Puither und Ioyi 

are botll co-u-, uoriAnLý. tC Or CO-Ulti'-'jCAC. Ilutp CvCjl V;, 1031 this covrcctioil 
7 tile LL-<%/vjT0v/ io still a bcad tcrý, i to use L. bout God.. has been mzýd- 0%, 1 

since it originally c philo. --7. ojAAczA oxpression vilAch dcnotcd Codts 

relatio. 1 to creatures. Therefore, Irwill. its correlotiono t, nd corrclr--, UI-ives 

were in til-ic creaturely sphere, Pthsntsius insisted VL, -ýt til-As T, -iu, -, t be 

brokens and that the only titlos ti, at should be uscd LIout God ,, re those 

thbt find their corrcltitions exclu-, ively within the Co,. 111-ic, -A. This r, ': r)o 'CL 

pir exceliencc. -, Father cand -, oon, '11-his is one of At. aLn, -IIIIus'-, I 

achievements ýind one necessary to snfeý,; -u: ard tile mi-JeCty of God., for 

Otherwise thcre viould be n mitural corr(, ýlation bctviccn God v-1id ti, ýC 

creatures; ultimately,, the world ý, -ould be ioiý. )licdv as God's corucl-tivc, 

11i, I f. 
(122 by tile very existence of God Y. S. C1 

) 
This is the verl., 

AtIlal7j, Asius has been tryi%; to deny in ch. 299, hoýjcvcr u-no-tisfu. ctovy 

hiS dctuileC) ry-iLy be (urusually so for Ath'-LIII--, 3iUC). TIIi SI 

new ciripjILsis on the strict correlation bet. -jeen tile First und 'Second 

Per'SO-Mc. to tile exclusion of the cormil, tion 'bet-ýýcen tho L&--o-s the 

c0sldOs PUtelitly favourod tile .., 'on thcolol, -Y up, distirict from tile 1-0-os 
I- 

theolocf, y, and the fcict ti-i,; t it did so is a si-n Ull'at Atli"I'a---Aus alvjý. Lys 

retzrlaincd, to a certain extent, subcon. sciously uncIer Vie influence of 

the Older ideas whereby the Lo,, -os ma ýs rcally tile 1,0-0ý', of tile Cosvios, 

in the Greck sense. The rm-Aerial which AtIll,,,, 
-m, ýsius introduccs, for the 

first tiBle into this section, or which lie troito so rmcla -more C: Lc,, rlY 

here as to be virtually trczttiný,, for the first tji.. c, cL:,, -n 
be j,, rouj)(-, 'd 

under three hcads,, a denunciation of 2isteriusts Two-, Asdom doetrinep 

(122) As an exý, u%)le of the dire necessity of tiiis ,, )oint bciný', even 
such an acute arid Orthodox a theolo, ýrivn u,. -, J. V. Lr; n-, L, ---Pc, -, d Cocserlcy 
actUally fell into the error of tile cternal --Crcr,. -. tion 

L) Of the Son with the fact thut Godts crerti'8n is crCcatio co-71 
, S, elle "The Christinn in Philoso_chy",, 1). 220, 
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the need to dissociate telllijOrOl frOyq o. -ritoloo1c: -il jpriority in the. sen, -)e 

,, rj3jjtýrv c: 11d t.,, j il-Ij., istc-nec., vrhich in which 11hu L-Ater occurs ill 

is here itruc. i plaincr ond morc t"--, t thc lr-ulzc' 

etc. j, of t1le FatHer must be exactly like tl,,. c Fcitiiore T-1,1is lflst MOLITs 

th, -, t it is not only to.; iporul ýpriority VL,,, t iia, ý; t bc from 

the quaoi-CLIusality in tIlle 7j: 'vtAlcrvs cri. jn&tion of tLe S)on., but ý, lso 

. Lualitativo ., I-JCI OtL': the bar-e millimiuTi of c , or dAffcrcjiccs, c. re the 

ine'vit"IlDle concer"litt"13"Its of Clacil rel'ltic)-'-L'ý'Ai-ý 

Thusp there would be almiys many otlier differonceS bot; jeen a ft., ithcr t', nd 

a Son siml)ly vs consequences of the fact t1i. -t One Is fothcr cind the 

OtIler son; in ftictv with the infinite cur', 
-: )lc. -IitI, 

I,, 
of erc, Aurcov therc 

wOuld be discoverable any Lufiount of differerice that v., O c, ýIrcd to 

determine. sim-oly by fLX enou! 'h. This viould still t'j)ý)ly 

. L)'A r0 of Z.! 11 even if the cenerntion vierc , 'scxu, tl . ---nd the (, *enetic , ttc nf Ver 

and son were ide, ýitical. Bat, in God, Iýatlicr and -)on circ absolutely 

alike except for the btýrc fict that tii. c iilathcýr is FcAncr euid tile Son is 

Son. 

35 The next two chu9ters conccrn the Ari-: L-n colite, --tion tli-t tl-ie 

36 Loýý, os is I', OCTrrv:, by which the , *ýýritins meant v. ectribin-'ition of two thiallo., 
i 

that ! jTL- v10.2 a rcrsoxial ctIliccil bein., (, v arid thit He vil-I I)ro 

what is t1ie true modern sense. vVe have citcd zind discassed in 

full the 'bulk of ell. 35P in Wilich AV tnz sius enu-., iciatcd a., Id clenoui%Lced 

(123) 
, Ve shall be_rin uOt-tio" 'A 35: 85A: "D the Arian doctrine. 'Ut 

6"It , AY With Such madness of the Arivinsj, and. let the truth shijic out ... 

(123) Cleo above, PP. 4594-64- It ir. notc,., jorth, -,, r, in -ý(JCJtion., th--, t tile 
ý, jtCrjjtic)yjs, is derived related abstrnct verbal noun-v *1111-ol p, by the nomsl lvias of vojvel shiftv tind vilAch Is uý, C-d ill this 

chapter, is our termination "trc_,, )ic", in suc. 4 viorus as "heliotro.., ic"P 
mca-nin6 the tende. ncy of plailts to ,-, rovi in one direction,, that lop 
tOWUrOS the Bull* The termination rcfcrf.. ý. not siiii,, ýly to a j)pocýýc--q 
but to a and Pijeqtedv or even iclcoloý-Jvllj, procccl-)* This mcanill,., i-o-present in Clun2icr-l Greek ,,, s 

ý; C). ýAblc 
,, 

9 

or !? c1, hn1-)s even L. ", exi cle. -ýcnt in , ill Vac of t1his vior, -'I., 
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For must not 'Ic bc perfect ýho io eý. UZA to God? Porld mmst not lic bc 

UTIC11temblo 
( 12. ) 1ý) -,, jho ip, one ýjith the PL-Aliers, nd I'lis ISci-i j. )roi)cr to His 

080(-. 1). cc? , nd tiic F. -Aherc. ui, ýI. lturýtlýlc tlie 

frOM it mmst be unaltemble too. A ri if t, 10'-I 
0-1terL, ition. (, rYTY)ie) to the Lo,,,, o,,,., lct tl-ýo-i 1cIrn hoa V-icir o,,. in rccj--on 
is in "pepil. For this iýs ý; h,,, ho tht-t 

.! izs I-loci-i tlia lu, 
-s scen 

the 'olttAcr, ý, rid why the knovlcdý, e of t'Ic ir, jmu.; IcJ, c 0"' tho 

putilers, (3c; ) Tliereforc-, the of t]i. c uv, c. 1tc. T-L; I., 1c God iýý'U-It I)c 

UIIcjjU'ý- "-c tj o( IIc; b . 13 P,., .1 C) 2CDcu. t. 
. 
3,3 9 

I Jo 4*, I-le Jj_tjCrV 0a%.. o I. -fCp iýven if it cv. n be said tiiut lh:, is is i; ic, ý., iL%, 

CIIUAIUý,; t"Ic Son too to st"y tilisp coýýCcl, -Ily 
lbcc, ýU--ý, u. ftcr Tllcmjil-ýý' YCA it 

ma(I lic i, i(AcL, tcs ; Uv, oý; n i6ciAJ. t,,, (11, JTDTvý*rýi% 
I)L,. nd to 

thol-C 'Who rockimn or 1, ccu, (.; Co"LAI'lill'': tht-It : ie- ht.,. s cliclnLýctJ (r) L-" -vI- 

else oil uccount of tlie flcsh. I'; or ct ru stc; or tciýy , ý-ro t 

', " t. 
L 

Iý i-Lcr tlic Lord., til-n Vic ý0, =wcrsitic,, j of. t. ic iý, 
ý! 

Aouc. Pur "'Crilý)t"11-cp 

Er, LI VIC ubovc-citcd fro-! V,, rý -; Ic U11c1cr 46 

illý Ori,; AnUtc MOM"", Of houven usid curth tliL,, t tho nt. -Aurc o' t 

U-11d cill 
-, 

tion is "ltert. kble Lncl- yct c. ý, cc. ALý;.: thc 

-011 fPO;: 1 tll; c, c. sho-tis us Vaci, ely taLA ýIc is i'-I ýio 2 -, 
0, 'i 

-or but 11"'Y9, it r-thor tc, "C. "'co, tll-t lic cI,,, nIIc:,, 
ir. IUr:,,., c, C1f unch,. -.. kii, -, ed Tj-j, ý . 

fj t tj,.,, ýJy; fop t 1 : 12) .... And 
_; -1 J,, I 

origincitc L-uid not bci-lý,, - 1-.. cfoic t', Lc,, ' criý-in: -: 
tc bcing v CVT" 9t0 

(Trwi bcccjucc in trutIl t., kl, -, Cc C,:. ý. 'c to bc 
.. 
ftc,, r not li,, vc 

,I( 
121. [) 1 10, It a clu, Aurc Dut t"Lic , ")c, - nf 'JA'ýcrp ý-id pro-cr ric Ocii froi: j ti'). c I 

IeL, 
blc tind uvcn, rs Vic Fut'Lor to CCSc,! *Iceq ics unclilrr[ 

V or itw ou 16 btý si Yý i to --ýý-y t-ýj.. -A, frc),, i t1ac 

cCGc.: 
-Cc 

is t, )crc is bc, ý-., ottca ; -n 
I, c,: O,, 

a 
(125) 

isd om, For ho, i c6. i lic I)c ur, 11 lon,,, cr Lo,,, c),,,, v if 'Ic is, 

12'3 althou, ý,, a it usaally j-cfcr,,:, to cj-"xv, -e in t, -ei-, cral. InciLl 
this section where orthodox doctrine is bein, -, 

etc., tirc uscG z-s ý, -Iot 
C. Ocisivc cvideiicc our trý-; at ýcýýA of tiic- forl,:;, -, r word 

Lie point iG thUt tILIC P01, AiOll i" ()Ile bOtýj 
-c in re,, -,, )cctivCly . -I! VIC rol`-l of 

Of AthanLoiuc liorc not ci., ily to t'io, C, )Cclliccu 
0 f'ýM of cliun, -c- 1:,,,, )licd in the wor(', -. rf ,. ut to' cjý, jaj, i in 

)-c Lia6ell ýInd Scott., Uý r- etc. 
11-I I 'C jýcll UcrLible in tai s clvý )tcr is t,. LC trz:, 11ol"Aiclý'L I Of t'ý. 

of L, nd rcl,: tcd fo ýs,, t,, ut-, ti- i, iut ; ýdis. 'Lic C01'rc-ý. )Ondij. -, k; cýui. di \ 0: ý j ý. Al 
ýl 

ý wal for,, 
ý. 

4. V,, 
is -i, AlL, 

-vly 

(125) 
Ilurc l's 111 t i, i s ln, j4U-r., -j-ICC t, 'O -voice is 

y i(Iles, but il) Otlcll ; p, -,, Avce 1,. top it Jý - 
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AlOW CL., ba . ý. ny IrrTt>S ? or n 'U. "lat il- C! 1, 

. 411 s do, i-ý Y is in cs"; "onces VýA U111c's's 
Is., Zko in ý11_vly 1)_rtieltlur ec"30,1ce cortz in r,, cc v. Jýd h. At Uf Virtu-C 

ý cm we is t1lu- CL"llcu Oj )0 Clxicltol c: ccidc. _, 
A,.., llYp -, C-- I L01, S 

-- le mft)trý,,. ctc, 3 f i, o; ,iL o- ,! dý led to "Visdom in c,, Uch a way thut tlýccc c, a 1- 
d_Q it-(""') (Put for Ciiristiazns) He is truly Lo. ý: cs , j-, Ld ýý', Ai -Ind 

God 

iulld tý c intcndcd is true . AsoJoi. -i, Vor 'Atel's L_ncý C111 

1_)ý, C: 21 t", LLýu 0 w, d Iiý, o no J, 
_ýj Oy. 1c v_1d t,, I, -- cuaLitica, 

If Vien tic Lord true? 'ut thc Lord szý,. ys, 'I ujia Vi. c Trutl'il. 
( 1. k_ý 

HiME101f S,; Ca-las thus concernin,, --, ills, 0ý7., a urvý. ltcrv-61ciloss O-D'All PC rtr-r-D v 

and tlic t', jis tcý-, tif, y it, n,,,,. y., _ýnd car notian, " 

,. )v `t 11. (", ýý c J, of Of "3o"k it 
_,; I. -clir-jou" ýJllcj,, co diu c 1- 

"Ic, tirt us fro ncrA f cýr,,. ý,,: this novc1ty? Frori their 0 

COrruptioa did thoy vamit it forth, " 

ilcrc Vic lic"Ve JL, st, word oji t. ic m, itciivio-ý)p V;.. '-ýt 
he h, s frc(, -, uc,,,, tlyv that the Son týs the (by lica prc-su. -,, ---'I)1, y 

POSitive) of God must be ubsolutely like tlic ýt t1lis otLýL'Op 

scxrle CT Vic Lir--imuents thtA \fvcre furi;;. ci-ly obscurc : I-c 111OU c1c, V, -, 0 

'Clio ri,.,,. in uutlicrity 
-: 

v. ther tlie; l Ull to, ' Lir. this is Vic be; St time to lIL, 

is U116oubtedly Seripture; 'Itlic, E"Ldlitull vve t1le CCri,,. )turL,, l witnuc-Cs 

0111Y. 9 L-S UOL1,111. It is note'vortll-ij taiAp in 
. 
36: L5C. , j., Lcro lic ,. ý, yc thut 

tLc; rlint-- t,, re norc trus-tviorthy tlia-t) t, -., c pcrvcm; loi,, s of Acrctics., 

Atlian, - siu,,, r injrfjc, ý', i,, tcjy Qualifie, - it ,, it-'a tlic vior6, s "or rt-th. cr, Vne l, oi, dllv 

ap tije esocantiLl 4, liin, -, - , ýbcut 
tlic Scrij, tur, ý, l which in. dic, -Acp tilt. 1t, for hip 4, 

I- C- i-ý E, I -ýc I --t- i V-, A, - P<5 . 
12 GF -4 4-, S 0-f ýIlis 'uould , jc a vL-ri,.. -at of ci't,,, cr c4,3 ý011 

of or 'n-nillie..,,, 

(127) 'T; I TM 

(128) J(-) hn 114.: 6. 
(129) -7ý 

i 
:) 
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autllori-Lý_,. -ý iý 1, -r, 11 t (13u) - ") 
U. ýA t. Llc, -1.0 to cia-i- L; I(-, l, c i's 11c) 

Pleatio). -I Of cccjcsicr-ýklict Ii #I ; 11 01. tv". tcdtioý "l atilorit,;, Qv' . 11 -10 cou;, cil 
Of Týrict,. C, 7. fijý). rus i;, Uhc corrcs., ýu: j. uln:., c ii,, I'Dc Decretic"o 

Tho-unly dcuýoti'v. 1 j -,, in his 

, oc., not IcLxc, toc i;,, naca o, )ca for c.,. ccul,. Aivc 1-ILturtl tC_LeolO, -, Y 
J- 

by flrjctjoý- "il"t"tc iC D the 

00.1-0c 1-0-1, by T: c_cCu. rtcSI in the "I"Ou ultioac to L'Il exce'. 1-Avely 

he -iVc )ositicll. t'LIC2 L, rc our 1. ). (Aiwý. -, of tl au or it notlcný 

'C. (j -11C J)C-Lý; C, UD-CAL, ý, 0. lity Ad u k, L,,. ý -ý 'c;, ý_ ", 1 01, G0 cl , C; ," ') - 
Of tij, e rl I cr ti-; e Goa of iv. lljurý. l Ucolcvv, 

_1"d 
t 

_-j 

*iollLdiola ic '-s 1. =; t 'Ifficult Iýiuollltiu; l 

sinc" 
. 1) ro jj,,, us "0 iý c, rc. u itz; cr A-Lcil. tioji, 'tic cs'-ý,, ý, Il 

,,, I I lzýr tii: t .;., aould lbý; i:, cliui- 

it dc-iduo t. i1c, eve-a the týýrctcllcd C. ý, Cusc ti-, ýAA I)Cil. *L- 

Licc li-oll I'licled by tl 

tile Slý, Ccl, ILOV("lty Of r-d 

theoloý, ICL, l truditio'n kiu,, jii to jA_%,,. -_i_(; i-, ic. I-c;: zýrdod it ý_, u a 1'ý, ýttCr of 

or cvcn vurlbLýl or ýjIAGIA t'I'A L'. 7)", olutc 

obct 'L C U. ). c 11,0 01 c' c -a tiIYt0 il, i C, 1 11 

ch"n -C ,,, Uý_. ýcf crrc ý; q, i", t,,., i- , t*, )., -,, i, ý. i, -, iu.: 
_,, 

liccrtill, cuacurrc, ýt, T 1-i is 
, 'ý I ., t I-) cAAuj 

Vlould cii.,, c, 11 cd1,0,4 10G., v; iIi CIL I of course 

'j-I'l tjjC Voj. ýr 0110 of t110 tcrA-,, s for ,n ultimýAc eiitLtjp 

I- -- 'Itý lic vcl,, r 11''tal-C o" tll(",. c J 
11'silIL'silic 6.0c,;. UccsV I'l-ovIl 

4j 

of cource "]eCcild 1-er-'o-a Cý-nnc"u c, l,, l, Tl_'C 1,1 L. 

(130) C 4'1 c 
(131) CA. 11, 
(132) ,.; cc 
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4. 

would rc-Ily , n--ree; they 1').,..; d to Sý)Y th". 11i VI-IC' SO. T, 'J, S' '0 
0.33) 

merely iiI, T)rO,, crly 
4ý'-T7-tý 

I 

li, -ý'Jlt of thicl, u-c ctin 11OVI 

juý - of t, i -, ble COd n t: -,, t VIC, It'-, e u-n-1tcr, Atilaar, sius -; 
tlried the -ýO'Itic; 

must b(ý unt,, 1terW)1C- It ig rm-icii c1c. - rer Vi, ý!, i-A ý 0- 

.L ! )otla Callc-d t1-ic rudiraciltVrY study of tjlejý-, tic , Atr1butc,, -, Of' 

Son iri tile itIn Jjju, -1,, omnit:, milai tr,,, C,, itb ýýuilt ... cr cvcn t, -, c 

section on tlic liam. oousion, intcpý)I-Ctcj , ýc!, ctjcý-, Jj1r (nA 

jyj #D,, - -1, e, 1t1Yp -11 c, "'ivý`1011t 39 Thc j, )r1!! ci-)1e i' 

Of tlic a 1,11 'Aý-dcýct doctriý.. -ýe Of a-, -, -, ', 
10'7 VlA&I L3iu- cvOlvcd L"ýCjvcv ill 

'31-22 of t'lis, work, 
('36) 

ko Lip,, Jicd to t1lo ,, o-. l co it -Ould CIIS -IIL 

ctly., be t--i, -, t cif'C'er all QULIý'at to Corc. csLOO. 1-1d ex, f" ilure 

t0c or r 0'r; 1 contcd, iccl in tho no-tio- ýC, but a 
. pond is not saucthin,,,, of i 

true deficie.,, j ocq t')Cre ýý,! Ould bc 10 . cy J)-j t1iiis ill this CLý" 

reasoll for aiýy sucli (; Vcrl Oil t. do J%ricIlls, cmil 

I it hi, rd to cs L,., blioli -if fi cici-14.1,0 -oil. ostellsible 1), 1 to '! 0,1 _), sio tLey ý'jould fi,,. L 

(; -inLjlyj, notl-jijý, j, cj_, ýc V ýcc ý, t Ther(ý, ýjoulcj -pe I- 'I"Arit) C: - 

cand certlinly tl-ic I., ý-c is not, cv,, n o -i v. FUit"01, nral ý', on 

u Oulu of 171'_IterjýIýl 11'_JiCýj I' is t. 

dic-A01'tialls, -Aldch hove to be CXý. )JOiDOdp 110t t'; J-, Cý"_,: ýCUi'LUCIC, C_" 'LlIC 

correp,, Oor, ( - Thus,., the of ('Tofý] should "Do i, cc"-_o,,, cO to uc oxcct 

in lihenCsi3, cý3id of cotxrýý; u tlic ril-I 

and cs J_ x, ýCtly in comon between t,, -, -)d. "wi is tlic u: ýLItcr, ')l !- Of 

God. 

(133) ',, Cc ýIsoL, LICI? o Ci in Dc 11' 1.6.9 iiiit. j, ýýUotcd -LI)Ovc', 
kl; ee 
ýýcc ul, )ovc, I),, 63i-it, ýý. 

(136) i)co ,, -, )ovc., 
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This concludes the section of the Orationz aE,. Anst the Arians 

devoted to a Lcneral study of the theolo, ý,, y of Arianism and the orthodox 

answer to it* Althou. -h there is nuch more material of similar character 

later on (cs', occit1ly II: 18-43P 111: 1-20 and 58-67). it is accurate to 

say Vaat the Orations chunre their character from this point on. -Yotv 

bcCins the tremendous exe,, etical section in which Athanasius returns 

to the 
subject matter, once of tho "Dc Incarnatione". The 

Christolo", 

4 

.7 
c-nd coterioloý7ý, j that predaninate here are not the direct 

cubJect of the thceis, and will not be trcated in such Ercat detnilg 

but will rc(: uire r,, ore than a, passing, mention, for two reasons, f irstlyp 

that it is reccss&ry in such a unitary theolej-, jan as Athanzýniu--' to see 

how the A-rian controversy affected his position on other natters, and, 

secondly, 
-the 

f , let thatp as we have already shown, the increnoc in 

interest in the Spirit is closely bound up with these char. Zcs. I. Phe 

scctioa that we have Ju3t closed* at the end of ch- 36t closely 

cOrresi z. onCz to the contents of "De Decrotis". the matter in come 

instances almost exactly dulilicatin,: 7 We shall not give yet any 

detailed recir', ic of this section, but shall rathor wait until-, tho end 

Of the "Contra Arianos" I-Mv but it is in order to mention the tja-ys 
in which this Section differs from the earlier work. The thing that 

is preseent in "Do Decretis" and absent here is the Homoousiont and via 

shall consider the significance of this change lator. On the other 
*j of 11 -. > . *, handp such phra sea involvi nrr ov oyd. as 1-flol -rlr -yv uI Ick 

7 of D'. ' 014f 

11-11 1 e--ý D- 
V *I- or portions of it, and E/C -Tjf 0V<r1-Lf etc., are fully relyre-sentedt 

alonr- with such lesser Cxj: ). j, e,,; siOn3 -8 

.11.17) 
'> . 01 CO- "Oe 

ekKTVtT Elwwv e nd 

k(A; ý OveA-V cind 014Dio? [-C/LrZ VAV-roL w; Uc1h were later used by tho Sc, -: A-Arian 

P&rty but which Athamsius. faccepts, at least provisionallyp i-ý,,. s mmking 

hie point vb-out the absolute Deity of the LoZos. 
037) 

The principal 

(137) See the ICx1cographical analySisp which be, (., Jns vilth the next 
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additiowl dovoloXents are, first, the very hiGh doctrine of malo[7 

of chs. 21-22,, accordina to which, it is God Who has sucil thillcs as 

fathcr, liood &nd conship suprel'i', elys 
(138), 

they are reallY the norms whiCh 

ere, atures c-re unýible to express perfectly, &nd EL much clecrer exposition 

of the reasons why the LaaE; a of God cannot. but be completely God too. 
039) 

Alco, AthanwoJusts treatment Of the issues of causality and correlation 

in his otudy of the 01-ýCvJTOV is, a Creat improvement on that of the "De 

Decretis". 040) 
Finally, Athanazius devotes a great deal of Mention 

to the difference between making and beaettingo and especiallY to the 

1OCicol and theolo3ical account of BecomingJand its caucativOp mKind), 

which is,, ---s it turns out, an essential prcliminary to the solution Of 

tlae eXc-otical problcras t1liat he is abDut to face in the lattCr five 4ý 
Cixtlas of the worko(141) 

The lcxicoý, -raphical analysis of the Contra Arianos I-III will A 
be divided into 7 secti0ins corresponding to the changes. irl -, ul)jcct matter; 

I: PAI-3G, the gencral discussioll of Arian theoloýzy; 1: 37 184CA1.6t 

which concerrls almost entirely the exerresis of Incarnational and 

Soteriolo,,, ical passa-cs of Scrii)turc; 11: 18-- 184C: 3--6 11: 43., which 

concerns further general probleyiis neccssitated by the difficult excf-esis 

Of Prov. 8: 22 LXX; II: 44ý-820 the-exegesin of this verse and related 

(133) If uny one should rejoin that it is LinuchroniCtic to CýUOIL-Cp Or 
even to think of, Proud in this connCctiOn9' the vaic-acr is thatp 
owin- n, ':. -in to the Liston-ishingly rvtiontýzliotic 1.7ostern attitude 
to the Doctrine of t1lic Trinityt Yreud is clmost the only 
Philosoplacr (or thcolot; ian) to give femily life rmythin, ý'ý like 
the i.; vortunce that it has even for the expositions of Trinitc. rian doctrine on Athanacius vnd Au,,, ustincp let clone in lcri. '-ituxe. The QL Only com-pexable fir;; ure since has been John 'Mucriuurray,, vnd lie hý'd 
no Prcaccc"-sors cince, for the cake of arLiment, Patriotic days. 

(139) 
Lj, -e rabove, pp. 

040) See above, pp. 284-30C- 
(141 )L See abovQt pp. 6? 8. -JoY. 
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versco (viith further matcrial on the issues of the previous section); 

111: 1-25,, 1 cxegcsis of sorrie more strictly Trinitxian PLý02[19es from t1ae 

GosDels; 111: 26-58: 44.5B-o 1.39 the exeLesis of the ScripturLU passateG 

concerninýý, the Synoptic Christ; 111: 58: 445D: 1.3 111: 67 (the end), 

on the Cencrul question of the Son coming, to be at the Nill of the Father, 

This wide rvnLe of subjcct matter will L,; ive Athan-ccius's definitive use 

Of all these terrs that we are investigating in detail. 'ý, 'c shall oln-At 

the pas-Ei(-cs of C. -Ar, 
1: 30-34, which vre exact quotations from De Decr* 

28-31P und what arep or appear to bev quotations from the "Taalia" or 

Other heretical writinZ; s; vie shall also omit tile rýefei-enccs to the Lozos 

which indicCte taat Ile is identical to the Soriv siiice in these cases the 

titlCG duplicate. 

Hereunder follows the c nalysis of Co Are 1: 1-36: LW-OS -as 

titlo 01' the Second Person: Not creatureg, 28: 69D. *j, 7, Ljture free from 

all earthly and htu. itin: ýjTotji port of the Father: 28: 69-1ý. bis, G-cneration 

not one of cffection: 23-, 69C. Title Logos indicates that essence is 

God's: 23: 69B. Ori! 7in: proln (OK) the PzAhcr: 27: 660A. L. of God 
(ofton with etc. ): 9: 29A (F. eternals therefore L. eternal), 
9: 32Aj 10: 32A. 0 129.37D (wd., -,. in Scr. of God,, and *i. -J'Isdorq and Looos of 
God; chiefly Gospels)v 13: 40T3 (L. ImaCe of F. and eternal)p 16: 45B 
(+ 4'isdOp 18: 49Ct 19: 52C (+ Viisde & '. - 'IT0%1 VVVýAoL )q -mS umýv r 

24: 61C ncvcr non-existent), "-5: 6-413 (+ Radiance of the F. ),, 

28: 60 00: JB (Son is L. of the Po)v -29 73A (thin[,; s fm-umcd tlh-rouEh La) 

35: Cý33* L. of God: 7: 25A (to turn away from L. of Go is to fvll into 

20D (+ Truct + Sjole nothir, I-ness), 8: 28A (the LoEocentric principlc),, '9: 

Of P, )v 122-i"36. P, 24: 61D (if we tiAk about L. of Go). 25: 64A (wrong 
U 

29: 72C (God sent Ills, L. to men c'uc3tiOrls about God & His L. )t 27: C, 8fip C. - 
Of 0. T. )v 31: 76C (= Imnage e. - Viisdom). Gonerntion of T. o. -, os, includinre 

7 'TIT -ro CZ7. o U(51,4# ctcI: 41 C( Miat is L-, -Cncr"ACd fram the 
*7 6-V 
0foljvmo I F-)p 24: 61: 1) 29: 72D 

OuO-rOýS of VIC V. )o Intimote cmd -I-)golute con-nection bet 

12: 37A (no interval before L. )p -224: 617n (F. almoys F. of L. )., 25: G4B 
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(F. has His ovii-i L. ). 25: 64D altem, (L. not accrued exterriallY)v 
31: 76C (L. same kind as De-ettcr)p 33.81A (1111, "athor" denotes God in 

co rrelation with L. )P 34: C4A (L. recocnised in V C, 
),, 13: 40-73 (the 

"em nihilo" is other than L. ). 19: 53A &. 27: 6cc (etcrnity of Lo). 

S11,10,11i 2irit: 8: 28A* 'v"lork in Cregtion: Ch., throur'. 1i t1le L.: I -Os C 
16: 1,, 5ý3 (+ "in Vliom; s'ee under L.. of the P. )# 17: 4CA, 19: 52Pv 
24: 61A. 29: 73AP 33: 80A ( Fo rules ond lord. -, throu, -ýi Lo), 33: 8OB- 

ge: 12* 36CP 20: 53A. King and Llaker: 122: 36C. - Deiriiur.., 

33: 8,11,1, Kas 1 V" K-p-4rof : 33 *- VWL'* L. or vo Vf ar 12: Sec also 
2: -Ci,, ) , - ýJtcrjzj. Smie Lo, (ýos &utlior of our reconciliation: 9: 29A (vie 

are deified by part'n in L, tilrou, (--Il Spirit). In addition, t-',,,. ere are 
v 

28 refere1jecs to Arian uses t'hat hLve not been excluded us direct 

qýuOtations: 3: 28A & D# 9: 32A., il: 3313 & CP 13: 4LB bia J.: Cp 14: 41A 

bis L C, 17: 4011ý ter & T3,, 18: 48C., 25: 64-il'bis 6! C., 3?: 73A B bis., 

36: E8A bis & D, All these except 17* 35: 84Pi- cný C cr-. 85, k 4611P where 
Athan&sius definitely refers to tao ilrcuriing Lo,,., os,, deal simoly with the 

relation of the Lojýos to the Father,, either directly or by implied 

contrast witi-i the true Christian doctrine and faith. 

Of thece 83 uses, no less than 62 simply rcfer to the basic 

relatioij between the First and Second Pcrsonsp iG re. Lncr to the 

C0Zrqolo_-ic, a1 a., ad crcutive work of the Second Persons, 16 refer to the 

C00-111-010-ical v-nd creative work of the Second Persong 2, refer to the 

Lo-os to be incLrnate (these are, the Lo-on reve-, lin- KiTSclf to the' 

M-On O. T the Old Testmient, and the reference to the LoCocentric ,,; rinciple 

in th--oloZy), 1 to the Hypostasis of the Incarnate Caristf and 2 to the 

*Work of God voion, ý; post-Incarnation Christians (including the sup. 1y of 

. 
t-'ae Spiritp since this Is how the SlArit wcýs regurded in this connoction). 

Thcre are no references to the Second Person an the ACent of the 

Incarnation as an event actually taken place, or to t1ie Synol)tic C11rist 

a whole, 

70 or F, of S01,11, Generation: nor-. ally S. Ck 
the LoLos, ,. , c.; 9: 28C-D (Truep natural and Cenuine S. of the F. )t 11: 
33B (F. of the S. ). 19: 53Ap 23-o 69A bis (gonln not pcxtitivc), 3G: 88A. 
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Gen'_n oLocs rot cor,, _oromise sejd),,. 1rot1O'rl Of t! "e- 
- 
Per s onso. 14: 41A (Faith 

is In V. cý S#)p 14: 4113., 21: 57A bia (Cacl-i a double use) (So properly So) 

21: 5713 (double use, So eternally son), 23: 60C(F. Cf hiS OVITI S_). 

OrizIn-of Si. " E. exý)Irlr 4: 41-A.. 14: 4113 (fencrt, tion not hiLmum 

Len' n) ,iG: 45A ( "to L; cncratc = "Son") .iG: Lý5B T11 1r14V 0 

19: 59- -D (Loýýos, Wisd. etc. proper to Son), 21: 56', If 27: 66C (not 2C 

-- -e T,, ivnce in-, 20: C 53B (I extcrnally,. but fr(xi the F. 
4 

Of the P-)* 25: 6473 (F- "made" the 'Con'44ývo'lvla. ). 33: U)C ("Fatllacrll 

si-nifies Son too). 16: 45A (CKTYý OuTyaý, Fof the Pu.. thcr = "Son"). -- "1 10, 

'cU-7jS' of the Father: 14: 4113 Jý 17: 4813 J: 19: 52C & 20: 53A 

2C (+ not "t, 
C V. 

29: 74- hing made") e,, 35: 65A- ? ý(OV6611v7k4- 'r-r- .: 
29: 73A. F"- 22: 57D. S,,: 4.7-c descriotion of both Y. 'ý, - C.: v. John 

14: 9: 16: 45A bis ", L 35: 051,3. Co--. iplete pvrticipation of 10). in P.: 

16: 45. A bis. Creation througli son'. 33: COB bis ,?,: 81A, 2), -ne r. -ti)re in 

both s).: 19o* 52C. 18: 49A ý 33: 80C (he who disho-nours So 

dioaonoura P. ). Ca=on qualities (norii*ially eteriiity ft: c. ): 12: 36C ! ýI- 37A 

bis &, 37BY 13: 37C a 401119 14: 41A bis, 18-. 49C, 36: C-5C- 11ritY-Of 

OZOr"11021 33: 80A (rules F. 's kinj,, doin)p 16: 45A (reconciliation). 

Pri-, -Iciý-. )le of Creution, loeo throu, -h tile S.: 12: 36D. rot necesstxy for 

knowledg.. of God (which is possible for natural tlleoloý; Y QlOne; 

Classified under Second Person to be incarnate); 12: 37P3- T'-tiýre of Son 

13: 40 16: 45C 27: 68C (not excCedn cv, -r; rthin: ý hiunnn r-xid cro, -turely: 2) 
16: 45B (not 1by affC-CtiOll). 21 : 57A (not Lill eff 1WO - 33: ex nihilo). U 

80.0 
-) Q- ix 0,1 1 D&3: 050 (not to be Included In Vice "all t1lin-s" cre,, ted t' 1 j) 
The Irqrr-n, -%tIo7, _: 10: -32A 

(Ldo J. Xt. is God and (, gon of the F,. ),, 

, 10 U. -;, c only having been s). Of Go Ile bcct. ý1. ie So of n) - GL! 
-C 

(sI jjý_ 250 
WORds tAtributed to Vag Son (i. e. the 00spels) : 15: 44C9 19: 5'2Av 20: 

1ý 
(*, výli El ýv 53C bio. 1, iirit rocciver. fro. -I So"n C, 0, refor to thc Int ra - 

_2 
cfm, - - Trinitarizan status of tile Spirit): 15: 44B. Son h, ýn miM. 1q jL_P (in 

Trinit. arian confe-. sion): 34: 84A. Tic Aiýencto (true doctrine): 31: 7GB 
(Son I. -. unoriginzte in one Sense)# 31: 76D (even thou-7ii So not unoriginate 

p is nevcr a tlainýr. $ oric, inotc)- 33: 'OB (F. not c,: jllcd in otlier sense 
unori: 7inote relative to Son), In addition.. there trc ! -4 Irian references 
to the Song which, all, without exception this tilue, hLive the sc-me 

'Oct 8: 28A birv chcracter as those to the Second Person ras Lojýos: 4: 0: ý 
11 3373 bi3 ý_, C, 12: 37Bp 13: 4OD,, 14: 40C ! ý- 41B & C., 15o. 44A q-aatcr 11: B 

U0 bis e-ý C bisp 17: 43T3,13: 4'Cv 19'. 52Aj, 20: 53r,, 21: 5'A bis cý. B ec B-Cv - 
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22: 57B c', ý Cv 25: 6413 bis &- Cp 26: 65A9 28: 69CP 30: 73BY 31: 77AP 32: 
77CP 35: C4B ez Ca 85AP 36: 61"A & B. Of these 123 uses, 110 refer to 
VAG simole relcition between Vie llerSOnZ of the Trinity (or to the 

. dlicd contrast)t 5 refcr to the crell. tive SIM21a Arian doctrine in I.,:: 
Lind cosmolog Jcal function,, -,, 2 to the IncLtrnation considered prospectivelyp 
I to- the Sccond Porson as Agent of the Incarnation vs an uccomplishcd 

I to the subject or lVpostusis of CI-xist,, and 1ý to the Synoptic 
ClIrist i--'m a whole (this excludes "Son of 11"anlIp which cannot be included 

here, A 

u fral the fact t. )-. --t "Con is, now cax. -, onor than ki-, T4 2 

the US:! ýýrý'cs ef the t,,,, o termz are identical except that there is s'till a 

zrcater tCr-dency (about four times as Croat) to use Lo--os for the 

creatiVe and cosmologiccl vetivities of t-he Second Persone 
L) 

Of the terms OUCOA,, and u-"oT: ý; -67, P,, there are only 

t. 'aree Jns-Ic, 
-T1-cc-S of the last-mentioned, so that they will be kept to the 

1 '00, end; this word rcmains rare tlarouoaout the Orations. C)Udld- is co,. r. imon; 

'nces we su; 119 for convenicnccls sýakc, arran-e tho inst., 

t n! tur, dif fero. -, atly frckl vatlonýlis (-; ', 'YUlCr)' 
I -> -0, 

or -Ov<yf4 j-ep-cr,, tllYv vjitl,. Iout any Trin-itarif-U-1 acsocjzýjtjon: 26: C-5 -C 
(Elrý)r sOn is )'f(p)S*1jSOvC1AXof his father), 29: 7271 (uny son is 

n 
6CVVYHP 29'. 7213 altertuu (6-'VVIA-L - 4)IP C, V6<r Ia3 3A C* bia tLýccjCLCjj, 

jj In relation to essence)* All tile Oth-Dx' uSCs I'Live 
Trinitcý, rjan connections* 

KLr 04dUvI. 9: 321A & 17: U. ", (Privns claim 
Son unlil'ov 

7) 
v 

K. 
') 

to Father)p ' 20: 53. A (,, ýrians deny S. like 
I? 1 0' for 0. i 

K*Cý to I 'Elon different from ercated essence: 26: 69B (Logos, 
'v 'ýUsdOiAv Radiance iadicate 0. - this is probably bcttGr intcrproted as 

.9 

rcferrirkgr elliptically to the cS. beinZ from t. 'je ;. '. 1. of tl,., o 17e). in 

(I o 01', P, ý; tb. er (i. e. riciinl Acene phrcsca): 10(l(Or -n 1ý :, riants of the I 
1; 0 . 10 -rn_ 0 0-YOL P, v 20: 53A &- Bj, 22: 57BP (OV) ); ýp vn ber: 9: 28D, IG: 45C 

Vý' 

29: 72C bis (in one ccse 35: 85A & 36: 832ý (in each case 
,ý 7-:: ý %, -) '-ý -** "Of the orr1itted). 'I 

llo 
VT), T -rou '0 2cprOvd"Ur, )fv! nUA-: 9: 2ý1), 17: 487-79 

29: 73A. E< ? 'Ir 0. )y 6. -mv Lýý: 15: "-A,, IG: 45A. "' EKýM-r'M40 vM oL 
I G: 45-R. v , 4. =j Tf 4r b 16 *- 4ýD- IF K 222P 0 vc'&Oýr 15: 

u61 -- 
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I'G: 411-D ( this Phrase "Sooil". See also 28: C, 933 ( "13O. -att 
, 00, ý4x N, "I eK 'T' C'I). Other uscs 

-in 
t-jr, ! -roupinc., - VuAt 

do not Il. volve "icere phrpses: 9: 29A (True of Pathcr'e ESsence 
" e-"N C 1-11 -1 TIS Lerr06-rý-ýr)., 16: 451. ) ( Beeettinz, of S. not a division of 

E- Of P-)j, 16: 45D) altermi (Sonts coirplcte prarticip. -Ition not a division 
Of E. Of P. )p 20: 53B (The Ariwis ceptarate what is full of the F. ts 
Essence). Iritp. uses., notincludecl fT)oveso 14: 41B (pace the Ann* the 
E. of the 'zil. ncvcr incomplete - i*e, throuý, h t1h. cre beirz no con; 
ptra-11cl toýu, 5r),. 17: ý. 3 (tritanis-m implics a Trinity of different 

CjIld ovff(A-! S)p 20: 53C (ho-, w can r. SCO in crC. -ated and 
.) . 00' Q orig, inrate 06; 5-N 21 : 56A (Ixians exclude V. & S. to be of oV 

> I.. " I ') . 00 
tý 

ou 014(j) 9,29: 7311 of I,,. insulted by &I'jon bein- not etermal Cý )9 
In tlic-se Orations, there is now i--,, ufficient n'., utcrial to enable 

r ha us to dcvclop C-Ind use a certain sclael"a; vie are or,, JttirZ Lny U-scs tt 

do not refer to the Trinity. -Ahe first CrOuP is that where the word 

refers, prim--rily to taritlv. rietic aild collstitutive unity.. normclly of the 

Father; the second is very like the tibove., but where the 1. )ri, -, iL:; ry 

reference is to the Son's r, ýgncration from the irmcr. most centre of the 

Father's bein, -; ve include In this group all cascs in which tl.,, e Son is 

"fr, M" t1le E"-z; cncc of the Father, or is the offsprin of the 

Fat., "er. Group Threc is indetcriainato bcUmcm Groups 2 and u. -, u, lly 

Cýr consictill, g of' tac p1hruce II avorlAy,, without tho FK or the ýTvv? 44; 

in thia cace it is bctter interpreted L? s bclon-ing to Grou. -p 2. Group 

Four Where 0067of- has a Ccncric 0011sep and the last is the advcrbial 

Or dYrMnic soncot in vvhich such phrasscs as Kd., r 00 rcfers to what 

is ClbOviLinLlly true rLt. 1-ier tkan what I, -' acciacl. tally true or only 

bccor,, jc-, r, true. Tlio incidences of these 
. 
32 instances z-, re: I-2 ctýscs 

(0t Most), II - 10,111 - 12p IV (vt Mcst)q V-3 (if the Ariun 

<"'tc1ý1cl-Its that tli. e . ", on is uzililkc the ratjýjcr E-re to be 

included hcre). These results indicate that the Atlianc. si", ur, )o of 
is the s1, TT ie as the position tiLA we have elaborated Cc On C 1A 

1) ovc 

"OMQOUSIOn in the "Dc Decretis". 
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nature: Divine nature: 14: 411*3 (D. n. aLicays perfect., 
bccuu, sc lie bcZ; c,, ts not in time., ptrallel to ow"d, 1416), D. T. I. coriT--'ýo-n to P. (0, S.: 

. Or 9: 2U'D (Son is True 11-Ind CL II +vCrEl )v 15: 44A (Arians deny 

28: 6911 Of t-1110 2. )v 27: GOC (46ý5f' purtillel to CATCZ70V 
) .. # -111r 

oudur IA. L ), Tierctier, 6. e.:, -L trlic 711-iture of CTirirt (ie. Divine n. ): 
17: L1.81", (Arlanism, ir; rplic3 Trinity of differcnit natures C-, nd ecoences (in 

10" PP-r4AIcl)), 18: 48C (Arians divide Triad into different ýverLr 64C 
'oo' (An-0, Claim -To" ýt;; V Cvwpck crcLiture) 2kC: C-9C (tlic ývoTf 

Lencration 
dcr-ied 'ry t'. ',, e trians)., 22: 57C C(S on is 35: IAT, 
35: 85A is ýý'XovoutAc"v ý%j CQ< Hum, -r- nrtilre (never of the Sont 
but alvmys in r: cncrzil contmast with Divine nature): 14: 41BP 15: 44A 
26: 'G. 5j3 c'j, 63A bis,, 23: 69A tcr,, -ý, Aure of all visible t1iinL, 's 
(SiMll[rly); 20: 53-"ýP U#8!, 11 these last usc-co rre -11. ruly n oun- 

.0 3" gj 
USNcost and not in adverbial phraces, etc. ), Otblýýr miccellrineo'll, "sco: 

33-', (-TM"rEsiLýnifies ti. -c, 
+v6EI 

j i. e. by the laws of lanf. -, u; ýtr-e 
A 7: 2'. -L 

(the whole 
+0 S of menv i, e, = narlý: ind)j, 269. (11ocneration". 

that i--v in -cncr,, I, sliould imy)ly r; ý "TA. 27: 601D ('Coca pcaiýcnts 
as VIC Gua have co-eternity c-nd -Tý f4CI in th-cir r-encrLtive rcl. -tion). 
In Our ranalysis, we shall pay particular attention to Liýy joarallelim 

between 10Vý", L ca-id 
+%I 

Obviously, the lLtter word h.,, -3 none of the 

unitery slfýniflcanceof the former, Thus there are only thrcc E, *. roupol, 
i or pcrija -0 more accurately only two* Firstlyp the noun us-og, rc-ferrin'- 

on t1,40 ono hvnd to Divine na ture and on the other to hiL'nan or creaturely 

nature genertilly. In this context it is correct to include under the 

lLstT', '-', -med tho instances in which the word is used for scientific law, 

etc. Here, the word hc: ýs a Lencric scasep or pcrhapop r. rorc vccuratelyp 

a cvt--, -orj, -jl nenve within the meatninLcr t1lat vie Ilave ado-oted. The Other 

division is the adverbial phrusess 94M fuGIV, 
1 etc.,, which refer 

I Only un(luei3tiori, ably to what iS riboric. -inally truc VS distinct from V. '-"1, -Lt 

becoir! es true. Of these 26 usesp 3 rcf cr to the Divinc I'cature (With 

wil. -lich we livive included V. vo in which the Arians are paid to divide the 
Trinity in c -to differing natures)., 16 to hLupan or crcvt'-lrC-lY TvAures 
(includin, - L11 cc. ses In whic-la the Arivais ixi,,. putc thicy ill a noun formp 

tO the 'k3on as His sole nature)v and 7 in Vic advorbit-al sense. This shows 
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an UL)roximationq relative to what has gone before, to the Chalcedonian 

usey except that there Is a markcd unwillingness yet to use the word in 

this sense about the Divine nature* 

There are very few terms for the Humanity of Christ. 7: 24C: 

Christ endured MýV; CL'f" rýýPC! J(insultz) for us. 36: 0-5C: Heretics 

saY tilat Christ clianEýed A -, VJV K. & Decmie vnan; 25: 64C and 36: 85c. 

Recz, cme Son of Man: 25: 64 -n7 V, 06L of the Son: 8: 28B* In V6Y e 

the first case, the humanity is, the object of external actiont in the 

lastv the Logos is acting through the humanity; in the other four casest 

the classification is in doubt, but since the principal context is the 

cluestion of the sense In which the Logos Itself as Second Person was 

changred or "made" something else by God (while still remaining Son of 

God)# these are best classified with the group where the Logos acto "as 

mantl Y which use has In camon with Chalcedon that the Hirnanity and 

Divinity are both equally natures of Christ. 

37 "But since they misrepresent the Divine oraclesp and forcibly 

misinterpret then, according to their private sense(142) it is necessary 
to give them an answer that would vindicate these passages 
and Show that they have an orthodox sense(143) and that it is the other 
Party whose sentiments are wronZ. "- This and similar passa, -L,, es are 

welcomed by Cardinal Newman and "Catholic" students generally as a 

Sig" that Athanasius, supported. the riElits of a self-subsistent Church 

theolo, -y to interpret Scripture, at any rates a Church theolo, ý not 

entirely dependent on Scripture itself9on the grounds that Scripture is# 

in its Ipsissima verbas ambiguous and In need of explanation and evenp 

In acme cases., "vindication".. Admittedlyp this talk about vindicating 

Scriptures proving its correct senses etc. is at first sight deeply 

suS, Picious. Dut is it, in its actual christological contextq really 

142) -rýv 'PIf 'OýfoV vd'uV. 
),... 'v Six ,, 

oIV. (143 0f VIV -1 v4 
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Lany more "Catliolic" than Luther's statement that anythim- that 

testifies of CLIrist is canonicalp tho,, l,,, h Judasj, Caiaphl[ý'LSF and Pilate 

say itv and tLlst &rj;, rthixjg that fails to tectifY Of Clarist is to be 

rejected. 9 thour-h Peter and Paul sey it? 
('") 

And,, In view of the 
t, 

continued use of Scriptural passv,,, esp especially from St. John's 

Gospelt the Qistle to the Hebrewsp and the traditional ChristolOWical 

testimonics of the Old Testmentp in the above portions of the "Contra 

Arianos". &S Vjell as In the est,,,. blishment, of positive tjjeoloý, T in the 

remainder of the orations and in the anti-Arian writinn-s Con. crallYv Cý 

are Athann-sius's reirlar-Irw about the correct or str, --icht scnse of 

Scripture really so much more than a call to demonstrate that Scripture 

does not contradict itsclfp which every true Protestant cxeýZete accepts 

as his duty and privilece? The quostion ist in factv rather more 

comriplicated than this# but it will have to be deferred to Part II Of 

7 thIs thesisp and meanwhile we can go on and reco,,, nise tilat the above 

Protestant unalycis is nearer the truth about Atlianacius than the 

"Catholic" one. - 

Prima facie$, the Athanaslan denunbiation of exegesis Kcct-ý. ' 76V 

VOuv' 
. 13 a more cerious matter,, but it can be disposed even more 

effectively* Protestanti-cm will have to rtcL! -i, -) out the self-imposed 

canard that it hns any interest in the "private interpretation of 

Scripture". The correct Protestant doctrine of interpretation of 

ScriPture is, in factt the same as the modern doctrine of scientific 

research at its best, The scientist'must be free alike of popular 

prejudice and authoritExian discipline.. But lie inust OubMit his mind 

to the discipline of the facts of his field of study as they are. '-, Vhat 

is rr'Oret us vie are increasinL-, ly coming to underottandl, he mu. st publioll 

his fill-din"'s tAnd subnit, them 0.. ' . as a check on hic -, ubmicsion to IUs 

discipline, to thc critical scrutiQ of his fellows of like mindt and 

Pref Epo* Jmes and Jude (1522). yoted by Karl Barthp Ch. Doz. (E*T: ) Vol. I, pt. II De 478. 
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must do so in the huMlc expectation of ouch scrutin andr If necessary# 

correction. 
045) 

of coursep there are man differences between science 

and Christian faith and religiony but this is not yet the pluce to 

Outlinc thcra. rut protestants would not Eo far wron: -, r if they accepted t) 
this doctrine of Scripturep which is probably about as far as we can 

N 
, get, Private interpretation of Scripturep AeATIA"'. -ro v ('ft 0V VO u'v- an 

Mocious violation of the truthp like faking experiments and trying to 

CMYel onets follou-scientists to CcccPt the results (Q. In factp It 

is the vcry chmge that the best Reformed theoloCyp like that of Calvin 

and Mrtht briMs with such force a, inst Roman Catholicismp and the 

whole "Catholic" tradition insofar as it follows the sme procedure; 

the charge ist not that they are too froc in applying to others what is 

after all the most essential notion of heresyp but that they were in 
\N". % fact hercticsp interDreters A4ý '"'v 

1ýfOv VOUV 0 on cm enormous scalep 

and that they had gone so far as to elevate heresy Into a sort of all- 

Pervacive anti-theologrical principle, True Protestant and Refonmed 

theolo[7 neod have nothir ig to fear from the Contra Pxianos* 

This passac, e marks a trarzition in the structure of the 

Contra Arivilos; pcrliaps a transition in the history of theolol, Zr as a 

whole, IT6 l0vv that Athanasius had made his criticism of the bases of 

Arian ti-jeolo- 
0 he was faced with the fact that much of SjcriQture Zy 

spoke crel'Aurely lan, -unEe about CI-xist. 'and was thus c., cploited by 

the Arians for their own pocition, This matter demanded the most 

ureent attentionp and in fact almost the'whole of the remainder of 

Orations, I-III in concerned vith refutJnr the Ariom exe-esis of these 

Pas sa, r, es. For all the thý(')u,, -hncsG with which the Question is treated# 

(145) It is very likely that'the sort of position here advocated does 
correspond to the practice of the ecirly CI rch. See I* Cor. 12 . LIU 

V- 10) and 14 (esp. vo 2G)* 
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A principle of Athanesian exegresis can be swmu., xiccd very the gret. 

Ci-'nVlY: they &11 refer to the 11LunLnIty ttiken by- Clirist at the 

Incarnation. To coijiplete the repudiation of Arianism on its own Cround, 

At. launasius hLd to L; ive a full account of Vae almost virL,.,: in field of the 

HUM011ity of Christ, Pnd so pave the way for the next century of thcoloý, ýy. 

One neceoct.;, ry result of this was to return once ntg, ain to the cubjcct 

matter of the De Inct)rnatione, since the Hunanity of Christ involved 

the whole cconoiiýy of the Incarnation. It be one of our tasks to 

examine the differencos between thesse týuo treatments, of the urork of 

Christp in the liellit of the'whole developmcnt of Athanasius and of 

theolo_cry In Seneral in the intcrvenin, -, period.. On the othcr handp the 

11Y of the Athanitsian line of exeCcois here taken was# on our chronolo'), 

writinL, s, by no means now, haviTig been foreshadowed in the corliest 

unti-Arian writings; 
(146) 

in factp it dates at least from LT&rcellus of 

Ane yra(147) (and the fact that he said the right thing for the wrong 

re&son was undoubtedly a grave embLrrassment to Athan,,., sius, ) But the 

treatment of this issue In the Contra Arianos is so rnich the definitive 

_, 
l., Ltncc bn. ck at U-ic ctarlier works tin treat., mont that we hardly neý. ýd to j, -, 

ro,, 1,, &Zds the handling. of the basic exegetical issue. In finep it is 

eviderit already that the Arian controversy wast on the human level, the 

efficient cause of the revival of ChristoloGy. A theoloC, y that is, like 

the e&rlicr Fathers, not sufficiently ruthless in its differentiation 

,y 
in the bet4een created reality and Gody cannot have a Christoloir 

orthodox sensct since it cbn never feel the problem properly. The 

Arians were aware enoUgrh in a sense of the essential lowlincss of 

Crebted reality as compEred with GOdo and they saw that Christ had to be 

(146) See "Do Sofitentia Dionysii"* chs. 81-12, and "De Dccretis" 13-11. t- 
(147) See Fusebius of Caesareap "Ecclesiastical Thoolo, ý,, y" 111: 2 and 3- 
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inter. orated along those lines in a way Vint did not &d; At of comipromisc, 

but their claoicep that -He vas a creaturej gave theia even less rcuson 

for a ChristoloLV. It was only when, v,, s with Atlianz3sius,, theolo-iLins 

hod ýn. cceptca t,, Ic .1 
Arian and Scriptural ,,, ulf between creatures ond Godp 

but ll-, d affirj. -ý, ed that the Second Person was on the Divine side of itp, 

that the Scriptural evidence compulsively ruised the Christolocrical 
I. P 

Cluestion as we understand its Similarly in modern times the decLy of 

ChristolOL-y has been cssociated with the prevalence of llegelif'tn and 

other liberal thcolo_f-yv which once ar,, ain assimilated God and Mttnp and 

Its rcvival in the prescnt as the basis of thcoloL, ýy itself is associated 

with the realisationp for which we have not least to thank modern 

atheism froým Feuerbach onwardsp that however far the essence of hwianity 

grows, It will still be just as creaturely as everp and will never be 

any nourer to the Deity# 

Finally, we must exEirine this transition from the standpoint 

Of Biblical theoloEy. It appccrsp at first eightv thzýt Athanasius 

has elaborated a doctrinal system with inde, ý, endent status and then 

forced refractory Scripture into that mould. But this would be an 

unfair juaLpent, as we have elready seen, In the first placep it Is 

more likely that the order of treataient of ý. the issues correspon6s to 

00111le feature of Arianismq whatever we might think of Vevi,, mans 

Su 'estion (notes on Or, 11: 18) that Athanusiua mcy be in fact Z 4"1 

anz, sering tooine Ariarn riagnum-opus in t he order in which it was written* 

Secondlyt in spite of certain tendencies in the direction of a 

rationalistic conception of tile unityp etcot of God as the standardp 

which we have. noticed above in our notes On ch- 369 in the main 

Atlianc-tsiusta treatment of thoolo,;; y in the earlicr section is t1Llorou,, 
-!, 

1L1y 

Biblic&lP and an appearance to the contrary is because Athansslus had 

to RRONCr the bases of Arian theology firstv which is in turn almost 
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certainly because Arianism is in a subtle sense not an excgctical 

hcresyp but due to a quite fundamental' error in the r. rolc--. omei-1,, ri to 

theolo, 
ý-ý7., In the third placep the rre&t length of the refutation of 

Ariun exegesis is not the obfuscatory verbosity of a man without a 

cusep but the repetition of a man building up a new topic of theolo6y, 

Athanasius's treatment here of the 11turianity of Christ differs from 

Origents by reason of its f&r j,; -reat practical and soteriolo-Acal 

interestv and from that of Irenaeus (vmd Origen too) by the ftir more 

riLorous vnd exhuustive distinction between God &nd the creature which 

had to be riade once the Arlan controversy had started, 

In the light of this, we can see thzýt the Contra Arianos is 

actually a model for all exegetical theolo, [ýY. It fills the worst gap 

in the traditional proof text method, thLt it i, [ýnores the passaces of 

Scripture which apparently contradict the doctrine that is to be proved. 

This aspect is fully and faithfully tackled by Athanasius, With 

wonderfully rewarding resultsp and it can be said, without exaEgeration 

or &nachronism, that, in the Contra Arianos, exe6etical theology Is 

really scientific, In the best modern sense. The lesson for Reformed 

theoloLýyv when it is in difficulties over the proof text methodv is not 

that It must recognise the supra-Scriptural authority of the teaching 

Churchp but rather the revcrsep that it rcLust brin a Creater thorouEhness 

and, in the best sense, disinterest# to. its exegesis. Even as ccientists 

Often make Ereat discoveries by studying apparent f&ilures in their 

experimcnts so was Athanasius led on to a most important new field by 

the study of the "discrepancies" of Scripture. If Refcrcricd theolozy is 

Inore thlDrou,, 
,, 

hly true to its own nature and callin_ and does likewise, 

it Will have a like rcwfard. 

37 L ot us now go on to consider the sections, in detail, in 
r. ont. 

which Athanasius refutes the Arian exegesis of those passages of 
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Ocripture in the latter half of the First Cration and almost the whole 

of the Second and Third. It is probable that the amount of material 

necesstiry to t. 1iis task considerably exceeded the original expectations 

Of Athannsiuse The first passage is Philipp. 2: 9-10. The Ari,,, ins took 

37-thelc\5 ý&Ikl in verse 9 as indicating rewtird for virtue; theref ores, they 
38 
ff. saidp the Lo8os is a creature! ae have alrebdy discussed how 

Athanasius treats this exeEesis with the contempt that It deserves# by 

Showing that its implicationt if anythingv is the doctrine of Pvul of 

S&MOsatap and we shall not discuss the matter further. 
048) Dut the 

Logos had 11is full glory before the Incarn&tiono and here and further 

throu,,.,,, 'jjout this section Athanasius quotes or refers to several of the 

Old Testament and other passages that had alwuys been accepted as 

testimonia to this effect: Gen. 18, Exod. 3. Dan. 7: 10P John 17: 5. 

Ps- 18*-9, ý13,. John 1: 1-3p Col., 1: 15t Ps- 64: 1., Po. 20: 7P Ifeb. 1: 6, 

Pa. 72: 17 &- 5 (LXX text), and# supremely, the whole passage# Philipp. 

2: 5-11p to indicate that the very idea that the Logos could have 
T received 1jjS glory as a reward for anythinC,, most of all during His 

Incarnate lifet is completely un-Scripturale Havingg-n=--eliminated 

the SaMosatene interprotationp Athanasius now gives the proper 
interpretation of the passage In question: (coinnencing at 33: 92R) 
"Thereforep ifp even before the world was made, the Son had tile 910-rYp 
and was Lord of glory and the IfigheStjo and descended from Heaven., and 
is ever to be worshipped., it follovir, that Ile did not have promotion 
from Ilis descent(149),, but rather Himself promoted tile thinres which 
needed promotion; and if lie descended to effect their promotionp 
tberefore 

Alle did not receive In reward the name of the Son of Godv but 
qq, . 010. rather Ile Himself has mado'ua sons of the FLtherp and deified (C ; E) 

(148) 'See above, PP. 363-370* 
(149) i. e. from His works on earth, 
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men by becoming flirzrisclf - rrzn. 
39 Therefore it was -not that Ile bcc.,, Tye ran. 1q, owl if Ile acre 

called Son and God only when Ile became man., whereas bef ore Ile became 

man God called the ancient peoPle sons and made Vloses a god to 

Pharaoh, ('! 50) it would follow that Ile was called Son and God later than 

they are. Ilow then are thingrys through Him and Ile before all? Or how 

is Ile the first-born of all creation(15i) if Ile has others before Him 

who are called sons and gods? And how is it that these other pLztakers 

do not partske of the LoZos? how in that case can anybody at 
C . 01 

all know God ts their Father? For adoption (vtoeCa(.: A. ) could not take 

Place spart from the'true Son ... (Vatt. 11: 27 quoted) .... And 

how can there be deifying apart from the Logos and before Him? 
(John 10: 35) And if all who are calle so s and godsp whether 

in earth or in he&ven., wore adopted and deifie)kLh11eRonosv and the ., on 

Ilim-Self Is the Loros., ' it is plain that all are through Him.. and Ile 

Himself before all; or rather, that Ile Himself alone is True Son (; LXj&1V0T 

ON/C e FIIDS)., and He alone is True God of True God, and Ile does not receive 

these prerozatives as a reward of virtue or is sonethingr other than 
%N I> olý thesep but Is. these ýv6rc KLj K&1ro%jdUv. For Ile is Off spring of the 

I. - 
Father's Essence, so that there is no doubt that the Logos is OL7yr-mS, 

in uccordanco with His resemblance to the Unalterable Father* 

40 Hitherto we liave met their irrational conceits by using the 

true conceptions implied in the Vord Son,. 
(152) (But to clinch 

the matter out of Scripture, Wo now quote in full Philipp. 2: 5-11 

if P being God, He bect=e mang and descending then from on high Ile is 

still sold to be exaltcdv where does His exaltation core In in His 

Capacity as God? 
(153) 

For it is plain, that since God is Highest of 

Ullp necessarily His Logos must viso-be highest(154)0 Where then 

could Ile be exalted higher, ', 7ho is in the Father and alike in all 

thinpm('55) to the Father? For thouZh the Lo-, os has descended 
L> 

(150) 82: 1v LXX, 
(151) 1", 1 . 01 

_'Tw'rdl-volc! ý3 '24nT 'IS 9'r'6'CwS Col- 1*. 15. 
N r evvo(, oAiS- that let virtually, the "BeCriff 0 52) TAIS I 

Of S01-Tip. 
(153) -Mu I cj Vý 
(154) The relevant case of in each instance. 

055) 
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in order to be exalted what need was t1hAcre for Hirti to humble 
Himself to ceek what Ile utc-tually had? And what [, r&ce did Ile receive 
.,. VhO w&s the Giver of grace? Or how did Ile rcceive that 1.1,5jne for 
worship dho is always worshipped by Ills lName .... 

41 -It is not a riddlet but, a Divine mystery. 'In the be inning ý-15G) 
was the Word, and the aord was with God, and the Nord wýs Godt. 9 

j C_ *% (157) but for our sakes (CFO rýý afterwards tthe Word becui,, ie flesh"O 
And the terin thighly exaltedt(153) does not signify that the essence ? "I 

of the Logos was exr-iltedp for He always wasq End is,, 'equal 
to God'. but the exaltation is of the manhood. Accordinglyp-this is 
nOt said before the Logos bec&me flesht so that it might be plain that 
'hILTIbledt and texaltedt are spoken of His human naturc(159)p for where 

N there is hur-nible estate (1'0, M'TrfJv0V)r there may be exaltation as wellt 
and if the 1huffibled' was written on account of Ills taking fleshp it Is 
Cle&r t14at 'hizhly exalted' is also said because of it. 

-For 
it was -Lais 

that man neededp because of the hui,,, ble estate of the flesh and of death, 
Since then the LoZosp being the Image of the Father and Irmaortal, took 
the form of a servantt and as man underwent for us death in Ills own 
flesh(160) CN 

. that thereby Ile may offer Himself (&-v-rz>v) on our behalf 
through death to the Father; therefore also as ran Ee is said to be 
because of us and for us 

(161 ) 
highly exalted,, that as by Ills death we 

all. died in Christ, so again in the same Christ we I-IdCht be hiL:, lily 
exalted# being, raised from the deod. Eind ascendinZ; unto heaven .... 
And as j-,, e ljimýselfq 10io ccinctifies allq says also that I'Lle sanctifies 
Himself to the Father for our sakcs, not that the Logos may become 
holyp but that Ile Himself may in Himself sanctify all of us 
(the scane applies to exaltation. Her .e follows the exegesis of Ps, 24: 7 
that we have already noticed albove, in Do Inc. 25. ) 

42 And so too the words tgave Ilim' are not written becvuse of the 

, 
(156) John I : I. 
(1.57) TOh, 1 *14. 

58) w7rCpu k1d"EV Philipp, 2: 9, r, (159) ", IA. D1 #1 EWI -MV 4ýý W"frIV00 

pip 

dj C 

-MV 6Cv4rr4:, V, 
C 
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Logos Himself (oL+ ace, ),, for even before lie bectunie man Ile *Was 
worship, )ed .a by the angels and the w1iole creation in virtue of 
His being proper to the Father 

(1ý62) 
. but because of us and on our 

behalf also this is written of 11iiino For as Christ died and was exalted 
as rrian(l 

63) 
9 coo as man, lie is said to receive what., as Godt lie always 

had, that such a gift of grace'might reach us too. For the LoZos w,, ýLs 
not ilnPaired on receiving a body, that He should also seek to receive 
a grace; rather did lie deify what He put onp. and more than that, 'gave' 

it graciously to the race of men., For as Ile was ever worshipped as 
being the Logos and as existing in the form of Godp likewisep being 

what Ile always wýýs even after beco, ýýing mang Ile none the less had creation 
Under-foot,, and bending their knees to Him in this NLu-aej, and confessinE, ' 
that the ', 'Y ord Is becon, ir4ýf f lesh. and undergoing death in the flesh(' 

G5) 

had not happened against the glory of His Godheadv but 'to the glory of 
God the Father% For it is the. Fatýierls glory that man, made and then 

: Lost, should be found again, and when dead should be nade alive and 
should bacorae God's texple. For -whereas the powers of heaven 

were ever worshipping the Lord, as they Lre now worshippiAg in the rwrle 

Of Jesus* this is our grace and high exaltation,, that even vilien lie 
became marl(166) avenly poacrs p the Son of God is worshippedp and the he. -L 
will not be ", tonished at seeing all of us,. who are of one body (-rOUS 

I/ 15-4 dWW ovS) with Him, introduced into their realms. And tilis would not 
have been., unless Ile who cxlsted in the form of God had taken on Himself 

(167) the foria of a servant, and had hurabled Himself yielding His body 

even unto contact with death. 

43 Behold the n. what men used to consider the foolishness Of God 

On &ccount of the Cross has beccnne more honoured than anything else. 
FOP Our resurrection is stored up in it, and no lon, -er Israel alone but 

henceforth all nations .... acknowledge the True Godq the Father of 
Christ. And the illusion of demons is come to noughtp and only Ile Who 

16 2) 
CC 163) WO 0 (6%ME oUrrrMLvC f. ý4) 

11#*7 1 %- ý, . 1-1, 
-- 

(I G4) VZ; 5-ý 'Irt Kd, 'M V 060'vý 
(165) 

-rov QWZ7, elvdýl M K/ 
, -N ne 1. 

(166) 
Y, 

4ki 
(167) Cj E4jj TO 
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is rtally G-od is worshipped in the Name of Christ, For the f act that 

the Lord, even when come in a human body and called Jesus# was worshipped 

and believed to be God's Son, ond thet through Ilim. the F&ther was knowng 

Shows .e*. that it w&s not the Logos considered as LoL. -, os but we 

ourselves w1io received this reat L; race. For because of our 

relationship to His body 
(16-35 

we have bccome ulso Godtýs templep, and in 

conzeQuence are mr-de sons of Godo so that even in us the Lord is now 

worshipped,, cind beholders reportp as the Apostle said# that God is In 

them in truth ..,, 
(John 302 &I John 3: 24). ... And this too is 

evidence of His goodness towards us., thatv while we viere exalted through 

the Highest Lord bcin,,,, - in us, and while for our sý-ke grt-ce was given 

to Him on account of the fRct that the Lord Who supplics grace became 

mang Ile,, the Saviourp on the other hand,, humbled Himself. in taking 

Our body of humiliationt, and took a scrv&nt's fornnq puttirC on that 

flesh which waý enslaved to sin. And lle'indeed has Cained nothing from 

us f Or His own improvement but rather were we improved from Him 

(John 1: 9) ... 
(And, byll, 6"p wherefore, Paul). did not imply 

tiny reward of virtuep nor projress through struc-lglep but rather the 
-t169) And what is this but 

-iltation bestow pon Us cuuSe of the ext, ed u 
the fact tha, t He Aho existed In form of Godt the Son of a noble Father# 

humblcd Himsclf and became a servant instead of us and on our behalf* 

For if the Lord had not become man# we should not have been redeemed 
from sins and raised from the deado 

44 - 49 If o. (an other admissible mcaning is. 
-that) 0... it-by 

rcason of iiis becoming man indicates . His * resurrection f rom. the dead 

51VIOUgh as man Ile is said to huve died"70), yet as, being. Life Ile was 

exalted by resurrection. Ile descended corporeally; Ile &rose 

beC&u. -, e Ile was God-Ilimself in a body,, (the Wherefore. significs) 

tile cause why, the Resurrection took place, and whyp while all other 

men have died and have remained deadv Ille alone rose in integrity 

from the dead. The cause is this that being Godp He has become 

man. POP all other men, being merely born of Adam, diedp end death- 

66 VZ71 dkv Al Trpz)T orv cytw, OL &[jj-VQ CT'V C _ae 
C_ (169) 1Tb 001-hav S, Cij, Ef V0 CVJ, U W(: r. 6; _WS. 

7 0) -rras E- rM4 6"I"J'A-1 

71 
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072) 
reigned over them; but Heq the Second Man is fraa heaven .... 
and this man is said to be from Heaven and heavenly, because the Logos 
descended from heaven; whercfore fie was not held under death, Por 
though lie humbled 11imselfl, yielding His own body to come In contact 
With death, on account of the fact that it was susceptible to deatho 
yet He was highly exalted from the earthp bec&use lie was Godfs Son In 

a body. ,0,, (Acts 2: 24)o . To manp it was not possible to succeed 
in t1lis: for death is proper to men; wherefore the LoCosp being Godv became 

N 1% 
flesh, that, being put to dcath in the flesh (V-LV-L; rU&(S 15-if Ri lie 

Might quicken all men by His own power. 
45 But since fie Himself is said to be 'exalted' and since God 

'gave? Him and the heretics think this a defect or affection of the 

essence of the Logos(173). it becomes neceesnry to explain how these 

words are used. He is said to be exalted even '- 
f rom the lower parts of 

the earth* because death is ascribed (XgýCV-f Et\ýU) even to Him. Both 
"*' 6*0ý events are said to be Hisp since the body (-M GJAcL) which Was raised 

frcra the dead and assumed to heaven was His and nobody else'so J\Erainp 

as the body was His and the Logos was not external to itt it is properly 

Said that when the body is exalted Ile Ijimself is exalted throuLh the 

body as a man(174)* ... If the Word became flesh# the resurrection 
and exaltation are necessarily ascribed to Him as to a man, that the 

death ascribed to ljimO75) may be a redemption of the sin of men and 

an abolition of death, and that the resurrection and exaltation my for 

His sake remain secure for us. ... 
(The fact that the gramitatical 

subject in each case is "God" shows that) ., it is not the Father that 

has become flesh# but His Logos Who has become manp and receives after 
the manner of man from the Father,, and is exalted by Him *--- And 

it IS lain .... that what the FAher gives.. 11a gives througgh the 
1% e*% eN/C 0'-% Son (94 -mv ifov And it is truly paradoxical and astonishin3; the 

Son Himself is said to receive*the Crace which the Son gives from the 

Pather(176) p and the Son Himself is exalted with the very exaltation 

(172) aýLTýE q, " ý, VVPW7ý - an in the well-known doctrine of Irenaeus. 
e-% -u oil (173) Z"'r P -ng. Dos -M u old, 

I'D Ole 
av -11 

C 
rU 

0 
iiý u I-vu arv oLT-Qr, ow -roS c4, r 07 A. 5 FCO'rf 4 
_6ST-oW (175) 
"5v*-? Or3 lob, 0 

I 
17G) 71; fgL and so in the remainder of the chapter. 
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which the Son bestows from the Father. For Re Who is Son of Godp the 

Same has become also Son of Man; as Logos, He gives from the Fatherp for 

all thiný---s which the Father does and gives, 1je aoes and, supplies throuL); h 
Himp and as Son of Mlan, lie Himself is saig af ter the manner of men to 

receive what proceeds from Him EýLvrcrv") 
. because His body is 

none other than His, and has the nature of being receptive of grace 
Fýp he receives, according to the exaltation of the humanity 

C"Ov the exaltation was Its deification, But the Loos 

Himself always had this, in accordance with His ovin Paternal GoGhc-&d 

and Perfection, " 

'ýVe have quoted at great length from these chaptersp since they, 

Sho%v the Athanasian position with exceptional clarity as well as being 

the first of his great exegeses* In later portions of this workv we 

shall not quote at lengthp in most cases, mentioning simply special 

points as they arise* The Arian method of exegesis has already been 

discussed and dismissed with the contempt it deservesp 8o no further 

Cortu'nent is needed, except to notice once again the apparently incurable 

1-1 Arian fixation with the idea of progress, 
ýC_ X-rIwd-Lr,, and even the 

amazingly modern notion of progress as a fully self-conscious activity 

involving struggle and conflict OKoffjP- 43'. ' IOIB), whichp 

as we have strongly suggested above# is the idea that the Arians were 

tryingr to forrr., ulate with all their talk about the Logos as an ethically 

changeable being, etc* Having dismissed all this in due fashiono 

Athanasius now turns to the proper exposition of the passage. ý. Ve have 

already made certain introductory remarks about his exegetical and 

hermeneutic-. principles(177)0 but some further observations are necessary 

here, As we have already saidr it Is not true that Athanasius forced 

Scripture into a Procrustean bed of ecclesiastical tradition or self- 

originated metaphysics* This is shown even by the first 36 chapters 

(177) POr Arianisin, see above# P, -L). 441-3. For AthanaoiUS9 see rAbovep ppe 
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of the "Contra Arianos" 1v with their great range of Scriptural 

quotations, and is shown even more effectively by the even greater 

concentration of Scriptural testimony which he adduces in this section 

itself against the Arian position. Whatevcr we may think of the Old 

Testament testimoniest the point is that this is the way thtit everybody# 

from, St* Peter in Acts onwardsp to say nothing of Christ Ilimself,, used 

the Old Tcatament, as properly referring to Christ. 
(178) 

The issue is 

nothing less than the integrity of Scriptural witness. If triere is, 

disagreement in Scripture prima faciev we cannot be satisfied* But 

there is a further principle, When the disagreements are of the type 

characteristic of the Arian controversy, statements about God have 

absolute priority over statements about creaturely reality. To put it 

a little bettert the priority belongs to otatcments in Scripture which 

reveal God, or Christ as Godv over those which simply reveal Him as man. 

In other wordsp there is a genuine revelation of God in the words of 

Scripture. The absolute primacy of Christ in revelation must NEVER be 

interpreted In such a way as to imply that the statement "Christ is God",, 

is either loZicallytautologous or mcaningrless (as distinct from 

t&ut01030us according to the basis of right theology); such a position 

would be sitting shot for the blasphernous argwiients of Arius# orp more 

to the point now, of Feuerbacho Mlarxv and Freud. If there is conflict 

between the ascription of Deity to Christ and the description of Ilia 

human lifet so much the worse for the latter. Or rather not quite; but 

it is the latter that must be unconditionally subordinated. The former 

are absolute and constitute the absolute standard; the latter must be 

interpreted in a way which is consistent with the former and which does 

not in the slightest caaprornise their absolute vulidity. And what is 

078) Acts 2: 16-321, Luke 4*. 17-19, John 5: 39 and 45- 
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more - and thin is not only something which Protestant scholarship must 

uncomprotnisinLly affirm but also the plain meaning of Athanasius - 

these testimonies are valid in themselvess according to the plain 

unvernished words as witnessing to Christ, NOT as interpreted by the 

Church according to an a priori schemap unless the hermeneutic 

principle mentioned herer which is really the irreducible minimum for 

any Christian theology at all is described In this most suspect way. 

It was this'principlep supremelyp that the Arions brokes and Communism 

and modern atheism generally are simply the ultimate development of 

Arian practice in this regard. They reZorded the aki 

the statements which showed that Christ was a creatures as ultimately 

and absolutely truep Indeed as the only sort of state-arient that could 

be true; It was the statements concerning His Deity that had to be 

explained away, For Athanasius, this was blasphomyp and he was therefore 

faced with the forrai6ýble task of expounding such statements In a wEy 

that would be absolutely consistent with the full Deity of Christ. 

This principle Is that all these passECes apply to the 

Humanity of Christo to Christ as Man (4r;. ýVprlwyrM. This is applied 

in an extreme and thorough way*. The exaltation cannot refer to the 

Deity at alit any more than the details OA the earthly life cant since 

One of the characteristics of God as such is that Ile is quite literally 

unchani, 7eable, and also that as God.. the Loý; os was absolutely lihe in all 0 to 

thinCs to the Pather. Thus there can be no distinction whatever of rank 
CIA, between the Pather and the Sons, the suprerlative 
+cslrtýr,. hiLrhestjs 

applying to both in exactly the s, 5icie way. As to whether Athamsius 

had in mind the type of subordination of the Son to the Pather implied 

in the relation of Sonship and the fact that the Fathcr is the fons et 

Or19O Of the entire Godheadv is"a matter which it would be a waste of 
time to discuss, and if Athanasius had tried to do so, it would have 
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got in his way Vjitjj a vengeancet but it is certainly true that for 

Athanasius the Son was in a position from which exaltation was 

literally and ubsolutely impossiblep and thut Ile always was, always is., 

and alWLys will be, in that position. Thus, the lan, (ýuuL: e of Philipp. 2: 9 

could not but refer to jilis humanity. 

It is necessary to analyse further, howeverv the question of 

WlIctIler this Is the only possible interpretction of this pascaSe. A 

modern Christian would say no. Ile would say., in th Ie first placep that 

the impassibility and unchangeebility of God ccnnot be interpreted in 

such & Way as to conipromise God's carrying out, as a Lenuine personal 

act to which Ile Lenuinely con-mits Himself va plan of action in timep or 

Divine suffering provided that its teleolo,,,,, ical direction is con-, pletely 

and utterly by the Divine Love, and so on. ''hus., there would be a sensep 

,, 
not inconsistent but absolutely consistent with trio Divine 61ory of the 

Lo-osr in which the sclf-kcnosis of Christ referred to "is Deity; this 

is the stand tzýkcn by all 'v'olestern tlieoloL; y,, and suprerr-cly by Karl Barth,, 

in wljo, ýj Cs wo have, said before, the original Athanasian position is now 

cOMPletely reversed. . 'CorrespondinýZly, the Exaltation of Philipp. 2: 9 ist 

in the sajqc sense, the restoration of the status quo antev with the 

addition that now the whole work of Incarnation and Atonement has been 

fulfilled in Christ; in other words, the Resurrection, considered 

pr: Lne 
ýh 

Tcinie 
. r1lY as the Resurrection of Christ Himself, e zivin-, r of the V 

that is Lbove every name, and the subsequent worship would, on this 

basis* be expressions of the fact that it is only in the whole work of 

the Inc&rnate Christ that Revelation takes place at allp and that in a 

very real sense rrien had no right to worship Christ except in the light 

Of everythiný! from Christmas to Easter Day; the wl-irship of anything else, 

even if it can go by the name of "Christ" or the "Lo6os", is the abomina- 

tiOn Of heathenism.. 
)Any 

worship of "Jehovah" or "The *Nord" in the Gld 
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Testament can only be valid on the most riE., orously typological 

interpretation, that isp that the whole Old Testament Is significant 

only as it points forward to the Incarnate Christ. The Old Testoment 

worship can be only a pre-echo of that of the New Covenant* Even if, 

as a matter of fact, and from the point of view of God# the Logos had 

His glory unchanged from all eternity, it would be true to say thatr 

from the point of view of man and on the basis of anything that man 

knows could knovit or for that matter had a right to knows tlic Logos as 

Yet had no glory, no Name that could be taken in any way by men, and no 

true worship. Before the Resurrections all these were completely hiddenv 

and in principle could only be revealed afterwards. 
(179) 

(It is true that,, to a considerable extents, At. 1, rianaGiu3 does 

accept this sort of solution, or rather, to put it more accuratel. )r, 

was unable to keep this line fron emerging. This occurs# for example, 

in the middle of ch. 42, where, although Athanasiu3 does not L; o to the 

22 be revealed in Barthian lerg,! th of saying that the Divine glory can an 

the world and exercise its power in the world in and throuZh the 

incarnate life of Christ, most decisively including the Cross, he does 

insists with Ereat emphasis, that the Incarnationg Crossp and 

Resurrectio-, j are not in any way outside'the glory of God &nd incompatible 

with it0 Z; O) ) 
Also, at the beginning of ch. 43, the emphasis is laid on 

the fulMment of the work of Christp to our salvation; and in the 

beginning of ch- 44 and in other placesv the exaltation is specifically 

referred to the Resurrection as an act of the whole Christ. But in 

the nain this is notTthe predominant note. The exaltation is referred 

to the resurrection of Christ's body as the firstfruits of the Ceneral 

(179) This is some hirVx like the position token by, for exul-I!, 01cp Calvin'. 
1 11 11 11% 

og 
;e -%. "oo, '. $ 

(i EO) ou 1< FTr 
Vle, 

OL "rll 
964 -0 'S I 

5TI-r !ý (ý_to'Tlcýo 6ý5ý "ý : 1OOA, 
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C., I ý' , ý, ý", pxaltation of humanity; that isp it is urunistakeably referred to the 

Humanity of Christ. There are at least four closely related reasons 

why the execesis which we have favoured above could not have been the 

basis of Atharlasius's argumentt quite apart frorn the obvious fact that 

f. it would have confused the issue agvinst Arianism. In the first placep 

he was too thorou3hly committed to the impassibility of the Godheadv and 

whatever else could be donep he found cozm_promise or modification on this 

Point impossible. Again, he was certainly too deeply committed to the 

traditional exe, -csis of the Old Testament, which tended to see Christ 
I 

in the Old Testament simpliciter. Whatever . we may think about this 

over-simplified exegesis., it would be almost as difficult as In the 

forMer case for Athanasius to modify his views at this stage, and the 

feat would be in any case impossible under ancient conditions for one 

who was not, in his basic interest in historyp an Irenacusp an 

ýý*AU, UuStincq or a Joachim of Flora. Thirdlyt Athanasius was too 

thorourrhly ccxi-niitted, for better or worsev to theýLoýZos asarkos. jas in 

S011111e respects the even more essential state of the Loýýos than the 

Incarnate statep and this was the very last thing to be compromised In 

the Arian controversy, It must be remembered thatp on the supposition of 

U certain Interval between the writin of the middle of c. Ar. I and the 

end Of ce Ar, Up which would have certainly been the case even though 

these were consecutive end in fact continuous worksp Athanasius was not 

yet a SuPralspserian in his view of the Incarnation, for the reason that 

he had not yet faced In all its manifold implications the exegesis of 

PPOV, 8! 22 LM. He would still have accepted, or at best imperfectly 

mOdifiedp the Infralapserianism of the "De In=rnatione". 
(181) 

This 

would have militated against his interprcting the pro-Incarnate Logos 

Sce above, pio. 105-7 and 217-18* 
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in the' light of the Incarnation, nut the fourth reason is in some ways 

the most decisive and is certainly the most ccmplext andv as it has not 

yet been discussed, we must now turn to it in greater detoil. 

The keystone of the type of exeZesis that ive have,, in tihe*mainp 

Preferred to that of Athanasiuso is that whatever be the absolute truthp 

man cayinot know and worship the true Cod except In the liCht of the 

e. ntire end completcd work of Christ. In other words, relative to man, 

lie was not God and King., Ile did not bear the Name that is above every 

Kamet He was not exaltedp before the Resurrectiont v'vhich was necess&rily 

preceded by the Cross* The point is thý-t this Is essentially a 

relative statementp relative to our faulty and even fallen point of 

View. (, The one thing that it is not, end can never be accepted as beinZ.. 

is an absolute truth, sincep as Athamsius so ri3htly cbservedv to 

acceit it &B such would be to deny the pre-existence and ultimately 

the Deity of Christ; not only the Deityv but any sort of special cosimic 

status wh&tevcr, ) Butt prima faciev and &s the author of this thesis 

believes, in truth, this statement is the plain meaninZ of Philippians 

2: Therefore, an important part of the mcaning of a major 

Scri. Pture passaLre is a relative Btaternent. ', - 14', odern philosophers, 

theologians, and exegetes feel (or should feel) that It is all right 

to accept such relative statements as lork, r as one does so with one's 

eyes open, and does not surreptitiously succumb to rolctivism In toto 

ELS a bad philosophy (and &n even zirorse thcology). The relative statOrlOnt 

must be seen as rucjjq 

what is absolute. ' If 

relative statement is 

the study of the theo'. 

analysed as such, and analysed in its relation to 

these qualifications ere observedv this sort of 

correcti, and is in fact absolutely essential to 

logy of the hunan response to God's Cr&ce4O', But if 
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there is one thing, to which the Greeks Of. AthanaSiUs's day were allerelcr 

it was a relative statement. With the exception of the Athenian Sorihist-. 9 

who 'were thorou,,,, hly despised and rejected on that accountp the whole 

GreekL tradition from start to finish was camDlctely unanimous on this 

point; ýeither a statement was r)btsolutely true or it was not vvorth 

makin; -.,. ) (This of course refers to the c,, uestion of the relri-tive truth 

Or otherwisa of statements in the forru, in which they Lre made, as 

distinct from relational statements, that is, absolute statements about 

the r-clationship between two or more thir4ýsj, which is quite a different 

issue; tl'icsc statements are just as absolutely true as absolute statements 

about thin-7s end qualities, Neverthelessy the Greek mind for sornne time 

had real difficulty In dealinj with relations. ) This Is particularly so 

'-iose refutations of the in the philoso2hy of the Platonic Socratesp w. 

HOMO mensura theory of Protagoras ond the tSophist3 Lnd relEativism in 

Goeneral are one of the standard pieces of philosophical argument in 

histOrY. The "Euthyphroll, for exsdrple, oriE-ýJnates az an attack on 

relational definition of a thin, 7 that is essentially qualitativep like 

piety, the ex&nple chosen - in other words an attacIc on the notion that 

SOMOthirif, - ouali t&tive can be definitively constituted by its relation or 

relations, which is one &spect of the relativistic confusion between 

qualities &nd relations - as well as a systeniatic analysis, the first 

in histOrY# of*the properties of relations and of their plcc-- in logic. 

A still more &pposite exvr. ple is the CorL; ivs, in which diralo,, ýue 111.3ocrates"j, 

after listenin,,. -, r to a tircde from the Sophict of that name to the effect 

that evil is mIL'htier than Lycod because of all the evil that a stror4, r 

man enn inflict on his weaker "good" fellowt deftly points out that 

what Goreivs is caying has no menninC9 on the ground that the only way 

in which evil can affect the soul is qualitative and not relationalf 

that is, if the soul is evil; otherwise, no further question can triseo 
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To go beyond the Socratic Dialogues# the Platonic Socrates of the 

Theactetus be6ins by the classical refutation of Protagoras's famous 
(182) 

dictum. Even though what we have said above is still true, that 

the Greeks werep at their bestp genuinely interested in relation and 

changy-e., they were always particularly careful to make statements of this 

kind as absolute statements, and also to relate them to sorcthing 

genuinely absolute. The fact that, in this as in other regardst 

Athanasius followed this early Platonic line is shown by his trcatment 

Of "deification" and adoption in ch. 39. He appears to accept the 

correlation that to participate in the Logos is deificatiO-no find 

adoption-to-sonship (u(o9CT(6-) has some similar relationp not defined 

more closelyp to the Son considered under thin title* The case Is more 

strai, (-, htforward in the first casep but for that very reason the second 

is the more interesting. This passaj,:, e is significant In many ways, 

but the point at the moment Is that he accepts as obvious that sonship 

cannot be purely relative, that it cannot simply be a case of the thing 

that is described as son coming to-bet or even beingg in a particular 

relation with the thing described as the father; there must be, in this 

sort of cuset something absolute that is at the basis of these relative 

sonshipsv to which these are relative. This he finds# of course, in 

the archetypical sonship, which is the sonship of the Divine Son. It 

Is true that any modern theologian would reach the same conclusion by a 

different methodo perhaps by the social theory of the Trinity and the 

necessary conditions for the Divine Love to be truly Divine. And in 

this caSev regardless of the merits or demerits of the Platonist 

philosophy in general, it is certainly correct In this case, Sonship 

is the sort of thing such that adopted or secondary sonship could have 

(182) Sect. 152-186. 
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no meaning whatever of itself# and essentially exists in cases where 

ýthe son is son absolutely amd naturally. ýT.; ut in L, -eneral the Greeks 

, were absolutists (the word is used in a lo6ical sensep &s the opposite 

ýOf relcAivist) even to a fault, occasionally to the point Of making 

difficulties for themselves in fields of theolon nere miat, would 

otherwise be relativism is necessaryn 

T, I-ius,, Athariasiuo could riot accept ary relLttive rieci-n-iriZ of the 

exaltation Ol C Clari St 

and natural meaniriý, -. 

",.. ýLbaolUtc statc, mont. 

conditicii whicla does 

of 

it 

The 

f ul: 

the typo that we have cuEgected as the obvious 

had. to bcp without any reservotion whAevcry an 

only interpretation tRat satisfies this 

1 justice to the Deity of Christ is that the 

exaltF-, tion and other similar statements about C41. -Irist apply to the 

ýppljea to EL large Humanity,, and -)oIv to the Deity at all. As the 

nlMber Of passaLes of Scripture, this me. ant that, f6r the first tinlep 

I the for decades, a theologiGn, ýhad. 'to elaborate a systematic doctri., c o. L 

hurl'arlity of C11-irist, and for this reason the Contra 1xianos mark, the 

great watershed in the history of fouýrth-century theolory. The Age Of 

the clas,, -, ical Chri,, -toloGical controversies began. It is true that# as 

we have observed, the type of exeEesis so characteristic of the "Contra 

Arianos"-can be seen at at least one place in the "De IncarnatiOnc t? 

(ch. 25p endv as we have already noted). It was alco the stock-in-trade 

of Arcellus of Ancyra, who used it to prevent the use of certain passages 

against his Cubellianizing theories; Athanasius may (or may not) have 

learnt the method from him in his youn days* it was always used by 

AthanasJus thronhout the Arian controversy vEainst the Ariansp and we 

have already shown that these other works in which this principle was 

used were in fact earlier than the Contra Arianos. But this is We 

first time that the implications of this type of exe0esis were worked 

Out in full detallp and the result was a minor theoloCical revolution, 
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The first effect of all this was to bring Athanasius back 

to the ChristoloZical and soteriolOL; ical subject matter of the "De 

Incarnatione". Aa this does not constitute the direct subject of the 

thesis, via shall not consider it in such detail. 11oNeverv we shall have 

to compLre it vdth the corresponding material in th, - e&rlier viorkp 

nOtiCin, -, unLr differencess, and noticing how such differences are 

related to the dcvelopment of the Trinitarian theology during the 

intervenin, gr l. rian controversy. 

Thc C. 'aristology is treatod very much as in the De Ince. rnationet 

with, that is, the 6eneral tendency to talk about the ppe-Incarnate 

Lord 'ItakinS a body" and the rufferinZsp etc-p bei -r "raid to bell Hisp Di, 

culminatin_o- in the expresGion in 42: JOOA: 
ýT 

Yrý 
ý4ýýVes(VOTMP CIM14-v 

C. - 11 -1 -I -ro I., 
" the event 

C- 
drthat is# OýEf GVf k--7F, 00j, I VOL Z Is, JýQLJ 

metono, micolly described took place so that we might have that grace. But 

even here it must be said that conditions are slightly differelit; 

AthanLssius does refer to the Incarnation in this wayp but his subject 

matter in this section refers far more to somethiM where there is fvr 

more reason to describe it in this way; Christ's receipt Oft' the glory 

that really already His. And Of course there is one decisive 

difference from the Christology of the I'De Incarnatione. 11 Therev t-he 

correlation was fairly strictly maint&ined between V10 corporcalitY and 

humanity of Christ -and passivity and/or instriLmontalitYp the activity 

bein, ý correlated with the Deity* Hereq we already find a chanc; eo ýThe 

emphasis on ttie exaltation of Christ's Humanityp which wars rclatively 

late in the "Do Inearnatione"(183) is now in the very centre of the 

Pictul"ev fron, t1lae outset. --) In the aetiological sections of the I)e 

(183) See above, pp, 223-4. 
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Incarnatione, exaltation was purely of the Deity, with humanity as the 

means for its revelation and operation. Herep in contrast to the 

relative lack of clarity on this point in the former workv exaltation 

(Or exaltation other th&n that vihich God will give to none other) is 

something which is essentially the property of the Deity, but in the 

Person of Christ is given to His Humanity., and through it to us mene 

S Thus the participation of the 11unanity in the glory of the Divine Lecond 

PerSOZI already rroes far beyond the former somewhat instrumentalist re- 

latiOn. As yett this is stated only in formal or general tormst but 

Aready 
via find a chanZe that aill inevitably soon involve the old 

COrrelatio, ms of t1ic activity and passion of Christ. -, oon., the lluxianity 

will be connected with the glorious activity of the Lord, vnd thus the 

doctrine of the active 11huannity of Christ will come to fruition. If the 

theolo, ý, y of t1le "De Incarnatione" can be interp reted in metiorem partem 

as a first api)roximation to the Anhypostasioof the 11*xiianityp the 

doctrine that is developing here is certainly the first approximation 

-ý7 to thc, ',,,, 'f1Vp0st&sia the Humanity is genuinely a hypostatic or 

personal Mu-manity, thoui; h the Hypostasis is entirely God; and the human 

. acts Of Christ are Eenuine hiznan actsp although their origination is 

cOMPletely Divine. Cna should not paint an exaE., zerated picture. The 

-1 
4ý' 

older theoloa is still therep and it will often be fair to say that It 

is thO Older theology at its worst. The issue in fact was not fully 

Solved till the Apollinarian controversyt after the death of Athanasiuse 

Put it is here thart we see the ber-inning of the doctrine of the active 

humanity of Christ,, under the new circimnstances necessitated by the 

Arian cOrltroversy which compelled a ncw and ri,: -ýorous distinction 

between God and cre&tures, and thus between the Deity and Humanity of 
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Christ. 

So much " for one side of what miCht be called the paradoxical 
0 84)t Christological correlation (as in Karl Barth)# as distinct from 

what might correspondingly be called the natural correlation as in the 

Do Incarnati one between Deity and majesty - activity on Vie one hand 

and Humanity and humility passivity on the other* We have found the 

beginnings of the methodological correlation between Humanity and LJ 

exaltation, V", #'hat about that between Deity and ijumiliation? The answer 

is that this correlation is never specifically made; at any rate# we do 

find it mentioneds, but after all this is an exegesis of Philip. 2: 5-11v 

and the interecstingf thing Is not that it is mentioned at all, but that 

80 little is made of it. Probably Athanasius felt that to try to MrIze 

much more of it would cast the sort of reflection on the Deity of Christ 

which was pathognomonic of Arianism. In general, the "humiliation" 

refers simply to the mere fact that tho Logos has taken a bodyv etc. # 

without any further examination of this beyond the point reached in 

the "De Incarnatione", If the Exaltation can only be correlated with 

the humanity, so much morep in a slightly different sensev must the 

humiliation. Hokyevers it is possible to interpret the rem. -Irks of the 

latter part of ch- 45 as suggestirZ something like the missing doctrine; 

they mv mean that it is a supreme act of grace that the Lordp Vý, Iho had 

these prero, -, atives and this glory from the beginning# Is prepared to 

Put Himself into a position where it can be rightly said that He 

receives themp although a more likely interpretation here as 

elsewhere is that the real act of grace is that we# or the Humanity of 

Chriatt and t hrough it we ourselvess are the real and proper 

recipients of this grace, 

Thusp there is a considerable# but by no means complete, 

chanr_c in the treatment of the relation between the DCitY and the 

(184YU See the Chrictolo3ical sections of Ch. Dogn, Vol, IV Pts. I and II 
and also]V: 1: pps, 128-154 (E. T. ) where the correlation ic 
discussed. 
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Humanity of Christ, There is a corresponding change in thew ay In 

which the various activities of Christ are described. The usual 

description in the "Do Incarnatione" is that the Logos took a bodYp 

permitted it to sufferp etc-t(185) Ilerel, howeverp vie findv mixed with 

expressions clu; Lracterictic of the e&rlier Vcrlodv another tYPe Of 

description of the Incarnationp the sort which formerly used to occur 

only under the most direct stinrulus of ScriPturep and not generally 

or spontaneously* Christp or the Second Personp is described# as 

IMriself descending (the appropriate Pcrt Of tv-Flv) (38: 89C "'Lld- 
. 

92B biss 40: 96A bisp 44: iOIC), hurnbliiz Himself and other expressions 

in Philipp. 2: 8 (we shall quote only those Instances which are not 

direct and express quotations of Philipp. 2: 8,: 41: 96C. 42 en$43*- 

IOU, 44: 104D. We omit the instance in 40: 96Ap where It. is denied 

that the Logos would hurable Himself as a means. to Ilis own further 

promotion. ), T 4rýorj kv TMS Oy becoraing . man or flesh VV6%)44 usually 

in aorist or perfect tense; after John 1: 14) (38: 890 bist and lust 

words of ch. * 39 inito bisp 40: 96AP 41: 96CP 42: iOOA bist 43*- iOiAj, 

43: 101 B 4v - 
&AoV c e"% 

orv vMW tfa IOIBv 44: 104A 

&- CP 45: 105A bist 45-- 105B - ckU7" ý ý' -(F,, ý\. P, 4 Vý 0'., T, -0 "' ). eevc 

Finally, most importan t, there is a spontaneous tendency to use 

la W age which indicates that the cufferinos of Christ were real and 

h. ypostatic; the bodys etc, is mentionedp but as the reepect in which 

the whole Christ suffered rather than the sufferer itself (42*. 1OOA*- 
Q 

ar ;? ý 0 (r-j-pr'E"v04vO P601 ('j"4, (-jvl. 
42: 100A: W'AMV 

44s. iO1C-* 45: 104C: 'ZAý xjr atýk 
.. Oýp 1<1 Incidentallym we might notice how much nore frequently the 

word 
ýCXP4-M_f 

is used to denote the Humanity, of Christ than was the 

case in the "Do Incarnatione". It is true that, in ch. 45P 

Atho-nacius explains his use of this sort of lan, "mage by falling back 

Into the older attitudes or should we cay that he justifics the new 
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theolo, gy in term. s of . the old? - but in the main it is true that this 

section of the'"Contra Arianos" is a watershed in the description of 

the liurnanity of Cbrist, The matter will be examined more fully in our 

lexicO, -raphic analysis of the whole sectionp 1: 37- 11: 18- 

The same will'apply to the titles of the Second Persoriv or 

rather to the titles Logos and Son in Particular. At the momentp a 

general examination indicates thatv in the mainp the titles are as in 

"De Incarnatione"v with Logos as the favoured title for the pre-incarnate 

Second Person, and such titles as Savicurv Lordt etcop for the Incarnate 

Christ*(186) Howeverp we can even now 

Sporadicallyp of these other titles fo: 

Vhere Logos is the normal designation; 

Person: Lord of glorý,, to] 
Co King of glory, P, 4ýcrf Xe; p -rýý Js ? qr # 

comment on the occurrence# 

r the Second Person in cases 

for the pre-incarnate Second 

y 33: 92B; Lordr 41: 97j, 101B & 

41: 97C; and even Saviour, 

43: IOIA& 

There is also a corresponding chanZe In the soteriolooy of 

Athanasiust-as expressed in this section. In many ways the soteriology, 

which is so intimately interwoven that it would be very difficult to 

separate out, is a repetition of that of the "De Incarnatione", 
087) 

but there is an all-important difference. In the former workp the 

ontological orýP aspectj, the HurranitY of Christ, Is present but is 

on the periphery. 
038) 

Here it is the very centre of the coteriolomr; 

the important thingv right from the startp about the Incarnation was 

that it resulted in the Exaltation of Christ's Humanity, and through 

(185) See above, pp. 120-229,145-47P 155-63j, 171ý-76,195-200p . 9ý. 07-2091, 
216r222. 

(186) See above, pp. 155-160.. 171-174s, 195-199p 207-209. 
(187) see abovej,, pp, 120--125,154-55j, 222-224-- - 
(188) See eLbove,, pp. 186 and 222-224. 
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it Of our Own, although there is still no detailed description of how 

Our humanity is connected with Christ's; this is still largely taken 

for granted, The nearest that Athariasius gets is the simple statement 
/01 that it happens because we are (: Z4-znvýoýPv of one body,, with Hims, or 

\ e-- ;, 4,10ý 
on account of our -[7ýbS ro aj,, t4, j., OL(.. -mu aVý VV IoLL, Actuallyp this 

does not primarily refer to the simple generic fact that He is a man, 

but rather to the constitutive unity that we are to have in Christ 

which IF, His special work; this would be the position of the I'De 

Sententia Dionysiill(l the point is that we are to partake 

i cOnztitutively of the New Humanity of Christ. But the distinction 

would not be so evident in the writings of Athanasius oving to the 

influence of Platonism,, he would tend to consider humanitYp in any 

CaGev as a Platonic form. Howevers, the point is thatp though the 

doctrine of the Iliznanity of Christ is not quite as definite as one 

Would likep it is so important for Athanasius that he maintains that/1- 

conditions, not to say d istortsp Scripture's way of describing things 

(42t 97C, 
PýM,, _Lr" K&, \t vrýp ' 'v 

-m'. f VTO V 

- that is 

') 40 Trxxt V 7m?, -OL (f&0101r1,,, r41 

.. 
the thing described thus In Scripture as Christts receiving 

Of grace really happened purely for our own benefit; &Cain# the very 

mcaning 
.. 

of the words of Scripture is ultimately our own benefit). 

Again, if the latter half of ch. 45 bears this interpretationp Ath, -. n, -sius 

not only tjjouýýht of the ýýJp the kinsman, as being the humanity or the 

body which Christ took, but Christ even in His pre-Incarnate statep Who 

Puts Himself into the position of (in a secondary way) receivinz the 

grace which it was His aim. that vie should receive. Correspondinglyt 

the Other aspects of the Atonementp as previously describedt suffer a 

relative de-ex-riphasis (although they still rcn hi , &in); t, a is particularly 

(189) See especially ch. 10p and above pp. SOLf,. Cý 
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noticeable with regard to justification, The relative reduction In 

the penal categories is mturally associated with the developing link 

between the Humicnity of Christ and exaltationp as compared with the 

former one between the Humanity and the suffering. Although the "Do 

Incarnatione" is Cross-centredt the Resurrection plays a prominent 
4 

part; the "Contra'Arianos" is wwoservedly Reourrection-ccntred. 

What is the reason for these changes? Undoubtedly the 

Arian controvcreyo both in its very nature and its details. It Mlust 

be remembored that the Arians were genuinely Interested in ývhat 

Athanasius calls the exaltation of 11im whaa they deemed to be a creature; 

certainly if our interpretation of Arianis, ', I is correct'v and the fact 

that co many of the Scriptural passages which they quoted concern not 

Only creaturely reality but the exultation thereof - in factv this 

section on Philipp. 2: 9-10 is in almost every we a type for this 

Whole question of Ari : an exegesis; the more one examines the controversy 

the more evident it becomes that the idea that the AriGns were trying 

to express was that of radicvl progressiveness in the creature. 
('90) 

In doinS so, the Arians uncovered a real interest of Scripture, however 

perverscly; ýScripture is really concerned with the progress Of humanity 

(and Cor,,,,, Unien, etc*) is in Christ - the only difference from ArianIsm. 

that the progress, though in essence complete# is not radicalp in that 

it utterly depends on the power and the presence of Christ in His Deity* 

Under these eircumstances#'Athanasius had no choice but to follow 

Scripture; the Active iiumanity and the glorious Humanity had to Come 

to the fore, and thus one half of the former correlation was broken, 

The other half of the correlation was still maintained; in other words, 

Athanasius, never cmue to the st&Ge of basing his methodoloEY on a 

(190) See. above, PP- 418-420 and 459-464. 
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correlation between the Deity and the humiliationp but there are signst 

that he was beginning to think in this waye The reasonp of course# 

is again the plain sense of Scripture. And vLbove ullp the controlling 

fact here is thatv in the very nature of things# the reason that forced 

Athanasius to a reconsideration of the Incarnation and the Atonement 

was the Arian exegesis of Scripturep and therefore Athanasius was in 

Aji-r_ect contact with Ocripture from the very start and all the timep in 

a Way that applied only occasionally in the "De Incarnatione". The 

embination of all these effects had some unfortunate consequencesp 

primarily in the relative obscuring of the other aspects of the 

AtOnementy such as in particular'Justification and the penal aspect 

generally (although it Is not entirely forgottcn), but their general 

effect is something for which we must be thankful. 

Thia Is confirmed by the other effects of the Arian 

controversy on the Trinitarian theology as such* As we have already 

Shown,, the effect of, this was to force Athanasius to thimIt of the 

Deity of Christv or His eternalp pre-Incarnate state in far closer 

correlation with God the Patherp and to undermine the correlation of 

the Logos with the cosmos which was implied in all earlicr theology. 
091) 

As lonC: as there was any residual tendency as there still was in the 

"De Incarnatione"), to consider the Incarnation just as a special case 

of the general working of the Logos in the cosmosp however unusual a 

case it might bep there was no needs in the long runs to go beyond the 

idea that the Humanity was necessary simply for certain humble operations 

that Were precluded from a completely glorious Logos; in other words# 
7- the Virtually instrumentalist doctrine of the Humanity Cr Christ* [This 

was all very well when Logosp in fuct if not in theoryt meant Logos 

of the world, But It could not work once the Son theolo5y had begun to 

(191) See above, PP- 304-6 so& 
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replace the Logos theoloSy; the tendency to use the title Son in this 

section confirms this, This title has no natural correlation with the 

cosmoep and even thouCh the title Lo, -;, os still remains the favourite 

title in this respect, it was itself progressively being interpreted 

away from its older sense, in such a way that here too the essential 

correlation was with the Father and not the world, 
-J 

Under these 

circumstances it is fair to say that even without the direct stimulus 

of Arian exegesis, Athanasius would have had to make changes. The 

Humanity of the Incarnate Christ would have had to be the er; sentlal 

and ultimate means of the LoZ-os*s operation in and with the Universe# 

at any rate with the human universe. Taken to its logical extreme# 

this produced the extreme Supra-lapsarian Incarnationism of the 

concluding chapters of "Contra Arianos" III, which Barth recognises 

as the most extreme expression of this position in theology# save only 

his own, 
(192) 

But the point of interest at the moment is that# even 

though he had not yet gone to this extremet he would have had to bring, 

the Incarnate Humanity of Christ ihto all the aepects of the Incarnationp 

including most emphatically the acts of it in all their Clory. The 

shortest way of putting it is thatI, once the distinction between Deity 

and Humanity Is made rigorouplyp the latter must in some way share in 

gl0rYP as Humanity. The true glorification of man dependst both 

conceptually and actuallyr on the proper distinction between God and 

Mant not the negation of It* 

There remain three or four sr-naller issues to mention before 

we pass to the next section. There are as yet only two references to 

the 1101Y Spirit: in 37: 89A-B. on the subject of the contrest between 

what are sons by nature (i. e. the Only-begotten Son) and those who are 

(192) See Ch. Dogm, Vol. II: pt. II pp* 108-ilO (E, T. ) 
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sons by virtue and grace (67f that isp all men who 

are "Sons of God"), the latter are compared to those who have 

received the SiArit by par I ticipation. 
(193) 

He continuesp "And of 

course since these were not sons by nature, therefore when they 

altered the Spirit was ta-ken eway#(194) and they were disinherited; 

and again on their repentance the God Who thus at the beginning gave 

them grace will receive them and give light and call them sons again. " 

,,,, 
This is essentially a conventional reference to the Spirit after the 

fashion of such early writers as 11crmaso who tended to regard the 

Spirit purely as a pleasant privileget and therefore as a reward to 
\, 

be given for worthy behaviour and 
: 
withheld otherwisee It is thus one- 

sidedly identified with grace itselfp and with its euphoric aspect at 

that* This must never be deniedv as long as it is remembered that this 

is no more than one side of one dimension of the truth* The other 

reference is again a conventional referencep 41: 97C. where the 

quotation of Ps, 38 LXX Or 89: 17-18, taken as a prophecy of the 

Resurrection, is introduced thus: 

TOW -M 
-MIC? TV - ýThis is the traditional function of 

n 095) the Spirit in inspiring, Christological testimony in the Old Testament, 
Closely related to this is the reference to sanctification in 41: 97Ay 

which we have already quoted,, where sanctification is treated in exactly 
the same way as the exaltation of Christ is treated in general in this 

section. This portion belongs rather to the next few chai)ters of the 

C- Aziancs it and the issue will be fully discussed there, 
X 

#-4%, .0 093) c, 
.. C-ro) - Irv v 77-ý (rlv CU (IS- 1: 2 LXX quoted)@ 

col 'rv -Pvc; 'j't -C, (195) ýec Appendix,, pp. 
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Another issue to be noticed now is ccrtain features In this 

section that link it closely with the Orat. dub- IV c. ArianOss It is 

. pointed out (33: 09C-D) that the Lo, -,, os vimd the Son are numerically the 

(see Crat. IV Puss-Lal, Cop, clis, 13-24) p and ill his cl-iDI'Ll-Sis 
throu,, --hout that the form of the passage in question indicates that the 

Person Incarnate was not the Firut but the Secondv which culminAes in 

45: 105A* Thia whole ic., -, uo will be discussed in full latcrp but we 

must note these references at this stv, -, e. Ole cLn observe that 

Athantiaiust,, - Ug, -e of the words "exalted" and "gave Him" in Philipp. 2: 9 

as evidence ak,, -ainst Gabellianisin is proof that his Interprctation of 

these verses as applying to the Numanity of Christ is not so riCid vs 

he Would maintain that it is. In spite of hirasclfr and in spite of 

the necessities of the ccset he c&nnot alto<Tether avoid thirOcin'", about 

these 'verses as showing something within the Godhead as well co corip-thing 

Purely within creaturely reality, or in crea-turely reality in tho sense 

that the Incarnation wase Tihis is- in one way an inevitable result of 

the Son theoloLg coming to the fore, as vie have described above# not 

Only r-ts the basis of the Intra-Trinitarian relations, properp but also 

as the archetypical basis of our own sanctificationp exaltation., and 

Christian life in general (cf* ch. 39). And in spite of what We have 

Wid above about the predispoVion of the Greeks to prefer qualities to 

relations (without altoEether noglecting relations)v Athanasius camOt 

&LvOid the fact th., A Sonship is a relution in the way that., SCLY, 9 the 

Older concept of rationalitY Vas n0tp and that tilcrefore even the 

ultimate and ukrelhetyp . ical Sonship of and in the Godhead nceded twO 

Persons for it to exist. 

Thcre is yet another matter, not connected with the TrinitYp 
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which is of sufficient interest to claim. our attention before vie 

filially leave this section. Týe bcCinning of ch. 44 runs thus: "This 

then I consider the sense (Sid-"IQW) of the passaiýe (i. e. its essential 

referonco to t. 1le 
N 

hirianity of Christ), and that a very ecclesiastical 
lowevcrp there is another vivy that one sense. 11 

MiiC, 'ht remork. on it, to say the came thing in a parallel way (that isp 

that it refers to the Resurrection) This is taken by "Catholic" 

pportin, (Y, their doctrine of ecclesiastical tradition V`leolo. -ians as su- 

which had cenuine authority even in the exeZesis of Scripture. Vie 

must repudiate this opinion,, not only because of our Protestant 

convictions., but because it manifestly fails to fit the facts of history. 

It is true that Athanasius is saying that there Is some essential 

connection between the Church and Faith., or bet*ween sound Churchmans'hip, 

and riSht belief* But the Romanist position is of course unten,, ble, 

for historical reasons, as we have said abovep in the forra presented 

by theolon-ians like Newman#(19 
6 'The Greek Orthodox form of this 

C. 1ý 
Position is more likely to be in the mind of Athanasiusv where the 

connection is mystical (althouch concerning chiefly the Episco. Pate) 

and tr-riditional rather than leg&lp organisationalt and a matter of 

codific, ntion, But a better candidate still for the meaning of 

Athanasius is this issue as treated by Karl Barth (Ch. DOZ* Vol. It 

Pt- 119 pp. 630-660 Eng. ed. ). As Is well Imownp north callod the 

first edition of Volume I of the Dogmatics "Christliche Dorpatikllp 

but in the second and definitive edition changed it to "Kirchliche 

Dogmatik". This may be partly due to some contemporary misuse of the 

title "Christian". but not entirely so; he felt that on the issue in 

O, U I estion there must be a realt positivc, and affirmative Protestant 

and Reformed doctrine. This doctriney as elaborated by nartht is that 

C, 09G) 
oce Gbove, pp. 20-22 

(197) Cf. for examplet Loss'lVt "The Mystical Theolo--y of the Eastern 
ChUrch"p ch* 9, 
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true Christium thcolo3ij and faith must not only be un individualistic 

Matter, but it must be for the Church; it must point to the Church's 

own proclLraution of and comitment to its Lord; it muct concern itself 

with these matters; vnd finally vnd most ii. -iportunt of rllj, it must be 

cLPLble of being confesgcd ecclcsi,,, ý1-stic,, -lly. The I; rcat siL; n of the tZ. - - 
essential nullity of Libcral-Protest-, aitism vics'that it neithcr (lid nor 
could cause anybody to confess it. This Is exactly what Athanasius 

says, In tho middle rection of the De Cynodis Lbout the b&nJrruJ)tcY Of 

Aricnism and also of all rAtc-iipts Lit comproi-, Ase which involved 

re, r. )udiation of Tlicaea; his enezaice concocted creeds enou6hp but they 

were never satisfied; they could never find a point of restr and their 

CO-'ID10te Lack of confessicnal stability was the cx,, ýct equivalent of the 

Llbcral thcologicnal never even makir4,7 a start. 

46 The next passaL, -e of Scripture for considcration is Ps. 45: 
52 7-8. Since this aLmin concerns the exaltation of the Ilumanity of 

C11-ristio V-11 th-e principles of controversy and exegesis tyat Athanacius 

used In the previous case arc used herep and f or the s-vmnie reason all our 

Own caZlcnts made above also apply. TImt ist tho 71,100sianic Kingship of 
ChriS st and Ilis consecration and anointinZ with the Spirit to this end 

apply Primarily (ordine operundi) to the Humanity of C, xi'-"tt and 

secondarily (primarily In order of purpose) to the anointiM of ourselves. 
Howcvcr, tQ Passeze requires some further attentiong since it is Me 
firetyppil, Systematic attempt In the theology of'Athanasius to deal 

(w't'''' 

the 1102-Y Sgirito and the detailed citations from these chapters 
will bo on tjis theme, It must be mentionod at the startv by way Of 
recapit"I"tion, that, apart from PWClY conventional referencesp the 
spirit 510ed no MOO part in tho carlier theoloW of Athanasiuse 
Now* hove"ro Athanasius had reached the staCe where scattered 
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Spontaneous references were beeinning to appear,, which v-,, e have noted 

at the cýpj)ropriatc time. 'fThese bogan tit the point wherc the correlation 

bet,. veen the Lof-: 
, os and the Father was firmly ana unmiste, kcably establishedp 

Gnd therefore the question of hLunan participation In the Loý: os was no 

lonýýcr so simple as in the old Lor. -os theolorW)* This was confirmed by 

the fLet that all the references involved this issue in some w, --, y,, 'P-nd 

usu, c', 11Y Quite directly and explicitlyo(193) Hereq likewicep the Holy 

Spirit is brouEht up almost spontaneously in the excgesis of & pasccEe 

concerning tiae Vessianic anointin3., which Is assimilated to the notion C. j 
of partakin, (ý the Spirits AthanaSIUB continues, %.., The PSUMIVA 

has spoken of us all as partakers of the Lord(199). but if Ile were ex 

nil I iilo and 
. 
one of thiTiLim originate, Ile 1, rimself would have been one of 

oole 
t Ah e pc, rta. 1-. ers ( C-1-C ovWV), Dut since lie hymned Him as the Eternal 

God Pa. 4Y-A74 .# and has declared that all thinSs partake of 

Ilil-l" 
# lie is othcr than things originatel and l1b only the Father's 

verit&blo Lo, (, -ý. -osjo Radiancet and Visdomp of 'ý, Vhom all thin 's originate 
(200ý 

partahop and cre sanctified by Him with the Spirit. And thcrefore 

Ile is here anointed, not that Ile may become God (E)C4kS' jvj-r40 )f or Ile 

was so before this; nor that Ile may become Kingp for Ile had the KinL)dora 

eternally, Cxistin f2 as Godts ImaLe .... but on our behalf is this 

written as before# 01) For accordinj to the dispensation of Israel, 

the kinCs bec,, 
-u,., ie kinSs at the time of their anointinCp and were not 

kings boforet like David (etc. ) 
, . *-but the Saviourp, on the contrary, 

beinc, C-odp and ever rulin, r In the Father's Kinc-, dom., and being Himself 
Cý '(202) clý 

the Stir, 21ior of the Holy Ghost is here said to be &nointeds, that 

as before, beingr sold as a man to be anoizitcd viith the Spirit,, 
(203) 

Ile 

Mig, ht Prepare for us men, not only resurrection and exaltation,, but 

(19,8, ) 000 51; ove, pp. 6S4-6,678-1. 

10? S *rOV 
YIAA. 

ý U x (199) 

(200) A "0' ZX 91 
V; S 

ýX-M69VJT-LIOZv-MýETEIýCl 
0T Ob 

OW-rou 
0%e, % %ý I f- 1 .n (201) 01 V Y-AA I -rV -j 65 -rokl 

20 2) 'ro -re 

ýKv 
ATqp -rV UV Ok u-rt,, r 

CP e- '0 -A XE . 0e T 203) COV " -MAJ 

7vr, 
I )? 166 96L. I. Ný ervor I lrcýlyý 
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Vac ind-aellin, -, and intirancy of the Spiri t(204). (John 17: 16-19 

quotod). 
(In 

sayinj this Ile shows that Ile is not the sanctified but 
the Sunctiýier. For Ile is not sanctified by comethin-, else,, but Ile 

IlimScIf sanctifleo Ilimrelfs that we nay be canctiflcd in the truth 
%7 

do, (ev, Ile 
1000 

47 If then for our sake Ile canctifics Himself and does this when 
Tj 

le htýs bcco, ý,, ic mans it is quite clenr that the descent of the S2irlt 

which took place on IMm in the Jordans was one which took pl,,, )ce on usp 

bccau, -, e of His beLringf our body 
(205) 

And the purpose of its takik(T, 

place was, not the imiorovcment of the Logos,. but ragai. -Li it Was for Our 4: 1 (206). sanctificationt that we might participate in His anointin-rf & 41 0 0 

Coro 3: '16) 
o For when the Lords cs? man, was washed in the Jordanp 

it was us who vicre being 'washed in Him and by Him 
(207). 

And when Ile 

0., It(208). received the Sjpiritt It was vie who were made by. Ilin rcci., Lpients 
Therefore not an David or the rcst was Ile r-nointcd with oils but in 

another way tbove all His fellows, 'with the oil of gladnesst' which Ile 
Intcrl-'rots to be the Spirit .. (Is. 61 :1. Acts 10: 33) -0*0 '6Vhcn 
then 'Uerc tacsc thin, -s spoken of Him but whcn Ile ciffle in the flc-.. Ii 

n% . 0-1 (EV K#d; ý* anp cnd the and was baptized in the Jord, Qpirit 
decce, nded upon Hirilt (John 16: 7.1G: 14., 20: 22 partly quoted) 00 
Holdho v.. a Looon and Radiance of the Father supplies to others 

(209) 
is 

now said to be nanctifiedo bec"cuse Ile liar, now bcconc manv and the body 
that'is being sanctified I's Moo From Him then we have bolun to 

receive the unction and the seal (I John 2: 20p Eph. 1: 13) 
Therefore the statcment is on account of us and on our behalf (and 
it cannot vpDly to the Lo3os as such - Pst 45: 7 -... And if as the 
Lord Iliracelf has saidv the SiDirit is His and t&kes of lliss 

(210ý 
and Ile 

204) -roi; 
-VVOEA7ALTV 6VOIKIeriv KoW oi I<F-40 A 'toL 

no 40, 

a 
U ON v -r6 7 
(206) 

OýE Ile V 4: 0wo vo 
se IS f: )-7) o- vs lvjý$w c 

c 

LCV 

I 
Z", 

ILI 

? 

", 

Vol 03), 
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sends it, it is not the Locosy insofar As He is LoZos and Wisdom, Who 

is anointed with the Spirit Qvcn. by Him but what is 

anointed in Him and by Him (W) is the flesh vssiziied by I limp so th""t 
the s6netification coming to the Lord as man 

(211 
may ewe frm Hir., 

(rIT&I ir-Y oý, J-rOV) to all men. Por not of Itself V"U), 1IC says 
does the Spirit epeak, but it is the Locos Who Lives It to the worthy 

48 e9*. (As before,, nothing in the incurnate life of Christ 

Could havc involved Hia Improvement) o, For when our Lord Jesus 
Christ ccr. -ie among us we were iraproved, in beln3- liberated froii sin,, 

/ 
but 

He is the cv,, nicj, and when Ile becEa., ae man He did not t-,, lter 
Os. 40: 8; W) 

pro M""'ýAdL LXX), Surely as,, before 11is becaainc, man 
U 

11.1el, being the Lo,,,,, os, supplied to the Saints the S'pirit 

as His own (OV ),,, so also when Ile becvne man Ile stnctlfies all by WS 
- 

the E., pirit, -nd svys to Ilia disciples., 11,1eceive ye the Iloly Chcst, t 
(Cfo T! oces and tho Seventy, Ps. 

. 
51: 11 John 15: 26, Neb. 13: 3) 

ý 

Ie Thereforef Jesus Christ o rcmainin, -41rrC-rr-rvS, is the evirie Viho 

gives'and receives, giving as God's Looosp receivincr tia wran 
(212) 

0 
It Would not be, then, theLogosp insofar as Ile is Loiý-ocj, ý. 'ho is 

but men, who have in Him end throu, '"ji 1111im thcir oriLin irrI. Proved 11 
of rcceiving them (sc. the eifts)(213) For when He is now said to be 

anointed in a human as 'Pect 
it is vie who cre anointed in 

Him; --ince n1so when Ile is baptized,, it is vie who c-, rc bcoti--cO. in Him 

a&&o (John 17: 22 quoted) .. Because of us then Ile asked for Elory,, 
and ttooix-Itp 'cave'. and thiChly exaltedt have been szaid so that tie 
mi,,; ht tLite, and it miCht be given to usp and that we mif-ýht bo exalted., 

e% IT , -Clf, tý'-_, in Him, ' E,,, - also for us ((J-TMf ujV ) He sanctifies L. Lir.. ýt Vie 
mi, rl , rht be sanctified in Him. 

lt" 

49 
s*&* (The "wherefore" as before does not involve the 

notion of rewardt but what might be paiaphrased thus: ) 'Sined Thou 

art God and King, therefore Thou wast anointed, since none but Thou 

couldcst unite men to the Holy Ghost 
(20), 'Thou 

the lma, c of the Fatherp 
7 fýc%ev 

ý 4ý 

(211) ý' p _ 11. f V'0 
4&jl 2 12 S' 

l'oe > (213) dweiv 

41- TV 
- -"% e 

214) ve w 
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in which vie were mzýde in the beginning; for Thine too is the Spirit. ' 

For the nuture of things originate could not be trusted for thin 

purpose, as both angels had transgressed Lind men disobeyed. Therefore 
there was need of God - and the Lo, -os was God - that those who had 
fallen under a curse should be set free by Ilin, Himself. If then Ile 

was, ex nihilov, lie would not have been the Christv but one uriong., all, 
&nd even Ile would be a pv. rt&kcr 

(215). 
But whereas Ile is God# beinrer, 

Soil of God, arid is eternal KinL; p and exists vs Radiance and Expression 

of the FzAherl therefore He is fitly the expected Christ (X1 I? 
-> -, \ that as throuCh Ilim we htave come to be, so also in 111m (ViýdLrrý3 

(Tr all till raen might be reaecmed from their sins, and by Him 1d. 2 

thin, e,,, s mijit be rulQd &*a*1 
50 What is thieVe to wonder cA if the Lord Who gives the 

/Spirit, is here said to be Himself anointed with the Spirit# at a 
timr-, vehon under the demands of necessity Ile did not refuse in respect 

Of His manhood 
(216) 

even to call 11iiiiself inferior to the Spirite ** 4o 
(i. e. Matt. 12: 904-28). . Dehold, the Giver of the Spirit here says 
tht-A He cast out demons in the Sljiritp 

(217) 
but this statement is made 

Only on account of the flesh. For since the nature of men was riot 

Sufficient of itself to cvýst 2, qt demonst but only by the power of the 
Spiritt therefore Eis man (C-5 lj-ý&ewmJ) 

Ile said,, 'But if I through the 

SPirit of God cast out demons. 1 Of course too He signified that the 
blusphony uZainst the lIoly Ghost t ns out to be 'g*rcater than tlirat 

agxainst His humanity (Yatt. 12:. 32,, and 
In explanation. ' Matt. 13: 55) but they who blaspheme at:, ainat 
the Holy Ghost and ascribe the works of the Lo. - 

. 
ý, os to the devil, shall 

C, have inescapable 1junisillment. The Lord spoke like thiss as mun (v W_r 
419POvIOVS )# to the Jewsp but to the discip1cs 11c shoacd His own 
Deity and inojesty'. and indicating, that Ile vias not inferior to the 

110 Lave tlrle Spirit but equal,, Spirit. (Jolui 20: 22, Jo. 1111n. 16: 13-14) 

** 
(The case Is similar with Ia. 61 : 11, showing that) .... we 

need the Lý*race of the Spirit for sanctificution, týnd .... are 

( ')I r-) le OVIRT - i. e. a participator in the Platonic sense. 
( )I / -, I ýe C (*% 

2 6) jW0 f0iriv'ev EoLu-n)v r\ 
Tr, in-V-ov S'ý ('., P It -M VVFVýAdl oleo T(Coz 

OT f44, To -ITVTý; 
CX 4aril 

I 
Ný rI 
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un, able to cbst out detaons without the Spirit's -pa, ýver. 
(Throu, 

f, rh "Nhora 
then ond frora 4hcci behoved it that the Spirit should be triveri but 

jý. 
(217) t1irouf, *111 the Son, V, 111iose 61so the Spirit And when were we 

enabled to receive Itp except when the Lo(,,, os bccr. aae mon? '. . 
(As 

with the previous passaC; ep so here) .... vie should not othvaise 

haVe ptartaken (ýE rI ý of the Si)iritp but th, -, t the Giver 

uts elsewhere) of 

11? ýSpirit, 
the Logos Himself, spoke of lfimsclf tas 

onollited with the Spirit on our behalf And therefore, lie beinýr, 

sLid to be anointed in the flesh (aýDK# ) for the flesh being first 
*7 ) e--A 

GUYIctified in Him ( Votu"Mv), rnd i1c, being said to have rcceived for 
its sttka as raun 

(218) 
, vie have the subs I equent grace of the Spiri t(219) 

rceeivine.; tout of His fulness', " 

In the firs, t place, the basic exe, -, ctical problem and its 

solution. is exactly the s, -Lr, -. e as in the previous passcllcp Und thus 

very little more needs to be said excej. )t tl.,, t oll the principles 

thzýt 'vie have outlined there also apply hcrep vnd Vac swic also aj)jAies 

to the CIIL'irtactcristics of Athanosiusts handling, of the mattcrp even 

down to the minute details. The essential point at issue is the 

doctrine of t'he Spirit proper# and even before any detailed analysis 

is mudep the most significant fact of all et. iorgen ; th. A the Spirit 

enicr-cs at thIs point In thoolo-y on a npecivl wtun festtAionp even if 
4L. A C, 

the sj)eclal manifestation par excellence, of what has alrevelly been 

diScusýsed more generally as the exvltntion of fnan in Christ*) These 

tWo elei-i-ionts are so intimately intort-wined in the extrvýcts just cited 

that it is iml)ossible to ceparate the,,, ý In citation without uqutilýAion. 

Tiiis finally confirms the hypothesis that we hrAve put forward ubovey 

tAGt the efficient cause of the revival of interest in tae Spirit 

the cueotion of how to &ccount for huiman pnrticiptition in Chrict on 

tile basis of tho nower Ucolojw of the Second Pci-son necessit, -Ited 
by 

(218) co 7m ri vA I &JE, 
(219) v 
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the AriLin contr I oversY* 
(220) 

It was only when th1s; preliminary 

revival hed tuken place thatt the onscet, in turnp of the Tropicist 

hcresy domanded a more accurate dcfinition of tile Spirit, T. acre is a 

very real sense in whichp at this stac-el, the correlations of the 

SPirit are still in fact felt to be in the hur, -, an sphere ratlier than 

in the Trinity (or binity. ). This is the whole atmosphcre of this 

and, the author of this study is sayinC this with his eyes 

Oi-)env to, for exomiple, tho isolated stritarent that, in contrast to 

His statements to the Pharicees on blasphemy against the Spiritp 

Chrisi 'ý'ovm intilate teaching Aferred to His e(luulitY to the 

Spirit (50: 116B-C); the emphasis is on the contrLst not with the 

subordination of the Spirit to the Son, but with a hypothetical 

subordination of the Son to the Spiritv which was of course rejected. 

It is the nort of formal statement which must be mudc to satisfy the 

ba m ptisr, -Lal confessiong but-does not yet control the whole trcat. ent 

Of the subJ Oct. (! n qcneralp the vs-pect of the Holy SlArit which, is 

brourrht up here, and therefore the first to co; i., c to prominence in this 

new staý,, e of theological hiotoryj is that the Spirit is something 

correspo. nding analogically to the chcirimm of tl[ie Ifebrevi Kin, -G' 

simultaneously the outward and vinible sif; n of tI leir uctual kincýship 

and the initial enabling siEn. And this kinjgship is interpreted in 

exactly the vl,,, y bs the "exaltation" in i3,, ailipp. 2: 9. Thk -t isp 

it canliot vpply to the Logos as suchv since the pasvaCc refers to a 

dYnwrlic act,, a chanj-,, e,, to put it in that vwE,, yp irivol'Vix)L? the (Anoirtiligr 

Which cannot_refcr to the Soccond Pcrson for the best of LL11 reasonsp 

th, 'A Ile har, the iý, ajcsty in full &lrc&Cy It con only refer to the 

(220) See, cibove pp, 5OG-10 mok 
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Jjijj, -i, -)jjity of Christ rý, nd,, through itv to our own humvnity and oursclves. 

In this sonse, and only in the sensc p can the man Jessus of Nazureth 

be said to h,,., ve been t-Anointed with the Spirit according to the 

Scriptures. 

Thust there is a sense in which the doctrine of the Spirit 

ILCrc is far more like what vicre called in later Eastern Orthouliox 

thcoloL; y the Uncreated Energies of God than the Third Person Of the 

Trinity. 
(221) 

Vihat is more# this cmphusis on the Sj)irit as pure gracep 

Lis beirC sub-parconal in every sense of the word Person including ita 

Trinitarian sonsep must hurve been gcncral in theoloý,, y at that tilliep 

irlsofar an Vicre was any effective theolocy of the Spiritr sincep 

for one things Athanasius spontaneously introduces the Third Person 

in coraicction with these verses of Po. 45., in which the word "Spirit" 

does not directly occur; and for unother tiiine,, lie introduces It in 

an off-hand sort of way which suggests that he is not the 

matter outp but is following, a principle that w&s &L,, rced In soi-.! e w&y 

by tillt perhaps even by the Arians. ) On the other handp one caution is 

necessary here* Although they were prepared to exploit these verses 

for the sake of their thcoloCy of the Logost there is no reý-, son to 

assume that they really deduced even a relative glory of the Holy 

Spirit relative to the Logos; we have alre&Q given reacqns for 

rejecting this conclusion. 
(222 

The Cross inconsistency involved here 

In not a point against this; in fact, it is fully consistent with the 

chciracteristics of AriLm cxe,,, csis cjs a Whole., Ls vie have seen above. 

The lEAnE, -uaLe concerning. the relation between the Spirit, *#+tl- 

(221) As cxpounded,, e. gr. by Lws, &Y "The Mystical Thcolol', Y Of the 
Eastern Mliurch", ch, ý.. For 4estern criticism., Beep eeg. Barth. 
Ch. Doz. Vol II. Pt. I pp. 331-332. (E, To) 

(222) See above, pp. 504-5. 
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0-0ý the Son is comparatively fluidp Gs the folloxing list will 

shovis -Jo p, --irtake of the Lof; os, 11-G: 105C-D (here, as Glviaysp "PL'Irtalke" 

=jkCT-6XCiVt or similcr word). All oriLin&te t4IrW_s pLrtakc of the 

I rN 
Second Pcrzon,, Ldad are sunctif ied by Him (Tr. ý%;? 'ýAUTDv 

- probably the 3a, te 

construction for ACcnt, but it my be frý')A 6ovcrnin,., r the locatioit of the 

V source, ) with VI-10 C'pirit evidently a dative of instrwncnt 

46: 103A). Lýatcrp it issuld that wc pz.., rtake of the Sppiritp 50: 117A- 

Silrlil, arlyq tie pzýrtuke (JAF-r7ý1"I V- rAor, subjo as, tI-c Puri-)Ooc Of 
iIjA 

VIC Descent of the Spirit on Christ) in His anointilz, 47: 108C- IVC 
receive frolli Iiij-11 i*eo Christ,, 47: 10ý)B tl, ic 

4 to a statement on the lines of the I; utcr Latin neareBt appro= 

Proccssion,, since what vie roccive is the Spirits, the ind-NellinL; v"Ll 

Preoence of whicla is the height of t;, ruce., 46: IOVT3. Sanctification 

takes pl&ce the Second Pcrsonv ItG: 103A.. 470.109C. The Spirit is 71ýý 
A 

the Spirit of the Logos-or-Son, 470,109P 49: 113BP 50: 117A. The Second 

Person is the ISSupplier (4G: 108A)p Giver 
Owrjf 

, 50: 117A)p Giver 
i )C bisp (appropriate part of vcrb usc'd appropriatelY - 47: 1 OD 

50: iYA). The Spirit, as the Fourth Gospel scysp does not spoak of 

itself,, but is sent by the Sont and receives whLt is the Son's (receive - 
1.0, 

oý. Y4'(Vj, wit'hout the prefixUeT-4=; does t., jis LLruin suLiýcst that the 

"'Pirit is not Platonistically subordinate to the Son? ) (whtýt is the 

fl . 0% ') eN *0 
Son's = EK-MuoLvrou) , ITIf 4, fovcrnInL-, in the L. -enitive crAse come word 

rcijres exit ill,, the Second Persong is used in cormection, with the Opiritv iý 
etc. 4G: 108Aj, 47: J09B biss, 50: i17A,, in vviAch last cxr-un,,, ý)le It is 

coupled with (F(-L + gen. (wmch is really of thc Sont ultjjouý; h as it 

stands tlic sentence is in rhetorical form); herc. 9 unfortu=Aelyp the 

diffICUlty previously mentioned LboutWI-PAO cpplies. On the other handr 

thinýrs are rcdcci,, Icd in the Loý); os the preposition latcr reserved 
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110, 
and ruled the LOLýOse to the Spirit), Irl, 11,1- 

VI Viat AtI-A)TI&S-i"s did think of This lan,, 'u&Ce c0rt'ýIinly '9"o s 

-, 
ýArit in thq_clQýoppý ponneetioli_ with the Son, end we mi!, ht at the S 

, ue. first sirht deduce that Athanusius really believed in tile Filioc 
(223) 

Unfortun-tcly, later on, in the Eoistles to Oerz-pionv Athanasiusts 

lr-n-c*U-,, f, e aLmost exactly fits ti-ie Greek Processionp 
(224) 

and the problcm 

is to reconcile the two. The truth probt. ýbly is that there in a subtle 

but quite basic difference between the two treatiacnts, heret the 

Spirit is essentially the hi, -., hest -rrace, as we have said above; at any 

rate, this is the contro of interest. In the lEpistlesy and in vll 

lLter Greek theololýy, the 1"jpirit is fundLunentally the Third Pcrson. The 

Trogici presented Athanasius with ail entirely new problem in exactly the 

swae wtiy in which the Arions revolutionised orthodox theolqýy as a whole. 

The Epistles to Ser&qjo, j are the first systematic treatment (with the 

doubtful exception of Origen and the probuble exception of Ircnaeus) of 

the Spirit ns the "Ohird Person.. As yetv the Pneumatic doctrine even of 

Athana3ius was still in the stute of F171, I)iguitY Which, as li to 

thcolo'.,, -7 a whole, was pre-Arian and pre-Nicene. 7ith the Spirit cis as 

basically the highest gracep it would be the most natural thing in the 

world for Athanuslus, to keep It (conceptually Lind doctrinally. ) in strict, 
r7 

subordination to the Son# regardless of what conclusion he might have 

reached when he ctzie to consider the Trinit, -, riun problem proper -) It is 

in turais of this back6round tll, -.. tt the phruscs in their various contexts 

r, ýcun "Spirit of the Son" should be interpretedt that isp us the 

,,, --->hiL, 1Ier, t Lrracc of the Son,, the phrase itself beintý too iv,, precisc to be 

k223) Por a presentation of this view# baned, ra., iong othcrop oil thcsC 
Passai-cs under discussiong see S, auglund's edition of the Letters 
to LO)crýý. pion on the Holy Spirits. 35-LA. 

(224) Soo bclow v pi. ), 1 J'75'- !a9, I ý). a7- Z 0, /alf7-50, Q55- `7 1. 
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.L 
intervetýýble except in the liZýht of a context. 

There are two intcrc: 3tiri,,, instances where the liew Tostcanent 

doctrinep es. L)ocially that of Paulo seenis to be inverted. In 47: i09CP 

the LoL,, os L; Jves the SlArit to the worthy, iTV eolr ; this is the 

Conventional idea of tho Spirit as a rcwcýrd for virtue, which obviously 

was exploited by the Arians in their cxcLesis of the passvLýe under 

discussion, This is a one-aided emphasis on the cuphoric aspect of the 

SPirit crid. is in direct conflict with the Pauline doctrine. ACainv it 

is the function of the Logos to join man to the Holy Spiritt 11.9: 113B- 

This Is true, and may be taken as the other side of tile coinp but the 

11 'y round; the Primary emphasis in tha Iýew TcstLment is the other vvc 

function of the Spirit in. uniting men to Christt especi&lly Els the 

condition of our faith in Him and the proclumation of Him to others. 
(225) 

These two statements in their one-sidedness vre perfectly explimble 

on the baois of the idea of the Spirit as the hig-lacst Cracc. In fLct 

the tendency to under-value the Spirit ontologicallY (byp e. g. illicit 

subordinationisra or even the deniul of His DeitY)9, and the tendency to 

over-value the Spirit axiolo,: icallY (e-[, r- the statcment in 49* 113B# or 

I t(226)) seem to go Ori,,:,, en s exegesis of BlaspherW against the Holy Spiri 

to,! ýether in some paradoxical wayp and this scems to be general in the 

theology of OrQen and his successors. 

he question of Blasphamy aominst the Holy S. -pirits in ch. 50p 

is intcrgreted in a manner quite consistent with the rest of Athanasius's 

exegetical method. The DaUnical statet'nent that blasphemy against the 

Spirit brin, (.,; s inevitable punisIxnent is treated simply cs a conventional 

and h. YPerbolic way of saying, that rnere htmit-nity is powerless to do great 

(22.5) See,, e. g. jol-ln 14: 26,15: 26-71,20: 22-23p Acts 19 2: 1-4, 
Mark 3: lip Rom. 3: 9-16,1 Cor. 12: 3. 

(22G) C0111M. In Joann. VOI- 11: 10 and De Princ. 1: 3: 5 and 7. 
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works exce-pt by the 1? ower of the . 01, piritv Lnu ., _ in bcCOMin"' Qt Christr Cj 
mt-ing had, for our sakest accepted this our hiint-nity al", with this Vr1d 

other restrictions, Athanz, ýsius does not alloa himsclf enour; h sj)w,.; 0 to 

make thc T)oints perfectly clcLvlyv but the ir! plication Is that In this 

senscq Lnd tliis alonep Christ did His works only in the poacr of the 

1101Y Ppiritp and the blaspheiny of the PhL. risees lvy in confusinL7, this 

Divine Power with the Devil. More than this we c&nnot cay now; the 

matter will be more fully discussed in the Appendicesp where vie shall 

briefly study the 11Cuicuný,, ue dixerit" (or Ad Scro. q. IV: 8-23)t a, work 

which, in spite of the almoot ov,, rwhelmiA,, criticzAl problems around it# 

is one of 

This concludes the principal exposition of the Doctrine of the 

Spirit in the "Contra Arianos" from here on, referencc_ýcont 
. 

inue to 

increase in frequencyp but all that is needed is to di, -Cuss each as It 

arises* Tnis em,,, ýhnsis on what might be called tl ic euphoric character 

lier Of the Spirit precludes perhapst, and certainly obscuresp ot. "L Lccts 

Of the doctrine of the Spirits Athar-asius, &nd this is es. peciully 

nOticeeble in ch. 50, where blasphetiiy ,: _, L; ainst tlae Holy Spirit is 

diecuosud can make even now nothing, of the pvrt pltnýycd by the Spirit 

in the Inccrnation itself; 
(227) 

this would r eally be a special case, 

or rathcr the s. )ccial orchetypical caset of tlie Spirit as the essential 

-os and i. -. an. an issue which we have Condition of the union of the Lok-, 

already mentioned Libove. 
(228) 

There is notAing about t1ic Spirit as 

relut-od to t1lia Christ 'ý, Ioho is corporeally und proximally busent between 

the Ascension and the Second Adventp or the Spirit us the cssential 

condition for the proclu'rication of this C11irist tind the mission of the 

Church. The ecclesitisticLl and sacraii, ýental sides of the doctrine of 

(227) 
10ce De Inc. 8 and 9. and above p2o 125, 

(228) See Barth, Ch. Dojn. Vol. It Pt- It P- 556 (E. T. ) 
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the 'Spirit are still far alaay - as far rqwLýy t,, s ever in Athanbsius. 

Finallyp there is nothin- &bout the Spirit vs the Jud, -e; &fter U-11 the 

Of the Old Testtwient is not oaly the sea breeze but the sirocco., 

On Vie other hand., tho elcipent of the Doctrine of the Spirit which is 

eiaVhv. sjsed so much here is most ii-o., )ortants vnd one th,: it Ive, in ParticulLro, 

must never forýýct in these sour daysp when the dictates of I Ircalisn" 

letAd the doctrine of the Spirit vwuy from this &, sl? cct in the direction 

Of its aiititheses. It is also somethin6 which we shockin[jy fail to 

Understand; after all, in the time and place of the Bibles an anointing 

with oil had thQ same function In relation to one's bodily coi,,,, fort Lind 

Workin, 3 efficiency &like as a shower or a cool change uftcr a heatwave - 

the 11cbrea'Tj-j-)a, --a1n! - this latter something only too fLdnillcx in hot 

COuntriest however Incomprehensible In a place like 1, ritain. And finally., 

it is the vspect of the Spirit that will reaiain when M else is past 

and conce The hour will care when there will be no more mission of the 

Church, when we shall see our Lord by sight and not merely by felth 

tlirQUC: h the Spirits and when the juaonent will hvve come and gone, but 

the faithful everywhere will to all eternity sh-cre the joy of JT. -, Tir,, i 'ýVhose 

kinCdo, -, j shall have no end, 

51 This concludes the major topic on the verses In question. 

52 However.. Ps- 44 or 45: 8 ruiscs onceqcýain the ethical. irsues, i. e. the 
x 

Arians used it to shov that the Logos was Athi-, naslus on the 

contr&ry rilaintainingr that the verse proves Hira go Sinco this is 

the first time that the strictly ethical meaning of thece worOz has come 

upp ; ie. muct also pay jjttcntion here. For since the nLture 
+d1S) 

of thin,,, 
I, s orig-inute is I? C'Irl and some trans, (. Tressed while 

and their behaviour (-nfLtt. T) is not steadyp Ot"crS disobeyed, .. ea . 0.1 but it ofton hapi)cno that one who Is no-, i Cood later chtir,,: es (-ýO&rec6k4) 

&nd bcco,,, ic:,, s, soi-oict1iing cloc, so thfit one who was latcly riE; hteous soon 
turns out uj-Wj. L,, jjtcouG; thcrefore there is nccd for one w1ho is unalterablep 
so that men may have the immutability (kffr4XI-rvký of the rifehteousness 
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of the LoCos as an Jma--a4nndtYPe of virtue. .. For since tlie 
(f) ý9) first mun Adtzii altered (C-701, TrV "' and throu, 

_: 
h sin death came into 

Vac world, therefore it was fittin, (,, for tile second fkdc-Lm to be Untaltcrtýble 

eaae that even the scrpents doceit mi6lit be baf'L'lc-d. ... Therefore 

ajoprol)riately the Lord, eternally by nature 
+<Ml) 

unaltcr..,, bley 

lovin, T riý; hteousncss and hatino, iniqLuityp should be anointed and 

Himself sent, that 11eq being &nd remaining the swiiie,, should, by takixlzý, 

this alliverable flesh, condemn sin in it. (Rorn. 8: In 

c la ps is brou, -, I-it into relation V. -Us ýAý,. Ptcrp the inu-nutalbility of the Loj), 

-1 Witi-I t, 11lents "classical" Putristic doctrine of the Atoncnicntp the 

.1 AtOnc'ýOljt L-s. a miL, *hty actv with rvitacr less reference to tho lecul and 

forensic vcpecte The i,, iost intercstinL; tkiing Etbout this chopter fror"i 

Our point of viewt ho, acvcr, is that it reprcseiits an vpj)roach to the 

point of vievit r1lUch closer than unything in the "De Inci-; r. iz,. ýtioncll. AnseLriaic -1 

Here, with reference to Atl-iantýsiusts treatment of JuLýtificationp we have 

show. rl that he docs not show us rigorously us Ansclni why the nuýturc of 

the act of reconcilivtioii (in the Cholcedonian sense,, ves distinct frol; l 

the actus purus of the rcconciliation) should involve God us well L"s 

(230) 
man. T1-ds deficiency is corrected lieret but with reference, not 

to the L, nd forensic &sj)cctj, us in Anselriiq but with reference to 

ti L Ll he MiCht &lid : po,. -oer of t1le reconciliation, That isp Ve very quality 

&nd nature of the acts of Christ must be fully pcrik, ýeatcd by the 

11"CliLn,,, rcability that is of God &lone; otheraise, recoliciliution 

considered na God's 1111, (. jity Act must fail. This is the Ansclinic type 

Of dOctrino applied to &ction where Ancelm c,. p, )Jicd it to pussion, which 

would be iiýjtural secinC that he stLrted from the juridical sidc of the 

matter, Doth sides arc necessary for a full doctrine of rcconcilit, tion* 

The second interestin6 point in this chaptcr is the insistence 

t4vt thc ethical constancy that is required is an "solute prerogative 

(229) acre, a misdirected cALWA 
(230) See Lbovep pp. ill-125, and 222-3- 
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of God and God vlone. This is the rationale of Vie point mrade in the 

I&st paragraph. Iferep the greater r-, ioral und ethical cense, of Datin 

and vicstcrn. thcolo-y tends to lead it u-strv. yv and the Ic ss lnterc. -;. t 

in this matter in Greek tlieolo, ýýy saves it from the ex--t:,, -,, er&tcd 

inoralim-, i wit. a which vie 4estcrners are only too Wilicr. Shat 

Athanusius Scys, or goes very close-to sayina, is the very Darthian 

doctrine that, when confronted witt both good vnd evil at onec, it is 

W-LY God that can 
consistently QcLve to the good and repudiate the 

evil; if an creature acts under the MLSion, &a Ad= Vid, Mt it 

is eiti-icr possible for him to perform thiG fc&t Of hin'scIf Or that it 

woUld do hivi any good to try,, he vill incvitubly ruin hL-axclf b.,, r 

Cn'oosin; -- evil . 
(231) 

Therefore the necers. ity for our Eedee,; icr to be s 

God slaoss up moct decisively Lt the vory point wIncre it is ct first 

siý; ht raost dubious - with the activities of CII-xist, considerod vs 

ethical deeds, the very field which everyone would "naturally" take to 

be peculi&r to cre&turely existence. This is a further develo. ýYmunt in 

Athanusius's idea of the penetration of God into humm life in a far 

deePer and more material sense than in the I'De where 

the Lo', the cilvrtictcristic notion is the presence o. L' ros in, or by the 

ins-trumentality of, the body. This is arain the effect of the Arian 

controversy, as vie have described aboveo 

52 Thus the Son is 176'ir-rcf 
and 

JV4ýA'Xoj WTOT 0, and the next chuptcr 

is an expl&nation of this, Yostlyp this chuptcr is ta re2, -Aition of 

ch- 36s. the specific point being t-hat, LS the linage of the 'PLAher,, the 

Sun Muot be unchangeublc and unulterable in exactly the s=ac way and to 

the Mu-iic extent, floweverl, there in one stLtcment that needs pr_--, rticul., _-, _r 

attentionp since it confirms the catimate thut we litive alrcLuýr 1'-L1: -'. de of 

the 1. ricai scilse of tlic word -reElrMS (120? ) 'Tot as bcinýý subjcct to 
(232) 

docs Ile love the one luWS' zand h, 
-Lving bias to one side or the other A. (2.3 lio Dogiii. Vol. 111. Pt. I pp. 26iý268 on Gen. 2: 17 etc- 
C. 0X /I I.. \ 1) % 11.1 C 1%. 'V (232) Oyv3 ý'c\ 

f/ ectý& V-- r so K-d-, -I F-'frj r 
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and hate Vic other, so es not to choose t1ac one t1xouc:, h fear of fUlli'19 

awayg and be otherwise considered v. lter&blc too; but &s being God and 
Lo,,, ýos of tile pntiler, ! 1c is a Just Judo-c tand lover of virtuet or rather /'ý 

0 it stut Cr -Acdj, liAer (121A) its dis, )enser The . icnt is rope- 
I () 11 

God is s.. id to love rijýhteousness, ,, nd to hate roblocry of 
Unrighteousnescp riot &s if havino bisis to one side, L; nd as if he were 

"-N eý el . 00 

co., x, ble of the contr&ry (CýK-tlk-) 'r. " V evda"W-V) so G's to select the 

latter 0 v70) and not choose the former (eKE(vo), for this bclcný-, 's 
to tilirkls OrIL; in-1te,, but that, ýs a judgre., He loves, and taiccs' to 

IILMO--lf t1lac ri-litcous und withdrcas from the b(ýd. 14"hcro occi-ii to be 

t1,10 distinct or distin, ýuishubla &r, [ý-w'xnts licro. Firstlyp t. '. Ic I, O,, 
-; 

os is 

ill tile sense of being unchanL; cable., ill conti: -, -: st to crczAed I, > 

vj_'Llo are in evcýry way cll, ý, nCeableq and cai,,, not be relicd upon to 

continue In the one ýL 11 A 1. ) 1ý - pa th. ! ')ut, intir. ni, tely mixed witl tl,, Li-,, tho ý-.,, ords 

Of AtI-iunL; sius &pj)ez:, r to h-ve a different and partially incumj)ýAiblc 

Si. 1-1, nificancoo Aluittedlyp the phrase transl&ted, "haviiv, - a biý, s to one 

Side or the other", is riot easy to interpret,, but not only is t1lio 

denied as , ýn attribute of the Lolo'o., but also tiic Idea of the LoL, -os 

bein. f'- suj)ject to laws ( urrUKS1 t EVO. ý 
-M IS v"' If there is, one V 

thiný, - that Vie fointier mcanin- of 'T; ýGTr4excludccsj, It I,, -, bein,, ' cubject, L> I 

effectively si. ýObjcct, to luws in this sense* TIlus it vgj? cý-rs t4at 

Atlan., 
ýj,,,. sius w&3 1-jo- &0 01-dy denyin- tl7ie porse non peccare of Au_, ustino - L, 

with the iinDlication also that V-10 being concer., icd could sin too - which 

alternative vzas rightly rejected by , 1, u--uztine - but zalso the alterriz. Aive 

which Au, ý, uatjne --lccepte. d. the non posse peccarep and the "ilatin 
-, e1 g vi 

In (233) 
. 
thut sense. For tile Lo6os to be rP -EirTPJ' in this sense could 

0111Y 1%cfer to soniothlnýý, liko the modern doctrine of p0rra',,, cnt and 

necessary jproLress,, týnd if one is to pick &ny one solution 
ti-iot could 

rclcOnclle both the above asI)ects,, tais would hvve to be tile solution, 

(233) Sect for cxvnj, )le,, jiuc-ustiric, Encheir- 3G. 
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YLIat is the reason for thcce difficUltieS'ý And vh&t can be levrnt 

frorq them? In the first plt,, ccs, there is the mcttýphysical question 

which is put vcry well by the nodern lo,, -ýical positivistso, that any 

S 'nific, ant statement ri-, ust be form. ally contradictable, Thusp, for, I 

exnin, ple,, the statei-, ient that God is good would have no meaning unless 

the o, (. ) is t; t least loiically conceivable. This 
., 

osite,, that God is evil 

is an irreducible difficulty in theology, but in this form it should not 

have ultimate material siLmificance. But the second difficulty is more 

-iccl difficulty serious. In creatures# there appears to be a psycholo. 

corresponding to the mct&physical one. Even the mere act of rejection 

Of evil Involves some sort of contact with evil. One of the thinffs 

that AthanýLisius is affirming is that God cannot have even that much 

cont[ict with evil,, and that His rejection of evil-is somethinj for 

whicil there Is no analogy in man, the nearest approach beino the 

choice riade by a Judee or an assessor between a L; ood and an evil purty 

bcfore him. The ca.. -, e is even more pointed in the light of the modern 

doctriFLe of criibl valence. by which a patholo8ically vehement rejection 

Of evil is an expression of a secret affinity to it; fithvnasiusp here as 

elceý, 11-, cre,, would have Understood Frcud perfectly. Incidentally even if 

, ressive by n sort one thirLm in terms of a being that is good and pro1r, 1 

Of scientific law. it is possible for the law to work differently or 

even be reversed in certain circumstancesp as Athantaslus himself 

Observed in connection with another such supposed lawg thLt of "proZrcss". 

(Ce Ar. 1: 17, end), A third factort even more significantp is that 

these difficulties &re at a r,, aximuni in the field of ethicst which in 

its bc., sic as,,. )ccts is one of the most difficult of all topics, These 

difficultios ore most &cute vilicn we are considcring tho ethical and 

personal Lctivities of a supreme being. This problem is fvx1ilivix enouEh 

in our day Wit1l the Idealists' discussion of whethcr thc Ablolutc is 
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personal, and vie cannot study the matter further, except to say that 

one cannot blarne either Arius or Athanusius for findinEý this subject 

hard to handle. 11oviever,, und this is the fourth pointp the Arians 

introducca gratuitously some further confusions and difficultien in 

their use of ethical theory to prove that the Lorý-os is a cref-Aure; výo 

vie have -said, this urCwncnt,, in its Arium forn., is so bcd that there 

Must have been sorlethin, - more in it th&n is obvious to the naked eyep, 

'iat Vhey tmd Ivive Eiven our reasons for tlicit the tllinL; t'L 

were trYin, ýý, to ex.. Drcos but which they could not becL,. u-je of its complete 

novclty was Vic idea of radical progress. 
(234 

The autiior hereby 

&POloLices for his apparently excessive concentrzAioia on Vicoc riiodern 

doctrj. v,. C-,, but he believes in good faith that ti-lis sort of inter, ýý. )rctution 

is th-- Only one that makes sense of the tqpporcnt difficultico týnd 

inconsistc, -,, cics vl., Iicll close cxu. iination -cvcals in chs. 51 tmd 1-, 2. 

Faccd with this situation, Athanasiust not curprioinLly,. is 

not lDcrf ectly consi stent in his - o-,, in replyp but he miust be given full 

credit for his analysis,, which is pivorl viltl. -I sucii deceptive sii-, ', ý)licityv 

Of Vle rclation between God and ethiccd catcL; oricss I-lave alrcady 

described it, and noticed how lie rejects In advance even the 

A u, -)tJnICLn doctrine,, and by the use of a halpipy analo,, y pr s . -ves the 

SuPcriOrity of God over moral categories as thoy are usually understood# 

while also preserving His truly and Divinely ethical charactor aild 

re,: )udi, -, tin,,, - tlic sort of supcriority over ethics whic. a aould i'., iake God 

virtually tx-, oral. 1ýo., God rejects evil,, but also Ile 
luttcrly 

rejects 

it cýs that it camnot play &ny part in faith or thcoloýýy. And At'llanasius 

reaffirms t'l, -1tq &s the Lo3oa is the lo,,. ago of the Father,, Ile r. ". Ur. >t have 

234) See abovep PP. 419 - 420 aW 459 - 464. 
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the sanne constancy and the relation to ethics ti-s the Fatherl, and 

that if the Arians use Ps. for Cood ificasure adds a warnir4,5: 

in this wvyv they would have to adi-, At thut other pasoLgest c. g* Ps-5: 5# 

J901h" i1: 7P 66 or 87: 2p Vlal 1: 2-31, Is. 61: 8, would also prove the Father 

to be Tir'r, 01 in the Arian sense (52: 12OB-C). 

53 The next Pussa. -le discusscd is Ileb. 1: 4, ' which need not detain 

ý4 us 1011Lý, 113cý, inning by'pointing out that the 1ndispc=:, ble- f irst st"clL; C 

in all cxc(., - sis- to understand properly the time the person and the 
J-1% 'e 
A. AA- 

issue rf rred to in the passage, Athancsius insists again that this 

Verse is about the lhuriionity of Christv and rcf era to Post-Incerr). L. Ltion 

'Even then the expression "having becoine gre&ter than the angels" 

11 . 01 (L1hE(rrw)1ff, v0ýkC, r-cj cannot offer the.,,,, i any cor,, Xortv sincep 

10 as ho'has said bef ore,, the 61ý1'9/ 4-Vv0, P patently does not refer to 

absolute becoi-aing but to a simple chan.,, -e of state of a Bein3 Who Llre, -dy 

exis, tsp this chariZe being no ri,. ore tlian a special aspect of the 

Incarr- 
. Lation; to that extent, the vorse must be interlircted &s, applyin- 

to tile Ill-UTIbnity of Christe Even so,, the &ruýin. aticDl construction and 

idi(xa If el r-TW'1 6vvotxevo'ý does not iial)ly thut the cntity 

SO described is co-ordinate with the anc, -cls, since in the LXX jr-r-'4Wj( 

without a further adverb of deLree to modify it, inGicates a difference 

in kind as well as degreep In a way which elseahere corresponds to the 

full difference between God and Man; thus, even the Humanity and'the 

Econor. W of the Lopgros partakes in some way of the uniqueness of God 

Himself. Thus, 111ob 1: 4 cannot controvert the expressions In Scripturep 

both in this vcrse's inuaediate context and elsewhcret which indicate 

the absolute Deity of the Logos. Againp "having, become a Burety" refer.,. 

to tile 11imitanity &nd EconojV, of the Inctirnation, the villole process of whiclý 

Is Our CWýI. rantec of bliss, and AVADnnsius finally warns the Ari&ns that 

the GUMC sort of langua3e is also Used in Scripture of the Pather, so 
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that they viould be bound to come to t-lie swae conclusions about Hirl too- 

These cre Lill treated in the suic way as in the two previOU3 soctionsp 

and do not revire any closer attention. 

. piritp in 5" :1 29By TAcrc is only one reforcnce to the Holy 33 Q t- 

vilaere Atham: tsiu3 is discussinz, the propriety of tIle usc of the 

descri, )tion 05vq-rvý about creatures; this hapDeno not at all in their 

own nature, but on account of their participation of the Son in the 

Spirit. (235) 
Apart from the fact that this shows that the phrase 

Tl- / ýr f-4 
I 
"'rl is becaning standLrd, this simply confirms both the 

prosent e,, tv,, rc of the tlicoloLZr of the Spirit and Athanusius's uca of the 

word 4U(31S,, 
as we have said with refere., rice to chs. 37-45. 

Incidentally, this is one of the cases where Athanasius clcurlY 

distinýc- 
, uis., Ics 6VvqTt,,? and ýFv, (ýTD-P. The former iB the normal tcrint which 

in fact corresponds to the language of the passa, 2; e concernedv and is Lin 

ap. propriate term for creaturcs; the latter is appropriate only to the Son, 

and can be extended to crcatures only in the secondary and V&rticipative 

sense. The 
ýýVvqrOg 

is introduced, by Athanasius Only to clear up a 

POosible source of confusion. In 55: 123B. IrV, avr-Woý is used,, in 
'7 .'. 

C14 

e1% 
assOciation with<A'(, JYIOT as a characteristic of God; in 60: 137Cvv7t, /, v4 
is used twicep with reference to the Pauline contrast between flesh and 

spirit, In 62: 141Ag the expres(sion 
4(TO'-'Oý4KDV-TTv'ZAý4A 

is used of 10' 

angels, etc. 

Vac only individual passa6c that renwins to be noticed is in 

530' 121C: a the lan, ýýuaC. e of Scripture their pret nce but inste d 

(236) of the true scnse swinj upon it their own heretical poison. Here 

there is no quostion of Athanbsiur. cupporting, an interpretation of 

z 

ýý 

; iýý xi SI(i I 235) 71-L -"E 3 (c) 
1f 

!9 z=- So E, V ro -tj yro, (, J, jo. J OA-V fl&lf; u 

E-3 %14'c xx4crucvol ý, C, 0 %% % e% aý 9N CpfOL4,0 23 Oýnv nv -frpop T7. iv-n Sj, -, m le 
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Scripture uccorciing to ecclesiastical tradition as ra-ainst a nutvely 

literal one; the contrast is between the true. meaninjý vnd the poison 

that belongs essentially and only to heresy, which is not only not the 

trz. dition of the CALurch but which is notin vny sense scriý)turvl ot ullt 

and which they rezid Into the words of the Bible. Ile says in so niany 

vOrdr. that they simi)ly took certain expressions? wrenched from their 

context, as the excuse for conclusions which they werc alm-idy 

detcri., iined. to find# 4r. 
M The next passage is 

. 
Ileb- 3: 2 1113cing faithful to Him that 

1- 
11 (1 69A Made hin, . 11 This is the bckýinninjýý of the Second Orationp but since all 

thc Pahcsa-, Lýes treated have been iiientioned previously in the First Oration, 

it is certain that Athanasius's statcment, in the first chaptcr,, that 

he hoped Vaat Orat. I would be enough, is 1Lýr, ýýclyrhetoricul. The 

first chapter is a retrospect and prospectp after which Athanusius 

continues the task of refuting the Arian exegesis of Scripture. 

However, the verse that is now to be considcrod'involvos the absolute 

use of 7rcollf-W about Christ, and this demands the use of greater care 

in shoviincf that the Arian exeeesis is im, )ossible. Although Athan'c. sius 

has already shown the proper interpretation of this sort of passc-ge, 

that It refers to the Incarnation., he here decides that the L,; eneral 

basic theological issues require further attention. 

2 The argimrient proceeds: "If then Ile be not Son, let Him be 
le Called a work Cfrvfjý4)# rind lot all that is said of %riorks be said of 

Him,, lior let Him and Hiia alone be called Son and Logos and Wisdaa; 

neithep lot 
*% 

. 
ýod be called Father, but only Frmer cowffg ) xid 

Creator S of thini_), s which by Him coiae to be; und lot the 1 
.0 creature be the Image and Expression (XJyNL4. V ing Willf ?) of His frm 

and let 11iia be without gencrative nature(237) so that there be neither 

400, (237) ckv-MS cdiw V KI ý$Tr-Wf 
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Lo, --, -os nor ; iicý, 'om nor In, oL: e nor Exl)rcssion of His ovin "Essence. For if 

there is riot Son, there is not ImoEe. Dut if there be not a Song how 

then do you suy th&t God is Creator, since all thin, [ýs that come to be, 

come to be throuc-h the LoL7, os and in Asdon; , whereas you say that He 

hath not Him in vnd through 4hora Ife makes all tliinEýs, Por if the 

Divine E s-, cnce ( qt-' 9S1', 'j'L be not fruitful itself . but bEirrcrip 

*- as a lil-, lit thut lightens nots, and a fountain drys, Lire tll(---y not 

&Gl1, "M'1cd to speak of His posSCsGin, frr=Angs energy? And while they 
k 1-1 deny what in by nature (ýM\ "T'ýL v0l, \ý,, ýow do they fail to blush in 

prof errin- what is by 
- 

ill (TO K'LTA, 
P04101V) 

For if Ile frames 

thiri,, 
'Y-s 

that r-ire external to Ilira and thzA bef ore are riots, in 

that they bes, and becomes their Mckers, much more will Ile be Father of 

an Offspring from, His own Essence. For if they attribute to God the 

Willirk-r about thin--n th, -:. -tt -,. re not,, why do they not recoo-nise what 

Bow it surpasses, will that Ile should by nati; ral exceeds, will in God? 

generation be FLthcr to His own Los-os 
(238) 

9 if then that which is 

firsts vlaich is according to nvture (Kakrl- 
jwý; 

vj did not exist, ... 
how could thtit which is second come to beg which is accordi4r to will? 

For trie Lo,, -os is firsts, and then the ercration .... 
for throuLli Him 

did creation corne to bep and God. 9 being its Makers, plcinly had His 

Fram-drig LoCoa not externally but proper to Himsclf ... 
If Ile has 

the power of willing (16 ýoUXr, 
6-O&I ) arid Ilis will is effective 

of and His will is enouch for the sustainirý,,, 

, 
Tect ve- and a Frtincrj, that LoLýos thiriLs ori6inate, and His Lo, (,, Os is ef 

rnu, -ýý nurcly be the Living dill of the Fathers, and 
evoo -T CT 

IVIEC6VIOL 
1(239) and True Lo(, osp in '; Vhom 

'uh 

thiný', s both consi-t and 

Lre Well Eoverned. ... Ile iii; 1ho, harm, oniscs Is prior to the harmony 

find the thiri, (ýs hcrmoniscd. And thus .... GodtS creatin6 is second 

to 11is beýýettinC. For "Con' in caincthing truly from that blessed and 

everlastiriL,, Essence and proper to Its, 
(240 ) 

but viliat are frari its (sop 

the Eoncrice's) will cor. 'ie to bc is sustained from witliout 
(241) 

und are 

(230) -r"06 ""'r-+vK6vbU "i nk - 4, rbi H,; U 4o U. In ýrT 65 
spite of llontfauconv 'lest eixm ex natura patrm,, i proorii Verbi essellp 
and Nemian-Robertsont "that 11c qhou; ý. q be by nature and bc F, Aher of 
His Uýln Word. 11 we have taken4 uw-EwJ-% to be a perfect active 

.0 infinitive of owin its criginia sense of "to generate"; Itto have 
generated natutallyll. The stative mcanim- of the perfect infinitive 
referring to the continuing result of the Lctions makes it virtuc, "lly 
c ptir-11el to the latter p&rt of the phrase. 

(239) "essential enercyll. This my mean,, "encrgy that has a icci)ar4c I/ personal existence", as if the lrOvI'lo-f was symrWmous vdthCý4j7rbca1T, 
. -1 2 Zý or refcrred to the -vTpw-rvl VL)51ýL t that lot of the Sonp but in this 

context it more likely means th,,,, t the. encrLýy actually vmq the full 
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frwiicd tl,,. rouL; h t., Lle proper Offspriný-ý- from it. 

As the &rgwrent has shown the greut absurdity of those who 

sv-Y tlizat He is riot Son of God, but a thing madc,, we raust in fine confess 

thuLt He is Son. " The rcmaindcr of the next two chapters. consists of an 

illustrated account of the ag,, bi6uity of Scrijture in this cnd othcr 

oirnill-ir rcspects, sons, for exmiplet being, occe. sionally described vs 

servants und servants honorifically described as cons, without in the 

least obscuring the difference between m. cKcrship and nonýembcrship of 

the fmily, Thus,, by anulogyo the Arians have no right to take such a 

vcrSc ns lIcb- 3: 2y rcis an excuse for their doctrine. 

5 "This being sop when persons ask whethcr the Lord is a 
creature or a thing made, it is proDer to &sk them first., whethcr Ile is 
Son and Lo, -os and ; 'j`isdom Por a thing made could never be Son and 

nor could the Son be a thing made, " Atlianasius now repeats the 

ar, ý, ýnejjt that usl by Scripture, all creation wLs through the Loýjos Lnd 

in'; iisdomp tho. creation of the Arian Locos is unaccountable, 

Furthcrp he continues* according to Eccles. 12: 14.. all things 

Made are to be judged, but this cannot opply to the Song ta Ile is the 

JudZe. Again, the 'Iftithfulness" of the LoCos refers to the inDnutability 

and reliability that has been shown above to be the unique chart-icter-istic 

Of God and God alone. 

7 At this strgeg Athanasius considers the context in greater 

detailv the reference of the passa, -e beinr, the High Priesthood of 

Christp cnd here via must excn. ine the matter ogain in greater details 

"(at 160C) Now the Apostle is not discussing thing 
,s 

before the 
Creation when 111c thua speaksp but when the "Nord bcccimc flesht 

(239) (cont. ) 'Espenc 
., 
e of the Pather and was not an exterl-lal viorkv pC,, rt 

of a*'iTNfrpoXj of God (See Do Decr. 22). 
e1 

,0 
'*+ý 4) %, 

I 'Op 
Tio 

v KAI" Zq f"'IJI 
4ve- 4 (240) 

'Ll-C IdP 6KVve)r KA, -4z( or, to %of 6*11. 
(241) Egwkv 
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7 1000, 
TT 

VC 

VOW when bect--n, c lie 'Apostle' (Ileb. 3: 1) . but ý, hen Ile put on (4 

our flcsh? And when becL; me 110 'Higla Pricst of our profession1v but whenp 
(242) Un Pody from the detidt f-Ifter OfferinZ Himself for us Ile raised 11 

a-rid as nowp Iliraself brirkýs nc&r t: aid offers to the Fathcr those who in 

P.. -roach Him,, redeeming all, 0 and for all proý)itititing God(243)* f ai th V1 
It wEs not, thent that he wished to siL,, nify tlie E-ocence (OvCnýký of the 

9ý Lo,,, -, oss, nor Ilia natural generation from, the Ptither"414. 
) but to 

1(245) SiLr, nify ilis descent to mankindq euid the IliEh Priesthood which lbecolde 

as Olle linlvy easily sec from the account given of the Law and of Avron. 

Mean, Aaron was not born a Mull priest, but a inen, and after a whiles 
C11 

when God willed it, he. bccný. Yne a hifh priest. But he did not just 

bcco! ýie it,, nor was lie knovin as such by his ordincry clothesp but lie 

Put Over them (the priestly regalia) 9. and went in them into the holy 

Pl&ccp and offcred the cacrificc for tho peoplep and in them, as it 

were, T-ediatcd betwocn. the vision of God and the sacrifices of men. It 
I 
Was thu sL-aiie with the Lord also; 'In the begirmirq; vjzAs the NVord, and the 

'ý10rd vias witli Godp and the "lord wao God,, I but when the Fathcr willed 

that r-, I- aid on behalf of all and Crace should isoms should be p, 
be given to all then truly the Logos took earthly flesh, vs Aaron his 

robe .... 
8 Here, it is inade clear that the word "bectAmelt rcf era to 

Christ bccomlnt,, ý High priest vAthout prejudice to 'Lllis DeitYP as Atiron 

did without prejudice to his previOUS hUm. -nitYo and the entire context 

of the verse is quotedv JIeb. 2: 14 - 3: 21, which confir, "s tile Ath, 3, naf3J&n 

excgosis vnd shows the Arian interpretation to be nonsense. 

The reniainder of thin section is a final disCussiOll Of the 

exe, Losla of t1lis passage in terras of tiie cconomy of salvatiolly IC690-ci'lly 

Of tLic. Priestliood of Cl-Wist. -,. Iae word 'faitliful' refers esseritiallY not 

242 (re'-V- -rD%v AAAJ V 

(243) ump -tMv-uv )OvAoI46 tp 1. OT TV v erzov. (244) Tvlv E I( -mu 0K IV. 6&vvlal V ýs 
r% 245) v fA., -rrv ug ot v -rE) v odov 
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to uk, thing ethical,, but to the Cosolute efficacy and reliability and 

durability of the priestly work of Christ# in contrast to the provisional 

Lr-d unsaticfLctory churactcr'even. of thcý. Aaronic priesthood und its 

SE)crificcs., uuýd finally there is a brief sinwary of the Atonerrent in 

the L; oacral-pattcrn. 

There &re three points here that require sý)cci&l discussiong 

Whicla 'ac shv. 11 do in revcrse ordciý The line of exe-esis is less 

PlLuoiblc here than with the other verses of Scripture already tre&tcdt 

and tl-ýc basic cxe,. -ct1ca1 method of Athariasius is p&lpLbly under F-n 

increccca strain; not that thc Arians z)rc Einy more in the rijýht tli,,., n 

UsUole This is still so in spite of the contcxtp which is Athan--sius's 

strOil,, 'o3t Lr-ument, Ho., ioverp one feels that in sorrie wayr, it would have 

U-rv V 3. been r, 1c)re pl&usible to interpret the (17, r) TM I 164-N&I ds bei a oose 

U20 of lan4ýut-t. fe,, vihich is the line thýit Atf', Lnasius bc, -.,, -an by &do! )tinct 

in c. 11-s'- 3 find 4.9 but ahich W&3 later subordinated to his more 

characterictic line that the "makin,, -,! -11 refers to the hizn&nity of C. arist, 

and especially the Priesthood. 
(246) 

An alterintive, to thist and in f, -, ct 

the exý. )lancition villich the Churc. ap at any rate in the Výestj* has Lr,, encrally 

adO. Ptedp and the explanation which one feels corres more ric-turally anywayp 

is that the -M6ýý6v GY K-Mý refers"to some form of what later bectz., ie the 

Doctrine of the Active and Pussive Obedience of Christ. Of course, if 

tile sct'Mdalous 17011Tý-Vrl be taken at full value, the obedience would 

have to be essentially the human Obedience of tho IncLrnate C11-1rists, or 

the obedience of Christ ; Yould have to. be, in an CCILlivulently close and 

intimate rclatioll,, hiV to the Inc&rnation and to His ffiurm. nity. Thusp 

(246) The question of "inakin, " war fu-11Y discussed previously in gencralf 
In C*A. 1: 23-25. See above# Pp. 678--ioS. 
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either one could say t1lat the &cts vmd. pý. ssions of obedience werej, 

enhypostaticUly, "an actst or that they were kenotic acts of the 

Logost concerning w. 11-lich t1he USC Of the offending participle bcinrr used 

figuratively ýýc Aolize the fact that the kenosis consisted in Vile 

Incarnation, 'v'v'hy did Atharifýsius reject these solutionst The first 

and most obvious reason is th, <;. t he mis in a rToove from which he could 

not escape, at this otago; he mas alreudy cormAtted to this sort of, 

exegesist &nd he could not brcvk away at this point. Polemicallyp he 

wEIS in the position where Gny ch&nCe in cxeCetiml principle would huve 

SPOilt the effect which he meant to convey - and which he ccrtt4nly 

me&"t to be mqulative. Bcsides,, q &nd this is where vie r,, iu--t syrripathise 

. Iood rcc-con, that the p" Vith 1--thmiasiucs, lie felt, with -Ssaý, 'Cs of 

Scripture used by the Arians went to3ether, as a MAtor of plain fact# 

&nd tj,, -, t the, rigorous application of the sume principle in all et-Ises was 

no more than what was im]perntively dcmancled by the truth., Tlie socond 

reason, vihich is even more importLntf is thbt Athanvslusp us we havc 

already secn,, &JwLýys uncorqprorijiýoijZýly oppo--ed any kenotic theory of the 

Incarnction; (247) 
-, uch a theory would be indistiný, uishcble from the 

idea of a Lo-os that vi&s, OV1MCYeD'p p if not I Thirdly there 

is the virtual truim that, for better or for worse# Greek thcoloý, y and 

culture iwas Livieys less intensely conscious of ethical cote-orics, than 

Latin tl-, colo,,: y and culture# with its Western successors# and the 

confusioras and disastrous conclusions which &rose from the priens? use 

or abuse of et. ýIiccl cate5ories did not help Atacmasius --t GM- Is we 

have. seen, he is at his strongest on this matter when he is criticisingf 

(247) Cf. the "Extra Calvinistien. " De Inc. Ap vnd see above 
PD. 1V - 151. 
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ethicst in circizistanccs wherc it ou,.,,, tlt to be criticiscd. But he would 

have been (ýuitc incapable of scyint,, for instancet what Barth saidt 

tliat the lovin, obodiencc of -the Son to the Fathcr is a constitutive 

f! ActOr of the Godheý,. d Itself. This viould be confirmed by the fz-ýct 

that in his Trinitcrian theolo_ýy proper, a key role is still plvycd 

1-0 by t1lic conceQts and metaphors of the X6? 0-1 K i, e, of the 
C% /-0,1-, (248) 

Father as VTVS' Y)9, and o6*4 gSraL(of the Fathcr as Wf). V6, 
.f 

These all tended to postulate the relationship betwcen the Second and 

First Persons in terms of a quasi-physical or natural duplicUtion rather 

than the filial terms of the Fourth Gospel. The "Soil" tncolo., ý litis not 

90n, -A f,, l. r cnou, -, 11i yet to take a position of (3ominancee Firiallyp if 

AthariLýsius was not yet read_y to adr. rUt filial lovine, obedience into the 

GOdhcadt he vivo equally unprepcarcd to link vith the 11unianity the mcc-sure 

Of &ctivity In obedience necessarily associý, ted with the word-rid- loe 

TIUM I correl,,,, tion of the I anity with 1. i, tinct froa Lýction The OlL )assion as ds 

is visibly brcakinL: do, an, and is broken down to the extent of UýIzn. itting a 

Sort of -, -o of tLie active putod active obedience whicli is the fons ct ori, 

huMlanity of the Christi&n, 
(249) 

But it is still vowerfuls particulvrly 

with re, -, ard to this sort of Passageo az distinct from whut rALht be 

called tkie passu. 6. *es of the T., 'essianic KinL,. -hip, where the correlation 

CUrMot be r: iuintained. This is shovin in these c1daptcrs by litliallasius's 

Use of the cai,, ý? urison between the lhuiiunity of Christ and the offlciU 

rciýulia of Aaron t1lie High 1-, riest. Yet even this re; )rcscnts (A distinct 

chunj, c ca: iý)arcd with the earlier theolo, ýyp and it is to this that we novi 

turn. 

(248) See abovct pp. 6; +31,6471,7OS'-14t. 
(249) 23ce I, -. rth,, Ch, DoTn, Vol. IV. Pt- 1 177 (E. T. ) 
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On the issue of the High Priesthood of Christ, the doctrine 

of ftthtýn, -, sius wce very simple; it vivs soi-, ricthing that bclon,,:,, cd to the 

inca, rnzate life of Christ, The HumanitY of Christ has the sme relation 

to His Deity as Avron's obli, -, -zAtory priestly reunlia to his oricrirical zarld Lý L, 

continuin,,. Y, humanity. In further consideration of this riuitterj, vie cliull 

have to consider critic&lly' Ne-i,. rmanls note (T'otes on C. Ar. 11: 8). His 

nOtCS arc in goncral of great vziluct but this is one of the ccascl, in 

which he riust be criticiseed: "The Arluns considcrcd thfýt our Lordta 
I 4ý 

I Priestlaood prcce0cd Hic Inc&rmitiong Lind bclonged to His Divine .1 Aurc, 

and was in consequcnce the token of an inferior divinity., ' The notice 

Of it t1aerefore in'this text did but confirm them in their interpretation 

Of the words Irtuide',, etc, For the Arianst vid. Epi. PhL_niu3q 11ccro LXIX: 37- 

Eusebius (Ct,. cs. ) too hand distinctly docl&redp Ik'.,. ui videbaturp cr&t vL; nus 

Dei; gui occultabatur stacerd. os Deit Adv. Sebell. 1: P-0. XXIV 1048B, 
Vid. 

C11-co Dcm, E'v, 1: 10: P. G. I XXII 89A tand IV: 16: 324C und V: 3, P&ss. 

and &I, -. o C. 1'are. I: P. G. XXIV 725 - 729 1.,. nd Eccl. Theol. 1: 8 e. 13 

20: 11-13 ..... 
(The contention is supported by cuot&tions fran Cyril 

Of Jerus,, lejj,,,, Ambrose, Clement of AlcxL-ndria, and Philot und o, 3. )osed by 

NestoriUS9 ? -Cyril of Alextaidria, Aug-astine., Fulgentius) The 

Cut! 'Olic doctrine is, thut the Divine ý. ýord is Priest in and v, ccor(1AT)! 7 to 

11iG o* . 11 Yevvmqvn is perfectly correct, if we mc. kc one 

additional ýiuclificzAionq in his description of the correct doctrine of 

the Priesthood of Christi, on which all the main brencll-ies, of the ChristiEm 

Fait'Ll &L,,, recp but the formcr half of the stttement inclic., Acs the tendency 

Of Mý-wMian to jud, ýYc the Arian controvr--, z-ry with the later Christolo, (-ictil 

heresies in mind, and not to cppreciate the differciice bct%icen the t*LIcoloCff 

before i, nd &ftcr 362 or so. A closer rc&ding cC the cited suggeets 

that Fpiphanius was not revlly discussing, at all any Arim doctrine of the 

Priesthood of Clýxist; he simply evid that the Arlans did riot do ar4rthing 

at all with the verses of Scripture in question except to deduce that the 

Logos was a crenture. It is Fpiphanius who then deduces the correct 
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doctrine from thom; in fact, this section In un cxact niurnary of these 

eleven chapters of Atharkc: sius. 1,, s far cs Euse-bius of CaesF., rea Is 

.'ia! 
CoAcerned ITowian's facts ere correcto but the interpretation or 

insinuation bzýs--d on thei-ii is not. An of the context of all 

. E;, -, 01' f]USCbius cited indicL.,. tcs th&t they vll h, -, ve ce-in anti- 
the 

jj, 
-S3Z,, 

7 

Sabelli,, 
_)n context, and that they tire 911 exe_eticLlly Justifiable 

con-ui'ýcnts on either Gal. 3: 20, or (or should we say both. -, nd) 

the rcfciýcnces to the Melchizedek Priesthood of Christ in P09 19WOM601- 

liu: 4 IS and its citations in Hebrews, A typiczýl runs (Dei: i. IM 
'- ý? ý'? ý ?\ '-N -I _1. V 11 " IN ovo Ouv 46-r-6 I (> -7 WV Ev. I: I c): iýql' ) .. TI -7wv -iiw-rm 

. 0p ' '7 r\ 
I 

-ITPO "e K. A. 1 . 1, tpevS Trf_s-YW 
6K -_ 

IV I 

t_1 V KAI &ýAýv 

. 00, 

There -r- tý--jo tjji4p-ý, -ht be said about "11USebirin doctrine. the A that miil 

The firý,, t is tý,,,; t fie tryinEp hoaever unsatisfactorilyp to (10 justice 

to the Qupral-10scrianisia of the Bible, which Athantisius in flact had to 

brin- -L). -cj, at the end of tlis Cration. The second is th,, A it Is Simply 

another, ond pcrh, -. Os more 'Riblicalt , wvy of expressinj the vcrY c0rrclL; tiOn 

Of the Deity with, action. and t1ie Huriianity wit1h ptýssion whicil-I va)G the 

te"Ide-acy of Ath, 5n-ssius himself in the "De Incorn,! itione"t a trend which 

was not bcL-,, 'un to be reversed tilL on-our chronolo, -, yp after the de, ath 

Of EEuscbius, To look at the matter generally,, Priersthood Is, e,, zsentially 

Ln &ctive functionp which can o. rily be doubted on the bosis of a misuse 

Of the cLýsa of Christ, where the Priest and the Victim care 

persont-411y one* Thereforep it could not pose any greuter problcmsp If 

it were escribed in any way to the Deityp than the doctrine of C. 'arist 

GG the 77cCtI, --, -tor (loes generally. '1his is not to deny that -Lie enrlier 

taeoloý,, y had left itself open on t1iis sort of point. T3ut it Is an error 

to riictintnin that Eusebius fell into the trnps any furthcr than Dny of his 

Th 
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ort, liodox colle'ýpues. By his te-ndcncy to accept him c,, s zin Arianp ! ýcvj=&n 

bnU' otliers follovdnr, him fatallY Obscure the dicstinction bot-.,., ecn the 

c0i"mion. )lLiccnossj, riAsdirceted cner,, -, y,, etc. (for t-ir-iment's suke) of 

Eussebias of C, -, escxeu, and Cie of Al-ius partlculurly,, and &lso 

his followers. In t1liat w&y thcy hLve contributed to the Church's 

failure to take the full rticacsure of Arlunism, with all its disiastrous 

COnse m1le --aces, 

From one point of view, Athanasius's doctrine as enuTicitited 

herey tact the llwrianity of Christ is un-. 10, -, ous to thc ! "ricstlY 

verAments of is in one sense a continu-tion of his e.,,, rlic-r point 

Of vic'a,, but in f-Mother sense it sho-ý., s a conGidorable, advance. In one 

-Iriesthoodp W&YO. t1l)c rec-, "alia be regarded as the instrumcnt of the I 

, Dens&ble cl, (,, n of %', "a, -, t the Lo,, -: os W, '-s but in Lnothcr ccnse it is the indis. 

or bcctýjnc, In other wordsp it rci,, resents fi-x more & 44'htAu thurl V, llowo 

We ý, avc the concept of a new action of the Lo. c. os which is essentially 

related to Ilis Y-jjuý-. ajjity ttl., t Ie toc)jc, vnd it is no loný,, cr a cýsc of the 

LoZoc uoinrý- the llivranity to repay u debt or to rcvevl ju, -:, t What lie 
Lý 

already wacc-, The Priesthood is an Lctive fu"-ction# and &s such is 

Prilll-, Lrily associated witla the Deity of Christ,, but here, once v., -ain', 

In a rath-or different vjý, y this timep do we find ractivity bcing 

illcreaoiný; ly associated in u secondary zivq., with tUe llununity of Christ* 

Athanb. sius here radvances not oiLly on Eusebius of Caer, &rcap but also de 

fUcto on his Oan previous point of vieat in treatiný-,, the lliz, -ILnity of 

C111rist Vs the priestly vestments instez; d of concontr. -Aing Lttention on 

the HIMManity of Christ as the Victim. 

The final question is that, of the relction betocen Cod's 

"fruitfulness" as the Fathcr of the Son, and His creutive ccpscity. 

In a rensep Lthawsius is inverting Arian, and pre-Aritai, tl-ieolo, (-_v and 
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using this very principle against the Irians, 
,; 
e 11uAvc already is ecn 

how one of the most dan, ýý, erous features of the t1ncolog-y of the second 

and third. centuries was to confuse the creation of the world Lnd the 

f the 3on, Lind in p&-rticular to eC. uAc creation itself with generation oL 

B(Xie , -, encrativc chi-inge lizappening, to the Person or Essýcncc of tile Logos 

Itself. (250) 
The Arian i-uovement wzýs both the result of this bad 

Princi, ple and tý. -)rotest Lu-ainst itp in its rcfusý-, l to rccoLnisa cýny 

relation at all other tliaii that, of Creutor and creature. T'he firc-t 

roactioll of AthLnusius was to insist on th-- difference bctwecn tiie3e 

two relationsp Lnd the validity of each, V'ow,, Athurux--ius tlppezýro to 

hu, ve cOr,, pleta. 'I,, yr reversed the position of the e&rlicr theolo. -L., Yo and made 

the relaticn of creation dependent on the filial C-encrulion within the 

GOdheade This represents & true reversalp because in the forn-, cr ctise 

the PriMCLCY tCnCted to go to the rcliAiori of' creLtionp since it the 

more obvious rcl&tioa Gild the CQrlY LO"frOs theclolrl, 'y dcfinitely 

to Creat P" to M. 1"'Zo cosmolor. -ical. 11crep in ch. 3P Athun&ýSiu, '3 goor All, 

clear t-116t the dependence is the other vi&, Y. ljo-, ieverp t; jcrc Is One 

decisive difference. It alwtýys rcmainsp without possibility of cainscying,, 

a relation of one event being dependent on another event. The fcrr,, ). er is 

still, as ever, the event- that begbz the time series of crcLted life as 

vie kno,; j it; t1lic latter is &bsolutely etern&lp so that tissimiL'tion 

remiaina imDossible, On the other hand, it can ftArly be &sXked 'ý-, hcthar 

the tCLXhillý, r of Athanasius on t1his point is really totally irmyiune froiVri 

invol-tilig itself a-zAn into the earlier,, Jam'eerous doctrine. Ind also# 

WhY did -. t11vnusiu3,, having, u perfectly sound position beforcy not leuve 

well alone? One possible answer would be that he felt the force of a 

(250) 2ce above,, Pv, 476-483 vnd 1q)px, pp. 
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cluasi-Platonistic feeling that even the relation between Creiator und 

creuture was, in the Platonic sensep unrealp(251) ao that it could not 

have any'real existence of itself# but could only be the projection of 

sol-rrie absolutely existing relation in the Godheade This is dobctablep 

but it su-Eests a possible correct answer which we in our &Ze would 

happily propose, and which probably represents the deepest thought of, 

Athanesius, even thougýh it requires a nodification of his lanLýua, -e. 

It is conceivable for "God the Father"l If he were hypothetically on 

His own, without generation or proce3sionp to be still uble to crcate 

the world, and even man himsolft in spite of Athcnosius's statement to 

the contr&ry. But this sort of creation would have nothil-4-f to do with 

enythin, (,, worthy of the name of the Christian God, It would be -, n ect- 

Of Pure creation in the bc-rest possible sense. It would be comolctely 

UrWCcOr, ',,, -,, -, nied by Lny outpouriyV; of Erace. The truth behind Athc nzrtr, ius Is 

Ct&teMelits that if the Father were b. -rren or &s a dry fountain 'we caruiot 

ascribe to Him creative energyp is that this is true'v not so much of 

creative energy as such (., -, pcakin,: -,, purely hypothetically)t but it is 

absolutely true of the grace that is the essential thing that nakes 

creation worthwhile for the creature.. A Uod vilio was essentially and 

eternally a Lonely God coula never love His creature, evcn if 11c could 

create him. It is this that lies behind his renewed emphasis on creation 

being throurh the Logoo, and in 't'Visdomv from uhich it is more obviously 

and forinally deduced that a Lonely God cannot be a creator. 

Considered in this wayl, Athanusiuslo remarks -,, re a major move 

t0wards. the contention that it Is only es Ile is Trinitýxivn that God Is 

God., even thou, (Lli sorne of the expres-SiOlqs, for example, tlkit "God" J3 

productive when it is strictly the Fattier that in this case is meant, 

(251) Perhaps becaU. Se'the crcaturc-o c; re ex nihilo? 
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are still for-Rcilly im;, -dacý ko 'ac br t uie term uate or incorrect ma t, s, ist 11- 

God includes all Three Perccolic. ;. je is pointinýS out hý. rcjp in ),, articulr,: r, # 

that Cod's 'Orinitari&n (or is it , -AnitoriEtn at V his otv. 30', L'Icre is Yet 

no explicit ,,. )lace for the nature is essential to Ills o. -, pcmtions 

Ld extra Trinitatis. This is really one of Vie ultimatco of thCO10, 'Y 

WIlica calinot be adequ"otely described in teraz of anjthirc else (A &M. 

It is rj, --, rtlcul,, -Lrly intcrcsti.,,.,,,; to note thut the hypothetical and 

rojoctcd concept oL" a Lonely C; oL, ',. is not described as the m9tural norm 

MmI)vrcd iaith wl'-ýAch the Trinitarian God is a paradoxicz-A devi, ticn; 

it is described ne t,, ýpkiori C ally III tCrTMS of sterility wid barricnno-sop 

. or cf. a dry fountain ist in tn,,,, t pcxt 0 the world'i about end his mo-tapll f 

thLmasius the mo-t thut ctin be irrit-inod. The reazon why A 

beccýrne '7. lccn A this st, e with merely differentiating, bctý ficd r; njýr 
,, ftcr 

creatic. yj f.,. E-Ci, filial E. eneration Is evidently that rt 
tA', 

jis. 
stvZ>ej, 

L, 

-, 1-, ieriod. of exclusive coricontrntion on the doctrine Of God III Its 0 10 

Cho necessities of rcfutiiý Vae Ariwi c; xIgIcsis 11, ýci 
bVC'.. 

V once -_ýgnin, to the i. -sues of -, otcriolo,, Zr P-nd L: rcce Vorhich f orC-_4L" 

he hod tr, --, -, ted in the "Do IncrurnýAione", 011co ttjjs hnd hr,, L)j. )ened,, it was 

it wvz cEain noccSoC, not enciaZh to Vain, ': of creation cimi)ly Lj., _ xy to 

thin% of the -, race tjuit vient with its It is true thtA the're is as yet 

no detL? jled for. y. ul, -ý_tio, J. I 0- taia corrcc1)ondii1, g to VL c Older idea of -all 

Crecotion bein,; rrtional in virtue of its creation tlirou,, -,, q the 
4. j 

tý, 

Put Atllarnasiun in Ccon to el-, borate the correspondiTig doctrine &,, -U1nP 

in the 71)istles to Scrapiont when he Speaks of all thiný,, -,,, including' 

Crealtion., bcin, - done in the '. %pirit. This still ha-, a somoviliat formotl 

p corir)t. ýred with'. sayo a perfectly developed , 11u, -u. -, tini1, n tT"r c of 

fOrMUIrtiong but c. t thie stL--c tlao whole thinj. -, becomes firailly 

exPlicitly Trinittriem, It is true tlýt Athanaoiun Is alviryo J)revcnted 

frOnl stntinr, quite expressly the doctrine th-t we have decmed to be cit 
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the root of his thinkingt because of his continuing predilection for 

the physical analogies for intra-Trinitarian relations like 

source - riverp etc, v which always work a6ainst the enress recognition 

of love as the intra-Triniterian relationt but, within this rcstriction. 

Athanusius emphasises as well as could be done the gracious privile6c of 

creation of participatii4;, in its measurep in the blessings of the 

Divine life. 

One unall point yet remains for discussion; Athanasius returns 

to the question of analogy. In 3: 152Cp a passa, e already cited 

completely above in two partst we read. t "For torms do not dispuraCe His 

nature; rather does It draw to Itself those terms and change them 
(252) 

9 e- 
For torms are not prior to essencesp (DQ6-1wV) but essences are firstr 

and terms second, " In ch* 6t the matterjs discussed in more detnil- 

with reference to the specific passagev where it is emphasised that 

nature; rather does It draw to Itself those terms and change 
) e- 

For torms are not prior to essencest (DQ6-1wV) but essences are firstr 

and terms second. " In ch* 6v the mttc-, r, is discussed In more 

"faithful" has two meanings in Scripture; applied to meny it has the 

ethical meaninZ that the Arims tried to apply here; applied to Godv 

the essential meaning for us is that we can &bsolutely trust Him. The 

thinL to be noticed is the absolute objectivityp not to say objectivism, 

Of tkthtrmsius. Not only, is he denying the idea that a statement can 

GrIly be true if it fits our terminology. ITe is also goinrr much further 

and denyinj tImt this is even a condition for our knowledZe of its truth. 
C-ol 

The essence itself of t. 17, e thing to be known or describcd will itself 

Make itself Moon In spite of an Oeficiencies in our ricans of knoving. 

It io the real usolute objective truth that is significant and that 

Must always have the last word, not our cateEories or our vocabulary* 

Athanasius is saying that this is even in s ome way true of ordin6ry 

tl'linZs; a fortioriv how much r,. or%-l true and certain it is of God. Thus,, 
. 

(2. ý2) 0 

AEýsks, 
A? 

ea(v Ko w fly, 



f) 
4,010 

even tllouýý; l L11 cur 

Cie cral,, by V14 -c,, - rtico of%,, '; odO 

" -IIZI. -rccts t! L. c tcsrri Of Cc, t- t, ýt ALI 

no-L Li-ij t,. "ru not d-o is to try 

by i)o-VuL. -tin- 
Vic contrýý, -j oý 

of c-o;,. A,. is it is rc. ally in 

j,. ýcrlcc. ct. sinc, -ý it is tlac J;;. i-t-Lwc 

`u, t vi. ýn ri, ust to itscIfj, t, '. c one tldi, ý, V 

'r" 'le Cori ýLl to r; i&AX t, -ectical klLý-Scl'p ýVol- ex-. "ple 

v conitr, --ý. Uctcry nc-z-, tion of 
(2", 3) 

, jýrQLýI-in - to rocorcilc in c, -akicr tcria vm6i. mL 

. L. -., CrCS GT LIVtIA1.1-ý.; Z-t E, 611, t"kicy t1a". 1t tý-I- 

"erith týlic; ccrrection is tlC 1'. o., ence ItSelf of God in U110 

riu: A LLL 
ýCalzý 

te rulor, out ti-a Lrý ively E-'rlbitr, ý-ry 

"CzAi'40lic" intcrý)r(: Aati oil of -. 
Itilexcby 

t4c., 

pri"a-rily St OL ed t-'10 ý, CriTA-UrLl Lan is modificd Ozr ca"CU1111- 

Ga"Lurcll tre-aition. Tllýýrc iL; VCry little tr&ca of Viic in tic L'-nti- 
fri"An 

. 
lie 

UO'cl, '0 uc "ritillLs of Jýýt; lwlzlrliuo; if V 
1, Z-X-d-t 

0"10 ýiQ-aLl c; ý,,; cct it to bo loud Lnd on (. vcry in-Le. If C-ao LAtel"I: AS 

-P tUZ by v,! An Aninj,, - "at ti- -, tmditicn iz; ork of the "Gly t0ttt. d ýi 

%ý, f -- accop etc. # "2iritv t1-10 to t1hi-c is t1i, ý.,. t 2-thanL ,. -"iuo S of C. -Cx, 

14 1 tllýlt it is i. ot o-; -dy tý wor'ez of the "oly 111piritip but i ,. * 1", -0-0 V, 

to God in a itLy VrA "Czrýtaolicl' trt-diticn rriou"L' 
coclýra-'A--Cs- 144P is true jýt,,. jLr,,, zjus liac; 1-ýct yct Jcvc1ol)CO. ; ýro, )crly 

. cj irI tp ,i nd ýUito ClCLýrly; is WiLAA0 to cx-)Ve-S3 tais t-e 6octri". 0 Uf tlc CLU 

:,, I facts, t. Js cide- of flis thcolo y 11, -v-, r to thc otc,., --c of devcloix-ent 

4- L Ij , %- -ý 1ýý!; JuL , 1'u'L in ft-ct w1i, AL h. in 
-"Zr 

- UA". ý of hi V, ti c- ti,, c secoxna ii. -ercon. 0 'Zýr, 
Cz,, lvin &na t1he Fcftrmers rx: ýntq or sliould r. z. ývc mc"altv b. 11* VIC 

S. t 1-1 il I ýL-h , L)iritu. -, -icti, it phrvu; ýý, ý viaichp ii. ý, er; -, Ldc t zruu-, 

Orie iiijacAciouo wora, was soon pcrv, -, rted into v, zuIbjectivism vi. "Ach 

i lie f (253) intc-, rj,, rcti; -k; t-his in lUic liz,!, t olo' the hir-hcr doctr o 
..!.. alo,, y alý-Loratcd Lbovu in C. i, r, 1., 21-, '" of ý;. 'iich tils i%-A J-11 
G- ccnUe tiic continuLtion. Lbovc,, pp. 
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destroyed its force. It Is this that Athanc-sius used in his interprctation 

of this p&ssa-c. even though his dct&ilcd applic&tion of this principle# 

in ch. G,, ic, in te-rms of the luncuap: e of the Scripturc tae 

MOSt questionciLble exeg--sis in the viliole of Athanasius, After t)ll., 
I- o-ý 1-1 > -A ov-r, 4 -rV IMil(rdo, ý1 010-MV is almost 13recluded,, by its vcry forrrv fr(x-a 

having the rleLýninLý of -al6--r-pjlvjhich Athanasius maintains is approfriate 

to God, In fact, on his own mothods wid'i)rinciplesq Athcr-u. Siu--' would 

htive Cto-au -L*fr 'octtcr to intcrprct the vcr,, -, c t. s referring to thc hwiI. In 

obedionc. - 
ti L, AL0r %at C. irist took,, so th&t vie too mi 'ht in Him huve t"i po4c 

to be fait, 'iful to 11im that rn&de us. The only conceivable rc,, ison for 

hiS fbilure to &dopt this exco'csis is thut he felt the correl6tion -L' 
bet, acen j)ejty and &ction as having to be modified, but 6id not yet have 

the cOurbL, *e to think along lines closor to the lt. Acr konobic tL! cory. 

LzAert in the TAird CrLtion# the direct citation of Gosi)el Vero-cs by 

the Arians confronted him far ri-iore directly with t'., Le problerrao 

11: The next verse ýwlaich the Arians used to cite is Acts 2: 36- 
169B 

- This vcr. -e is identical In sl[glificcalcc viltli lPhilipp. 2: 9-109, and 
1 (3: 
I 84C is treatcd in almost exactly the oLBie ýdLY# so that no detLilcd citation 

is nece.,,,. s&ry. Iloviever,, there is one chane,, c., which indicates Athenasius's 

gre%týter confidence in his exegetic, ril principles; Lisom, I)crhapst tqe more 

.11ý severe test involved in the stt-teiaent in Scriptures, "God ImAt, mr-ide this 

san'le Jc c t'lle JAýth&JVSJC, , us I. Ox. d. le'lien vve wore discussing n 

exc,, -;, esis of. 2., 9-lep. . -ie poiiited Out that Attu--nLsius aj). ccared to 
I 

&"VOid WhQt Would be,, to our rnindst the nost n,.: tural interdrotLtionf that 

tiie cx,, Lltatioa of Christ 
which wus referred to in 11hilippians consisted 

the fr-, ct that raan was now to recoý, xdse, for the first til6cp V-hýt the Lý 

4/f e-nviiel-zv, o- (2.54) 14ý-, 
tov oýu-ft, ý/ 
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Logos had alwaysp but which needed the Incarnation etc, for its gencral 

recognition. 't7e gave several possible reaaona 'wlay Athtanasius may have 

TICret been un%, ii1linZ to accept this exegesis Athanasius accepts this 

as an element in his exegesis, althou,, 7,. i it is embedded within his more 

general exeZesis. See ch. 14** 176A-B: (when we were lost in 

sin) then,, as t1le became a house of refurrel cild a 'God Lnd d_-fence' 

(sc. to the Isrnelites in Ecrypt), so calso Ile become our Lord (16pfor 
C eN - qr"v)o then did He have His beginnir4, of beings, but we begrun to 

have Him for our Lord 
(255). 

See also ch. 12: 17"C-173A: "T. 'aus then the 

Father has ImRde' Him Lord vnd Kiný: in. the midst of ust and to%vardoo US 

who were once disobedient it is plain that He Who is now displayed 

did not then have a bc3inning of becoming King L-n d Lord,, 

-an 
I it v but bogrins to's,. hovi His own Lordshi 256) 

&nd to ext C;. ýý -, 11.. Ove tile 
TOW"41 

a r-nV disobedient. " also U: 176A: Ilis b-,, n, -, ficcnce lbecomes'4(C, ý-, tK-L I 

48wt! tr61,11 . And 14: 177A: .. 
(in becoming God .. lvlhat 

Ile ever is tliat Ile becomcs to thoce vilio need him 
(257)9 (so Christ) 

(258) 
What Re ever is,, thc-. t Ille tlian is made accordin. Lr to tha flc6liv ' and 

having 
(259) 

Lord of the c.! uicic and 
ý red-cemed alls, Ile thcreby becarcs aCain Cj 

the dead, " This is the only instance of this type of exegesist and it 

was certainly directly evoked by Athanasiusts citations, in ch. 12s, of 

Acts 2#0220, where the doctrine in question is expressly stated, 

There are two minor and one major reference to the 'Spirit, 

14,; 176A: (in our fallen state we) according to the Ineffable 

(255) >VCV TO U (UlrDv QAAW 

'000, 
Irv v fo-rl'rj. CaLti-rou v (256) *h, CýC( V-v 00, 

. 
(257) 0-77T v(r--1,7YJf/ -F-Orvro KL I -M I EOýxvo 1. ý 67 Ve T-4 1. 
(258) -rovtv V,. Lj -roTic V, ý& 7rEllnv I IrjL I 

. '0 (259) ? ý\/&Ml 
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BiL, hin, Lýs of the Spirit ria-de interces I sions 14: 176C: a0 
(Clariotts viorkp 

inter alia, was) In order to hallow all with the Spirit. 
(260) 

The 

major reference occurs at the very end of this sectionv 18-* 184113-C& "- - 

he'meant His Kingdom and Lordshipp which was made and which came to be 

according to grace and for purposes connected with us 
(261) 

* For while 

sayino this, he was not silent about the Son of'God's everlasting 
Godhead which is the Fatherts, but He had said alreadyp that he had also 

pourcd Vhc ".. pirit upon us. ljo-s. to give the Spirit with authority 
11 g madep but is -r)CjovT1&,? ) is not the act of a creature or a thin,,,, 

aýift of God, The creatures are sanctified by (yW4 + gen. ) the 1101Y 

Spirit. T,, ut the "ong not being sanctified by (Mfo"ZI. ) t"110 Sviritp but 
rq-, t, 1,, jCr TjiM, 

self gives it to 011ý26.2) p is shown to be not a creature, but 

True Son of the Father* And yet He Who gives the Spiritt the seme is 

also said to be inade that isp to be made,, Lord among us on account of, 

, x): -1ood(2( while E, -ivin,, r it bee. -use Ile is the Lo-os of God. Por 

110 ever was and is as Sson# so also Lcýrd and SovereiLýn of al1q, being- 

like the Father in all things and having all that is the Father's 

This throws into sharper relief than ever the relatively 

undeveloj)ed state of the Athanasius doctrine of the Spirit at this 

period. I-lot only does he (quite correctly) say that the SPirit ca"nOt 

be given,, but o,,, -dy receivedv by the creaturest but he also Seems to be 

saying that, or implying that# the essential relation of the Spirit to 

God is that It is givcn by God# in such a way that there is a strict'and 

exhaustive antithesis between these two parts of his doctrine. Even. 

thou, -, 1-1 he only jýoes so far as to exclude (rightly) the Logos's receipt 

Of the Spirit by way of sanctificationg which is of course appropriate 

only to creatures, the whole tone of the passage indicateu that he had 

(2-60) ds -ro 
I 4ýpv -lw 

TVCAd 
I -rr;, 5, 

e 

C eN (261) ký&"m rml 
OT V". 

e. ý' 

41s" 

(26-1) twrýr ou-P oLvlý 
( 3) 11 ft 146ý7 N ;69 2C F-V qjAAV 1 (01 'o tuniviov. 

(21014) 6ý9(Qp K 
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simply not thought of any sense in which the other two Persons receive 

or benefit from the Holy Spiritp like# eg. once egain the Aujustinian 

doctrine of the Spirit as the mutual love of Pather and Sonp or even 

the syr-metrical Perichoresis in its simplest form, This would be an 

essential part of any mature Trinitarian doctriner especially since 

Athanasius is at such grea t pains to show that a hypothetical First 

Perzon without the Second would be completely "tile. It would be unfair 

to say that Athanasius denied what he should have affirmed; it is rather 

that the problem had not come anywhere near the forefront of his 

consciousness. 

since the section from 1: 37 to this point is a complete unitp 

we shall make a complete lexicographical analysis here: 1., orros as, title 

of 
-the 

Second Person: Colled God in cr-ýne sense as Pather: 1: 49 *- i 13Aaw-*LZ 
61: 14OA Godliaad (196613) of L. o. 1: 42 IODA (not diminished by taking 

flesh), 45: 105 (L. always has Pots Godhead). 11: 1: 149A. Nature of L. 
alien from everything earthly or-human: 1: 43: 100C bis, Scripture 

passaCes referring to creaturely life not f; bout Essence of Lo-, os: 1: 41: 4. ýý 

96-CP 59: 133C, 64: 145C, 11: 12: 172A., 14: 173CP 18: 184'Be ditto ditto 
L. as L*)p not about Lozoa as creature: 1*: 41: 97A., 42: 97C 1;, ý&s 44*- IOICITý11 

11TIe 10. * 168ct 11 : 169A bis* 11: 11 : 168c ("Ile madell Logos must mean 
begat"), Ori--in of Logos: L. of the Father: ' 1: 45: 105,1L (not P. but 
His Lo, (, -os beca-me fleaI-Ot 46: 108A (Ile is True L. I of P. )Y 46: 108B (L. of 
F. gives S., pirit to His incarnate Self)# 47: 109B-(similar to previous 
CxPle) 52: 120B (L. of P. is 580.133B (Son ia L, of F* etc*)* 

5: 157A bis (both L, and 
Wisdom and 

_Scri 
of F. ). 6: 157C (Son not 

creature but L. 01" F*)# 13: 1733 (+ Imaze)* L. of God: 1: 40: 96A 
(L, of G, Trust be llighezst as God is Highest), 43: iOjB (is co, -molcte and 
not in need).. 48-- i12C (sends the Spiritp cf- John 14: 26).. 

' 
48: i12C 

alterum (gives as L, of Go, receives as man), 52: 120A (is ý-? a Vro f)t 
53: 121C (Anse say L, of Go creaturep etc. ). 56: 129C (Ans. cornjure L. of 
Go With aný7els)v II: i: 149A (Ana. say L, of Go "one of the creatures")t 
2: 152A (L. of Go creative etc, ), 6: 157B & 7** 1603 &C (eacii, i-no. say 
L. of Go thing made), 9: 16-1--, A (L. of Go not thing made), il : i69C (Ana. 

rank L. of G. eamon, -, creatures), 16-, 181B bis (since men fail to 
acknowledZe God througrh His L. or serve L. of Go as Lordq the Incarnation 
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occurred),, 17: IF, 4A (Arian statwents should not be said about L. of G, )p 

18-a i84C (L. gives Spirit as L. of G, p ie. to men). 

Intimate End vbnolute connection betvicen T, oýýos und Father: 
F, tcrnity. o 1: 45.105Bp 11: 152A, 13: 173Bp 8: 164A (John 1: 10ý 

apprOprit'Ate to L. ). Lofýos in O. T. = Eiivoy of God: In 10: 165C a 168B. 
(subsixTied under L. to be incarnate). Connon virtuesz perfections" etc*: 

Iloo, 39: 93B (both L. & P-Jýrfr-rr-rof), 41: 97C (as John i: l? ý)p 45: 105B 
(Fe gives by (Ir; (ý) the L. )t 51: 117C (immutable justice of L. is Image 

I of ýh. -) t-t of and type for usý, 6: 1%3 ýoýIX to be believed). Work 
ý. ' - 

ý. 1. z. T. S116 
ret; tion- 

A 
True Lo-osp in ', Whom 

N; 

-n. 
Ev' 10-2f-. O: 11: 2: '152A (He isl 

R1 5: 157B (similar to last exPl. ). 11: 10: i65C (whole cn. slv4ve of the L. ). 

, 
aivine Lifts throu, ýýh the L.: 1: 63: 144B &C (gifts in most general sense). 

)ý44OVpaoS 9 etc.: 11: 2: 152A Attributes of Creator attributed to L.: 
X9 . 1.1 

(God has not fra-ri outside), 8: 164A (+ later bec, --, zr-, e Hich Priest)* 

11: 7: 161A, 

Incarnation of Lo! -ýos-. Sitn-, )ly decl, -; red (r-Ls John 1: 14): 1; 41: 

96C biet 42: 100A (+ end endured death in flesh)# 44: 104CP 45: 105Ap 

53: 124A 4- B, 60: 137B, 62so 141Bo 11: 7: 16OCt 8: 164A. Pccories ran: 
1: 50: 117A1,11: 1*' 148c- C 114-If ffýTr 61S of the Loo. 1: 48: 112B. L. 'puto 

gn flesh: In 91 165A. Takes to 11inself bodýv. etc.: 1: 41: 96C (+ beingr 
->ýWIXFIA 'e"'Lof th Il** 7: 161BI, 14: 176C (took form of servrnt)p A4 e 

1: 59: 133C (Ilebo 1: 4 speaks of),, & 136C bis (eachl, the sojourn of 
the L. perfects thin3s). Descent of L,: 1: 49: 113Bp In 161A (Hebo 3: 2 

pnce, but d. of the L. ). L. descends: 1: 40: 96AP significs not His es 
44: ' 104A., 15ý, ý006-1-4of the L.: 1: 49: 113C (cause of C"v'd'yKe'ff. ' of the 

L. was to anoint man)# 59: 136C (abolished death). In io: 168A (IIeb-3: 1 
'r 0 sq. refers to). loo56An4ll of the flesh: 11: 14: 176C (did not enslave the 

L by nature Lordý#-- Be, ers flesh, etc. * 
1: 47: ICCC (not for improvement of 

L. ) See also 1: 60: 137C (Ile prepared the flesh to be receptive of tile L. ) 

L. 
-Incarnate: 

Complete-Diving and hum. en natures: 1: 45*, 104C 
(BodY not external to L, ). 48: 112B bis (not L. as L. that was improved)v 
50: i16B (ascribers of works of L. to devils blaspheme ag-ainst II. S. )t 
61: 140C (Son says John 14: 10 as L. and Image). 61: 141A ("having become" 
does not prove L, a thing originate) G2: 141B bis (each,, 11having becomell 
not of Essence of the Logos but of Incarnate work). 11-. 9: IG5A (11eb. 
3: 2 of the Economy accdcr. to the Manhood of the L. ),, io: IG8r, -c (L. not 
in body as a thing originate is)p 12: 172A (L. not t. jing made)v 12: 172A 
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alterum the L. must be s,,, id to be crucifiedp etc. ). 
14: 1760 (Ld. by nature). Jesur, Christ, Ogviour- etc.: T, O! ýos Tncrrrmte: 
11: 14: 172B (not "Ile made Him Logosq'I but "I'le made Him Lord"). Sr-y-ne L. 

author of our Reconcilitýtipn: 1: 39: 92C (even O. T. people participated 
in L. ). 39: 93A (necessary for deification)# 39: 93A alterum (Adoption 

and deification through the L. ). 60: 137D (L. took our judC; ment)v II: 
14: 176c (liberation of mankind canes to be -ro 

fi. rinns (or other heretics if stated) (or pointed rebuttal of): 
Deny L. to be God: 11: 2: 149B bis (e8chp if Ana. say so, let there be 

no LOL: os). Reject divine attributeo, give humble on. es: 1: 51: 117B 
(Niature of L. is originate). Deny L. 

- 
Himself: 11: 4: 153C bis. L. a 

crenture. 
_etc.: 

1: 63: 144A (2 refees. ) (Creaturely expressions not 

pace Ans. 0 to be referred to L, since same expns. refer to F. 4a to Le), 
64: 14513 (? rCT'O does not refer to L. pace Arians), 11: 5: 156C (pace 

--zo not thing made) t 6: 157B (if Logos is thing made He will be judcgred). 
8: 164A (2 refces. ) (Ileb. 3: 2 does not mean that Ls us L* is made), 
li: 16qi3. li: 169C (Stoics appear to rank L. with the rest of the 

creatures) See also: 11: 11: 169B (Father made for Himself Logos), 

1: 58: 133D (Scro forbids Arian designatioiLs of L*)t 1: 45: 104C (on 

Philipp. 2: 9; Incarnation not pace Arians a diminution of the Essence of 
11: 15: 177B (not L. but a mere man, that came to be in flesh). 

There are 141 exwnplesq,, a comparable density to the preceding 

section. Of these, 70 refer to the simple relation between the Persons 

of the Trinityp (Group I)# which is still-high considering that the whole 

section Is Incarnational in subject matter# 14 to the creative and 

of# the coomolor7ical function of the Second Person before, or independent 

Incarnation (Group II)p, 2 to the ACent of the Incarnation considered 

Prospectively (each of these Is the Old Tectmont revelation of the 

Logos) (GrouP 111), 47 to the ALent Of the Incarnation as an actual 

event,, (Group IV), 3 to the Hypostasis of the Incarnate Christv (Group V)y 

none to the Synoptic Chriet as &, whole, (Group VI) and 5 to the 

contimiM post-Incarnational work of the Logos (Group 01), On this 
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matter.. there are many cases that in a sense need to be included in 

Group I and Group IV, since it is very cormnon to meet sentences of this 

type: - Such-and-such a passage of Scripture does not refer to the 

L, -,,, 
but to His taking flesh: occasionally the places, Essence of the Lo(, o- L> 

of the noun and pronoun are reversed# The author may not be correct in 

doing thisp but in these and all similvr cases he hos put the instance 

into the group corresponding to the occurrence of Logos (or son) vs a 

noun; since, for reasons that may or ma not be irrclevantv the great IY 

predomimance is on the side of Group I in these casesp it is probable 

that the large relative nurriber of occurrences credited to this group is 

an ertefact. Insofar as this is not an artefact, the roason iS that 

Athanasius has been ii-npelled to el&borate his Inecrnational theolof-"y to 

refute the I-xian application of statements about the Humanity of Christ 

to His Essence. 

_ftlog Son: Son snme as Lo-os (most instanceS om1tted, as 
cancelling , each other outp but the followinZr, are included., as they 
figurea under other headin, -, s under Logos: ): 11: 5: 157A bis, 6: 157CP 
12: 172B. Intim, --ite TZel. -ition between Fether vnd. Son: Generation (simply 

expres, ý11, cdj genuinev true Son etc.; ): 1: 39: 93A (True S. )# 11: 3: 152B 
(2 expis. ) (If Ile is Son,, the Son is not from the outside but frcm the 
Bes, etter), 4: 15313 (Son genuine and by nature)v 11: 169"B (Ans. must 
remember that they speak of the So of G-)- Or1j! 1n of the Son. 

_(Inreln. 
56* 129A (genuineness of So)# 56: 129B (we are to F-) explaineds, 

"generate" by participation in the generate Son)- 58: 133B bis (Son 
Al is f-rrfv*L, 

109 and f_-MP+jY to things originate), 11: 2: 152B (there 

is a So of Go) 4: 153 (Ps- and Prov. give right doctrine on So of Go) 
C_ , 1- -% 7 .0 LL /4.0 Yw Technical formulations: 1: 56: 12913 v idL1? 4; r 00 d- I JLS 

V 58.9 133B P4 -11 r0 0 3: 152B (the title "Son" 

Ortov K" ýA70ýýT 64 -1v 1"-4P14-T OKEIV? f kL*/, - 
ý41 

O\o, -MT (), jel"LS 
SMI_e--n,.,, ture in F. &_S.: 1:, 40: 93B (Ilitherto we have used the notion of 
"Son")# 40: 93B alterum (jff&'w"S) 61: 140A (the genuineness of S. )p 
61 : 140A alterum (Ile who sees So sees F, ) 

9 Unity of o-qera. tion-ýTTTIity of 
essence: 1: 45: 105A grace given from F. through S. )p 61: 140A (rules 
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F. Is kin,,. ý,, dom) v 63: 144B (defence through SOno said to be from Godp 
incl. O. T. - classified in Gp. III). Yntiire of So týreater thnn ýill 
created no: I: 39t 92C (So not called God by reward)t 41: 97C (Son 

Hself. is "Justice" in Ps. 89: 16).. 55: 128BP 56: 129A (the word "Son 
forestalls the Ariansv 56: 129B bis (Ileb, 1: 4 does not mean Son originatc)t 
57: 132 bis (So transcends agels)p 58: 133A eternity of Sont 59: 136B 
(drfee. bet. So and creatures cf. Ileb. 2: i-3)t 6.1.1 140A (Godhead of S. )p 

61: 140C (S. 13 to be worshipped) 61: 140C Alterum ("Become" of Son 
"Is and has been")v 62: 141A (Ilebo 1: 5 differentiates So from creatures)t 
63: 14" (So not among thinLs originate) 11* 5: 156C (So not creaturet 

etc, ) 17: 184A (So of Go not thing made), 18: 184B (eternal and paternal 
GOdhead of So). Son author of reconciliation: 1: 61: 140A (The "betterlIp 

kf4 better thingp came to be through the So). 1lnvirq,, 
_becoine 

S. Of V., is 

End remains So of Go: 1: 42*0 IOUB (So of Go worshipped even after became 

man), 43-* 101B (being noble So of F. Ile hunbled Ilimself)p 44: 104B (was 

ex&ltedp because So of God in body)* 45: 105. A-B (2 expls. ) (grace given 
by Son - so is said to receive) 45: 105D (2 expls. ) (see previous case# 
but Exaltation), 45*- 105B (one expl. ) (being So of Go becomes So of V. )p 

49of 1130 (So of Go, God, Radiance# Expression)p 55: 128A (sojourned), 

55: A28A (2 expls. ) (in propn. &s So differs from slavep the greater is 

S-1s slave-like work), 60: 137C (So of Go came into the world)p 11: 5: 
156C bis (eachp So not thing made)v 6: 16oc (so of True God remains 
faithful, A, D, ), io: 168B (on Ileb, 3: 5. Moses a serventp but Christ a 
Son) i 69A (not thing madep but ov2crij Off spring of F. ) t 14: 176B 

0 (God I'mtidell His own S. to take flesh, etc. )t 16: 181A (Chto Is So of G. )t 

16: 181B ("made"# i. e. to rule, moans that we are to acknowledge Set 

End through Him the F, )p 17: 181C (So like F. )p 18: 18413 (Peter knew Him 
to be Godts Sons cf. matte 16: 16), 13: 184 (2 expls. ) (So not sanctified 
bAtTrue So of F, ). Words attributed to Christ, ns "Son": 1: 33: 92A 
07n- 17: 5)p 39: 93A (Matt. il: 27)9 589.133B (Jn. 14: 28, referring only 
to the fact that Ile is renerated), 61: 140C (says, &s man/as God). 
ý; 

_Piri_t 
is Bent by Son: 1: 50: 117A (best included in post-Incarnate work)o 

Arian uses: Ex nihilop et. : II: 1 14813 (Son is -MV 60yr _n-jot 
1.0,1 Anse deAv 

-! rue (and 16kroL v, 131V) generation of the Son: 11: 4: 153C. Son 
only in secondary sensei 1: 37: 89A (2 expls. ) (said to be So but not 
true So), 33: 89B (Saviour not true So or God), DZ deprivinp S. of naturet 
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ATI-9. Insult 'hoth P. ,, S.: II: IT: IC4A (poce Anse, S. of 0, not made by 
God) P. hr7, P, crented S. for 111mself: 11: 11 : 169n. bis. Son e(, ual or 

1: 5G: 129C (Son virtually equated with an4- les'l thnn us by nuture: 
- cls)p 

62: 141A (2 cxpls. ) (If 'Son is of aný; ̀clsp S. must be ministering spirit). 
Son creoted by P.: 11: 1:: 148A (Cre 153C (ý 11 ti aturc t1., thing, made)p 4.: vaZI 
thing made), 5: 157A. trivno derý. 11 Slon sim_ý)ly- 11: 2: 149B c,, uater, 
Not etcrn_,, il: I: 3,3*. 891113 &C (Did not hsve narric of cSon frail beginning, )f 

38: 89C & 39: 92C bis (was Son only A. D. or after Res'n), (by 

iff'Plication of the opposed orthodox doctrinep the last five cre referred 
to the simple relation between Second and First Persons), 

There rre 95'uses of Son herep which is less than the number 

for LoEosp this being, probably a partial reversion to'ciLrdsp but not top 

the usLtL, -e' in "De Incarnationc"s, corresponding to the change in rubjcct 
(265) 

O. L matter, thesep 72 are in Group I (pure intra-Trinitaricn, 

relationship), I in Gp, II (cosmological work of Logos-Son)# none in 

Gp, IIIP 7 in GV, IV (the ACent of the Incarnation as an vet 
4 

&CC01,11Qli shed) 10 in Gj). V (Hypostasis of 
, 
the Incarnate CI-Lrist) .3 in 

C-. rP* VI (the actual Synoptic Ckirist, as. a unity; these are "Son"p as 

distinct from "Son of Man"j, which'we always exclude here)# 'and 2 in' 

Gp. VII (the post-Incarnational work attributed to the Sccond Person)* 

This distribution reserables that of Logos In this cectiong again with 

'the exception that there is almost no use of the title Son for the 

Cosmological function of the Logos# and also the incidence of Logos 

in Group IV was certainly swollen by the direct influence of John 1: 14 

(see also, below under also perhaps it was under this head tiat the 
'00 

residual Influence of the "De Incurnatione" was at its maxirt-mmo 
(2^ýW6? 

ZT11S will again be postponed; it is too rare to be 
A -) -0 noted here. As for Uvdlgp essence: Id r1liod est, substqt, etc&: II: 

3: 152C ter (Essences (in general) precede expressions. i. e. 
descriptions). Substantin et naturn rntionnlist, 11: 3: 152C (if is 

(265) See above, pp. 207-3. 
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creaturej, "made" is proper)v 3: 152C alterum (if is offsprin,, E; 11inade" 
is improper). 17: i8iD & 18: 184A bis ("Become lord over thy brother" 

IN . 01 1 
not said of Essence or 6CVC0V4A1T of Jacob) Vc('r 

ooifl'de-v *. 1: 33: 
89B (Ans. say Son has not God for a fatherW-ý) 38: 89B alterun (but 

that S* has only God f or creator 39:, 93B (S. has everything I<. o. 
lop 17 

11: 11 : 169A (Son 0. Off spring; opp, by Economy). 

Substantia vel nntura Divinn: ýTIOSJI ID- of F-: 1: 58: 133B 
I r- 1100 (0111it. of the F. and add as. iýarý ýo of vey); theref ore treat us ref erring 

r%, 7Z WI r of 

. _1 
I -rv7, TToJaYk to generation). -ry -Mv 

T. 
ov(rAf PlcV MIt 

56: 12913. ý6vvýr4 !T 

39: 93B & 58: 133B, See also II: 149B (For Ans, S. is no 
cUPT-OU ) and 152B (title "Son" '= what is I'VoVand truly from that blessed 

and eternally existent Essence): also 2: 149C (E, of F, in hypothetically 

not fruitful). Essence of Son different fran created essence: 1: 57: 

13213 (not to be cccipared with that of tingels,, etc. ). In all other cases 

under this head the statenzent is of the type: This pascage of Scripture 

does not show the Essence of the Second Person Is createdp but they 

refer to the Humanityp etco): 1: 41: 96Cr 58*9 133cp 59: 133CP GO: 137B# 
62: 11013 bis, 61ý: 145B & Ct 11: 7: 1GIAp 9: IG5A, il: 169, At 12: 172Ao 
13: 173B & C, 18: 184B, The only additional example is 1: 45: 104C 
(Ans. consider the Incarnation to be depletion or affection of the E. of 
the L, )* The total number of occurrences is 23 which refer directly to 
the Godhead to which must be added 8 which have general reference but 
which are used for analogies to'the Trinity). Of these I is in what we 
have called Group I (Essence as the centre of unity of the Person), G 
in Gp, II (same as op, Ip but with unanabiguous reference to generation 

therefrom, in the special reference)# 17: in Gp. III (ambiguous as between 

Gp. II and Gp. IV),, none In Gp, IV (where E. has an undoubted generic 

Bienificance)t and 4 in Gp. V (adverbial uses). Group III has one 
V IrN ;)- 

inntance of the Son being IýFOSTJS' IWL16_114-3 of the Fatherv which is 

Probably better linked with Group II as It is the prevailing group 

rather than IV: the other iG are all the denials that the humble 

references to Christ refer to the Essence of the Second Persont where 
the ambigUity is between Group IV and Group V or even Group I, On the 
face of It# a denial that the Essence of the Second Person is created or 
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creaturely would be subsumed under the generic difference, although 

categorial would be better even heres but this use has a definite 

affinity with Group 1. andp although this is not so obviousp an even 

more important affinity with the adverbial uses, as the contrast is 

being here also made between what is aboriginally true of the Son# 

and what became true as a result of the Incarnation. 
ji-j'06"'S. 

Nature: Miture or naturcs of Christ: 1: 43: 10 5B 

120A (The Lord Christts bodg has the U61V of receiving grace)v 51. 
t, 

Ll 

0 

e. Chri st - is 4o<q 
1 52: 1 20B (Chri st 18 ýV or I just and 

Pious)v 55** 128A &C (n. of Cht. different from creatures)p 59: 136A 
(excels O. T. 'predecessors). 62: 141 D (greater +v451 than creatures) 

I'll 111 4: 153B (Ile isýAf Logos), 14: 176C bis & 177A bis +0VILord)t 

16; 181B (pre-inc. LoZos is Divine ITsture common to 
10, P-I: 39: 9ýB (Logos has everything t %i<rE1= W4: P017'10ý"V)p 40: 93B 

( ý- 
of F. is unchangeable)t 52: 121A ( +-of Image must be as P's)p 

58: 133B (Jn. 14t28 does not prove that F. & S. are foreign to each 
other's j6ndS)# 11: 4: i53C (Arians deny the vooorr generation of the 
SO v 5: 157A (Son is genuine 

Jkt ), 9: 165A (S- is Only-begotten). 
Heretics deny Divine Y. of the Second Person: 1: 37: 83C (S- is 

38: 89D (heretical use of Philipp, 2: 9 would prove 
I Cht. only man PAI 51 a* 11 7B (n;, of Logos -i? Ci" 56: 129C (n. of 

angels), 62: 141A (S. would not differ from angels W-LTI-'TI)V 11: 2: 
149B (on Arian basis God not of generative 

jvlýrýT)j, 4: 153C 
. 00, 

-Wtý/kh-)o -Miritual natures etc,: 1: 57: '132B (Chto other than the 
+v'ýLS of angels)e True human n.: 1: 37: 89A (what (in 'general) is 
from someone u<57V true is Offspring, ), 37: 89A alterum (grace 

of adopted sons is in lieu of n. ),, 37: 89B (men not sons of God K- 

50: 116B (human n. insufficient to cast out demons except in Spirit)v 
II: 4-o 156B (II Rings 20: 18 is of Offspring 46ýrl), 5: 156D ("making" 

sometimes used metaphorically of v6E, children), IC), - 168B (V. oses 
man),, 17: 184A (Jacob le-4. creature). Nsture of all creatures. etc. 

i: 49: 113B (n. of cs, is not trustworthy),, 5j-. i17B (Ps. 45: 8 does not 
signify n. of L. to be -TE rrYqV ), 56: 129B (we are generate not on 
acent, of our own n, but by participation in S, )# 57: 132B (S, is 

Tned- -rli -TWV Fvr-ýJ\l f VCIV 586 133A (Scr. shows Ir 
`- 

tf<"\/ Of things originate), 58: 133A alterii-Li (creatures have such W-)t 
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11: 17: 184A (such things not said even of Kdvr4 evvITO 1,? ; in 

spite of text it should be beyjTd"S. i, e. obliteration of the 
distinction between what is aboriginal and what becomes). TT,, )ture of 

all things: 57: 132A (different sorts of things not coiDparable on 
+X 110, 

account of unlikeness -r'. INS v6TI-JAs, 59: 137B (Son end creatures ýZXXaLl 
ý, nool acc. of respect)p 11: 3: 152C (confession of what 

is 11: 3: 152C (Expre . ssions, do not abolish-rq\v 3: i52C 

alterum (on contraryp nature modifies the expressions Other uses: 
M 2: 149C (Ans. say Son not Son; e 4- but kA'r-1- ýOu 67v) # 2t 149D 
(Son 1ý. +- not referred to by Nebo 3: 2)t 3: 152D (Even occasional use 

of. "servant" does not destroy the genuineness of the no of sons)# 
3: 153A (Solomon son of David acrZOt 3: 153B (euch "slaves" in Pes. 

and Prov. s. are and genuine son)p 4: 156A ("slave" etc*. * used 

metaphorically does not destroy the no)p 5: 156C (natural and 
11 110, 

children, refce. as in last exples. )v 7: 161A ( tvll P<, I V- 66 V V1 a,,, l 

from F. Of these 5G instances, 10 referp in the noun sense, 

to the Divine naturep i0v in the same way to human or creaturely nature, 

whether generally or as In Christ# 32 are adverbial uses (including the 

adjective 
i 

u6ti-40S). There are four noun uses which apply to "nature" in 

the most general sense, and they are best classified under Divine nature# 

making a total of 14P since they are used to analogically illustrate 

truths about the Divine nature# especially of Christ- 

body: To turn now to the Christological vocabular 
Cht. 's own: It 43: JOOC (our kinship with), ImperfectionS: 

I 1: 7 -* 161 B (Mary mother of b. Suf f er in-, (L. suffer s -rsa auýAat-r) on 

# 1: 42: JOOB Our behalf) 1: 60: 140A. Deat (yielded body to touch 

death), 44: 104B (allowed death to touch His b. ). Burial: 1: 47: i12A 

(of the b. of the L. ) Rearing our sinst 1: 62: 1"A (on the Tree -TC, 

ý&'"ro. In Christology: 1: 45: 104C Olis ownp which was raised 
45: 105B (His own - accdg. to the body received grace)v 47: 109B (His 

own - sanctified by the H. Sp. given by 11imself). Type of Union: 1: 43: 

JOOC (J. Cht. was God in the b. )o Ori! ýinate, etc.: Ij: 3: 164A (put on 

orir, inate b. ),, 14: 176B (put on human b. ),, Human, etc.: 1: 44: iOiC 

(Cht. rose as God in body)v 44: 104C (Exalted us as So of Go in boaý)v' 
11: 10: 168B (in body),, 12: 172C (God in body)v 10: 168B (Log, not in 
body for the reason that originate beings are, i, e, not as a condition 
of exiotence), True Flesh, etc*: 1: 42: 100A (Log. not diminished by 
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taking b. ),, 43: JOIA (humbled Himself in taking our humble flesh), 

47: MA (accepting our mortal body); see also 1: 47: 108C (Ile bore our 
b. ). Exaltation of body: 1; 45: 101ýC (2 exs. ) (when the b. was raised 
the L. is said to be exalted 

JiaL-rlou 11: 7: 161A (Ile raised 
bo frora dead). 1,3ee also: 11: 10: 168A (Ileb. 3: 1 ff. refers toc7-,. ýAo(-r'1k<r) 

oU(Vdý-)v 12: 172A the L. )* 1: 44: 1UiC (For Ile came 
JIN down ocd1, A4-rt1/, wS). 

00 
1: 53: 124A (Humble expressions refer to the 

'01 
e\ 

0- of the Saviour)* Of these 28 examples ofCIA//JJor ita 

eQuivale-Tits, none are in either Group I (Human term being the subject in 

all senses) or Group-II (subject of a verb which really is a passivity); 

there are 3 in Group III (both Crannatically and actually object# or 

its equivalent), 9 in Group IV (Second Person as subjectp hizaanity as 

object), 14 in Group V (Logos acts (or is enabled to suffer) through or 
Cil 

by instrumentality of humanity (or equivalent expressions)), none in 

Group VI (The L. becomes,, or acts as manp etc. )v and two in the last 

groupp which simply, refer'to the Humanity simpliciterv 

flesh: Lower-Part of meno. 1-. 431: iOiA (Ile put on 
flesh enslavle-d by : sin)# 60t 137C (Ile prepared flesh to be receptive of 
the, L. ). ý Incarnation itself (in form of John i. -W: 1. - 41: 96C bis, 

42: iOOAt 44: 104CP 46: 105A, * 50: i17A# 53: 124A and B, 60: 137B, 62: 

141B, 111 7: 160C, 9: 164A, 16: 181B. Puts on flt III 7t 161A & 9: 

165A (our own fl. ), 8-. 164A (like o Tn the fl.: 1-* 47: 109A & 
All Is %ý 11: 15: 177B VV 11 -rAF? Y-, ý 1: 51 :i 20A (taken by S. ) 

IrX94L: I: 47'. 109C (the rl. that He took was anointed)j, 119-25NLI-4 

1: 411 96C9 111 14: 176C (taking of fl. did not 

enslavý'the L. ). Q; *'K, ( 1: 41: 97B (Ps. 24: 7 said on accnt. of 
I-II flesh Ile bore), e Other expressions: 111 9: i65A (partakes in flesh - 

.e 

TE w+ gen. 1, best classed with becominZ fl-), 11 69 14: 177A (ma4e /. ý, , ýj 
It 50" 117B (2 expls. - the flesh being anointed in Him 4TYL 6; f 

Ile is said to be anointed in fl. ),, 1: 50: 116A (If Cht, says that Ile casts 
Out devils through the 11,3, it is said on acent.. of fl. ). it 60: 137B 
("Becoming" to be ascribed to fý-)- 41: 96D (L. endured death in His 
own fl-), 42: 100A (ditto. 04, fK, 44.0 104C (L. put to death 

.V A0 
1: 38: 89C (on Ar! pn sonIng Ile would not have improved fl. but been 
improved by it). CIk 

-ý 
&0 L, 

Kor r-1P 1: 59: 133C. ov(: rý, 
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(in each of abover of 2nd Person): It. 49: 113Cv 53: 124A, 62: 144Ap 
11; 7: 160B. There is a total of LýC) exuiples., of which none are in 

Christological Gp. lp I In each of Gps- II and 111,, 12 in Gp. IV,, 12 

also in Gp. V (which are allp except onet direct remdniscences of 

John I-. 14)v 14 in Gpe VI# and none refer to the Humanity simpliciter. 

There being no instances of House, Templelp or Organ for the 

Humanity of Christ,, vve conclude with Iran: second Perc-on, 

becovies rian: 51 exam., plesp %rhich it would be pointless and unnecesstiry 
to cite in greater detail. vVvs M&de man: 11. - 11 -. 169Ay 14: 176C bisp 
16** 181A, P. M. -ide Him man: 11: 8: 164A & Bp 14: 176C bis (the la-St 8 

instances are beat classifiedo on analor,, y with the previous 51y In Group 
VI)o Took 

1+"04: 
1: 45: 105B, Truly human and Divinel 1: 45* 105A 

Because of Incarntnp the Exaltation, etc. must be said of Him CýS 

45: 105A alterum (Ile received accdg. to the exaltation of 
the man), # 11: 12: 172B (not simply mang but God in body). Christ acts 
or sUf f ers (40/rýý9ýPvT"L: Dies: 1: 42: 100A (+ is exalted)p 44: 101C (said 

to die; rrises Ascends: 1: 41: 97B (said to have been exalted), 
Receives (what Ile always has had as God)- 1: 42: 100AP 48: 112C9,50- 11713- 

I: 5o: 11613 (to Jewst I'att, 12: 
; 

8)9 50: 116B alterum (Matt. 12: 
32). Casts out devils by-Spirit: 1: 90: 116C. It'; ashed-in Jordan: 1: 47: 

108C. Walks: 11: 8: 164A, Endures: 1: 41: 96C (death), Is exalted: 
1: 41-- 97A, 45: 104C (+ throurh body). Anointed: 1#- 46: 108A (Saviour 

lsýsaid to be anointed with the Spirit), (14 instances). See also 1: 47: 

109C (the sanctification which ccraes to be c5r dr WWVV -M'V 
E. V, 0 is to come to be on all men)* 11: 16: 181A (shows Lordship 10: 

ýý 
Lj 

Son-of Man: 1: 45: 105B &M1: 149A (becomes S. of IA. ). 1: 45: 10513 

alterum (A-s 
00, of 1w, lie is said to receive what in given from Hims elf 

11: 9: 165A (O*I)KOV -72.1rWaQ Second Man (vide Irenaeus) -. 1: 44: 
,r 104A (eachj, Heavenly. This of course in very uncomon in Athanasius 

and these two must be actually classified in Group I). 

Heretical uses: 1: 38: 89D (any attempt to use Philipp. 2 

would mean the Cht, was man by nature and nothing more)# 38: 92-1 (It was. 
not that# being mans, He became God), 11: 15: 177B & 16: 1770 &-, 18OC 
(Cht, mere man), 16t 1813 (worship as to Christ must not be givcn-tomere m, 

Tn'VQrý T: 50: 116B (human n. not enouCh to cast out demons 
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except in Spirit)* 11: 6: 160B (G. remains same in humcan Econoriy)t 

12: 172A (Human economy cause of Acts 2: 36), v 14: 176B (God made S. 

put on human flesh). 16: 18iA (not reduced by human suffering), 
(or in plural) (the Humanity): 1: 41: 96C, 50: i16AP 

11: 4: 153C. - 12: 172At 18: 184C (in all cases passaL-, es Of Scripture 

were said,, or apply, to or on account of the Humanity). 

I: b4: lOiCp 48: 112Bp 640.145C.. 11: 10: 168B. NQPWMvn P([113nanity): 

1: 41: 96C (Exaltation is of the hinnanity) 50: 116CI (blesphemy egainst 
2 the H. S. worse than against the humanity). humanly: 1: 41: 

9713v 115: 105A & BP 48: 112Dp 61: 14C)CP 11: 1: 149A (significance always 

same There are 113 instances of'ý f or the 

Humanity of Christv thus making it by far the camnonest title* Of 

these# two actually belong to Group Iv none to Groups II and 111# 12 

to Gp. IVp 2 to G. p. Vt 9 refer to the Humanity simplyp and no less týan 

88 to Group VIt mostly to the expressions "became man" and (did this etc. ) 

flas man", 

, -ae can even now notice the principal lexicographic differences 

as Compared with the overall picture in the I'De Incarnatione tj * 
(266) 

There are two in numbers, the enormous development of Group VIp and the 

change to Flesh, and particularly I'Man# as the principal terms for, for 

the sake of avoiding begging the questionp what the Son took or became 

at the Incarnation. In "De Incarnatione"q Body is overwhe"ngly the 

characteristic expressionp others being the more or less rare exception. 

Now, these two differences are patently related. Bodyt as a term or 

cOnCePtP is quite ill-adapted to Group VII, whereas 71an is,, in its own 

natureq well-adapted, It would appear, at first sightq that Flesh was 

as ill-adapted as Bodyt but the difference here is the direct result of 

the influence of John 1: 14, This is confirmed by the fact that 

(266) rior lexicographical analYscs of this work# see above# Ppse 162-4p 
174-6t 178-9,199-200, and# in sumrnarys, 216-222p especially the 
table on p. 221. The Chrjstolo, ýýical vocabulary is too sjo,, rse in 
the intermediate works to be fully analysable. 
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references in Group VI to Body ere almost all in this formp while in 

the case of 1111an, other forms also figure. 1,7hat are the reasons for 

this change? Firstly, there is the effect of Scripture. Unfortunately# 

we cannot include John 1: 14 in this, because this verse Itself would 

have been almost as evidentp at leaot, to the Athanasius of the "De 

Incarnatione" as to the later Athanasius, and its influence on the 

language of the earlier work was nil (in factp this verse Is never even 

quoted). What we do mean is the cumulative effect of all the Scriptural 

Passazes that refer to the humble nature of Christ, which the Aricans 

quoted ad nauseam. After all, as we have said# these statements are 

active in form, and demanded a concept of the Humanity of Christ that 

Wes more than the instrumentalism of the earlier workp more than "the 

Logos tookp or fachionedv a body", But there is another reason, JiLst as 

important if not so ousp without which Athanasius could never have 

consciously appreciated John 1: 14 at its full value the way that he 

does nowp and did not before. Thet is, in his general refutation of 

Arian theology Athanasius had to examine exhaustively the whole logical 

(and theological) principle of Becoming and Making with the result that 

for the first time he could give an intelligible account of how the Logos 

could "becorne" at all while being eternally with the Pa'Lherp and how Ile 

could "become flesh"p while never one whit ceasing to be what Ile eternally 

was, that is, God. 
(267) 

It is probably true that John 1: 14 was 

(267) The objection is often felt that God is not man, therefore the Son 
of God could not remain God when He became man. 1,,, oiy9, it is normally 
most scandalously improper to use propositional languager especially 
with the signs of quality and quantity of propositionp about God 
Himselftbut the author does so with much trepidationt because the 
point that must be made here is actually much clearer if, proposit- 
lonal language is usedv however improperly* The argument is actually 
an EAE Figure I Syllogiem whose major premise Is "No man is God" 
(and'vice versa# the converse of an E proposition being equivalent). 
Nowt this is not really'an analytic proposition# and once It is 
appreciated an synthetic it can be seen to be not quite truep or 
rather true with one exception - Jesus Christ, This is simply a 
logical form of the theological statement that the separation of 
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smouldering all the time in Athanasiusts subconscious mindq but it 

still remains true, as far as Athanasius's consciously articulated 

theoloL7 was concernedq that he could not have really made sense of 

this verse of Scripture without having cleared up this most important 

formal point. This of course does not mean that Scripture is 

subordinate to logic; what it does mean is that this is a point that 

is common to both Scripture and the slor, -ens of Arien theolo, - . and C, Ily 
the latter, which drew attention to the problem in the most ostentatious 

fashion, were really Divine judgment for the neglect of this in the 

eXegetical field. 

18: Now, at lastt Athanasius has come to the most difficult 
i 84B 

- passage of all. Prov. 8: 22 Mp which, owing to a ftmous mistranslation 
43 (2C-8) in the Septuagintp provided the Arians with their trump card. The 

God and man cannot be deemed to exclude the Incarnation. This 
should not be strangcv since it is the cotmonest thing in the 
world to find that what we thought was an invariable law of 
science has exceptions# and therefore has to be reformulated to 
allow for them. Miateriallyp the question becomes more difficult, 
although formally it remains the sumep when we come to deal with 
the detailed activities that are Incompatible in the Godhead and 
the Manhoodw such as knowing and not-knowingg which Athanasius 
had to deal in detail In C. Ar. 111: 26-58* 

(268) Shapland's note on this verse (in his edition of the Letters to 
Serapion,, p. 162, note 1 on Ep. 11: 7) is the best brief summary. 
"For the importance of Prov. 8: 22 to the Ariansp see Theodoret, 
H-E- I: 5P Epiphanius,, Haero LXIX: 12# etc. j, Hilaryt De Trin, IV: 
III and the testimony of Eunomius in his Liber Apolorreticus$ ad fin., 
and apud Gregory of Ylyssap Adv- Eunomium, 111: 573; cf. also C. Ar. 
1: 53# 11: 1& 44v where it is made plain that their exegesis of 
Scripture is built upon it. Their interpretation was anticipated 
t9 a certain extent by Origenp De Princ, IV: 1. In takin,,.,,, the 
tk'rVýE to refer to the sacred humanityp Athanasius follows the 
line adopted by the Nicenes from the beginning of the controverSY; 
cfe Exp. Fid, 1. Eustathius of Antioch apud Theodorett Dial, I: 90P 
and Marcellus apud Eusebius# C. 1,11arcell. 11: 3. And, among other 
writerss by Epiphanius, Haer. MIX: 21, Gregory Nazzianzen, Orat. 
XXX: 2a Didymusp De Trinitate 111: 816 etc. ps-Basilp Adv. Eun. 

IV: 704P and Gregory of ryssav Co Dun. III: 584B, Another line of interpretation appearp to start from Dionysiijp o ?f Ron, et apud De 
Decr.. 26, who takes EKrtir as equivalent to o This is 
followed by Eusebius (Ecclo Theol. 111: 2) with references to the 
Hebrew and versions other than the LXX. Basilt Adv. Eun, II: 20P 
also interprets ýrojn the Hebrew. But in De Princ, Prov. 3 he 
regards the 6, tojij. of Proverbs as the personification of God's 
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w4 714)f v corresponds to the LXX C, 
'r 

M. T. p of which it is a mistrans 1 ati on, P 1'5SbQ M-7 iZ)-)--7 
14 -iii-1-1 I Unlike E'usebius Eimong his contei-iiporariesl, Athanasius 

qr 
does not attempt to use the Rebrevp which would have solved the problem 

ail at oncep since% corresponding to t'IK'rr, 41, really means "possessed me", 

the perfect basis for the orthodox ChristoloL7 in a verse that has been 

immemorially applied to the Second Personp throueh the title of Wisdom# 

the direct subject of the verse* 
(269 

But his . 
acceptance of the Greek 

as authoritativep and probably as the only version that he knew 

intimately, posed the most difficult exegetical problem of all. The 

first affect of this is to compel Athanasius to take another long and 

hard look at the general reasons why the Arian exegesisp so particularly 

tempting at this point, is impossible* In factv Athanasius has to epend 

wisdom in nature, An independent explanatieý; i is offered by Hilary, 
de Trin, XII: 35 and De Syn. 16, who takes &I-radt of the 
generation of the eternal Son, as aEZective to the analogy of 
human E-eneration. For yet another e ation (referring it to the 
Church - author)v see De Inc. et Ce Ar. 6. Rejecting the 
authenticity of this last work, we find that Athanasius consistently 
adhered to the explanation given here. " 
Two additional connents must be made on Shapland's note in the light 
of Athan&siusts own work. In the first placep the doctrine 
attributed by Shapland as the propertADionysius of Rome and 
Euseblus of Caesarea was a most important element in Athanasius 
himself. *, 4e have sýiown (see above, pppW'ý4that, although 
Athanasius was not willing to adopt this line at once, the later 
passages of Scripture treated are usually referred to the est&bl4. sh- 
ment of the Lordship of Christp in relation to mento worchip and 
its appropriatenesst as well as to the Humanity of Christv althouE-,; h 
the latter in the narrower sense remains predominant, That isp 
what w&s "made" was not only the mere Ilizaanity of Christ., but also 
the Logos in the sense of John 1: 14, and besides, the whole process 
of reconciliation which is the &etiological basis of the Incarnation 
and the sole basis on which we have the right to know God as Lord 
at all* Cf. Co Aro 11: 53 beg. 9 in particular# and virtually the 
whole section 44-82 passim. Secondlyp the question of created 
wisdom in relation to the primary Wisdom which is the Second Person is again one which Athanasius raises, C. Ar, 11: 78-82 (and see below,, pp. 9fa-2o). 

(269) The usual meaning of'A34is "to buy" or "to acquire". The noun-03 
k Vý) 

means "wealth,, possedrionst cattle% DUt it is still true that 
the more usual meanikys "buy",, etc*p can be excluded much more 
easily from the Hebrewp leaving the element of possession or 
permanent enrichment as the surviving eler,,, ionte After allt not even the Arians could maintain that God purchased His allegedly created wisdom from Somebody else! 
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the next 25 chapters on this sort of introductory and Cencral matter 

before he begins the exegesis proper, These chapters'consist of a 

recapitul-ation of what he has already said about why the LoZos--4isdom- 

Son cannot be a creature. Howeverp, some very important new matter is 

given here, and, some other iesues are treated far more fully and 

definitely than beforep so, these chapters must be studied in detail. 

The remainder of che 18 Is introductory; the argument proper commences 

Lt ch. 19, be3inninz. 

one point can be made at once. If this is ccrripared with 

C. Ar. II: lis, it appears at first sight as if'AthanasJus has simply 

walked into a trap; he has maintained that there is no place in Scripture 

where., even on the surface# the Logos-Son-Wisdm etc*# Is described as 

"having been made"j, or where it is mid that "God made the Son etc. I'm, and 

10 and behold.. here, is Prov. 8: 22 LXXII Everyone acreed that Wisdomp 

. 00,1) that Ist the Second Person# was the Speakerv Who says Kv*p, OX C K-r i TZ 

14* On the other harido it must be saidg and Athanasius could easily 

have said ity that this# as the formal structure of the sentuencep is 

radically inea-iipletep and there is a noun Oýxi Vin apposition with the 

accus4tive ýE which is really the accusative equivalent of the 
I", 

nominative complement. On this basisp, the 9Krs,: TZ would be no more than 

ol /I 
a synotyin f or C-001 Ics-Z af ter which# in me sense of its meanir)g p this. 

construction is nomal and has been already discussed by Athanasius 

formally and definitively above in C. Ar. 1: 23-25, Thuss, Prov. 8: 22 

LXX would require no special handling beyond the treatment given to 

Acts 2: 36 and other previous Passages- But Athanasius for swe reason 

probably lacked the confidence to say this straight out. It was a 

providential lack of confidence if this was the case,, because it 

compelled a still deeper analysis of certain is-suesp and the result 
Is rmch additional Valuable material, and the kernel of Athanasius's 
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case is a remarkable statement on relativism(270) which is actuall 
Iy 

in 

many Ways the material equivalent of the formal loc,,,,, ical point that we 

have just been discussing, 

19 Athanacius takes as his starting-point the celebrated 

proposition'that the Arians gave to his'. predecessor Alexandert in the 

earliest days of the heresy; I'lle is a creaturet but not as one of the 

creatures, He is a thing made, but not as one of the things-made; Ile is 

an offspring, but not as one of the offspring. s. , 
(271) 

Thisp to 

Athanasius, Is pure hypocrisy and double-talk, as well as going against 

the Only-DeZotten,. Ile now discusses how this Arian statement is falsep 

and in so doing raises a most important issue, in a surprisingly modern 

waY. - (188A) "For is any one of the creatures just what another isp 
(272) 

, 
that You should say this of the Son as*if it were something special? 
(Follows an account of the flexaemeron) @. * And 'the invisible things'. 

are ... understood by the things that are made# (Rom, 1: 20): 

and neither is the light as the nightt nor the cun as the moon; nor the 
j, rrational things fx; [ýVXQ as the rational man,, nor the 

(J-7 
ýngels as the 

Thronesp nor the Thrones as the Authorities (-E"§oJcF1a0); yet they are 
all creatures, each of the things that came to be according to its kindp 

exists and remains in its own essencep as it has come to be. 

20 Let the Logos then be excepted from the things made and as 
Creator be restored to the Father and be confessed to be Son by nature 

or if He be wholly a creature,, then let Him be assigned the 
same rank as the others have in relation to each otherv and 
let each of then as well as Him be confessed to be "a creature but not 
as one of the creatures ,. etc. ". For you say that 9 offspring is 

le 11 . V.. Ir. ý 
( 274) the same as thing, made, writing evv eV 13- TTO(J19E For 61.. e though the Son excel the rest in com arison -1c5lic pe'591 )v still Ile 

would be a creature nevertheless# as they are* For even in the things 
themselves that are'by nature creature s(275) one thing may be found 

(270) See C. Ar. 11: 51 ff, Ip and below, pp. 
(271) kTirl a. tas t- -1w V, K-rt T1 r JA 

CIO 1\ 1-1% (272) jj TD eltlr'*ý1-44% 
00 

C.. ' \ r, 
r 

%, .1 ý'% -. * t" 11 ý' r ý'j ý .. ' ' -, -" \4 7 (273) 6V '-'6V Se 
fn 

1 
-1W V %V ýCji W. ý4TJ ýC- VVS T Id to4 

(274) See Nevinrant 
.1a note here, 0* )i e, % 11% (275) F'Ydkvwlt -MIS J61110ar, VIYITPý'ýJrrjvl- 
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excellin, g another. Starp for instance# differs from star in gloryg and 
all. the 5; hers differ in relation to each other when compared together 

but it is not the case for that reason that some 
are lords., and others servants to their superior 

(276) 
nor are come 

%e (277) 
works causes (4rrid. ) so that others come to be by them but all 

(27' 
have their nature such that they come to be or are created 

3) 

(Pa. 19: 1j Esdras 4: 36 quoted) . . 'Dut if the whole earth 
bYrins the Father and the Truth .... and Ile Himself says,, *I am the 

Truth?, it follows, then that the Logos is not a creature, but alone 
proper CITIO to the Father, by Whom all things are disposed 

(Prov. 80.30 LýUC er. John 5: 17) And the word 'hithertot 
IT 

r* 
shows Ilia eternal existencej, asýLo-osj, in the Patherl, for it is proper 
to the Loc-os to work the Father's works and not be outside Himett 

21 The next few chapters treat of certain general and Scriptural 

issuesp most of which have been already discussed before and do not 

require quotation detail# In the first placep in view of John 5: 17, the 

SOR would have to be His own crcator, or all creatures would be able to 

create ex nihilo, which he cannot. The only conclusion is the correct 

Orthodox doctrine. (J92D): "llow then does iie create through Hims, unless 
Ile be proper Offsj)ring Of His Essencel, and did notp ar, the others, come 
to be ex nihilo? " Similarly, with regard to Matt. i1: 27v the Arians 

would have either to deny the verse or to say that all creatures can 

23 know the Father directly. Againg Scripture severely and absolutely 

differentiates between the Son and evcrythir4. Y;, elsep and does not make 

this merely comparative; lie alone is entitled to worship as no creature 

is. (cf. Ps. 2: 7.. matt-3: 17j, Acts 10: 26p Rev. 22: 9pýJudg-13: 16, Ilebi: 6, 

24 Is. 45-4,14P John 13: 13 & 20: 28. Then there Is the Arian argument that 

the Son is included in the "all things" that were created; this is 

(276) J- 
, -T, ý ý.? 

-T6"S 
PEA-ri-O'<1 do vv, ýc I 

(277) T'*"'C'N. 'What Athanasius really mevms is that no 

.0 
n really ceatep i. e. 5; c nihilo, 

(2778) -roý-ýPYa%f t&, ýI s<TIGq-6-01j 10, Pof I. 
I 

The translation that we have adopted is better than 
that 

of Nevmianrý* Robertson. 
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unsound, as God could create the rest of creation at the scnw time as 

lie created the Ari6n "Son"p and If the other things could not endure 

25 the direct action of Godp neither could the "Arian "Son"* The idea 

that the whole of creation was too much f or the dircct work of God is 

26 an insult to the God Whose providence extends to the least things 

(Matt, 10: 29 67 6: 25-30), Then Athanasius repeats the IrXinite Regress 4; j 
Argument In its classical form; on, the. basis of the Arlen doctrinev 

27 there must be either an infinite series of mediators of creationt or 

the cosmos could not exist at all. At this pointo the beginning of 

Cho 27p Athanusius deals with another Arian argument, which brings him 

back to the i--sues of Chs. 19 and 20# and therefore we quote a(-, -ain. "But 

, Oh A again they allege this: 'Behold, throug Moses too did Ile lead His 
#0 

People froim r,, r,,,, yptt and ttxourh him (SI. A. + Zen. in each case) Ile gave 

the Law, yet he was a mano so It is possible for like to come to be 

,.,, 
not sent to frai t1ftrourrh like. (; Ut) Moses viass -,, c 

nor to call into being what was not (, rAjj4'0vTL) or to fashion men like 

himself(279) 
Z; 

t but merely to dispense words (ýIIA. LU) to the people and 
to Pharaoh. And this is a very different thingv for to dispense 

((Pt4-V-0VV"V) iG of thin,, s originate as servants, but'to frame and to 

create are of God alone and of His rropcr Logos and Wisdom. -Nherefore, 

c0laccraing tho matter of fr&minrv we shall find nothing but the Logos 

Of God. But as reZards ministrationsp there arep not one onlyt but 

marlY out of their whole munbe 
ý2ý91ýmever 

the Lord wishes to - send* For 

there are many Archangelsp many Thronesp and Authorities and Dominions 
VjjP1oTjTFt. thousands of thousandst and myriads of myriadsp standing 

be fore 11im,, ministering, and ready to be sent. And many Prophetsp and 

Twelve Apostles# and Paul* And Moses himself was not alone# but there, 

was also Aaron with himy and besidesp seventy others were filled with the 

Holy opirit. And Moses succeeded by Joshua the son of Yfun, and he by 

the Jud, 7es, and they by not onev but by a number of kings. If then the 

Son were a creature and one of things originatep there must have been 
CLý 

many such soýnsq just as there is a multitude of the others. But if 

(279) C-' ILin 
/I 

lvýo , jei-t TID vS 
(280) 17ý 
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o- while the creatures are many, the Logos is one, 
(M)o 

,,, the 
1`0* Son differs from ally and what,, Ile has is not equality with 

the creaturest but propriety (ICGO'1ý-P4 to the Father. Hence there are 
not many Logip but only the One Lo3. os of the One Father* 'But behold, 91 16.0 

they say, 'them is one sun only, and one earth, Let them maintain 
that there is one water and one fire# and then they may be told that 

5 --, 
everythirk-, that came to be is one according to its own Essence (Ove'lo', v) 
but in relation to the ministry and service committed to it, by itself 
it is not adequate or sufficient alone. 

(282) 

28 Behold there are many li&hts, and not the Sun only, nor the 

mOOn only, but each isýone in essence# and yet the service of all is 

one in corrnon(283). and what each lacks is filled by the other, and the 
% . 1e x necessity of lighting devolves upon all (1r4, oA, -7rjvlw%/ yvc-m). Thu3 the 

sun h1as authority to shine throughout the day and no more, and the moon 
thrOul,, *Ihout the niL!, ht,, and the stars together with them accomplish the 

Seasons and the yearep-and come to be for signsp each according to the 

need. that calls for it. Thus too the earth is not for all things, but 

for the fruits onlyp and to be a ground to tread on for the living 

thin. r. ýs that inhabit it, And the firmament is to divide between waters 

and Waters, ýand to be a place to set the stars in. So also,, fire and 

waterp with other thingsp have been brought into being to be the 
(284) 

constituent parts of bodies and in short no one thing is alone 
11*1 - but all thiriEs m, -dev as -if members of each otherv make up as Yt 

were one bodyp namely the wohf75) If they then thus conceive thus 

A'D' 

Of the Son (they would have to consider) the Logos to be a part 
1-1 e--, . 1.1 

of the universe (-zuV1J; LVTt1JV) and a part insufficient without 
hh e rest for the ervice committed to Him. 13ut if this is manifestly 

imPiOu, 13 let them acknowledge that the Locos is not of 
things originate# but Is sole proper Logos of the Fatherp while the 
PrMer of what crame to be, " 

(2 
. 1P 0 

le 
T 't ýýo z (282) Ruý &I-ril/ tKd-d-v1bY 7V-dJv0V K-1U )LW VVV X; T: zp i< F, 

(283) V--- Ki.? o 6a-1 1401V 

-, "o 
qý4 

(284) 

Cý (285) 6 : lz&; v x6ýeVgCV&OV WCTT! CO WV 0CV, 
II% e-T 

4 
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Iz Nearly all the material in these above sections has been 

treated beforep but there is one supremely important now issue# and 

that is what rLight be called the radical pluralism of creaturely life. 

Athanasius, has already touched above 
(286) 

on these matters# but the. 

treatment here is so definitive as to constitute an almost new 

departure. This is a matter of the greatest interestr since the 

contemporary foria of atheism is essentially pluralistic; that is# 

it consists of a rational denial of the possibility of any form of 

monism at all* from, which atheism follows on the ground that ary belief 

in God, whether rational or revelationalt is really a form of the 

excluded rrinciple. Hume's criticisra of the Argument from Design can 

be subsurried under this heading, since It depends on the contention that 

in the normal empirical way we can know what design means only by 

contrast with other, thInrs that are not designed# a special case of 

the principle that every genuine term has its genuine loGical opposite 

with a real extension; hencep if design be a real notion and not some 

MetePlwsical monistic principlep it cannot figure in a theistic prooft 

since all such proofs must necessarily involve the highest level of 

generality* 
(287) 

This is not eo, immediately obvious for# BaYp the 

argument of the modern positivists that the existence of God is 

Unfalsifiable, and therefore unverifiablet but a little examination 

ShOvis that what these phliosophers ere really saying is that the theists 

are treacting God as a thing that can be known, etc., and can interact 

with other things as If it were a real object that can be the subject 

of experimentation, but also as something so general-as to be above 

even the formal possibility of falsification; hencet this argument does 

(286) See De Decr. Iip and above pp. 5qo- bO5-- including 
(: *6#-) the footnote on Professor Andersonp the author's philosophy 

teacher 
(2-SI) 0- 91-9s. 
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fall into the class in question. The interesting thing is that this 

argument is used againzt Marxism at least as much as against ChristianitY; 

there in a whole school of atheistic anti-Communists who denounce the% 

lattorp not for its differences from Christianityp but for its 

resemblances to religion; they hold that the monistic principle in 

Marxism can have meaning only if it illegitimatelyp and in spite Of 

its a:; n ostentatious professionsp functions as a de facto god* 

TV. 'ost of Greelt tin ojo, ý: y was moniss tict either of the 

Substantialist or of the Logos type. Even Platonic-Socraticism tended 

to become monistp as in the Republic. There is# howeverp a definite 

Strand of the sort of radical pluralism that we have In mindo 

rePrescnted mainly by the late, anti-Eleatic Plato of the Sophist; in 

this Dialoguer Plato criticises the philosopQ of Pamenides as the 

reductio ad absurdum not only of Eleaticism but of substantialist 

nonism in rencraly and therefore treats the most general concept of 

Being as not a substance or even a system in the usual sensev but 

ultimately as the logical copula, and the simirriation of the whole series 

'ical relations associated therewith; that ist Being is essentially Of 10 
io) 

relation between thingsp and these things are the oriE; inal PlatonJe 

Porms., treated no%v purely as tenns of propositions. This line is also 

to be found in Axistotle's denial that there is such a thing as a sumum 

gems (although there is incidentally the problem of what the connection 

is between this side of Aristotle and his celebrated and almost 

definitive naturil theology). 

The interestin thin here is that Athanazius clemly teaches 

ELS radical and well-developed a pluralist doctrine as ha. -a ever been 

enunciateds but w1hat makes it so worthy of special attentiont and so 

completely different from any other pluralism, is th"-t it is treated 

not as a general truth but as the truth of creaturely existence as such. 
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Thus, v from the start, Athanasiuo rigorously excludes any possibility of 

his Pluralism involving any reflection on the existencep uniqýaeness or 

glory of God. A. gain, Athanasius presents his doctrine both formally 

and materially as Scriptural truth - and rightly so. The temporal 

aspects of pluralism are discussed later# but otherwise the treatment 

Of the issue 13 surprisingly complete. The point of departure is the 

Arian phrase that the LoCos was "aýrcature, but not as one of the 

creatures", Athanasius points out that in the only sense that is worth 

considering this phrase applies in exactly the same way to any creature 

at allp since no creature is quite like another. Although this is 

treated expressly TAth reference to the difference between one genus of 

thin,., s and anothert there Is no doubt that Athanasius also means this 

Principle to apply to the difference between, say one man, and another 

even if there is no inmediately obvious distinctions since he says 

definitely that no creature is quite like any other. This is all very 

Close to the doctrine of the infinite genetic comploxity of creatures. 

A'hat Is even more important is the fcct that bove sen3e is the only 

accepted sense 04,. ' the Arian expression in question. If this means 

anYthing, it means that Athanasius does not regard even "creature" as 

a genuine genus, at any ratep a genus that is in the least significant. 

This amounts to an uncompromising denial of the possibility of a summum, 

genust even a sizmina Genus that involves only creatures and leaves God 

on one side of its own field of relevance. This appears to bet at 

first sight, of merely rationalistic interest, but it has the vitally 

imPortant corollaryp which Athanasius did not draw but would have 

drawn if he had had the occasiong that there can be no real E-?; cncral'' 

kno%vled, -e of what constitutes creaturely life; the only thinj; s that' 

we can knorl are things about light, stars, sunsv animals,, v plants., 
thronesv archanGels, and, to go forward in timet ships and . shoes rnd 
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sealing wax and cabbages and kings* There would be an interestina 

connection here with what we have deduced as the Athanasian principle 

that there is a genuine revelation of God in the ipsissima verba of 

Scripturet even where these are in propositional formy and that it was 

most improper for the Arians to take this as a revelation about creatures; 

if what we have just said is true, it is the Divine lifep not creaturely 

life as suchq that is revealable. There is no significant sizm. um genus 

even restricted to creatures, lot alone one that applies to all 

"entities". There isp in other wordsp no generic unity of creatures 

within the creaturely field; Athanasius later shows that there can be 

no systematic unity either* 

The second important aspect of the matter, for Athanaeiusp 

is that., if no creature is really quite like anotherp neither is any 

creature, in the real sense of the wordp unique. This is meant to 

controvert theAriansp for if there is one property that the Arian 

Logos-Son-etc, must havet it is absolute uniqueness* No creature has 

this Propertyp and this conclusion is worked out both extensively and 

intensively* Even Mosesp says Athanasius, was no more than one cmong 

many Divinely co. -anissioned leaders of Israel; there were many Judgess 

and many prophetsp and many Kings* How much more does this apply in 

other fields of creation. Even with the most difficult case (on the 

then traditional geocentric cosmology)# that there is only one sun and 

one moony Athanasius at least is able to epply the principle intensivelit 

BaYinZ that the Sun owes its properties to fire (potential encrgy of the 

hydrogen nucleus, to modern PhV81c8! ) - et any rate this is probably 

what Athanasius had in mind when he immediately brou, 7 ght up the question 

Of fire and water. Fire of course can affect many bodies. But even 

such a "fundamental" thing as fire is in reciprocal relation to other 
thinjs in a way comparable to the relation of other things to fire. 
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Thus 1while nothing is quite like anything else, everything has the 

property which Thomas Aquinas so rightly stated not to apply to God; 

that of being in gencre aliquo. 

The third pluralistic principle of creaturely existence is 

that every creature is limited. No creature Is omni-competentt crmi- 

present,, or omnipervasive. Each creature has an Outside as ivell as an 

Inside. Athanasius means Outside in the sense of cn environment with 

which the body concerned is involved in a caTiplex series of interactionst 

like the ground in relation to plants and animals that are relatively 

dependent on it and are upon it, but are not part of it strictly, and 

are distinct fro, -, i it. lie also goes further in treating of the Outside 

as what is beyond the-sphere of influence (at any rate the im-portant 

or direct influence or the special influence in which- vie are specially 

intereste d at the moment) of the body. Por exampler there are certain 

thinr 
,s 

that are not directly Illuminated by the sun, for exL-inple, 

ObJects at night. Thus, there are some thiAgs that arly creature cannot 

do; it is forever incomplete; forever dependent on other creaturest at 

least, to do what it cannot. Thus. 9 there can be no systctztic unity of 

the world of the type that the Arians postulated; if it were still within 

the creaturely fieldt as th e Arians would have had itv it would be just 

as incomplete in principlev as the sun or a man or the scientific laws 

Of bodily cohesion. Thus, a Logos that is a creature is a contradictory 

notion, ct any rate if any connection with monotheism is to be maintainedp 

since it would be both completely universal and incoriDletep being unable 

to apply over all reality and needing other thinZs to complete it; 

besides., it would inevitably be in genere with others of Its kind. This 

is incidentally the standard criticicm that is universally made of 
Marxismv both by Christians and atheistic pluralists; if the 11,11arxist 
laws of historical necessity are purely creaturely, as Marxists bigotedly Q) 
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maintain then, to be, there must be something that they are not# and what 

is even more importanto some place where they do not apply or are - 
outweighedo 

The most interesting principle of pluralism which we find , 

heres and the one which we have left to the lastp is the anti-hierarchical 

principle, What Athanasius saysp in so many words# Is that the 

gradations of rank of creatures with reg-crd to each other ere not of 

ultimate significance canpared with the fact that all are creatures. 

It is not in the least as if Athanasius reduces EL11 thinEs to the dead 

level (literclly: ). Differences of degree are admitted. Some bodies 

are larger than othersp more powerful in various WiYs than others; 

even the relation of master and clave is admitted as empirically valid, 

But even these rclationshipap which may involve the excrciSeclc 

exceedinrý y great powers by one thing, over another# even without 

apparent reversal, pale into insignificance beside what they Ul. have 

in coruaon. Or. to put it more correctlyt the distinctions between 

creatui, es are overwhelmed by the distinction of all from God. There 

is one relation that is expressly excluded fran this relativisation; 

the relation of Creator and creatureoý It utterly transcends the 

relation of the Slun to the solar ByStem. * or the mightiest ruler to 

his slaves, or anything else. In some ways /wOM JJýSlv, 
they all licive 

something in comon of Infinitely more significancep, and this is not 

any coiTziion quality or other logical feature; it is the factmn brutum 

that they were created by God& This is most Interestingg since for 

all their generalisationp the Greeks all seemed to have the 

hierarchic&l principle In their outlockp e, g, Arictotlets attitude 

to slavery, the Platonic. Republict etc, It is particularly interesting 

in contrast to what is otherwise the favourite philosophY Ot f 
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Platonic-Socraticisrit with its ultimate hierarchy of Forms and material 

thinjs. And it is even more Interesting to notice thaty in the days 

of Vie successors of Constantiney when social hierarchy had unprecedent- 

edly hardened, that we find the first germ of the mature doct. -ine of 

Christian equality, In a sense# it was the Arians who first insisted 

on the equality of all creatures and oil the absolute significance of 

the relatJon of CrppAor and creatureg but it was only AtIm-nasius who 
CICk"t4 )'r 

N46-'61e, 14. B. -The outline given in the last few para, (. ýraphs 

may In fact owe-more to the author'ýý. philosophical training than to his 

exposition of Athanasius. 
(288) 

P. ut even if there is cazrW distortion, it 

is not great, and it would still show Athanasius to be one of the 

classical exponents of pluralism. We must at this stnCet howevers 

stress, raf: ain the differences between what we find here and rk-ational 

pluralism. The principal difference is that, although it is undoubtedly 

denied that created things are such that any one of them canbe a 

Complete systeni, there is still a sugjestion of the whole sizriation of 

nature forming a camplete systemg for example., the idea of the sun 

giving light by day and the moon completing the system by E; iving li&ht Q> 

by nif7ht. However# a closer extmiination of the chapters that we have 

quoted indicates the reason for this. It is precisely the fact that 

Athanasius is not considering the Universe as autonomous. The issue 

was broil[; ht up in the first place by a discussion ofv end comp-crison 

Withp the Arian doctrine of the Con-Logos; since they were as yct 

incapable Of Proceeding to the limit and repudiating the rather toop 

they were left with a Father who was essentially disinterested in the 

creation of the world and left it to tl'ie %c-)on as his minister - an 

illoSical declension into Gnosticisrr that is a siEn of the contradictory 

(233) Of course, all these principles mentioned in this section are 
nOst emphatic-ally present in the philosophy of Professor John 
Anderson. 
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position I in wl-lich Arian doctrine, for all its coherence# had placed 
itself. ' Therefore, Athanasius, discussed the pluralism of creaturely 

life larc-ely from the point of view of servicep and of the creature as 

minister that is, to God. But the result of tilis is that when 

Athanasius talks of creatures being cmpleted by each otherp what is 

completed is not any autonomous croaturely systcraip but the Divinely 

appointed minictry. Vthat must be made clear' in all'thisp and what 

Athanasius, does aff irra but notp unfortunately herep ancl not so clearly 

as hc miCht, Is that no number of different creatures can camýplete a 

ministry or cnythinG else without God 11. iniself &lso supplying the 
% %ý e) I Oe 

Completion from Himself. Cv dý v -Tw nv/Cci-ý<rýCol- 1: 17) 01 
0- 

This brines us at once to the difficultp cmplicatedy &lid most important 

Westion of whether Athanasius still leaves open the possibility Of 

natural theology. The evidence is best discumcd a little later. But 

the second, and supreme difference bet-aecn the At. hamsian doctrine and 

rational pluralism is that the forrinier is not a ration 1 truth about all 

thinCs but a Scriptural truth about created bein&s, This is made 

-1criptural lan, 9U&, 9C and illustrations. L'bundc, ntlY cleL,, r by his use of ., 
The full 'siCnif ic, ýmce of thisp toog, must also wait a little while; in 

fact, in tlie further discussiong this will turn out to be the same 
issue &3 cf natural thoolOZY- 

It will be seen that# within these very sound and necessary 

limits, Athanasius presents as complete a doctrine of pluralism as can 

be devicedg tli--. at ist as the truth of pure creaturely realitye Its 

complateness is particularly plain when we also remember what Atllanar-ius 

has said In other places about the ch, -jifcability of all created t1iingsp 

In contrast to the complete stability and reliability wilich is of God 
(21S9) 

alone. te could also add tne doctrine, in Athanasius virtually 

(289) This and the comploxity of creatures were the main points 
actually discussed in De Decr. 11 and elsewhere* 
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passim, of the passibility of all created beinp in contrast with the 

impassibility., in its true theologrical sensep of God. In conclusion# 

all these pluralistic features are pointedly contrastedo not only with 

what faith always believes about Godp butt at least by implications 

with what the Arians as much ao anybody believed necessarily about the 

Second Persony that Ile is onev that Ile is aboolutely uni(',. uep that Ile 

is absolutely transcendent over the creation. What Athanasius is 

actually saying ir. that if the. Lo, -os is confessed to have these 

qualities Ile must be confessed to be God., for no creature can be like 

VABY and both the Ariann and Athanasius a6greed that there is no 

third type of being apart from God and the creature. And once 

we cannot help noticing that this arjument of Athanasiu3 pointedly 

duPlicates t'. Iie essential ar&nziient against 1, ', arxismo which is put with a 

fair Measure of vigour by the atheistic pluralistst and in a curiously 

tentative and al. most defeatist way by Christians, The point is that, 

in postulatir, - the monistic principle as it appears in Marxismv the 

cor=unists are q7aite literally worshipping and serving and - sacrificing 

to a godv and all this talk about "dialectical mateýrirlic-111 and 
(290) 

'Scie-Titif ic, socialism" Is so much. obfuscation., Communists can 

avoid t* 
. r, 

ia 'Criticism,, but only by delOriving, Marxism of its r. nozt 

distinctive featurest including MOst ornphaticallY itO eschatolooical 

elements which are the source of its fascination and power. The first 

nececsitj for the CWrchts theological battle with C=unim is to ram 

this point home es. thoronhly as Ath&nasjus r=6d the corresponding 

point home vZaimt the Arians. 

(290) We have seen thatp according to the Thalia, Arius riaintained that 
the Son had no knowledge that mattered concerning the Essence of 
the Father, or even Ilia own essence as-a creatures but that the 
later Ariansp like Euncxr. ius (see Socrates, Eccl. Ilist. IV: 7)j, 
maintained that even ordinary men had, in principle# perfect knowle(lZe of Gode These positions arep of courses dialectically 
antithetical, resting on the coimnon presupposition that the 
Second Person is a creature in exactly the 6wne way as we are* 
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One final point of great interest; the difference between 

God and creatures is obvious with regard to such points as omnipresence 

and omnicompetence. It is &1so, in a way too quite obvious that God is 

unique, But it is not so obvious regarding the other great point of 

Athanasius, that is, likeness. Besides, what we find in Athananiusp 

which we often do not find, is that it is. only In God that we find true 

uniqueness. Only God is truly unique; everything else is a member of 

a class, But the treatment of the issue by Athanasius in ch. 19 

indicates that the lack of true uniqueness in creatures (least of all 

any idea of the uniqueness of "the individual") is# in come paradoxical 

Way# closely associated with the lack of trueg or ratherp perfect# 

,h 
the point is not made likeness between any two creatures. Althou,, 7 

strongly, this is a plain contrast with the perfect likeness of the 

Father and Son, With all other creatureso even the differences In 

relation would be associated with a whole range of other differences. 

But the Father and Son and Spirit are absolutely alike except for the 

mere fact of their relations of origin. Only the One Easencep the One 

GOdheadp is absolutely uniquep and the only entities that are absolutely 

Arius reasonýed that# as we do not, by hypothesis or datum, know 
God ourselvest neither does the Son; Eunomiuss on the contraryp 
thatp as the Son knows the Father perfectlyp therefore so should 
we, of ourselves4 The interesting thing-, i3 that In Marxism both 
these principles are present# or their equivalents# in a state of 
higher synthesisp each of course beinr, itself pushed to a further 
extreme. The Arlan principle is Marxist atheism in its epistcmic 
form and mode of expressionp that there can be no Revelation of 
God. The Eunomian principle Is represen"Led by the 'Marxist talk 
about "scientific" Socialismj, etc.; the meaning of all this Is 
that it is possible for men to knmy perfectlyp by the ordinary 
means of investigation appropriate to lesser things# everything 
that for Marxists is ultimate# in a manner that is no less certain 
and effective and powerful than scientific knowledge in the 
ordinary sense. The reason why these two positions can synthesize 
in Marxism is, of coursep--the total atheism of this later 
philosophy or rather para-theology, 
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like each other are the Three Ilypootases or Persons. 

28: At this stageg Athana-sius considdrs another Arian arguments, 

20.5C 
quoting from Asterius: " *But,, thoucýh Ile be a creature and of the things 

originate,, yet as from Orl 1) a teacher and craf tsman has Ile learnt 

frEningp and thus ministered to God Who tauCht Him. (this is 

&Lbsurdv because) If frming is a thing to be tauaht let 

them baware of saying that God Himself is a Framer not by naturet but 

by science 
(291) 

so that Ile could lose this capacity* Besidest if the 

Wisdom of God acquired the capacity to frame by tcachingj how is Ile still 

vVi-Odomp when Ile needs to learn? And what was Ile before Ile learned? For 

Wisdom could not be in need of teaching. Ile would surely be come empty 

thing 
(292) 

. and not Essential Visdoln(293) , but would have the name of 
1% 1-1% 

Wisdon, through Progress (F-1<-rr? OK07qO, and would only be wisdom as long 

as it kept what it would have learned. For what has accrued not by any 

nature u6Zr-M/l ) but from learning,, can also later be unlearned. 

29 Athanarsius, ajain points out that this sort of doctrine imputes 

Jealousy - why only one favoured creature and weakness - why did Ile 

need an assistant - to God; and he continues with the correct doctrine 

corresponding to the false Arian doctrine in question; "but being the 

Image and Wisdom of the Fatherp lie does týý thinLs of the Father 

(-TOhn 5: 17). 11 He adds that the cýtA. -m'u"Ao Uis on no account to be 
interpieted as if the Lolyoo were an intermediary; after allp the mere 
will of God is enough, 

There is very little that needs to be mentioned about this 

section.. except that it illustrates once again the contradictions to 

Which Lrianism was reduccd in its attempt to maintain a sort of otiose 

Father# especially their inability to maintain the supreme distinction 

between Creator and creaturely reality t hat was obviously so important 

(291) 

14, -v, )v IA TI I (292) 

293) tu, 6-i u5oAý 'j- - see awte 113 
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Initially to them. We can also note once again the obsession with the 

progress of the Logos# ("learning to createp" etc. ). without the 

possession of any philosophical concepts adequate to the expression of 

this idea. The other two principles of importancep. the absolute way 
N in whicl Ii the Second Person is Wisdomp and the correct sense of -mk) 

v,, will be considered at great length soon, 

29 The mention of the Second Person's creativity brings 

31 Athanasius to anothcr sectionj, in which he maintains that the Arian 

doctrine, in its most extreme form# amounts to-the statement that the 

Logos %vas really constituted by humn needs, etc. p which was exactly 

the same sort of thing that Feuerbach later said of God as a whole# 

but was then unique In theologZr and philosophyo . 
lloiyevers we have 

already fully quoted and comm ented on this passage (29: 209A-31 i 212B) 1, 

80 there is no need for further attention. After this# Athanasius 

turns to his positive doctrine of the Logos. In the ebove twelve or 
. 

so chaptersp there is only one reference of any kind to the Holy Spirit# 

formal reference to the Seventy of Num. J1: 224 ff. It is noteworth]y that 

aS Soon as Athanasius returns to the direct discussion of the Logos of 

God in His cosmological relationships# the references to the Holy Spirit 

al: L off, 

31: After his criticism of the idea of the Logos being a creature# 
212B 

~ Athanasius now considers* once aCaint the Logros doctrine proper. Much 
43 

Of the matter is a repetition of matter previously discussed in the 

anti-Arian writings# including the earlier chapters of the "Contra 

Arianosup but there is a differencef that there is more emphasis on the 

Second Person as Logos than at any other place in Athanasius# and also 

this is the locus classicus for, the treatment of the Asterian doctrine 

of the Two'Nisdoms* It is almost certain that the reason for this 

aliChtly different emphasis Is the passage of Scripture being treated. 

This passage of course is mainly c0=010gical in reference* If thiS 
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represents anything more than a chance conjunctiont it shows that the 

older cosmological-significance of t1-c title Logos remains. influential: 

"For since the Logos is Son of God proper by nature to Ills Essence,, and 
is both from Hin and in Ilim(294),, as lie Himself saidp the things framed 
could not have come to be except through Ilim. For as the light 

. -. % -0 OP enlightens all things by its radiance (-fýp and without 
Its radiance nothing would be illuminated so also the Fatherp as by a 
hand, in the Logos wrought all things 

(29550 
and without Him makes 

nothing, (Gen. 1: 3.9 9p lip 26, PC- 32 LXX: 9). And He spoket 
not that# as in the case of man* some under-operative mirht hear# andp 
on learning the speaker's willp go away and do It. For this is proper 
to the creatures# but it is improper to apply this in thouLht or word' 
to the Logoso For the Logos of God is Framer and Makers, and Ile is the 
Fatherts Vjill(296) 4k Hence it is that divine Scripture does not say: that 

one heard and answeredp as to the manner or nature of the things that He 

, 
(297) 

but God only says tLet it become' and it adds# tAnd wished madep 
It became thus'. For what Ile thought good and counselled,, that forthwith 
the Logos began to do and to finish. 

(298) 
'For when"God commands others, 

whether the a%-, -clsv or converses with Mosesp. or commands Abrahams then 
the hearer answers, "whereby. shall I know? ' or and the other. * tS. end 
someone elsept and againv t1f they ask me,, "What is ills Namep" what 
Shall I say to themV and the ATiCel said to Zechariah# 'Thus saith the 
Lordo' and he asked the Lordv tO Lord of hosts, how long wilt Thau not 
have mercy 04 -Terusalem#t and waits to hear fair and comforting wo, ds 

le N 1-01 60 
e For each of them has the Mediatorial Logos (roi/ ýCdl: n )V 

1ýrv) 

and the Wisdom of God, which makes known the will of the Father. But 

when the Logos Himself operates and createsp there is there no question 
and answer, for the rather is in Him# and the Lo,, 

I'os 
is in the Fathers, 

dul -TVU 960 V C, C\ (294) eu C) YCI 
-0 -rz 61-TV ýýu CV 

LAXry 65-v. 
(295) See Newman's note EV _7W 

on these words for ýeferences in Irenaeus and other earlier 
yathers to the Logos an the Hand of God, 

"A OV (01716) A V, 4A M4 7-VP . K-U 
0 (2ý7) Kcpuo,, ý: VA, cM,: EKpt, /A-M 0 ýLKovwv Ouxerzl TL Ov/A. ýVal(t( 1 101, 

(293) 
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but it suffices to will and the work is done; so that the "Ile said" is 

a token of the will for our sake and the llmd it was so" denotes the 

work which is done through the Logos and Wisdom in Whom also is the 
(299) 

I'Vill of the Father, And tGod saidt is explained in the Logos. 
(Ps- 114: 249 33LIT: 6,1 Cor. 3: 6). 

This interesting passage is, at first sight, an unequivocal 

statement of what is ccmonly taken to be the Hebraic doctrine of the 

Lo[,, oo The clearest expression of this is the last sentence 

. )Orti, 4, r Scripture pas-, ages cited in Athanasius; quotedp along with the sup, 

the sentence in questionp which we have left In Greek abovep isp "The 

wordsp 'God saidtv are explained in, or by# the Vlord. ." On this 

basis,, the Second Person would be both a Son and a Word in the 

ordinary* or communicative# senset In a way very much analo0ous to 

that in which an electron is both a particle and a quantum of exceedingly 

short waves, to use a modern analogy which incidentally also befits the 

ultimate and transcendent status of the Logos# analogous to that Of the 

electrons If thiB last sentence is held to be the determinative factor 

in the exegesis of the whole chapterg there is a formidible . case for 

the contention that the mature doctrine of Athanasius was the same as 

that propounded by such a modern theologian as Karl lleim, 
(300) 

that 

Logor, l, Word, etc, v has as its grimary meaning with reference to the 

Second Person something analogoUS to the ordinary sense of spoken word* 

This has always been present as an element in the earlier theolooy of 

Athanasiust especially in the anti-Arian writings. and it can be aroued 

that the Greek doctrine of Logos showed itself to be such a dangerous 

temptation to Arianism (whichp as we have shown repeatedly abovet is 

1% -11, N- ol c lov jvý 6-T WSUU P-I' TO 
-7 

'1 a (299) AA". Z-)KlS7j -AT 
A_ 

I or 
I JA ;:, 7 -T 

IOV 
rv 

-ýr ?S . 40 10% lf-ck 
0 C, 

I 

-ýr 
T 

S 

0 1? 1-411 4ýf (3 0) See, "Jesus der ilerr,. " pp. 167-201 * 
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clear from Athanasius himself) thatp if there was to be any doctrine 

at all of the Second Person as Logost Athanasius would have no choice 

but this "llebrale", ones, not only for the sake of fidelity to Scripture 

but because of the innediate necessities of his position. But there 

is another side to the matter which the author feels needs to be 

mentioned, The Old Testament evidence in particular# which is so 

important, is far more complicated than has often beenussumedg and some 

of the presentations of it amount to direct perversion, Alsop the 

contemporary type of Word theology has some unsuspected difficulties of 

a Seneral nature as well, which are quite comparable with those of the 

theologics which it opposes. Corresponding to these pointss the 

interpretation of Athanasius in this chapter has more to it than 

meets the eye# and there are certain paradoxes In this type Of thCO1037 

which show quite clearly here# more than anywhere else. The authors 

being somewhat refractorY in character* asks leave to make this case; 

the formert or generalt half will be made'in the Appendixy but we can 

now turn to Athanasius himself, 

. 
In the first place# It is highly probables as we have said 

beforep that the Greek form of Logos doctrine (and-? Alexandrian 

Wisdom doctrine) still exercised a considerable# if largely unexpressed# 

influence# since the renewed emphasis on the Logos as the title par 

excellence of the Second Person dovetails so nicely with the return 

to a primarily cosmological interests(301) The Ilebraic): ý; 0 as it 

is usually taken# is not so neatly cosmologicalv having as it does 

Revelational and soteriological import as well* Admittedlyp in this 

Oration chs. 73-82p Athanasius at last says clearly that the 

COSM0109-ical relations of God are subordinate to other features of a 

(301 ) See below pp, /0 9; L 7 and above pp. 14- 14, -UJ+-2aj, 4U - Jt,. 34. 
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soteriological character. But'this is not till the very conclusion 

of the exegesis of Prov. 8: 22v or rather till the exegesis of the 

context of Prov. 8: 22# or more exactly still Prov. 8: 23p and the 

handling of the Supre-lapsarian and Infralapsarian question shows 

that in this equa lly important respect there was a considerable change 

even at ch. 73. 
(302 

To add to this eircuMstaritial evidences there is 

also the fact that, after allp the starting point of Athanasius was 

the "Contra Gentes". notoriously a cosmological and "Greek"' work. This 

May be all circumstantial evidence# but is not to be entirely ignored* 

To all of this we might add that this is based on a doctrine of analogyp 

that all the analogies supplement what In insufficient In the others 

and correct what is inaccurate in the othersq which Athanasius certainly 

held at one stages but which he showed unmistakeable signs of 

transcending in favour of the doctrine that the "analogies" are after 

all accurate about God - it is creatures which# owing to their 

unreliability, cannot be accurately described by these descriptions, 
(303) 

What is even more important Is that there are certain evident 

difficulties in making the Logos the principal tit le of the Second 

Person which show quite clearly in this chapter. The outstanding 

point is that what may be called the dialogical aspect of the operation 

Of the Loaos is the thing that Athanasius expressly repudiates in the 

strongest terms, as appliedp that isp to the opera ad intra Trinitatise 

Perhapst this fact might lose its full force# since Athanasius is 

specifically drawing the contrast between the intra-Trinitarian 

relation and the relations between a person and one genuinely and 

essentially subordinate to him, But the fact remains that Athanasius 

gives an eloquent description of the dialogical relation as one that 

(302) See PP* qc'4--ýr. 
(303) See above pp. bet-qý. 
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occurs between master and servtuitv and makes no effort whatever to 

supply the analogical corrcction which would allow him to describe 

the dialor. -ical aspect of the Divine life itself* Indeedv the typical 

dialo,,,,, ue, for Athan-oiusv appearsp judLir4-, fran his conrients in this 

chupter, to involve two thin, (ýs; firstv one of the persons is in a 

relation of subordination which is directly relevant to the mcitter in 

hand, and secondly, that the subordinate, without in the slightest 

dee'ree actually chnnE. Arkg the relationships, shows insubordination by 

QIL'uirigy about his superiorts orders! Both of these are antitlicticul 

to the relation between Father axid Sont which is shown for Athamasius 

Suprernely by John 14: 10av which is virtually quoted dircet. Thereforep 
dialo3me as a basic eleiý, naent of the Divine life itself is &CtuallY 

rigorously excluded, The statement that when other people heard the 

"Words"v in the ordinary sense,, fro. -i Godj, it was in virtue of the 

mediation of the "mediatorial Word" confirvisy in a sense,, the 

irq2'0rta, nce that Athanasius attached# In this context# to Hebraic forra 

Of LOSos-doctrinc, but it also strengthens the paradox In the doctrine 

to which vie are now drawing attention, and in fact it. stron3ly illumines 

the central paradox which we shall treat below. There is a Strono hint 

here that the essential form of cormiunion between Father and Son 
-is I 

word-leso cormauniont in which corauunion of vill is most prominently 

phasised and is mos em ,t directly relevant in this rer,,, ard. It is to be 

noted that what Athanaslus says is that the Sigrdficance of the words 

"lie said" is in the title I'Loj , osllg and not vice versa# which would be 

the position of, say, Karl Heim. ThcAt is# the meanin3r of the title 

"LoLrosll conditions the use of verbs of speakinj, and the title is 

primary# the verbal activity in creation secondary. 

The central difficultY with this form of LoEoc doctrine# 

which calmot be dispelled by any analogical corrcetionp is that a word# 
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in the ordintiry sense,, is vihat is spoken to somcbody else. It is 

possible to get rid of the difficulties of temporal priority# etc. 9 
involved in the title "Son"p and still have comethin'r', for which the 

title is genuinely appropriate# but if these difficulties are eliminated 

with the title "Word" in its ordinary or "llebraic" sense.. there if left 

sanething so far removed from the original sense that the title is 

inappropriate, in this particular way, And it is this paradox which 

unfortunately is shown all too clearly in this chapterg as is shown 

by what we have noted above* The di fficulty is also shown by the 

features that Athanasius rightly enunciates as the differentiae of the 

Word of God., as compared with word in general; theWord of God is 

operative OUPYI), factitive (in the active sense 

and theWill of the Father. All. this is of course supremely 
I 

true of the opera ad extras beginning. with creations but what of the 

15ter-nal being of the -Logos within the Godhead? The first two differentiae 

are Obviously impossible here anywayp and the third would be in fact 

iMPOssible for Athanasius* He later spends'nine chaptera of C, Arianos 

111 (53-67) showing that acts of God by will cannot concern Ilia essential 

and eternal nature* indeed# that will and nature are in this respect 

opposed; and this was directly provoked by the Arian assertion that the 

Son came to be at the will of the Fatherv and therefore must be a 

creature, 
(304) 

There is of course a senze in which the sort of statement 

that Athanasius repeatedly made about the absurdity of God being Caors 
" "0* 

wisdomlessp like a dry fountain or a non-radiatin, 67 sun, also apply &boat 

Will, so that a will-less God would also be absurd. But to a degree and 

in a way that does not apply in some of these other cases, Will is 

(304) See below, pp. /0.2j-4-7. 
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essentially will to do something ad extra. Athanasius could have 

escaped from this difficulty by a strict and rigorous Supralapsarianism 

and Predestinationismp in other wordsp the doctrine of Karl Barth and 

nothirq, y less. 
(305) 

But although Athanasius is recogniced Lis having, 

moved in this direction$ he falls far short of the required rigourp even 

In Ce Are 11: 73: 82, and this development is not over the horizon yet. 

And the corment can justly be made even on Barth that in treating 

Predestination as about the eternal decision of God to be the God of 

Grace in Christv he is making the term mean something distinctly 

different from what it usually means, 

In conclusion# the so-called "HebraicII-13--l-conceptj, or 
Ir Ir 

what commonly goes under that name to-days carries the dangerous risk 

of relativismt that ist of describing the absolute and eternal nature 

of God in terms of something which has essentially its meaning in terms9 

and Only in termst of the relation of God ad extra# and the dilemma 

involved is quite clearly shown in Athanasius's account here* This is 

most important for hims as his supreme interest in the Arian controversy 

was to differentiate between the eternal Deity of Christ and Ilia post- 

Incarnational Humanity,, and also between the eternal Essence of God$, and 

His (non-eternal) willp activityp etc*# ad extra. Alsop Athanasius 

has twicep with reference to the wordJ-ffvqrbT g, warned against a very 

Similar mistake. 
(N6) 

A good illustration of the results of this sort of 

theology is supplied in recent times by G. A. F, Knightp' whop from this 

starting pointp not only finally reverts to something dangerously like 

the Hegelian relation between Creator and creature, but expressly says 

about the whole of God exactly what the Arians meant when they described 

the Logos as 
%. ' (307) 

-7E'Tý 14k, IAO'W-roE- (As he was wkiting in the 

(305) See Ch. Dogm, Vol. II Pt. IIv esp. pp. 108-ilO (E. T. ) for his 
citation of C. Ar. 11: 75-77. 

(306) De Deere 28-31 and C. Ar. 1: 30-34. See above# pp. 284-308- 
(307) "A Biblical Approach to the Christian Doctrine of the Trinity". 

OcOttish Journal of Theoloj7y "Occasional PapersqNo*10953. esj). pp. G0-., 
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twentieth and not in the fourth century# the whole of God and not just 

the Second Person was involved). The strongest solution that Athanasius 

actually adopts, on the Logos side# is in the Scriptural title of the 

Son as Lp radiances, of 
ý: 

I' lightf or light-source. This was 

previously the high point of the Logos theology of Athanasiust and is 

again emphasised here. Although this word is still relativistic, and 

appears to be even more so than some of the othersr it 18 in actual 

fact less so; after allp'a sun or other light source still emits radiant 

energy regardless of whether there is anything else which can be 

illuminated or not, But in the long run the only title really free from 

all these objections, as the Primary title of the Second Persons is Son, 

It. is interesting to notice# in conclusions that the Son theology would 

permit us to account fully for a genuine dialogical relation between 

Father and Son., (and thus within the Trinity and the eternallife of. God 

itself of course# come analogical correction would be necessary); and 

the interesting corollary follows thatt on 'Western theologyp Word in 

this dialogical sense would be the eternal and proper name not for the 

Second Person but for the Third! But the irony of the position, which 

is clear in this chapters is that the more Logos is treated as the 

primary and absolute title of the Second Persons the more difficult it 

IS to account for any dialogical element in the Divine life itselfo(308) 

32 The next few chapters are about issuesy in the main# that 

Athanasius has already discussed in his earlier works, or earlier in 

the Orations and therefore we do not need to discuss them so 

exhaustively; at most, certain sentences will be quoted and corwented 

upon, Howeverl, special attention will be paid to the "Two Wisda-ris" 

doctrine which Ath%nasius rejects. (beg. ch- 32) It is plain from 

(308) For what precedesq see also above PP* 483-4C5- 
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this that the Arians fight with us is not about heresyv but , L-r i spv-, 7 %. 
5'r j 

tL&-WPVr IkAZS (; Og)p they actually fight against the Godhead 
Itself. ... (Matt, 17: 5.. Prov. 8: 25 LXXt Ileb. I,. '3, t I Cor. i: 24t 
Pa- 36: 9v Ps- 114t24P Jer. 2: 1 etc. John 1: 1,, Lukelt2t Ps* 117: 20 

Quoted to indicate that the Logos Is not foreign but proper to the 

essence of the Fatheý. * 9's For such illustrations(31 
- 

0) 
and such 

'? "'e images (EIK6`12S) has Scripture propoundedv thati, in vie-a of the 
Inability of human nature to comprehend Godp we 
might be able to form ideas even from these however poorlyand dimly* 

and as Creation itsclf is sufficient for the knowledge 

Of the existence of God and of Providence (Wisd. 13: 5)- and 
we learn from this without asking for +-j v4V P 

(311) 
butp hearing the 

Scriptures we believe, and surveying the very order and harmony 

Of all things, we acknowledge that Ile is Maker and Lord and God over 

allp and apprehend Ills marvellous Providence and hegemorY over all 
thingsp so in like manner# what has been said above about the Sonts 

C ", godhead is sufficient (OWAvwv* gen. ebs. pl. ) ... The first sentence 

indicates that Athanasius felt that the heresy was really at bottom# a 

form Of atheismv since whatever is said about the Son will have to be 

said about the Patlacr; the passages that he quotes indicate that the 

Logos is the Logos of the Father In the sense of being Radiance and 

Image and Expression. The latter portion has been quoted in full because 

of its bearing on natural theology; the statements In the strongest 

Possible terms, that creation is sufficient for'the knowing of the mere 

existence of God and His Providence appears to be an admission of natural 

theologys. but later he appears to add Scripture as being in some way 

(309) The best modern translation would be: "while they concoct a certain 
image of theipselves for usp" in the contemporary pejorative use Of 
the wvý "imige"_in the context of Public Relations. 

(310) I-LTI- ce Shapland's note on this termp n-3 to EP- ad 
eiý ap . v pp. 108-9 in his Edition. 

(311) That is, voices., presumably by way of the sort of testimony froin 
natural forces postulated by W. S. Gilbertts Lord Chancellor in 
111olanthe". What Athanasius appears to be saying herep although there is still much uncertaintyp is that one has not the right to 
practise natural theology except on the authoricgtion of Sc'r-'ipture* 
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necessary for this knowledge; it is definitely necessary for the 

knowledge of what later became known as the intra-Triniterian relations, 

The final position appears to be the same as the classical Romah 

Catholic position that there Is a field of revelation in which Scripture 

and other supernatural agency is necessaryp but the existence of God 

and providenceg etc, # can be revealed by a process structurally 

analor-ous to natural law, in which Scripture has its place aloncyside 4-1 L, 

Purely natural concepts, The whole matter is complex in Athanasius 

and indicates that his thought is in transitiont-although the portion 

here is the same as in 1: 12,012) 

33 Continuingt Athanasius in the next chapter substantially 

repeats his former argument that in the Scriptural analogy of Sun and 

Radiancep we have a form of b-egetting that does not involve a division 

34 of the essence, and continues with another previous argument that the 

Occurreylee of such "generation" in the creaturely sphere shows that we 

must T10t suppose that there is temporal posteriority and division of 

35 the Essence, as there is with human conship. Igor should we be confused 

by the corresponding difficulties concerning the syllabic evanescent 

and nOn-operative nature of the human word, Rather is the Logos of 

36 God eternal because it is the Coessential Offspring of the Eternal 

God. If one is perplexed about matters that are not for men to know, 

One should keep silent end not concoct doctrines that conflict with 

tho Scriptural evidence that has been given us. 

37 The next chapterp and onwards, has to be quoted in more detailt 

aa it concerns the doctrine of the Two Wisdoi=p etc., propounded by 

(312) See above, pp. 
UF-70. 
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Asteriusp who was always far more concerned to apolo5ise for Arivnism 

In terms of traditional concepts than Arius himself, 11147herefore I 

wonder howg where God is Onep these men Introduce# after their private 
notions,. many Images and Wisdoms and Logi, and say that the Fether's 
Proper Lnd n: ý. tural LoCos is other than the Sont and that in it Ile 

created the Son too(313 and that He V; ho is Son is only in idea 

called Logost as Vine and Way and Door and Tree of 
1 . 001 Life: and that Ile is also called Wisdom by na me (Ovvr-k-r1),, and that 

the proper and true 4isdom of the Fathert which co-exists, with Him 

unoriginately, 
(314) 

is something different; in this wisdom Ile also 
(315) 

Made the Sonp and named Him according to His participation in it, 

They have not contented themselves with expressing this verbally# but 

Arius composed in his own 'Thalia'p and Asterius wrote# what we have 

stated above, as followsp *. * 
(Ilere follows the Asterian exegesis of 

tPOwer of Godt and 'Nisdom of God'. which we have already dealt with 

above# PP- 350-354, in which we have also quoted the e xtract from 

Asterius which Athanasius quotes in continuationg in ch., 40-)" 

In these passe6es the Asterian doctrine of the Second Person of the 

Trinity being Wisdom by participation in an aboriginal impersonal Wisdom 

38 in the Pather is expressed, The first part of ch. 38P which we have 

again cited in. full# with comTientp abovev pp. 460-9j, is a denunciation 

in advance of the practice of deriving theological truth by , Uj_d_ 

Versalisation" oft, or abstraction from known creaturely reality. We 

shall be6in full citation a0ain at 38: 228Bt when Athanasius begins 

his reply to all this nonsense: "Is it not monstrous of them to say 
that 3isdom co-exists with the Father, yet not to say that this is 

the Christp but that there are many created Powers or Wisdoms, of which 

one is the Lord Vihom they go on to compare with the caterpillar and the 
locust? And-are they not profligate whop when they hear us say that the 

(313) tv KMI TOY _YTZv lrslrýcýl V-Z 
*% vv ul: ýý . Oc-otv "k:, , lso belowq mutEitis (314) hv Jg vq-? "Wj, And a ntRn 

S. There are no extual variants here. iýoý I ., - --p I 
.- /I (315) 'T'D-vyfc")lv 
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Logos coexists with the Father forthwith murmur,, 'Are you not speaking 
of two Unoririnates? l yet, in speaking of 111is Unoriginate Wisdom' do 

not see that they themselves have already incurred the charge which 
they so rashly urge against us? Moreover, what folly io there in that 

"I thought vOIJO) of theirs, that the Unoriginate Wisdom coexisting 
with God is God Himself: For what coexists does not coexist with 
itself, but with something elcep as the Evangelists say of the Lord 
that fie coexisted with His Disciples; for He was not together 

with 11imself, but with His Disciples - unless indeed they say that God 
is Compound (ý5ýVRý"v)v having Wisdom a constituent or complementary 

Part of His Essence(316) this Wisdom is itself also unoriginatep and 
they moreover introduce it as the Framer of the Worldy so as to deprive 

the Son of the framing of its For they try to say anything but the 

right sentiments about the Lord. 

39 For where at all have they found in Divine Scripturep or from 

whom have. they heard# that there Is another Logos and another Wisdom 
than this Con, that they should concoct ouch a doctrine for, themselves? 

(Jer. 23*29 and Prov. 1: 23 admitted) but these are cor=nds and 
preceptsv(31ý)which God has spoken to the saints through His own and 
true LoCos, ,, (ps, 119: 101), Such things the Saviour accordingly 
signifies to be other than Himself, when He says in persono 'The words 

'00, which I have spoken to you. For certainly such words 
are not Offsprings or Sons# nor are they so many framing I 

words ;rc; W 
* nor so many Images (IK T) of the True Godp nor are so many 

thLt became man on our behalf , nor it is as if it was one of raany such 
that became flesh according to John, but Ile was preached by John as the 

Only Logos of God (1: 3 & 14) .. Wherefore of Him alone# our Lord Jesus 
Christ,, and of His unity with the Fatherp the testimonies are written 
and set forth, both of the Father signifying that the Son is onev and of 
the saintst aware of this and saying that the Logos is one, and that He 

is Only-Begotten. And His works are also set forthp for all thingsp 

Visible and invisiblet have come to be through Him, and without Him was 
not one thing made. But they have no thought of anything or iýnybody elset 

31 G) El o v, T; ý d*, j irzr-iA e r1V V) czr: Mý lpwr, Kýv -rj -a7dT A uIrv U (5ý> 
N . 100 

1 

(317) 

nV, 

NZ 
Z"I 

ITPO T71 
. 
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nor do they frame to themselves words o, ýpvS) or wisdoms, neither 

whose name nor whose deeds are indicated in Scriptural sourcesp but 

are mentioned only by them. For it is their invention and Christ- 

opposing surmise, that they exploit the name of the LoCos and the 

Wisdom, but in qoncoQting to themselves others they deny the true Logos 

of Godt and the rcaO! i*tM34d1m of the Father* 
A 

40 Therefore if neither In the Divine oracles is there found 

another'. 1isdom besides this Son, nor have we heard of any such from 

the Pathers, yet the Wisdom that co-exists with the Father and is 

. PropQr to Him and the Framer of the Vioril has been'confessed and been 

written about by these menp this must be the Con Who even according to 

them is eternally co-existent with the Father. For Ile is Framer of 

all# as is written, 'In wisdom hast Thou framed them allel NaYP 

Asterius himself, as if forgetting what he had written beforep afterwardst 

when urging the Greeksp in Caiaphasts, fashion does not mention many 

WiSdomsp but involuntarily confesses but onep in these words .** 
(follows the passage that we have fully quoted abovep P. 352); 

Athanasius gives his considered judgment on, it as follows: ) 
- Ills 

it anything marvellous that the Arians should battle with the truthp 

seeing that they fall out with each other and fight about their own 

principles# at one time saying that there are many wisdomsp at another 

maintaininýý one; at one time classing Wisdom with the caterpillert &A 

another saying that It coexists with the Father and is proper to Him; 

now that the Father alone is Unoriginatep then again that His Wisdom 

and Power are unoriginate also. And they fight with us for saying that 

the Lozos of God is ever* yet forget their own doctrinest and say 

themselves that Wisdom coexists with God unoriginately a,, - 

41 But, let the other heresiesp including the Manicheesp alýq 
know that the Father of the Chriot is Onep ana is the Lord 

and Yakcr throu--h Ilia proper Logos of the creation. And let the 

Ariomaniacs kr. o-ýj in particular$ that the Looos of God is Onep being the 

Only Son proper and genuine from the essence of the Father, and having 

with His Father the indivisible unity of Godhead. 
(318). 

.. Sincep if 

it were not so# wherefore throuZh Him does the Pather createp and in Him 
is revealed to those whom He will# and illuminate them? Or why too in 
the baptianial consecration is the Son named together with th-- Father? 

. 00- (318) xvj -r 0 F_YOII-r. L, 
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For if they say that the Father is not sufficientt the answer is 

impious,, but if He is ... what is the need of the Son either for 

framing or for the holy laver? For what community is there between 

creature and Creator? 
(319) 

This is a most interesting section of the Contra Arianosp 

and there is more in it than meets the eye* There are two main 

objections cited by Athanasius to the position of Asteriun; firstlyp 

Ifl and as, God is one, His Logos must be one also; secondly, that if 

tae LoZos--tliisdom of God is to have any real pre-cminence and indeed be 

the Lo,,,,;,, os of God at all, it must be what the Platonic Socrates would 

have callod'rO q60 (WAvro, or what Athanasius actually calls 

t 
(320), 

etc.; in other words., no relativity can enter into the 

essential being of the LoSos, which would be involved in the Asterian 

doctrine of 'the LoSos--Wisdom being rational and wise in virtue of 

participation in a (jualityt in the s&ne sense as we are wise through 

Participation in the Logos and Wisdom of God. The u. --, ual argum. ents are 

given for the absolute unity of the'v7ord of God# but we can notice at 

this point the very much greater emphasis on the Revelational or 

"Hebraic" doctrine of the LoEos in this connectionp in the surrounding 

chaptersp where one of the main arguments for the absolute unity and 

uniqueness of the Son-Logos is the factum brutwri of Scripture (IMattell : 27) 

that He is the , -, ole Revealer of God the Father* This fits in nicely 
f\ 

with his great emphasis on the Scriptural metaphor of 
tLJS 

and 

as the classical description of the relation betweon Father 

and Son res2ectivelyt the radiance being of course the essential and 

unique revcalor of the Sun or light-source* 

However, there are certain matters that require more detailed 

attention. In the first placep this revelationary emphasisp although 

(319) -Ttloc"J., Kot, -wvit- 6ýf 
(320) See "Contra Gentes" 

9T 16 
Ir 

j, cho 46p 
1 -yr? Of -tq IlZr-, (I'-'f v J 

apud finemo 
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important, is not the principal one. Althoucýh Arius did say in the 

"Thalia" that we know the Unoriginate throuZh him who had an origing 

in the Euphuistic style characteristic of him, the same is by and 

large true of the Arians. If they had taken this line, Athanasius would 

have had to deal far more thorouEhly and exhnustively than he did with 

the most difficult problem in theologys, the relation between the "words" 

of Jesus and Je,.:; us Christ eis the "'Nord" of God in the revelatory sense.. 

., 
ucstion in an even more general wayp of how the 1hunanity and also the 

Can reveal the Deity that is, at the level necessitated by the general 

character of the "Contra Arianosp" a level higher than the 

instrumentalism of the "De Incarn&tione". In factv when Athanasius 

treats of 11att. 11127 in Orat. 111: 37 ff. p he does not discuss the 

Issue at all; of course# he is actually discussing no more than what, 

on our present system of versification, is Matt. ji: 2 kv whereas the 

Issue under discussion is raised in the latter part of the verse. ', Nhen 

Athanasius above raised the issue,, I he gave the bald Scriptural evidence 

rather than the exhaustive discussion that would have been expected; or, 

more accurately, he introdaced the uniqueness of Jesus as the Revelation 

of God as another pr: oof of tile general uniqueness of the Son# rather than 

as the cardinal topic that it has become in contemporary theoloZy. 

But the really important issue is the scornful rejection by 

Athanasius especially in ch. 38# of Asteriusts doctrine of the Second 

Person being aisdom through participation in the character of wisdom 

in God,, on the cround that the latter is thereby virtually made another 

thin, g; it is now time to analyse this fully. It is important to notice 

at the outset that among other thinE, a Athanasius is cLrcuin,, - ad hominem. 

After allp as Athanasius said,, *Asterius, himself talked about the 

imperson&l wisdom "co. -exist ing" with God and therefore committed himself 

to treating and regarding! it'as another thingp from which the usual 
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dialectical and theological difficulties follow# for example, infinite 

regress, However far Athanasius fell into illicit Platonisms or other 

Pitfallsv Asterius fell just as f&r or even further. Unfortunatelyp 

the corresponding statement in Arius's Thaliap that Wisdom existed as 

Wisdom by the will of the most Wise God, Is far more carefully 

constructed and avoids this particular difficulty, so that much more 

careful examination Is necessary. Cn the surface it appears that both 

Athanasius and Asterius were both following the earlier Platonic Theory 

of Forms and regarding the hypothetical qualitative wisdom in God as 

another thing, It is highly probable that this was actually the case. 

But a closer examination indicates that there is more in this difficulty, 

It is in fact very much more difficult to distinguish logically between 

qualities and things or substances than., say, Aristotle and his 

followers supposed; certainly with sub-personal beings. An example of 

this in modern philosophy is Berkeleyts criticism of substance in this 

sense. 
021) 

which has been generally accepted since# or the came 

difficulties noticed in connection with Kantts Dinge4n sich. An even 

better excurnplet this time from Greek philosophyp Is Plato's final 

treatment of this issue in the Sophist# if the views of the Eleatic 

Stranger are his own* Herev substancesp like the person Theaetetus In 

the example that is actually cited, is treated as a Form (in the later 

sense, rather different from that in the Socratic dialogues) in the 

same way as a quality or activity like Flying; logicallyp the issue 

Of the truth or falsehood of the statement "Theaetetus flies" is the 

issue of whether or not these two formsp whose relations are purely 

sYnthetic (except in the case of the categorial ones) and which have 

(321) See'# "Principles of Human Knowledge". 1: 7-33. Of course,, the 
subjective idealism, that Berkeley deduced from his criticism of 
Substancep and of the Locke 

, 
ian distinction between Primary and 

Secondary Quality,, is not accepted. 
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no analytic or f ormal connectionsv happen to be Lble to blend or co- 

exist with cach other or not; in this case the latter is true. 
(322) 

On 

this sort of basis one would hLve no choice but to regard the Asterian 

quasi-qualitative liVisdom. es another entity in the sartie way tLat God is 

the one entity. The case is even worse with the alternativep or more 

Aristotelian formulation which Athanusius rejects with equal scorn at 

the end of ch- 38P that God consisted of His Essence and Wisdom as a 

quality. The very point of this distinction (if It can be made# which 

in enother matter) is that the quality Is in a looser rclvtion to the 

thing than the essence# a synthetic rather than vn aialYtic one; even 

more specifically, not only must the quality be in essence independent 

of the essencep but must also exist in the same way in some things 

other than the essence in question* Thusp even more than beforep it 

must be another thing. 

Bcs, ide. s, there would licave to bc thinzrs othcr than God that 

partook of this wisdomp and this is cn important cluo to the istuc 

that was actually in question at the beginning of ch. 33P(323) where 

Athanasius states that the Arians openly accepted that the Son was 

called Wisdom "on account of" things wisep that isy the other portion 

of the extension of. the gems wisep and that the inevitable extension 

of this principle to the title of Son rc"ces it to an absurdity. This 

Is an Obvious, violation of two of Athannsim's basic principles which 

date from the earliest stages of the Arian controversyt and possibly 

antedated it the principle later expressly formulated by Thomas 

Aquinas that Icus non est in genere cliquo"and that the same applies 

(322) See esp. 257-268. 
(323) Cited on PP. 463-9 where an even more interesting and sinister 

explanation is given as to the probable reQ point at issue, 
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to the Logos even on Arian principles themselves, and that the titles 

of the Second Persong if He Is to be deemed to exist before all 

creation even in the Arian fashion# must have their meanings and L, 

correlatives and opposites of all kinds in relation to the Father and 

not to the created cosmos. It is quite likely that the txians were 

Prepared to make these predications of the Logos in this crassly 

univocal cense in spite of all the theological and di&leotical 

difficulties that followed. 

Vy'hen faced with this sort of argument, AthanasiuB appeals to 

the Biblical evidence# and in somewhat more general tCrMsP the Irriportant 

priTICiPles would be two; both have already been met in Athanasius'S 

writings already, Firstlyp there is the principle thvt what we know 

as Godts Wisdom,, or anything else that is God'ev cannot be known by 

this method of ubstractiont universalisation, etc, v which would keep 

us in the created field if only because we ere more familiarp prima 

facie, with wisdom in created beings, but is on the contraryp like God'a 

Fatherhoodt the Supreme st mdard by which. all earthly wisdom or wice 

,s are to be judged, and according to which all are found wanting* beir47 

Secondly# there must be a direct revelation of God; revelation cannot 

be considered as something which is gained by intellectual operations 

on the facts of creaturely life. In fact, we can see from this that 

these two principles go together* 

Thus, the conclusion is in short that Asterius and the Arians 

are unable to avoid talking about wisdom of a sort co-existing with Godp 

and prohibitive difficulties can only be avoided by treating this as 

absolutely identical with the prc-existent Second Person. The Second 

Person is this Wisdom* and no other wisdom is conceivable, and certainly 

there is no Scriptural besis for such an entity. There is one ecrious 
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defect in such an approach. There ic after all a genuine doctrine of the 

Divine attributes, and if there is one thing that must be sayable about 

God,, and about each person of the Trinity individ ually and severally, it 

Is that they are wisep in the ordinary qualitative sense, Athanasiua 

appears to be depying this in his attack on Asterius. But thcre are 

two very important urguments in favour of Athanasius. One is that., Gs 

we have said above,, his ansvier to Asterius Is completely correct ad 

hominem, and that this shows that when we examine the matter more 

thoroughly there is a real difficulty in applying attributes to God 

even if we do not accept the traditional doctrine of the absolute 

simplicity of God (as enunciatedo in faetp by Tiewnian in his notes on 

these chapters). ' When a quality is attributed to somethingV the quality 

must be different from the thing in that it has a different intension 

and extension; thiap or ct any rate the latterp cannot possibly apply 

to God in the usual, way. All theoloEjes of the Divine attributes must 

be particularly careful on this point. The other point is that 

Athanasius's treatment of the issue has one supreme virtue# which is 

indeed the virtue of the defect that we have noticed. By taking In full 

earnest the traditional description of the Second Percon of the Trinity 

as WiSdol-ýrl and by insisting that the converse Is also binding, on theology,, 

Athanasius has made a decisive step towvras a vital principle that has 

been lacking in traditional theologyp that the Divine attributes must,,, 

be understood primarily in terms of the Trinitarian nature of God and 

the intra-Trinitarian relations. In this regardt he has gone further 

than any other theologianp with the possible exception of Aug-ustinep 

Probably because the Arians raised the issue with such brutal clarity; 

much further in fact even than Karl Burth, who clamours for such a 
treatment of the issue but whose doctrine of the Attributes in C. D. II: Iv 

in its detail# PaYS leSS attCatiOR to this than one would expect. The 
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min criticisri that rý, iust still be made of Athanuslus is the co=on one 

that. 9 c. 1though he is formally Trinitarian his theoloz7 is in detail 

still in fact binitariant for the simple reason that the Holy Spirit has 

not yet be . gun to play a major part in his theological interests* 
(324) 

The very last sentence in the extracts which we have quoted 

asks; what is there in common between God and the creatures? This 

sentence now claims our attention because of its significance for the 

question of natural thcology, 'Cic have alrcady seen that the original 

Atiianasian position,, from, the Contra Gcntes onward. st was that the 

existence of God (or the Logos) was rationally deducible from creation 

alone,, in the manner of classical natural theolo, r, cLs found ing say# 

Thomas Aquinas, althouzft Scripture was absolutely necessary for any 

j further doctrine or faith. The extracts quoted above in C. Ar* 1: 12: 

36B-C and 11: 32: 216B_C(325) show quite clearly thut this view is still 

(324) The only Scholars who haveg to the author's knowledge, corciented 
on this matter are Bbhringerp "Athanusius und Arius --", and 
Atzbergerp "Die Lo,,,, oslelire des heiligen Athanasiuse -, ". and both 

are critical; they &rep respectivelyp Protestant and Roman Catholic. 
Mhringerp op. cit* po 98p says simply that Athanasius gets out of 
his difficulties too easily: "Indera nur cber Ath&nasius vuf die 
nal! vste Weise dem hypostasirten Logos sofort wieder die eigenschaft- 
liche Macht und Weisheit de3 Vaters substuirtv weiss er so den ' 

christlichen "onotheismus ganz leicht zu retten. 11 Atzberger is 

far more ýthorougi-j in his criticiamp and attributes it to a failure 
to analyse prop-rly his conceptual apporatuo: (Loc* cit. p. 
11,7ie wir schonIfter bemerkt habenp schied er in seinem 
Deweisverfahron zivischen Philosophie und Theologie nicht aus. Abýer 

gcrodcý der rangei ciner Untorpchoidung speculativer und positiver 
Elemente hat auch eine gewisee Unbcotimmtheit seiner Lehre von dep 

Verh, 91tniss des Logos zurn Vater zur Folgp ... 
(especially) dass 

er an manchen Stellen den Logos zu schr ale die wesentliche 
Vern'4nft und weseniliche Weisheit dargestellt' zu habeh scheint. " 

Ile continues that this is counteracted 'by the ascripiion of the 
title Son to Christp but that this is not quite satisfactory. 
Continuing-p loc. cit.: "Der tiefer liegende Grund aber dieser 

I 
UnzilltIngli cl-ocei ten liegt in ein. 6rri Mangclý: nwerkenntni ss the ore tie chen 

0 Voruntersuchungen, Insbesondcre vermiss I ir bei Athanasius cine 
einge-hende Untersuchung der Bcgriffe von Wcsenp IýIesenseigenschaftp 
und Person ... 

(and he adds that the s&me appliec to all his 
contemporciries). . Die Folge davon ist, dass niin schr leicht die, 
persbnlichen Eigenthldinlichkeiten der g6ttlichen IlYpostasen mit den 
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ex. prcsr, ly adopted by Athanasius- Týut vie novi see that the effect of the 

Arian. controversy, with Its tremendous eml)hasis on the distinction 

between God and creatureup on both sides of the controversyp is forcing 

Athanacius towards the op, -, )osite vieivp the repudiation of natural 

theoloýZy In any form at all, althou,, -,, h he can never bring himself to 

sa'Y thise To understand why this is so, we must bear in mind that 

natural theology is really a species of metaphysical philosophy; Dome 

would say that these two are identical* Now metaphysics is essentially 

based on the problem of what all thinE; s have in cormnon; if anythirigv 

this is even clearer in Greek philosophy'than in modern philosophyo 

Thales began philosophy by asking this question and giving the answerp 

water; and all later philosophers followed essentially the same course, 

This applies most pointedly to Heraclitus, the originator of the Lo,,,,, os 

doctrinep for him, Logos was the correct answer to tj-, e sp-Me question. 

Thust the notion of what things had in cormnont for which the word klolvo. 'S 

and its derivatives# particularly Kovwi L were expreSslY usedp is 

thus the cardinal concept in philosophy (Seep for exýýmpleq Heraclitus, 

and Plato, Sophist). By denying that there is any VOWWOOt- between God 

and the creaturesp Athanasius is here really undercutting the whole of 

philosophy in its theological application and natural theology* If there 

pe Eirr, enschaften der, g6ttlici-len 'i'venens vermengen kania. Diese Klipj, 
scheint vucIj Athanasius nicht immer vermieden zu haben. Dcnn immer 

wo er eincn UnterSchied in Gott findetv setzt er denselbcn sofort 
als einen porsdr1lichen an. " 

The efýect of whole commentary on this passage of the author'is to 

admit., from the Point of Vic-N Of mature theologys, that Atzberger's 
chari-,, e is truet J)ut that even Athanbsiusts apparent mictake &180 
indicates an even more important truth,, that the attributes of God 
Himself depend Or' Ilia Trinitarian form. In a way,, Atzberfy, -er had a 
right and a dUtY9 particularly from his Aristotelian and Thomistic 
stGndpoint, to Bfay what he did Buy, but in another way it was unfair 
of him to eXPect Athanasiust Who lived in times of great urCency 
and who knerl no trv-dition Of any cuch enterpricest to inake tuly such 
examination, by Njay Of prOlegMenaj, of the notions of Essence., 
Person, etc.,, be: rore Proceeding to the task at hand. 

(325) Sce above# pp. 
66f-? o a. 4( 

844-(6. 
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is no KoJvw\11J,,, there is no philosophy that can include both God and 

creaturess no analogia entisp no level of genepalityp to use the more 

feanilier English terra, which can include God. And this would have been 

irimediately clear to any educated Greek speaker,, much clevrcr even than 

to a moacrn echolcr, Besidest the more that God is considered as truly 

active and personalp as distinct from beiNT merely some higher level of 

re&lit,, i, the clearer it is that this doctrine of Athana-ius demands the 

rejection of natural theoloZy, It could be rwaintained in some cense 

that what Athannsius in here saying would be perfectly consistent with 

the most highly developed and sophisticated natural theology that we 

find in Hqgelp,. which accepts and in fact glories in the corollary of all 

natural theology that "God" is purely and simply the syste, -riatic unity 
01 le and iý01)fCJV1d4- of all things; on this basis. ' 14(7JvC-UV1dL between God and 

things would be rejected as a, category mistake, in the true sense of 

this'expres, sion. But this back door for natural theology would be 

excluded by the earlier material in Or. 11-6 J8 ff. 0 in which he 

apparently goes so far as to maintain thatv for the creaturesi, even their 

being creatures does not constitute a summum 1.. -,, enusv or for'that matter 

finY form of systematic unity at all. Besides,, this licgelian systeriiatic 

relation would be another form of KO, YWv'IJ. The conclusion from all this 

is that, althou[ji Athanasius formally maintains the validity of natural 

theology, 
p there is sufficient material in the Contra Arianos for a 

thorou, r-hgoing refutation of it. 

41: To complete this sectionp Athanasius raises another Issue which 
23313 

- is of extreme interest, that of. Arianism in relation to baptism and 43. 
especially to the baptismal formula* There has been a more or less 

steady and imperceptible transition to,. Yvrds this Issue at the end of 
the last extract quotedp but this is no reflection on the systematic 
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sense of Athanasius,, since, as we shall see, the two sections dovetail 

into each other to a surprisirig degree. "Or why Is a thing that har, 

been made reckoned with Ilim Who made it in the consecration of us all? 
Or whyq, as you holdt is faith In one Creator and one creature delivered 
to us? For if it was that we mi., -ht be joined to the Godheadv what need 

would there be of the creature? But If it was to unite us to the Son as 

a creaturet it would be superfluous according to you to nvmc the Son in 

baptismv for God Who made Him a son would be able to make us sons also. 
De3idesq If the Son is a creature# the nature of rational creatures beirz 

one. 
026) 

no help woulkCOMe to crbatures from a creaturep since all need 

grace from God. .... The Son is n=od with the Fatherv not as if the 

Father is not all-sufficient, not without meaning(327) or by chance but 

since Ile Is God's Logos and Pro cr '4icdomj and being His radiance 

Ile is ever with the Father, 
(323ý 

and therefore it is Impossible thatp if 
(329) 

the Father gives Crace, He should not give it in the Son for the 

Son is in the Father as RadiEnce in the light, Forv not as one in need, 
but as a Father in His own Wisdom hath God founded the earthp and made 

all things by the Logos that Is from Ilim(330) 
7- 

,, and in (CV) the Son 

c0nfIrmr- the Holy 41i'ashing* For where the Father Is# there is the Son, 

and where there is the light# there is the radiance; and as the Father 

works what 110 works through the Son .. 
(John 5: 19) -*. so also when 

braptisra is given, whom the Father baptizess him the Son baptizes, and 

whom the Son baptizesp he is consecrated In the lIoly Spirite And again 

as when the sun shines# one might say that the radience illuminatesp for 

the light is one and indivisible and cannot be detached# so when the 

Father is or is namedg there plainly is the Son also. The Father is 

. LtIsm; then the Son must be named with Him, named in bap 

tko --. 4 K7 V 
0 ud-ý I (326) j, -1AS 
"_ 'r TV ýf -0" 

00jC 
11frx 

S- (327)1 i, e. as a factum, brutum. 
(328) tA61"V- -rvv ToVri 

,T C Cý -i-T7 of (329) FEY -ILD Y, 
10 Cf the T Ad Serap. I passim, as 

anoiher instance of language used about the Second Person which 
was later used of the Third* 

(330) A 
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42 Therefore (John 14: 23 and 17: 22). And again the 

grace given is one, given from (T)-JfX) the Father in the Son (Rom. 
1: 7P I Cor. 1: 5) Por the light must be with the ray 
and the radiance rmst be seen toZether with its own liCht. 11 This is a 

reaffirmation of the Trinitarian doctrine that he has elaborated abovep 

based on the analogy of ýwS end Vic need not notice it 

further except to remark on the greater erq4lasisp which is demanded by 

the context, on the fact that the two (or three) Persom must go 

together. This is the doctrine of the IqPýKtfpjvf j, which again will be 

discussed much more fully later# in the Third Oration. Athanasius 

stater, the principle both objectively and absolutelyp and ePistvnicallY 

and descriptively., Newman in his note correctly stresses the difference 

between this., the fvct that the Father in JUs existence demands the Son 

as the Coescential Second Person, and the other aspect Of the caser that 

the Pathcr as regards His mention, demands the Son &a the correlative* 

In continuationt Athanasiusp after pointing out that the Jews, 

by repudiating the Son forfeited the Pathor toot condcmns Arian baptism 

on these 1-7ounds (at 236C): 11. . for if the consecration is given to us 
into the Nvmo of Father and Son, and they do not confess a true Father 
because they deny Ywhat is from Him and like His Essence and deny the 
true Son, and name another of their own framing es created ex nihilo, is 

not the rite administered by them altogether enpty and unprofitcble7 
For the Arians; do not baptize into Pathor and Sont but into Creator 

and creature, and into Maker and thing mde. And as a creature is other 
than the Son, so the boptism which is supposed to be given by them is 

Other than the truths thouoh they pretend to name the 1-. Iame of the Father 

and the Son. ... On this account therefore our Saviour does not 
simply command to baptizev but first says 'teach', and then as followsp 
'Br, Ptize into the narae of the Father and Son and Holy Chostst that the 
rig. ht faith nay follow upon learningpnd together with faith miCht come 
the Consecration of baptism. 11 

43 The final chapter of this section compares the Arians to other 
heresies which take the name of GOdv etc., but vre radically unsound 
in doctrine; the Arians are even worse, since they wantonly declare the 
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Son-to be a creature In the face of the Scriptural declarations that He 

is the exact Image of the Father# etc.. 

lileýwnan points out that the prima facie sense of this passage 

is that heretical baptism is Invalids, not without a hint that he regrets 

the contrast with what later became orthodox doctrine on this matter. 

However, the situation Is a little differentp in spite of AthanasiuSos 

references to others in ch- 43# who also render t1heir ovin baptism 

invalid. -There is something peculiarly serious about this case which. 

would probably have influenced Atha-nasius in his judgmentt and which 

makes it (and also perhaps too Auch cerious earlier heresies as those 

of Marcion and the Gnostics) much worse than such later heresies as 

Donatiem or even Entychianism or Protestantism and Roman Catholicism 

as each sees the other. The Arian doctrine t1lat the Logos-Son is a 
6X 

cre4ure is such a serious perversion that it makes it impossible for 
i- 

the Ariansp in taking the V"amest to mean the same thingg in the sense 

in which it is possible for Protestantsp Roman Catholics# or Donatists 

or for that matter a wicked priest In the act of baptism* To postulate 

a rigorous distinction between Creator and creaturep and then to fly 

in the face of it by naming both Creator and creature in baptism# corrupts 

everything, And behind this Issue there is another matter of great 

interest, We have already noticed how Athanasius goes a long way towards 

making the whole doctrine of the nature of God depend on the Trinityp 

and drawn an interesting comparison with Karl Barth# M10se theology is 

in m., any ways similar to that of Athanasius, and similarly situated in 

relation to the contemporary scene.. And here again we find the same 

similarity. Both theologians are maintaining that the Trinity has a sort 

of absolute primacy over everything else in the Faith, so that if one is 

wrong, about this one cannot be right about anything else. The difference 
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is in the field in which this primacy is manifestcd. It would be 

impossible to give here any sort of analysis of the much-discussed 

section of C. D. I: I: P. 340 ff-, in which the Trinity is discussed in 

the context of Revelation as a whole. In Athanasius, the primacy of the 

Trinity is fairly end squarely in terms of its place in baptism,, which 

in for Athanasius the first crossroads of the Christian Faith and life; 

if one takes the wrong, turning herep everything else must be wrong* 

It might appear from this that Athanasius was giving primacy to something 

that is in the field of ecclesiastical traditionp but the very form of 

Athanasius's argument is purely from Scripture. It is as a quotation from 

Matte 28: 19 that the bapticinal formula is introduced. 

Athanasiusts handling 
, of the matter shows several things &bout 

this Scriptural passage itself. In the first plvcep it was, used as the 

Baptismal formula from time inmemorial, so that not even the Arianst nor 

presumably even some very much earlier heretics.. could disturb itv or 

fail to give formal assent to it, It was Trinitarian long before the 

explicitly Trinitarian theology of Athanasius and his successors and the 

later Church was explicitly formulated. It was Trinitarian even in the 

days when the rest of the theoloL, 7 of the Church was in such a state that 

the Arians could wrezak all but mortal confusion in the Church* It was 

finallyp explicitly Trinitarian as distinct from Dinitarian even in the 

days when Christian theologyp even to a certain extent Athanasius 

himselfv almost forgot the Third Person* Thus, if it had been a 
tradition, it nust have been very early, almost contemporaneous In fact 

With the Gospels as written recordst Or at least with the latest portions 

of the Canon. Thusp the handling Of this question by Athanasiusj, which 

shows itself even more clearly in the Ep, I ad Serap., indicates that we 
can emphasise the lateness of Trinitarian tAlleologry only by crguments 
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that abundantly prove the earliness of Trinitarian faithp traditiont 

and liturZ. y. to say nothing of the occurrence of Vatt. 28: 19 in 

Canonical Scripture* One mvy disagree on the question of whether the 

verse is Dominical or notp perhapap but if one denies that it is# the 

contention may be made that this is no more than another Casc of the 

, general principle that the Holy Spirit could not have been reco&mised 

for certain till after Pentecostp in the same way that the Son could 

not, have been certainly known with absolute accuracy B*C*. In another 

vi&Ly,, it is the question of why Acts and the Epistles &nd Revelation are 

canonical Scripture, even as the Gospels are. Thus, thore are no 

good g-rounds for denying that the verse is in some cense Dotninicalp 

and that at any rate the equivalent of Trinitarian theolOE: y in faithp 

traditionp liturgy, and above-allt in Scripture, is canonically binding 

and does genuinely go back to Christ. 

The only reference to the Holy Spirit is one directly provoked 
' 

ýý KAýj irOj 
,, cl by ? Jatt, 28: 19t in ch. 41: 236A: 0" ýrlý-, 'ý. -nzp crao C-'Vov., OV 

T e- 'ý, Ti C ý) 10 U-MV KAýl C) dLT- CO I ý' i) 'Os flcc\. T ýýY, 173" 
L4j -r&kFAoV'r4L The text is garbledp but the English translation 

which is to be presumed is given above. It indicates the traditional 

and liturgictal close association bctriecn the Holy Spirit and confirmation 

Or chrismationg and in a sense is a sign that the Holy Spirit is not yet 

considered a Person of the Trinity with quite the same rank as the otherp 

Twopsince theýt iXv m6lf does not apply quite com. pletely Lind 

SYmmetricallyt as it does later in Ep, I ad Serapionem. 

As the last 25 or so chapters constitute a definite subdivision 

Of the Orations as a whole# another lexicographical analysis, on the 

usual terms, is appropriate here. LOGOS: Uncreeted, etc-: 18: 184CP 
20: 188C er, U19B9 21: 192A (would have been unable to create if crcature)v 
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22: 193A.. 24: 197C (Scr- correlates L. with F., not with "all thinca"). 

Everything earthly A, hurtun alien to Tlis ný-ture: 22: 192D (110a c zýn lie be 

of Father if not 11'ropcr Offspring of His Essence but ex nihilo? ), 
36: 224A (, *v'e must not investigate how L. is from the F. ). Orij7in: L. of 
the-Father: 2ý: 192D (How does God create throug-h Him if 

I'Ae is not Ilia 
L. & Wdm? )v 27: 204C (One alone is the L. & Image of the One F. )v 28: 
205 (2 expls. ) (L. not of things originate but Sole Proper L. of the F. ). 9 
37: ý25A (ILstcrius etc., state the Proper and natural L. of F. to be 

other than Son). L. of God 
': 

22: 192C (L. of the creating God known from 
Ilia works), 27: 204A (Fruming Is only for God & Ilia own L. & '. Vdmo)V 
27: 204B (one could find no one for framing but L. of G. )v 30: 209B (L. 

of Go acedg. to Ans. created for human needs)# 30: 209B alterum (for 

Anso, God counsels eneg. His L. with us in mind)p 31: M 1, -B (L. did 
e% C e% not become it V4! but we 31: 213A (L. of Go (1r0'1PYe%'7-rrD1 

31: 21313 (+ (human beings as addressed by God have the intermediary 

L. &- "Asdom of F, which makes known 33: 217A (Frouri Him and proper 
to E. of Him 'Nhose L. He is)p 35: 221B (L. of Go existent & eternal# 

Ot 35: 221ll altemn (L, of Go notiTfa opf<01)j, 35: 221C (r-eneral like P 

supremacy of L.; Gee Ileb. 4: 12 sqq. )p 36: 221ýA (we must not ask why the 
>n L. of Go differs from our word), 3G: 224B 36: 224C (one 

& the svrie)v 361 224C alterum (endures unchanged eternally)t 36#* 225A 
(one), 38: 228B (Anso, consider to be L, of Go in name only)v 39: 229B 
(Sole L. Of G-)# 39: 229C (Anso deny true L. of Go). 40: 232 C. (L, of Go 

is eternal), 410 233A (One)v 41: 233C (+ Wcl'T, 9)* <C Vvv), 4A, ý- K -P? -r r-V -d-P 

Q . 
ttc* : 22: 192D (How can Ile be L, &- ", Vdm. if not 
Intirnate and Absolute Connection bet.. F. A- Lo: Eternity___of L.: 20: i8qBV 
32: 216B,, 33: 217A%, 36: 224D (Ps. 119: 89)o L. in Q. T. r4s Envoy of God: 
39*0 229A. Perfect A, Immutable Equality c, F.: 22: 192C (L. works F. 's 

works), 24: 2UIC (Scrs. do not talk of L. as one of the universe but 
rank c. F. )v 29: 208B (L. did not learn to crcate but is Ndm. A- Imaf-,, e of 
Fo)o, 31: 212C - 213B (a conference as wriong creatures not to be ascribed 
to the L. as creator)v 31: 213B (L. in F, & vv-)p 33: 228B (co-exists 
ce F-)# 39: 229B (One & Only-begotten). Comji! on virtues, perfectlons', 
etc.: 27: 204C (2 expls. ) (Le is one; not many words), Work of-T,, - 
in creation: Cn. r4-14u 0,4V : 21: 192Ap 22: 192CI, 25: 201AP 31: 213BP 

J 'oe V 41*. 233Ay Cn. -Tv-'-j t[4#: 22: 192C (no article; genercl principle that 
would izriply týe Tritos argiunent for the krians), 31: 213Aj, 34: 220Ap 
41 : 233C , Cn. E1116 A 

o'o'* vs throuph ti hcnd: 31: 212C. Attributes of 
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Creator attributed to L.: 20: 189B c, 4? ýaf) s, 31: 21313 Wr 1-0-ýC I 
20: 189B alterum (it is proper to L. to work tho Fla viorks),, 27: 2041.3 
(as John 1: 3). 30: 209C (Ans. say that we could not have come to be by 
the L, ), 

g -31: 
21201-1 (we could not conic to be without the L. ), 31: 21333 

"And God said" explained cviw, A. 
incernation, etc.: 

Nil. 

ITTeresz: Pns. deny L. to be Godo. 
n 39: 229C (exploit names of Different from S. or Only s,. 

_concei)t1jllY 
or vice versa. - 3ý*. 22QC, ýHow can S. be L. Or L, Imvge Of F-? )* 37: 225A 
(True Son only L. 39: 229A (Asterian L. other than S. ). 

Peject Divine attributes, _-Frive 
hurble ones: 21: 192C (on basis of 

Arianism, let L. make ex materie )v 30: 209B (on same basist Ile would 
have come to be on account of us)v 38: 228A (apparently called L. on 

account of rational beings). Lo not sole creator: 22: 192C (we would 
have to look for another L. ). Called Cret-ature, etc.: 21: 192A (would 

not have created, 
-if 

creature)., 26: 201 B (is of originate 
26: 20113 alterum (K-r'Lý-) 26: 201A (could not be created if a creature 
6: no other L. ). 28: 205C (L. would be part of the univcree and 
incomplete). There is a total of 82 examplesp of which 45 Gre in GrouQ 

Is, 36 In Group II, and only one in Group IIIP with none in any of the 

others. - This complete predominance of the intra-Trinitarian and 

cosmolo,, ical uses reflects t1 -ie subJect-lautter Of this section. 

OS, Son: Son the -,, -, Trie P-s__LoFos (omitted# except where 

reference has been alreudy included under Logos: ) 39: 229A (where did 

the Arians hetir of another L. than the Son? )v 41: 233A (L. Is alone S. 

ly x ressed: 
1104rtcS, VcO yj< 510-? fron, the Essence of GOd)& Generation: sirtip 

_e 
P 

34: 220A (G, has a S. ) orif. rin of S. I. P. explained: 33: 21711 (offspring. 9 13 
oý Fj, 

( )v 36: 224A (it is not external), 35: 221B-C vvIIA4 not ro\-Trpo6ýr! 

. juestions of the generation of e S. of G. )# Wicked to dare to ask such c th 
. 1-1 20. - i8,3C (Let L. be confessed to be + vdri Son), S., ý, -me description of F. 

ý' S-: 32o. 216c (testimony to Godhead of S-)# 41: 233A &C a- 236A (F. er 
S. named torrether,, esp. in baptisrn)t 41: 233C alterum (Wherever is F. 
there is SOP 41: 236A alterum (Wherever F. is or is namedv there must 
be or be named S, ). Some Tirtiireg etc. -, - 

in both F. '- S.: Godhend the 
(, /I ov , -. 5, 'ý' , \ý , 4'ýr R&me: 22: 192D 0 t-kTfol"F because of 

OIJZ -TO11n 14: 9), 23: 196A KLr' 24: 197B (proper to S, to have 
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k Ov " 71ý, what P. has) v 34: 220A ( "Son" -rci 1ý1 47Srv, 4 4,7 *S OOdM 39: 229B (F. 

significs thut Son is one)9,41: 233A (what nood for Son for creation if 

Fe czzn crcate Ilia. sclf (i. e. the Arian '113econd Person)? ) 43: 240-A (Ans. 

, 
do not have -ro t(v ski 

4v6rt Son), Unity of Oj)eration shows 
Unity of li': ssence: 29: 208B (cf. John 5: 17)p 25: 201A (F, creates with 

0(. Tv (., I the Son), 25: 201A ultcrum (Cn. St )v 41: 233C (Cn,, ' by Lqgosp 
0, 

r of f: race), 41 : 236A (F. Baptism El rfloý 'lly ý0, )v 41: 233C alteru,, i (givinc 

works throu-h S. C. ý 
)# 41: 236A alterum (baptism)p 42: 236B (grace from 

r. in (U) so). F4t, ture of S. exceeds ell cret-tilrOly ncture: 

J 
011 

24: 197A (So not cre-ature býlt "T(oV 
o CJ V VA at 

J4ýs 27: 204C (differs from "all thin,,, s")-36: 2424A (generation 

known only to Fo 6- S-)v, 42: 237A ("Creature" is alien fro. rfS. ). 
. 2ee 

also 23: 196A (In tlatt- 34-i7s, the P. shows that the So Is His own). 
41: 236A (S. ee Spirit work toUether in Baptism). 

Heresy (especially Arianism); Ans. septirate Son from Lorý, osp 
t"ir dom, etc.: 34: 220C (How can So be Lo,, L-, ost etc.? )p 37: 225A bis 
(each case, S. is created in the true L. or Wdm. ). Peject true Son: 
42: 236B (if Jews reject True So they do not have p. )* Denyýkýf4 Pf of 
etc.: 22: 193BP 42: 237A. Deny true Generation: 38: 228A (not proiicr 
to E. because of Leneration). son only in noral or secondvry sense: 
33: 228A (s. on account of those edopted? )v 42: 237A (Aýns- take F- & 3- 

only because they cannot avoid it). Prinns insult P. b., r-r-or-tultýtim! 
necessity of to create: '24: 197C (2 expls-) (God could create only 
S.; needs So for rest of crn. )p 25: 200B (F. made So only), 25: 200B 

41- /YIFZ alteriz),. i (2 expls. ) (P. worked So only), but the rest -? W 25: 201A 
I (2 expis. ) (S. work of F.; cre&tures work of S. )v 22j.: 200A (by wh&-t did 

God make S.? )v 29: 209A (created So to frame US)v 30: 209C (So alone 

do' 

24: 1 197A (S. not creature býlt IT(o V0 
c J4ýs ýucýFi Y. )y 27: 204C (differs from "all thin-s") -36: 2.24A (generation 

. k) known only to F,, 6- S-)v, 42: 237A ("Creature" is alien fronfS. ). 2ee 
also 23: 196, A (In 14att- 34-i7s, the P, shows that the S. is His own). 
41: 236A (S. ee Spirit work toUether in Baptism). 

cbme to be by. ýý) the P. )* (This group has normally been plLced in 

Group II, by reason of the implied or expressed contrast with the Arlan 

Creation of everything else by the Son, or with the true Doctrine of 
God the Creator). SOTI nS ITIStrument olrSubordin, -ite Operative: 29: 20813 
(Ath denies crn. of So for sake of operation concerning other creatures)# 
30: 

; 
09C. Son is equal to or less than us in nature: 19: 188A (Eon 

would have to be one among many brothers), 19: 188A bis alterum et 
tertiurn; (eacht to say that So is creaturep but not one of the creaturesp 
does not ascribe any peculier pre-cminence)q 28: 205C (if they thus 
conceive the S-)P 30: 20, I)A (So came to be on our account)v 30: 209B 
(So would be our Image),, 30: 209B (F. would not have willed So primx 13-YP 
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but rather up 11sont, . ), 30: 212A (creature made for us I. -, called S 
Cre:. zture 04111ýAck) etc. ): 22: 193B (one of everything)p 24: 197Pj, 
29: 208BP 0: 233B (2 exppls. ) (if we are united with S, that Is a 
crezature, the =-aing of the S, in Baptism, is superfluous)v 41: 233B 
tertium, (If S. is a creature)t 42: 237A (In Arian baptism, P. & 0, 
really Creator and Creature). ý Yot eternol: 32: 216CP 34: 220C. See 
also 27: 204C (2 expls. ) (many such sons of S. a creature). Of these 
72 occurrences, 45 are in Group 1.21 in Group II# one In Group VIv 

and 5 in Group VII. 'The occurrence of the last group is due almost 

entirely to the references to the efficacy of the baptismal formula. 

Oth-erwisep the usage exactly corresponds to that of the word Logos* 
OudIWA. 

Essence: Id ruod 'e, st, substat. 1-9: 188B (Each thing, 

or '0 -rn 10 r iginate is and remains KAýrj- ro ýr 
44 

taL va'Qf. as it 
'has 

been made). 
33: 217A (Radiance does not diminish the E. of Li6-qt)s 33; 217B, (ditto, 

of. the Sun), 33: 217C (Mudiance is proper to the E. of Light). 
3ubstantia et natura rationalis: 33: 217C (let'Ans. say that word is 
not proper to the essence of mind, that is, not only in God), 34: 220A 
(2 expls. ) (Earthly sons are not parts of the E. B of their begettersp 
nor do they diminish the Es. oftheir begetters). 

23: 196A (, Son is proper V-c, -, >to,,, 
F*)v 27: 205A 

71 "Or foý, -, / the context (all creatures are (individually EV KdT% Py (4\1 
indicates that the reference is mainly generic)p 27: 205B (dittop 

0 ýAý I O-r to F, ), Substantia vel 431.240B (Arlen S, Is AVooo, 
nbtura divine: R. of the F. 26: 201B (Arlan doctrine that L. alone 
could be made by the Unoriginate and most unmitigated E. of the P. ). 

, ame in P,, Oc S. : 10 -M Ot? : 22: 192 -: ý-Dip 31: 212B9 
32: 216T-, )g 33: 217AP 34: 220A. '10T(Ov ^ TF) 0' . X-'vv Y 1AoL -' 24: 19 -21f 7A, 

r-- I^ 17 --. 1 IL., IP 

I'll' 2- : 34: 222013.22: 192D"' ýT/ei 10 0 L-)ýs 
o 

0: 233A. (22: 192C-D has -rjV KATL a parallelp and 
24: 197A, I Arinns:. 'Deplete F. of "F-: 32: 216C & 217A 

., 
How can Ile be C<-TIS0.701"Fand not, (each 

f, 

-, - Yr 
part of Him? ), 38: 228C (aisdom 

woven into or complementRry to E* of P. ). E. of S. t1jen from "P.: 
38*o 228A (Ans. deny -r-6 '(A(OV -Tý which is on account of 
the 5encration). 42: 237A (Ans. deny the kJ IE ýý dd-TýO 1-1 6 

-'\, 
Olt-IIAIOIOV 

n 

which = the True Son)* There are 17 instancos which refer to 
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God, and additionally 9 which refer to creaturely realityo Of the 

former, only 2 refer to Group I (four of the latter refer correspondincjy) tý 

are In Group IIv 5 in Group III (+ 2 of the latter)v none in Group IV 

(i. e. Essence in its unmistakeable generic meaning; three of the latter 

class are in this group)v and 2 in Group V. 
lu'6'011, 

Nature: Divine natlare If-, 
_one 

M. comrnon to F. f- so: 

20: 188C (Let L. be confessed to be tv6E, Son)p 24: 197A (Second Person 

is Proper Cffspring of the E. of Go &nd j6r--' SOT09 31: 212B (1:, roper 

u<yff to the E. of Go), 36: 224n (the generation is ineffeble and 
t Lar-"J-p 

proper to God) 43: 240D (Ari ans do not have the Son Proper and vc-Tt 
from Him). Heretics deny_T, )ivine nature: 19: 165A (Ile Is -710"I"If var'. 'S) 
26: 201B (Ile is of originate n. )v 26: 20113-C (ISince creatures and the 

S on arc .f or them . one and, the Stame rqr t he Tr it0s 

applies)* 26: 201C (same argument and construction in abbreviated form), 

28: 208A (For Ans. the creativity cl the So is not ACZ1-r7v' but leý, rncd), 
37: 225A (For Ans. there is another Proper and 

juýVi L. of F, ), True 

Human Nature: 21: 19213 (man, conscious of his no asks help of God) t 
33: 217C (Why do the-Arians intrude into what is &b0VC their no? ). 35: 

221 A (', ', Ie fire to think beyond the no of men about God) v 35: 22113 (we 

have the n. of not-being), 36: 224A (God not to be measured by our own 

no* a vicakness), 41: 233B (Since the no of rational creatures is one, 

union with a creature is worthless). Nature of all crenturely thtnr". s: 
29: 208B (, l'r-), S 66VIT11 46Zý-J-f (c, -en. abs* con3to) can come into being i 

C; ý' 
through God alone), 29: 209A(God, willing to crcýate the Originate. 41". ) 

20: 189A (everything has a no of coming to be and being created. ). ý Of 

these 20 uscap none refer'to Divine nature in the Chalcedonian sense 

(except if one implies a contrast with Human or Or1rinate I'vature in the 

Arian uses).. 12 refer to 1jurr. &n or originate Nature, in all cases 

generully.. without special reference to Christp and 8 Lre advcrbial usest 

in all cases referring to the intra-Trinitarien relationship. 

The Christological voc&bulary for the Humanity of Chris-t is 

aIxtiost neEligible. 39: 229B. there is a reference to the Incarnation, 

in th c form of J ohn 1: 14 it beinrr added that it was not a 

Plural ity of words that became rý-Fn for usp In 43: 237C. the lesser 
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Christological heresies are contrasted with Arianismp to, the detriment 

of the latter; of the former it Is said: "For these other heresies lie 

against the truth in some particulLr aspectp either erring concerning 

the Lordts P,, oLZ (ýfW ý-)p as if lie did not take flesh from vary, 

Or as if He had not died at allp nor become man and only seemed 

to ht-ve a bocLy (aU7JA -rký'V) These examples are of themselves 

Statistically insignificant. 

, ain the ren. -ral grounds on whIch the C. Ar Having eraphasised zq; 

44-72 Arian. interpretation of Prov. 8: 22 LXX is impossiblev Atl,,, EL, -, &. -, ius now 

turns to the formidable task of justifying an excCesis in terms of 

orthodox thcologyp in the face of what prima facie is the plain meaning 

of the verse, By a remarkable theological tour de force he succeeds in 

44 going it long wayt without beirý--, absolutely convincingg from the purely 

exeggetical strandpoint. After a rather tendentious clrAmp on the 

authority of John 16: 259 that proverbial language is so obscure that 

the prima. facie meaning is for this very reatcon ,,, uc-pc-ctq he goes on: 

"If then, what is written is about en anLell, or any other of thin3s 

originate. let it be caidp 'crcated melp but if it be. the Wisdom 

Of God., in ; ihom all things originate have been frvirnedt that specks 

concerning Itself, what ought we to understand save that 117e created' 
Ca 

means nothirZ contrary to tHe beEat'? Nor. ... does it reckon Itself 

among, the creatures, but it si3nifies, a certain sense (V&6V)p as in 

Proverbsy not openly, but a hidden sense while soon rXter It 

Itself Lýives the ineaning of tHe createdt In otiler but parallel 

expresnions, saying, 'Nisdom made for herself a 1house. 11 Now it is 

plain that our body is Nisdom's housep which It took upon Itself in 

becomir, L; man; hence consistently does John say, 'The '41ord became 

flesh'(331) and by Solomon Viisdon, says of Itselfs carefully (PftX. -TY0(z 

.e lot. 9 
tI EU11 a creature'j, but only, 'The Lord created IfI 4W) 

Ve a bc, (, inning of His ways for His works., notp tcreated me that I 

(331 ) John I *- 14- 
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45 

46 

Mi, -, ht be.,,, (332) 
Lnd not 'bocause I have the bcL?, inning tind 

- 
originction 

of a crcaturc. #(333) 

For in this passaf,, e ýhe Logos 11s. r. spoken. by Solorion to 

Si3nify, not the Essence (006LLI) of Ills Godhead nor Ills own everlasting 
and genuine generation from ti. lc F,,, tj1er(334) but Ills ratanhood Und economy 
towards so(335) And ... Ile hits not said, tI wri a creaturelp or 'I 

10, beczj, -ie (f6rvo IV) a croutup ' but only, 'Ile created, '. For the creatures, 
(336 having a created essence are of things originate and are said, to 

7'1*1 be created. ... but the rricre tcr. rrVKT'16-1d0ca not necesstirily signifg, 
the Essence or the 6cneration, but Indicates sonething else as coming 
to ptiss in llim(337) concernirq; 'ýýhom it speaksp vnd not cimply thut Ile 

(338) 
is cuid to be created is u creature both in nature and in essence 

(as extLnples of thist PG- 103 LXX: -'24P Vojý"- 6: 229 Rev. 8: 9# 

1 Tim- 4: 4.. `. Visdor. -, q: 2,, f4crk 10: 6,, Deut- 4: 32, Col 1: ID?. -17 quoted- -- 

These passaLes Lre sufficient to reinind us thut 

&, 3, Or1ce(339) Exe described as thin: 7,! 3 which have by nature the-created eLý. - 
creatures and said tO be created; on the other handp that the sinoje 

expression 'Ile created' door, not just cicnoto the Essence Ond tile 

originntion(340) o. e* 
(is shown in Ps. JUI LXX: 19, Ps. 51: 129 

Eph. 2: 15,4: 24) - Yor neither did David spork I of rwn,,,, people created 
in essence, nor prayed to have another heart than that 

which he ht'-4j but he meant the renovation and restorbtion t), ccordii kir to 

God,, nor did Prul signify two persons created in essence (16L-f2bvý'T, <V) 

in the Lord,, nor agtuin did Ile counsel us to put on any other inan, but 

Ile called t1rie life according to virtue the fman efter Godlvýand by 

created in Christ' he mer-ant the two people who are renewed in Him. 
(Similarly with Jer, 31: 22, LXX readirW,, NVntL, 

-ierution) in thus 

Sr, e akin.,,,, he does not mean any essence of a creaturep but prophesies 

(332) E (5 CI V-4 
V K4.1 (333) 

C11- 

I-% 
: I- - 

(334) 

vOV K, 4,, ( -TrIVEIS 
ýjj,, 

A-j o(X, -v1c) A6L/ (335) : A4.4 

1), N, 
toe S I- (336) ; 4: rl A. 5-1- 

/E: o F-F-1 VO V C 
C)V.. - 

. 01 -f7J -rM 1 (337) 'r, j\ -\ I %, f-- 101ý-, 
C 

(333) ICA 1 41 $0 
7 %_1 (339) -M 

(340) having only onc V The lList word 
willinout v--riants, c nnot motin 'obcrtson, Ce "n, odc 
of unert-ti. on. 11 
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tho roneý, ý, ral of ýýalvation t. 'anon, f. r, men which hz., -- tE-, ken 1. )l,, --Ice 
in Christ for 

us ---. . Accordinoly., do not cccept tjýlle created' t-.. s indicating 
cre6ture, but of the humanity which ctiiic to be trounc, 
G '11Y insiot on the litert-1 Interpretation, concludes Athtina. 'Aus, here, 
In the viron.; -, plucc, when you interl., ret, all these other 
Mctcphorica, lly? ). 

47 For this very proves thot it is only an invention of 
Your own. to call the Lord a creaLure. For the Lord,, knuviinL; Ills own 

to be the Cidy bcC, ýottcn -'o'isJom and Cffs,,,, rin(, sscn= of the k1tiV 

rund othcr thtin the t, 1iinL1, a origintte and the creatures by nature ( udEo, 
(342) In lovo- to rzn 'The Lord created ile a beginninL, of His Say tI 

Waysp, LS if to scyl '11y FEther hath prepared for o'. ýe a body# and has 

created Ve for r, en In behalf of their salvation. For r-s when John 

Mýys,, 'The "Vord beccxie flesh, ' vie do not conceive. the whole Log , oa 
EV V 
') Ld- 

12AC O'OV), f le-sh and becEimo Himself to be flc. -, h,, but that He put on ( 
(3243) 

man; and on hevringg 'Christ hath becaiie c; 'urse for usp and., 'he 

hat. 11i made Him sill for us ; Vho knew no sin., tý3410 vie do not just conceive 
that Christ as a whole lits become curse and sin# but that lie has taken 

on Him the curse which lay r; --ainst us , so if In the Proverbs it 

is caid, %le created. 19 we nmst not conceive that the whole Logos is 

crct. iture Tj idlrvv) body, and but that lie put on the creaturely 
that Clod created. ilim for our 'ý, sakess, prepariný- for Him the created Bodyq 

as it is written, for usj, that in llim ve might be captble of being 

renewed and dcified. 
.. For the Proverbs scyp 'lle created,, ' but do 

not call the Son creature, but Offspring*; and vccordin, ý', to the above 
distinctic)" ill Scripture between 'lie created' tind 'creatu re', they 

ackno,, *jlcdrre what 1 
(345) 

1a by nrýture proper to the ISon, that ile I. -, Only- 

begotten 10isdom, and Premer of the creatureog, cnd when they say,. 'Ile 

Created'y they say it not applied to Ills Essence,, but signify that I'le 
WLa beconinZ a bec-inning of many wv-ys. ... 

This is thd bosi c of AtIlUlasiusts exeL; ctical cýise, expre-sed. 

With his usual lucidity# so that cxplanation is necdless. The simplest 

r (341) 
-M -rrc -VrEV19V 

ava C-ýn-ivoy 

(342) 

(343) G01- 3: 13- 
(344) 11 Core 5: 21, 

. 01 (345)"Mov 
V6, cl -M-V 11OU 
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GU1T)r,, i,,,: Lry in one scritence would be thtA it rects on a diotinction which is 

Mf--, cjc and follo-aed, throu-11 with the greatest rij-_,, our, between what miLlit 

be ctdled noun-It: --. n, -ýu: j, 1), ej, the'predicateg-r16-, 4. etc., which by its very 

nal, uro rnuSt indic.,. -Ae whýit is tilvivys true of a tliinir# what is essontially 
&ie 

r1 initio, and so on, &nd verb-Ian,,., , ý, e, truep true by nature, 1-1 

etc., which by Its vcry nature cun only rcprosent ýihat is 

temporcrily or accident&lly true; thus, oven if Prove 8: 22 LXX is 

taken at its fckce value, it can only rcfcr to sorre tcmiýorary happening ki 

to the Logos or action of the LoCos, tliant is,, in practicep the 

Incarnation ana'ita seguclae; and thus, it clannot be used t-.. s evidence 

that the Lo, 
_, 

oG Is otcrnLIly tind essentially a crý; Lture. If I-1Wt11ir1r; V 

according to Athanasius, the reverse holds. To the modern mind., this 

casep althouCh I)Iausiblep is somewhat overstrainedp and the final irony 

is that Prove 8: 22 LXX is dangerously close to the sort of expression 

which Athanasius, as recently as Or-at. 11 4* 11 : 169n-c. said did not 

exist in Scriptua-e! For usp If a thing Is said to be croatedo that is 

thc cqulvalent of its being a creature, nnd nXter all the versop in the 

LXXj, does say "created Fe"# the "Me" being Wicdomp no the Second Person, 

aiid it Is most difficult to goinsay this 
, nillst the use- of the peroonal 

Pro. "'loull. AO, vever, the poin. t must be mtidaj in favour of Athantisius, that 

not only Athanosius but Greek thou, 1, ht ar, a waolc Lit th, -A timcq wcas fET 

More esocntialist than modern thought (to avoid the cuesti on., which is 

still inte. a. soly controvcrocialp of what was the c&se with Biblical 

t, '10U, L, ht) and Vicrefore Athanaeiu3'o, point would be much more cor; ent- 

that Ath&nLsius hLid to er-ij_)l Dc'Sido. s., the very thing -iaoise in the 

cOntroveroj iius the distiiiction betwecn vi,, *iat vibs eternally true of the 

LoLoo, and what vL, s true only after the Inczrnation, and the fact that 

both were equally essential to thcolo, ý, ry,, crid that bot. 1a rust be 

recoCnised for what t4hey rare not confused, In a sense it can be said 
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that, inlnsofar v-s t,, -ic Inc,, -, -, rnationL. 1 clerient h-,... -td to plt, Y L; MUJOr 
the theoloEy. Athanasius w&s struVgling ngainst the older Greek 

philooophic and rationalist traditionp which would either reject It 

r altoc',, etlier or Lccept it virciii-l-ly ts evicience for tlac, pro-existcrit essencc 

of Vic LoZos bein,, -, originutc. The other point is t1ircit w1u: itever wo MLIY 

thin, 
k, 

nt of AtIlimnaciusIc rc, -. soniný; gcnerally, it certainly hit hoiae Eli-al, s 

ti-ic I. ans, ad harincs; they preounably accepted the. sume c3sentialist 

ývp, y of tl-Iou, - tv at any rate on thc isSUe of the Divine or creaturelY ý-. h 

essenc(,, of the LoLos, cmd after all it wars they who insisted oij 

trr-neforming Vie verb-lung-aaZe of Prov. 8: 22 LXX, into the noun-lungunge 

1.01 that thc: Loý, os was kr, 
(346) 

4. ý etce - 

48 Having given an outlinc of Ids mLin exegetical principles, 

Athanaslus now makes a moSt iraportvnt, digressionp which mounts to a 

ccx-ý, pletion of his exposition above# in chs. i8-3iv of the essential 

Pluriolir-l Of , Creatures. lie turn-p cp ropriately - in vieW Of the verse 

undcr dizcussion, to the issue of temporal priorityp which he has not 

Yet touched, and causal priorityp which so far he has done no r. qore than 

toucho as vl., cll as r-, oIn,, r -. round e-vin., "For if over some of his previous g 
I'le is Offsý)ringr-( Y1-'jA4L), v ho,, 71 call you 1,, Lirfl cmature? For no one stlye 

71f 
that "e bc(-. -ctr, what Ille crozetes,, nor calls proper offsprir4rs 
vzvv UkP-) croatures. And again, if lie in ()nly-beCotteng how does Ile -70 Zcoi-I-c 

'bcgýinninZ of ways'? For of necessity, if HLe was cre&ted a 

bc, --irminLr, of all t1iin6s, t1hen lie is no loriLcr &lone, since 'lie hE's Viose 

Who c,,, ric Into beir, - r-ftcr Him. Fcr Reuben, výhcn lie bect-,. mc a betinning 

Of the childron, was not only begottcn,, but even though lie was indeed 
'0' 4-% fli-st in timc(%/9cvc-, J-iT1W7*0 (347) 

YV in nature Find relttionsh p lie ý, vas one 
Exionr, thooe Wao, care vf ter hirn. Thcref ore, if the LoCos Iss also a 

(34G) See blso above, pp. 
J -rý I K4 (347) 1ý9 ie. in is capacity Eis a mcmber 

01, Jaco'b's fcýmily. 
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'bcf, iiminr.; of the ocys', lie must be such vs the w&ys cre, Lnd 

must be suell cý. s 
the Lo---os 

-S 
0 

Cý' , thou,, ý, h ill time 'Ile would be creLted f ir tf 
the-, i, For t. hc ben'InninC of a city Is such r-s the othcr 1), ". rts of tile 

1, 
AA city Lxcs, Lý-rid c, lro ti--c -, iembersq, being joined to it,, ri Ace t, e city a 

my members of thc onc body; nor whole t1nd coir,, I)lctc unity,, an tile ma 
does one 1xii-t of it make, Lmd the othcr purt cor. ne to bcq caid be subject 

to the foririerp but the whole city c(',, unlly hLis its 
, overmcnt, and 

cunotitution from hiiýri who rm4da it. 
(3ý8) 

If then the Lora is in tile 

sort of ccnac 'crcntcd' as a 'bcrJming' of &11 thinC; s, it would 

follow that lie together with all oti',,. Cr tllir4ý, -s would make up the unity 
(349)9, 

raid 'He would neither differ from all the otherso of creation c 

, 
inning, till, nor 

TVýIe. ýord of thernp t'nough 
111c become the tbeg though 

4,,, o - 
Uý .* (350) 

older in point of tinx, but I'lle the same manner of fr. =ing and 

the stme Lord as the, rest. 1. ayt if Ile be a creuturet lin you holdv how 

c, an 'tile be crcuted role c-ind first of all, so -,. s to be beginnin1l' Of all? 
T' 

a (11cre follows a repctition of t1he previous St&t0, r; c1,1ts o)Uut the 

gencric plurz: ýlisjp, of crcatcd beincm; in the difficult c; aSC of AC: Z-ra, the 
, 
(351 

solution is that"in 11im was involved the succession of the w1hole race. 

49 
a9** (Cnee aCaing on the basis of Rom. 1: 20v the same 

prip-'Ciple is extend-ed to the world of tlle invisible cossmic poviers) ... 
Vi'leref ore if the Logos be crcatureq He would not be first or beginning, 

Of the rest; yet if T, HIrrm lf 
. Lle be before cll, as indeed lie Is, and I<. ýAe 

clone Pirst md Son, it does not follow thut Ile is as to His Essence 
ell -11 Ile the bcýýinnin,,, of all thinLsv for ýihut is the beginnixiýý of all 

is reckoned v-moril-Ut all. And If Ile is not such a ber-inninc, neithor is 
TT 

lie crcýAurct but It Is quite plain tilat lie differs by Esscrice and 

nUture from the creatures, and Is other tht'm they and is Likeness and 
. 40 '> \ Ile 11imself lrýtage fA10 I W(ri rI VIK-0 of the Cole ( ov'*ý True Godv being 4 

sole v1so. Hence lie is not rvnkE, ýed witt the creatures in Scr i pture 
(P-"- L6: 8,, 89: 6,, B, 'ýrch 3: 35).. For tlie Cne creates Cmd tl-le rest are 

created,, Lind the One is the Proper Logos and ý, 'Asdom of the F&ther's 

(3ý 8) '"- , 
, 

1,4, u 

349) fk! ýkV J(V ATMIIýXSI or, fulfil crcýition ar, a unity. 
(350) lpv 

(351) 11 p 
6S 

or j. )rinciplesv or pe ups even ý-, mibryonic fori -Iýb, of the buccession 
of the himan races 
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Essenceg and the things that cuarieto be and previously were not, have 
been madc by the swe Logos. 11 

In considering tilis objection. it is Importtnt to undcr. -Výnd 
exactly vilaat Atha. ri. Jsjus ijas, sayinE., - and also the Al'if-'s- It is mc, ther 

diffc. rent from the Iolnt of view, stated clcssicbl-IY illq sLy the 

Antithcoes of the Antinwics of Me Revson In Kant's "Critique of Me 

Reason". 052) 
Rere, it is contenaed that It 18 irrijossible to conceive 

tac first., or the last., racý;, "bers of a tempomtl or a cv,, usal -ccrlcs. * Inter 

alia, since sucii members would have to possess the same churvcterictics 

ELS t1le ot'Llers we in till c(11" ,q and viould therefore hL a before and after., 

Would be caused and would ccuse &like. Incidentallyp this should notp 

whe-n put in ti-iis way., cause any cidded theoloLjcal difficulty at all as 

rcgurds the concepts of creation and eschAologyp sinco evcryone ELE; rces 

(352) In many ways the Antitheses are collectively the best equivalent, 
in a cl&ssical modern philosopher, of the radical atheistic 
Pluralism on which the author was brought, up philosophically, 
see PP*003-S' above. They have been mentioned here, since they t1r %e 
particulLrly relevvnt to this problem. The Four 14atitheses are, 
that it is impossible to conceive any real totality of things, 
CS this would incvitvbly have something beyond it; corres. L)ondingly that it is impossible to reach the end of any process of division 
Of any thing, since all thinL: -s are Infinitely divisiblep that 
it is impossible to revch the end of cti cLusul series to a 
First Cxneq since this would itsclf have to be considered as 
causeds and that it is impossible to conceiveg for a similar 
ret. -on, any tem. Loornl limit to the world or any First (or Last) 
Thin,, cý. The corresponding Theses that there is an inte-ral 
totality of things, that there uxe ultimately particles, 
that there I, - a First Cau'se, that there is a tei, riporal limit 
to tlae universe, are the stock in trLde of monia,, ýq natural 
tlicolo,, ýyq, and atomism. Kant does not choose between these two 
vIternatives, remainiln, ý, )- in the position thLt Vae arli: Uments for 
bothp as arEuments of pure reason, cre eq Lý --ent, and thLt 

. ýually co, 
the impossibility of solving this dilemnaa- is the effect of the 
inadecluacy of j; ure rebsone 
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that t1-ic first and last meyribors of t-he series ure acts of God und not 

of the cosmos.. and that, huacver vie interpret God's "ccýuslal" actiOnS., 

the notion cannot involve the normal type of cau3al series. The Arians 

Wore Viemselvcs prepared to accept wh; LA ltitcr bectunie the *position of the 

Antitheses (and, of course, of Ileuerbach, ? ýIarx, and their successors), 

, 
innin,: of the Saysp to the extent of rriaintaining, do, -, mcticallY that the Beg C., 

in both the tciýq. )oral and cuusal seT1r, 0v rriust be a creature in cx&, ctly the 

SCMe sense as other things, and, for that matter other "ways". that isp 

other creaturely activities and events; &fter allp the verse in question# 

as they accepted it, scemcd to say so in so many words. But they were 

quite prepared to recognise that there could be such an initial ere-,, turet 

both tCmQorally and causally, and that it couldthereby enjoy real pre- 

eminence and even the riEht of worship. Indeed, they felt that this 

relation to the rest of creation was sufficient for the pre-eminence of 

the Logos, in the full Christian sense. 'i-i'lint Athancisius does when 

confronted with this is in a sense to clinch the full case Of What 

1&tcr became the Kantian Antithcsest althouýZh of course only as the 

truth about creatures in relation to each other, and with a considerable 

differen. ce in emphasis, The startingy-point is that the Ariaý, *IG have 

Olre, --Xij accepted that the "beginninj of ways" is con, pletely a, creature. 

The point that Athannsius makes aZain SO forcefully is t1l-ltp once this 

Arian dor,, ma is ucceptedv one must 90 further and deny that such a creature 

have arw rcal pre-eminencep even if there were such a thingp the 

Possibility of which Athanasius for the moment hypothetically &ccoptsq 

on the analogy of, say, a foundation-stone (to use an ctnalo, -y similvx 

but riot identicul to the one txtually chosen). In fact, such a foundation- 

stone would be just as stony, just as dependent on Vie laws of statics 

ana dyntanics, just as reciprocally related to the othcrsp just zx 
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incoln, iAete in itself, Just as much a racre part of a coi-nplete system,, 

&S M of the stones later added. Above allt it would have its own 

principle of its own cre.:. Aureliness, and the fact that the Greek for 
. 41 

this is -r'Qý' froup (48: 249T3) indicates thit Athanasius 

had in nind, hore as well, the crgiment althouCh It is not stated 

in so nany words, On the s,,: Tite unalo. 7y the pre-eminence of a foundation- 

Stonet whatever it is, does not extend so far that It can build the 

building; both it and its successors are where they are only in virtue 

of outside vj,, encyq and in this rege-, rd all are alike. In the true sensep 

the pre-eminence can be ascribed onlY to the outside Agentl the founder 

of the city as distinct from the foundation stone. The second half of 

the case is thatp so far from these questions even arisinCs no creatures 

as he said before# can even have the sort of pre-erninence enjoyed by a 

fcundation-stone; in ft, ctv so keen is lie to denounce this idea that 

he does not allow even Adam Vais position in relation to mankindp even 

at the cost of trec-ting Ad= as a concrete universal for all mankind., 

everl before the Fall, when on any ordinýry exegesis of Gen. 2 and 3. the 

question of succession had not yet 6risen, since It was itself a 

conseciuence of the Fall und of the mortality of m n. 
(353) 

And whzat is 

, More, Athanssius seems to treat such a Wing plurulisticallY whCrC the 

natural exc', Iýcsis, even if succession be admitted, would be to treat him 

monistict, ýjjy; t1lat is, p, &-nls containing of such an embryonic succession 

Ix , nd Would mcan that he would havc to be rcgrtýrded ras a p_---cnui-ne yc 

divicible entity, in the sarre way in which a mLicldne, for ext, irple, Is. 
T T 
LIC 9ve my rcal pre- Lhus,, -on both countsy the only vjey in which con hL 

cminerice is for him to'be raore th--n a creaturc, which of course cLn 

(353) Gen. 3: 16. This Is another ex, -ý, rnple of the indefiniteness of 
AtIlanusius on the difference between the effects of tec at ly 

t ure 
character of man and his fallen nature, See abovcj. p -ý) . 

igý ff. % . 6y 
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only mccm God, since thcre is no third poscibility; therefore Prove LE-: 

22 LXX ac, it stands cannot rcfer to tillic etern&I bcinýý of t, ', lc Loý-,, 'os. 

One othcr intcresting point. In some pl&ccs in the above 

section,, Athana-sius appears to accePt t1i. at the , Ictivity of God cvn 

it-self be a "be-Anning of in othcrE7.,, he seems to cccept the Lj 

contention that suc. 'a a beginnincl, can only be a creature or creaturely 

forcc like anything elsc. Is this something on which we have a riE; ht 

to demand clarification? Or is this mbiL., -uity lrrcducible or even 

intelltiontll? In'otlicr words, is Athnnasius scyinrr, or half-Saying, 

thuLt the "beginning of ways" ccm only be 111jar V'41ho is both completely 

. Atj-jan,,, s ,, iur, is still an Infra- God and con, pletely crcatUrClY ran? 1,1101vp 

even at this stvUet but if our s.,, Oculatioa is justifiod, this 

is the first Elimmcr of the later Supra-lupsLrianism which conies Out 

finally in the last chapters of Crat. 119 in the analysis of the context 

Prov. 8: 22, especially verse 23. (C-rvt. II: chs. 73-82), esp. 75-77- 

! I,, --virjCp as usualt Gstv. -blished 
the impossibilitY Of the -Aric, " 

Interpretation of the verse in question, Athanazius now develops his 

owns conslAcnt with the Deity of Christ. Here mSainj the "created Yell 

Wst refcr not to the essence of the Loam, but to the greut historical 

evcnt in which Ifle was intimtely concerned - the IncLrnution and &11 

t1lat follo', ved it. This will be sirr., iirised here in rather less detailp 

E1lthouZ; 1-1 even ttt this sttE; C fresh points of -reat -en. eral interest 

50 Lrise, primnrily owing to the text Jt-jelf. "Your rcc'. ýless assertion 
then that the Son is a crecture, Is not true., but is only your fantasYl* 

For lie (sc. Solomon) liar, not called 111ira crevturep but God's 
Off -si)rIn- &-, nd 1. ý#Jsdoja (P 3: 19 1 And the very ptks-Szýge rov-, 

SI 'Of provcfl your irroligiousness ... If Ile is before all 
thini. s., yet says -., 

%le crcaýpd Yc'. - notý 'tint I might make tae works's 
It %. 1% but 'for tile v,, orks (EiVMCj ýL)v then eitherý llie created' is soziýlcthing* 

that follows 11im., or lie would z;, ppevr to be after the works, finding 
them already cstablislied before Allim on 111is creation; 'Lie would &: LsO 
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(354). hinjý- nd come to be Amd if so, how is he still beforc all t, s? I 
110', 1 would all thin s be made tarourh 

. 
111TIA 3- ý-nd 

in llim would tAll t1lin"S 

Con., -os of Go(I is not .... But it is not so. For tllc I, o,, 
creature bi Tle it Crc&tor, and says in the raz:, rincr of proverbs, created (35u' 

w1aen . 
111c put on created flesh (also). 

. being oon and 
having God for His Ftither# for He is Proper Cffsprint;, yet . 1e names the 

Patticr Lord (k"vPtOV), not that lic vnis a sorvant,, but bccEýuse Ile took 

On a servant's form. (see Yatt. 11: 2.5, and [Is. CG: iG; in each case 
the t-ao li, -, lvcs of the verse are not taken cs parallel but as referring 
to et. tch of the two contr. -stine; asý? ects) ... s 

51 Fittingly then, we bcinýý serv,, ý:,, ntsp 1-1c too 
, 
calls the Father 

Lord, as we do, and this lie has so done from love to ir&n (ý1ý409fw-rreco- 

CVOý), that we toov being servants by nature (Kd--M Qo-tv, ),, and 
%. e-N #% 

yll'o 

r", )V rd'ceiving the Spirit of the Son (-rb7V&ýA4L-mu %j might have 

Confidence to call Ilim by grtýce Fatherp . Yho is by naAure Lord (-rZ)V 

Eu tvsr in calling the Lord Father,, do riot deny our 

natural servitude V Va., r. 1., vcrTV 
AAE ("Ik"V) .... so, let them not 

deny the eternity of Ilia Godnead. For the passage in the Proverbs, 
1W 

Cs I htive, -, aid before# signifies not the Essence but the minhood 
%ý 1> ('rb 1-keWTrIVbý of the LoL. osj, for if lie suys th&t lle was created 'for 

the works',, lie shows His intention of ziLrnifyingq not His ]Essence but 

the Economy that. took place tfor Ilia works'. which comes second to 

bein, Z, 
(357). 

Por thinos whicil-i are in formz., tion Lnd creation are made 

&nd next thoy hve to do s, peciv, ily tjj&t they r., -ay be and exist(358) 

kNI-Latever t1ac Lo,,; os bids thcm. as may be seen to be the case with all 
thin6s, For Adwr, was created, not so that he might work, but th&t 

't, 
'e received the first lic miuht be man; for it was Ffter this thrAt n 

(354) Relative pronoun according to the syntax of the Greek. llie%, ýVnan 
-ia. flon the basis Robertson have "for the c&ko of them"; perl ps 

Of V-10ra". cf. Rom. 5: 129 would be more accurate and more 
incisive. 

Cýo 10, - " (355) Cf - John 1#. 3 and 107- e 
n (35G) Y're 
C Lý TX 1E VV CY V OTT (3ý7)ý -*v-L Gkvlbv OIKCPVO dw 

&UTC 
oV 9-6-r7 to 

7100 7" 
je C. 0 (358) 14,,, V4 VV0 VV, 6 14p Kn_SyFv, 4--11f01r rVWT f_VZ1-/_4-Tbv F_(V(Sl 

TZýV- 'CL 'ýj V, i IV _rýPL K. 0 %J 

z%rV1 111ýX 

B"t it is not so. --- For the Lo,; os of God is not 
creature bi Tle 

it Creator, and says in the raz:, rincr of proverbs, I created 
(35U' 

wl'aen . 
111c put on created flesh (also). 

. being Uon &nd 
having God for His Ptither# for He is Proper Cffsprint;, yet Ile names the 

PatLcr Lord (i%"vPt0V), not that he vnis a scrvant,, but bccEýu'se 'Ile took 

On a servant's form. (see Yatt. 11: 2.5, rand [Is. CG: iG; in each case 
VaC t,. *; o li, --, lvcs of the verce are not t, -). ken cs parallel but as referring 
to et. tch of the two contr. -stine; asý? ects) ... s 
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'Oah '; '" creatcd,, not for ti; e s-! -ýc Of ( 10L + &cc. ) CoMr-and to Wor'X. And 'L. 

the ilrk., but first thc,, t ile might c. xiot Lnd be a mVn, for it was tifter 
tilis that He rcccivcd the ca. r; unarrient to 1-ýrcpý-ýre tlie Ark. Arld tile lilke 

will be found in every cace oil investigrtion - thus tile L-reat 1, oses 

Wtýs first mude a rn, ýnv and next was entrusted wit-a the govcrm,. ýcnt of the 

People. T. Licrc-fore here too we must suppose the like; for you can cee 
tlaat the Lo,, -,, os wtas not crcated into existe-Ice(359) . but 'In the bcginninzý 

Was ti-io and Ile is after; airds sent or the works' and the 

Economy to,,, iards them (-rjVr0U'fwY 0"ZOVOrIA11). Por before the works 

were mude., the Son ivas ever,, nor wus there any. need yet that 111el 

Should be 'crcated'p but when the works were cre-, teý and 
e 

tho need arose 

afterwards for tie Economy for their restoration (E(S cr10 r 9Wdo-o") then 

it was t1nat the Lor,, os took ui)on Himself this condcscension and 

assip--il. ation to the works(36-09 which He has shown us by the word 

ae* (Is. 49: 5 LXX) 
52 

-See heret too lie is formed, not into existence, but in order 

tO gatlier toýZether the tribesp which were in existence before Ile was 
tf Ormedt. (The above points are r. ade, aL; ain with reference to the 

verse Just citeds and the parabolic analogy is cited of kIdnv1. )ped 

servants being rescued by their lord's son disguised himself as a 

serv, ant) .... 
(On Ileb, 2: 7 and Ps. 2: 6 LXX). And asp when Ile 

shone in the body upon sion, Ile had not ! Alis beginning of I existence or 

rei6ny but beingv God's Logos and everlasting Xingp Ile vouchsafed that 

aluo In Sion, taat., redca'Ung : 113 Kingdo: ýl chould shine 
; 

Ile might brinrr them under thcr" Lýnd us from the sin that reigned in them,, 

III r, Ft11 
(361) 

a Aer r, Iiingdor,, i, so,, on being establislied. for the works ic 

is 'lot eBtablished for things Miica did not yet exist, but for such as 

blrcud, v wore cild needed restorLitiun. tl 

11'uch of this material is repetiticn of what has been said 

before, but there Lxe t, 4yo points that deserve special n'cJ'tiOll- 

first is the statement. Viat if ti-ic Lo, -os is 11cid to have becii createdt 
I \, 

in nature and originp for tac worksp ZIS T; ý, IZP64 
t the ývor; ca ri-, ust be 

31 K-6 k (359) VU14, \, 
ret\41 -1 VII (360) JýYwK-CV io(, %Jr'OV lb UvecýX-7- jv4I KA,, or' iris 

3 61 KJ-91 ef %-IDS '17S 
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as, siLmed to have pre-existed the Logos. It is a little doubtful w1hother 

Athan&sius can attribute this signification to the cctuU Greek text 

as intcl-pretod in the Arian fashicnp bectiuse the preposition in q'ucstiOrl 

would (ýuite casily mean that lie was created in order to brin, ýý things 

into beinr- w,! 'ilch were as yet non-existcnt even if present in icýca to 

God. 1110ýacvcr, even if AthanfSiUS'El tir, -liment does not strilce hore in 

the strictly temporal sonse, it is still potent in the causal, lop-icalp 

and e, )istemologiecal senser.. 'That is, a Lojos of the type sipeculatively 

POSWIL'z. ed above in this paragraphp and which for that matter was 

profess3d by ", sterius, would still have its whole character telcolor,, icallY 

determined by creaturely reality. For the sam-. e reason, the correct order 

Of revelation would be from the obvious and well-known creaturely 

realities to the relatively unknown Logost in a manncr which is all too 

ftmilivr to us. This is the reason why the tnaloZia entis is no 

dangerous, since it reverses the true order of revelationp which is 

in essey1cc frari God himselfy as Athanasius ccrie to see earlier in the 

Orations. These results would inevitably follow froni the Greek form of 

Logos doctrine as it prevailed in modern natural theology which 

cul'Unatcd in 
. 
11C, "l-el, and which broke dosn into th variou fori s of 

modern avicisn; as -we have said VbOvet there are grounds for considering 

th, lt Vie thing, happened with the Logos doctrine in the r'ncient 

WOrldv where Arianism w&s the final results This is why AthannniUs is 

SO uncomDroi-ilsing in his insio)tence on the Ei-bsolutc primacy of tile Logor, 

Over call croation, and the LoEos as Godl, too. C; e can -set pas-ajes, of 

this sort cloný-, side those in which Iithanasius insists t1i: 
_ýt all the 

correlntives of the Second Person Cre to be within the Godhcad and not 

in creaturely reality, and in which he bcgins to see t"Llat in tile 

allulogical des cription of God, it Is 11is attributes that tire sure and 

certain, not man'se All these vre the results of a rigorous acceptance 
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of tAc full -. Iu-eity of the Loý; oG which vius, as it was clc-LýTlY '-'"0';, M 

Wring the controversy, the only biternative to the atrocious imPictY 

of Arianism. 
062) 

It is oVy when a man is Urcudy a man, that the 

., uectioli of IliG rel, -, ition to his c' fellojis can even iirisct Lnd this 

applies to all his relationo, whcthcr passive or active. It even 

api)Jic�39, v, &ys lit. lijDntisiucg to the question of a mans thi L, he will of 

God. -)plics of course to all crecturcs. The idea that a The s, -LýT,, ie al 

person or EL thinZ, - can be constituted by rclations ivas a-, much "athema 

to Atla,, nnsius as It is to any n, odern neo-rea-list and pluralist, We have 

alreLdy seen that Athanasius was almost certainly in line with the 

&bsOlutism, that isq the ant i-relftivi sm 1, which was Vac main ele, -.. icnt 

in Greek philosophy from start to finish; on this basisp thinEs did 

C, haVe relations, Cand relation was a problem. of metaphysics and lo-ic, 

but relatioii and relations could never be constitutive of thinosp or 

Of roc-clity as a whole. T. 'ae opposite idea, which was not lacking in the 

ancient world, tends, to be characteristic of the more flexible mo-Astic 

cYstcniG likc HrcGelianism, and In the ancient worldv StoiciSlylv according 

to Which a person or a thing Is rcal in. -ofvr &a it is rclzited to its 

environment, being constituted by these relations. It was of course 

LlSO a *A"eature of the relutivistic J'Alacnian copilicts. (The &utlhorlo 

first phlloco. )hy tevcher has described the Sophist GorCi&s Ls the 

11 SU. Per-T]lcu tic". -Vvýhile the Elefitic proved that there can be only one 

absolute reality, Gorcies proved thtA there could be no such rcý-'litY; 

therefore, everything, cxists relatively. ) TrLces of the o2posed 

relativistic tradition persisted in tac early Platonis-, ii or pic-Aonic 

SI -ocraticism that wus the f avourite philosophy of Athanasius in I is 

(362) This is cictuitlly a morc Intense forn, of t1he tirgwent of AthunvziuS 
above in Crat. II: 29-30p see PP- 464-8- 



earlier days,, since the vcLrticulvrs were real only in virtue of the 

relation of participation in the Forms. A cO, -ii)Lxison between Ath&nasius"E, 

earlier loL; ic and i,, iet&p. Vsics and his present teaching indicates that 

he has unreaervedly con-ie do. -in on the Pluralist side; lie has traversed 

the whole distz., nce bctv; c-cn, says the "PlIt., edOll r-nd the "Sophi"A"g, 

peril In factv he and aps, even furtherg to the modern pluralista. 
(363) 

i's t'. -., e most consistent pluralist in Greek thour., hti, and t1his insitAence 

that even a creature is primarily what it is in itself is the groatest 

sign of this. Of coursep the above remarks apply only vs beint', the 

truth of creaturely life and the principle in question cannot con- 

stitute any sort of argument for atheism. This wholo issue is one of 

the major issues of all theolOLýY, and will be considered 11101,13 1-Ully and 

genertýlly at the end of our dotailed study Of the Crations. 

53 T, 
Ile created' then,, and fille fovaed' and 'Ile 

set, having the same meaning, do not denote the beginning 

Of 111.1' being, or shoa that His essence is crcatedq but His beneficent 

renovation which caune to fop uE; (John 8: 563, Prov. t: 27 30) 

1ICrQ this point is again repeated at length. In spite of 

Sttllcýzcii, this sentence (-', ocs not indicate any uncert&inty in Athanasius is 

excLesis, but is rather the inevitable consequence of his full 

s of Occripturc; discunsion of the issue,, includinZ' t'c parallel pas &"C 
- 

-: 1 thus. it is not evidence for the earlier co, -r,, )o, -Jtion of the Crations cam, L 

cO. InPared with the Pe Decretist but rather the reverse. 
(364) 

Athanasius 

' the IncEirnation 11014 continucs wit. a his 'account of the whole econony of 

und Recoricilintion; what he says is larE-; ely a repetition of what has 

gone before, und us such will need no further coriii,, 'Icnt,, except that thore 

(363) See allso above.. 
(364) 000 above* pp. '279-231. 
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is v-nothcr gcneral 0 .,. ue,,,, tion of , Y, eat import&nce brouLht up for the 

first tinic. Except for this and a few otlior issucsv most of the materiul, 

althouL,,, li most fascinatinir und edifying in itself., docs not diroctly 

concern this thesis, and will be taken &s read. (at 26-03): "For 

-,, other thum the works$ or rather their Primerp to it become him., bein,, 
take upon Himself their renovation, thot wherevs Ee is creatcd for us 

all things rACIA now be re-cre&ted in Him. !, "or when He saids, 

0 V, '. 'Ie cro. tedt, Ile irm2, ediatcly added the reacon, r; icntioning Ith. ior, '-Tstv 

that His creation for the works miCht signify His becoming man for 

their renmition. And this is usual with Divine Scriptures, for when 

it si., -nifies the genesis of the Logos accordikg to the fleshp it also 
7/ 

Puts down the cause (XKW) for the sake of, which He has becomemans, 
bu t. when lie speaks or His servants declvre tiny thinj. -f, of His Godhead,, 

evEryt. qing is in simple I diction Eand I ubsolute sense 
(ýG6) 

and nothing is 

Said involvin3r causality(3G7). For Ile is the Father*s JITAV, ýdký*ý- 

and, even as it is not on account of any cause that the rather exists, 

neither may we seek the cause of the Radiance. . 
(comp. -lre John 1 : 1. with 

i: 14P the co-ordinate taken vs the equivalent of a rationule, and 
Philipj.,,. 2: 6ý with vv. 7-U 

54 And the Lord Himself has spoken nany things in proverbs; but 

when givilig notices &bout Himself, Ile hcs cpoken cýbsolutely (, 64ýuz 

cf. John 14: 6,9,10,10: 30t 8: 12). . in no case setting down 
the cause or the why and whoreforep lest lie should appear to be second 
to those thinZs for the sake of which He wvs viede; for that cause 
would necc, se--rily have precedencey without whicla not even I'le Ilirr., self 
Would h'i ,.. ve come to be. For instanceg Paul, 'separated an Apostle for 
the GosDel, which the Lord had prori-ii3ed afore by the Prophets' jus 
thereb, -, r made subordinate to the Gospel of which He was made minister, ý 

and Jolins being chosen to prepare t1he Lord9s way, wes r! iý. de subordinate 
tO t1he Lorcl. On the other handq the Lord hrud no rcf, ýýson previous to 
HiMself for being Logos, except that ile is Offspring and Only-bogotten 
Wisdom of the Pather, but when lie becomes man, he proposes a cause why 

365 
(366) 
(3G7) Z4A, crjr-rTlrXe -r W's 
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'IC is to talk: e flesh. Pior man's, need preceded . 11is becoming man, apcrt 
from w1aich need lie viould not h,, -, ve put on flesh . (The need is shown 
by John 6: 33-40P 12: LI. 6,, &, - 18: 37, c7 I John 3: 8') ... 

55 Thcre follows L suirinary of tlie Atoncraent on the usual lines, 

With s, -)ecial caip]aEisis on the f&ct ti, jLt J4. v;, as causc; d by cur ncc. I.. The 

creiAion in Claxist of the now laimianity, vvhi Ch is in tile 1, -, St annlysis 

what is rcally "created", plays a prominent part# 
'I 

Eph. 2: 14-15: (2QC - 265A) "But if in (ev) 

=d thQcc Lre in His boQ, reasonNY thenp beari 

He is Es if Himself created(368) .... ti 

The point that Athanasius makes here is 

wiva an cxcZcsis o of 

the tvý, o are crcateds 

jig tile two in Himself 

the complement of 

what vtas said in chs. 50-52. Therep tile point was inadep that not even 

the existence of a crc, ýýture can be considered instrumentally - nuch less 

God! - nor can it be considered to be constituted by its causesy 

Purpop"est etc.. 1ý 8: 22 LXX is such that the event low, the form of Prov. 

qted 1ý.. ell, is constituted by certrAn quite referred to by the words "cre, 

definite plans of God.. In a sense it can be said that any act Of 

Diville crecýtion is constituted by the will of God, but in this case 

that will is simply the mysterious superabundance and overflo-ainc, of 

the Divine love and cracc, which is quite different, and does not 

invalidate tthanasius's arL-uxncnt. In these chapters, lie confin'L-s, tile 

Point adumbrated &bove, that Prov. 8: 22 LXX cvnnot refer to the essence 

Or Original nature of the Logost even on the hyVothati. cal cupposition 

that 110, io in fact a crecture. Thereforol, it cannot be used as evidence 

for the Arlan theology, and thus the gcnercýl considerations adduced 

earliept and tile 'Scripturul witness to the Deity of Christo have 

unilui)cdcd force. The positive c-cpcct of all this is that the scrt cf 

thing that is constituted in this way by purpose is soine event t1l-jat 

(368) c5g d, ý-ro*'S I'S . 
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happens, to co,, ', 'eonc,, or a deed that so, ýIcone dces":, ý`. ', r"xvTj-jj? -jCS frorit 

-I, t events of Vae latter sort have 2-criPturc Ere c,, Uoted to indicatc tI 

Cx, ', '? la. ---Iatio. ns., to -., hich they , x(- crnusally and ontol oiri c ally suborair, &tc, 

as distinct from what is true 1DY or-iL,, Lin and ntiture OIL a bein,,, -ý 

fOrtiorip as) distinct from the cternal, csscl-Ice of God and the l, o, -Ios 

(F-S is sho, ý,, n bY cxru: ýPlcs from John). Thcrefore the vcroe in question 

refer,, -' to such cn event. Onc last thing 
_, 

to be noticed Is th, 2t, t1le 

e7mphasin on the continZency of Vne Incarnationo as distinct fro. rl the 

eternal Beity of the LoCo,,, mcans that the earlier Infralapsarianism 

01' Athanasius still remaina for tne time being as his main explicit 

PC)rlitiO. "L'I, * the Incarnation would not have taken place but for the 

Parlous position into which nan had culpably stwnbled. Vais is in 

sPite of the tendencies towards a more Supralapsarian position that we 

have noticed already, which will cor,, ýc to fruition at a later StCLge'(369) 

56 However, on. - further principle is needed to corrýplete the 

CiVele of Athanasius's &rj, -w. ent, and it is brouEht up now: "For if., as 
they. hold., t1he Bssence of the Logos Is of created natures, and therefore 

Ile c-',,. yz, ITIhe Lord created as a cretatures, Ile was not created for 

Us But if He was not created for usp vie were no t crcated 
in and not having been created in Him vie would not have 

11i'll in ourselves (EV EOWIVIS ). but vie would have Hira externally 

as if we were receiving instruction from Ilim as from a te,,, Acher. And it 

beinir -so vjiti, uss, sin woul' not have lost its reig. n over the flesh# vs >1 

tCe C) it VIOUld be inherent (*YrE'1O1J6X - participle) and would not lif vbn 

cLst Out of it* But, the Apostle ol)poses such a doctrinc. . 
(Evh. 2: 20). 

Týut if vicro created in Christs, then it is not Ile ýVllo is created., but 

vie ill Lira; and thus the word CK'"'M is for our sake (St T. LQ. 1ýor 
becau, -. 0 of our need the Loross, t, 'iou, r1i being Creators, endured words which C, Qý 
are used of creatures. ... 

(. L This is w', ), )1ified in the context of the 

AtOnel-nent, and the contr, -st is a-ain mLde between this Gnd the &bsolute 
langrUa. rre proper to Elis Deity; Prov. 8: 25., ahich has no aetioloýZjcaj 

(369) '000 above, pp. 105-7, 
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; 
'P -I is cited as . -nother zand very apposite ex&7 'le Of tl e latter). 

At. aýunasius has ulreaCy shown thLt if the "creation" of the 

Lac-., os is to be understood as relative to somnethinE elsep it camlot 

refer to the essence or oriCinf. 1 nature of the LoýZosq but only to a 

lEltc; I' event, iierey this principle is taken much further. ofr 

Prov. C: 22 is un"orstood &s reforrinj to the creation of the LoLoo- 

Wisdo. -ýi in relation to plms and purposesp or perhaps in relatiC. -LL to the 

Vare being of the works, In the above chL,, ptcrjq this is deepened so that 

the relE. -. tion of the is the whole relationship of grace 

s t; r-Linho as between CI-Lrist &nd t1x 1-, ýew CreLtion., especially Chri ti 11 01' v 

'imself renewed in Iiii-, i; Christ's whole condescension to involve 1, 

intimately in and with creE. tures, and to take thern up, by gracep into 

Him'Self; ilis complete giving of Himself for the creature that the 

cre.:; Ltux, c) r, -, &y share co-, iipletely in His love by grsce. All this is 

iMPOOsible for Arianisinp for two reasonst according to Athanasiuoo 

In the first place, if one takes Prov. 6: 22 L'd"%. X, andl by iii,,, plicutionq 

.,. c. to refer to the esocnee and oriL; in of the every other sirnilar passa. - 

Logos,, they c-re all wastedv and there is nothing left to refer to the 
C. 

Eracious cOýndcSconsion of Cliri st; the Scriptural witness to its happy 

fr-uits 'ý, ould bo left strandeds, and savin. - ftith would be as the sced 

choked vith t1iorns., Secondly, to car., pletc the t; r[.,, 7,, uacnt - this is not 

cluitc el,, plicit yet, but is certainly iiý--ýjlicit in view of whlt 11-I&S already 

been said jrL the last few c1haptersp and becom s clecrer later - even if 

by un ý,, xcC; Otjcal tour do force 'vie could try to preserve the idea, of the 

Arian creaturely Logos actinc; for us, in the ulti. r. ritate sense, this would 

be imPossible. 11o creature could do this. It follows from everything 

else thut Atlian&sius has maintained that such a crcature as the Arians 

POGtul"-tod would be literrilly too busy just being hirrselfe To be 

"Created for the works" is not somethin- that vie have the right to 
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cy,. Pcct froni any creature, fallen or unfallen, sinful or sj. njcSs. ", he 
C111Y Poscible source is God in Christ. Othcrwises, "the morý. Iity of 

service", C's describes it# bcCOLICS a 11aastly, und cruel &a Lj - .1 

. Pcrl, Dervorcion of tj,. c truta. In Vae ultirruatc or pC, ýlujtiln"., ltc sellses, 

v'O c3cr'70 10,11' tile l. 'race of God-in-Clarict ý, 'vlho E; avc Himself for us. 

iýtrarasiusts tr(,, at-,,,, ciit of Vio i, -, -ue in t-lais w--y raiscs t-roc 

Othor intereotin-, OUC, ý, -tiojjs, .! )licit - ill In t. '-Ie first place, it is ir, 

f, ' cto IT' vieW of villiat Athanasius says about the &bsoluto nature of 

ScriPtur, 21 testimony to the Deity of Christ, it is allaot Cxplicit 
thcts if it is an insult to rog, -, rd even a cre, -. ture as being "created 

f ()I, the vlor1r, s". a fortiori it is bl&sphcmy to regard God in His Deity 

as "being for the works", 12. very arrrument of Athuntr., sius rejects this 

ccnclusio1j. it would folloýv that God could be only "for the 
IT WOr. 1is" only inGo.,. 

11 
far leg that Is, the Lo,, ý-os, was "crcated"v in the 

Athanocica-za interpratration of Prov. 8: 22 LXX. T, ',, i&t isp in this res.,,. )ectp 

t. he loic of At. 1-, anasius's Position imperativcly demands the Supra- 

ILIPsarian doctrine of the Incarnation, in cpite of the fact that in 

Ct. 'aOr ; I_-iro -Ition is still the more plausible, ,j t'no Infralapoarian intc pret, 
Unles:, - t,, -Iis chanZe miere madep God D. C. or bcf ore the Fall would have to 

be re3arded as co-,, r., )letely . ýcious. The second point i. t 
-t this 

treatilent c, m-mot but refresent a powerful modification of the 

instrurn., Cnt, -list doctrine of the flcsh or even tho hixa-nity of Clari. ot 

Which *zvlo hLave noticed earlier in the "De Incarnatione". which is not 

Only the "n, 't"unal" Way 017 lOok Unýý at t1lie r,, iattcrp but vvould be the result 

Of the hierarchica-1 doctrine of reL. lity of e&rly Platonic-Socraticirmig 

F--'- ir, the llp. 'L-IEýOdo The chanC, ;e that we h,. -me noticed výould be correlated 
with t, -. e chLnCe In metaphysicil. emphasis Lwr-y from the hiemirchy of 
FOrlas Lnd particul&rs to the other tradition (like that oft say, the 
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creaturely life as such,, and., 1. vlhat is even more ir,, iportant. ' by tile 
da o-, theological inci, -'-It vhich dictated this chanLe. "t the 

r the servility thL 1. ) e, rlic: -it interest- Athanasius is siin, -)ly the 

natu. -c, l subordination of matter to the Lol-'os; the bo(tr suffers,, cte-9 

a-rid It scrvcs its tasim in Christts ý-vork, of salvation siri'i. )lY in 'Virtue 

Of its ncr; -""al state. 113ut At1. am, ',., Aus novi underst,, -, n4ýnth, ý,, t when., 'co-Y., 
P-'ul srcaks of C: -. rist talking the form o-L'. ' a servant., or Provarbs of His 

bein, g %'--eated for the wor], ýs% this certainly includes . 111is taking, flesh 

in ti-le usuLrl kýiay., but in another sense it involveý,:, ý a state m CervilitY 

that far transcends anything that can be a property 01" creaturely 

reality as suche It would be literally coyiacthinj- to whicn only God 

could condescend, Tlaat Is,, t1ac correlation is not 'Detvec'n servitude 

r, nd t-ý10 crcLýturely nature of CAriat, but bet-. -, ree. a servitude and the 

DiVine riatu---c. 
(370) 

It Is true that Athanasiu3 does not tidy th-- 

U, ýj -LO 
in t'-is way, and in the main follows his older position still, 

'But it is rig-',,. t to say that these are the irm, ediate imI)licationo of the 

cham-es in L., Position that Athan, -ý. sius explicitly vecepts. 
I, &3tly, it is. most instructive to commre t'lus, cliepter . -jitli 

. nin, o., Che 0-ýe tiic "ihilosophical Fra, (, ments"of Kicrlke, rmard., where 

the sa-mc contract Is made between the relation of teaclier Lnd 1)upil and 
the irltirrlate- Lnlkjernal relation bctricen Christ parld the CILristip-m. Both 

viriter, -, t.. rc tatt&ckiftý-, what , xas for each -a 41 , vc-ner ble trrsdition of 
intellectljl-licmý, which in the case of Atjacnasius w,,,, s the b,, ý. tis of the 

whole t. lico: Lo,, -.,, y of his illustrious predece--sor Cle.,,.,,, ent of Alextndria. 

(370) Of. lBarth Ch. DoL4, n* Vol. IV: Pto I- Passim- 
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POP fUll Vic vIrtueG cf It cainot bo dcnied týu-. 'L there is 

un C: Cccss 04L c týlct olc,., Cnt tncit ICL:, Cis Ilia ritics to -s,! Liru,. - llilý, z OX 

"t", Lt cloo-- Dcmclls, whicla contri'sts with thic E-zoumnce of At. -lcný. sius. 

TiUs is coi-rclt-Acd witii the fact tli--t : Lii tiric 1,, ttcr ci, sc this stvfý, e 

c. hc, ik; bý; (,, n d(; j 
.Aa 

lu. tc ýt&L; c i. -Li & lon- t:, r,,, uj(, cnt b,; i c ii . 1-11y d -A' 

oil clirl"it Lis 'jois, &iid tiiLt t4ds A-, 3 Lit every sttýLc beJn in th, ý forefront 

Of Athufk. "Lcasiuý;:, in contrest -, aitli Kierkeurcerd, Who 
at' 

tS VdtA 'ýX "I ,i 

"-"sPCct 0-'L' thcý problcim umd w. wsc ýCd%holc ont deponds on this startirC ,: um 

'poillt. 
(371 ) 

57 novv returns to the difference betaecri 
describin- creation &Ild j,, -, jnL., u: t(-c describinC bc6ettinC,. As exaMIPles, Of to C, 
t 

Al 
'I i fovi-cr, lie cites Gem. 1: 19 Ps- 11ý-*73 (contrnst Po. 2: 7, Laid 45: 1P 

-V, nd John I :i) al'o'o Vatt. lq: ý,, Pc,. 102: 25, P's. 74: 2, Ccr,. -2: 3- He 

noticc! p, tne oiffere-rice In the use of the word "bc. n. 'InX, ini-, "t 'ahich mot.: ms 

when J+L, is use'd in comiection with cretition,, that God beL,, *--n to creckto, 

(371) ',, ec "Philosoihict. il Frairx-lents", which F. iei,, kcp,, &&rd f; iu&nt v si-lort 
Clefinitivýa exi., osition of J. 

OSA 'I 
, I- 

rICI JiISCiti- his p itiW 3"ý 1' 1C 
]? u, utccýri, ptll w'hich wus -motint to bc v poýýtscript to tile 
IbUt wi-11c, ", is Lbout* cij-,, lit ti;, *ýcs c_s It is a furti-ler 
develo. '. )ment of his position. The question, as put ;A the 
be, (-in_nin,, -- of , I- tl-(, ' -Ocrc. tic rel". tion 4 ý> to -AIý. d b c) t, -,, cc-a m-t-in tind mans vilicreby one ra; ýýn ,,. Aiaj)1y t.. ssiGts c-nother to 

i fit fLcts, vjitlio', 't ci"Llacr --laroon-1 co;.., ýmnion or e cO_, -X): -o, -, 1tat1C)Yi, tiae ultinnate 11-1 ]ýC1', 0,01.1C. 1 rQ1, '_tiO___1M1iý)? PS it 
01)ViouOl'y ifý nots w". 1at is? " IIAJýC C. L L, , _, - 

ffect Of -c"C'Lýn: fra, " t1le 'aw"'. m uspect of the prob1cm is tiiý,. t lac never seec,, is to 
. i: ýc L, -ic cli, ý;, hn-tion 01-2 ý-uilt Lýnd. its ruincun, blo to cnvisL-,, -e tl. 
Offecto, fra,: a the dovclojý. icnt of cuclh rclution. If 

Hie , _1 xg 1w 'r; would hL. vc brz'.,; crcd 1.1 ut tilis tiac 
. 1)" sc of Sue'l exiSt(., nt1L11,,,. n12 tillit v: CT1 C,, nnot 

tlx -01VC3 in L. 1y CC. C11-1 otder 0. it in, wad pro. Per for u t.! nn jjcr se to be Ju3t tlint 
it is 0--dy isi Clirist tLaA Guc. 11 ew-frolitation ir, po-, sible, vmd ti"at ;: on C"i Only do it ITISOIL'Ar L. -, S they , ýrc "ill C11rist"Op ; ý!.. C) is 
t110 01"lly posSible stcrUilL, point, botla Letually .! n,, 1 ats 
our t. aialysis, for k;, ac. t, an cntcr,., )rjse. 
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I (at '-IC9A) "Illcrefore Vic creaturcs bcC,: n to bc but V-1c Lo, r-, O,,, of 

GOdv 
--ilOt hfavln, -, a bcgirliAng, of, bein, 7,, cert,,, inly did not becill to be, 

v thcir b 
-ý nor bc,, -, CM to bccome lbut v7c. s evcr. And tlac works hL a e: 11-voill'; 

in tlicir bcin., - mada (U-1.0 tmd their bc, -lir--Ur., r-, prccedcs 

the tl-Lin---. -s tliLA conic to be, but the Lol-o,, -, not bein, ý-, of til, "A 

COMO to bc, turno out to be mAlier the FirvTncr of t. -, Lc tiliin, -, 
lAnd tlac bcln(: 

ý 
of oriL; I. -,., -ltc Is rc, isi), rcOý by their 

bccO, -n. jr, f, 
672) 

c; rirmlnf- docs God boc-irl to thom md from so.. ýc b Lý L) C, 
t. "Irou-'-., -l tile 1,0-o,,, ti-lnt non-exi-storLcc of there beforc tAcir 

be Imown, but Vic Lo ... o- hls llis bein, o in no OVaer or 

bc'.. jnjlill, z tAch tlic FzAhcr 
is vccordirl -ý to VICM 

-altho-at 

co tli-lf-, t He too exists dv'*ýXwj in t., '-,. e P'Ltlacr, ", ýcirr,,, - Us 

. ri-,,, not crcz., ýturc. 

58 corll. inuiýli; j Athamusim cousiucpq tac irisa 0000A of 

6-o Dcut. 32: 6 ý 
iY-18 on an nnnloaOU3 case to Vrov. 3: 22 and 25 (LXX in 

I'bcc-cttin-11 cuid IIcrcati. n,; II ýýrc, both C-- 

ucc., d o... cn; i. a tý of t1ic Lo-o-J. I! orc, At. 1imt- trius points no lattcýrt 

t,, e 11ICII L_I ot, 4* J, j rC_jjýr -e nott. only crc. utur(;,. j by n... ture,, but cons 

taA tl, ic Iii t; ie 1LJijtcr c. -cý, 'ýj. c fL, c'kO Lvt: co crter t-icir crcation. 

Loý: OG io bcýýottcca "bQfor-, . ý11 tI'__. c hlIlsll, r_, rLdu t;.. i"-t t'l-lis stroý- 

JS 1-1()t USCCI Jýj f'rov. 6: 22., indicutez; t'. InLt hcs e Xj "P C-0 Si0 I'A 

tZlc i'xiority ii-L tills C. -Se. ThOre io nothini, ý 
in Lac 1LISt four c: ic. pters 

icu ca, ýpletely new or ncco. s cp(, ýciLj ca, -i-ent, aitl-icuc-li in soxe ccccs 

re fram, b "Ii, 'ltlY "erent C"f 

Jr, ,, C. Xt clopter, V. 

crcction cnd ZenerctiOllp alic-ry of tlic differcrce bcticon t' C. 1, L-E, 

TO, -os, c, nd Uen follo-, -; s vAth E study of 
. ý)lled to MCIIV &lid to til-10 Lý 

C h-l' iS 73) 
'L itIC rip wrc TV KOS Tý r K-r WhLiCll ILILý-%. -- to co-: ýc UI) co-j'! -Ic 

I 
tiElc- God, bein- first Crcator, next .... becoi1c. -S 'o, -tiler d" 

V -- --% -- 7 -% r% 
(372) -YGýv arv ffviTwV CivJi 6-Y-Tw c0 'r; k I 

(373) ". r ,, tb 
-1 "his, is, the fonýl C" Lic ''ir, cril Of t'-O!, Creation": 

title, 'j! lICI-1 is, El ""Ort of Mocii of ito Occlurrenecs ill CIO 
,C r)oi): It 

ill tj- ". T. p .s., vell týs tL, I J, 1,1 yj 
, Lc Vorria tliat inaic&tcs 6 

cOyIt. T. 'Ovcrsy. The chicf occurrence ic 
op K, ý4 67Adg inc ol .I: 1 40 
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of Ime n ; 0s, dwcllin, ý! in them. Put in the core of the bccause of 1lic Log 

LOLi'02 it Is the revorse; for GoýJp beinL; His Ft-,, thcr by ncture 

bccomes fterwv. rds both Allis Cretitor rnd ', I ., kcrv when the Lo, -,.. -os puts on 

that flesh which azýa created and. n,, Ldej, &nd becomes rriazzi, Por &a ixn,, 

MCeivin- tile Gpirit of God, become children throu_ý; h so tile 

Loý: os of Godv wher, Al"Ac ijimsclf , )uts on the fles'11 of rllan,, is thcn oaid 

to I'Lc-vc bocn both crcatad cma Ar;,. ade. If then vie vre by iu, ture 

cons, then Ile Is by rmturc crccuture and thin, -,; made,, but if vie becowe 
. 1.1 \1 %, f- 

sons "k-jy zýuoption cna c. race ESC' V-0 k<kr; iý Y,. ýpiV), tiftwi laar, tile Loý,, os 

9 ten, in i,, race towards us Ile beczýmc ilivn,, said, IT. hic Lord crcr. Aed Glso 'ah 
plLýc vihon Ile 1, ý *Tb Yet, jý. nd iLi Cie ncxt put on a crcý; tcd nvtur- (ý 

_ýly 4t, _ 0 'r-'Col'a botil 
"Ar &nd bccý, i7,; e lilic, us In b ody 

(375) 
fittir,, , 

11#1 Ou. P 2votacl. ,. nd '11irst-Borill (1Tc4-rvrOj<pS). Vcr t_laouý_-'n it vfter us 

1, rotlxr by llkercrýs of body, th, A 71'o utio rtde m, -., n for our snlrze, r, nd. our 11 

tl-ic 'Virst-born' cf us 
(37(ý) 

bcc,, uý; c, still thorefore -1c 
is crilleLl and ic I 

ull ri,. en beirq-, lost a-ccoidiig to Vae of ýUc flOGA 

14'aQ c-,. --, d llberzitcd bo'Corc all oVlcrs, ,. s it tlae lioýf7 of ti'le 

Lo! 7o, - -- 
(377) 

s,, -: vcd 
. nd henceforth vee, beconATiC, incor,,. )oratc with it 

Lif tel. I t3 (Jý. k-r 67kElVo) Fcr in it the Lord bQco. i'i,. cs our 'Cuid. c 

"I I t., l 0 to of IiQcývell. - (Jc)llll 14: 61; ý: 10: 9). ý11 
L-1 

ID K -rw tO bo. 'ý -s-borii fror. -i 
tho dc.., d' (-ITWI ro V), not 

ýio ciied before us,, since vie vicro do(, 
--, d before but bCc, 

_-. 1-. 0, 

u-aderý., onýý d(, ath for us cnd. abolishe-d it, Ile tiLe first to 

ý; o ((Vf ýýkýw7nj)p for ouj- P, _kc2 raisi-n, iiis o. -., ii 

ic riro_n, too fý-o..,. 41-Ti-I _-id 
bcc_, n,, =_ of T. Tim 2:. i, -e 

1-11 CLue co-, ). -vse from the dcad. 

. A. 62 But, if 111c Is called Firstborn Of the Crcaticils. Still this 

Is 1-10t as if 111c were cc? 
, 
uated with the crunturcs, &nd oiily firfit in til. "C 

n? t it is b cý, u,, -, e fcI' how could t.; Uz be, sinca I; c is ou 0 

Of tlac Lo. ý., ozfs condcoconsion to the crontures(370). ccccrdiný,:, to vwhich 

i1c 1-ins become 'brother of imany' .... 
(Ifere followr, a dictinction 

of 
b0tViecy, thc 13criptuml descrii)tions of C. arist v. a 

XV06Cvjr 
, viltil-I 

(374) 6'1"4v-MV - it Is iraj-)ocl-,, siblc to differcutiate whotAer the jjronowa "V 
r J. - lie son or tlic 2i-Arit. c, x or- to tA 

(375) C- 
p Fo's p4LTZ -, fo 

(37U) w 
ýz 

foe- 
OVTý 

.c 
e-\ V- tac cx, -, ct cyntcux is import&-rit f or tho cýrj:, iw, c. nt, 

. 001,1 le (377) Lv ov-rFs 
loýi (373) -M (. (7r I 'I r vr4 
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rc,,,; ýxd to the Patilacr (John 1: 14# 1 John 4: 9, vs- 119: 89,, 1 Coro 1: -4.. J ohn I: Itt 3: 17,, 16: 16),, &nd vis 'rOI-OKOSwith rcference to 

cre "ti on) .... If is Only-, 13eLotten, as Ind. ced Ile Is,, 'First-born' 

would nccd coz. e expIcnation, but if 11e is rc,,.: lly First-born, tn"Cn 1-71 aIr, 
not 04'ily-13cý, ot teno For tile swYne ef, mriot be both Orjly-13cý,, ottcjl tmA Pirat- 
bora, CXCC_,, )t in diffCreTIt relutions(379) p ti-,,,, t is. 0, Ily P-cv,, ottcn bcc&uGe 
of iio, ýcncrtition froin the PLAIL-lorp und First-bopn, because of His 
cOnde-sconsion to the crettion &nd His r,,, kin, -,, the mcny His brethren. 
COrtELAnly, t.!, io,,, c Vao to. -;. s beim- inconsistelit v,, ita c- I --c'i ot1lcrp One 
should -Ly t. ilc, ý. t Vic attribute h, 13 JuAly the )rofcvejT1cC 
in th(:,., cLrc of the Loc; os, in tA'-i&t tiiere Is no othor or no other 

r-L, but i1c nlonc is vcry Son of the Vat. -. cr. ! 'orcovcr ... it 

. 1. "1-- 31Y o: ý .. ix. itot iza corinection *,, Ath Lny r(ýý! fzon t L. --301ut. 
on xfttch Ia r in Vie ý)o-om of Vic '_ý`, vth-rp t tile 

'Zirsl-borail 1, ý,, _fin theý creation &s a reu,, lon in comcction 
ti 11t (Col. 1: 16) -. ýJ, -at If L11 the crcatuxes v,, crc crcatcd 

in ., ýLj.,,, he ercaturesp E, ý. ýýturc, but the' s ot,!,, ý. cr tiaz. ýn ti md is not a crc 
C1, e, _Aor 

Cf 
ti"O 

cro-CAUr2c. 

63 7, ýot tý, Icn 11C frc-) tl, -,, c i1cathcr, 
borial, but becLuse In 11ilill the cre&tion cý--, -ie to be (Ilere follows a 
li'VUlctic clt. Ara corres, ru po-, 11, q-, to that ;,,, '-licli ae b. avo alrc-, ýdy noticed in 
crut. 1: 5.3: C4, thrat a phrý-se of ti-Le type in ques-tion is rý, ýClly ýa, 
SuPerl, Alvc, , anr] in thA form in Grec1c. it inclicrAcc 
trLliscendonce of the Scn over the crc&tion; corresponding to the provious 
&8sertion concerning correspondix)g phxases in the cor. aj)-, rative de(-rce; 

ao t. 1ae- rýýrivzns maintained, Scripture had vianted to gIve Him me. ely 
. -*1 ve so Id WrOOKOS tcm, L)orul prJority, it would h., IT114 

cf. Gen. 35: 23 I-X.. or-ff". 6KOg .. cv-7mxý4s, X 

whicl-I is v. ctually ,. Lidu in Roal. 8: 29, w where the q. uestion io of the 
hll-munity of the Inc., ri, _ata Lord. The ciiapter co. -Licludes witii -:, rcpatition 
Of t-1,10 li'ý-iLOmsibllity of the Lo(--os bc1nZ . 1.1is oý, vn cre&, tor) 

64 T-! -Lc -Lin! -, l tbcurdityj, for 1, -tharcsluc, of t1ac ýricn intcr. -. ;, rott-ition 

0ft 1-j. 0, c4)'rcýýKV is th,,,, t, on its- býýsisj, tile Lo, --o-- viould bc "Drot'der of -TIT 

(379)-7oSýý'),, o ý<A# oi>ýO 
(360), ou 
(3,31 1 E-14 Li -42v, 
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thinLs vjitl-lout reacon tund life(362)p , nd retarns to thc first mcuniylýrq 

vy, aici, i rcfers to tiie rzesurrection. 

There cre tAree intcrprctLAions of t1le -jT? w-rvi-vKo -rýf' 

jTvJ'r01'0 KOS CenertllYi, that Cjjriýct is first-bora in the 

sense that llis hunirinity was the first to be raised frora the deadt -nd 

-i. ut sense the First-born of the licw Creatioll - thus* C1 i-Ct thus in ti Llr 

Was First-born from the point Of vicV1 Of 111is HullanitYp for the bcrcfit I; 

1 
of 111arthians, His Ex,, ýltcd Hum&nity at thýat; secondlyp that Ile -%Vts first_l 

born of creation in the scuse Viz. Ap thour, *h fully G-Odq Ile condeScended to 

crei-Aurely life - the exvct converse of the former sense; and thirdlyp 

the supreme serze, in which the su, )crli. Lt1ve indicates ! 1is abcolute and 

Ultirflate transcendence over crertion. Strictly spe&king# these nscanings 

are exeZTctically incoit., patible with each other, or ratherp the third with 

the other two, since the suý)crlative forin of the phr-.! rcv which in the 

third cat:; c is held to imply trunscendence of essence, ic in the first 

V-70 hcl(l to a0n-it comparison in what is for us the norm. -, l sense, that 

is* a colapvrison of degree of thixkýs essentially t1le sccxie; if this Viere 

not Sol the first two ineunin;, -s would full to the ground. This is an 
I. 

urlfOrtunzate case of Athanazius's methods overreaching themselves. 

110aever, it was probubly inevitable that all three mcanin, -, s would 

Sut,.,, c, est thci,, isclvcs. They could probably have been reconciled 

adequutcly by a greater explaasis on the way in which even the crc. aturcly 

nature of Christ parttakcso in its uicczýisurev of the uniqueness of Godl 

but this may be asking too much of AthanLsius zA t1iis stuge. Apart 

14 j, 
all the explanationo fit in well with the genervl pattern from tj is 

Of AtUtnasiun thcoloi, y and require no further specitil col: ii,. ent, Of 

course, Ile accepts the AriLn contention tliat if Christ were first-born 

2) lfw"'4 Jý o"dw V KA) -OV 
" I/ J-4 VOO'XW 
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in the purely temporal ccnse He would hwe to be a creature like the 

rest - only lie denies the minor while accepting the ent1wvIcrilatic M, 9JC)r 

vnd this concludes the doctrine of the essential plurulism of 

creaturely life. 

65 The final topic for Athani. xius is to discuss what Is me. ant 

68 by the Lofýos being "Bcr. imiini-; - of the vj&yB11 (dfXJ1vJV0d&JV)* This If 

Of course treated &s a c&se of Christ being "the Nay"; the first w-y., 

Ad-uii, was ruined by the lpail; Christ Is the'oecondv the 

"Itly; the llwuýysll Lrc thus. the whole of tile 11. ew Covenant effic,, cious V. (, 

and its benefits, which in the last analysis is the 1,1cw Creation in 

Christ. The trezAment of thio' coracs under the Doctrine of 

Reconciliation, which is beyond the direct cco. -, e of this thesis; 

there is in fact nothing to add to what Vic hzjvc said before of 

Athanasiusts doctrine in the "Do Inccrnationell,, with the inodification3 

that we have almady noted in the ccrlier. portions of the "Contra 

(383) Aricnos", It is interesting to notice that the art: amcnt that 

Athanaoius bZrpothetically considersv imd rejcctop in De Inc. 44, that 

God could h, -ve undone the Fall by a mere fi&t,, was apparently adduced 

by the Arians; apparently this was for the purl)ose of counteracting, 

the Athanasian type of exegecisp which wns thus cleErly current before 

the Crations were written in their final form. Athannsiusp in ch* 63t 

(iuOtes the objection as an Arian arLamientv and, while neanitting it &s a 

. -ve do ed th t 'Ibility (Anselia, alone of the Fathcrso cppeLrs to h, A ni a POSO 

it Wus even th, -, tq - Bee reviman's note - thiýq is consic. tent with our 

c0l, 'Urlents of the difference between Athanz; -sius und Anselm), jenics that 

it would have bee n possible In tcrms of the plenitude of r-, r, -, ce, The 

discussion rererriblec that of De Inc. lAs with Creater assurance. 

(383) See ubovep pp. 222-4 zind 
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69 In the next two chapters,, cifibedded in further discussion on 

70 the Atoncinent., Athanfasius at last makes,, in duo fom., the sort of 

stateii-ient that is often regarded as being in the forefront of M3 whole 

,; 
theoloar, in the fortli- in which it is Made. (G9. beg. ) IfAgain,, if the 

Sol, were a crcaturet man would have remained mortal ts bef oret not being 

joined to God; for a creature viould not have joined creatures to Godr 

us it would be itself looking f or someone to join'. it,, nor would portion 

Of creation hvve been creation's salvationt since it would need 

salvation itself, " Ana at 70,, bef-,,,: 1111ut this would not have come to 

Passp had t1he Lo-os been a creature; for with a creaturep the Devil,, 

himself a creaturep would ever have continued the battle. ... For 

man woald not have becn deified if joined to a cre&turet or unless the 

Son were very God. .. *It. (here follows too the point that the fles. 1 

Of Christ i. -iust be our own true htxian flesh). These statements exe 

only too true, und they are ulso true in the contrapositive forn, in 

Which they zýrc mttde, t1aut Is, that if Christ had riot been Godo vie 

Would have had no connection with God. Unfortuntitelyp this sort of 

statement has often been cited as the most typical expression of 

Atl'wna, sian theology, and the deduction has been made thtit he wtas a sort 

Of thooloElcal progmatistv a man vjho wFAs not interested in riere dogma, 

but merely in the salvation of menp conceived as deification; 

COrre-Sponding, lyg, the ii-Lipossibility of this on the basis of Arianism 

would be the be-innirig and end of Athanasius's cvsc aLgainst, this great 

heresy* Admittedly,, t1iia c-, -q)hLsi-s is in a way eiabcdded tla-oughout 

AthanL, siusts writin, ýs, but to say that it is his basic principle of 

thou-ht,, to make him a kind of theoloL; iceil pragriatists, is Crossly unfair 4ý 
to what he explicitly said. The Ereat scandal of Arianism wtas tiat it 

v4, bs SiMPly fclsc* The thing to note about Athanasius's introduction of 

the Pra, (1,11rzatist urgument here is its IEtencss; at a time when Athanasius 

needs everything, possible for &n unusually difficult vrZwnent. 
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Adz'qittcdl1, r, there is one place before where Athanusius momenterily 

touches on this type of crgrumentationg above, in C. Ar. 11: 41: 23313- 

But this is itself late enoughp P-nd it was directly due to the f&ct 

that he wus going to c[Iscu,.:,, s baptimt which Is the rite deemed to 

represent our joining to Clariste Praj:, -, r, -Ltism is as far as possible 

from beirg the firat, thing t1lat c,,, ýri, 4c to Athanusiusla mind; vie shall 

return to such intcrcstirif. 1, points in. our resurne of the theology of this 

work. 

71 The last two chapters in this section are in the nature of a 

72 GIZ; inary cand a peroration,, and need not detain us, 

In conclusion,, let Us, cummarise the results of our investizza- 

tions of Athanasiusts execesis of Prov. 8: 22 1AX. In 9 cneral, he 

follows the ucual line of refcrring it to the incvrnate life of Christs 

arid to the humnity that 11c took, The differences in this cace arc, 

firstlyo the text itself and Its place in the IOCUS clcssicus for the 

cOSMOlogical aide of theologyj -and secondly., the f 

mOst severe challer4,,, e that Athanr-sius had to face; 
171/ . 1e % rý, IN >^x%e ý> e, % 

run upivg CVTid'C C, 4 O(UTOU V- i J. Q Irv U 
accepted without question. Ilis, case,. -rests on what 

vct t.,,, gt 
lit 

was the 

after all, It did 

p which vcrsion he 

mir. -ht be called an 

essentialist outlookt that isp a strict distinction between what is 

eternally and aboriginally truep and What iS only tej,,, porvrily and 

acc identally true* This essentialism shows itself in another way, in 

that what is true aborieinal& and essentially ia also true cbsolutelyp 

and can in no sense be constituted by an relations. On Me other hQWP 

what is accidentally true, while still being in one sense an absolute 

fact (and not a relative truth in the sense understood byp say, 

ProtaLoras), is In another way to be understood in terms of reletionst 

whether these relations be passive relations, things happening to the 

thirk,; in (juestiong or active relationsp thut is, plans, policies, ete. - 
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Lin, ý'ui. 9tic,, -Jlyp the distinction is shown by the foriner truths bein , 17 

expressed by nounsp sWostantivz:, l or udjcctivnlv the latter tyve Of 

truth by verbal modes of expression. k7hus on both counts it is ir-npossible 

that 11rov. 8: 22 LXX refer to the e1boritjnal essence of the Logost and 

therefore it must refer to the Incorn, -Aion,, rind the only thinLr that 

can be "created" arid so described in the verse in question is the 

IlUr-'Výnity of CILrist,, and,, on Athanasius's gencral princiiAes, our oan 
6 

neii humý-Mity in Him; from this Scripture goes on to refer this 11creccition" 

to the essential Person of Cj'irist by coramunicatio idiomatwn -/0 

But this Is only one half of the picture. To undcrsttq1d the 

, nificnnco of the other half of the picture, it must be rcrricii", bcred 

Cjýain t1hat Atjinn4ýsius caqpletely and unreservedly eccepts the doctrine 

Of PlurLlism us the truth of croaturely life per se. Tile final sign 

Of his Lcceptonce Is tln, ýit he will not even allow the essence of a 

creature to be constituted by relations. , Lie actually [, ocs so fcr as to 

SaY that a man is essentially a man before Ile is even a servzýnt of God, 

PUtv by the form of Prov. 8: 22 LXX, the Lon-os-Nisdorap us a "crct-Aure'19 

is coyn,, -)letely constituted by a purposet and completely Cives Himself 

to "the works". Thereforep on this countv the only entity that can 

Possibly fit the requireTncrits ia the Incarnate Christ. An entity that 

is ec,, sentially a creature would have to be himself und could not initiate 

the Process of self-, giving, and a fortiori God In His bare purity would 

be even more coaunitted to being just what 1"Ic Lbe. olutely is. This leaves 

Only the Christ. 

Just Occasionally, Athullisius ts exegetical methods and 

principles let him down, but in icnaral lie build,.,,, up an ustonishing, 

Cfý'Sejy and especially his case fo r plurtilisai &s the true Scripturtj 

doctrine of creaturely existcnce is most formidiblev nlt1iou, -. h it is riot 
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of ten rcco. -, nised in this VmY. In tili'- sectionp by dealing with the 

temporal nidcqAthanasius completes his case. A little reflection 

will sho-w thDt t1lais is the natural result of the rest of Athamnsius'a 

tilcoloý; Y' 
FLf 

plurelicra viere not the truth of creaturely existe*, ricep 

if eacla creature was, as a creature, something other than ju. st whrA is 

Is in itself v nd was constituted by relations, the creatures would form 

a StOic or Hegelian constitutive systcm. t rind there would in fV'ct be a 

iLo,,: os tj. 1at ; as a creature &nd would have a real existence from 

crcuturely reLlity alone, Lovip if there is one thing that Athariusius 
CJ 

always had to deny, it was t1liat. C)rl-_ of t1le motives of his unti-Ari&n 

tlicoloLW was to estLblish in scason crid out of season Vult all the 

essential relations and correl&tions of tA. Ic LoSosj, all that viere eterrivlly 

and aboriffinally and essentially trucp were within the Godhead. Thus, 

creuturcly 1)lurali,,,,, was an essential pi-Art of his whole case. This has 

forced him to abandon the leso consistent plurali&ri and the hicrarchicz. 11 

dOctrino of rcality of the I'lutonic Socrates,, and riccc. Lpt to the full the 

eQualitcritin pluralism - within creaturcly life - of the latcr Ploto, 

or even further, the doctrine of td-ic modern noo-realist schools 

.7 This has produced another change in the outlook of Athanvcius, 

which we have fully dcscribcd above., fle stuxted frai the naturcil and 

e Qrly Platonist conception of created matter being natur&lly servile. 

ITOW9 he sees t1nat created matter of any sort ennnot be a serwr. nt in the 

sense that Christ-as-created was a servant. This ii;, plics a further 

chuiýCý ,e 
in the correlu. tions towards th,,,, t between Christ va a servant and 

His Doity; 
Ethe 

Hin-imnity and the Deity are both necessL,, ry conditions for 

thiSp butp 
. 7ocradoxi c ally eriouýrh, tLe priirie condition is the Delty" in 

an even iuorc, profound way than thtA proposed by Barth in Clliurclh 

DoLi,, %. tics JV: j This conclusion rr., oy not huve been Urawn by Atharitisius 

in so VILMy vords., but it is cven so only just below the curfý. -ce. 
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vie rrust consider the effect of his cxegecis of Prov-8: 2 

22 L. U on his trent,:, ent of the Supra- and Infra-lapstrian issue, 7e 

have socn above that Athannslus has so far followed the "obvious" 

Lino Of Infralapsarianism,, Alhat ir. 9 thz; t the lnccrnýýtion wDs an extr,, --, - 

1.1 ordinary act of God to meet an extrciordinary ncedo(38') The first 

effect of his exegesis was to reinforce this trend, After cllv it is 

the Divinity that is the'essence of the Logos; the Incarnation and. the 

humanity of Christ are accidentalp and the verse as interpreted by 

Athanasius says in so many words that they vere relative to needs and 

PlarAs in the way that no entity in his ecacntial nature is# even a 

croature, But on the other side, there are elements in this section that 

are be.. -Iin; )-ing to force At'hanasius in the other wayp towards Supra- 

lapsarianis-ra at last. As we have noticed, the line that we have just 

described not only succeedsp but actually succeeds too much. It makes 

it clear that the celf-giving grace of God can. only be : Uiparted in the 

Incarnate Christ; in fact# Athanasius reitcratesp in ch. 64P that the 

creLtures could not have endured the naked maSesty oJ! God* In another 

context, this would have led to paj2; ýn Gno3ticism and dualisinp but in 

J, r 
this context, is the great safeguard'of the absolute priffiacy of the 

IN 
Incarnation,, since the Inc-,. rnation and the Atonement have been already 

in the forefront of Athanasius's writin, -,, s. This is a special case of 

the 'more general point that here Athanasius hcs, interpreted what is in 

(384) Thcsc tcrais specially refer to a dispute in Protesttýnt t1leoloLýzr 
in the 17th century - cce 1-1vrth,, Ch. Dojýým* Vol. II,, Pt. Up pp. 
127-145 (E. T. ) for a full study of the dispute both in its 
historical context &nd its Cenerul significance. It is 

ay thcit Bart. 11 is a Supralvpsarian in the senze Unneccsst. -ry to s", 
t1int Ath-ant,, sius expressed in C. 1 But the terms 's. 73-77. 
Suprala apable of Lcneral psarian and InfralLps, riLn Lre cr 
application to any t1icolo,; -,, y. 
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the more obvious way a cosmoloSical passa6c in such c way us to EivC 

"the Incvrnvtion and Atonement the place of honour as the controlliný; 

"SiS of the interDretation. This cLnnot but lead on to SupralapsWan- 

ismt a trend Wich we shall see coming to fruition in the next few 

eMpters. 

We h--ve noted, and i)r-, i-, cd.,, t3he pluralisqi of AtIlan, "ASIUS LS 

Vac truth of crec-Aurely life* 7here he is on i-. quch more dang*crous 

ground is to extend the plurnlistic principles to covcr, cnd to 

demote, evon the relation of the crcature to God, (except insof, -, r 

the vCry term creature und. cnitibly involves sucla a relation; in view 

Of what vic have said about krl ýýdLnot 
being a genuine sirarwa genus 

Of itsclf for r!. t11-iuncsius, 
(3u5 

it is at least &rL. -uuble tli&t Ath, anLiccius 

did recEird the elationship to God us beinj-ý insej)uruble from the notion 

of beir a 
ý71 

01 nc, ýýj hoaever much he excludcd the ldca of a creature b 

cOv. ntitutea by any more dctailed relutioriship),, Tils plurUlictic 

aoctrine WELS v.., &de,, cr. vie have shown above, against a backL. round thnt 

was still explicitly Infralapsarizý, n. Vhether It would have survived a 

c11C! n(-, 'e in the direction of Supr&lvILpsvrianicm and PredestinLtionicm of 

tile %rpe wIllich actually took place in the chapters inmedittely following 

Is a different matter. It probably would not be viable in the form 

presented hore - at any rate it could not have been presented with the 

W-Dsurarice of C'U"wipters 18-72. If the w1lole purpose of God in grace 

tow8rda us, as revealed and rea-lised to us in the cco,; --io,;,. y of Christo is 

treated riEcrously as being etcrr).,, -, lly decreed by God, it would tippe, -, r 

thlIt vie must accelpt that man in pEirticular (vis well as creation Cs L 

whole) is constituted in his rcal bc-in,,, by his relation to Christ -a 

return to tý Ae ccrlier Logos-tlheolo6y, but tremendously erxichod by the 

See above, 
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intervening conflict with the Ariuns with the deeper study of the C.? 
Incarnation t1liat it caused. The thin,,, - that riust still be avoided is 

the Idea t1liat mUn has the mtural capacity to coalesce to form a 

constitutive unity, of the sort that rriifýht be terf-ed the Lo-osj, ctco. 

That isp' it must always be riffiritied thot the tronscendence of the Divine 

Lof; os over creation - auid this applies too to the celebrated principle 

Deus non ast in genere ali(luof which at this point Is for modern theology 

at any rate insufficient and requires further clarificAion - is not 

merely a catc, -. ýorial transcendcrico but h&s Ln absoluteness to be found 

nowhere else, This would not be a serious difficulty if the poctulated 

of position were to take plLceo The real difficulty is that I-rien 

dox in fact, refuse what God has prepared for thera for the foundution 

Of the world, but since we hLLve now rebched the intractable problem. of 

the onto! ---cny of sin, further discuosion is ir-fipossiblo. 

llowevcr, the pluralistic position as found li, 3re in Athanusius 

will always be an important corrective to the highly darigerous tendency 

to corxider CILristian men and cor. 7(iunitics solely or even principally in 

t0rr, -ýs of their relation or prospective relvtion to others within or 

Without the Churchp instead of remei,, bering that they must not only show 

salvation to others but enjoy it in themselves und f or Viliat they are 

thcT-,. -, Clves. INO Mattcr how much this mor-ality of service 
Wu') 

I. at times 

a r1ccessary corrective to the lazy etiphorla of mucllh "Christian" lifev the 

love that abidoth is not corist'lltuted by 0, ivil-qf one's toods to feed the 

Poor or giving onets body to be burncdv for even at the best the time 

shall came when the need for these will disappearo 

vh 11 e all the above discussion has tLken placep there have 

been seven references to the lJoly Spirit: 50: 253B: "For in the 

Praycr of David the. 111oly Spirit mz:, rks, the oar, -, e distiricticii 66: 16, 
loco t1ic distinction between God as Father of the Son and Lord of 

W6) Lo described vnd criticised, by John Yacri-, urrt-ly., 11.10'reedola In the 
Ilodcrri 40rldll., ch. W. * 
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creý.. Aion)- 51: 253C: "we too, being servi-aits by n&ture and receiving 
the Spirit of cie son -m-V -1 U not s-,, -ieit with 

J_', L capit: A),, i', AE'Lit have confidence to call Him by -rice Fzathcr. 52: 91-5713: 
This t., je Spirit foretells in the Psali,, ist sEjyinjYv Neb. 2: 7# based 

On (refers to Godto kiný-ship in Christ). 57: 2C8C: Tj' -11 r. 
too tho Holy Spirit- h6s siUnified in the PcaLts suyin,,.,, (Pso 102: 

25 74: 2), 59: 273A: But this is Godts kindness to man, that 
ITC 

&Ccording to grace 1 cSter-wtirds becornes Fathcr of those whose 116ker 

lie is; bccoiýics,, that ist wl'aen men,, Ilia creatures,, receive into their 

hearts, as the Apostle says,, fThe Spirit of 111. s Son, cryin, -;, "Abba, 

gt I ed Patlier. "I And these &re t1hey whot having received the Lo,, -os - ,11 
1)0'aer froyri Him to become sons of God; and Viey could not becccie sonsp 
beino, naturtilly creatures# otherwise thvn by receiving the Spirit of 

11 
the natural and true Son. 273C: but vfterward. st on receivlnýý the grace 

Of the Spirits, we are said thenceforth to be bc, (, 7otten also. . 61: 277A: 
POr a- men, rcceivia the Spirit of the Son, become children throuCh 

'Um no clue as to the Trinitcrian Person possible)t .... 
(so is the Loaos said to be created after the Incarnation)* 71: 30OA: 

This too the Spirit hath declared in the Psalms* --(33: 4p i. e. the Deity 

Of the Logos). Four of these references are routine quotations of 

, es from the Psalms* like the two earlier Scriptux, es, in each cbse Of Pass&C, 

cI ascs in the ContrU Gentese At this GUýCe the clues tion arisest in view 
(337) 

whether Athamsius had of the Epistle to Frarcellinus On the psa3-""Gv 

in mind the relation Of the Spirit to the subjcctive (in the Parthian 

vil the sense) rosl . 1onse of the bclicvcrp but this does not Exise yet; 

as, an objective (utgain in the Mirthivil Scriptural teStiMOny Of p 

sense) re-sponso of t1le belicverp but this does not &rise yet; 
(all the 

.U Passa'r-es ure Scriptural testimony of an objective (aE-ý; ain in the Barthian 

(337) In this beautiful Epistlep Athantisius points out thet the 
are inspired not only in the sense of the reinainder of the 11, liblep 
but in an additional sense. ; v'c cLn read, and be inspired by, the 
words of Eloses, or even of our Lord, but there I, -, one thin. Lý tiat 
we cannot do with them; use them as our own words In our prcycro 
or responses to God. This further thing, we c&n do with the i-, saliýksv 
End the body of the letter consi-, ts,, in a surprisiriL., ly moderng not 
to s, -, y W*esternq wayq of an exhvustive catalogue of c-T-notional 
stzýtcs with the corresponding Potilms. 
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The other f our all sense) churvcter, to the Deity of the Lozos. 
(N 

refer to the opl)roiriation of the Erace of Christ by the believer and 

the Pv-rt of the Opirit therein; specifically in this case to Uic WuY 

in which believers become sons o. 4L God in a secoriu-ary and derivt; tive vicy, 

by the grace of the orir-, -Incl and essential Son of God, This corresponds 

to the oboervation that vie have made before, that with the Lo, --, os 

unreservedly azssociated, naturally with the Father,, the qucL-Jt1o11 of IT, -an's 

par ticipation in Divine grace becories a problem, and the doctriiie of the 

as revived firot in order to deal with this r: -,, attcr. , ). ýIrit w- 

73 After dealinZ with. Prov. 8: 22 Itself, ttthanccius noa continueis, 

92 with t1lic context of Prov. 8: 22; especially In the firztplLce viith 

23 &25. In some sensc these verses re cvcn inore c itic Prov, 8:., 1- r. t. 19 

since tjjcy 1)lc, ce tile "creation" of Visý. Iom app-,, I-ently in the place where 

ave it. It is this difficulty that fimilly L-I)cls the Ari, -, ns would h 

hint to Li Supml up sari Lai thcoloi_., y, sincc if the "creation" of the Loos- 

Uisdom rcUly refers to the Inc;: ýrnctionp the lattcr would in some sense 

73 have to be before the foundation of, the world. In ch. 73.. Atliano, slus 

repef. 1ts by MLY Of introduction the old principle of the difforence 

between what Is eternally &nd aboriginally and absolutely truc of 

74 Christ and w1hat hcppcncd later concerning Him, which was relative to 

SOMe Othcr purpose* In the next chapterp he also repebtS Previous 

mattcr, that the foundation of a thingr is on the mme plane as the 

Other parts of it, and can only be considered a foundation in relation 

to the other purts; thus, for Christ to be the foundation In this sense 

can refcr only to His Incarnation and humonity. The sme exe; esisr 

incide"tally, is also vgplied to the Vine and the Branchesp since they 

(368) ý%, ee the whole f3ections on tile Son &nd the Spirit in tcrms of 
rovelation, in CA. Doone Vol* Ir Pt. II. 
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75 are both alike botanical structure'-, - At the coýrLrjenccment of c1l. 75 

bct-jns t' e wiliell 'Karl Drkrth quotes at len[; th as beiný, the only 

adequate vpproach in -all tlieolo3-j to what he consoldcrr, vn adccuatc 
(3,; 9) 11 doctrine of predestination: Tior let the words . 

'before the world' 

and vbcfore 11e mnde the earth' and 'before the mouritz)ins were settled' 
disturb anyone; for they accord very well with 'founded' and 'created'; 

for here C. L. -ain allusion is rriade to the Econoq,, y cccordino- to the flesh, 

For thou(,, li the Lý-rece which ca-me to us from the Saviour appezýutred., us 
the Apostle says, just now and has covie when Ho soJourned ttTionýý us, yet 

this f,; rncc has been prepcred even before we cai-fie into beingr nayp before 

1, c. nd the foun0lation of the worldv and the reason wnly is comething kindl., 

wOnderful(3u It besecined not that God should coin-isel concerniiZ us 

Efter, aard, sl. lest lie chould seem to be ignorant of our &ffairs. The God 

Of all thens, crecating us, throuth His own LoL-os, Find knovviriý,: * what is L,, ood 

ýj vie(391), foresaw tlicýt,, after being nnde Lpodv we f0r un, bctter t1'_1Q. _ 
Should then be transEressors of the comnandrient and be tixust out of 

Pcradise for disobedience and, bein- loving und kind 
(, 392) 

v He prepared 

beforehLnd In (fV) His own Logos., throuL; h ýd'hom U, 100 

,c Ile created us, thc 'c onomy of our salvvtion; tl-iat thouc; h by the scroont's 
deceit we fell fram him, we might not rcrýain utterly deado but ht. vinL; in 

the Lo, (,, o, -, the rcdem,,. )tion &nd st., Llvtition that Yqcre before prepared for us,, 

vie rili,,,, ht rise and ubide Innortal. (here follOvir, a gliaice 
bvck c,, t the exetresis of 11bcf. rirDiin1gr of wzýysll,, etc.., and quotLtion of 

,n10 and Eph. 1* 3-5) 

76 Ho. -i then has He chosen us before vire caire into exictcncc, 
but t. uus, * that. we were rcýpresented in 11im bcforchand 

(393) 
? And 

U i10) (E.. &. ). klee also op. (389) See C-Li. Doi. j.. i. Vol. Ili, Pt. II (pp, 103- 0 
cit., pp. 76-93 for a study of w1W the Doctrine of Predestination 
is to be lin1ked with the Doctrine of God vs He is in ijimself and 
not with Creation or even priml-Irily with Eeconciliation on the 
basis of the traditional schcma of Loci theolo-jci. If one 
repudiated the prag -tist micinterpretclon of Athanutsius,, one 
would have to cuy thot Athnncsiusj, v. lrr., o, -t alone, anticipoted 
7arth In placing tj'-ie Doctrine of PredestinLitiOll in this context. 

(390) 
c e, % 

ýrr 
Tre, wS "rýL U-4j" " 

(392) KAI 4xoos Wir 
. 000 rrt4 (393) 1Vc'3-rw*' 770-rcrv ' 0. ' The last word could well be trails- 

lated " ypified"I, in somethini; like its usual tjjcoloýýJcal scnse. 
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howy before men were created,, did Ile predestinate us at all unto 
adoptiong but that the Son Himself was 'founded before the worldt, 
taking on Him that economy which was for our sake? Cr how, as the 
Apostle goes on to say, 'have we an inheritancet being predestinatedt., 
but that the Lord Himself was founded 'before the world% Inasmuch as 
He had a purpose for our sakes to take on Him through the flesh(394) 

all that Inheritance of judgment which lay against us, and we henceforth 

were made sons in Him? And how did we receive It 'before the world was% 

when we were not yet In being w ereas we later have come to be in timep All 
but that In Christ was stored (qv"' IWOajýCV9) the grace, which has 

reached us? ... * (Matt. 25: 309 . How theng or In (CV) whomp was 
it prepared before we came to beg save in the Lord Who twaa before the 

world' was founded for this purpose# that we, being built upon Himp 

might as well-compacted stones partake the life and grace which is from 
Him? (concretely this means for our resurrection)# Therefore 
fittingly the Logosg on coming down into our own flesh# and being 

created in it tas a beginning of ways for His works' is laid a 
foundation, even as the Father's will was in Him before the world(395) 
as has been saidg and before land wasg and before the mountains were 
settledo and before the fountains burst forth; thatp though the earth 
and the mountains and the shapes of visible nature(396) pass away In 
the fullness of the present age(397), we 
old after their patterng but may be able 
Spiritual life and blessing which before 
for us In the Logos Himself according to 
Capable of a life not temporary, but eve, 
Christo since even before thisp our life 
Christ Jesus. 

on the contrary may not grow 
to live after themp having the 

these things had been prepared 

election. For thus we shall be 

r afterwards abide and live in 

has been founded and prepared in 

77 Por was It fitting that our life should be founded in any other 
way than In the Lord Who is before the ages, and through Whom the ages 
were brought to be, thatp since it was in Him, we too might be able to 
inherit that everlasting life. For God is goodp and being good always# 

1-0 V0tJ. -ri 1 c714 ý 
(394) Zý56: 7r-e oLG üxet%r-.. ci >#<jz 

v rl Ilb 
v oLl> 

''1 
(395) ev-rw2, )cjdle&p y F- u-" -Tb 

ý'ux 
-MITA: 

ýe. 

(396) l'I 
, 0.0-% l> 

-' 
tf% 

(397) Evýev-rc%kc ge 
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He willed this# as He knew that our weak nature (ýc; dlv) needed the 
succour and salvation which is from Him. And as a wise architects, 
proposing to build a houseq also makes plans to repair itv in case at 
any time it should become dilapidated after It has been built# and in 
planning about this makes preparation and gives the workers material 
for repair,, and the means of repair antecedes the house; in the same 
way# the renewal of our salvation Is founded before us ýn qhrist,, so 
that in Him we could be also recreated. ý- And the will and A 11) Purpose (-? &f61S) 

were prepared (V ) tbefore the world% but 
have taken effect(398) when the needl 

neq 

ired, and 
, 
the Saviour came 

among us. For the Lord Himself will be for us In the heavens Instead 
Of everything else,, when Ile receives us into eternal life. .*e (liencep 

as beforep this verse cannot show that the Logos is a creature)* *o. 

This change to Predestinationlem and Supralapearianism was 

Inevitable at some stage in the Arian controversyt especially in view 

Of Provo 8: 23 and 25, It Ia Interesting to observe the way in which 

Athanasius is apparently pressed progressively to the limitp which is 

reached at this point. Athanasius has previously dismissed various 

Passages In which Christ is said to be "made"t on the ground that the 

very syntax of the passages proves that the verb cannot have been meant 

absolutely. Then he is confronted with Provo 8: 22 LXXI, where CKrlar 

Isp according to the syntaxv used absolutely; this Is again explained$ 

with rather more difficultyp as being properly a reference to the 

Incarnation,, which Is still interpreted in the Infralapsarian manner. 

VOw, in Provo 8: 23-25p the "creation" of the Logos--4isdom is explicitly 

Placed before the foundation of the world; thereforet since Athanasius 

must still refer it to the Incarnation# the only thing left is to adopt 

the Supralapserian position and say - with complete Scriptural 

Justification,, as Athanasius shows - that the Incarnation and the Economy 

Of Salvation figures in the eternal counsel of Godv antedating even the 
l% JO, 0, 

(398) l Ji Epe "viv, 
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Creation; that Iss to put It exactly where Barth put it in Church 

Dogmaticst Vol, II: Pto No He even makes the pointp for the first 

times that the eternity of our future life In Christ must havet as its 

necessary complementt the eternity or at least the pre-existencep in 

the counsel of God,, of the salvation that is to bring us this gifto 

This of course Is the well-known controversy between the Supralapsarians 

and Infralapearians in the sixteenth and seventeenth centurieso Of - 

course the subject is not discussed In Athanasius with the same thorough- 

ness of detail and with the same emphasist"but this is solely due to the 

way in which It came up in Athanasiust In, the context of the Arian 

heresy and what was at first sight the purely cosmological side of the 

theology of the Second Person. Of coursep the earlier statements of 

Athanasius that the Incarnation and Atonement would not have taken 

place but for sin and the Fall still stand, and this means that 

Athanasius is In a difficult and paradoxical position; perhaps this is 

in the nature of the case. The whole question of Supra- and Infra- 

lapearianism, both In its Athanasian and post-Reformation formst 

bristles with difficulties which we cannot discuss here, Athanasius's 

actual solution, to compare the actual course of events with the plans 

made by an architeetv etc*v as an insurance against the most unfavourable 

contingenciesp seems at first sight somewhat over-confident and facilep 

but Is probably the best answer possiblev especially as the statement Is 

definitely made that God knew our infirmitiesp and that extra pre- 

cautions would become necessary at some time. The only thing that is 

really doubtful - and this is the trouble at the root of the controversy 
Is whether the weakness of human nature is the same thing as human sing 

even sin as presented in the De Incarnatione, let alone In writers such 

as Anselm. 'But this is a minor blemish on a most significant extract. 
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It is to be correlated with the tremendous emphasis in this portion of 

the Contra Arianos on the exaltation of our humanity in that of Christ; 

inevitably the p rime emphasis would be on sin as weakness* 

, 
Howeverv the most interesting aspect of this passage is that It 

represents In a sense that final culmination of the whole Logos doctrine; 

the same applies to the title Nisdomp and the rest of the cosmological 

theology that Is traditionally attributed to Hellenism-or to the Inter- 

action between it and the Old Testament* In this sensey Logos would be 

the plan that systematically unites the universe; incidentally# this 

idea is not entirely Greek# Eince the Rabbinic doctrine of the pre- 

existence of the Torah# when combined with the fact that it is inevitably 

God's plan for the worldt closely resembles the Logos of early Patristic 

theology; in fact, we shall later show that it is an accident that the 

. 10, translation of-il')0I in the LXX was and not OýOSO(399) The 

habitual modern attack on the "Hellenistic and rationalistic" Logos 

doctrine is in essence correct# but much of it is suspect In detail, 

since it is motivated by a sort of crypto-Marcionism. which denies that 

God can have anything to do with creation and Its order. at all. It is 

even worse when God is considered to be essentially irrational or "absurd"t 

which word# In the sense used by Jean-Paul Sartre, Is the perfect 

equivalent of the Greek oýoS which for Athanasius is so obviously an 

imPossible attribute of God. No; the only correct view Is the traditional 

one that the supremely rational creature Is, In fact, God, and God alone* 

This is not a justification for natural theology; on the contraryp it 

soundly and completely rules it outp since to judge the rationality of 

God by our own would be to adulterate it, But we cannot deny the 

(399) See Appendix pp, and the section "Logos und Thorall po 138 of the article "Logos" etc. of Kittelts "Theologisches '475rterbuch 
ZUM 

AN I-euen Testament", and also Bibliography appended thereto. 
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rationality of Godq and in fact this is epapremely affirmed by the very 

theologian who is often accused of (or even praised for! ) denying it - 

Karl Barth. The same applies to the theological idea of the unity of 

the world, and of a unifying principle involved therein. The only 

thing that this can be is God's Economy and Plan of salvation in Christ# 

whether as actually enacted or as the Eternal Decree* Once againg this 

does not justify rational monistic cosmoloo_y as a theological doctrine; 

rather does it again rule it out completely. There is no such element 

in creation as such, and the pluralism uncompromisingly asserted by 

Athanasius rernains the complete truth of cosmology as such. Apart from 

Christ# there Is no material unity In the world* either actual or 

Prospective. It is the destiny of the world to be made one by the 

saving viork of Christ and the spre,. d throughout It of the Word* In that 

way and In that way only* 

This appears to be a revival of the sort of Logos doctrine 

that prevailed in earlier theology# even in the "Contra Gentes". But 

the differences are that now the Logos principles, in this sense# is 

interpreted uncompromisingly In terms of the incarnate and saving work 

Of Christq and also that the starting point is completely reversed* 

In the "Contra Gentes"t as in natural theologyr the argument starts from 

the nature of the world; herej. the argument starts from the Second Person 

Himself In all His Deity and majestyp as already given in revelation, and 

thence it is shown how He is the Logos of the world In the old sense. 

Thuss the categories of natural theology are completely 

replaced by those of revelation and salvation. 

The above shows how the title Logos In the Greek sense Is a 

most appropriate secondary title of the Second Pereon. To go on and - 
maintain that it is a correct title for God as He is eternally we should 
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have to invoke the principle that the grace which God gives to us 

cannot contradict Ills own nature# but must be a reflection Of the 

Divine life itself* This is the stronZest and most favourable inter- 

10, pretation of the principle of QCbrfqd-I deificationp on vi"Ich 

Athanaoius usually lays so much stressy although the sort of application 

that we are postulating is not made directly here by Athanasius. Thusp 

in a real sennet this plan of salvation,, God's eternal election of 

Himself as the Crccious Godp Is part of His very essencep and 

SYstenatically must be placed In the locus of the Doctrina De Deo 

(which is exactly what was done by Karl Barthp Ch. Dog* Vol* II: PtII)* 

In this way,, Logos would be a perfectly appropriate title to apply 

Within the description of God as He is Himself. The special application 

Of this title to the Second Person is associated with the fact that the 

Second Person is specially the Person that carrier. through the work of 

reconciliationt that iss that God's eternal gracious decree is in Christ. 

It Is true thatv in spite of the abovep the feeling still remains that 

the best and most ultimate title of the Second Person Is Son rather than 

Logos or Word, But the fact re, -,, ains that the traditional attack of. 

modern theoloe-Zr on the "Greek" Logos doctrine has gone too fars, and 

what is imperatively needed now is a revival of it in such a way as 

this* This would enable theology and faith to see God's sovereignty 

Over creationt and the working, out of His purpose in history in real 

and not merely formal terms* and put it in the proper relation to His 

eternal predestination* One of the things that Athanasius was 

certainly saying - note the passages of Scripture which he cites - as 

well as Barth when he follows him at this point, is that the proper 

reference of the doctrine of Predestination is to God's eternal election 

of grace in Christ* And finallyp as we have said before# a Logos 
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doctrine of this kind would be so different from the rationalistic 

Greek doctrine that no criticism on the grounds of Hellenism can be 

made& Of coursep we have discussed the issue In terms of Logos# because 

this title is the principal one of its kind applied to the Second Person. 

Of course# exactly the same applies In terms of the title ; Iisdomp in the 

cosmological sense which is uppermost 1. n Prov, 8: 22-30P and of course 

Athanasiusts argument is actually in terms of this latter titlea 

If Christian cosmology Is developed along. those lines on 

Athannsian principles# the question will at once arise of the distinction 

that must be made between Godts eternal Will and plan as it Is in itself 

and the way in which it works itself out in created nature, In these 

termsp Athanasius does not get as far as this, but it is noteworthy that 

the next topic for discussion is the distinction between Wisdom in the 

absolute and the crected wisdom in the world# or the wisdom that Absolute 

78 Wisdom., the Second Persong stamps upon the creaturely cosmos: "Vow the 

Only-begotten and Very Wisdom (Q(,, -m6o IA. ) of God Is Creator and Framer 

Of all things# for 'In Wisdom hast Thou made them all*9 he caysp and' 
'the earth Is full of Thy, creation". But that what came into being 

it pleased Might not only be but also be good (gAýOS ýýXj' 

God that His own Wisdom should condescend to the creaturest so as to 
introduce an impress and semblance of Its Image on all in common and on 
e&ch(400) # that what was made might . be manifestly wise works and worthy 
Of God. For as our is an Image of the Son of God as Logost so Is 

the wisdom which is IZIanted In us an image of the same Son as Wisdom; 
in which wisdom we* having the power of knowledge and thought# become 

receptive (S<: jZ-rjV, 0'j) of the All-framing Wisdom, and through It we are able 
to know Its Father, .. (I John 2: 23 & Matt. 10: 40)* ... Such an impress 
then of Wisdom being created in us# and being In alýý the workst f1ttirigly 

7, does the true and framing Wisdom take up ) its impress 
into itselfv and say, 'The Lord created Me for His worksot for what the 

(400) -n v4 iU'i Ell<oý-Vy O(kyr fý, V, rd'd 
01 
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wisdom in us says, the Lord speaks as if it were His own; andq whereas 
lie is not Himself created but Creatorp yet because, of the Image of Him 

created In the works He says this as of Himself, 'And as the Lord 
Himself has saidp 911e that receiveth youp"receiveth Yej. ' because His 

Impress Is In ust so, though Ile be not of things createdv yetp because 

Of the Image of Him created In the worksp lie saysp as if of Ills own 
person o0vivf 0, /),, 'The Lord created me as a beginning of Ills ways 
for Ills workst And this impress of Wisdom in the works has come to bet 

that the world might recognise in It its own Creatorp the Logos* 

and through Him the Father (Rom 1: 19-20). But If so, the 

Logos is not a creature-I cvcrUp but what is referred to In Proverbs 
((' 

is the wisdom which Is and is ýaid to be in us, ti 

79 (This chapter is largely a repetition of the predecessor; 
Athanasius proves that there is a wisdom in creation as an Image of 
Absolute Wisdomo and that the former Is referred to In the disputed 

Passages, Athanasius then returns to the sealing metaphor last treated 
in the De Incarnatione) .--- (316A): "And as some son of a kingp when 
the father wished to build a cityp might cause his own name to be printed 
on each of the works as they were being madep In order to Make sure that 
the works would remain by means of the'appearance of the name on each of 
thenig and also to enable them to remember both himself and his father 
from the name. Having finished the city,, he might be asked concerning 
itv how it was madeq and then would-answerv tIt Is made securelyp for 
according to the will of my father I am imaged in each work# for my name 
was made In the worksp' but in saying this he does not signify that his 
own essence (0VCr4-V ) was createdp but the Impress of -himself 

by means 
Of the name; (similarly with Wisdom in Proverbs). 

80 Again,, one should not be startled. that the Son should be 
speaking of the Impress that is within us as if it were Himself 
since when Saul was persecuting the Church, In which was Ills impress 
and imagep He saidp as If He Himself was being persecutedv 'Saulp Saulp 
why Persecutest thou MeV ..., (The point Is made again about the 
distinction between Wisdom in the absolute and the impress of*vVisdom) 

And Ile says, 'beginning of waysty since such wisdom becomes a 
sort of beginning and as it were a foundation (Cr-rel X& 8W %04, g 
of the knowledge of God; for a Mani, entering as it were upon this way first .*e (Prov. 1: 7). e then ascending in thought and having perceived 
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the Framing Wisdom which is in creation(401) he perceives in It 
. 7, , -, (CYAUTYý presumably 17isdom) also Its Father (John 14: 9 &I John 

2: 23). And Ile saysv tBefore the world Ile founded Mel, ' since in its 
impress the, works remain settled and eternal(402). (The distinction 
having again been established between absolute and created `Nisý-Iomp it 
is again stated that the Second Person cannot be a creature)o 

But since Ile proceeds to sayp 'When Ile prepared the heavenq 
was present with Ilimpt we ought to know that Ile does not say this 

Us If without wisdom the Father prepared the heaven or the clouds 
above. (in view of John 1: 3) but this Is what Ile saysp 'All 
things took place In Ve and through Meg and when there was need that 
Wisdom should be created In the worksp in 

'Essence 
(-rIVjAýV OV6-U'V )I was 

Indeed with the/Father# but by a condescension to things oriCinate I was 
disp'or, inZ (Xn n 

Ovdý-) the Impress fra. n Ye 
/0 ver the works# so that the 

IC 'r I whole world eing in one body (cif Evi Tljý) nil ght not be at variance 
but in agreement with itself! All those then who with an upright 
understanding according to the wisdom given them(403). come to contemplate 
the creaturespt are able to say for themselves, tPy Thy oppointment all 
things continue, ' but they who despise this must be told, 'Professing 
themselves to be wise they became fools. 0 (Rom. 1: 19-25 &I Cor. 
1: 21) For no longerlp as in former times# has God willed to be known 
by an image and a shadow of Wisdom, but He has made the True 'Xisdom 
itself to take flesh (Herefollows a brief account of the 
Atonement). 

82 Hence the whole earth Is filled-with the knowledge of Him; 
f Or the knowledge of Father Varough Son and of Son frora Father Is. one 
and the same, and the Father delights in Himp and In the same joy the 
Son rejoices in the Father (Prov- 8: 30) ... And this again proves 
that the Son is not foreign but proper to the Father's Essence. ... 
When then was it that the Father did not rejoice? But if He ever 
rejoiced, He was ever,, in Whom Ile rejoiced. And In whom does the 
Father rejoice# except as seeing Himself in Ilia own Imagel, which is 

(401) ou : -, v ZD 

ID 

Ev n 

(402) EV"rwr' i dviYlr p5 -rtmrtj r. E 
f\ S, 

6, ýv 01x, 
V., 

, z, - 
(403) 
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His Logos? And though in sons of men also Ile had delight ..,. not 
because joy was added to Him, but again on seeing the works made after 
His own Image; so that even this rejoicing of God is on account of His 
Image. . (. a Here follows the peroration of this particular sectionp 
where the basic conclusion is stated again). .* 9" 

Dow that the exegesis of Proverbs has brought Athanasius 

up against his great problem in its most general comnological significance# 

not just as applied to the Person of Christv he has had to consider the 

difference, between created and uncreated reality within the field of 

grace as well. This Is the problem which we have said would confront 

Athanasius If he gets to the stege of discussing in detail the historical 

working out of the economy of salvation after Pentecost within the 

created world; he never reaches this stagep but in a sense discusses 

the problem in an even more general form* He does so In terms of the 

Christological analogyp according to the Christology which he has already 

SO thoroughly elaborated. 
(Corresponding 

to the relation between the 

L0908 and the Body of Christv there Is a created wisdom in creatures 

which is a-jZirroS, Impress of the Absolute Wisdomp the5K, 
ýVp 

image 

With this normal but not quite complete distinction in vocabulary 

Athanasius safeguards himself from confusiong the latter being so to 

speak the sigillographic negative or matrix and the former the positive 

final impression, At first sight this is the old Platonic distinction 

all over again between Porms and particularsp but a closer examination 

shows that this is not the case* Created wisdom wouldq on this schema# 

be a third thing between the form and the particularoo(404) In a Bensep 

created wisdom and absolute wisdom are alike in being wisdom and not wise 

beings# but what has changed the whole position is that between these 

two has been introduced the chasm between God Himself and created realityp 

(404) See abovet pp. 
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which as we have seen before Athanasius and his enemies agreed in 

taking In deadly earnestness. The same point also differentiates 

Athaneslus's treatment, of this issue here from the very similar 

treatment of the relation between the Logos and the world in the 

"Contra Gentes" and the "De Inearnatione"v., where the difference between 

the Logos or Wisdom of God and created rationality or wisdom hes not yet 

been established, In the earlier theologyq the general action of the 

Logos on the world was immediate; nowv it is mediate through the 

additional created wisdom# analogous to the Humanity of Christ in the 

particular economy of the Incarnation. This created wisdom is regarded 

as being involved in the connunicatio idiomatum in exactly the same way 

as the ilumanity of Christ Is. 
4- 

s It very This treatment of Wisdom in this general way bring 

41 close to what later became the Doctrine of the Spirit which still shows 

that the later development of PneumatologY as a definite doctrine had 

not yet occurred* This treatment of Wisdom In a Pneumatic way is 

interesting in view of the element in the second-century Patristic 

tradition which did actually identify Wisdam with the Spirit# and In 

some ways this is where it most naturally belongs, 
(405) 

Incidentallyp 

there Is no mention of Third Person# expressly as cuchv in these last 

five chapters of Oration II, and only one routine reference in the 

preceding five. (This Is probably another sign that Athanasius is still 

tending to treat under the heading of the Second Person issues that 

Should be under the Third; ) Howeverv there'is a much more serious side 

to this question. As things are at this stage# we have the Divine Pre- 

existent Second Persont and the created Body or Humanity of Christ,. and 

the relation between the two has been clearly and emphatically established. 

(405) See Theophiluss, Ad Autol. 1: 3: 11: i0v 159 111: 15. 
Irenaeus Adv. Haer. IV: 20: 3P4; cf. II: 30P 9. 
Tertullian, Advs Hermogenes XVIII. 
Swetes. "The Holy Spirit in the Ancient Church" PP. 46 ff-987 ff. 
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And We have V, isdom Itselfp also Divine# and the created wisdomp in a 

Christologically analogous relationship, The Absolute Wisdom has some 

traditional affinity, the tradition being not entirely unjustified# 

with the Third Personp but Is now fimly identified with the Cecond 

Person by all sides In the controversy. 
F'P, 

nallyp there is a Scriptural 

and lilt; qrgical tradition of the Third Person, which for long had largely 

ceased to play any part in deliberate theology, and was only now 

beginnin, g,, to return; and In its return it was almost entirely associated 

grace and activity of the Logos With the subjective reception of the r 

which vlas becoming-in itself more and more correlated within the Godhead 

rather t-han with the created wor May not this be a most dangerous 

root of the TrojAcist or Pneumatomachic heresy which broke out so 

suddenly only a few years later? It would have been the easiest thing 

in the viorld to identify the Holy Spirit wi th the created Wisdom or 

created grace on which Athanasius lays so much stress, and the very 

thorou, r; hness with which he differentiates between Divine and created 

grace would make the end result all the more serious. There is no direct 

Ovidence in the Ad Serapoinem I-IV that this took place# but. would 

Athanasius, have left such evidence in any case? /The question still 

remains hypotheticalt but this section reinforces the feeling that we 

have already had that it was the very success of Athanasius against the 

Arians that provoked TropicismP or the "Arianism of the Spirit". in such 

an acute form in Egypt,, so soon after this time. We shall return to 

this to. Pic a little further one) 

While on this matter, there are two less Important points to 

be mentioned. The first is that In ch. 79: 316B-C. Athanasius revives 

the sealing metaphor. This had always been one of the great traditions 

of theology on the liturgical side# and had always had special 

associations with the Spirit; however# in early, Athanasiust as for 
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example in "De Incarnatione" 14,, its prime association was with the 

Second Person. In the Epistles to Serapionp Athanacius revives the 

traditional association with the Spirit, but still associates it at 
(406) this stage With the Second Person. Howeverp there is a most 

instructive change between his earlier and later treatr4nt of the issue. 

What we have here is a combination of the metaphor of protection by the 

direct presence of the kingg in De Inc. 9- latter half . and sealing in 

its most general sense# as in De Inc. 14- Herep these two aspects are 

taken together* The chief p urpose of the sealing or the impression Of 

the Royal image Liý-speciflcally to protect the creatures against the 

iPowers that would destroy them,, by the mediate presence of the King. 

This is a sign of the greater maturity of thought in Athanasius# In two 

Wayso Fjr tly,, it does more justice to the part played by mediation 
--Q- 

in all the operation of God - mediation, that is# in the Trinitarian 

and Christological sense, not the Gnostic or Neo-Platonic sense. The 

fact that he introduces not only the Prime Agent, but also 11lia Son, is 

another sign of the same changet which of course was directly due, 

humanly, to the struggle against Arianism. The second point is thatq 

in treating the sealing and protecting motives togetherp Athanesius 

is deliberately referring to the well-known eschatological idea of the 

Christian being sealed against the Day of Redemption. This is a first 

sign of a revival of eschatological interest in the field of theological 

dogma - which unfortunately did not go nearly us far as one would have 

liked. -71t is no accident that . Athanasius has just been brought against 

the question of God's historical Plan for salvation in the preceding 

chapters* an indication of the close relation that exiStBp or ought to 

exist# between Predestination and Eschatology. 

(406) See above pp, 134-136p and below, ppjl q0- 9.2 
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The other minor point on this issue concerns Athanasius's 

mention of Paul's encounter on the Damascus road, at the beginning 

Of ch. 80. The reply of Christ is taken as meaning that created Wisdomp 

Christologically analogous to the Body of Christ, is specially upon the 

Church. Thuss the Interpretation of Prov. 8: 22,, In Athanasius dub* 

De Incarnatione et contra Arianos, that what was created Was actually 

the Churchp is foreshadowed herep and its occurrence in the later work 

is not Quite such a contra-indication of AthanLsian authorship as has 

Often been assumed. Still, In balance the evidence is still against 

the authenticity of the"De Incarnatione et contra Arianos', ' since 

Athanasius would not even have made this alteration in his exegesis 

at the a,,, e of over sixty years without a major change of theological 

interest, and the very title of this work Is ageinst a sufficient , 

chanCe. as far as the work is concerned; if such a change had in some 

way Occurred., Athanasius would probably have explained it in Creater 

detail. (407) 
- 

The other major issue in this passage is its siLnificance for 

the problem of natural theology* Athanasiusp in the"Contra Gentesy was 

almoot a pure natural theologian. Later'P as we have noticedj, Athanasius, 

Still formally used the language of natural theology while his general 

theological aPProach became less and less compatible with it. The issue 

Of natur&l theology is how we can see In the creatures that they are 

created by Godg and thus to rise from contemplation of creatures to 

vision and understanding of God. The*Opponents of natural theology# 

Supremely Feuerbach the atheist and Barth the Christiang point outp 

rightly so, that a pure natural theology does not carry one in the least 

beyond the created universe# and therefore# for Barthp revelationg which 

(407) See Appendix, pp. 
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means concretely Jesus Christr is the only source of knowledge of God. 

The cruder anti-Barthians reply to this thatv in doing sop Darth denies 

the doctrine of God the Creatorp and even If they do not go so far as 

this, many peorle feel that this sort of theology'makes the doctrine of 

God the Creator unexpressible. Thus# the solution of Athanesius is Of 

the greatest interest. 
EHe 

expresses the doctrine and our awareness of it 

in terms almost reminiscent of natural theology# that iev that we see the 

creatures and thence rise to God their Creator. But this is not a 

natural faculty in man, but is directly dependent on the created wisdom 

in man,, analogous to the Body of Christv and by this analogy the whole 

Of our knowledge of God is kept on a Christological basis. Knowledge of 

e\ God through the creatures can only be 
3ro 

81 3WC; it is by flouting this special 

gift that man becomes the fool that says that-there is no God. Again 
-ý2 

this specially created wisdom that is the proper lbeginning. of ways' and 

the foundation ((51-olýElw61fo 80: 316C) of our aseent. frorn the creatures 

to God* and if a little after this point Athanesius seems to revert to 

the language of natural theology# this must be Judged in the light of 
.j 

the fact that the indispensable basis is not a natural faculty in man, 

but a special creation that Is ýust as much so as the Humanity of Christy 

to which alone It is analogous* It Is noteworthy too that Athanasius 

interprets Rom. 1: 19-25, which opponents of natural theology have 

Often felt as a serious difficultYt as acquiring its whole sharpness 

from the fact that Christ has comep as the True and Absolute WisdOmv 

rather than from the presence of any noble faculty in mang In the strict 

sense. 
) 

This to probably the most satisfactory solution to the problern 

Of natural theology that has been propounded In theology. 

'One other'lesser point; In the lest chapterp ch. "'32.9 Athanasius 

again raises the issue of God the Father and God the Son in their mutual 
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enjoyment,, which he previously raised In Orat. 1: 20. The presentation 

Still has the Narcissistic overtones that we noticed before, 
(408) 

but 

It 113 improved here by pointing out thetv like an '"absurd" (2ýPrf) or 

wisdonless God, a loveless or joyless God cannot be admittedt &nd at 

least It is me-de clear that the joy must be In another* Hence the 

Father and Son must eternally co-exist. 

During the last ten chapters of Orat, II, there is only one# 

routine reference to the Holy Spiritp 74: 304B: "Thereforej, &ccording 
to His manhood He is foundedp that we,, as precious stonesp may be able 
to be built upon Himt and may become a temple of the Holy Ghost which 
dwelleth in us. Also, in 76: 309B: ý-Ve share the grace prepared before- 
hand forus, 

Swj 
v-rc #<. %I &3xo ^, rW_I. Ir, _r9KýV 

These two passages that have been the objects of our attention 
from the last ten chapters are of great prcspective importance# and we 

Must attend to this before we proceed further. To begin with the 

latter passage, chs. 78-82# first; the risk of Tropicism is one that 

is inherent in the whole traditional treatment of the Spirit as being 

especially associated with subjective revelationp a tre&tment which in 

this generation has been confirmed by Karl Darthe Ultimatelys the Spirit 

Must be as objective as the Son. In additionp corresponding to the 

llum&nity Of Chrlstt there must be something in man that can only be 

Called created spirit. We shall Bee when we come to treat of the 

Epistles to Serapionp that Athanasius does begin to treat this issue, 

but does no more. In fact# it must be treated as ri, ýorously as 

At-laanasius has just treated the distinction between the Eternal Son 

and the Humanity of Christv and perhaps one of the greatest defects of 
the doctrine of the Epirit as it has historically developed, is that this 

distinction has not been made. We must be thankful that Athanasius has 

(408) Cee above PP. 1>8 3-5. 
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here shown us the right direction. One remark that on 
,e 

cannot resist 

the temptation of Makingv even at this stagev is that such a principle 

would greatly facilitate the solution of the ever-present problem of 

perfectionicm, and, one might add# its opposite, the relative pessimism 

Oft scy, Reinhold Niebuhr in our day. This applies to both the Holy 

Spirit in relation to the Church and the Holy Spirit in relation to the 

OpIrit is the Individual bcliever. It still remains true that the 

Person of the Trinity with which both the Church and the individual are 

in the most direct contactp but where It comes to the detailed order 

Of the Church and the ordinary life and commerce with the world of the 

individual, it is a case of the created spirit which is the analogue 

Of the lAw. anity of Christp and to which Athanaslus is really pointing 

when he speaks of created Wisdom. Perfectionism, whether as an 

infallible Church or in'the form of the perfect believerv corresponds 

to the'Eutychian heresyp as it denies that the Churchts or the believerts 

detailed human plans and decisions still bear the m. -, rks of our fallen 

creatureliness even as the Body of Christo and though preserved by God 

nevertheless await for their perfection the redemption of all creation. 

But this created wisdom or created spirit is not on its'own; as the Body 

Of Christ is preserved by the presence of the Deity, and is its body and 

can do nothing without it, so must it be with the created wisdom. or grace 

in the Church and the believer# and this should preserve us from either 

letting the Church be a personality of its own, which is ecclesiastical 

YeStorianism, or from that pessimism which is really a denial of the 

Incarnation. 

The former half of this passagep chs- 73-77, ISP as we have 

said# really the climax of all LoZos theology in the Greek sense and in 

all its future forms in our age that are related to it. As we have notedp 
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the true meaning of Christts title as Logos in the Greek sense - an 

aspect of theology that we cannot afford to do without - is that Christ 

is thel"'ay which God predestined for the salvation of the worldv and 

th,, ý. t In this a, c,, e our history is not to be a meaningless Jumble of 

happenings, but a systematic following through of this ýO'W'ay until Ile 

come &, -ain, Thus, along with the work of Irenaeus, this passaCe is the 

true foundation of the. Christian doctrine of History. What the 

development of proletarian revolution is to a 1.11tirxistv the predestination 

Of Ourselves in Christ is to the Christian. As Karl Darth has ealdp this 

P&sen, -e remains as a unique enunciation of this principle in theology* 

Augu. ntine had a strong sense of historyp and also a ctrong sense of 

predestination, but as Barth truly remarksp they ere not firmly Erounded 

in Christ in the way that they are In the "Contra Arlanos"j, either as 

regards their place in the scheme of theology or as, regerds their 

content. `v7here Barth's comment on this passage is in error is to regard 

it"as the typical Athanasian theology, Rather was it a culmination of 

it* a hciEht which he reached on this occasiont and reached only once. 

In any case, Its place in the Athanasian theology was largely determined 

by the course of Arlan exegesis and the necessities of its refutation; 

One may say that it was largely accidental. Or on second thouChts this 

may not be so; the fact that such a passage can be evoked at this stage 

Of the Arlan controversy does corroborate our suspicions about what the 

Irian heresy was In embryo - even though only In embryo and certainly 

without the conscious understanding of its protaronists,, even if in this 

respect Athanasius himself saw surprisingly far, It shows quite 

certainly that Arianism was no Isolated heresy of a definite locus 

theOlOCieuss but one of those rare errors which fundamentally affect 

the whole of theology and Involve all its parts. Be all this as it may$ 

the effect of the Arlan controversy was to bring Athanesius against the 

question of predestination and history. 
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This pas-sage represents the turning point vdthin the "Contra 

Arianos, " In the same way that the "Contra Arianos" is a great watershed 

In theology as a whole. Having dealt with the question at Issue In five 

chapters# Athanasius has patently had enough of the cosmological and 

historical sides of theology. The remainder of the "Contra Arianos" 

I-III concerns the Intra-Trinitarian unity of Father and 9on,, and the 

more strictly Christological portions of the theology. Probably the 

theology and life of that time lacked the power to confront Athanasius 

'With the problem of history and development in the pervasion and the 

detail in which we have to face them. In a sense it is fair to say that 

the triumph Of Athanaslus at this point was a little too easyq theolog- 

ica-11y. As with Athanasius hims, elfp so with theology as a whole. It is 

one of the tragedies of theology th st It lost interest'in the classical 

form of the Logos doctrine at the very stage when Athanasius had just 

begun to put it right. , Any remoteness which later theology acquired, 

Whether academicp polemicalp or Mystical# is due to, this error In the 

Suacessors of Athanasiusq and not to Athanasius himself. The revival 

of this side of theology had to await the Filloque controverayt and we 

are still suffering from the effects of past neglect. 

Now,, we are for our sins under the scourge of Marxism,, not to 

Mention the other Post-uarxist forms of unbelief. To rise to this 

Challenge and judgment,, the Church - while preserving and strengthening 

the traditional topics of its theology - and without these tbeologic8l 

statements obscuring In the least the Church's and the believer's call- 

ing to witness and love - must take up the doctrines of predestination., 

history, and eschatologYp severally but primarily as a unity, and take 

them up where Athanasius left off In ch. 77. It may be neither possible 
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nor necessary nor desirable to ape the prophecies of Marxp but they 

Indicate a faithful attention to these topics that puts so much Christian 

theology to shame. They must be treated Christologically and Christo- 

centrically In the most rigorous sense, as Athanasius did or began to do. 

And in one particular future generations of theologians must take the 

hint from Athanasius. As Athanasius,, in ohs. 77-82,, clear3j disting- 

uishes between absolute Wisdom# the Second Person Himself and created 

Wisdom which Is Its Impress In the world,, we must ourselves make the 

same distinction between the original and absolute Planp the Way,, the 

Eternal Decree which is in Christ and Is Christ Himselft and the created 

ways of which it Is the beginning and in which it works Itself out to 

fulfilment in the world. Mthis is kept in mindt we need have no fear 

that our Invol: Yament In the world will cost any reflection on the trans- 

cendent glory of God. 

The chapters from 44 onwards to here again Constituting a 

distinct unity, another full lexicographical analysis of these would be 

fitting: Logos: Called-God in the same sense as the Father: 56. -268A 
10, as John 1: 1) 70: 29, GC(L. Is vcrSt and True God). Godhead of the L.: 

r\ /01 !)f, 
-re S Occof _T (ý. YI'D U 45: 241C(L. -does-not signify -tý Vo v61W Ir 

or His eternal generation through Solomon). ý 
53: 260B (Prov. 8: 22M,. In 

"a 
Contrast with discussions - of His Godhead does not give the K-k-Td- 

rV06'01-, of the L. 72: 303. A(Heretics say that Pr. 8: 22 is of 

the Glhead of the L. and not of His EV6-141P Kau 'Irl 0V Mots 

XrIon, eated, &c.:. 60: 2760 (other than "all things"),, 63: 281A (if creature, 

scripture would have been different) 65: 285A (not - ý'T; Z 

creatare). 9 71: 297Av 77: 3090 (L. of G. not creature). 77: 312A (Prov. 

Bay 93 L. no tV 6-C I oreature), q 78: 313A (nc)t or. -Cl Ovd-14L 

EM! Mthl 
-earth, 

4 and human alien to His nature: 54: 261B (Ld. has no 
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cause of His being L. ),, 56: 265B (creaturely language not appropriate 
. 3ý 

to film as L. ). Relation between L. & P.: origin: L. from F-K ) the 

, 
Z. *. 50: 253A. L. of the P. (often + Wisdom &o. ): 56: 265B (certain lang- 

uGge appropriate too, oaas such)t 70: 296A (if it bad not been His. 
ýJo ki Nor OS that put on a body*.,,.. ),. 

71: 300A (L. & W. of P. Framer of the works), 82: 320C (P. sees Himself 

In own Image,, lee* the L-)q L. of God: 50: 253A (not creature, but 

Creator),, 52: 257C (being L. ofG. and Eternal King Ile vouchsafed that 

HIS Kingdom should shine on Zion) q 56: 268A9 57: 268B (and Only-Begotten 

Son). 57: 269B (has no beginning) p 61: 276C (God becomes our Father 

through indwelling of His'L. )t 61: 277A (when Reputs on human flesh, 

L. of Go said to be created also)q 65: 285A (L. of G. put on arcated 

flesh, eta. ), q 66: 288BIp 71: 297B (If L. of Go a work, how is He created? ) 

72: 3olA (L. of Go not creature but True Son),, 80: 316B (Only-Begotten 
% . 40,11 ;ý /' , 11 

L. of F. otj Vidm. vv tAL KUV 

. j, 
49: 252B (He Is 11roper L. & Vidm. of the F. of the F. 

62: 280B Irb has prefer- 

enae over all other language in connection 0. Hlm)p 67: 292A 

and Image of the F. 's E. ), 82: 321A (So Is Prop er off spri ng of theF. 

and True L. ). Intimate and Absolute Connection bet. L. & F. : Eternity; 

51*-256A (As John 1-. 1 & 3)t 57: 269B (L. has no beginning except in F. ),, 

! Logos in O. T. sense: 67: 292A (must be treated as 2 exple. ) (judgment 

eclared In Logos,, I. e. O. T.; therefore fittIng that reconciliation by 

same L. ). other common Virtues, Perfections,, 
_&. 

o. -. 61: 276G (God Is F. 

of L. first and then "Creator") In sense of Prov. 8: 22)., 71: 300A (not 

inOluded in call to praise God)., 71: 300A alterum (not a work and does 

not praise God but is praised c. F. )v 72: 300B (L. and vidm. Indicated 

In Scripture as Proper to God). 
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woric in Creation: creation 
ýi-L 

*Tou 
Ao-,, 

ývu 49.. 252B. 

57: 269Bp 59-o273Bp 75: 305B. Attributes of Creator attributed to L.: 

L. 78: 313A. 57: 269A, 70: 296AP 

50: 253A. t 56: 265B (L. being Creator# endured creaturely language). 

Other expressions: 64, -284A (The L. in starting to frame the creatures, 

condescended to things originatev I. e. made ilia first condescension,, a 

type of the Inearnation)g 51: 256A (L. -11? a 6ýrot"r-r-r 63: 2810 

(creatures depend on L. as their Beginning). 

Incarnation of Logos: SIM21y expressed, as John 1: 14: 59: 273As, 
IdI , -ý 67: 289Ablet 70-*296B., 81: 320B (being L. He became flesh). ucflki 

110, &c: 47: 248A (-t became man). 47: 248B (L. not creature C-r- 

but put on created body).. 61: 277A (-t became man),. 67: 289B (-t became 

man) other earessions: 74: 304B (2 expls. ) (L. as L. has none like Him,, 
Ile in contrast to effeots of Incarnation). 9 76*309A (L. 

2rr1jLo4cvV 
0 Into 

our flesh,, is said to be founded),, 66: 288B ( -rrcf j -r-, 
9c-r; w o- 

\IEl 514* 256B (L. gave Himself to condescension) 

64: 284B (condescends again in Incarnation). See also: 62: 2770 

of L-)jq 61: 277A (the L. having become mang, says 0- 
Prov-8: 22LXX,, apparently a Hebrew Prophetic Perfect use)v 74: 305A (as 

"Ile surrounded Me, being L. with earthly body). 

The Logos Incarnate: Both Human and Divine Natures: 51: 256A 

(Prov. 8: 22LXX not of E. of L. but of JiUmanity),, 61: 277B (flesh liber- 

ated as it became body of L. ), v 74: 305A (on Prov. 8: 23j, L. was before His 

"ro! i ad i r)z 11) 9 

Heretical uses: Pre-existent L. called Greature, 
__&C.: 

49: 252A 
-> / I/ bis, 1 56: 265A (creaturely E. of L. ) 1,60: 276A (Le Is OvaloL 

creature),, 67: 28909 70: 296A (salvation impossible If L. a creature). 
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71: 297A (denied) 72: 300B (If L. a creature, would have needed another 

such being for His creation). 

of these 84 uses$ 40 are in Group Ir 16 in Group 11., 5 in 

Group 111., 17 In Group IV.. 4 In Group Vq one actually apparently in 

Group VI (in 56: 265B,, the Logos enduring creaturely language - and 

presumably the things thereby Indicated),, and one In Group VII. This 

selection is very tnterestingg as these chapters are about the average. 

We have seen that in the first great Incarnational sectiont 1: 37-11: 18, 

there is an apparently greater predominance of Group Ip but this is 

due to the number of cases In which both Group I and Group IV would fit,, 

but in which the noun Logos (andp for that matter,, Son) was associated 

With the former,, so that they have been credited there. 

-fc 
0-01 Son: Fxamp_les of Logos=son already in- 

'OlUded-under Logos: 56: 268Bt 67: 289C# 72: 301A# 4ý: 252A (if hypothet- 

ically Log6s of all creatures is First and son). Generation: Simply 

7 the Son that the F. Expressed: 50: 253A (i of F. ) 59: 273B (it is 

sees in us,, not us,, whereby the P. calls us sons). - 64-. 284B (only- 

Begotten)$, 70: 296A(we would not be saved except by being joined to God 
)7L: 30ý11(444", *ýAeAt, t44,14 : 

1ý 

" 
6 ý wk t 

the True Son). 73:, 301B(we must seiWoh Is founded e # see o 1ý 

Pr. 8: 23; solution, the plan for the Incarnation. Same Description of 

S. as F.: 59: 273B(2 expls. )("Father" appropriate to Son and "Son" to p. )., 

82: 32OB(2 exple. )(knowledge of F. through s. and of S. dL IrAf, 
e-11 

59: 273C( 7- /v d- indicates "Son"). Common clualitlea Unity_of 

Relation: 
__50: 

253B(has F. Is Power) v 51: 256B(Pre-existence of S. )t 

58: 269B(Eternity of S, 4- 824-, 32DA(S. rejoices In F-) 

82: 32OC(How can the Son deligbt except as seeing Himself in F,? ). 

Nature of a. exceeds all creaturely nature: 47: 24BB(not creature Dut 
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Offspring)t 47. -248C(It Is U(= proper to S. that lie is viisdom 

and Framer of the creatures) 56: 26SA(not creature), 156: 268B(aa., ' 

distinction bet. Scriptural language appropriate to creatures and to S. 

63: 281A (other than creatures)p' 71: 30OA(not among "all things" In Dan. 

3-. 34LXX)p 77: 312A &B (2exple. )(Who hearing the Only-Begotten S. of G. 

say "beginning of ways" would not Investigate how the U-B. S. of G. can 
1'r. 

.S 'ro 4A 0V dri AS be the beginning of other ways? ) 82: 32OA( 1010V 

-. II e-% r, '0, ýja'Zf or 82: 321A(not or. 59: 273B(P. calls sons those 

In whom He sees ilia own S. Liavlpg become s. of M. Is and remains S. 

, 
Of-G.: 51: 253C(takes form of a servant), 69: 293A (God sends ilia own S. )., 

73: 3010(if He were S. the tyranqr of the Devil would be at an end., be- 

cause , of the work of the Atonement)p 73: 301C alterum et tertium (aa, 

Jews'of the day were angered because He called Himself S. of G. ). 

Words attributed to Christ: ' 80: 316B(of Prov. 8: 2=X as referring to th e 

created impress of Vjisdom as Second Person), son in relation to___Splrit: 

51: 253C (SP& of'*S. )v 59: 273A bis & 61: 277A(men adopted# &c. through 

receipt of sp. of s. ) Arian uses (in all cases creaturet not true S. i 

&C-): ": 240Cp 50: 2520,69: 293A, 70-0296B, ' 80: 317A. The total 

number I Is 47. of these, 30 are in Group 1,, 2 only In Group Ilp 4 in 

Group IIIJ 3 In Group JV9 2 in Group Vt none in Group VI and 6 In 

Group VII. As usual,, there is far less use of "Son" than Logos in 

Group II and a striking us a of it in Group VII,, owing to the Increased 

tendency to refer'to reconciliation by participation'in the Spirit, which 

Is regularly described as the Spirit of the Son. 

OUC51AL 
R Base Id quod est, adbatat: 45: 2410(Prov. 8: 22 

does not signify the Essence or the Generation),, 46: 244B(Creatures have 

a created 46: 245A(oTer. 31: 22 not of 0V Crf dV 'T'l VL of 
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64: 284B(E. = "being". i. e. -rv CI %rd. I Sub- creatures),, 

stantia et naturn rationalis: 45: 241C(creatures have created E. ),, 
A 46: 244C(in general use,, "He created" &a. not always used of the E. and 

the origination), 46: 245B(Prov-8: 22 does not refcr to the Essence and 

origination of the L. 81: 317B(S2 waa,, j, /PCV 0017'OL"' with 
1 the F. " - acc. of respect). 46: 244C(Ps. 102: 18 LXX 

speaks of recreation of the people., not of creation $<., O. 46: 245A 

(neither does Paul speak of those 1ý-o- being created), 64: 284A 

(2nd. Pers. has no connection with creatures) 74: 304B(we are 

linked to Him not 1Y ID- of the Godhead, but by the 11 uma ni ty) 

80: 317A(prov. 8-. 25-6 doe a not mean that He was created to- 

gether with the works). OOCr'ld, 45: 244A(-+ V6T71 Scripture *7 

49: 252A(. + Son denies that He is In this sense creature),, 

other than creatures ' thus). 60: 27GA(-+ )(If L. creature 

thus),, 49: 252A(not first of creatures thus),, 64: 281C(absurd to s ay 

th8t He to first-born of creation thus) 71: 297A & 80: 317A a 82: 321A 

(not thus or creature), 78: 313A(L. not creature thus). 

Substantia vel Natura Divina: Same_in F. & S. -* 49: 252B(L. Is proper to 

F. is 56: 268B(f rom the F. proper to the F. 67: 292A(proper L. 

and Image of the E. of the F. )# 82: 32OB(proper to the F. IaE. )# Ess- 

ence of Son different from created E.: 45: 241C(Prov. 8: 22 LXX does not 

refer to the E. of His Godbead or generation from F. )p 47: 245 ""(Ld. 

knowing His own E. to be only-Begotten widim. a offspring of F. ) 

47: 2480(Prov. 8: 22 not about E. )O" 51: 256A bis (as, Prov. 8-. 22 not about 

p but, riespeotivelyp the Hu,: ianity and the Loonomy for the works), 

53: 26OA(B. of L. is not 66: 285C(Pr. 8; 22 not of Ze 

but of Bodily 67: 289, A(prov. 8: 22 not of E. but of 

bodily origin),, 79: 313C 316A & 80: 316C(eaoh, Prov. 8: 22 &a. not of 

E. of Wdm. itself), Arion uses: 46: 21[dli ý: 56: 265A(each, E. of L. 
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creaturely), 70: 296B(deny that S. is V T% OD a-( of 

Of these 40 cases, 33 definitely refer to the Essence as In the Trinity,, 

and the other 7 to Essence in general in a way analogous to Essence In 

God: In each case we shall give the figures from the cases that refer 
to the Godhead,, with the additional, general cases In brackets after- 

Wards. one (41) Is def ini tely in Group 14 In Group 11 14 in 

Group III, only one (+4) at most in Group IV,, and 13 (42) in Group V. 

T--oý, 507 Nature-, ' Divine n. ''61: 277A(Pather,, being 

God,, later beoom a Creator) Nature or natures of Christ: 49: 252A 

(differs from creatures v CS I r)10.253c( V C3; 5 1 Lord)p 
4 1" 4 

64: 284A(creatures could not have endured fits unveiled n. ),, 70-, 296B 

(Flesh Is vcrc human) 70: 296B alterum et tertlum (Salvation 

Is union of what Is K/dT14 U (71'/ of Godhead withWhat Is A; rf 

man) 70: 296G( 0 God),, 71-. 297B(other J al V, than 

the works - aoc. of respect). Divine nature one and common to both: 

47: 248B(what is Cyr Ip roper to' S. )O 50: 253B(the and 

true Child of God), t 59: 273A(Spirit of Him Who is and genuine 

Son),, 70: 296B & C(aa salvation Impossible unless He Is True and 467E: i 

Logos of God)j 70: 296B alterm(Salvation Impossible unless Son Is from 

the p. 
+%jSS( 72: 301A(L. is True Son and t genuine 

Of F. ), 73: 304A(Serlptural witness is of His Godhead and -Tr"? I t-< 

Q Heretical uses (cited or denied) (all Arian in gen- 
. 
+- 

- . 101 -: 0 . 00 
eral): 45: 244A(Son does not affirm that He is r 

creature)q 47-, 248C(Ld. not Or: 5 creature) 61: 277A (2 expla. 
-101 (If-we are 14ýkTý j 001 sons., let Him be creature), 

65: 285, A(not creature),, 70: 296B(deny that Son is from the Father 

and proper to His E., )# 71: 297A 
+0--uU1 

lelks --, I; ) t ýi (-T -1, j, 

oreature)p 77; 312A(Ld. not j G-F-, creature),, 80: 317A(-Il) area- 

t ure) . . 
80; 317A alt er= and 82; 321A(No t Jý16i or til J- ores t ure) - 
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True Human Nature: 51: 2530( slaves), 53: 253C( slavery not 

denied) 58: 272, A("made* denotes what is human 58: 272C(sons 

not U OTI but 59: 273A(we are area- 

tures 59: 275B(we are arcatures), 
. 
59: 273B alterum(we are not 

07 1 sons),, 59: 273,3 tertium(God not our Father),, 

59: 273C(we are things made),, 159: 2730 alterum(Scr. warns us 

against forgetting 

60: 273C("Cresture" and 11()ffapring" differ -T'ý a nd 

meaning of words)s, 77: 309B(weakness of our nature). other uses 

46: 244B(Crcatures have a created essenoe),, 47: 245C(E. of 

Son other than the U eýz creatures), 48: 249A(Reuben was just 

one among his brothers ;4J. I (5"%CI/CIdr even though 

the eldest) 50: 253B( vOVS of things originate). of the total 

of 45 uses, two refers, in the substantival'use, to the Divine Rature., 

three to human or creaturely natures, and no less than 40 are the adverb- 

lal type of use of the oblique (usually) cases of the noun VVf or 

of equivalent phrases involving the same noun. 

0 Since this section is agaan quite strongly soteriological 

and Incarnational In content, the words for the Humanity of christ are 

again much in evidence. Body: on Its own : 61: 277A(L. be- 

came like us -ro 61: 277B(the flesh became the L. 'Is body) 

Imperfections of flesh: 47: 24BB(Prepared body cf. lieb. 10: 5,, Ps. 40: 7). ' 
65: 285A(L. took sin of Adam in the blood of His own body), 66: 285D 

(Death proper to body)v 69: 293B(sacrifice of His own b. ) 47-. 24BA(bore 

our sins on the Tree- 1W OW/A4rl 61: 277B(Adem's flesh became b. 

of the Ld. )q 47: 248B(L. put on creaturely body), 70: 296B(Put on the 

b. ) 74: 305A(Father surrounded "Me" with earthly body).. 55: 264A(HOW 

could reconciliation take place if He had not had a dying body? ), 47: 

248A("P. prepared a b. for Me")# 44: 24IB(b. which He accepted should be 
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house for film) 70: 29GA(ree eived the human and originate b. ) 74: 
1 
305A 

(He put on our b. 74:, 305A alterum(He threw earthly. b. around Himself)t 

66-, 28BB(fle surrounded Haelf. with imperfect III. ),, 63: 281A(He bore our 

61: 277C(He raised Iiia b. ), q 55*265A("the twain" recreated in His own b. ). 

See also-. - 67-1LA4ý-ri1Zo. 1. PL_: (prov. 8: 22 of bodily origin), q 
C", 

52: 257C(iiis Kingdom shInes corporeally on Mt. Zion) & 67: 289B(prov. 8: 22 

said "corporeally") CV(5ý7,11 kTVS 66: 2850 

(Prov. 8: 22 refers to). of these 25 instances of the word (inoluding 

the uses of related parts of speech reduced to their equivalent forms), 

none are In the Christological Groups I,, Ijjg, or VII (that Is,, the 

Humanity referred to absolutely)* one Is in Group IIj 15 In Group IV, 

SO In Group V,, and 3 in Group VI which last Is rare for the word 

53: 26OB(Prov. 8: 22 refers flesh: Humanity in general: 

to the VA-Týk- origination of the L. 74: 304C(we are like 

him 14. -tlv Cr. 74: 305A(we are saved because of li)ceness of flesh). 

A& of the fl. ) (Three other references Flesh subject to sin: (I7. -, 1jY-; wQaAU 

that Muller gives under this head are omitted as they refer to our own 

flesh primarily and mt to Christ's). The Incarnation Itself,, as In 

John 1: 14: 53: 261A(. * took form of servant)q 69: 273A# 67: 289A blat 

V 70*. 296B# 
. 
8l. -320B. 47: 248A(+ became man),, 

50: 253A(created fl. ),.. 54: 261B., 55: 2640(ours)s, 61: 277A(created), v 

61-. 277A alterum(mants) 67: 289B(+ became man), p 69: 293B,, 70; 296B(htznan) 

74-, 304B(like ours). other expressions: 65: 285A(, EV 0 dO f 1. 

56: 265G( CvO11<CW In f 1.52: 257B( S-ITCvO 

69: 29,3A(created fl. ). 70: 296B(true human fl. ) 70. -296C(true fl. ),, 

81: 3WA(true fl. became man), See aga in also: 66: 288A 6a 70: 2960 

(-"TO4 &I human f 1. & true f 1. respectively) 54: 261B a nd 
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7 . 10 
66: 2815C 76: 309A( ETT1 

414VIV 
our fl. ). 53. -26OB(L. 

said words in the f 1.65: 28BA(L. put on created f 1.71: 297A 

God made me become man) Im]2erfections of flesh: 47: 24BA(L. 

not simply fl. ),, 61. -277B (Adam's flesh became body of Ld. )v 63: 281A(we 

are His brothers through likenes3 of fl. ), 63: 28IB(ditto,, through 

G"U t 4, ul of fl. ), 66: 288A(Saviour "created" K. L: fA MI-P KoL. 

69: 2930(Devilts works destroyed in the fl. ). 76: 30BB(plan to for Son 

to take the judgment of man through the fl. ). See also V 

er a Cý 55: 264A 44 72: 301A. out of a total of 43 instances, 

there are none in Groups I-III, co1V eriz; g the axternal and qualitative 

relations of the Humanity of Christ; all the uses of the word 

In this section that come under these heads having primarily a reference 

to flesh generally; 25 are In Group IV, 4 In Group V,, 8 In group VI, 

and 7 In Group VII, where the reference Is simply to the Humanity of 

Christ without relation to anything else. 

1411 WIM Ma second Person 

44: 241B, q 47.. 24SAip 53: 260B biag 54-. 261D ter, 56: 265C bis & 268Ap 

61: 277A bis & Bt 67: 239A bis 4- B&C, 71: 297A, 74: 304B,, 81: 320A. 

See also: 52: 257B(found in form as a man,, Becomes S. of Man-. 69: 293A. 

Of. Philipp. 2: 8),, 61: 277B ( J. ýVZcll'j (,, j-r 
1ý9e&jr-rvj` 

hmnan-. 66: 288A(received human fl. ), t 70: 296A (received 

human body), 0 70: 29OB(It was true human fl. that He took'from Mary). 

or-21ural.. Lbereof Humanity: 45: 241C(L. does 

no t signify His Essence etc. but -T-10 46: 245B(opp. Essence), 
%, 7> 

51: 256A(prov. 8: 22 LXX does not signify Essence..... but 74: 

304B bis(Founded ýT_i 'TV See also 52: 257C(His Kingdom shines 

ý4 V fln W 
I VO W 17- ý, v -11 on zion) 0 53: 260A & 60: 276C(C,,,, L7- -T9 5-IT 

Of Second Person). of these 34 uses,, 6 are in Group IV,, 26 In Group VI 
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and 3 in Group VII., the predominance of Group VI being usual in the 

Case of this word; the other groups are unrepresented. Except that 

body, Is commoner than before and man$ 

less so,, there is no Important difference from the use of words as in 

: 37-11: 18. The only other term used is oi t-, ýo house, on one 

occasion only, 44-. 241B. the Body. is a house of Wisdom,, etc. 

C. Ar. Athanaslus now deals with passages that concern the detailed 

1-6 intra-Trinitarian relationship between Father and Son, and the 

exegesis, or mis-exegesiso, of these by the Arians. The first Is John 

14: 10: am In the Father and the Father in me. The words that 

I speak unto you I speak not of myself , but the Father that dwelleth in 

Me,, lie doeth the works. " After a few words of Introduction,, Athanesius 

1 gives the standard Arlan interpretation and objection to the ortho- 

'How can the one be contained in the othcr and the dox exegesis: 
(409) 

other in the one I or how at all can the Father which Is greater be 

contained in r(v 'r V In the son which Is less? t ort Nbat 

Is so wonderful If the Son is in the Pather,, seeing that It is wrl tt en 

even of us "In JUm we 11v a and move and have our being. Athan-- 

aslue has finished his argument on passages that apparent3j gave the 

Arians an occasion for their heresy. As we have said before, the Arlan 

the Deity of Christ. principle was essentially a primary denial ol. 

Thereforet passages which appeared to describe Him as a creature were 

Bodepted as normative,, and therefore passages that referred to the Deity 
(410) 

of Christ were to be demythologised In terms of the former position; 

It Is, 'in 
a sort of'wayq to the Arians' credit that they did not shirk 

(409) OU-MS EV 1Z, 1-Cr-1VO 000( ). )fc4jPZ1V - This is an 
approach to the later systematised doci; lne o: e the Perichoresis. 

(410) See above, pps. 441-443# and j 
J 
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this essential part of their task., as the first 25 obapters of the 

Tbird oration bear witness. So farp Atbanasius bas bad the difficult 

and therefore moat fruitful job of Interpreting the former type of 

passage In terms of the latter,, since for him statements comerning 

God have, rightly, the priority over statements concerning creatures. 

Wben It comes to dealing with the Arians' Interpretation of the sort 

of Scriptural statement which we find in the first half of John 14: 10, 

his task is much easier; he has only to state the Arian objection to 

show its absurdityg andl, in view of the course taken by his theology 

so far, little further argumentation is needed., In this oase,, the 

Arien objection as quoted hereAs nothing more or less than a blank re- 

fusal to recognise the passagep which is obviously Bymetrical - that 

is its whole point -9 together witb a quibble that-bas relevance only 

to one side of the symmetry and totally Ignores the other. Athamstus 

Comments immediately as follows: "And this state of mind Is consistent 

with their perversity# in that they think God to be a body and do not 

understand what Is 'True Father Pq T 
and 

*True Son', nor what is 'Light Invisible and 
> 

*Eternal',, and Its 'Radiance Invisible ( J7TIRv 6, -ý 
14 au 

nor 'Invisible Subsistence L-mS 

and 91mmaterial Expression (X#,, oO(. K and 

tImmaterial Image ( S0-. e,,, jV d-*5-V AA 0ý7'OS For., did they know., 

they would not disbonour and ridicule the Lord of Glory, nor interpreting 

things immaterial after a material manner 

Pervert good. words.,... For when It is saids 'I in the rather and the 

Father in Mep" TheY are Mtv therefore., as they suppose, discharged 

tvA ý6 VIO as in the case into Each other kv-T-014 
t '3 1 

of empty vessels, so that the Son fills the emptiness of the Father. 9 and 
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the Father fills the emptiness of the Son,, and Naah of them is neither 

complete nor perfect (for this Is proper to bodies$, and therefore the 

mere assertion of it is full of irreligion),, for the Father is full and 

t(411) 4 perfec and the son is the Fulness ( -rrt\ýA', ZýA4. L 

of Godhead.. *. (Tbe point to again made of the difference between the 

Son., jvho is, sayp Life absolutelyi, and human people,, who have it by 

participation)... . 

This Is In some ways a rather obscure passage, as any passage 

must be which is a couuaent on the firian Interpretation of John 14: 10 

But the point Is that the verse in Scripture is sYmmetrical about the 

Father and the Son, and the Prians wantonly interpreted It asymmetric- 

ally. What Athanasius is presumably saying is that If the passage is 

Interpreted so that "I am in the Pather" suggests the subordination 

Of the Son to the Father,, the Father must also be subordinate to the 

'Son and incomplete with regard to Him; and vice versa. Therefore there 

Must be a reciprocal relation between them so that each is Incomplete., 

requiring to be filled by the other,, or the orthodox doctrine must pre- 

V8I: L thfit they are both symmetrically eciual in power., glory., and ful- 

filments and therefore are both completely God. Note thst, the Arians 

were the last people to maintain the former doctrine, which Atbanaslus 

hypothetically presented to reject that ist as long as they were still 

constrained to retain a Father of sorts. The last clause that we have 

Quoted., that the Father is full and perfect., al-A the Son is the Fulness 

of Godbead, belongs to the next few Chapters,, and the question which 

it raises will be discussed later. 

2 Turning to the second half of John 3-4: 10, Athanasius quotes 

(411) rrXj.., j' 
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the exegesis of Asteriusp which follows the prima facie line that this 

Verne denies that the words and works were in any rcsl sense Christ's 

at all 
ý412) 

He points out that by the Unanimous testimony of Scripturej 

the same is the case of ordinary men receiving mrds or commissions from 

God. Therefore,, says Athanasius., "But If the Lord bad raeant thist His 

.5 words would rightly not have been$, 'I In the Father and the Father 

in Me., t but ratherv 'I too am in the Father and the Father is In Me 

too, ts.... ",, which, says Athanesiuag is not so. Turning to the positive 

interpretation of the passage,, he continues at once: "For the Son is 

rMV -re Z'( VOC of In the Father. ... because the 'whole being ( (5ýD 

the Son is proper to the vssence of the Father, as radiance from Light, 

and as stream 1-1T7-11)"-1V from fountain., so that viboso sees the Son 

sees whnt is proper to the Father,, and kmwa that the son's Being,, being 
(413) 

eýý14) from the rather is thus In the Path For the Father Is in the 

son, since the 3on is what Is from the Father and proper to Him, as In 

the radiance the Sun 
(415) 

and In the word the intelligence 
(416) 

and In 

the stream the fountain; for thus he who contemplates the Son contem- 

plates what is proper to the Essence of the Father, and understands that 

the Pother Is in the Son. For whereaa the Form and Godhead of the rather 
(417) 

Is the Being of the Son 1t follows that the Son Is in the Father and 

(412) For a citation., with brief commento of Asterius's actual words as 
quoted by Athanaslus in this chapterp see above# pp. Z55-6. 

17 11% Alle (413) &je. -tVU 77; 7eu, 
101 (414) e7v 4 

(415) E LF 
0 

'001. (416) V0 V-OVY-See above, pp. 
N, olo, rN 

. 

75 

V- (417) s Olcz; 
-11Týr --mv Ova-w -Flo 

there is - see Migne -a variant reading or P Vs 
less strongly attested. It would mean "the peculiar or 

ajon, c 1'4. definitive property"; this would leave the meanin 
t9 

substantial3 
the same, without committing Athanasius so defini ely to the Pla 
associations of the former wordt and withoutp also,, the Platonic Jdea! ýýj 
of the superiority of the Form - here, the Son - over that whose 
Form it Lap which may have deliberately been introduced to balpnee 
the natural subordination of the Son to the Father. 
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the Father In the Son. on this account and fIttIz4, rly,, having previously 

said and the Pather ar; e ones, ' Ile added,, 'I In the Father and the 

of Father in Me,, " In order to show the Identity 16ý-W r 0"7T 
the Godhead,, and the unity of the LiSsene For th ey tire o ne,, no t 

4 as one thing divided into two parts,, and these nothing but one 

nor as one thing twice named, so that the same person turns out to be 

at the one time Father and at another time Son - for holding this Sabell- 

lus was judged a heretic. But They are two,, because the Father is Father 

and not also Son, and the son to Son and riot also Father; but the nature 

7 
V or, Is one, for the off-spring is not unlike 

him that begat Its, for it is his Image I J<AAýV and all that 

to the Fatherts Is the Sonts. wherefore neither Is the Son another god 

for He was not procured 
(420) 

from r. -Ithoutt since OS 

there would indeed be many,, if a M. dhead were prooure& 
421) 

foreign to 
(422) 

the Pather's; if then the son Is other,, as an offsprirk; still He is 
(423) 

the Some, as God.. and Ile and the rather are one in propriety and 
(424) 

L the one peculiarity of nature and the identity o' 

(418) -, rýv ZVOT 

Coa C kvTV'r, 1<4 V- V-rýv (419) TEV 
9V41 The text aný/-Tr syntax of the last phrase is obscure,, 

bu the apparent meaning as Migne punctuates it is that Athanastua 
18 rejecting the position that each Person is constitutIvelg in- 
complete 'without the others,, in the sense that, L3ay,, a crankshaft 
Is of no use without the rest of the engine. That is, the unity 
of thý Trinity Is not constitutive In the ordinary senae. 

(420) Gr. 7mvo montf. effictus est. 
A 

(421) Gr. as before, &rn vOO, ýCvjf gen. abs. , montf. excogit- 
aretur. 

., I 
C (! ) Vf1,70L -ý -ii (422) 4U, 

(423) ^-U-mv COWW L5 'r 
, -A (424) (Cr1o In V, 04 
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rN. 
Godbead,, as has been said. For the radiance also Is light L. Jr 

not. second to the Sunl nor a different light STVov (pwy nor 

from participation 6, but a whole and proper off- 

spring of it! And such an offspring is necessarily one light,, and 

no one would say that there are two lights, but the Sun and radiance are 

twos, yet one the light from the Sun enlightening in, its radiance all 

things. So also the Godhead of the wn to the Father'st whence also it 

Is Indivisible; and thus there is one God and none other than Ile. And 

so,, since they are oneg, and the Godhead Itself one., the seine things are 

said of the Son as are said of the Father., escept his being said to be 

Father - for instance that He is God, tAnd the "ilord was Godl' Almighty, 

'Thus saith lie which was and is and is to come, ' Lordl tone Lord Jesus 

Christ,, 't that He Is Lihfht,, *I am the Lights, ' that He WIP08 Out sins, 

'that the son of man bath power upon earth to forgive sins., ' ard so vith 

the other attributes. 'For all thingsp" saith the Son 11imselfll whatso. 

Over the Father hathp are 11inct, and again, 'And mine are Tbinet. 

And on hearing the attributes of the Father spoken of the sonl 

'we shF, 11 therefore see the rather in the Sonl and we shall contemplate the 

Son in the Father when what Lis said of the Son is said of the Father also. 

And why are the attributes of the Father ascribed to the Sonl except 

that the Son Is offspring from Him? And why are the Son's attributes 

Proper to the Path ers, except again because the Son is the proper offspring 

from His Essence? And the Sons, being'the proper Offspring o,. ',. ' the rather's 

Essences, fittingly says that tha Father's attributes are His own also; 

whence on saying., tj and the Father are oneg' He suitably and conals- 

t6ritly adds, le,, that ye may know that I am In the Father and the Father 

in melt**# (and).... 'He that bath seen Me bath seen the Fatherlt and 

VV at. (425) 60v I (ov O(OTbu ?ý T4 
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there is one and the same-sense ( Vcovf ) In these three posrsecres. For 

he who understands In this sense that the son and the Father Eire one,, 

knows that He Is in the Father and the rather In the Son; for the God- 

head of tho Son is the Father's., and It is in the sons, and he Ytho has 

comprehended this has been convinced that 'He that hath seen the son 

hath seen the 17, &therlg for in the Son is contanplated the Father's God- 

head. 11 Then there follows an Illustration from the respect paid to the 

Ztperor in bis images and the practical equivalence of these tm. Newman 

In his note finds this analogy crabarrafitaixkgs aince emperor-worshippers 

never worshipped the statue,, but always the Emporor, and continues by 

referring to the iconoclast and Icurx)doule controversy. Of course,, 

Athanasius has repeatedLy saids with reference to other analogle8s that 

It is only because the analogous thing is necessarily material thut the 

aDalogates are of other esseiwea or substances, pndt again Navxaan would 

have been saved his embarrassment if he had remembered that even in the 

cases for instance, of the cointage of the realm, it Is fliost Illegal and 

contumacious to inake an image of thesovereigns which requires the direct 

authorisation of the sovereign himself. The correspondirýg truth is that 

the making of God's Image is absolutely reserved to God Himself's which 

IS the reason for the second Commandment and also the reason - the Anhy- 

Postasia of the Humanity of Gilrlst Is to be borne In mind - why the 

"Catholic" argument that the Incarnation mitigates the r1gour of the 

Secon, d Cormiandment, is false. Athannsius continues, ". 13ince then too the 

Son lei the Father's Image. 9 it must necessarily be understood that the 
(426) 

Godbead and propriety of the pather is the Being of the Son; 

And this is what is said, Owho being in the fom 
17. oooo Phil. 2: 6) of God, * and *The pather in Me'. Nor Is this Form ýý1; 

4P7 ) 

(4265) U Gkr cxp 0 C, -r-D cc, ý- I -M rou 
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7 
Of God merely partial C0 Q-P but the Fullness of the Father's (427) 

Q 
Godhead is the Being of the bon and the Son is wholly God ( ýýS 

If 11 1-1ý eý\ 
Therefore alsop being equal to God ( 116-; ý 'he 

thought it not robbery to be equal to God; ' 
(428) 

and againp since the 

7TA- (427) -r7-) OW 6ýr 
8ý1'vlt TD U _7 

'C ". '0 1 'ý 0 r_1 
I 

't V (Cýt ttu (428) OV 
here, as aited fa 0 

r, kilipP. 1'. 16; 
there are no variaýta, at least of any 

Significances, either In Athanasius or the Epistle. it Is obvious that 
Athanasius is reading this verse as the older school of orthodox commen- 
tators,, including the translators of the A. V. s, read it, -,. that Iss, He 
thought it not robbery to be equal to God, in the simplest sense of 
"thought"s, for the simplest of all reasons, that iss, that His equality 
with God the Father was what He always had anyway, 9 by generation, by_., - 
nature, and by right# and from all eternity. Calvin takes the 4-9 t7'9__r"ft 
as hypothetical: "would not have judged.... ". on the other haas, almost 
all modern exposition takes this verb as Indicating a decision to aott 
that IS,, He decided not to meke a board of His equality with Go'd.....! c. 
This Is obviously due to extreme Kenoticism In theologys, " some of the 

,, 
p exegetical point aecounts verge on fran Arianism. Apart. from thebasi 

that this is a curious translation of the verb -Kr'O I s, it Is 
very -probable that if one began to take such a Kezidtlcist point of views, 
It would be impossible to avoid,, ultimately,, slipping Into Arianisms, if 
this Is a, lesitimate comment to make on an exegesis; Athanasius would 
certainly have said that to even imagines, as the two possibilities (with 
the Insinuation that they are the two exclusive possibilities),, that the 
Logos would bold onto his position like a robber, or renounce It In the 
Kenoticist manner,, would be as good as being an Arian; It would be like 

ýP rrr- -r-CT the idea that the Logos must be or be mechanically 
determinates, as wood and stone. 

All this may appear to be the cantankerous remarks of, a theo- 
loglan usurping the functions of the exegete,, but these remarks are Lm- 
portant as this is one of the few places where Patristic evidence can be 
Properly cited to determine exegesis. (With reference to the above, see 
the Arlan exegesis of philipp. 2: 9 t &a. # dicaussed In 0. Ar. 1: 37 ff. ). We 
halve already seen how zealous and Industrious, the Arians were to prove 
their own Case by exploiting to the maximum every apparently favourable 
Passage of Scripture,, and by operating even upon the apparently unfavour- 
able ones. Now,, the modern Interpretation of Philipp. 2: 6 would have 
been a great opportunity for themp far better than In fact the line they 
actually took on philipp. 2: 9 In the same connection.. Therefore,, if there 
had been ajXr tradition that the Greek of Pbilipp. 2: 6 could mean# or had 
ever meant, what modern scholarship says thrt it did - we can virtually 
Say,, If this were the, correot Interpretation - it muld have left a trace 
In Arianism. (This Is meant to be the biggest understatement In this 
thesis. ) Therefore we would have certainly heard about It from Athanssius. Instead., we find complete silence on this matter. This means thats, at the very least no tradition of such a Kenotioist meaning survived till the fourth Century. And the idea that the meaning of the language was 
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Godhead and the Form of the Son is no other's than the Father's, this 

Is what He sayeg, $I In the Father. ' Thus, 'God was In Christ reconoil- 
429) Ing the world unto Himself, ' for the propriety of the Father's Esseno 

Is that son In whom the creation was then reconciled with God. Thus the 

things that the 
_Son 

then wrought are the Father"s workaj, for the Son Is 
(00) (431) 

the Form of that Godhead of the Father whilch ifrought the works. And 

'thus 
he who looks at the Son sees the Father; for In the Father's God- 

head is,, and 
'is 

contemplatedp the So 
ý432) 

and the Father's Form which 

(428 Clontd. ) able to change In such a way as to leave no trace of 
tradition., aBywheres, of such a hypothetical original meaning - for%lis 
to what would be demanded - is not one that should be accepted., Thus,, 
the Greek of Philipp. 2: 6 never bore, and never could have borne, the 
Sort of meaning that modern commentators prefer,, and the older orthodox 
Interpretation is linguistically correct. After all,, the Arians and 
Athanaslus did speak Greekv and in a form very little different from the 
New Teatamin-t. 

The author must make it clear,, as a Protestantp that these re- 
marks are not meant- to deprive him"M of the rightp says, to accept 
Luther and Calvin against all earlier exegesisp including the Greek 
Fathers,, because It after all Is possible for a certaln. lasue to be a 
theological and exegetical blIM spot,, even for mIlleh'Mav even for Greek 

0% speakers. But this is not one of these cases. It is not as If no one 
raised this sort of ques-ttion. It was being raised, in fact,, In a hyper- 
triophlO forms in all sorts of other places. We are not dealing with an 
srgurnent from silence In the sense -of 

something which did not happen; 
We are dealing with something that did happen and happen only too 
noisily,, and the noise was eudible,, 7Wot in soýe hypothetical Arian work 
annihilated by later censorship but in Athanaslus himself. In these air- 
Q=stanceB. the argmuent from silence Indicates a positive and not a 
sceptical conclusion. 

1-429) 

'TV (J ( 
rtol 

IT ýFlov 
Ouz-ýPos 

OV6-7d., Y - 4P This phrase 1 Ze 
been translated in this ways, following Robertsont owing to the con- 

textr which Indicates that It carries this Platonistla meaning without 
the speal-fla use of the technical terminology. Its occurrence here sug- 
gests that this may also be better In other places than to take the 
Phrase adbetant1vally., as If some such word as were 
understood. --4; 1\ 

-71b u C> 1,0 ýP &ý 
- 

Ojl ui-ý El (430) -TD 
is the technl: oal p: ato v term generally translated Ideajq or,, better and 
more recently,, Form,, which we have adopted as standard here. 

(431) FamInine genders, that ist the Godhead., 

(432) 'OE 
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Is In Him (sc. the Son) shows in Him the Father; and th us th e Father is 

In the Son. And that propriety and Godhead 6 

'which is from (, E1<) the Father In the Son Shows the Son In the Father 

and His eternal Inseparability from Him; and whoso bears and behold a 

that which is said of the Father is also said of the Son# not as accruing 

to His Essence by grace 10 fxl or participation 
X 

N but because the very Being of the Son Is a 

proper offspring of the Father's Essence, will fitly understand the words, 

as I said before,, 'I In the Father and the Father in me,, * and 91 and 

the Father are one'. For the Son is such as the Father isq because He 

has all that Is the Father's. Wherefore too He Is Implied 

together with the Father). For If a son does not exist one cannot say- 

father, whereas when we call God a Maker we do not necessarily intimate 

the things that come to be; for a maker Is before his works. But when 

we call God Father,, at once with the Father we signify the Son's exist- 

ence. (At this stage we shall break off . since we are in transition to 

the next point,, the exegesis of John 10: 30 etc.,, and all that Is implied 

In the unity of God). 

Newman's note on the opening portion of ob. 6p which we bays 

quoted here in extenso,, Is as follows# "Here first the Son's 

'Zojr Is the of the Father# then the Son is the Ct of 

the Father's Godbead, and then in the Son is the 61? dllolýf of the 

Father. These expressions 
" 
are equivalent if Father and Son are, each 

1, see infr. ch. 16,, note. St. Greg. Kaz. Separately,, OqCýP 

uses the word ar-1 (Exod. 35: 23) which forms a contrast to 

for the DIVine Workaj, orat. 2,3: 3. " This observation Is 

Bound., but In some ways it Is more relevant to the later theology which 

stood on the work of Athanasius than to the work of Athanasius hintself. 
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-There are many statements in these chapters. where thisleort of symmet- 

rical relation among the Persons of the Trinity, so characteristic of 

later theology, is expresseds, notably the first sentence of ch. 5,, where 

Incidentally the type of Inclusion which Is considered Is the quasi- 

Intensive and not the quaal-extensive type,, which I. a perhaps -to be corre- 

lated with the revelatlonal'emphasis In other portionsýof these chapters. 

It is also fair to observe that the symmetrical Statements are most 

prominent In the latter portion of the extract under'disoussion. ' But 

throughout the main part of these four chapters the weight is undeniably 

thrown on the middle of the three statements which Newman mentions in 

his note, that Iss. that the Second Persons, or the Being of the Second 

Persons, Is the Forms, or specifically the 0_, r the very word 

'used by the Platonic Socratess of the Flrat. ý At'the end of ob. 3s, the 

Form, 
acfo 

is also deserib'ed 'as the Godheads, 

of the Pathers, In exactly the same relation to Father and Son. This 

shows that something like the Platonic relation between Form and thing 

was Intended by Athanasius* on this basiss, the Second Person would-be 

aa tua lly on a lev el - sup erior to th at of t he Fi rs t, and even though for 

both'Athanastus and anybody else it was quite Impossible to go so fars, 

this would be still a clear corrective against any assumption that the 

Second Person would be Inferiorp especially In the 
jArian sense,, This 

tendenoy has been adumbrated by the repeated statements by Atbanasius 

that God without His Logos and Wisdoms, conceived In approximately this 

Sense, Is inconceivable. But the reason why this version of intra- 

Trinitarian relationship 123 now enunciated so much more clearly Is that 

Athananius has just had to concern himself so intimately with the Christ- 

ological tea timonles In proverbs, which a3_1 parties to the oontroversyp 

and certalnlY all parties that bad ever existed within the theological 

tradition of Alexandria,, socepted as applying simpliciter to the Se*Dnd 
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Persons that isq to His hypostatio or substantial Being. This raises 

one questions which can no longer be postponeds and prompts one. interest- 

ing observation. 

The question ism, In what sense is Christv according to Scrip- 

tural testimony., the "Wisdom of GOA 
433) 

For us the primary witness 

MUst be the Now Testamento especially the classical passage,, I Cor. 1: 24 

and context. (Tbe same results will In essence by obtained if the I n- 

vestigation is extended throughout the New Testament. ) It must of course 

be reiterated at once that Athanasius was a thousand times right as 

against the Arlansp In particular in this Case Asterius, whose outrageous 

exeCesis, of this passage was,, with the sole exception of Athanasius of 

Anazarba on the Hundred Sheep., probably the worat In histow; 'What 

would Paul have said if axwbody had tried to tell him that -the Son was 

on the same level as men and locusts,, and that this was what he himself 

had really meant to saj, however unsk1lful3jy? Paul$, who believed that 

for a Christian to seek the poter and wisdom and salvation of God even 

In the Holy TorahAtself was a mortal Insult to his Master. ', ' of course 

Christ is the Power of God and the Wisdom of God and the only Power and 

Wisdom of God. But,, In view of the context of I Cor. 1: 241. one wonders 

if a change is not called for In the Athanaslan exegesis. Paul'is here 

not primarily Interested in the pro-incarnate Christ or the Logos of 

John 1: 1-3; his primery'interest Is' "Christ crucified",, in the weak 

things of the world which$, at the call of God,, overcome the mighty. Thus, 

it would be's closer approximationg at first eight# to speak of'the 

predestined Economy of the Incarnation and salvation as the Wisdom of 

God- beat of ails, of the Power and Wisdom of God as Christ as Incarnate 

(433)ýThls Is somewhat different. from the issue disaussedabove,, see 
rp. 944. In connection with G-Ar-II: 38 ff. 9 on whether Wisdom 

n general Is qualitative or hypo8tatia. What we have to consider DOW 16-61 Is the nature of any qualitative element In Wisdom,, and the relation of this to-the second Person. 
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fulfilling the Boonomy. of the flesho or as destined to do -so.. This is 

very mueb the same point. as we have raised concerning the term Logos. 

That Athanastus was undoubtedly influenced by these possibil- 

Ities is shown by tke Immediate juxtapositions, at the very end of O*Ar. jj* j, 

of the passage In wh1ch'the final Athanaqian doctrine of Predestination 

Is expounded, and that in which the problem of created wisdoms, In rela- 

tIon to jkbsolute Wisdoms, Is treated. Howevers, there was an overwhelming 

reason why Athanasius could not have followed what we would take to be 

the more natural line. 'After the appalling example of Asterius'. he could 

have no truck at all with any idea that the Ivisdom of God was ayWthing 

but the second person in the most brutally direct sense. otherwise there 

Would be too great a risk that the Wisdom of God would be something that 

Could dwell In other things just as well as in the Second Persons, so 

that instead of being the sign of His absol, ute exaltation above all crea- 

tUres,, it would be a sign that He was consubstantial with them - which 

is just the point that Asterius made. ' For that reasons, Athanasius bad 

to follow the line which he took even to the extent of going Aangerously 

close to what for us Is an'apparent absurdity. 

The interesting observation that we must now make in conneo- 

tion with the position under discussion is that It appears in some curious 

way to' be the Blnitarisn'form of the doctrine of the spirit later put 

forward by Augustine. In the later writer, the Spir It is what the Father 

and Son have in commons, and the difficulty suggests itself of how to 

discriminate between the way In which the Father and son have the Spirit 

In common and the way in which they have the Trinitarian Essence tof God 
In common. If this is reduced to binitarian termsso with the Logos con- 

sidered emanational2y rather than filially., the positioa taken by Ath8n, - 

aslus here Is what would results whereby the Second Person is ontolgoioany 
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the Form of the First (the formal equivalent of Augustine's statement 

that the Spirit is what the First and Second Persons have In common); 

the close relation between the emanative Interpretation of the relation 

between Father and Son is also closely related to the normal Augustinian., 

and also the un1versal laterp doctrine of the Spirit. When we bear 

Augustine In mind, we see the greatest weaknessp once agains, of Atban- 

asiusle'exposltion,, orrather the greatest weakness that results from 

the fact that theology even in the 350ts was not as aware of the spirit 

as It might bel' the fact that as we have already noticedp the sort of 

physical analogy used here does not lend Itself to the adequate repre- 

sentation of the Divine (i. e. Intra-TrIni tartan) Love. After allp does 

a source love the outflowing stream or the sun Its radiant energy,, and 

If a man or community is primarily in love with the "extension of his 

own personality"t Is this not a great evil#? It might be objected that 

with Augustine and later theology., the emanative type of relation to 

the norm for half of the Intre-Trinitarlan relations, but the difference 

In the case of Augustine Is all-important In the present connection; 

what is emanated or "procedit" is preoisely the l0vej, the mutual love 

of Father and son,, from both to both. 

II we have concentrated so far on the weaknesses of Athanaslusle 

exposition. However, it must be said once again that the statements of 

the type that the Son 113 the UTO-r of the Patber bave one very 

strong point, which we have already, noted in the more particular connec- 

tion of the son's being the wisdom of God in the straight, ever naive 

sense. This Is that they make it Glear,, as hardly another theologian 

has done before or sinceg that the theistic attributes,, even the Essence 

In the qualitative sense (which In later theology was never described IbY 

the word but by and was very clearly 
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distinguished from the Trinitarian is absolutely dependent 

on the Persons and not vice versa. With men,. there Is a regular reelp- 

rocity between man and the-so impersonal or supra-peraonal entities., and 

our concern with the status of the Individual, oreven the undoubted faot 

that in some way men make th'eir principle8s, should not blind us to the 

sense in which men are conditioned and even made by their qualitiesp 

principles# and rules., With Godq the theistic attributes are absolutely 

dependent on His Persong and as He IS Trinitariano they depend on the 

Three Persons and their relationships. 

To compensate for at least part of the weaknesses of what 'we 

have discussed above$, Athanasius lays great stress once again on the 

generation of the Son from the Fathers, which is treated In the emanational 
434) 

way which has already been established so signally In I)e Decretis 23.4. 

Here agains, and perhaps even more clearly than In the f ormer position,, 
435) the essential relationshlý is Intimately aisBoaiated with the gener- 

ation of the son from the Father; to use a modern analogym, It is like 

the chromosome pattern as it is Involved in asexual generation. Again., 

appropriately enough as we have said before* the controlling Scriptural 

metaphors are Source - stream# and Light (ise. herep Light-source) - 

Radiance. There Is no change from the earlier viewp and no further comm- 

eat Is needed except that this appears to be established definitively as 

the main position of Athanasius. The fact that the Second Person Is the 

Offspring or BnIssion relative to the First effectively counters a1w 

terAdenay to super-ordi nation of the type postulated above. 

(434) See abovep pp. 
(435) 

-This 
is a fair description,, although the term Homoousios is not 

used. 
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Finallyp in connection with the above 3oriptural metaphors,, 
It Is to be noticed that Athanaslus here lays great emphasis on Christ 

as the Revelation of Gods, quoting (as Newman points out In his note on 

ch. 5),, the classical three passages from at. John's Gospel which are 

the locus classicus for this element in theology,, 10: 30,10: 38, and 
14: 9-10. The doctrine of, revelation he re propounded Is the simple and 

natural one according to what is nDrmally considered the Hebrew Logos 

doctrine; (or rather Christ Is the Revelation of the Pather 

therefore He must, In His essencep be absolutely like the Father. This 

dovetails with the tendency that we have noticed in the De Inoarnatione 

and have not yet seen fully, contradicted.. at any rate In this context - 
that the Body of Christ Is the Instrument. vie see through the Humanity 

of Christ the Divinity of Christ, and It is at this stage that the Father 

is revealed, by the Divinity by means of the absolute likeness. This is 

very natural to someone refuting Arianism, but if one would 'wish to em- 

Phasise more the creaturely nature of Christ,, even (and certainly) In the 

sense of the Chaleedonlan formula,, one would be confronted at once with 
the most difflau It problems of all theology; howthe Humanity could re- 

veal the Divinity,, because the Divinity of the Son would be just as diffi- 

cult to reveal as the Divinity of the Father. Possibly the problem of 

a revelational Interpretation and etiology of the incarnation is insoluble, `ý!, 

and the latter must be basically Interpreted soteriologically rather than 

re-velationally. 

NOwp Athanasius before has made certain remarks along these 

lines,, but this is his first treatment of this issue in such an-extensive 

way. This shows that Atbanasius himself attached Importance to revajationajý 

queatijonal, but also that this Importance was not really part of the pro- 
VIoQs tradition in theology, at any rate the Intellectual tradition. The 
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examples given by Newman of the conjoint quotation of the three johannins 

Passages quoted in ch. 5,, in the notes on C. Ar. III-. 5 and 1. -34, all come 

from either Athanasius himself or his succes8or3j, except one Instanoe 

from zusebius of Caesarea,, and to this extent Athanasius may be consid- 

Ored as the rediscoverer of this Important tradition. But above all,, as 

'we have already saidp Athanasius's relatively simple treatment of this 

matter is a firm indication that the Arians were not really interazted 

in the problem of -revelation. Arius' a airy statement In the Thalia that 

we know the Unoriginate through him who was originate by naturep dismisses 

the matter rahter than elucidates his view of It* The evidence for this 

Conclusion is that if the Arians had been really interested In revelation,, 

Athanasius would have been at once landed In the problem that he did not 

face here; the relation between the Humanity and the Divinity of Christ 

In revelation. This would be on an analogy with the whole of his exeget. 

14al and hermeneutic methodg which concerns itself always with the de. - 

tailed relationship between the Human and Divine In the Incarnate Christ,, 

and such a thorough treatmentp Involving the major seation. of an oration,, 

would have been imperatively demanded. We cannot quote the statement of 

Arius that we have mentioned at the beginning of the paragraph as proof 

that the Arians were at all interested In revelation in any Christian 

sense - orp for that reason# to disprove the fundamental affinity of 
(436) 

Arianism to Marxism and modern atheism generally. 

16 The next topic for Athamalus to consider is the Unity of Godq 
333A !! 
end or rather th'e faOt that in ascribing Deity in the absolute sense 

9 to. Christ we do not impusa this unity; In fact Athana3tU3 ha8 

I)Olen edging towards this topic In the previous section- we take 0 the i 

(436) S60 above 
Revelation s, pp. 469-472, for a discussion of the Arian doctrine of 

., or rather its virtually complete absencep ani a comparison with Marxiim, etc.. We shall return to this matter at large In the Re- 
am, a Of the theology of the ()rations, below,, pp. 
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text up again at 6: 333A end: "Therefore also be who believes in the Son 

believes also In the Father, for be believes in what Is proper to the 

Father's Essence; and thus the faith is ones, In one God. And he who 
(437) 

worships and bonours the Son worships and honours the Father; for 

Orle Is the Godbead; and therefore one the bonour and one the worship 

which takes place In the Son and through 11im to the Father. And he who 

thus worships, worships one God; for there is one God and none other 

than Ile. ' Accordingly wben the Father is called the Only God,, and we read 

that there is one Godv and "I AM's, and ýbeside Me there Is no godgt 

an4 'I the first ard I the lastyt this Is properly 

said, For God 'Is one and Only and First,, but this is not said to the 

denial(438) of the Son; perish the thought; for He is In that one., as 

being the OnlY Logos and Wisdom and Radiance of that ()ne and C)nly and 

First. And He too Is the Pirat,, as the Fulness of the Godhead of the 
(439) 

First and C)n1y, being whole and full God. This then. 1a riot said on 

his account., but to dexW that there is anything else such as the Father 

and His Logos. Now It is clear and evident to all that this is the sense 

of th e prophet. 

7 But since the impious men (oI putting forward 

even these passages,, dishonour the Lord and reproach us., saylrig,, 'Behold 

God Is said to be one and only and First; how say ye that the Son is God? 

Por If fie Were 
(440) 

God., He would nut have saidg alones" or,, "God 

Is one", * It Is necessary to declare the sense of these phrases In 

4,37), -117 o Ll VwV 

(438) pIS JC d-YI-1 

(439) KoU ki 1-. a .v 

VW . 14 0-7 

Jýw 
V-0 r4-T. OS v4 -A A 

(440) That Is# God the Patherp as in the old Testament. 

A 
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addition .... that all may know fro'm this also that the Arians are really 

contending against God. -ve(It Is Dot as if God were rebuking a rebellious 

son like Adonijah and Absolom,, but).,, If he who knows the Son ... knows 

the Fathert the Son revealing the rather to him,, and in the. Logos he 

should,,. see the Patherp and so If the Son when he came glorifled not 

Himself but the Fathere*.. (Luke 18: 19s Mk. 3.2: 29, John G. -38,, 14: 28p 5: 23) 

if the Son Is. such towards His Father,, what is the difficulty that 

we must take such a view of these passages? 
., 

And on the othor hand,, if 

the son is Logos of the Fatber,,. who is so wild., apart from these enemies 

of Christ,, as to think that God has thus spoken to traduce end dezW His 

own Logos? -.. for this has not been written on account of the Son,, but 

to derV those miscalled gods that are invented by men. " 

Athanasius continues for a while enlarging on the theme of 
the last sentence of the last chapter# suggesting as an analogy a man who 

8upposed that a painting could be a. true representation of the source of 

the light itself; he continues (337Aq mid., )t, "Inideeds when God said this,, 

Ile said it through gen. ) His Logos.., For the Logos of the Lord 

came to the prophet,, -and 
that is 'what was heard,, nor Is there a thing 

which God says or does# without Ills saying or doing It In the Logos. 

So this Is not said with reference ( oýfo(- *ace. ) Himp 0 eneraies of Christ, 

but with reference to things foreign to him and not from Him. For accord- 

ing to the aforesaid illustration# if the Sun had spoken these words he 

would have been refuting the error,, and muld. have so spoken,, not as 

having his radiance outside himp but In the radiame showing his 

1011n light. Therefore such passages are not for the purpose of dexwing 

the Son# or with reference to Him, but for the overthrow 

of falsehood,.,.,. 
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9 If then the Father be called the only True God., this is rx)t 

said to the denial of Him W ho said, "I am the Truths, " but to the denial 

of those who by nature 7M K 0r-W V 4inf. ) are not true, as 

the Father and His Logos are. And hence the Lord Himself added at once,, 

"And Jesus Christ whom Thou didst send. " Now had lie been a creatures, lie 

would not have added this, and ranked Hi maelf with His Creator. os. p but 
&4 +h e Fc--&Q, bn J4-ec (f ao 4A 44 ý1 -, P" L, .4 

as It Ist by adding Himself to the Father,, lie has shown that lie isAFrue 

Offspring of the True Father. **** (I John 5: 20). o. " Athanaslus concludes 

with the corollary that such Biblical verses as is. 44: 24, and other 

passages in which "only" and "First" are applied to Gods, the Logos of 

God through xhom all things are made must also be included., as Natural 
. 

. 1e +w6Zt 
- 340B) True Offspring of the Father. Therefore,, once again.. 

lie must also be Pir3t along with the Father and absolutely share His 

supremacy, 

This isp as--Usualv Ia most interesting passages, and there are 

three important issues; a formal and general one,, a material Trinitarian,, 

and an Intermediate Issue. The formal Issue appears trite, but Is 

actually of the greatest importanoep as well as of the greatest Interest 

to our own generation. It Is that passages of Scripture that refer to 

the unique Deity of God apply only against false gods# and cannot exclude 

the Deity of the Second person of the Trinity against other scriptural 

evi denoe in favour of It. In a sense,, this Is an extension of what we 

previously observed to be the basic principle of Athanasian exegeeist 

as It was involved In the Arian controversy,, that passages concerning 

the Deity of the Logos have absolute priority over passages In which He 

is described as a creature,, and that the latter must be interpreted in 
(441) 

a manner consistent with the fonner. what Is ne%y is that Athanasius 

points out th'at there is a right as well as a wrong use of the principle 

(441) See fibOVe., pps, 441-443 for Arianisms, and PP- 714 -5-- 
5t- for Athan- 

aisius. 
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that was so signally misused by the Arian heretics. The author f eels 

that here we come to the very heart of the formal issue,, that the Arlan 

method of exegesis was actuallY the procedure that must be adopted to 

explain and rt: ute, not Christian and orthodox truth# but Idolatry and 

perverted worship. it is these that have to be explained in terms of 

creaturely realltyq ar4 even the power of aln, if we are to explain 

them at all. The crime of Arianism 'Was to apply this most Christian 

principle in order to destroy the very faith that was its basis. The 

original exegatical procedure of Arius and his school can be applied 

OnlY to the demythologisatlon of a system of non-Christian theology that 

Wau already known to be false. ()n the prinoiple that we have already 

shown,, that the anti-Revelational doctrines of Marxism and of all modern 

athei= generally are simply an extension a1A fulfilment of the exeget- 

ical principle of Arius, the same holds good in the later era as in the 

former; we can oniv interpret. religious truths as mythological repre- 

sentations of creaturely reality if we know Independently that atheism 

Must be the truth. For Athanasiusp the problem was relatively simple; 

he only had to draw attention again to the testimonies in scripture to 

the Deity of Christ., and in particular to what he had already elaborated 
eI% > 

110, concerning the jeriptural C'V GkTrxv ýýrj 4 relation- 

ship between Pather and Son,. to show plainly that this essential first 

condition for the validity of Arian Scriptural exegesis was not only mt 

fulfilled, but soundly and completely contradicted. In the present agep 

the problem Is very much more difficult,, as it immediately involves the 

criterion of true revelation,, perhaps even the criterion of what we are 

to OccePt as the truly God. For Christians. there has been always In 

theory only one answer,, that God Is primarily and absolutely revealed 
In Jesus Christ., but the point here is that this anwwer must be taken 

-A 
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In deadly earnect. This Is the reason r-ot only for the extreme PrOMIZk- 

ence of the doctrine of revelation in the theology of Karl Barth.. but 

also for the place of Christolosy as early as Barth's prolegornenal 

In the innediate context of the Doctrine of Revelation. 
(442) 

A foretaste 

of these developments Is., not surpris1nZ3, y,, provided by the emphasis on 

revelation In these chapters. 

This brinZ3 us to what we have describad sa Vie intermediate 

issue. ina . reasing importance of revelation is at Its height here, 

where it bears the weight of the m1wr premise in Athanastus's argument, 

that is* that the DeitY of the Second Person, as Logos, cannot be a 

falsehood but must be true. The argument Is that the monotheistic state- 

Ments and commandments of Scripture could not have been made in such a 

Way that they "traduced". or denied; 'the. Logos. (7: 336C). It is possible 

that here we have a further manifestation of the Greek rationalistic 

View that the Logos of 0 thing Is, if wkythingp more fundamental and 

more ultimate than the thing In question. However$, the great emphasis 

on the metaphor of ?A In a context more t 
definitely revelational than ever., In cb. 8j, Indicates that the transition 

to tho Hebraic or Prophetic or Revelational Logos concept Is almost com- 

Plete. The ergument of Athanasius is quite simply that only God can 

reveal God arA that the Logos -then must be entirel y Gud,, beueuse, In the'i 

first place,, all revelation of God is through the Logos even as all revel- 

ation of the Sun is through the radiance,, and secondly,, if the Logos 

were a creaturet all the revelation through Him,, even the hypothetical 

revelation that the Logos was a Creature, would be in doubt,, thus giving 

rise to one of the classical self-contradictory logical paradoxes. (This 

(442) At the beginning of Ch. Dogm. Vol-I-Pt-II. 
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last$, If not quite expressed in so many words, 9 is at least strongly im- 

plied by the ending of ch-7). Now this argment is not absolutely cer- 
tain as Athanasius puts It - and the fact that be does not absolutely 

clinch It is another sign that the Arians were not theologians of revela, 
tion in any way,, , There are asses In the Bible of people making statements 

of revealed truth whioh deny that they themselves have any speoial status 

above cresturely realityp for examplep John the Baptlbtls self-depreaation 

compared. with the Christ Who was to follow, the Angel 1n the Apocalypse, 

etaýý43) The Arians would have been quite capable of addings however 

falselys, Christ's preliminary reply to the Rich Young Ruler (Itk. 10: 17 

and parýs) 9, although there Is no evidence in Athanaaius that they actually 

did do so. (Ath&nasIu8's citatlon of this verse In ch. 7 iss, in the con- 

text,, rx) evidenae of Arian use of It). A complete account Of the differ- 

en*e between the former two cases and Christ Himself would have to In- 

volve the Doctrine of the Holy Spirit,, but a fairly rigorous argument 

can be constructed from the materials already supplied by. Atbanasius. - No 

sort of creature can complete2, v reveal God,, nor can axW creature com- 

pletely. do the will of God. According to the pluralistic doctrine eagerly 

accepted by Athanasius in C. Ar. jj: 44-720, a creature would spend all Its 

time and energy being Itself and fulfilling its own nature and function. 

This would be the case quite apart from any distortion produced by the 

Pall. Therefores, it Is 2nly some being like the Second Person that can 

act in any way'at all as the Revealer of the First Person. Any idea of 

revelation being mediated purely and simply by, say, a machine, as we 

would now regard Its, Is rig6rous3, v excluded. We have# in fact,, the first 

step towards the revelational equivalent of the Anselmic soteriology and 

(443) Mark 1: 7 and parallels. John 3: 27-30. Rev. 19: 10 
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the Christology necessitated by It; for the revelation of God to be 

effective,, only through Christ as God can the end be accomplished; only 

through Christ as man the means. Thle argument came the more easily to 

Athanaelus sinoet as is shown by the context in which be treats the prob- 

lem In the "Do Incarnationep" revelation means something more than revels- 

tiorx of mere truths; as something Intimately associated with what he 

frankly calls CA ', -IV&fý67JP j, It tends towards an aotual. Imparting of 
(444) 

something which for us Is utterly peoaliar to God Himself. 
. 

The same 

principle applies# if arWthIng more strongly,, to the practical question 

of Christ's doing the will of God. Herep the meohanistio Interpretation 

of the obedience of. Christ is so energetically repudiated that Athanasius 

actually is able to use the well-known passages of scrIpturej Mark. 10: 17,, 

12: 29 (& par:. Le aa), q John 5: 23# 6*-380 13: 20,9 14: 280 which at first sight 

seem to justify the mechanistic interpretations not only In ways not In- 

av)nsistent with the absolute Deity of the Logosj, but as their final and 

conclusive vindication. If w machine can reveal Godp much less can azW 

machine do His Will; only God Himself can do It., Finallyq an Interesting 

thought is suggested by the above, although Athanselus does not expllaitljV 

-make this comparison; for the Ariansp the Logos Is etc. 

for otherwise whe would be as wood and stone" so that He could not move 

of His own accord and freelyý 
445) 

As Athanasius has perhaps already 

recognised,, this confusion over revelation Is a grave Internal self- 

contradiction in the Arlan theologyp and if they had laid more emphasis 

on the revelational prInciplep we would have heard from Athanasius along 

these lines at far greater length. 

(444) See chs. : LJ-20,, where the Revelatory function of the work of Christ 
Is close3jv associated (in esp. cb, 14) with the renewal of the Image 
of God In man. 

(445) AS cited by Athanasiusp c. Ar. I: 22 and 35; see above, pp. 418-420. 
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The third.. or materialp question is$, what is the nature of 

the unity between the Father and the son? vie can notice at the outset 

that,, for better or vmDrseq the question still remains In its binItarian 

form, but this does. not aff eat the Immediate issue. The controlling 

analogy Is still that of the unity of the (or sun) and 

O(TVXV 
ff/14 of the Sun,, and the answer is very largely dictated by 

the interest In revelation that we have already noticed. It is instruc- 

tive to examine Athanasius's doctrine In terms of the three traditional 

types of unity,, the arithmetical,, constitutive,, and generic. of these,, 

constitutive unity does not figure at all. In some placest for example, 

in ohs. 6 and 12, the emphasis appears to be on generic unity p although 

this is as usual brought Into the closest connection with the Logos's 

status as the offspring of the Father,, which means - although Athanasius 

still does not use the term - the doctrine of the Iiomoousion which Athan, 

aslus elaborated in the "De Decretis"; as we have seeng, there is more 

to this than simple generic likeness - rather is it the sort of likeness 

that is dictated by, In genetics,, a fixed and constant ibromosome pattern. 

Howeverp when Athanasiua quotes Scriptural passages on the unity of God, 

It is clear that they point rather to the arithmetical or Individual 

unity of God, although Athanaslus appears to get around this difficulty 

by suggesting that the arithmetical unity refers primarily to God the 

Father, and by a strict corollary also to God the Son as involved inex- 

tricably because of His oonsubstantiality. Probably the beat solution 

Is In terms of the later distinction drawn by the Gappadocians between 

0, -- 0-1 and Ir"O S and the equally importants but not 

so often recognised, distinction between- o u(j-ld- and V a-1, P 
e+ 
that was Implied in the later Chalcedonian Christological formula. on 

this basis,, v 6--Ir would refer to the generic relation between Father 
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C "', 
and Son, if it were used as a Trinitarian term, 

would be something like what we mean W personal distinction (but not to 

the extreme of romantic Individualism) , while Ov would be 

the oupra-personal arithmetic unity of the Persons In the Godhead which 

Is really mysterious to us, and has no analogy, In human or creaturely 

existence, It would do full justice to the typically Athanasian element 

via described above,, but its primary, aspect would have to be the scriptural 

type of umity. Inaldentallyp as regards what we mean by personalityl 

there Is one sense In which it resides In each Person of the Trinity In 

virtue of that fact, another In which it resides In rather and Son but 

not In the Spiritg In virtue of their own proper titleal, and yet another 

in which It can only be a property of the Godhead as a whOlO. that lop 
> 10*1 the 0 VIO-14 I-loweverg Athanasius does not begin to make 

theav dLsti, nctLons,. since he apparently feels that he has already done 

enough for his purposes. This would probably be easier In the Binitarian 

form in mbich the doctrine stands at the moment than In Its perfect TrLD- 

1tarian fonA. Alao# he was still close to the atmosphere of Platonic 

idealism and the Theory of Porms, and that would have made easier the- 

tendency to com"late That were later regarded as arithmetic and generla 

unity. However# as we shall show at the end of our lexicographic Sna: LYBLB,, 

Athanasius's use of the three terms in question Is for from even Chalce. - 
(446) 

dorjý 

20' This disquisition on the unity of God,, howevers immediately 

23- raises the question of the relation between the unity of God and the 

unity of the CjhrIs t1an with Godjo which is represented classically in 

(446) For our final analysism, see belows, pp. tO4Z-o---4k 
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Scripture in John 17: 21,, and which the Arlans had already misused for 

their Purposes. This Is the last problem that Athanasius has to discuss 

before setting down to the detailed consideration of the Incarnate life 

of Christ. However, It Is a most Important question,, as It represents 

Athanasiusts final consideration of the problem of analogy, and as we 

shall show it Is very close to the modern discussion of analogia entle 

and analogla f1deis, ands, as we shall shows, Athanasius here makes an im- 

portant contribution to the study of this matterv which Is In maw ways 
(447 

much closer to the heart of the Issue than much contemporary discussion; 
(448) 

10 
. "Howevers here too they introduce their pri e fictions and i 

Contend that the Son and *the Father are, not tone 'A or Oliket (0 

in such a way as the Church preaches# but as they themselves would like It. 

For they say,, t8inae what the Father wills the Son will also,, and is not 

contrary either In what He thinks or in what He judges,, but 113 In all 

respects concordant with Him ( aiý4wv0j*, declaring 

doctrines which are the same, and a word consistent and United with the 

Fatherts teaching, therefore it is that He and the Father are one. ' and 

some of them have dared to write as well as say this. " This extract, 

at the commencement of ch.: LO,. is one of the few passages which can be 

Construed as giving encouragement to the view that Athanasius had anything 

like the Roman Catholic doctrine of the sine Scriptura traditionest but 

It is fair to reply that tbin. is more than balanced by Athanasius's 

failure to make azw regular -use of this doctrine in arwthing like Its 

(447) The only available discussion In FMlish is In Karl Barth's "Church 
1ý0 atics" (E. T. )p pa'381019 see under analogia entis in the Subjects 
IndN and Erich Przywaras, his principal Roman Catholic antagonist,, 

, 
In 

Me 
Names section. Barth regards Its proneness to analogia 

entis. as the gravest criticism that can be made of Roman Catholicism, 
and In fact the decisive criticism. 

(448) TAIS -4d,: n, 4 (J 0( If 
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systematic form. The Arian statement -that 
follows is a summary,, by Im- 

plication,, of the mechanical theory that we have already discussed un- 
favourably. Athanasius simply points out that this would make the Son 
like the angelic worldt which contradicts the absolute uniqueness of the 

son 0 V, -Tv-r v 0 I 

341B a nd VOf7 j -ro-, j' 

11 544A, etc. ). In the next chapter., Athanasius continues In the 

same -wain.. and repeats the metaphor of X4 - ri L as 

the type of the unity of the Father and Son, extending this to cover the 

fact that Light and the Radiance must do the same work (344C); for con- 

firmatlon he quotes I Thess. 3: 112 where the subjecC Is both Father and 

12 Sons, but the verb Is singular. In the next three chapteres, Athan- 

14 aslus continues with his doctrine of angels,, and their absolute 

distinction from God, both Father and Son, even though they all likewise 

do the will of God exactly. This doctrine Is of no direct concern at 

the moment, except that It is almost exactly the same as that of Karl 

Barth (Cb-D. Vol*III: Pt-3j, pp*369-519); It Is a remarkable commentary 

on the neglect of Athanasius as a theologian in the contemporary western 

traditi on that Barth can expound his position with only one unimportant 
(449) 

referenae to Athanasius (op. cit. po382; to Ad Serap. 1: 26) In the 

next two chapters, Athanasius repeats his former assertion that 

16 the orthodox' position is genuinely monotheýrthc, and describes onoe 

again the contradictions Involved In worshipping an entity which th. ey 

aSSMed to be completely a creatures, especially If the-Arians try to keep 

17 God the Father also and finally repeats, with little change, the 

material of ohs. 3-4. In ch. 171. he really begins on the question of 

(449) See also Kewman's note on Angels In Vol. jj,, pp. 7-12s of his "Select 
Treatises of St., Athanesius in Controversy with the Arians". 1881 
edition. lqewman notes thats, In Comparison with the later Church sAd 
the Romanist tradition after the Reformations, Athanastus represents 
a definite restriction of the role and Importance of angels 
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analogy: "The Arlansjp howeverO,. -q'. rep3-yjv # .... So are the Father and 

the Son one# and so Is the Father in the son and the Son In the Father# 

as we too may become one In Him.... (John 17: 11# 20-23)***9 Ift as we 

become one In the'ýatherx so also . He and the Father are oneg, and thus He 

too is in the Father., how do you pretend,, from His statement,, "I and the 

Father are ones, " ands "I In the Father and the Father In Me,, " that He 
(450) 

Is proper to and like the Fatherts Essence? For It follows either 

that we too are proper to the Father's Essences, or He foreign to 1tjo as 

we are foreign 30ýýolrp 10, Athanasiusts Immediate comment 

Lao ".. What is given to manby grace ( Kur; L, >6ýff this they 

would make equal to the Godhead of the Giver. Thus hearing that men are 
(! N Ile, Called sons I OJ-P 4-y' t3Q V-rý they judged themselves Vr 

(451) 
equal to the True son by nature. sucb. And now again, hearing from 

the Saviour 'that they may be one as We are. * they deceive themselves 

and are arrogant enough to think that t hqr may be such as the son is in 

the Father and the Father in the son.... " 

18 Atbanastus proceeds by reiterating the uniqueness of the Son, 

and again insists that It does not do justice to this to maintain that He 

'was simply first In point of time. But to confirm his pointj, he now has 

to clarify the use of analogy for good and all: (3600-361) "It Is a 

custom with Divine Scripture to take the things of nature as images and 
(452) illustrations for mankind and It does this# to clarify from these 

NN X, 
ný453) a physical vo-TV things the moral impulses of me nd 

N C 'Oe 10zfv- (450) (, 
7(OV 

161, -M U 

(451) 
Yt 

0U. 
so, Ile j (452) -T-, L 1<cLT-Ot U al-j 0 OL A. -f -4 

) 
-rýko-r-ýL -r-. C>(S 

L4-L 
(453) CK IJOJAFOrQý - &ý-klj 
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thus their conduct 70 T7' ýW shown to be either bad or righteous - 
for instance,, in the case of the badj. as vhen It charges, fBe ye not 

C:, like ( vj_f ) the horse or the mule, which have no understanding. or as 

when it says..... 'man, being in honour, bath no understanding,, but 

Is compared unto the beasts that perish. ' 
(454). 

And again, 'They were as wanton horses. And the Saviours to 

expose Herod saysv tTell that foxpt but on the other hand.. charged 

His disciplesp 'Behold I send you forth as Wf ) sheep in the midst 

of wolves; be ye therefore wise as serpents and harmless as 

CaT )doves. And lie said this, not that we may become In nature 

beasts of burden# or become serpents and doves; for He 

bath not made us thus Himself# and therefore nature does not recognIse 
45 thiJ 15) but that we might eschew the Irrational impulses Of the one, 

and be aware of the wisdom of the other animalt though we should not be 

deceived by It but rather take on the meekness of the dove. 

Again, taking patterns ( El V, 6VJ-,, f for men from divine 

matters. the Saviour says,, 'Be ye merciful, as your Father which 

Is In Heaven Is merciful,. And He said this too, not that we might be- 

come such as the Patbert for to become as the Father is impossible 

for usp as we are creaturest who have been brought into being from non- 

existence; rather even as lie charged uss, tBe ye not like the 

horse', not so that we should not become draught animals., but so that we 

should not Imi tate their irrationality, so did He say, tBe ye merciful 

as you .r Fathert not so that we might become as God# but that 

we should*look at His beneficent acts and do our good deeds,, not for men's 

sake$ for for His, so that from Him and not from men we may have the 

(454) No In the Greek. 

-rou-M 01 CV I U(TIT . (455) 
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reward. For as although there be only one Son by nature UCYZ: 1 ),, True 

and only-Begotten# we too become sons, not as He Is# In nature and truth 
%. 

4kýý, 
1-11 i U6-E 1 14 but according to the grace of Him that 

calleth# and though we are men from earth and yet called god,, not as the 

True God or His Logoaq but as has pleased God Vjho has given us. that 

grace; so also - as God do we beoome merciful# not 
(456) by being made equal to Gods nor becoming in nature and truth bene- 

factors for it Is not our gi ft to, benefit, but 

God's - but in order that what has accrued to us from God Himself by 

grace# we may impart to othersp without making distinctions, but extend- 

ing our good deeds liberally towards all. For only in this way is It 

Possible at all for us to become imitators..... (because of the dissimil- 

&rIty between the Son and men).... He Is by, nature and essence Logos and 
(457) 

True God but we are adopted through Him by adoption 
(458) 

and grace 1 partaking in His spirit and therefore also 

He is the Truth,.,, but we by imitatl: on become virtuous and sons: - there- 

fore lie said 'that they may be one as lie are. * not that we might be- 
C '> \ 

Come cif c4 L) I-PS but so that# as He being the Logos Is 1n His own 

Father, we too# taking an exemplar -ru -no\/ -erl and looking 

at Him,, might become one towards each other in concord and un1ty of 
SPiri to 

0&000 

20 In the next chapter,, i Athanasius continues and enlarZes on the ' 

Same topics, and points out that In Imitating Gods, we have a model that is 

1 

21 quite stable and secure, He then points out that in John 17e-21 eto. 
the first person plural PrOwun 16 used# mt, Onl-y to strengthen the unitv 

loe (456) 0 G-D CV0 I Tw &C4ýý 

\. . ýl 
OV (457) ý U; Oýz I W,, 4. t v, Cý A" le-ý, oliý, f ýýq 91 vos 

(458) v ilo 1 
.4 
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22 of Father and Son, but also to Indicate their equality. In the next 

chapter, this Is related more closely to t; he reconailiation in Christ 

of man to God and man to man. Later In this chapter (at 369A* end)v 

Atbanasius continues with his formal study of analogy-. - "If fie had said 

simply and absolutely, 'that they may be one In Thee,, ' ors that they 

and I may be one in Thee, t God's enemies would have had some plea,, 

however shamelesss but in fact He has not spoken simplys, but saidg, 'As 

Thou VA)013S O-u Fathers, In mes, and I In Thee, that they may be 
N 

all one. Moreover, in using the wurd last 4&, &f31T )t He signifies 

those who from afar off became as He Is In the Father,, afar off,, not In 

place,, but in nature L) whosp uses# fast 

indicates neither ideriti ty nor equali ty 

but a pattern of the matter In question,, viewed in a certain respectý459) 

23 ... (With reference to Matt. 12: 40).. .. Jonah was not as the 

Saviour, nor did Jonah go down to Hades, nor was the whale Hadeal nor did 

Jonah., when swallowed,, bring up those prevIOUG31 swallowed by the whales, 

but he alone came forth whe.,. i the whale was bidden. Therefore no Identity 

or equality is signified In the term *as'# but one thing and 
(460) 

awther,, 

and It shows a sort of similarity in the case of Jonah on account of the 

three day a. Th us th en we too . wh en th e Lord say sI as we nei th er b ecome 

as the son In the Father nor as the Father in the son. For we beaome 

-OnG as the Father and the son,, in mind and hamorW of spiritý 
461) 

and 

(459) -Tý OLJý, T4- -ror- XS 
(460) KAý, 

'4*"o 
That is, the things being com- 

Pared are real2y different in iýentjty. and If ineqaality of rank 
Is admitted,, there is nothing to prevent thera frora being unequal In rank. also. 

(46: L) H tk Au 
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the Saviour would be as Jonah in the earth. But as the saviour Is not 

Jonahs, nor was the sa-viourss descent Into hades as Jonahts being swallowed 

UP 
(462) 

but It Is one thing and another. In like manners, If we too become 

ane, as the Son in the Fathers we shall not be as the Son nor equal to 

Him, for we are noe'thing and another. For this is why the word 'as' 18 

applied to as; as it is applied to things that are not of the same nature 

KQ 01 V but become as the othera when -viewed in 

a 
ýýIn 

relation ( -n-P 0ýý 
a4o -rI ). Wherefore the son is in the 

Father simply and wlthout. Fany qualification, for He has this by nature 

but we who do not have this by ( JýkTnA., ) nature, 
'17 '101 "*1 'I'A 

need an image and example 6, K6voS K j. 7Y4 
J'E 

41, T7r 

tbat He may says, f As Thou In Me and I in Me'. " In a final rhetorical 

oonalusion,, this is again related to the soteriology as has been elabor- 

ated aboveiv and included in this one reference Is made to the Spirit In 

making men one with God. 

This exceedingly interesting section Is, in a sense, the last 

word that can be said on the subject of analogy. Athanasius starts offs, 

in the earlier chapters, by a simple description of the ordinary "analogy 

of proportion", * In other words,, Incomplete resemblance; that leg the two 

things, A and B,, have certain qualities (or relations) X9 Y1, Z. etc., In 

common,, but whereas A has the qualitles (or relations). 9 Pj Q1, R. etc. 0 
B lacks these qualities,, that Ist Is non. -P, 9 non-Q, non-R,, and has perhaps 

other positive qualities; Lp m# X etc. # which A lacks. Now Athenastus 

says,, absolutely correctlyj, that analogies have a descriptive and keryg- 

matte values and'when they are used In Scripture It Is normally absolutely 

(462) IdV4 C> 
t"T -rt'M V, That Is# the passive relations In the two 

cases were not the Identical relation. 
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clear what is meant. But he Is pointing out that arguaient from analogys, 

In the usual sense,, Is Invalid; that 1sv we cannot argue from A and B 

having some features In common to A and B having all, or even a1Z other,, 

features In common. In facts, as Athanasius recognises In his remarks, 

Ebout the non-identity of Jonah and Christ,, two beings that, had absolutely 

every feature In commonj, every quality and relation, would be literally 

identical. (In fact# even the Goeasential persons of the Trinity are 

always understood to differ In mutual intra-Triniterian relations). Later. ' 

In ohs. 22-2.3. when Athanasius returns to this subject, he appears to 

treat a different form of analogys, which could be termed analogy of 

relation - the relation A rx B is analogically used to describe the o th er, - 

relation C rx D. and from, the analogically described similarity or Idený- 

tity of the relation we cannot Infer the Identity of A and Bp or G and 

D. But, as things have not only qualities but relations.. and are also 

conditioned by the relations of their parts internally to each other, It 

would not be correct to make a sharp distinction between these two types 

of analogy and their misuse, 

So far., Athenaslun is able to follow strict logic- However# 

he has to go a step further# which gives rise to certain logical diffi- 

cultles'r but which Is absolutelY ne0easarY. some qualitlesp external re- 

lations, 
p or Internal relationsp to which for better or mrse we apply the 

same term in all cases v behave differently In the case of God and rasa - 
the "analog7 of proportionality* as previously dlscussedý 

463) 
we consider 

that this analogy, as described by Aquinas# Thomas de Vio Cajetanp and 

JoP# Anderson. j, Is not a perfect d0soription of the analogy between God 

and man, Sin 
I 

ce the fact that every possible subdivisions Internal relation. 1 

iof the qq'affi'jIiy Is analogical - we can never get to univocal 

(463) see above,, pp. 590-3 
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predication no matter how far we analyse means that we cannot do justice 

to, the question without some help from the notion of analogy of inequality. 'ý 

But Athanasius does not try, to handle this aspect of the matter,, and we 

shall not be further detained by It. The important thing is that one of 

the things that can only be considered In this analogical way is the 

unity of God, as compared with the unity of man with man or with God; t' '71 
In scripture, WW8 Atbanasiusj, the use 

sort of analogical stateraento and this 

John 17: 21 andsimilar verses. Seeing 

logical restrictions on arguments from 

the analogy gives us no reason for sup] 

of Koklgtý-P is the sign of this 

form of statement also occurs in 

that in all the other plaaesp the 

analogy also applys- therefore,, 

posing that the two types of unity 

are the same. 

So far, it has been shown that the two types of unity have 

the relation of analogy In the formal or logical sense. Is it possible 

tO go any further from here? Athanaslus does sop and indicates at once 

the reason why th Ie analogy., In the logical and formal sensep is justifl- 

ables, and how the logical prohibition against argument fra-a analogy 

aýplies,, again In the logical and formal senses The reason Is Identical 

In both cases; that In the ease of God (including the relation of Father 

and Son) . the unity Is primary and absolute,, and enjoyed by nature; In 

the case of men,, It is secondary# derived from the primary unity, and Is 

enjoyed solely through Divine'grace. The formal laws of analogy apply# 

because the unity Is materially analogous,, in a way that Is really quite 

UrIlque (but resembles the analogy according to the Platonic Socrates 

between the Forms and the particulars - that Is, since Socrates believed 

that "equallty-Itself" was equal In a way transcending the way In which 
equal things In . the ordinary way were equajý464) In ch. 230 where he 

(464) See Plato,, "phaedows, Seat. 74. 
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returns to this for the second timej, Athanasius describes the unity of 

God as an Iw and TrDf "Lle Ir of th eu nity that 

Christ wille for us to have- Now there are two things about this type 

of analogy that utterly differentiate it from the usual fort-iial types of. 

analogy. in the first place, * It is material and essential; It iu ai-ml- 

ogical because things happen analogically and not merely because analogy 

is the most convenient way of d escribing a thing or obtaining or propa- . 

gating knowledge about it. There is always something epistemic and 

secondary,, one might say,, epistemic in a second-rate way,, about formal 

analogies; one looks forward to the stage when one is no longer Interested 

In the analogy, when, having transcended the analogyp one can deal In the 

exact features which the analogous thinga have In common and the exact 
features In which they differ# and one does so rightly$, because it Is in 

accordance with the way things really are. But there is no transcendence 

of the analogy between the unity of God and the unity of man in Christ, 

because analogy is here built into the very stuff of the actual relation. 

And 
-the 

second feature follows too from the fact that the analogy is 

material; that tap that It Is materially Irreveraible. lie arep or are 

to bep one in Christ because of the unity of Father and son., and according 

to the pattern of the latter; not vice versa; least of all do these two 

relationships have a symmetrical and reciprocal relationship. The analogy 

In question Is absolutely asymmetrical. on the other hand, the classical 

logical form of enalogy Is obviously a symmetrical relatio"hip; so is 

the "analogy of proportionality" of J. P. Anderson; the "analogy of In- 

equality" or Hegelian type of analogy, appears at first sight to be- 

asymmetrical., but the ease with which this type of analogy serves evolu- 

tionary theory,, and the case with which Hegelp and to a less extent all 

natural theologians, proceed continuously up a straight line in the devel- 

opment of a systematic ontology,, indicates that this type of analogy too 
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is really syrxnetrical. It is true that in a certain sense we can use 

the analogy Of Christ to rise to God from the things of creation; for 

example, it is correct for the theologians v., bo support the social Trinity 

to quote John 17: 21, but we have no natural right to do this; it Is a 

privilege conferred strictly by Divine revelation Itself , and oiLly by 

Divine revelation itself. To apply this to another aspect that zthanasius 

has already discussed, we can only know arWthing, through a glass darkly, 

about the Patherhood of God in virtue of our knowledge of hm-nan father- 

hood, v because we already know that from the Fatherhoud of Goa is all 

fatherhood among man named. 

This is the truth behind the modern discussion of the relation 

between analogin entis and analogia fidel. Ive have already distinguished, 

with particular reference to tthanasius's treatment of the problem, the 

two forms of analogys and It is essential to keep thcm separate. It is 

with reference to the siýcond form that the modern question that we are 

now to discuss arises. To avoid confusion,, it is necessary to remeraber 

that the original meaning of analogys. as in Plato's Republicý 
465) 

was al- 

most certainly what It meant etymologloallys, an "arCument up" the line; 

the development of E[egelts ontology from the meanest cateaoric3 to the 

Absolute is a perfect example. since "being". Insofar as it has any 

relevant existence at all,, to symmetrically related to all parties, the 

phrase "analogia entiall means that it is possible to argue symmetrically 

in both directions between God and man,, that isp to practise natural the- 

Ology in the strict sense. Výhat then does analogia f1dei mean? As the 

phraue "Justification by faith" was used by the Reformers and Karl Barths, 

it Primarilr denied that men can or needed to contribute anything &t all 
to their justification; the very last thing that Martin Luther meant 

(465) See Book VI-r)09-jos, concerning the "diVided line" passage. 
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was that man should contribute his own faith as a different kind of work 
(466) 

or deed of his own; ITO; JUBtifiCation IS purely by the work of 

Christ, and the only thing for man to do or work Is to accept with joy 

and trust what God freely offers him; this is what man's faith Is. 

Similarly,, the correct meaning of analogia fidet is that the analogy is 

riot our doing at allg not even the doing of all creation considered coll- 

ectively,, generally, or metaphysicallyp least of all is It cornerned with 

any metaphysical principle that hypothetically lies behind both God and 

creatures. ' It is purely the WoeX of God. in thought as well as In deed, 

the truth is that we can on: Ly rise to God in that God has come down to 

Us. It is really not an analogy at all in the material sense; It Isp 

to coin a word,, a catalogy. There iss, for us., an analogy between the 

unity of God and the unity of man with Godp solely because God has 

graciously establiahed the catalogy for us. 

There are few places in theology where the absolute primacy 

Of God,, God in Christ at that, is so uncompromisingly asserted as In the 

Indeed,, when he discusses angels, Athanasius goes so far above passage. 

to insist, In a manner crassly ignored by his "Catholic" successors,, that 

It rep- God is really the only doer of good deeds 
EA3'Cýrjýr 

resents, in fact, the culmination of what we have described as the later 

doctrine of analogy in Athanasiuss, that Iss, that where something Is 

predicated of both God and manp It occurs in its pure and primary form 

in God.. and that its occurrence in man or creatures can only be understood 

as secondary to, in one way or another,, its occurrence in God _ In the 

same Way that the fatherhood of God, and not the fatherhood of men,. is 

the normative and pure form of fatherhood. 
(467) 

(466) The mIsInterpretation of the Reformers here rejected has been the 
usual one in Protestantism and bee done grave damage. 

(467) See above, pp. 
W-76 

. 
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This is of coUrse the plain meaning of 3cripture, especially 

John 17: 21,0 where the unity of God Is absolutely primary,, srid nbsolutely 

primary In the exact way that is spcolfled bY Athenasius,, which Is,. as 

we have shown,, the wey of onalogia fidet. - The olay thino left to do Is 

to register appropriate amazement that the Ariens did not notice this. 

If they hrd had any real and practical and soteriological sense as re- 

zards Scriptural exeCesis, they could hardly have miesed the material 

primacy of, the unity of God. In fact, this is another case of wantonly 

bad exegesis for the cake of proving a prior prejudice bold fanatically. 

It Is most Instructive that this atter-apt to ignore the asyrametry of 

Scripture and to treat the case as symmetrical - which, accordi14', to 

Athanasius's strnmnry of the Arion argument,, they did - resulted, not In 

some form of Hegellentsra,, some elevation of creatures to the rank of the 

Logos,, but In Arianisms the demotion of the Logos to the rank of creatures. 

onae again, there is only one parallel In all history to the effects of 

following the argument to Its conclusion - Feuerbach, Including all his 

successors,, In footp this piece of perverse exegesis reeks# when we read 

It in our day, of Feuerbach"s "Essence of Christianity". If such results 

are to be avoidedo the only way Is not to allow the analogia entis to 

Creep In where Scripture imperatively demands analogia fidel. 

So much for the passage in general. However,, we must now take 

a brief glance at Athanaslus's treatment of this Issue froim the point of 

View of man, since it links up with the two followine chapters. It goes 

without saying that man oannot find unity with God and men of itself,, 

Sinoe,, accordirkv, to Athanesius, It does not posseso the right unity by 

nature. Inaidentally, ive viight irrvolze the doctrine of analoZY enunciated 

above$ as Athannsiusts final solution of the problems involved in the 

notion of I'deificatIon" &I G-IS we are said to be "del- 

led" and to be "gods* in the same way as we are said to be "sons"; not 
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because that Is of our esserwe or natQrep but because we receive what 

God has gractou3ly imparted to us of Himself. In foot, this is what 

Athanasius himself says expressly at the beginning of ch. 20. Uni ty with 

God is somethina, as Athans. siu3 s. ýys in ch. 23., Is somethiriZ that we lack,, 

In nature, and therefore we necd an Irasge and example K,, jv a -nd 
TT; ', 2 4ý: 

7611 
ýP'k m"3 for the question of what we are to do rvith the 

exani-ple,, AtilLirzolua, then the problaa is Ad%rst discussed In chs. 19 --nd 

(nj erh 20, t erxphasiseo Ir. Utation, I as our tasky even thou., 

he is awaro that we or-n only do even this flow- 

ever,, when the subject is talken Lrp agnin., In ch. 23,, it Is brouaht Into 

close connection with the Atonment as understood by Athanasius; and 

quite rightly soy as man connot Iritt&te the wnys of God If he is still 

Unreconalled, But . 4thana3iU3 feels that even this does not go for enough, 

so he spends the next two Ghapters dcocribing our analogical (or catalog- 

Leal? ) participation in the Divine unity in terms of the 1: 01y Gpirit. 

In the last few abaptereg siLoe the beginning of the Third Oration.. there 

are relatively few references to the 3pirit; the only one In the first 

nine chapters 113 in ch.: L; 324C., which ref ers as usual to our participation 

in the benefits of Christ. From ch. 10 onwards# the number of references 

tends to Increase; reference Is again made,, in the context of the same 

principle, in 19:, 364B and 23: 372B; In 20: ýRa (L. N. P-N. Fe . end of ch. 3-9) 

/_11 1ý C 
there Is a reference to the unity of spirit ( 111, _TVO _rr_VeA7tW'ýT EVO _0 

which we ar-- to partaket which perhaps has w direct referenee to the 

Third I-erson. In ch. 159, where he has to deny that the TrInitj Involves 

three gods or three Athanastus admbrates the doctrine of 

the work of the Spirit that is fully xt)rked out in the Fpliatles to Ser- 

apion: (C. Ar. jjj: lr,,:, s53B). For there Is but one Form of the Godheady 

which to also in the Logos; and one God.. the Fathery existing by 11imself 

according as He Is above ally and appearing In the son according as lie 
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18'above all., ' 8nd appearir I ig in the Son according as lie pervades all things, 

and In the Spirit according as In Him He acts In all things through the 
(468) 

Logos". Earlier,, in the same chapter (353A) Athanasius says defin- 
C J- 

IVI 
TOL I believed that the Spirit Itely that the Arions ( 101 P4 fo/4 

i 469). 
was ex nihilo FK OV-rOT Th Ia shows that when the 

Arians were brought up against the Trinity, they went on to say, always., 

that the Third Person was also a creaturel, but they had,, at any rate till 

Eunomius,, c. 355, no great sense of the importance of the Spirit. To re- 

turn to Athanasius# we are beginning at this stage to find a greater den- 

sity of references to the Spirit# and the fact that this Is taking place 

during the exegesis of John 17: 21 Is another confirmation of our theory 

that the thing that forced the Spirit back into theology was the question 

of accounting for the unity of God with manp now that the LOgo3 was 

strictly, correlated with the Father., and was no longer equated so closely 

24 with human rationality. Under these circumstances, It is not sur- 

prising that Athanasius at this stage is Impelled to devote a major 

T (468) "- V 
if 

U-rW WV (ý'df 
03 
I 'r V 'T&ýý "YT dEd, IV0 AA., CN 

czý KdXR, 
X(A, 

V TW V K, 4 
I'C4'rk J". rl Ori Pý-kf-ý -r. CY1,44 mA or u 6, au; Týv rvqo*T; 

I a 
Vý 

a patent foretaste of the doctrine of the Letters to 
Serapion passým that God does gverything from ( EK the Father,, 
through I A. 4 ý the Son., In ( CV) the Spirit. Newman, in his 
note on this passage, refers to Bp. j: 20,, 28,0 30., 31., and also 
Jjj: l9 5 Init et fin., and also other later Fathers. 

See the extract from the Thalia of Arius,, quoted by Athanasius in 
De Synodis 15,, (and for our citation,, see above,, pp. 404-6,, and ff. for comment),, where Arius says that he believes In a Triad 
Three Hypostases not alike in glorj and apart from each other, 
which differ one fr om another In glory ad infinitum. 
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section to the Spirit. After openlre the ncxt chapter with an oratorloal 

ammnry of the premious points which serves as an introduction,, he quotes 

I John 4: 13 as the final description of how we attain to unity with God 

in Christ. Continuing: (37313. beg. ) "Therefore., owing to the grace of 

the 3. pirit that has been given to us(470) we become in Him and He in us,, 

and since it Is the spirit of God, therefore we, through His coming in us,, 

are fittiNly considered to be In God., through hnving the Spirit VIZZ(" 

TtP 
FVF. 

AJ and thusisGod inus. Not then as the Son Is In the 

Father do we also come to be In the Father,, for the Son does not merely 
(471) 

partake of the ýonrplrlt so as therefore to be in the Father., nor is He 
(472) 

a receiver of the spirit., but rather He supplies It Himself to all; 

does not and the Spirit unite ( cruvoLITrC, the Lo,, -fos to the Pather, 

but rather does the Opirit, receive from the TorýOSý 
473) 

ý4nd 
the Son Is In 

the Father, as ills own Logos end , Radiance; but we, epart from the Spirit,, 

are strange and distant from God, and by participation In the Spirit are 

linked to the Godheadý 
474) 

so 
'that 

our being In the Father Is not our own,, 

but is of the spirit which is In us nnd dwells in us, as long as we pre- 
(475) 

serve It In us by true confession;...... (I John 4: 15)o,,., (OMe again, 

Athanazius repeats the differenoe between the original unity of Father and 

Son and the secondary unity of man and God)**,,.. For lie (so. Son),,,, gives 

spirit to the 3pirit (-rzý R'V6ýa4T-l 671 and whatever. th e 

has He has from T-( t., the Logos. 

c 100, 
Cý (470 V mv -MU Xý IV. 

yr, 
CS (471) c>u Kok 10 Car. --r-I 

ra i 

(472) 
ozvwv -T?? VCA7A, -L. 

rN. %, #I% -I JlP VC1. (473) 

(474) -Ivw 
J. -rop .0 utaL 67zý v, -Lr, 

(475) ECAoo-J. P 
(J7 

e) 

u -r-b 
cv, cy, I ki 
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25 (John 17: 21 was). *,.. *a request to the Father ..... that the 
(476) 

Spirit should be vouchsafed through Him to them that believe, through 

Whom we are seen to be In God and in this respect, be linked In Him. 
(477) 

For sinae the Logos is in, the Father., and the spirit Is given from the 
(478) 

Logo a, He wills that we should r6celve the Spirit,, so that when we 

receive Its, we, thus having the spirit of the L090,13 which is in the 

Father,, may too turn out on account of the Spirit to become one In the 

Logost and through Him In the Fatberý 
479) 

And If He says# tas Wes't 

this is again only a request that such grace of the Spirit as is given to 

the disciples may be Infallible and irrevocable. For what belongs by 

nature WoC-rX V 61 V to the Logos in the rather,,.....,, He 
% 

wishes to be given to us irrevocably through the Spirit 'rou TV 

eeoop,, (Rom. 8: 35 & 9: 23).,. It Is the Spirit then which Is in Gods, and not 

Us as regards ourselves ana as we are sons and 

gods on account of the Logos in us(, 
480) 

so shall we be in the Son and In 

the Father and we shall be accounted to have beaome one in the Son and 

in the Father,, because that very spirit Is in us# which is in the Logos 

which Is In the Fatherý 
481) 

So when a man falls awav from the Spirit on 

account of any vickednesat the grace remains lrrevocably in those who are 

willing,, if one repents on his falli but he who fall's is no longer In 

God# because the Ho3, Y spirit and 
fWaclete 

which is in God has deserted 

him. But the sinner shall be in him to whom he has subjected himself,, 

'70C (476) '1 'V'J. Tv' 
J't 

V T7D U 

?i (477) OU 1<00 
JoKoualcv 

. -Cýl r 
(5v 6-ot Tr 7ýr7e&141 o(v Tw 

-j ,/0 (478) -T -T-t> Lo < 

(479 'Tý tv Ttý-? ev -I w 

IZd, CA Cv TIZ /10 v d'Lil"o U FV *7LVTT. Z- 
(-. 4 so 

(481) o-rr-0 -4. 

'- 

, iwn ; ýý 

I 
*% TaTe 
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as happened to Saujq for the spirit of God departed from him and an 

evil spirit proceeded to afflict him. *. -, *" 

I 
Once again,, the doctrine of the Spirit has come up In the con- 

temporary theology In the context of mants participation In the Divine 

nature, life, and grace. The contrast Is between Gods in which unity aW 

harmozWs as between Father and Sons, are there aboriginally and by nature; 

and man,, who can only partiCiPate in this unity and harmorW with, Pather 

and Son In a secondary waylp which concretely and finally means,, through 

the presence of the Spirit. The latter Is a participationq., -ACT-OUT70( 
etc. a mrd which,, as we have said time and time again,, carries the Im- 

PlIoation that the participator Is essentially subordinate to that which 

is participated,, and which In this form is undoubtedly deliberately con- 
D- (482 trasted with the Ou'5"Td- 1, essenceg, of God. The natural effect 

of this would be to revive# with reference to the spirit,, the old vicious 

correlation In thought between the Logos and the world, and we have al- 

ready suggested this as a likely aetiology for the Troplaist heresy. so 

much for the general atmosphere of the passage, and this is confirmed by 

the last senterwe that we have cited above., which revives the old doctrine 

that the Spirit Is primari3j a refreshiM grace given as a reward for 

I 

faith and virtue,, rather thanp as in Paul and the New Testament generally, I 

the condition of all belief and of all virtue. on the other handj, to a 

far greater extent than In the earlier passage on the Spirit# C-Ar. I: 46ý50, 

j 

he takes precautions against the errors of this type of theologyp thus 

anticipating the position of the Letters to Seraplone in-the first place,, 

the sentence cited above from ch. 15 is a very good first approximation 

to the later doctrine that which he strongly advocates in the Letters to 

Seraplon and which Is usually_-known by a still later formulas, "opera ad 

extra Tr1rdtatis Sunt Indivisa"; his language about God acting 

(482) See above, p. 66 egd; *p. 
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In the spirit Is a foretaste of Atbanasius's later I Virtual description 

of the Spirit as the Living Energy( 483)' 
which' enlightens and sanctifies. 

This is a direct repudiation of such doctrines as that of origenj, &*cord- 
Ing to which the Spirit was restricted to the highest work of God in His 

relations to the highest types of beingr to wit# fully sanctified Christ- 

lans,, a doctrine wbich In some peculiar way seems to go together with 

his subordinatiordsm of the Spirit. It is a little difficult to seep at 

first sight,, 'what difference is meant by the Son pervading 

and the spirit 'working In all things, or these res- 

pec tive Persons being especially associated with these relations of God; 

If anything we would draw the distinction the other way,, if we were to 

draw it at all. Howeverg one should not cavil at this. on account of the 

fact that this is the first attempt to study the matter after generations 

of neglect. Alsol, Athanaslus goes to great lengths to Justify the absoý 

lute transcendence of the Spirit as well as the Son, since he says on two 

Occasions In this passage that our unity with God is not only absolutely 

secondary to the Son's unity with the Father but Just as absolutely sea- 

Ondary to the Spirit"s Being In the Godbead. 

On the other bands, It is true that the prooedure of Atbanasius 

Makes It dIfficult to give arW account of the Intra-Trinitarian relations 

Ofthe Spirits such as would be necessary for any completed doctrine of 

the Perichoreals In the perfect Trinitarian forms let alone a developed 

doctrine of the procession In either the Greek or Latin form. The import- 

ant relation of the Spirits, the one that demands attention at the momentp 

Is the relation of the Spirit to the creatures and all the attention that 

Is berstowed on the relation of the Spirit to the Son says is for tjje x 
4fyt& 

negative purpose of deWlng that the Son Is J= tbatoreaturely 
Ar 

fation. 

(483) 
, 
ftýýv EVE-5 C (dLv Ad Serape I: 20: 580A* r6 
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Where Athanaslus says that our being In God, Is really the Splrlt*s being 

In Gods, he does uncompromisingly maintain that the Spirit Is In the God- 

bead; once again, we must agrees, within the meaning of all the words 

with the prefix, that the Son does not participate In the 

Spirit but the Immediate extension of 

this denial to receivings, V'r' V is a sign of how little 
(484) 

attention was yet paid to the Intra-Trinitarian problem. As for the 

details of His relation to the Son, what Is said concerns mainly the 

practical question of what was later described as the mission of the 

Spirit, that Iss, from God to menj the son supplies the Spirit, the Spirit 

Is given from OK) the Logos - the context does not allow us to Inter,. 
7 

pret the CK 
as supporting the Filloque - Atbanasins also says that the 

Spirit Is given through SloL the Logos. It is probably In that 

sense that we must interpret the statement that the Spirit is the Spirit 

of the Logos. The truth is certainly that all these ambigulties and un, 

certainties were inevitable In view of theway In which the Holy Spirit 

again became an Issue of theology, Unfortunatelyp this meant that the 

history of the Arlan doctrine was repeated In the case of the Third per- 

son, as we have already described. The problems coald not be solved until 

Athanasius had repeated his mrk on the Logos In this new connection 

. 
esp 

L 
eclal3, v the breaking of the correlation between the Spirit and crea- 

turelY life, and here, 
I 

In the Epistles to Seraplon, we shall consider 
. 

all 

this in full. 

Sinae the first 25 chapters of C*Ar*III are a definite sections I 

We can make another lexicograPhical analysist Xogos: Called God In same 

sense as Father: 16: 357AO 19: 364B( 
OjitZv 

Is in nature and essence 

L. and True God). " Uncreated, ' &0.: IS: MB (We are not Le & W. nor He 

(484) See the treatment of the Spirit In orat. I: 151, and see also abovey 
PP- 677-7. 
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created &a), 20: 365A (L. unlike us,, like F. ). origin: L. of the F. 

6: 333C(O. T. monotheism means that there is nothing like ri. and His L. )# 

7: 336B(If S. Is. L. of F. # O. T. monotheism cannot be cited against Him), 

. 337C(Monotheism against false gods, who are not as F. & His, L. ), 
_24: 

L. of God. 7: 336B(Does 373B(S. Is in P. as His proper L. & Radiance), 

God speak to deny His own L.? ) 8: 337A(God 'spoke mono thel stically in 0. T. 

through His own L. )p 8: 337A(If it 'Was His L. that come to prophets*,., *),, 

10: 34IB(on Arian exegesis of John 17: 21v many things would be L. of Ge 

11: 344A(We are called Image and Glory of God on account of Image dwelling 

In us 12: 3450 wbich Is L. # which was for our sake later made flesh.,.. *)# 
(L. of God Angel that delivered. Jacob,, Gen. 4a: 15-16)t 13: 349A(nDne 

other did Jacob join to God in pray er,, th anL. of God,, cal I ed "A nZ el 

16: 356B(God is one# and His L. Is one)$ 16: 356B alterum (alone has 

TT--tT? 1Kr-1 V 'E61 O-P 16: 3560 bis (Suitably He has joined Logos to 

(John 5: 37) to show tha t L* of G* 1aI K4, j XY 4 KT110 

of F. )v 190-364A we are called gods not as the True God His L*), l 19: 364A 

alterum is L. & Vidra. of God)# 22: 369A bis (each,, John 17: 

21 means# "I am TbY L. Genera tio A of L. &C. t 12: 345B(If L. no t 

T1 Tf o i C4. I O%/j -i-D _P <> u6-7o(, f ',, ýVv 
1ýý 

then the F., alone would 

L. ='O. T. envoy of God: 8: 337A(L. of the LORD came. to prophet 

8: 337A(heretiog der4r that this passage was spoken through L. )p' 

14: 352B(What Go speaks,, Ile speaks through the L. Perfect &- Immutable 

Eauality Joined to P. in p. 
_&c. 

7: 336A(in L. is seen F. ), 8: 337B(L. 

C(U -M 1, e. P. 14052B(L. not separated from F. or alien to 

the of F. ), ' 20: 3640(in P. ), v 22: 3680(L. has truly and actually 

7` -rý -r; t TV wi thP. 25 -* 376A (L. IsInF. 25: 376B 

... having the Spirit of the L. Which is in the F. )O, 25: 376B alterum 

(What Is 71-rD, 
40ýw 

by nature in the p, )'j, 25: 3760(Spe Is In the LO 

which is in' the p. ) Some Name as Fe 9: 34OA(In Is. 44: 24,9 the *1 only" 
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ý94 OL aloo includes Lý 14: 352B(He who bears Lo bears P. )j 
Ara 

ý'l 

I K, -. j VI OL of F. 9: 34OB(L. co-exists with F. 

as Radiance with Light)t 9: 340B alterum(thlo'could be said of EITI 

nothing else except the L. )# 3.5: 353B(one is the Form of the Godhead,, 

which Is also 21: 3650(Sole L. & 0m. . Alone In 

Sole F. )v 6: 3333B (Sole L. Vidm. Radiance of the Father). work In Crea- 

tion: cn. 6ý( -V -it d' U 02a -9: 340Ap 15: 353B(Tbe later Trinitarian 
L/ 

formulation like that In the Letters to Serapion). I 
8: 337B(every thing that God says and does He does In the L. Attributes 

of Creator attributed to L.: 16: 353A(we affirm the 

to be God). L, In Relatlon to §21rit (not mentioned above)i 24: 373A (2 

exPls. )(Spo does not attach L. to F. but rather does Spo receive 

24: 376A(whatever the Sp. has It has from the L. ). 25: 376A 
e) e, 

V (8p. given. CK'rov AIT 
incarnation of L. 22: 3680( ev VCV/ 23: 37213 

Err-7 V11 LV Of 0 ). 23: 372C(John 17: 21 means "*. **Th L. became 

man,, taking a body of these men, @., "). Logos Incarnate: Same goo 

0 author of our Reconciliation: 14-. 349G(Angels herald gifts given opt 

0V 25: 376B(o n account of Sp. we become one In the L. & through 

Him the F. )# 25-1,376B(we are sons and gods through the La in us). 

Heretical uses: (affirmed or denied; 
. 

Arlans unless otherwise stated). 

to be God: 15: 353A. Reject-Divine attributes, give humble ones: 

2: 325B (2 expls. )(L. received authority of a L. )p 10: 341A(unity of F. & 

L. ethical only). L. not sole Creator-, 2: 328A(L. one of many such), 

18: 3600(on Arian basisp why are we sprung from one, and So le Logos at 

that? ). Pre-exIstent Logos- a creatureq etc 15: 353A(one of the "all 

thl 
I 
ngs")$, 16. -55,3C(ex nihilot creature,. and thing made)# 18: 36OB(Let Him 

not be called Sole Logos# &0.18: 360B alterum (If Lo differs In time 
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alone He must be like us), O 24: 373C(nor is the L. as we are). See also 
16. -356G(after Incarnation; the Jews did mt, receive the Logos). Total,, 

70 of which 45 are in Group Is, 7 in Group 119 8 In Group III (owing to 

the extensive discussion of the old Testament witness in this section), 
3 in Group IV, none in Group Vs, one In Group VI v and 6 In Group VII. 

son: Son = L092-8 (normally omitted; those included 

have already been mentioned urder Logos): 7: 336B(If S. is L. of the 

24: 373B(S. is in F. as His Proper L. s &o. ). Generation: Simply 

, reased: 3: 328B(The Being of the S. p being from CK- the Fathert Is i 
in - Ev LP the p. ) 3: 328D alterum (S. Is Mlov ý1<-W" 
11: 34433(EK %. 

I: L: 344C(son Is thus, 
TIJ'Tfof 

like F. as Radiance like Sun) 

see Former exple. ) 19: 36IC(one by natures, True, only-Belcotten) 20: 3640 

_Lee 
(it is as "sons". not as the Sons, that we... Status Does not COMPrPmis 

separstion of Persons or vice versa: 4: =0(3. not another god)p 4: 3280 

alterum(Son to separate as offsprings, same as God)j, 4: 328C tertimn 

(P, le p, and not 4: 328C quartum et quintum (S. is S. and not F. ). 

Origin of F. ek- S. explained. - 1: 324G(2 expla. (s. not Son by participation., 
7 

but as Offspring),, 5: 329C( ýFCLLjTvo VU r): 3290 alterum 
e- 

') -"Y (I\ 
It, et tertium (eacht)TI-V 17m, 11 1% VV(3-fj'j'-MV 

ýd"TPV 
V 1"Oý' r 6ýý 

Fý' 6: 333A(the very Being of the son is Proper Offspring T-ý_P 1-1 Llr/ LJ-P 
1-1 9: 34OB(True and Natural offspring from the F. ). Same 

descri2tion of P. & S. (both ontIcal3, V and eplatemically): 4: 329A & 5: 

329B & 6: 333A(eaoh same things said about 3, as P. )., 5: 328C( -ju. 

r-- Yo I- 
U (ouý are proper to F. ) j, 6: 333A alterum(Son such as p. ) jp 6: 333A 

tertlum. et quartum (eaahs, Son is signified by term Father),, 6: 333B 

("First" does not exclude Son)v 9: 340B ("I alone" Indicates Son also). 

unity (orten V 5ame Nature of F. & a. 
-: 

ov E-t1---J"- or such phrase: 

5: 332A(P. and s. are one) 7: 336B(if Son had such relation to p, - see 

Catena of Scriptural passages)p 
_11%344A(Unity 

to be referred to Essewe 
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of Son I tself 3.1: 344B(Unl ty of F., &I*e. In true sense) 11: 345A 

(Unity of F. & 3. )q. 13: 349B(2 exple)(When S. Is seen, the F. Is seen,, 

since He Is Radiance of F,. Thus F. & S. are one). 20: 365A(We shall 

not be one as F, & S. are one). 20: 365A altertn U0511<1v- Fv(: )7ý7: 4_ 

of F. & S. ). 21. -368A(Unlty of. F. & a. model for us). 211368A alterum 

(UZA ty Kot-r; 'L 
U- C7-1v of P.. &. S. ). See also 8: 337B(Monothelatic 

passe ges in Scripture not for denial of 3. ). 
-Godhead thesame; 1: 324B 

(Son is the Fulness of the F. 's Godhead)* 3: 328B(Form and Godhead of the 

F. to Being of S. ), 9 40-329A & 5: 332A(eacb Godhead of S. Is the F. "s)v 

5: 332A bis (eaah,, the same Is in the son). 5: 3=(The Godhead and Prop- 

artY Of F. Is Being of Be)# 5: 332B(S. is Image of F. )# 6: 332B(Pulness 

of Fo's Godhead is Being of S. )., Os 6: 332B(Son is 0A"? )0 

6: 332C(S. if Form of F. *s Godhead)v 6. -3320 alterum(Son Is seen, and lop 

In F. to Godhead) 6: 3520 tertium et quartum(The property and Godbead 

from P. in 3. shows that S. Is In F. ). g2! =n ciualities and Unity of 

Relation: S. in F. and F. in s. (each instance Is a pair of examples): 

3 *. 328Bv 5: 329B & 332A 20: W 5A. lie th at see s S. see s V. : 6: 3 32Ap 6: 

332cs, 14: 352B. Son in Pather: 3: 328B bisp 24: 3730 (* other than as 

'we are). other phrases: 3: 328A (2 expla. )(S. is in F. because the wh ole 

being of S. is proper to p. to Hasenae), ý3: 328B( a who see S ees what 
M SýUkAiýý ota*dlýýýOb-o r. . 

maýý. 
A6 

a 

113 proper f*o,,?. Is Essenoe) 6: 3320(d. Is proper F. "s Essen e 6: 3320 

alterum (Thus Is F. In S. )p 7: 536A(2 exple. ) (He who knows 3. knows Fe. 

an Son reveals Him)p 13: 349A(inseparability of F. & S. ) 16-*357A(S. In, - 

'0' %, _> 
separable ý&T_4'** -Tjý_V f(P(O'-rj7ZL, KA'1 OvC-fQLP 

23: 372A(S. is In F. without 

Uni! Z of Easence follows frDm UniM of operation: 6: 332c & 

3,33C(ea*hs, Worehip in the S. Is_worship In the F,, ) 6: 333A (Faith in F, Is 

faith in S. ). 7: 336A(S. in coming, glorifies F. )# 11: 344C(if s. workas, 

works), 11: 344a alterum et tertium (if s. comes to saints, F. comes irl 
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So -I* a* especially in O. T. )p 11: 345A(one grace from p. & So) # 11: 345A 

alterum(F. gives grace throu gh s. 11: 345A tertlum(S. gives Father's 

grace and peace)o 12: 345B (gifts show unity of p. & so)# 12: 345B alterum 

(Gifts given through S. )g 12: MB tertlun(God does not work exoept through 

3. )t 13: 349A(Glfta from F. are through So),, 13: 349B(when F. gives the 

gift Is through so) 0,13: 3419B alterum et tertlum et quartum (when So is 

said to bestow,, it is the F. that through So and In So supplies) 14: 352B 

(when So gives the gift IaP. s) 16: 357A(One is th ef ai th In - 

F. & so 21: 565G(we are In the So and through Him in theP. ),, 21: 368B 

(we become one in'power of P. & So),, 21: 368B alterum (ditto, In Name of 

F, & 3. )t 23: 372A(We do' not come to be In P. as so is),, 25: 376B(We are 

in So & r. by grace of the Spirit), 25: 376G(we shall be deemed to have 

become one in So & In Po through the Spirit's being in us). Special 

princi]21e of Creation and Governance of the Universe: 9: 34OB(Universe 

%, r% .. 
TIC f- 

sustained - 
J(Oý, 

-roo ou 9i=c(2 expls. ) (To Call S. First-born 

0 Is on account of son r 

Nature of son IjEester than all Creaturely natu 1: 324C(difft. from Acts 

3-7: 28)t '19: 364A(Mot as So . is In F& shall we be) 23: 372A (2 expis. )(If 

we become one aS So ard*I, 3. '-we shall not be as the So)* 24: 373A (differ- 

ent U 
ýil 

S 24: 373c(wbat equality have we to So? ). y-fords attrib- 

. 
1ted to LO. Ll; 2: Z25B(Wbat'3. has said lee. 4th go 9, is appropriate to 

Himself)', " 29,325B bis" (each',, Arians deny that lie spoke this as Son),, 2: 

325B ("I am'in the F. " &0. )s, 4: 329B(John 16: 15). Son and spirit: 24: 

373B(Does not participate in Sp. ), ' Midplaae in TrinitY: 15: 353B(God 

appears in S. as pervading 'allý things)& 

Heretical uses(as usual# affirmed or denied; Arlan unless 

Otherwise stated): Reject True So 7: 333G(How can So be God. eoe? )q 

'A Dea 4ý &a. -. 1: 324A(deny true P. or true So), 3-. 328A 

Cno t feeling that So 18 ýr? EK 80370(an Arlan god c&., X M 
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be son)$, 20: 34IB(for Arians,, many things would be sons,, like the S. )j, 

jMarate S. from F.: 12**345B(S. differs from F. Son is 

son only in moral or secondary sense: 1-. 3210(son in F. as in Acts 17: 28) 

1: 324B(denied that F. is in S. as He is in areatures)p 2: 325B (2 expl. ) 

(Arianism implies that S. is adopted In a Son), 10: 341A(2 exple. )(Ans. 

say F, & S. one, since what F. wills the S. w1lls)p lO. --UlA tertlum (If 

are one on account of wille., P)t 10: 34113(all sorts of other 

things would be sons$, as the ll-. 344B(S. like F. In teaching &o. ) 

11: 344B alterum (S. not Ot 7 J-K-mS, COX-wV of P. ) 24: 

, 376A(Son Is son by participation in Spirit and by progress). By depri- 

TinR S. of Tf fa na t ure. Ans. I nsul t bo tb F. & S. : 1: 324B (2 expl a. )(? - 

Son fills emptiness of F. and F, emptiness of S. 7: 336A ter (each. Son 

denied to be like rebellious sons In 0. T. 7: 356B (Monotheism bot on 

account of S. but of false gods),, Son eýLual to or less then us by nature 

2: 325A-B(Asterius puts S. on common level with creatures)p 2: 325Cý--328A 

(1, To longer one son, Log. & Wdm. but one among many) # 3: 328A(S. would 

have nothing in reln. to F. but the grace common to all) 15: 353A(exter- 

nal to F. and creature, 17: 557 A-B (3 exple. ) (S. F. are one and F& 

in s. & S. In F. as we are) 17: 36OA(We are equal to the True and 

Son), 9 17: 560A alterum et tertium(We are as the S. in the F. and the F. 

in the S, )j, 21: 365G(lf it were possible for us to be as S. In F. John 

17: 21 ought to read, "That they also might be one in Thee as : 3. Is in F. 

24: 373A(We shall not,, pace Arianal, be as Son), Sabelliardsm: 4: 328C(Same 

person is once p. once s. ). The number of examples reaches the incredible 

figure of 160,, of which 124 are in Group 1,, 5 in Group III, two In Group 

III. one In Group IVv 5 in Group vp none in Group VI,, and 23 in Group 

VII. This great predominance over Logos as a title for the Second Person 

Is very striking,, and It Is patently due to the Implied wording of Jobn 
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17421(which refers directly to the Father, if not to the Son as such 

directly. The material result of the form of the majority of this section 

as an exeZesis-of zohn 17: 21p is that it Is a study of the unity of the 

Father and Son as two personally distinct Persons. This suggests that 

In these circumstances Athanasius favoured Son as the title of the second 

Person. Logos and such expressions as Logos of the Father,, on the con- 

trary, tended to be favoured when the thought was primarily of the Logos 

Himself and only secondarily of His relation to the'Father. Also.. a 00m- 

parison with the equally striking predominance of Logos in C. Ar. jj: 18-431, 

which is dominated by Athanasius's reply to the Two-lVisdom theory of 

Asterius, suggests that Logos was also the natural term when the personal 

distinction of the Persons was in the background. 

02 
Essence, is much rarer in this section than in some 

of the others; the occurrences are too few to justify following Oller's 

.9 10 ^ T1 ý "-, ) classification-. 2: 325, A(ilnd pers. Is image -Til 0V T7dý'f -TV V Tpcýy 

3: 328A(Whole Being of S. proper to F. ts E. ). 3: 328B(He who sees S. sees 

-ý TTý-rp\ -)0 "' \I -T-V U YOU -U, 
-P 

-T-O ITIOV 5: 329C bis (each,, Son is 

1 (0,, - '71, f 7'1>u a(, 7f OJP 6V VV vj1441-)# 6: 333A(P-18 properties do U\I 

not accrue to E. of S. by participation)., 6: 333B(S. is -rtý' (ý'IOV 

-MV 
I UTT 

OS eucy7; 
ý>), 

j, 8: 337C(Arians devise a j; od outside the F.. of the 

F. 11: 344A(unity referred to E. of Son Himself), 11: 344B(paul taught 

as t1he Son.. but nut like Him t-ýýT V 14: 352B(Logos not 

alien to E. of P. ), 15: 353A(Arians claim that Son is not 
Pt 

ol 1V)jr T? 3 U 
(d W'O IF. 

avVoý, ý ) 
116: 

35,7ý(So inseparable f M. F t'ýOL 

'Vn f Fz -304 .D", .--, 
P4115 

W ý+ *,, A 4b 
0 17: 36oA(Ans. say., Either we would have to be prcpcr to E. 

of P. or He foreign.. 19: 364B( V is and 

%J I Logos and True God; we are adopted by grace). There are only 
16 instances., of which one is in Group 1., 2 in Group II t 10 in Group 
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III, *. one In Group IV With a fair degree of certainty,, and 2 in Group V. 

Nature,, is much commoner: Divine nature: 4: 

328c(tbe nature is one - the offspring Is not unlike parent), 20, -365B 
r\ TO T-J'(3\ýTov 
I 

-r-- I of God to be imitated by. men) 20: I 

365B, alterum (the indivialible Nature oiý Natures of Christ: 

19: 364B(He is L. etc. 4 24: 373A(S. dif- 

fers from us Jjv Q (31 V- accusative of respect). Divine Nature is 

one and common to both P. & S. 9: =A (By adding Christ to Father, 

V CWJIM 9: 34OB(Son is John 17: 3 shows that lie Is 

I/Ov rv V'V 10: 344A(only true Image O-Z I of 

17: 36OA(True and U 6-7- Son) 19: 3610(one son 

True,, & onlyýbegotten) 19: 361C alterum(We are sonal, not as lie is L/ luz' 
91 

V 2,0: 365A(P. & S. are In each other 
+UO-El 

23: 372B(S. has attribute of being in F. 
f 

jo: z I 25:. 376B(What is to 

the L. V-Lý 4u'(51 
V/ Ila the F. )* Relation between Father and Son 

iNefable and 2eouliar to Divine Nature: 4: 329A(P. & S. one-bY the I 

'Ot KE16> 20: 365A(Son one with His own 
", ý 

1-ýS -rl 
+ 

Uc57- 1 and in truth)# 21: 368A("we are one and in 

trut (b '; 
8ý V h)p 21: 368A altermu (the unity of F. 

22: 3680(L. actually. & truly has V I-C"v T with 

Pe Heretics deny Divine Tiature: 12: 345B(Son differs from 

F. ). 9 16: 35 3c( tf and operations of Fo & S. different), 16: 

356A(2 different gods,, 2 difft. natures), 16: 356B(The gods of the Greeks 

have the same V 01 Lýý as the Arian 2nd Per. since both creatures). 

Sg2irltual natures &0.: 12: 545C(Angels creatures V 

14: 3490(Angels other than S. ý-11 V both last two cases acce 

of respect. True human nature 19: 364A(We are /Aa+ doers of good 
deeds), v 20: 36BA(we become one with God by,, e. glearning t, -, f 

V 

to be merciful) 20: 365A alterum(one kor all 
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men). 'Nature of jIsible thilogs ingeneral-. 18: 36 1B 
, , 
(matt. 

ý 
10: 16 not said 

eN 100, that vve might become 00,91 animals)# 9: 34OB(Crestures have 

great difference from. Son '7ý l8i36OB(things. can have 

same n. even at different times),, 22. -369B bis (each# Christ far., not In 

place,, but -Tý V CS, - 23: 372A(tbings not K6, T-ýL L/ (TI V 

that Is,, not with same character,, can be compared by analogy)p 23: 372B(, we 

have not K4ýýtQOTlthe property of being in the P. 18: 36OB(Ti me does 

not change the V0fa class). "Nature* In famillar sense, 

used as model for us to imitate 18*-361A bis & 20: 365B (all cases# things 

J4: j, V that is. 9 things that act'regularly in'socordance 

with their own nature). see also: UýYIKIVF Fý-O-ry rd-, of S. to 'Fe' 

20: 365A. The number of examples is 40.. of which 8 are in Group 1., 4 In 

Group III and 28 In Group III,, although probably'four of the lost group 

should not be there,, since they involve the use of 

to indicate the regularity of nature, which is rather different from the 

usual adverbial use. None of the cases in Oroup 11 refers to the Humanity 

of Gbrist, but all to the nature of men or other creatures generally. 

once againp owing to the nature of the sectiont there are 'very 

few uses of the terms for the H=anity of Christ, Again,, the number is 

far too small for muller's classification to be at all relevant. 

body. - 22: 369A b1s (that all might become one body. *.. ),, 22: 369A tertimn 

(that all may be one according to the body,... ), 22: 369A quartmn (I am 

In them through the body.... all these fours, which are paraphrases of 

John 17: 21,, are best taken to re; rer to the Humanity of Christ (as con- 

stitutivO, v inaluding Cbristians) simpliciter. 20: 368C (He put on ourb. )p 

23: 372B(bore our b. ).. 
. 

23: 372C(He,, taking a body from them,.... Tbese 

other threes, of Courses, refer to the Body as the object of the Act of In- 

Carnation. There are a few other cases of the occurrence of OL 

or Its derivatives,, that have been passed over. as theg are not ChrilstO- 
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logical. There is only one case of OXýg flesh, which is Christo- 

logicalt 10: 344Av a statement in the form of John 1: 14, and also of Man 

j"/ Tror 23-,. 3720, where the Second Person "becomes Man'*. 

26 Having oonaidered the unity of God., in the context of the 

5a johannine, testimony# Athanasius now turna to the virtually last 

topics, the passages of scripture conoernliiL., the life of the incarnate 

Christ. These are primarily from the Synoptic Gospelsv being ilatt, 28: 180 

John 5: 221,3: 35-36,, Matt- 11: 27 (again,, see above) j, John 6. - 37, John 12: 

27-28p Matt. 26: 39, Luke 2. -52s, Katt. 16. -13,, John 11,34, Murk. 6: 38 

(the last three being genuine questions of Jesus.. implying Ignorance) 

Matt. 27: 46, John 12: 28,17: 5, Matt. 26: 41,, Mark 13: 32. since this 

section direatly concerns the Incarnate life of Jesus# which we have re- 

luatantly laid aside from direct consideration,, we shall not consider 

this section In great detail, but aball be content with some general re- 

marks. These passages all concern Christ's "receiving" from ilia Father., 

or Ilia human sufferings, development (Lk. 2: 52)t or ignorance,, which con- 

atitute an obvious contrast to His Godhead. These verses are all Inter- 

preted by Athanastus in the way that 'we have already expounded., as refer- 

ring to the Humanity of Christ as distinct from the Deity. Ch. 29 Is a 
(485) 

Classical exposition of the basis of this exegesis. Christ,, for 

(485) "Now the scope and character ( ý, Koýmr 
-- that the tjosp-ý Of JIOýKjcripture, as we have of ton said., Is this 3 Dee? 

) 

XI ýý%, - ) which to in It concerning the Saviour is 
a double one ( J, ry-K ),, that He was ever God, and is the Son,, 
being the Blather's Logos and Radiance and-Wisdom,, and that afterwards 
for us He took flesh of a Virginp Mary Qrýlr-, eýKor> . and was made 
Man. *e., (Cf. John 5: 39# John 1.1-3., and l4j, Ph1lIpp. 2: 6-8).. *&- Any 
oneg, beginning with these passages and going thro U' t. ýe whole of,, aqrip- 
ture upon the interpretation which they suggest a jot".., o, 
Will perceive how in the beginning the Father said to jjjý, "Let tg6re 
be light., % but in, the fulnesu of time sent Him Into the 
world,, not that He might judge the world# but that the world by Him mIgbt 
be saved.... (Hat t.: L: 23). 
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example,, was said to be Ignorant In that he assumed Ignorance. This 

section has been Widely criticised by Harnack, and,, follovirig him,, by the 

mass'of Protestant German scholarship in imii,, ediately succeeding years; 

the principal representative of this line In the LInglish language has 

been Rav" 'The grourZa of this criticism are that Atbanasius does not 

recognise a true buman natui-e In the later senTse,, and that such bmnanity 

as he reeognises Is ecumaic rather than natural,, and besides Is virtually 

Apollinarlign. 
0186) 

A3. so,, Athenasius's exegesis of wurk 13: 32, whereby 

Christ's ignuranoe of the day or the hour of the second Coming, is dis. 

missed as economic on the ground that It would have been impossible- for 

the Logos to be anything but omniscient. in view of His cosmological status, 

is a.; breach of the basic principles of exegesisý 
487) 

In the f Irst place, 

(486) See Shapland's Note 5 on Ep. II ad Serap. 9 (op. cit. pp. 167-8) cited 
a Im-o st In f ull., Ch. I, fn. 34., p. 110. 

For Re-fen seet "Apollinarianiam". The ChristologY Of the "Contra 
Arianos" is studied on pp. 90-96,, and the conclusion is that It is still 
virtually Apollinarionq this representing almost no change from the "De 
lWarnatione". on p. 92 the expected severe criticism is made of Athena- 
sius for explaining away the plain sense of scripture. P. 93: "Just as 
In the passage quoted flis growth is explained away (IM51-52) v so His 
want and weakness and ignorance are all Interpreted simply as necessary 
conditions of the part which lie has to play while incarnate, as concess- 
ions to the understanding of Ilia followers anA as tests of their faith; 
they are a pretence and nothing more. " h-ven in the "Tomus ad Antio- 
chenes" AthanasIu8 really remained at this stage (112f. ) and even the ex- 
ample of Zuatathlus of Antioch (117ffv see above, pp, 335-6 and 349-50) 
could not make him budge. 

(487) See C. Ar. jjj: 42-45. The relevant 
it 
portion of shapland 'a note 2 orx 

XP-1I ad Ser&p., o Ch-9p is as follows: For Patristic exegesis the 
reader should consult the lengthy note in Lebreton's lorigines du dogme 
de la Trinite" (Vol. 1j, Note C- it is rOt In the Foglish edition). The 
wV for the Arians in their use Of this passage bad been prepared by 
Irenaeuo (Haer. Il: 28: 6-8) and to a certain extent by origen (in Matt. LV). 
Athanasiusts treatment is anticipated by Fustathius of Antioch, apud 
F20undus (rro Def. Tr. and is followed by Basil (, Kp. 'Vjjj: 6) and 
Gregory Nazianzen (urat. =: 15). The fomer,, bowevers has an alternative 
explanation (ibid. 7 and Np. GCxX"j: 2) which has Inf-luenced subsequent 
exegesis, notably that of Didymus (De TrirUIII, -917 ac. ), who clearly re- 
gards the ignorance as unreal. Theze Fathers., inaaf-auch as they write 
against the Arians., emphasize the reality of our Lord's knowledge as Word 
of God. on the other handl Gregory of Kyssa., writing against Apol3. inarius (C-Apoll, 24) insists on the reality of the ignorance as proving the 
reality of the Manhood. But nune of thaa atLempta to show how Ignorance 
arid knowledge can subsist side by side in the one Christ. Cyril of 
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it must be remerabered that even though there Are two complete natures In 

Christ,, there is only one HYPOStasiS., and what is often regarded as Athana- 

sius's "dooetism" or INApollinarianism" Is better interpreted In meliorem 

partem as an insistenae on what later was recognised as the Anhypostasi$- 

(and Enhypostasleý. This Is shown with especial clarity in Ravenj, wbo 

sets up In opposition to Athenasius. a position which vacillates between 

ChristologiCal HegelianiSM (or even liegellanism general3, y# the doctrine 

of the absolute identity of human and divine natures),, and Nestorianism, 
(483) 

(Cf* Raven's sympathy for Theodore of MopsueStia), Agains, Athan- 

(487 Gontd. ) Alexandrlat howeverj, writing against Vestorius, cannot 
evade this difficulty,, and Is led to regard the Ignorance of Christ as 
something external and Imputed., not actual in the human. mindo. o. *Cf. tThesaurual, JUIJ P83Sim- Lebreton thinks that Atbanaslusts attitude Is 
not-imonsistent witb that of Gyril inasmuch'as, without committing him- 
self to any opposed opinion, he shrinks from plainly and directly attrib- 
uting ignorance to the incarnate Lord. But the imprecision of Athanasiusts 
language is surely due to his Inadequate psychology.. moreoverg such 
expressions as 'having tho ignorance of men in Ms body Ip and I that He 
might show thats as man,, he knows nott,, vague and unstudied though thev 
may be., are sufficiently definite to be decisive against this view. Sim- 
ilarly, however unsatisfpotory it may be to Include our Lord's Ignorance 
with His physical it doas at least imply that the 
one to as real as the others. See furtherp Robertson,, latrod. 2xxviii. 11 

The reference in Robertson 13 aimplY a sawary of Athanasius. 

(488 The last chapter of IzaVen's book here cited Is a treatuient of the 
theology of Theodore of Hopsueetial, under the title "The Answer to Apon- 
Inarlus. " This Antiochene exegete and theologionp wto flourished in the 
early 15th century,, was &Iwa. VSv and probably rightly,, viewed as suspect 
because of his tendencies to Nestorianisa and ý5emi-pelagianlsm, and was 
finally declared a heýr-, etic at the Fifth Oecumenical Council in 553. He 
is enthusiastically supported bY Raven. Ravents own position is clearly 
Indicated In the following extraots: (op. cit. p. 76, 'Iliad he (sc. Lucian 
of Antioch lived a century later lie might bave seen that the two as eats 
huinan and divinet were not irreconcilable, and might have helped 

faoi -9-" 
Ulate the doctrine of their union. " And,, op. cit. p. W5.1 ".,... hampered 
as he (so. Theodore of 11opsuestia) by his refusal to challenge the 
traditional antithesis between God and Man as Maneeless and Changeable 
*&goes" Op. ait. footnote to the passage just quoted: "This is the chief 
weakness of his theologys, for It compels him to separate Godhead and 
Manhood more widely than a modern student would do. " In these citations, 

3=rnings work of the WuEHor BT' Ma theslij a mt In orL-rinal. 4; ) 
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asius's eco'nomism(489) and economic language about the humanity of Christ 

Ifs beat interpreted In the light of the economic purpose of the I-Doarna- 

tion as a whole. That ist if it is accepted that Christ became man, as 

a wholes, for o ur salvationt it is not a serious matter to apply this 

Principle to all aspects of the Humanity of Christ. Admittedly,, this 

sort-of thing Is dangerously near the later Futychian and LoDopbyslte 

heresy that the Son was not subject to the laws of creaturely existence 

in any general ways, but specially subjected Himaelf in each Individual 

instance,, but the tremendous emphasis in the remainder of Athanaslus's 

writings on the Incarnation, considered as a unit and a unity, should be 

sufficient counter to these heretical tendencies* Incidentally$ as a 

Mi nor point,, the mord "assumed*, as In the expressions, "assumed ignoranoew, 

cannot carry the pejorative associations that It has in modern languages, 

but, asl a translation of the. relevant part of such verbs as 
`Appýkv 

-elv 

refers simply to the taking of flesh that was the Incarnations, with all 

the penumbra that surrounds it. J; ven more telling is the fact that where 

Athanasius appearss, -to modern miriass, to break. the rules of exegelsiat as 

In the example q Luoted above on the ignorance of Christ# the argument In 

completely effective ad homines. seeing that the thing about the second 

Person that Interested the 4rians was his cosmological status In the ab- 

solute sense, it would be just as impossible to Impute the sort of ignor- 

ance, referred to in Lik. 1,3: 32 to the Arian second Pcrzon az It would be 

to God Himself. If any interpretation of these passaE; os is pocsible,, it 

must be an Incarnational Interpretation of'. tbe sort accepted by Athanasius. 

The same applies to all the other passagea of similar character. In fact, 

the attempt, to use the Cry of Dereliation as Lhe basis for an Ar lan the- 

0109YýW)Uldv if followed through,, result la the greatest horror in the 

(489) Since we' have had a good - deal to say about Marxisra in this I th eal gi 
It Is necessary to make clear that In this connection the words "OOOnOmism"P "e*OnOmY"9, eta- ha'Ve their theRological and not their Usual modern meaning; ý they mean "that W- 1 1.1 

hich pertains to the dis. 
Pensation achieved in Christ,, as distinct from His aboriginal rAa t ur, e. 9 
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history of theology; there would real3, v be no choice save marclon at 
(490) 

his worstp sabopenhauerp or Marx. 

Therefore, eve-a though tthanasius often falls Into economic 

or even virtually Instrumentalist languaae about the Humanity of Christ 
(491) (not greatly different from the position in the De Incarnatlone)s, be 

should be forgiven such la pses. In fact., we should be thankful that Athan- 

astus did really emphasise the genuine ignorance of Our Lord; this was 

often in opposition to the later Church., which gives rise to Nev4manls 

embarrassed notes on ch. 43; It was undoubted3. y this note thEt primarily 

prompted the sarcastic remark of Raven that the later Church offended far 
(492) 

worse than Ahannsius. But this is not the strongest defence that 

can be made of Athannsiusts position. Mixed with his possibly offensive 

language, there are other cases in which Athanasius employs another form- 

u1s; Christ has the predicate FIX as ( Wj) man, but the predicate 

AIX as God,, where AIX Is a Divine actions, self-sufficiencyp or state of 
W. clory, and j; VX is the corresponding contrary (nots, of courses, contradle- 

tory) haaan pasision (in the literal or etymological sense)p deprivation,, 

or humiliattoný 
493) 

Athanaslus ziaan3 to affirm the simultaneous possess- 

Ion of each member of every contrary psirp In the appropriate respects, 

and so to do justice simultaneously to the unity of the Person of Christ 

and the separateness and inviolability of both natures, as they were 

afterwards described. Incidental3jq this Is in particular contrast to 

the later kenotic theories. At first sight, this view appears to justify 

(490) See above, p. 440s, and below, pp. /001t-6 

(491) See above, pp. 216-22. 

(492) op. cit. p. 93 
, footnote. 

(493) This sort of expression has been uaed befores, but we. are discussing 
It ww,, sirwe the matter has corne up definitively here. See the 
lexicographic analyses In "De Incurnatione"s aboNel pp. JW-4,9 
174-6p 178-9,199-2009 221p aDd "Contra ,, xanos", pp. 8#3-a, 93Z-r 

and below., pp. loa3-9, Xqlb 
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the recent criticiam that Atbanualus, foUovying an obsolete physiology 

and psychology,, regarded knowledge and ignoranoo as separate substantial 

entities which could be In the mind,, but this doeG. not follow, or need not 

follow, at all, and fortunately there Is a medical onalogy 'which, though 

very discrepant.. does Illuminate the point at Issue. it applies specific- 

ally to the question of the knowledge and Ignorance of Christ, where the 

problem can perhaps be seen at Its clearest and easiest; It viculd be 

possible, with effort, to give the principle conccrned a morc genercl. 
(494 .I 

application. 
In 

Lhe case of knowledge,, the fonjiula would be,, Christ was 

ignorant as inan,, but knew as God (Clirist bcIrk1,,, uniquely., both ood and 

man - in the full Chaluedoi-Aan. sena, e,, for the saice of argument)o Noll 

let us consider knowledge by sense perception,, In the case of vision (the 

sanies, muta 
I tis mutandi. s,, Is true for other senso) The first stage of 

seeing is the stimulation of the rods and cones in the retina, which are 

th e nerve endings or the optic 1, jerve. Through the optic nerve axil beyond, 

impulses pass to the 'lower reflex centres in the mid-brain,, vibich direot3, v 

control., or are involved In, a group of unconuclous reflex mechanisms and 

, 
ht p3. ays a part; so far, conscious their neurological systems in which sig 

seelik; has Wt yet occurred. These lower centres are lirb-. ed by other 

nrzrv e fibres to areas in the cerebral cortexq, and it Is when the impulses 

lowever, there rcach these areas that conscious seeing really oocurs. E 

appears to be a further stage; the visual area is linked to other aress 

Which are concerned with such things &s visual memory and other mental 

processes 1, naraediately related to vision. Thus, If the optic mrve or op- 

tic tract is injured$, below the level of the reflex ccntres,, the patient 

will see., in a ccrtAn sense, but the stimulation of the retina Nvill do 

(494) Freud, for instance, would have known very viell how this a2plies to 
action,, In view of his familiar oamept of a man oon3clously acting 
in some way and subconsoioýisly achieving - tUs "ýýurd is C-ult-- apt - 
the opposite. The analogical correationa and clean:, 3Jrq,, -3 that wG 
shall mention below are JLwc- t as efficacious 
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him no good at all. if the injury is above the reflex centres,, the re- 

flexes will be Intactq but the patient will not be able to consciously 

see. There Is a great variety of possibilities; for Instance,, one per- 

son may be blinds owing to a brain injury or otherwiseq and be able to 

move about with the aid of a stick# if his psycho-visual area Is Intact 

and he can still make all the mental correlations involved in visual 

memory; another person wbo Is blind will be unable to move about except 

with a guide dog., since his psycho-visual area has either been destroyed,, 

or perhaps,, say owing to congenital blindness, has never functioned. The 

point Is that in these cases It is literally true that the patient sees, 

and yet not sees., or sees in one respect and not sees in another. Also., 

if we want to give an account of this state of affairsp it must be In 

terms of the anatomy and physiology of the person concerned; in particu- 

lar, the (abnormal) anatomy of the persons nervous system. This whole 

principle is even more clearly slýown in the field of psychology. The 

pseudonymous "George orwell",, In his famous novel., Nineteen Eighty-four., 

gave a shocking description of the perfect totalitarian society, and one 

of his most unpleasant novelties was generally taken to be the totaliter- 

ian party"s dependence on the process of "doublethink" - Incidentally, 

0 "To know and "doublekzx)w" would be an even more accurate description 
(495) 

not to know,, to be conscious Of complete truthfulness while telling care- 

(495) See pp. 37-38 of the original edition, published by seeker and War- 
burg# London, 1949. Actually,, this is a most Interesting book for a the- 
ologian in general, since it is a perfect presentation of the opposite of 
the Saving activity of God. The title of the diabolical ideology con- 
cerneds, "Ingsoc",, should not deceive anybody into thinkingt that the book 
is in practice primarily an attack on the Left; In factv the title was 
used simply because the British Labour Party was dominant at the time when 
the book was written,, which was patently 1948. It Is particularly inter- 
esting to notice that the key impulse behind the formation of Ingeoc Is - 
as Athanasius would have appreciated by reason both of his natne and of his 
theology -a desperate, frustratedp and perverse craving for self-eaquired 
Immortality (see op. cit. pp. 261-2tý- 
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fully constructed lies# to hold simultaneoua3, v two opinions which cancelled 

out, q knowing them to be contradictory and believing in both of them; to 

use logic against logic., to repudiate morality while laying claim to it, 

to believe that democracy was impossible and that the Party was the guard- 

Ian of democracy; to forget whatever it was necessary to forget., then 

to draw It back Into memory again at the moment when It was needed# and 

then promptly to forget it again: and above all# to apply the same Pro- 

cess to the process Itself. " This should have never been found particu- 

larly novel or sarprisingp as it Is not markedlv different from the famil- 

lar Preudian process of repression and ratlonalisation. As such# it Is' 

certainly pathological,, but as far as empirical humanity is concerned, 

so far from being atypical or even uncommon,, it is all but universal. 

We all know how often, In politics, etc.,, people seem to know a thing with 

their mind and not with their heart. It Is true that all these things 

are caused by disease,, or the disintegration of human personality under 

the power of sixL While fully aware of the law against the u se of sinful 

analogy In theology, the author craves the libertyj, In the providence of 

Gods, of suggesting that these phenomena throw some light on what are other- 

wise intractable problems of ChristologY - or perhaps it would be better 

to say that they destroy the Idea of a rigorously consistent personality 

which so often obfuscates the christological Issue. The case that is 

being put forward here is that the apparent contradictions between Christ's 

knowing as God and not knowing as man are to be understood with due 

analogical caution - as a unique species of doublethink or what we would 

term doubleknDw. As we have said above, it Is possible to give an account 

of this sort of process only in terms of th e anatomical or psychological 

structure of the person in questions, and in all normal cases It is a 

pathological manifestation of the disintegration of what ought to. be a 
unity* In the case of Christ, what We have provisionally accepted as the 
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Christological doublethink is due not to any pathological divisions In 

personality,, but to the distinction between the Delty and the liumanity 

of Christ, and - tautologously simple as this may seem - It is completely 

explicable on this basis. The orwellian and Freudian doublethink Is of 

the devil and works evil and death; the same thing in Christ to of God 

and sUbserves Hls work of grace; the former Is pathologicals, the latter 

Is truly - in all senses, inoluding the Chalcedonian sense! - pbysiolog- 

Leal. This way of interpreting the problem has the advantage of vorking 

also In the case of what appear as single actions# or rather of doing 

full justice to the real unity,, In the Hypostatio sense of Chalcedono of 

the Person of Christ. Even the Orwellian double-thinkerp or the Freudian 

rationaliser, for all their personal disunity,, remain stil 1 one person 

in their "doublethinking". How much more Is Jesus always one Person. It 

Is along these lines that Athanastus should be fruitfully Interpreteds 

and again It is one of the great advantages of Athanasius that he was 

forced to face the problem in its full r1gour. 

There is an even more interesting feature of Athanasius's 

Christology. Karl Barth has recently made a plea that the Chaloedonian 

Christology in its classical form is inadequatep since it confines itself 

to static categories, whereas the problem should be considered rather 

dynamically ý4%6) 
Now,, the christologY of Athanasius Is just the sort of 

dynamic treatment that Barth appears to want. The emphasis is not on 

the Deity and the Humanity of Christ as static Natures, but on the activ- 

ities of Christ "as God" and "as Man". The reasons, of course, is that 

the Arian controversy took a course which compelled unusual attention to 

Scripture. Admittedly$, If one has to think statically, Athanasian 

Christology must be criticised in terms of Ghalcedon. But Is Is most 

(496) Ch. Dogmp Vol-IV., Pt-IIv P-26 (FX9, Trru) 
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Interesting to observe how this Christology, which in so many respects 

is inferior to Chalcedon', In this one great respect has actually by-passed 

Chalcedon., and supplied the'alue for a modern Christology If only It 

had been noticed - which 'Would not only satisfy modern man, but would do 

full justice to Scripture without the Introduction of too much extraneous 

rationalisation. 
(497) 

ý 497) These points will become clearer below, p In the 
inal sumaary of the lexicographical analyses 

A 
the orations as a whole. 

We have already considered In detail the general opinion of scholar- 
ship on Athanasian Cbristology from the point of view of the "De Inoarna- 
tione" (see pp, 110-111., fn. 34). 'We must now consider the same with re- 
speat to the later stages of Athanasius. We have already (see above, pp. 

\, qq I- . 1L ) fully cited Raven and Shaplandp the former being 
the most extreme opponent of Athanasius In the Fxgliah languaget the lat- 
ter attempting to excuse himp but having to admit some fore in the argu- 
ments of his opponents. The controversy was started by Bau; r. - *Die 

- Christliche Lehre -von der DreleinIgkeit und Menschwerdung Gottes�*. *" (1841)p pp. 576 ff.,, yihere he claimed that,, for Athanasius., the very pres- 
ence of the Logos excluded complete humanity and especially the human 
Soule The context indicates that he is thinking about the "Contra Arianos"., 
since he actually maintains that,, having settled the oo-essentiality of 
Father and Son,, theology had to establish the coessentiality of God and 
Man (op. cit. p*420 and 559-ff. "die wesentliche FInheit des Menacben mit 
Gott"s, p. 420); this Is patently the Gospel acoording to Hegel, and hence 
Athanasius came in for severe criticism I Voigt,, the orthodox Lutheran, 
In 1861, relied more on the works agaii; t the Apollinarians, now known 
to be spurious,, but admitted that the Christology of the "Contra Arianos" 
was, # by Itself , suspectlý"Dle Lehre des Athanasius von Alexandrieno, 00 
pp. 122-145). Op. cit. p. 5# "Die Aussagen des Athanasius uber die mensch- 
11che Natur Christi Sind oft. sehr Apollinaristischer Arto und mehr als 
dag,, sie scheinen nicht selten selbet die payahologische seite der mensch. 
lichen Natur auszusohliessen und dieselbe ganz auf die physiologische 
Form zu besahrainken. Darin gebbron all die Auespruche In denen die 

'pt 
und dann, menschliche Natur einfach oder . ýfTOAI-4- gonan 

V3 , od or oft 49 Haus oder noch dazu diSae ýtýAA_4- 
Tempel (. V4_12 ) Oder Such als'Werkzeug () des Logos 
bezeichnet wird. " Howeverj although Athanasius appears, to Voigtt to 
deny the human Soul in these passageal, he qualifies his censure by Stating 
(op. cit. p. 126f. ) that : in the later chapters of "Contra Arianos" III., 
Athanasius, by implications, was really talking about the full humanity of 
Christ. "'Diesen Ausdrucksweleen jedoch treten andere gegeDAber aus denen 
hervorgeht, dass Athanasius die menschliche Selte der Person Christi In 
kolner Beziehung defeXt9 sondern vielmehr durchaus vollsthndig gedacht 
hat. w.... (127) Athanasius unter Flelsob oder Leib die volle Natur des 
Monsahen verstand. " The conclusion,, (129) is that In his earlier years 
Athanaslus used Apollinarian expressions,, perhaps under toe influence of 
John k: 14,, but modified them later. The defence that Cýý/Ad- and 

and,, a fortiori ref er to the whole of 
humanitys has been well made by Sh land, te 4 to Xp*II ad serap. 9P 
(op, cit. ' p. 167); "Athanasius regularly uses . -7ý . 1,0 

, ! ý, j and crLýqA, to 

-1 
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To conolude our sumewbat lengthy general remarks on this - 

(497 Contd. ) 
designate our Lord9s human nature. But even In his earlIest,, w9rks these 
terms are used side by side with,, and In the same sense as,, &V9, ow-ri-týL 

a 
There Is thus no warrant for the statement that the use 6f 

.1 
Zýdý. r 

(eta,. ) for o ur Lord Ia humani ty Iad ue to the I naertion of th e wo d 13 
In the Creed of Nicaea; though it Is 

to be admitted that they occur much more frequently in his post-Nicene 
works. Later still*. o.... Athanasius explicitly asserts that our Lord "did 
not take a body without soulp nor without sense and Intelligenceor (Tom. 
ad Antioch. 7j of. also Ad E"pict. 7). This development does not represent 

continue in any change in thought. The terms (:! Fz. 9 and 
general use in his later works# eg. Ad , Epict. r and Ad Max. as being 
equivalent to "man",. pq, qOn the other hand,, In the relatively early work# 
Quicunque dixerit(7)# we find him grappling with the question of the union 
of the divine and human In Christj, which confronted the Church after 
Apollinarianism had been repudiated. This question would not have occurred 
to h1m,, bad he conceived of the humanity as a mere veil of flesh. More- 
over the terms c5j,, ý) and '5-ou-j- have not the same limited 
connotation as "flesh"' and "body". "By Flesh the Bible repeatedly desig- 
nates human nature in Its fulness, " prearigeg "Fathers and Heretics" 
p. 218. The point was not missed by the early expositbrap of* John of 
Damascuss De,.? ide Orthodox, III: 1073A. The same thing top less markedlyp 
true of O'UlAkok- t Cf. Gen. 36: 6 and Rev,, 18: 13s, and above allj Cor. 6: 
12-20,, on which J Weiss (Urchristentums, p, 453) remarks that ýý, / ý 
here "almost means personality. " See also Le Bachelets, D. T. 

n.; 
; 2171. " 

The plain meaning of the sort of argumentation described above is 
that there Is something wrong with the whole conception of the soul, as 
It has been traditionally understood. If one is not prepared to go to 
this extremep. these arguments reduce to special ple&ding. In any case,, 
they did not convince others. Harnack said that If Athanaslus had oper- 
itted on his material in what Harnack considered to be Athanesluava defin- 
Itive and correct manner# he would have been a Eutychian, and the sole 
reason for his concern with the gufferingsp etc. 9 of the human Christ is 
that it -was there# In scripture, even though AthaDaslUs could allegedly 
make nothing of It,. Hist Dogm. (&T. ) Vol. IV* p. 147: "In the case of 
Athanas4ug it may already be very clearly seen that it was not religious 
feOllng. Wolely the Biblical testimony regarding Christ (His weakness and 
Ilia capacity for being affected in a human way) which led him In the 
direction of the Doctrine of the Two Natures. That tradition was a 

,., 
ious atpmbling block, But Atýanssius used neither the formula ser' 

nor the other 4-"4 ..... He japeaks of 
dIVInitY and humanity or of and G__kP 00000 
(Also op,, oit. p. 223) "monopbysit1sm*,., Ia without doubt the-legitimate 
heir to the theology of Athanaslus and the fitting expression of Greek 
Christianity. " Laters stulckenp as the theological portion of his 
"Athanaslana". wrote an analysis of the Christology of Athanaslus,, in 
'which he confirmed the findings of Harnack. After saying (82-3) that we 
cannot expect precise Cbristolosical statements from Athanaslus or from 
any theologian before Apollinariuss, except urigen, and that Athanasluals 
Christology was ancillary to his Logoa doctrine, he analyses the whole 
of the "Contra Arianos". On the assumption,, which we have had reason to 
doubt (see above, pp. 349-50) p that the attack on the human soul was con- 
stitutive to Arianism he takes the silence on this matter as definite 
evidence that Athanssfus agreed 'with them and with Apollinarius; (p, 104) 
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sectiont there are two observationsp one minor,, and the other of supreme 

(497 Contd. ) 
"Beachtet man bel alledemp dase doch die Arlaner gegen die Annjahme der 

%j 
"Z - 

menschlichen Tj ' polemisierten� so Ist das Schweigen des Athan- 
asius ein vollgiltigl Beweiq, dass er selbst an diesem Punkte keinen 
Anstoas nahm..... Seine thatsachlichen Kusserungen laufen durchweg In der 
Linie der Apollinaristischen Specialltgt. 11 Similarly# op. cit. p. 1170..... 
: rur Gypill bildet er die direkte Vorstuf e. And on p. 138� with reterence 
to a stateraent, o: r Volgt (op. eit. 141) that "Auch haben die beiden Seiten 
des Gottesmenschen jede ein FÜrsichsein. 09 he rejoinsq "Von ei nem 
solchen 'Fursichseiný der menschlichen Seite Christi weise Athenastus 
nichts. '* Hoaa, 9 "Studien»... ", 9 accepts the same position� pp. 76-79. un 
p. 77 » OKurz # wed er d1e Apolog ie(i. e. 0. G. * De 1 no. , wh ich ia bei ng 
compared with the reut of the works of Athanseius to establiah Ita genuinc>- 
neas) poch Athanasius wissen etwas von einera vollen Menschen In Christus- 
der In Jesus umfasst alles deajenige., was aju Jedem Mensche"n 

disch Ist� aber eben der= die rein mens hlich oder ir 
nicht..... (78) Apollinaris geht In dieser Beziehung Hand n Hand mit 

Before the controversy got under way 0 Newman, among Roman Catholics 
(or virtual Roman Catholics as he was in 1845) was distinctly embarrassed 
by certain aspects of Athanaslan doctrine,, as we have already seen and as 
we shall see later; in some 'ways he found Athanasius almost Butychianl, 
in'other ways too Nestorlaru But,, after some delay when the controversy 
had taken shapep Roman Catholicism rallied to the defence of Athanasius. 
Some scholars, culminating in weigl ("Untersuchungen zur Christologie 
des heiligen Athanasius% a work which is almost useless owing to the ex- 
treme way in which it concentrates on the later Dubia or Spuria,, 19 ANN 
admitted such works as the Books against the Apollinariansp but it921-i4e 
best authorities,, they either did not use them or constructed their de- 
fence in such a rav that it has considerable validity if they are rejected,, 
as they are unanimously by modern Roman catholic authorities. , See,, for 
examples, Lauchertg "Die Lehre des Heiligen Athanasiua des Grossen",, 133-4,, 
Cavalleral, "Saint Athanase, 295-373 (2nd ed. p. 215-6),, Straters "Die 
Erlosungslebre des. heiligen Athanaslust" 124 f.,, and Voisin,, "La Doctrine 
christologique de. Saint Atbanase"t 11900* In "Revue dlilistoire eacleslas- 
tiquetl,, 226-249; see 230-6. Their defence was rather like Voigtlsj, 
fOllowing most or all of these lines: The terminology used really referred 
to the whole of humanity considered intensivelyt Athanasius in C. Ar. III: 
26-58 virtually referred to the human soulp Apollinarianism would make 
Mnsense of the roteriologY therein enunciatedo and Atbanasiusts primary 
inteiest was wt ChrIatologY in the later explicit and developed sense. 
Eoweverv* recently one Roman Catholic scholerv U., Richard,, 

, JtSaint Athan- 
ase et lo psychc)loglo du Christ selon lea Ariens, " in "Melanges do 
Science religieusel. " 1947t pp. 5-54,9 published by the Catholic Faeultiest 
Lillev has delivered a temperate and cogent attack on the Cbristology of 
Athanaslus, He admits, (p. 6) that "avant 362..,., on ne trouve pas,, dans 
les ecrits authentiques do ce Docteur, la moIndre mention de 1116111me 
hwnst4n do Sauveur. 11 After analysing the theses of the Arians, as cited 
In C. Ar, IIJt26-58,, and finding (p. 11) that they are all psychological as 
opposed to physiologicall, he comments at once, with surprise,,. that "pas 
une soule fols au co a, #: 

, 
ý, sa longueucritique 11 ne reproche a sea adver- 

saires d1avoir oublI71 -, e du Sauve r, " After following the exegests through, he concludes (p. 46) that "Saint Athanase n1a pas su reconrl6ftre 
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importance, : En the former place, it might appear that the field of 

(497 Contd ) 
Oe au Christ ýne 

veýitabje psychologie h=alne. " on which be comments later 
(p. 54) "C'est la la faiblessev la grande faiblesse de la Christologle 
d'Athanase ..... 

This all shows that there may be some difficulty In the traditional 
way of looking at the matter; indeedq Richardta discussion (op. cit. 12-13). 
not always accuratev of the difference between the Aristotelian soul, 
"foinw substantielle du corpa. " ar4 the Matonla soul,, "une sorts d'ange 
4g'are dens la chair, " indicates that he may have felt as much. If the 
human soul is considered after the fashion of romantic individualism, " 
perhaps even more so after theýfashion of existentialisrat Athenasius did 
dexw the human soul of Christo would have had to deny It on his own theo- 
logical bases, and would have been justified in so doing on every count. 
This sort of soul viould be in fact the Hypostasis within the meaning of 
Chalcedon, and such a Christ would be in fact Nestorian. what Is even 
more I or ant,, as Athanasius himself proved so well in C-Ar. II: 18-72,9 a 
such 819+rst would be "a creature" or "one of the creatures" In the AI 
sense rejected by Athanasiust on the ground that such an entity could 
have no saving efficacy whatever, since it vould only be able to be Itself. 
The Anhypostasia is a condition of the universal efficacy of salvation, 
or indeed Its efficacy at all. This is the reason for the tendency that 
Shapland mildly aritioises in Note 6 on Ep. II ad Serap: 9 (op. cit. p 169)# 
where, after a discussion of the relation between the Humanity of Ch; lst 
and humanity-as a whole,, he concludes, "It is this factt that Athanasius 
Is under no necessity to distinguish the individual humanity ot Christ 
from that of mankind as a whole.. which lends colour to the statement of 
Hosst studien ... p. 77, t that Athanaslus understands by the Incarnations, not 
that the Word became a man., but merely that He assumed "die allgemeine 
Menschennatur, 0 On the other handg if the human soul Is considered In 
the modern, more deterministic and "psychological" wayp everything that 
the defenders of Atbanesius an this matter have said is absolutely right. 
Such a Soul would belong to the Nature and not the Hypostasia In terms of 
Chalcedon. The mediaeval positiong, says, would be intermediate. But Is 
this sort of psychological determinism correct and scriptural,, even If it 
Must be allowed as against romantic individualism? 

The some remarks apply about the Will of Christ, and the Diothelate 
Positl; n. later became orthodox and Monothelitisra heretical. Newman's note 
On ch. 57 mtess again with a certain embarrassments, that ".,.. here, In- 
stead of speaking of two wills, he speaks of the 411ord's willi-nil and human 
weakne 

" 
ses, terror, &o. " If Will is considered psychologically- in the 

presenf--day senses, there were two wills and Athanasius said so; If It 
18 considered Individually or hypostaticallys, Athanastus did not ascribe 
a human will to Christs, could not have done sos, and should not have done 
so. on the other hand., this is not the best solution. After alls, there 
Is genuine Individuality in mans although it Is really a privilege of God. 
Man enjoys it as an act of gracep through his creation in the Image of 
God* It is along these lines., and alone the lincs of the recreation of 
the Image in man by the atoning work of Christ, rather than along the 
lines of the contrast between the Word wIlling and the weakness of the 
hmnan flesh as the 1vord first took its, that the beat solutloa to the re- 
sidual problems may be found. Atbanasius actually makes this plain in 
ch. 57s, when he speaks of the Logos taking our weakneass, terror., etc. s, not 
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Christology In the strict sense is one which Is beyond the parallel that 

'we have postulated between Arianism and classical Marxism,, but that is not 

go; at any rate It is not so In the case of rteuerbvch,. from whom Marx do- 

rived his atheism virtually unabanged.. 'even If he repudiated his still- 

Idealistic humanism in favour of dialectical materialism. In the "Essence 

of Christianity" (Passim) it is Inoredible,, until one reads It, the 

extent to which Feuerbach uses straight Christological material concerning 

the hutnanity of Christ to prove his atheism'; or, more correctly$ treated 

It as a massive mythological representation the underlying truth of which 

was atheistic humanism, not,, be it noted,, a purely humanitarian Christology 

which left a place for a Father. Apart from reuerbaohts succeseore and 

dependents,, the only near parallel In history is the Arian use of materIal 

from the Hmaanity of Christ to show that Cbrists, in Ills transcendent and 

non-hLnen character, was still completely a creature.. 

(497 Contd. ) 
because they are proper to humanity eschatologicallY, but because they are 
to be abolished in Christ,, and the perfect human will that Is to be created 
In Christ Is to know no weakness or terror. such a treatment would do full 
Justice, not only to the Chalcedonifin AnhYPOstasiaj, but also the Chalcedorl- 
Ian Enhypostasia of the Humanity of Chriatt and, what is the really Import- 
ant thingg to the scriptural truth. of both positions. For such an adequate 
Solution. 9 the dynamic Chrlstology of Athanaslus Is a far better basis than 
the traditional static treatment,, which often raises difficulties. 

I 
One last objection that may be made to our Interpretation of Athan-o- 

asiusp that it "psychologizes" the mystery of the incarnation: It is notý 
Intended to do anything of'the sort. The great objectiont and the only 
Worth-while objection, to this sort of psychologizing Is that It treats 
the Incarnate Christ as "in Senere aliquo"j, either retrospectively, In 
trying to study Him in terms of the characteristics of empirical humanityl, 
or prospectively,, In regarding Christ as someone who can be imitated by 
the Christian simply,, and not analogically In the sense of Analogia Fidei, 
We have done our beat to exclude both these errors. In these senses there 
is no psychology of Christs, as He is unique In essence. But once this 
has been done, it is wrong to crittaise any further on the grounds of pay- 
chologism. If God has given us the right to speakv with due analogical 
cautionp even about the very mystery of 11is own Bein,,, 7,, we also enjoy a 
similar right to talk about the Incarnate Christ and His raystery,, and such 
an account would inevitably look like psychology. 

(498) see above, pp. 472-3. 
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The other,, supremely important,, point is this., and this is the 

right place to notice it: Not one of the verses mentioned bY Athanasius 

as being cited by the Ariam goes the whole way to the Cross. The nearest 

that the Arians seem to get to It is the Cry of I)ereliction, Matt: 27: 46. 

The Arians never seemed to quote the Crucifixion itself,, nor# for examples, 

such verses as John 3: 16,, Ifark 3D: 45 & parls, Rev. 5: 10 and 13: 8 eta. * 

even though there could have been difficulties of canonicity In the case 

Of Revelation (but not In Alezandrla)ý 
499) 

this book would have been most 

tempting for the Arians. We have already noticed the extraordinarily 

rationalistic treatment of ouch passages as Acts 2: 35, and philipp. 2: 9-10.9 

and contexts; the Ariana seem to consider the exaltation of Christ as 

the actual or anticipatory reward for and/or culmination of a very general 

sort of obedlenae and progresal, without any special reference to the 

supreme point, the Crucifixion and Resurreation(. 
500) Nowp the first 

(499) Athana3lus's Festal Letter for 367 gives a Canon whicb-9 for the Old 
Testament, is almost the same as the generally accepted protestant Canon 
to-day, and for the New Testament, is identical With the universally accept- 
ed Canon since his time. There Is no trace of controversy with the Arians 
orl the basis of the Canon of Scripture,, least of all In the sense that 
the Arians did riot reoognise certain books that he did recognise; even 
the reraorks at the beginnIng of the Letter are directed against heretics 
who fabricate additional books and treat them as canonical Scripture. 

The Book of Revelation is distinctly subordinationistq and In fact 
the only recognition known to the author by a Marxist of 911V affinity with 
Arianism is Friedrich Engels's uae of this book to prove that the early 
generation of Christians did not accept Christ as God (see Friedrich 
EAgelas "The Book of Revelation"s, "Bruno Bauer and Early Christianity". 
"on 11istory of Early Christianitv" Journal articles reprinted in Foglish 
in V& Marx and F, Engels on Religion"v Foreign Langu&zes, Publishing 
111123et MOscows 1957). lie dates it in A D. 699 the Year of the Four Dnper- 
Ora, on the basis of ch. 17: 9-13. in this he is pro'bably following radical 
New Testament criticismp althougb the author has not ascertained the 
matter. 

(500) see C. Ar. I: 37 ff. and 11-*13--18- 
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conclusion that we can draw from this IS a final confirmation of our 

thesis that the Arlon heresy was radically different from a purely Emnan- 

Itarian Christology in the normal sense. Nothing is easier than to account 

for the Cross and Resurrection (if one accepts resuscitatory miracles) on 

the basis of such a Christology; Indeedv Acts 2-. 32, v taken on its own,, 

would supply Paul of SamosaA501) or D. MBaillie 
(502) 

wt tb apparently 

excellent ammunition; also Arluej, if be were that sort of heretic. Under 

these circumstances, the Cross and Resurre9tion are easy, deoep tively easy 

easy In the sense of "easy comeo, easy 90.0 The Arianag, on the contrary,, 

were patently embarrassed by the Cross. This is the final proof that their 

Interest was really In a cosmologically supreme being who Lu nevertheless 

completely a oreaturep and is not God. it would be really difficult to 

think of such a creature dying on the Cross in any way at alls even with 

a resurrection on the third day, Nor could they be saved by the sort of 

Incarnational theology of Athanaslus, even though Athanasius himself ad- 

ralts that they ostensibly accepted the Incarnation (EP. ad Adelph. l: PG 

XXVI; 107,5A)s, becauses, having wasted all the Biblical passages concerning 

the Incarnation to prove that the pre-existent natura of Christ was crea- 

turely., they had literally mthing left for a real incarnational theology. 

For that reason the Arian acknowledgment of the Incarnation was, as Athan- 
C . 11-11 

astus described it in the above refer*=ev pretended( U7rC, Kf ( VO V-t?., ) 

It was the emptiest gesture that they ever made,, even emptier than their 

acceptance of an otiose FatheA15") It Is most significant that the final 

,q at any rate as a valid exegesis of " 1)lock to Arianism . 3orlpture,, Is the 

Cross,, the very thing that on first sight would suggest that Christ to a 

(501) See above, pp, 361-376. 

(502) See above,, pp. bl? -? I. and references there. 

(503) See above, pp. 424-441. 
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creature and could not be God. It i. s the Crcss vihich,, In the last anal- 

yals, demands that He be accepted as God as well, as man or creature,, to- 

gether ivith a fully Incarnational, and soteriological doctrine. No o ne 

could really suffer for the redemption of the world,, and return In glory,, 

except God. 

This brings us to another small point of interest, vAAoh has 

Its natural place at the end of the Scriptural sections, but which we 

migbt well bring up M-s; in addition to the abovementioned passages which 

refer directly to the Cross.. are there any other passagesp or types of 

Passagep which the Arlans might have exploited as materials, but did Wtf 

and if so,, why not,,, There is one Interesting verse of Scripture which 

does not appear to fit any previous class of passage, vAilch the Arians 

might have chosen but did not,, I Cor. 15: 28. When the author was beginn- 

ing the thesis., he felt that this simply represented the lack of dogmatic 

Interest In the Parousia which unfortunately all parties shared at the 

time. His study of the subject has suggesteds, howevers. a much more sin- 

Ister possibility. That is,, that 'the Arians were not really Interested 

In God 9 that 18,9 the Fatber, being all in 811; they were so entranoed 

with the Idea of a creature coming into his own kingdom by sheer progress 

that the Idea of the Son handing over the kingdom to the Father would 

have been a ludicrous anti-climaxe once agains, as we have said before,, 

the Arians show themselves to be utterly centred on their pseudo-Christ; 

this is why their theology was so terrible,, in the literal as well as the 

derived seru3e of the word. This is the final proof that the Arian Father 

was really otiose, and that the proper comparison In the case of the Arian 

heres. V is not with the Innmaerable adoptionistsp Samosatenesp or other 

Humanitarian Christologists of all agesp but with Marxism and modern 

atheism alone. it only remains to be said that if they had by some mis- 

chanoe attempted to use this verses Atbanastus would have dealt with the 
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matter as readily as he dealt with John 6: 38, etw. above (orat*III: 7). 

()ne section is vorth quotation in full detail,, the treatment 

in ch. 36 ffo of Uatt. 11: 27 and other Passuges which speak of the Fattier 

"givilig" to the son or the son "receiving" from the rather., on account 

of the contrast with the In Illud. Omnla mihi tradita sunt. (at 35: 400B) 

",,,,. the like passages do not show that ome the Son had not had these 
7 1--- things. For how could lie 1; i1jo is In Essenoe alone 

Logos and 1;; isdom of the P&Lherg and Who says, 'All that the Father hath 

are mine. ' and what are Mine are the Father's. not have had eternally 

what the Father has? For if the things of the Pother are the son's and 

the Father hath them eternally, it is plain that what the Son has,, being 

the Patherlas, were ever in Him. He said this not on account of ever 

having, not had them 'the but it is that Son,, ý, Vho has what lie has eternally, 

has them from TI5IP OL the Father. 

(36) For lest a man, seeing that the Son hath all that the 
(504) 

Pather bath, should, from the exact likeness and identity of what He hath 
(605) 

should fall into Sabellirnism &nd consider JUm to be the Father . lie 

has saidp "Wlas, given unto Me, f and receivedy' and, #were delly- 
('r'06) 

ered to Met. He said this onjLy to show that He wais not the Father., 

but the Logos of the Father, and the Eternal Sons, who because of His 

likeness to the Fatherý 
507) 

has eternally what He has from Him, and be- 

couse iie is the son., har, frcm the Father what iie has eternal3, v. moreoverp 

that the 'was given, ' and the twere delivered, " and the likes, do 

Impair the IDilty of the Logosp but rather show Him to be truly 

(504) 1 oil I-Os I (ýT 

(505) dcu -M 
- rk'r (50(5) U-rrzf -Mv 

sz( 
Jýl T-1 OuK QW70T, 0 

(507) -Tl\v (&t. -Of OTý-,:; L -TU'Q 
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Son., we may learn from the passages themselves. For If all things were 
delivered unto Him, firsts He Is other then all things which ITe rectiovael- IP 
zlexts, being kleil- to a3.1 things, fie alone 113 Son proper socordine to the 

Esseme of the Father 
(509) 

***. (According to Athanasiuss, these verses are 

to be read in oonjurwtion with John 15: 26). Now IYum the words lhath 

siven' lie signifies that He ig not the Pather, but In saying loot 
e CCU '17"JS He f3hows the 3on. 's natural likeness and propriety In 

relation to the Fatherý 
510) 

If then once the Father had not,, plainly 

the Son once had mt, for as the Father,, 'so' also the Son has. But if 

this is impious to 
. 

say .. He has always,, yet has from ( JTYA. ) the 

Father .... (Athenasius then repeats the relation between Sun and Tlyindiance 

as the appropriate analogy. 

After digressing,, In ohs, 37 and 38,, on to the Ignorance of the 

hman. Jesus in relation to the omniscience of the Logos, Athanastus re- 

turns to the matter In hand in ch. 39,, and points out that if Christ re- 

ceived anything in time* this refers to His hwaanityl, and Its purpose 

Can only be that we humans should receive these gifts In Himq positions 

whloh he had previously established. - "(at 408A) But If the Logos dwelt 

among us to redeem the human race and the Logos became flesh to sanctify 

and deify 
OCorr'otýTý 

them (and for. the sake of this has He so 

lbecome),, who does wt see that It fGllOvvs that where He says that He has 

reueived something, when He kes become fleshp Ile WWS it,, not on acoount 

of Himself ( owl 
it " C'ok.,. j -r-t> V) j, but on ac'Gount of the flesh?.. 11 aa (Ch- 

40s, init. ): Also the power which He said that He reoeived after the Res- 

Urrectlon, He had before Ee received, it.., and before the Resurrection..... 

(Miracles and forgiveness of sins cited),,,,, Frora all this it is plain 

tok 

(soa) -rwv 
(50 9) I K-. L-r tjdZ4-V 

WýTpoll 
- 

(53-0) OT -Mv 
7Jýýý 

r M 
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that wbat Ile bad as Logosp He says that Ile received humanly 

when He had become man and risen again,, so that for His sake men might 

henceforth have power upon earth against demons. **. -Thus we must aaknow- 

ledge this once and for all'o, I that nothing which Ile received. 9 did Ile re- 

celve as not possessing before.. for the Logoss, as Godj, had them always,, 

but in these passages He is said to have received bLnanly,, so that, 

whereas the flesh receives in Himý 
511) from it the gift might henaeforth 

abide in us.... 

This passage makes an interesting and instructive contrast 

. tradita with the apparently earlier work or fragmenti, In illud, MrIla mIh' 

sunte..... t where the "all things". umniap I'T; kV 7-X ref er to the 
(512) 

Messianic coriuaissLon; As we have already seenp this does not ex- 

elude Arianism rigorously enough, and bv this time Athanasius has 

had to change his ground; "all thingalt are nowt not the Messianic com- 

mission, but the whole Divine nature . and privileges thereoft and second- 

arily,, the glorified state that fie received on behalf of us men, and for 

us. In the first case, lie would have had to possess them eternally and 

co-eternally with Godp and the use of the verbs of giving and receiving 

was solely to indicate the real personal distinction between Father and 

Son. In all eternity according to the essential nature of God, and to ex- 

elude Sabellianism, In the second cases this is following a line of 

exegesis that has already been well and truly established. what Athan- 

aslus is saying is that if there to any Case of Christ receiving in time# 

this is the only possible explanation. It Is evident that these two ex- 

Planations are In contrast with each other and are even to a certain 

extent mutually incompatiblej, and the fact that they, are both given 

o 
(511) -FIT (75; ý ý40r 4rv-v c4vTw 44 Pk VO ill, 

(612) See above,, pp. 561-579. 

(513) See above,, p. 
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suggests that either explanation Is rather weak and does not do justice 

to the passages. The explanation that %ve would instinctively accept Is 

a modified form of the explanation In the In Illuds, Omnia mihi tradita 

sunt...., the "all things" referring to Christ's exercise of His rule 

in a forta appropriate to the completion of the work of reconciliation 

and redemption. We have already discussed why Athanasius could not 

easily accept this sort of explanation (see above,, in the context of 

lhilipp. '0: 9-10) - that isIp a dislike of anything savouring of relativism 

or of a relative statement 
ý514) 

In a sense, It Is almost true to say 

that he had had to accept the force of the Arian objection that such 

passages must refer to what in some sense is absolutely true (In. the 

sense above defined) about Christ. This would be particularly the case 
1101 about passages shich refer to "all things", -, -(; ýVT-V, which to a 

Greek would demand an absolutist interpretation. There is the additional 

factor here that,, between these two differing exegeses of Matt. 11: 271, 

Athanasius has moved from the original and finatural" Infralapsarion posit- 

ion towards Supralap sari anisin v as regards the -very messianic commicsion 

Itself. one is irresistibly reminded of the doctrine of Predestination 

in Karl Barth's "Church Dogma tic "ý51r3) which Barth was. compelled.. against 

all previous tradition,, to place, not in the doctrine of Providence or 

even of Reconciliation,, but In the Doctrine of God itselfy that isp as 

part of the very essential Being of God. Again, there would be the feeling 

that the "all things" that were given would have to refer to sr)mething 

that Would have to be no less than the constitutive factor in the being 

Of the Son* To maintain the exegesis of the In Illud, ()nnia mihi tradita 

Bunt. * would be to have a kiessiah constituted by his relations, that ism, 

(514) See above, pp. '751-14. 

(515) In the first part of Vol-II-Pt-II. 
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by His Messianic commissions, and Athanasius has showng earlier In the 

Orationsp that this is quite unacceptable. 
(516) 

All the above refer to well-defined developments In the theo- 

109Y Of Athanasius that. con be traced in the Contra Arianos I-III . and 

Which were patently necessitated by the extraordinarily thorough study 

of the matter which Athanastus had to make for his magnum opus,, and as 

suah they are cogent and sufficient grounds for a change of exegesis. 

The final effeetp of course# was to bring him further into the open in 

condemnation of Subellianism; Indeed,, as 'we have shovm,, the changes that 

he had had to make left what might be called anti-Sabellianism In advance 

the principal exegetical content of such verse3 as Matt. 11: 27. Of course 

he had always repudiated Sqbelljanjsm in its classical fox-mm, according 

to which apparently there were three different manifestations of the same 

God at different timez, with no more than one manifestation at any one 

momentý 
[517) 

But now he has to emphasise the personal distinction of 

Father and Son# simultaneously co-existingg much more than be did before,, 
ell. 
Wj and make the corresponding slight modification in the 

ý 
Y4 . 

analogyp interpreting it rather more generically or categorically and 

rather less constitutiVe-lY, This is probably one reason for Athanasius's 

later tendency to change the interpretation of the Iforaoousion to likeness 

rather than constitutive unity. 9 and even aways perhapofrom the more 

'definitively Atbanasian doctrine that we have mentioned above, although 

thia tendency is mt Inearly as great as has often been made ouJ 
518) 

(516) orat. 11: 51 pp* see above, pp. 
(517) -jee also our corunents on 11: 38 ff. p above t pp. 

M-14 
and on IMS ff. 

above, pp,, 93-: S', /4q. 
. For reasons that we have specified there,, 

Baubr a convuent (Die christliche Lehre Yon der Dreieinigkelt und 
Mensuhwerdung Gottes. a. -o r P*438),, that the position of Atbanasius 
differed from Sabellianisra only in that the titles Father and Son 
apply simultaneouslyj, as against consecutively, in classical Sabell- 
ianisms, is unfair. 

(518) 3ee above,, pp. 
jaj-ýtp and below,, pp. 1119-TI and 1-214-11? 
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There are two further points that we might notice. Firstip 

the standard term for the DivinitY and the exalted pro-existent state oi 
the second Person is Logosr for example,, the beginning of ch, 49,, "The 

son then did know, being Logos ( 
AOXQS 

WO This passage refers 0 
specially to the knowledge of the day and hour of the Second Comingp which 

Jesus as LOZOS would have to know on the grounds of His cosmological 

status as Creator of all thingus This sort of passage shows that Athan- 

2sius still to some extent thinks of Logos In the old Greek way with Its 

cosmological reference, and is prepared to revive this way of thinking 

when it can be turned against the Arianaq as indeed it can In this case,, 

since any attempt to use Mark 13: 32 cannot but be a grave reflection even 

on that cosmological suprezaacy which the Arians, were most interested in 

maintaining. Athanasius makes, at the end of cb. 44, a most Interesting 

point to this effect, saying that if the Son knovis the Father and does 

notp as Logoss, know future history, tt-lat in effect maintains that whereas 

the Son is not transcended by the Father but Is transcended by the oosmoss 

Gince to the relevant extent the cosmos is independent of the Logos - 
hence atheism, If the matter is pushed to its logical coaclusion. Second- 

lys there Is Athanasius's concluding stateriente 58: 445Ap that the Arians 

had shipwrecked themselves through failure to recognise "the ecclesiast- 

ical SCOA 
519) 

as'an anchor of'the faith. " This statement Is quoted by 

lle"Tman In Justification of the "Catholic" doctrine of the Cburch; we 

he-ve already considered the matter In the context of Athanasius's use of 

"ecclesiastical". etc.; on the wholes the evidence is againat Newmanfe 

interpretation., as we shall show In our general consideration of the 

Oration-s ý520) 

(519) -Tov (5k6Trt>V 6(cr-XjT7Jn-f-("v 

(520) See above,, pp. -, 
24-S and below,, pp. /Ogt-2 
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In this section., therc is a remarkable paucity of references 

to the Spirit. In Z0: Z92(; s, Joel 2: 28 is quoted., but only for the PurPOB8 

Of showing that In the Uld Testament, flesh, **as cot. -L-nonly 

equivalent to man, or more specifically m -Tt. 4 V 

JAýrwqm)V v 117ýf 0 niankind. 33-396A is a sttfraightfonvard off-band 

reference to our regeneration by viater and the 3pirit., in the context of 

a general descriptions In the usual forraj, of the economy of salvation. 

44: 416A ter and B Is interesting, in that in the exegesis of Llark 13: 32 

Athanasius points out that in this paasage jasus did not saj that the 

Spirit was ignorant,, and therefore# "first. in if the apirit knew, much 
(521) 

more must the Logos knowp from Whom the spirit receives; and next., 

by His silence about the slpirit., He made it clear that lie said ()f TIJ jS 

h=an ministryý 
522) 

No. not the Son'. it 45: 417C accuscs the Arians of 

blasphetay against the spiritp by a process that appears to be the same 
(523) 

as in the "nuicunclue dixerit" (or Ad Serap. IV: 8-23). 47-. 424A,, is a 1% 

straight reference to the Assumption of j&lljab, and was Introduced solely 

for the sa'ce of refemnce to Elishals assmed ignorance of the event 

that he really, saw (II Kiný-; s 2: 1-18). There is only one., or at most two. 9 

significant references to the spirity, and even 45: 417C jEj too off-hand for 

any aertein deductions. The important reference In ch. 44 Is quite defin- 

Ite. From one point of view it-clearly indicates the Deity of the Spirit, 

In view of i; bat has been alreadY said about the Logos, but In another 

sense., It continues the general emphasis on the subordination of the 

Opirit to the Logosp with its remark about the o-pirit's "receiving"s that 

Is., in this case, the kr: owlcdE. C thst Is directly due to Deity,, from the 

4% r 00, 
,, x; v (50, 

TPv 
4 1) 117e, Ou KA I 7b Y bi 

(52 O"#-rbtj 2) Trz r V11P W TrI v rýr 

(523) That Is# that Blasphemy against the Spirit is really the opposite of# 
sayp Blasphemy against the fleshq and this means blasphemy against 
the Deity rather than against the mere btnanity of Christ. See 

Appendix on this work.. 
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Lo go a( ev en though the verb is J- ý'Pv and not ýCTI, \ 
126"'riv 

. 

ýYý ", 
V4ý 

which as 
'we 

have said above would ra&. 'Le the 1.13pirit a creature). This 

shows that Athanasius was still umble to put fully Into practice a high 
(intra-Trinitarian) doctrine of the Spirit, almost certainly because the 

Spirit was still thought of primarily as what directly Inspires the area- 
ture, and' t1her6 was still a real' danger that nny hlgfa doctrine o-10 the 

Spirit., especially In relatiora-to the Logos,, mould blur his aretraent for 

the Deity and supremacy of the Logos. This may also be -the reason why 

there is no reference even here to the Conception by the Holy Spirit, 
(524) 

, which is a yawning deficienay in-this section. Lrven thouSh Karl Barth 
has brilliantly and decisively sh, own' (Ch. Dog. Vol. J: Pt. I-. 654-556 Eng. 

Ed. ) that the Conception by the Holy Spirit can-not have the slightest 

eff"ect on the Intra-TrInitarirn portion of the Doctrina of the S-0 
(525) 

., 
iri t 

this may be not c-At'1111 obviou's immediately until the doctrine of the 

Spirit is more developed then at this stage of Athanasiusle life and 

'wo rlc. (A shockinZ example of confusion on this point in a contemporary 
theologtan is supplied by 0.3. Hendry, "The Holy Spirit In Christian 

Theology, " pp. 48-52,, In a theologian who Is actua lly criticising Barth's 

doctrine on the subject., and does so without reference to Barth's own 

explarmtion In the long footnote that we have just cited. ) Athanasius 

NVould hrive been perfectly cr. pable of making the same point once he gave 
his r-And to it,. but probably not yet. Even the example of Irenaeus would 

not have enabled him to do so.. since the latter's amphasis on the Con- 

ception by the Foly spirit was strictly in the context of the refutation 
-MWWAW 

(524) lVe have already noted thic deficiency in the "De Incarnatione"s see 
above, pp., 125, a 202. 

(525) Because the. Conception by the Holy Spirit is simply the first.. and In fact the arebetypical case of the role of the Spirit In the 
41"'Onomy of salvation# In the uniting of God and man and the over- 
coming of the bei-rier. 
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(526) x of the details of certain Gmatic systems* Incidentally,, the Arians 

were silent about this issue; If they had tried to use it thqr would, 

have bad to be' paullanilBtl; and not Arlans. --, 

This concludes the refutation of Arian exegesisq and the sdb- 

atitution of the orthodox interpretation. We have already gIven reason 

for assuming that this section is absolutely completet In that It includes 

every type of passageq at any rate,, that the Arians used, There are only 

three possible exceptions to thisp the Croses the Conaeptiont and the 

Eschatons in all their starkness In each case. From the point of view of 

what we now know as sound doctrine., and above all from the point of view 

of Scripture, these are drastic exceptions,, but the Arians were probably 

blind to this. At any rate,, in each of these casesp we have been able to 

Indice to very good reasons why the Arians would have found them prohibit- 

ively embarrassing, and thus we can say that the exegetical sections as 

we have it in the orations,, Is entirely complete, according not only to 

what Athanasius wrote,, but according to what he needed to write and planned 

to write. 

Th6 lexioographical analysis of these 33 ohapters is as follows.. 

X! qms: Called God in some sense as Patber: 40: 409A(Logos had wbat He Is 

said to receive, being God)p 52-433A(Log- & God nOt measured by stature). 

Godhead of the-L -. 33: 393A (works of Godhead of L. bappenel through body), 

4000409B(odbJection of angels marks Godhead of the L. )j, 41. -409B(Do not do- 

grade the Logoi3, nor detract from His Godhead)p 41: 4090(hmnble statements 

not to be ascribed to the Deity of the L. ). Eve_qthing earthly_alien to 

nat ure or L. -. 26: 380B (DI dmt lack any tbI ng j, bel ng L. 41: 409B bis (Tb es e 

attributes are not of the L-v 
A0 

No PZ 0-TI V but of Manhood), 
10 11 

(526) See Adv. Haer. Book 111: 17: 1. 
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502: 432C bis (It was not the L. s. as He is L., q that was the Progressor) 

53: 436. A(It Wes not said, "The L. advanced", q but 53: 

436A alterum (Advancement not of the Le), 55*-437B bis (These sufferings 

not proper to the L. # as Ile Is L. origin of I,.: L. of the F.: 29: 

385, A(Saviour Is ever God and Sons, being L. . Radiance,, & vidm. of F. (and 

also man) 35: 400B (How did the Sole 1,6ýr )a u(: 5-7Jtv' L. & vidm. of the 

F& not have eternally what Is the F. 's? )j, 36: 40OC("Given" - referring 

purely to the Attributes - shows that it was not the F. Himself but the 

L. of the F. 49: 428B 54: 436B (Arlans ask,, How Is Ile God & Logos of 

P. if He weeps? )! 
527) 

L. 'Of God: 30,9388B (bccame s. of man)jp 33: 396A 

(Flesh ý0ýw De 
1 15_ý through th e L. of G. )v 34: 39713(A Christian 

maY Bay# "****The L. has taken my form.... ")p 38: 40BA(Takes our Ignor- 

ance)p 55: 44OA(clear from Ilia works that Ile Is L. of Ge afterwards become 

man) Perfect and Immutable Equality with the p. 43: 413B 

46: 421A(being L. & Vidm, in the V. ). Common virtues.. perfeo- 

tions, &a.: 36: 40IB(L. is trustworthy when He says gatt, 11: 27)1,3a-. 404G 

bis (Logost as He Is L-1, knows everything before its origination). 45-. 

417C bis (Le not Ignorant., as He is L. ). 9 46: 42OC(L. comesy judges, is 
(528) 

Bridegroom in parable; so must know), 49: 425c(Son knew,, being L. ), 

49: 428A(L., has concealed the End from us)# work In Creation: Cn. 
Anil 

-TýNv 

U, 42: 412B. Power of the L.: 33: 393B(men exalted according 

to P. Of L. ). 41: 412A(the grace and p. Is of the L. i. e. in Incln)f 

57: 444C(To lay down and receive life Is not man's,, but of the p. of the L. ). 

(527) All these and similar expressionst in spite of appearances, have 
been classified In Group Ij. as the Arians, were not Christologists in 
the familiar narrower sense. 

(528) Classified In Group VII on account of future reference. Knowledge 
normally refers to the Day and Hour of Day of Judgment; also to 
fate of Lazerus. 
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L 
_In ýO. 

T. : 30: 388B(L. came into a mans, sanctifying Him, &a. , contrast 

With Inaln), . 30: 388B alterum(L. of the LORD came to each of the Prophets). 

Incarnation of 1,0908: Sim ply declared,, as John L: 14: 27: 380C.. 

35: 40OAp 39: 408A, (+ come among us)v 39: 408A alterLm 4, Bj, 41: 409 0,43: 

413Bv 48: 425At 51: 429B(-t as Gods, descended upon earth)., 53: 4330s 55: 

437B (4 became man). other expressions. * 39: 408A(L. OTO 

41: 412A(flesh contemplated In the L. )t 41: 412A altermn (True flesh was 

in the L-) 52: 433A(L. manifested Himself in b. ),, 53: 433C(became man + 

bore true fl, ),, 55: 437B & 58: 445A(eacht L. in suffering fl. )s 57: 444C 

(flesh remained immortal on account of L. that put It on). The- Logos In- 

carnate Both complete Human and Divine Natures: 31: 389B(Miracles are 

-proper works of L. )., 32-. 389B(L. bare the infirmities of the flesh as His 

own),, 32: 3890 (the flesh suffering,, the L. was not outside it) 32: 392B 

(flesh Was the Logos's), 33: 393A(if properties of flesh had not been as- 

crib ed to L. v we would not have been delivered from them), q 33: 393B(When 

L. has become man., *.., the infirmities no longer touch body), 34: 396A 

(the Impassibility of the of the L. )# 34: 396C(infirrnities 

&a- & not PrOPerties of L. V, 0Qr-A. V67-W )j, 34: 396C(L. Himself 

Impassible) 34: 397A(a Christian may say "I have become the 

Logos's flesh") 40: 409A(said to receive what fie already had jp being L. 

43: 413B(PrOPer to Le to - know things made) 43: 413B alterum (Human speech 

no ta dImInUtion of 'the L. )., I 43: 413C (knew Hour as L. 0 did not know as 

man) 43: 4-16A ble (I: r Holy spirit knew, how much more did L. , as He Is L-) 

45 -42OA(Icnew as LO '53, 
-4330 (advancement mt external to L-) 54: 4360 

(if It io L* In fl esh that speaks.... 56: 440C(I't was not the L. as L. 

that wept or was troubled,, &0. ). Same L. au-thor of our Reconciliation: 
31: 3890 (we ftre filled with the justice of the L. ),, 33: 393A(infimi ties 

no longer, tOQch body on account of L. in It),, 33: 3930 (we became' 
1/ý1/0/ 
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-A . 01 
1-00 0U 3z. -393c alter-um (our fleshly infirmities transferred 

2 %, Ile 1-OV 34-. 397B(that wo be deified -ro a 40< 
51'. 

43QA (M4, yelsj as participtAtors, in L. always see face of P. 4 320 
1? \ "I % (our increase consists in EU V 0ý0 (Y"' 

53: 433B (sin obliterated acedg. to the likeness and kinship with the fl. 
I--, 0; the L. ),,. 53: 436A (men advance on account of -TtV 6'0 Ir-'v7D, - 

AO! 5, ýV 

57: 444Ar (boldncss of the servants of the 58: 445A (men remain Incor- 

ruptIble,, a temple of the L. )- 

Heretioal uses (aff irmed or denied. nOrMallY Ariana) Deny_ I, 

to be God. - 26-. zaoA (Ilow can L. be proper to p, in view of Cry of Derelic- 

tion? ) 27: 381A (Ilow dare you 
'say 

that Ile Is L. proper to F. Is E; ssence, 

if Ile had a body? ).. 27: 38IB(Ans. deny that God is Father li Viol 

of L. ), 39: 40SC(lieretios divide L. from P. ). Reject Divine attributes 

for hm*le ones: 26: 380B (would have known as L. but did not),, 42: 412B(thel 

L. that knows all things is accused of ignorance of a day). Pro-existent 

L. called creature, &a: 44: 417B(ranking S* of G. and cterml L. among 

things originate). Heretical deductions from Incarnation: 27: 381B(How 

L.. be God, v., bo slept as man,. wept.. &c. 27: 381C(Both Jews and Arians 

deny'Godhead and eternity' of L. frora Ht=8nitY)- 35: 397C(If one, seeing 

what was done Divine3, v bY L. denies the Body)., 35: 397C alterm(if one, 

seeing what Is proper to the body, denies the E'V11Y 1<0V -900 U ecýlv 

of the L. ),, 35: 397C tertima (or i., "v from the flumanity., they think humbly 

of the Logos),, 3fi.. 400. A(they ought to luok at the Divine works of the L. )p 

39: 4050 bis (if L. had not. become mant let human attributes be of the L. ) v 
39. -405C b1s., tertium et quartum (if Locoss, as He is L. p be Ile vjho receives 

and Is glorified). * 51: 429c bLs(If Ilej being L. j, progresaea 1, how can He 

become more than-,,, L*, op** 4- 51: 410,90 tortium(for the L. is 

these), 54: 437A(if L. was terrified,, Why did Ile not flee? ), 55: 437C (whY 

do you mt recognise -ru-v Ev Tw' 0 57: 444A 
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(who can say that the L. was In terror? )# 58: 4440(Petty ara the Arlan 

notions on the L. ). Since this section is so predominantly Inaarnationallp 

there is a more uniform distribution according to our systems, and possibly 

Group I should be even less prominent than we have assuned It to be. The 

total is 116 . about average In density; 42 are in Group 1 12 in Gp. II 

2 In GP, III. * . 
27 In Gp. IV# 22 In Gp* V,, one (probably) In Gp. VI# Snd 

10 In Gp. VII. 

Son. as title for Second Person: 3or6:; Logqs--(usQal1Y Omitted,, 

but following instances occurred under Logos under other headirgs: ) 49: 

425C(Son knewq being L. )p 51-0429C(If L. advances .... what can He become 

more than. **., L. **. * & Son--? )# 52: 433A(L. Oonfessed to be True 3. of 

Qy 2aressed G. ) 
4D -Intimate Relation between P. & S. t Generationg sjmp3 

28: 384G(He Is God's S. )p 36: 40OC(Matt. 11: 27 rather shows r+;; -l 0111. 
rv"ý" Aý 

S. ),. WtOlo(as of Ligbt-Radiance,, so must we think the more of, the S. 

that le that He has all that the F. has)., 53. -4330( _nI. T fi i<Loy Wj' 

elation with Father: Matt. for, such to the : s, ), Same Nature or UniM of P 

. has while personal: 
_y 

distinot: ! 1-. 27 shows that son has evervthina that 
_L 

(529) 

35: 400B (what 113 the F. 'a Is eternallY the S-ls)p 35t4OOB alterum (what 

are the s. "a are always In F. ) p ZS: 400B tartl=(S, having eternally 

Iffbat He hath,, hath from the 1P. ), . 36: 400B (seeing, what S. hath eternal3, v 

from F. one would not be. aa37elllan)# 36: 4000(ut, 11: 27 shows that reference 1, 

Is to Eternal S. ),.. 36: 400G, alt*rOm (on &ecount of His being S. 1, He has 

frOm P. eternally what He hathip -36: 401B bis (&a. as F. hasq so has S. )# 
To(Tp 

36: 401G ter (F. having 36: 401 B tertium (s, has, mg-eak. -mv 

given all. to S, 0 has everything In the S. and,, the S. having, P, again 

has. ),, 44: 417A bis (If everything of F. Is S. 'a, $ plainly the 3, knew). 

Other expressions: 28: 3840 (being S. He is Inseparable from P. ). 36: 4000 

(529) All such references are In Group-I;, see oboves, pp. 
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(Matt. 3.1: 27 does not diminish Godhead of So) 36: 401A(, q. alone is proper 

to Z6-, 401A alterum 61 K, VI 

C /I 
0 O-rý T-d-, of So towards F, ), 36: 401C(S. 's Godhead is F. 98 

Godhead)t 44: 417 AB (If So to Image of knows,, because of 

likeness. to F. ), 44: 417B ter(If S. is in P. and P. is in s., the a. knowsj I 

being in F. ). 

UnitZ of o2 eration imp liesunity of essence: 50: 423A(the S. 

In Whom P. asked.,.,. - l, e* Gen. 3-4). Special prinal 2le of Creation and 

Governance of Universe: 36: 4010(God exercises providence In the 3. )t 44: 

417A (Hour determined through the S. ) 44: 417A alterum(everything comes 

to be and Is determined through the S. ) 48: 425c(who Is power of F. but 

the S.? ). Son, 
- 

having become S. of M. Is and remains S. of G. 28: 384B 

(Lord is True and tj,: 5-z i 3. of Go),, 29:, 385A( Saviour is ever S. and 

G. , being Le of F. ) 31: 389A(sent His own son,, born of a 'Woman.... as 

Gal. 4, -4)o 52: 392c(Saviour not just ordinary manp but the True and 

S., from G, ) x 41: 412A(to be known as s. of G. through the works),, 42: 

4120(context of Mk, 13: 32 shows that S. of G. really knew) 44: 416A (Ignor- 
D 

ance <AV9 KO LP (0 U 46: 421A(even 

though He asked In Matt, 16,, revelation came to Peter through S. ), q 46: 421B 

bIs(If through S. Is revealed knowledge both of P. & of S. ) p 52: 4320(3. 

has no progressiveness lp but is perfect In F. ) 1,52: 433B (confessed by 

Peter to be truly S. of G. ). words attributed to Christ: 36: 401B(S. says 

that as F. hath so hath He)# 44: 416B(S. said that He did not know). See 

also 49: 425C(on Uk. 1,3. -320 we must be warned both about angels and the Sev 

Binoe devils will impersonate both). 

Heretical uses (affirmed or denied)(usually Ariansp unless 

otherwise stated), - 42: 412B(S. that kxows all things accused of Ignorance 

Of a day). §aarate S, from-L-. 
-Y-dm. - 

etc.: 51: 432B(flow can they say that 
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the S. Is not . Vdm. &4.? )& DenY the 
ýJýnglvor 

&C.: 26: 377A (for- 

get,, like Paul of Samosatas the S. 's Paternal Godhead)t 26: 377B(An. claim 

that If fie were S. JýA-T-; Tý ti, 11V lie muld have no need to recelve)p 

27: 381, A (Jews; How could He endure the Cross If S. of G.? ). Deny Tru 

Generat-ion: 26: 377A (How can a. be from F. 66 and like Him 
? '0 /" V,. t, T 

.0ý. 
) a-Tkvl ? ). Separate S. from F.: 55-, 440A. Son = or less than 

us in nature: 39: 408A (If this Is said of Godhe&dv we have no. interest 

in what is given to 55: 437B (if heretics went to think that the 

htauble attributes are those of S. of G. ), Creature-, t &q. ": 417B (among 

things originate). ITot eternal: 26: 38OB(otherwise, would have known the 

day)t 35: 40OB(Scripture does not show that the S. ever did not have. o, *), 
36: 401B(if there was once wh en the F. did not know,, there was once when 

the 3.1did not know). The total number Is 64,, strikingly less then the 

numb er for Logos. ()f these, 40 are In Group 1# 9 In Group II one in 

Group 111.. 2 In Group IVO 7 InGroupV, 4 InGroupVIs, and one In 

Group VII. 

Turning now to the terms of Trinitarian and Christological 

relationship, 
0576-1d- 

-2 
Fssenoo., . is rare; too rare'for Muller's 

classification to be relevantly employed: 26: 377A (How can the S. be 

f rora P. ýJýz and like Him oV C1 0ý, V ? )v 27: 381A 

(11ow can you sal that . the Lo Is proper to the F. "s E.? ), 35: 400B (The 

role 
K0U alak-v L. - & wdm. of-the F. ), 36: 401A(S. alone Is 

ID/ 

of the F*)# 56: 44OB("I and the Father are one" shows 

one Godhead and 7t, 
X(c>V 

-TIT Vvc-tV of the F. ). of these 

five Instances,, 2 are in Group III and three In Group V. 

Nature,, 18 commoner: Nature or Natures of 
1-1 Christ: U. -: 596A (the Impassibility 7vQm, AoaaQ O-EWT 

34: 3960 (Passions not proper to L.. k/A; T-i 
ýýV 

34: 396G 
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000 
alter= (passions proper to flesh 11 34: 3960 tarti= at 

quartuin (eachp L. impassible TIV aa c. of reap ea t) 34: 397A 

(Flesh earthly and mortal K. )j, 34: 397B (Corruption K-+. )t 

43: 413B (ignorance property of human n. ), 53: 436A (Humanity of Christ 

gradually transcends human na. ture) 53: 436A alterum (Advancement is of 

the hurnan 'j 6SW-P In Christ)$, 55: 437B (Passions not proper by 
'% e, --,, It e-N 

*Aý77z4. -rqj Eck. UTý 0 the flesh nature)t 57-444C Cý"ZLAý P 

of Christ shouldnot stay dead)s, Divine IT. one and common to both F. a S.: 

26: 377B bis (Arians says if He were S. K. J. He would have no need to re- 

ceive b ut wo uld always have as I son) 28: 384B (the Lord to True 

and S. of G. )s, 32: 3920 (Sav,, is 0-i & True 

1ý0 Ic" Son). See also 36: 401A uOl Vj V. (X(oj7-,. L KOýl orlo-r7"-- of 

S. In relation to F. ). 
, See 8160 40: 409A (vide II : Pet. 1: 4)o Heretics 

deny Divine Nature: 26: 377A (How can a. be from the F. L/ (: 5-E I and 

like Him in essence? ), 26: 377B (flow can He be the True and 

Power of the F.? ) v 26: 3770 (How does Luke 2: 52 apply If HO 113 O-Z 

and True and Proper Vidm. of 27: 381B (God not 
4 

vlýr ( F. of 

L. Human rat-ure,, ýTature of creatures, "Nature" &c. 33: 393B (men 

rN. 1_110 I 
receptive of suffering rý IF 

ý)9 34: 39 7A ( oro I 
TrW Zi Y oUr -LLý. rroL vrýý i 7-o ioe. how can natural terr- 

estrial state pass fr(xn flesh? )P-' 34: 397A alterum (A Christian can sayr 

"I am Vmortal. 41: 409C (Let us consider 'TýV 
i 

L; ýV of 

what Is said. 9 ie. the humble statements about Christ)., 57: 444B (man dies 
. 1-1 Oft ý ", 57: 444D (Ariana do not even appreciate the 

of men). of these 28 uses, 2 are noun uses referring t0 

the Divine nature, 8 similar uses refer to the nature of man or other 

creatures or cresturely forces# including four that definItely refer to 

the Human Nature of Christ In something like the Chalacdonian sense, 
the other 18 are adverbial uses. ý 
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As might be expected in such a seation,, the terms that we have 

seleated for the Humanity of Christ are extremely common. Body: 

Of itself,: 31: 309B(It was not na if Ile cured infirmities as one outside 
b. ),, 35: 3970(or if one sees the properties of the bý 

530) 
and denies the 

presence in the flesh of the L-)v 33: 405B(speaks humanly on account of 
the b,, 390 46: 4200 (Matt. . 408A(b. Improved through Him, I. e. Logos) 

c 
0 CVCP 24: 36 said on account of b. ). * 57: 444C L-V -T-r rTV TLý 47ý -L 

I- 
OL XMN2erfectiops of b. 31: 389C(He bore our sins on the Cross 

32: 392B (The passion& of the bo were proper to Him), 32: 392B alterum, 
(pain., suffering,, death for us),, 

It on gr,. ound of L. that is in it),, 

33: 393B(imperfections no longer touoh 

33: 303C(tramferred other passions 
/ a- ff .%I of the b. 38: 405B (received Him only through the b. S2: 433A(ProVr*e'sOl 

d 79V Iff I'M CUýOt IIr; L Is of the b. )., 54: 436B(Son said to progress 
114? 

55: 437C(showed the properties of the b. 55: 4370 alterum (showed tba t 

His body was passible) s, 55: 440A (heretics do not refer them to b*) , 56: 

440B (weeping &a. the properties of the b. ) 1,56: 440B alterum (said on 

Occount of b. ), 56. -440B tertium (Hary mortal# from whom the b. sprang) , 
56: 44OB-C (He came to be in weeping, suffering# toiling, b. ) 1,56: 4400 

(such things said of Him of ter the body j, 1. e. A. D. )0 58: 445A (let HI 8 Own 
b. suffer). More strict: Ly Christologloally: Christ's own: 31: 589A 

(5-30) Classified in this Context in Group Ils since the usual form here Is 
thst the property Is such a verb as 0hungeringo" *suffering, * a gramatical 
active but a material passive. 

I', 

1531) Such cases &a this are here classified in Group VII,, the Humanity on 
ts own. 

(532) "Passions", here as usual# is the regular. transiation of ldý 
Modern English readers must be Careful herep because IS does 
130t refer primarily to what We MW Call the emotional life,, In the sense that a man is not human unless he has an emotional life,, but simply to "Pass. 
ion" In the sense of the grammatical Passive voice,, that tat the fact that 
the thing ooncerned can be affected or even overwhelmed by an external force. 

(533) with a certain trepidations these and Similar cases go Into Christo- 
logical Group I. on the other hand; the probable point for Athanasius 
about nroarean was either t Ekt It was under he wer of external forces, 
or the original doublY býAte state before týe pproolgress. 
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(Having His own b, and using It as organ) j, 31: 389B(the b, In which He 

bore them in Him was ilia own) ,- 32: 392Bý534) 32392B alterum (body not 

somebody else's), 54: 396C(Body is proper to savlour)ý, 53-436A(Plesh 

became b, of wlsdom), j Tjpe of urnion: ! 5G: 44OB( 

could not come'to be in the Incorporeal,, except through Incarnation), O 
57: 444, A(Had right to separate Himself from b. and take it up again)# 
Further descrij2tions: UiVM(Ld. put on b. ),, 52: 433A & 53: 433C(Body 

grows), TrulZ has boely. - 27: 381A(Arians say, How can Ile be L. ,,, when 

He has b.? ) v 32: 392A.. Bore a true b.: 41. -412Aj, God was in the b.: 53: 

433. Al, Threw hurnan body round Him. - 55: 440A. Takes b. from vary: - 56: 440B. 

Miracles through Ilia ovin b. -. 31: 389Bt 32: 389C.. 33: 393A(salvation in- 

eff ecti've if works of Godhead of L. not done through be) 35: 397B (does 

speaks Divinely. through instrument of his b. ), v 41: 4090 (Wurks not human 

even though done through b. )v Heretical uses (as urual): 27: 3800(Arians 

migh t as wcll ask how th e Incorporeal can bear a body) P 35: 3970(if one 

seeing what was done Divinely by the L. were to deny the b-), q 35: 400A 

(Arians ought to look at the Divine works of L. and deny the origination 

of the be )0 39: 408A (Christ,, on Arian basiss, would rather owe it to be) 

39: 408A(Ght. would rather be promoted through the b. than v. v. ) (these 

last two classified according, to the Implied contradictory as accepted by 
r\ 

ýA Athenasius). See also 31: 389B(the Godhead dwelt In the flesh ISL%l OLTI WS). 

Of these 51 casesq 4 are,, probably# in Group It, . 11 in Group III none In ' 11 

Group 111,13 In Group IV# 10 in Group Vv 7 (poasibly) in Group VI., and 

6 In Group VII,, Lee, refer simply to the Humanity. 

flesh: All fleshp in U. T. sense: 3o.. 38ao ("Flesh" 

In Scripture,, Iee O. T. = the whole of man) and again 30: 388G("Flesh" In 

(534) wre have, again with a certain doubt, classified this variety under 
Group VI9, but owing to the doubt we have not done so when there Is 
a isubetantial element conducive to another classification. 
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Scripture = the hum, an race). These two are oi-ajttW fro,, -a the reckoning 

of the lcxicograpbical summary. Lower Part of man 37: 404B (ignorance 

is proper to the flesh), q 52: 42OC(ilis humiliation consisted In taking our 

flesh) 56: 440C bis (each,, such arguments proper to the f 1.56: 4,41A 

(that Ld. may lighten these very sufferings of the'flesh). Incarnation 

of the T, : Simply declared,, as John 1-. 14: 27: 38OCp 33: 396A,, . 35: 400AP 

39: 408A bis & bp 41: 40900 43: 413B(4 became man) t 48: 4, u'f3At 51: 429B., 

53: 433C,, 55: 437B(, + this was not said before the flesh, i. e. B. C, )(2nd 

expl. ); See also 34: 397A(A Christian might sayj, bccnme flesh of 

the Logos.... "). Otijer exl-! ressior-a : 27: 381C (Endured through fl. that 

He had), Tnkes fl.: 29: 385A(from ma ry), 40: 409A(takes fl, In Illmself),, 

55: 440A(takes passible fl. ) Godheod dwells in fl.: 

31: 389A9 38: 404C. Flesh Ilia own 31: 389B 

Person is (or becomes) in fl.: 38: 404C(+ accepts fl. ). * 

, 31: 389A. Accepts fl.: l 

52: 39213 bis. Second 

41: 412A(Was True 

God in f: L, ) 
9 [54: 4o'-')6(; (If It is L. in fl. that E; PeOý113) .0 

Flesh in the L.: 

31: 389C(mt outside L. ),, 41: 412A (True flesh Was in L. ). Bears flesh: 

35: 39713,48: 42FB(raiBes to Heaven the fl. lie bore)., 51-. 429B(Is Jesus 

i 
man oP God ;b earl ng fl. ?, 51: 429B alt erum (If lie Ia God b cari ng rl. 5 3: 

433C. Tias flesh: 45: 420A (like man"3) 57: 444Bv 57: 444C(Ld. had mortal 

f 1. put on f 1. 
exJQ'('> 34: 3960,45: 4170(ignorant fl. ). 

Other ex-oressions: 32: 392A( (TZ K4 31: 380B (His 

flesh serv ed the works of the Godhead). 9 38: 405A (Deified fl. ),, " 41: 409C 

(the flesh is contemplated in the L., )p 41: 412A(did works through the fl. ). 91 

50: 429A (cast flesh around Him). 53: 436A(fl. became body of Wisdom)- See 

oleo 33: 393B(the fl, being generated from Lfary. ) 

Further Description of Flesh: Im2erfections of Flesh'. 31: 389A 

(Certain things ascribed to Him., like hunger, ac. , of Which f19 was 

321: 392A(gave forth buinan spittle from the fl. ). 31: 389B 

(bore infirmities of fl. as His own),, 32: 3890(fl. suffering, but not 
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outside Logos)# 32p92B(it is right that the passions of the fl. be as- 

crib ed to 11im)v 33: 393A(if the properties of the fl. had not been ascribed 

to Logos, 0 man would nut have been delivered of them)# 33: 393B(L. makes 

His own the things of the fl. )j, 34: 396B (six times) (Christ suffered 

'various things O-JýPý6 in each case,, the verb Is in form active with 

Christ as subject) 34: 396C(suffered on our behalf O-J? K 34: 

3960 alterum (sufferings properties of fl. ),, 54: 397A (no heretic says$, 

"Vhy does fl*. rise,, being by nature mortal? ), 38: 405B(showe that lie has 

fl. that needs these things),, 39: 40BB(this Is said 
LoLnv 

TýO OL 

41: 4090(passions proper to fl. ),, 41, -412A(Truly were the passions of the 

fl. displayed in Him), 41: 412A alterum (Shows from the passions of the 

f 1. that lie has a true body) 43: 413B(Said this as man on scant. of f 1. ) 

44: 416A(Iqot ashamed of the flesh that was Ignorant)# 45: 42OA(Did not know 

(_*'jTLC K, 48-, 425A(fleshli& on account of the fl, did not know) 

my P< ( I-6ws also counted; 2 expls. ), 48: 425B(it Was the fl. 

that rose.,., &o. ). 53: 433C quater 0-1, pKi" suffered I' hungers# strug- 

gles# advances),, 53: 436A & 54: 436B (fl, progreases)p 53: 436A alterum 

(fl. not the same as Wisdom)# 55: 437B(L. In suffering fl. ) 57: 4410 

(terror is of the fl. )p 57: 441C alterum(He had flo which was In terror), 

57: 444B(to be troubled is proper to fl. )s, 57: 4440(fl. being corruptible,, 

should not remain mortal), 58: 445A(fle came to suffer 

Redemption In or by fl. -. 33: 396A(fl. Ologifled")# 34: 397B(received through 

His flesh), 153: 433B(We are redeemed acedg, to the likeness & Unship to 

fl. Of the L. ) r)8: 445A(He came to prepare the fl. to be impassible & 

Immortal). Heretics: 39: 40SA( ?- that He did not have before descent 

into fl, ),, 51: 429C bis(fl. would bave been cause of His improvement 
01 

rather than He the cause of the Flesh's improvement)., 

fleshly 33: 393C(all fleshly weakness transferred to L. ). 
L24 0V dri OL : 28: 3810 & 35: 3970. 

i 
"-ý I 4< W 

__ - 
fleshILU: 
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43: 416A(Does not know), 45: 4170 & 46: 4200 & 49: 425C(- said, "I do not 

know")q 46: 421B(asks)q 48: 42BB(At Ascensions, did not teaoh fieshlily)., 

The total nmaber of examples is 108,9 far more,, as usualp than with 61.9kk 

In spite of John 1: 14, and also the prevaleme of expressions of the 

formp He did (or virtually suffered) this,, 0-ý, Kk Group VI does 

not show great preponderancel, the distribution being,, 5 in Gr. jv 25 In 

Gp. 11., 3 in Gp. 111., 25 in Gpe IV9,10 In Gp, Vj, 29 In Gp. VI # and 11 in 

Gp. VjI. 

ma Second person becomes Man 

2 ?:. 38OCs, 27: 381A(HOW could Ile? saY Arians) j, 29. - 385A(-# taking 

fl. )., 30: 388A bisp 31: 388C9 31: 389A ter# & Bp 32: 392A & Cs 33: 393Bt 

34: 397B(. + putting on body) 35: 397B(+ bearing f 1. ), q 38: 4040 & 405B(4 

accepting fl. ),, 39: 4050s, 40: 409Av 43: 413B ter, 43. -416As ý45: 
420A# 46: 

421A 51: 429C bias, 53: 43302,53: 436A,, 55: 437B(. + became f 1.55: 44OAs, 
C', I 56: 44oo,, 57: 4410. Became S. of 14an: 30, -388B. QLA)d 6v 

(speaks,, eats, suffers): 28: 584At 32-*392As, 
. 

38o*405B# 43: 413B A as 46: 

4200 & 421AO 48: 425A & Bj 50: 429Av 57: 441C. see also: 32&-392C(sav. 

not just ordinary men,. but... 52: 433A(The more the Godhead was revealed, 

the more did Ilia C, ,, - b%, 
WTTD U increase 

I 
grace Ujy 

IVIIý before men) 56: 

4400(things said 
Q to be done t, 7, f 1> I. -, . 3ý, Qd QLVC-p CAI TTZ> U Tj-C 

/. 
Heretical 

Qses-_ýas usual): 27: 3800, & 381A (Arians might ask with Calaphas, why, as 

Christ Is a manp does He make Himself God? ), q. 27: 33IB(How oan Ile be Logosr 

Who slept,, &-c., aa man? ),, 30. *038BA(not correot to say that L. came Into a 

man)v 30: 388B (See first two examples here),, 39: 4050(If L. had not be- 

come maneeee)j, 51: 429B(claim that Jesus Is a man like other nen)t 51: 

cI 429B bis (If J. is a man like others# let Him struggle wS oC`V"'a, &-O-Ux2r) r 

54: 4360 (2 expls, ) (if it Is a mere man speakIng, let Him fear death &a. 

as a man) 0 55: 437B (Arians would have to judge ijim a mere man ý 1, e, a's 
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Aoqo :j Paul of samosats). humanly (like C, ýf 
32: 392A., 35: 397Bv 37: 4010,38: 405A bis & B, 40: 409A bis &B b1s, 43; 

413B. 9 44: 416Bt 46: 421A bis & Bo 48: 425A & B9 52: 432Cv 55: 437Bp 57: 

444A & B. W-, T IVOT human: 32: 392A(gives forth human voice to 

call Lazarus), 32: 392A alterum (clothed Himself with human flesh)p 33: 

392A (the spittle was human, with which he cured the blind man),, 41: 4090 

(the triumphs., e. g. raising of Lazarus., were not human), 43: 413B (ignor- 

ance property of human r4 )v 44: 416B (Ile saidv "I do not know". of His 

human ministry) . 51: 432A (Angels ministered to Ifis human origin) , 53: 

436A (In its progress,, it (i. e. humanity of Christ) transcends human na- 

ture).. 53: 436A alterum (Progress is of the human nature)v 55: 440A (cast 

human body round Himself) . 56: 440B (took human body) j, 57: 4410 (combined 

Own will with human weakness), q 57: 444B (it was human to say, 011ay this 

CJ-rrI V- oV Cup pass** Substantivalý, V, -T#;? lvlqý, 
= flumanityl: 

38: 404C (did not shun the h. though being Goý) 43: 413C(john 17: 1 said 

according to His b. )q, 45. -417C("I do not know"t shows the h. )$, 51: 433B 

(Rather did the h. in Him advance) 53: 436A(the h. In the Wisdom pro- 

gressed). wrr(v4 Humanj 26: 377A(heretics fr4m false 

Conclusions hearing -r7v o4.. of son) 27: 38IB(Both Jews and Arians deny 

Godhead & Eternity of L. from the b. ),, 34: 3960(that no one should be 

scandalized from the h. ),. 35: 397C(if one would think. humble things about 

L. from the h. ),, 35: 40OA(Seeing the h. of the Saviours, they call Him 

creature), q 41: 409C(aseribed to Sav. in Gospels)t 55: 437B(if. heretics 

want 'to think humble things about Sav. from the h. ). 

humanity: 41: 4090(we must ascribe humble statements to the h. ), 43: 413B 

(proper to ascribe to h, everything that He speaks hmianly)., 56: 4400 

(such suffering proper to h. ). Of the 109 Instances,, 4 are in Group I 

(chiefly owing to the human progress of Luke 2: 52)v 7 in Gp. II, none in 

Group 111,4 In Gp. IVv two in Gp. V, 70 In Gp. VI and C2 in Gp. VII. The 
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great predominance of Group VI Is nomal. 

58: Having apparently reached this terminal points, Athanasius pro- 
445B 

- ceeds,, with an expostulation against the heretics for perpetually 
67 

concocting new Issues,, to discuss a fresh general point., the Arian 

claim that the Son must have come to be at the will of the Father. in 

our critical study of the chronology of the Contra Arianoss, we have already 

considered what the question Involveds, and we have given reasons for the 

conclusion that Athenssius'is'to be taken at his face valuep and thatq In 

Its acute form, the-issue was really raised by the Arianising synods of 

the ea: rly 340's, and to that extent was really new matter. Newmanp In 

his notes on 58, # notes that this section 113 markedly different in - 445B 

style and vocabulary to the remainder of the Third crationg and Is very 

much more like the other two,, and that Its cross-references are to the 

earlier orations* Howeverp this is completely explained by the reversion 

to the earlier type of subject-mattert and if we accept Athanasiusts state- 

ments,, this does not introduce any freab problem. Thus# this passage is 

to be aocepted not as a displaced portion of the earlier Crationst much 
535) 

less of some other vork.,, but as In fact belonging In Its ostensible pAce. 

59 Athanasius begins by quoting the objection; the quotation is 

direot in forms, but probably indirect in reality, corresponding to no 

known Arien formula directly; (but it bee no relevant differences from,, 

Sayt the formulation In the 14acrostich): "'Be It so they say; 'interpret 

these passages thus Ia nd gain the victory In reaponings and proofs; still 

YOU Must say that the Son has received being from the Father at His will 

and pleasure. JIe then points out that this position is Indisting- 

uishable from Arianism in It a Classical fbrm and1brmularies, and is un- 

(535) See above, pp. 274-9. 

" -( , lr, ý, '40 (. 936) OtAq'UT-i ýýA( 10 V U-5V -mo 
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Scripturalg the classical testimonies,. Watt. 3: 17, Ps 44 AV: l, John 1: 1# 

Ps-36: 9, v Heb. 1: 3,, philipp. 2: 6j, Col. 1: 15, being quoted. Athanaslus now 

oontinues: 

60 "All these passages tell us everywhere of the Being of the Logoss, 

but nowbere are we told that He was of will* 0 or KJ 
that He has been made at all, As for them,, where did they find v7ill or 

Pleasure 'precedent' ( -rTo I )v t/ rC\t IV + gen. ) to the Logos of God,, 

Unless forsooth they have deserted Scripture and slyly followed the Im- 

piety of Valentinus. For Ptolemy the Valentinian sold that the Unorigin- 
(537) 

ate had a pair of attributes# Thought and Wills, ard first lie thought, 

then He. willed,, and what He thought lie could not put, forth save when the 

power of Will was added. Thence the Arians...... vish Viiii and Pleasure to 

precede the Logos.... But we# on reading the Holy oraolear have found 'He 
r3s 

was' qV) applied to the Son# and of Him only did we'hear that He 'was 

In the Father and the Image of the Father; while it was only In the 0ase 

Of things origlnateý since these things also by nature once were 

but after came to be, that we recognised a precediný,, - will and pleasure.. 
(PS. 13.5 AV: 3s, PS-l10LXX*-2v PS-135AV: 6)000 If then Ile be work and thing 

made,, and one among everything -rWV -TrvL1J-7-W\f let Him also 

be said to have come to be by will# for It is thus that scripture shows 

that the things me de come to be. " Ilere follows the quotation from Asterlus 
(540) 

on the matter,, which we have already cited above; the gist Is that as 

lylil is so obviously superior to Nature,, it would be an Insult to the son 

to say that lie was generated In axw way except by will. This too was the 

attitude of the ArlenizIng synods that Athanasius Is answering; they 

K-L (537) 4ýO o -Tlb qro"** 
I 

. L, LOVC^JV -Týýv 
1 11 

1 -Twy W-18) E: -rri 

(539 ITM JCMI OUK v -jDTZ J, 

(540) 
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regarded the only. alternative to generation by will to be generation under 
(541) 

naturfil, compulsioný Athanaslus comments thus: "In spite of the 

sophist havingAntroduced, ab"ant Irreligion into hie'remarks., that lsq 

that the offspring CV V, txý- 'and thing made are 

the same# and that the son' Is one of all the existant offsprings., he comes 

to the conclusion thatý It Is rlgtlt 

pleasure 
(542) 

to say that the worka'are by will arld 

61 Therefore If Ile is other than "all things", and It was rather 

the case that through Him the works cume to be,, let not 'by VVIll, 
C 

be said of 11ims, unless ne has come to bo in the same 

way as the tbines have been established 6-'UVC(S-- which through 

Him came to be, For Paul was previously not an Apostles, but became one 

Ofterwards *by the will of God' and our own calling* vibich once was not, 

but now has taken places, is preceded by wIll. O*(Eph. 
l: 15)e* And what Moses 

relates, *Let there be signifies the will of the Agent. 

For the Framer counsels to make things that once were mt but happened 

(643). 
afterwards from external causes,, 

The Introductory reference to the doctrine of PtolenW the foil- 

ower of Valentinus the Gnostic is Interestinýv since it shows that the 

tendency to Consider such things as a person's will and counsel as sub- 

stantively separate entities was widespread. Whatever the difficulties 

that we westerners might feel with the Athanasian doctrine that the son 

Is bypostatioally and simply the Will of God# we should recognise that,, 

Compared with the tradition of 'which Gnosticism as a whole was typical 

Athanasius Is a model In his insistence on the Inseparability of the All 

11 
(541) -6-. jL -1-14 -7. 

Y, 

\ 01 Ou 0", 5 42) M4 ýUD Uot'r. ; 
kkot: rl 

L Tm-rý 543) - 
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and Counselp etc., fron. God, as his treatment of the doctrine of Ptolemy 

shows. After this Introductions Atbanasius as usual returns to the 

Scriptural testimony, and there he finds a strict distinction between what 

Is said about. the Son and what is Paid about all creatures; In the former 

case, the Son is said simply to have existed; concerning His pasts He 

"Was" and, nothing else. All the creatures,, and all events concerning them,, 

once were not, but came Into existence at the will of God. Thugs the 

Arians or Arianising statement under discussion is really the same old 

doctrine all over again, that the Son is a creature. Nowp what about the 

Will of God? As the very essen0e of will Is that what is willed Lis some 

change or something new, GoVs will can only arise when an act of crea- 

tion is in question and always does arise in these cases; therefore once 

again to say that the gon owed His existence to the will of the Father Is 

the same as saying that once He was notv that fie is a creature,, eta*. 

This Important principle Is already quite clear# and further reference 

Will be made to It later In this 'section. The quotation of Asterius that 

Athanasiua makes at this point Indicates., as Athanasius says himself, that 

this disjunction is accepted by, the Arianag, and that this is a formal 

Point on which the two parties agreed. The trouble Is that it shows that 

Asterlus and the other Arians had never thought of anything in God higher 

than ilia will. 

Continuing (at 452Bq beg. ) p Athanasius now draws out further 

the contrast with the Logost Who 113 alPeadv stated to be ontologioallyt 

coamO3.0gically,, in a sense (if we dare say it) logicallyr and theologically 'i 

other than the things that isre created through Him: "But He does not take 

Lature 
(544) 

counsel beforehand about His own Logos begotten frova Him by r 

for in ( EV ) Him the Father makes,, In Him frames,, the other things, as 

M&ZW 88 He takes counsel about* (Jam. 1: 18). Therefore the Will of God 

D 
7j (544) -1-ov c; 

ý "I-COV Ara v Ey Ck'j-rv'v. +/<SF'1 v(j px 0" () U0 AE I- 
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Concerning all things., wheth 
, 
er, 

-they 
be 

, 
born again(545) or brought Into 

46) being at the first ýIVV fvcj\. / is In Ilia LogoV In 

Mom Ile both makes and begets again what seems right to Him. 
(I Thess. 5: 18). But If the' Is also in Him in Vvrhom Ile makes,, and In 

Chri t is the pleasure ( -Tý' of' the Father,, how can He come 
irito being by will and pleasure? 'For If 'Ile too"has 'come to'be. 0'O'O *by 

547) 14119,1t follow's the't the will concerning' Him consists In some other Loýos 
through whom Ou ) Ile also comes to be. 9 for It has b'ecn shown that 

týe Will 
! 
of God Is not In ( Cv the' things that come to bej, ' but In ( r-v 

I C, Him through ýjhom ) and In Whom'( cv ci all tbings made come 
to be. Nextt sincelt Is all one to sny,, 'by will' and 'there was once 

when Ile was not' ip let than decide to says, 'there was once when He was not 
that.... they may understand that to say thy willf is to place times 

ý9ovoL), f before the Son, for counselling preoedes things which once 

were mt., so in t1ile case of all a reatures., But If the Logos is the Framer of 
the creatures, and I-le co-exists 

' 
with the Father,, how can taking counsel 

precede the Everlasting as if He were not? For if counsel precedes,, how 

are all tbings through Him 
ft 'J-oi-v )? For rather. would He be one 

among all thO rest, as He would have been begotten as Son,, even as we have 

come to be as sons by the Lozos of truth 0. and in fine It would be necessary 

for Us to look for another Logoss, through Mom He also. would havecome to 

be-and would have been begotten along with an things,, In which God took 
(548) 

Pleasure 

62 If then theiv Is another Logos of God then let the Son have his 

a patent referenoe to John 3: 3,, along with II Cor. 5: 17. 
(546) 

n r, 
. ., I 

FV -TLj 
AO 

J Ckv-11'Ou 
(547) -r-7 v- I v Ec; -rsow 6-u V- I 

rl\ 1 
(548) 

ýO k 17 1 
J; ýkv ETZ Tqavjv) CV, Y 

') 9 Z/x 1, C3 Sýf C 
0 

(9t I 
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origin in a jogosý549 butp if there is not,, as is the case - whereas 

all things through Ijim have come to be - does this not expose. o.. these merj? 

The first approximation of Athanaaiua is to say that the Will 

and Counsel are In the Logost and therefore He is ontologically and theo- 

logically superior to them; this Is in accordance with the formula that 

has become universals, thatp eoge God's plan of salvation is In Christ. 

However., In his exposition of thiss Athanasius Epes beyond this points, and 

we can already see the transition to the view that he finally and defin- 

Itively presents In the next few chapters. Already we can see his point 

of departure,, 'w hich to that the Logos and counsel of God both precede 

creation in the same way. The section quoted ends with the well-known 

-r r argument applied to the Arlan dilemap In the classical way. 

Having just rebuked the Arians, again ad bomineal, Ahanastus 

takes the opportunity to complete the picture of their argumento by briMing 

forth the now point that he had Inadvertent3, v failed to mention; at arV 

rate, It was not yet made in such, an explicit way before the M 'ap al- 

though, as we have explained aboves a similar disjunction was quite im- 

11.1 Plicit In the Arlan talk about the Son being -IT &rr _rvT (the 

alternative being that JJe was as wood and stone). -Let us resume our cita- 

tion at 453A-Bo with AthanasiUS'8 rendition of the Arlan objeatiom. 

'Unless He has come to be by willq God would have had a Son by necessity 

t 0(550) and against His good pleasure. This Is actually the old objection 
that we have mentioned a few lines agog, only bere It is applied, not to 

nature of the Son Himself* but to the act of lite generation as an act of 

the Pather. The Arians either were# or affected to bepunable to see arw 

tbird possibillty apart from acts of Will and eats external3, v coerced. * 

100, (549 WA 10 Ulbr c; 6V VCJg 
lool V, (650) Ou VC)"U'v 
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This brings Athanaslus to the kernel of what he has to sayt the distinct- 

Ion between the nature of God and the Will of God (in the sense in which 

both Athanasius and the . 4rians understood itv as applying to acts with 

a definite initiation). We resune our citation at once: "And who is It 

then who imposes necessity on Him...? I For what Is contrary to wiliB 
51) 

they see# but what Is greater than it and transcends It 
1552) 

they do not 

regard. For as what is beside purpose Is 

contrary to will, so what Is according to nature 

transcends and precedes taking counsel. A man by taking counsel 

C> V ýbuilds a house,, but begets a son according Of, V0 

to nature ( 
ýU 

C, I" )& And what Is being built by counsal be- 

gan to come to being and Is external to its makerg but the son Is proper 

Offspring of the fatherts essence, and is not external to him; wherefore 

he does not take counsel about him, lest he should seem to take counsel 

about himself. As'far then as the Son transcends the creatureg does what 

is by nature transcend the willý 
155.3) 

, And they, on hearing of Hims, ought 

not to measure what Is according to nattfurej, by will. However, forgetting 

that they are hearing about God's Song they dare to apply human antitheses 

to God... " Athanasiusla solution to the problem Is the uncompromising In- 

sistence on the primacy of what he termed the Divine na t ur eg 

over the will# a transcendeme which applies most definitely even In the 

case of the will of. God. In thies, be diverges considerably from the later 

Church. Kevmants notes make this clear: (note on cb. 60): "The lante- 

Oadens voluntas had been mentioned in Recogn. Clement. For Ptolemy,, vide, 

Apiph. Haer. p. 215. The Catholicst who allowed that our Lord waa Mt 

,-S, yui XIa, S explained it as a 60%/ f or 3 and not as a 

(551) 
U'r (552) 04 1. ,, X1 1-1 r\ -C4%, t "I V. (553) 60VTW -1-t 

I 
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as Gyrils, Trin. Lis, p. 56. And with the same 

meaning at. Ambrosev nee voluntas ante Filimn nee potestass de Fide vs, 224. 
OOK 

And St. Gregory Nyssens 'His immediate unions, 0 

does not exclude the Father's wills 0 LO \t\ 9 cr-1 v, -' nor does the will 

separate the son from the Fatbert* contr. Eunom. viis, p. 2962,7 vide the 
/, - P n 

whole passage. The alternative which these wordss, and 

0 )oo 
j expressed., waa this; whether an act of Divine purpose 

or will took place before the generation of the son, or whether both the 
(554)n 

Will and the Generation were eternal, as the Divine Nature was eternal... 

The first major note on ch. 62; "Thus be makes the question a nugatory 

one, as If it did not go to the point, and could not be answered s, or might 

be answered either way,, * as the case may be. Really, Nature and will go to- 

gether in the Divine Being, but In order, as we regard Hims, Nature is first, 

Will second s, and the generation, belongs to Nature. not to Will. And so 

supr. or. I: 29. o 11: 2. In like manners, St. Lpiphaniusp Haer. 69: 26,, vide 0 

also Ancor. 51; vide also Ambros. de Fide Iv. 49 vide others, as collected 

In Petavius, Trin. vi. 8. seats. 14-16. " The second major note on the same 

chapter: "Two distinct meanings may be attached to 'by will' either 

a concurrence or acquiescence, or a positive act. St, Cyril uses It In 

the fonner sense, when he calls It O-v 
f4 

and when he says rll 'IT 
1-#1 

vide Athanasius infra,, that the Father will His own subsistence# 

but is not what He is from any Will, SK -n Vu 

What Athanaslus says leads to the conclusion that It does not matter which 

sense Is taken. He does not meet the Arian objectionp tif not by wills, 

therefore by neaessityt by speaking of a concomitant wills, or merely 

saying that the almighty exists or is goods, by wills, with St. Cyril, but 

says thnt "nature transcends will and necessity also'.... (St. AUgustinev 

Triru 20j. prefers) to speak of our Lord rather as voluntas do voluntate'r 

(554) A reference to Bishop Bull is omitted from Our (luotation of the note. 
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than., as Athanasius is led to do, 4ý the IvAll of God. " The material col- 

la t ed in these notes patently indicates that the inuýediate succesaom. 

event of Athanasiuss, and even more the later Churcht in the main attribu- 

ted the generation of the Son to a mudified fona of wills, as appropriate 

to Gods rather than to the very Nature of God. Why thLa. contrast? j? rob- 

ably a very considerable part of t1be reason is in terms of the instructive 

distinotiondrawng for examples, by Macmurray between the outlook of classi- 

cal Greek philosophy and the unorthodox Greek mind which arose later In 

Stoicism and finally became the regulse ideology of the Roman worldý 

The former mind, which was contemplative and theoretical,, corresponded 
Je to t1je heyday of the Greek 0<0 ( In Its primary and unsophistica- 

ted form,, in which a man's actions were un-self-conscious and determined 

by tradition,, or,, if we likes, nature. The letter corresponded to the 

uprooting of man from that tight environment inLo the comparative spiritual 

Void of the C+raeco-Roman worlds, ax)d of necessity it laid great emphasis on 

the concept oA' will& We have alrcady noticed the relative kinship of 

Athanasius to the earlier forms of Greek p1iilosophys, and even his tendency 

to consider man's sinful state in terms of nature rather than of will; and 

where he followed stoicism most in his earlier dayss, in his natural theology 

of the Logosj, this position became less aijý less defensible the raore he 

fought the Arians,, as via have explained. on the other hand, the Stoical 

position and tradition was the more influential on the Church as a ivbole,, 

Oertainly and especially in the caFje of the vi"estern Church. Again,, in the 

particular case of the Arian controversyp the Arians lied so mangled the 

notion of the Divine Will,, and so thoroughly Insisted that ý-jjll Is the 

sign of a process that JE; concerned with creaturely entities (Is this in 

-fact a Greek position of Maamurrsy'la classioal type - the cternal la the 

unchanging state? ) that Athanasius had no chuice but to abundon the notion 

(555) See ý "The Clue to Hirtory. pp. 
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of wi3,1 altogether and concentrate entire3, v on Nature. 

Therefore# for Athanaslus, the Nature of God absolutely trans- 

cends the V1111 of Gods and the Son Is Son by nature. It Is quite true 

thats, as Asterius and the other Arians admitted,, Will concerns itself with 
things that are not eternal or not co-eternal with God Himselfg. but the 

Nature is what Is from the beginnings, that is, in the case of Gods, co- 

eternal with Himself. This would Itself have landed Athanaslus in further 

problems. Tha very word like all words from the root V- 
I mplied generation from a beginnings, and this lies behind even what we 

Would refer to as the fixed and aboriginal nature of a thing. For the 

same reason there Is the close association between 
4u(5-ý 

and physical 

or determinist external law in the modern sense of these terms - the sense 

which was recogn1sed by the rro "-Cýýqjr 'V9C-? r Is 'r 
of the Twenty-fifth Anathema of the First Sirmium . And what is worse 

stills, the Physics of Aristotle was a philosophioal-physical discussion 

of the essence and the origin of motion, change of positions, and change of 

state as well. Athanaslus appreciates this sort of difficulty when he 

again raises the question at the end of the passage that we have just 

quotedp of the analogical character of all theologloal statementas, and it 

Is a pity that he did not make a more thorough statement. of the analogical 

principle as applied to the application to God of the category of Nature. 

On the basis of what he said before on other topics. * Athanasius would have 

found It quite easy to point out that whereas the nature of created things 

Is of the character mentioned aboves, the nature of Gods, God being what He 

is, is eternal. (Expressions of this sort are scattered throughout Athan- 

a8iU8j* but the point to nerver explicitly made In the context where it-is 

urgently needed). But the point Is that for Athanaslus it was probably 

sufficient that Nature was what was aboriginals, as was In-accordance with 
his normal use of the word U al'f and that It Was inevitably implied 
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tL 
4t tbo nature uf Gud wau absolutely eternal and concerned Ilia eternity 

and simply! 
556) 

As to the correctness of the do-. trin-.,, of Athanasius., it is of 

course absolutely correct 
"in terms of the antithesia that was at st ake in 

the Arlon controversy according to which wIll is associated with ectiv- 

lties in time, a point an vAUch both partie3 nZrced. on this basis., it 

would be pointless to speak ebout the absolute unity of 1,111 and Nature 

In God. -on the other hand,, if the Issue to considered more generally 

the statement of classical theology., mentioned by Newman., that in God 

Nature and Will go together,, is certainly correct, It is not only that 

there can be no question of God willing anything not Emcor(ling to ilia 

nature or thich is naturally impossible for JTJMV or of God under compulsion 

of His nature doing something not according to Ilia will - the Arlan Aunt 

sally which Athonaslus also rejects with alacrity and scorn, expressing 

to this extent the difference between Nature In God and nature In orea- 

, 
tures. One must go further; It Is necessary to Interpret Nature analog- 

leally in such a way as to Include the concept of 11illy az to necessary in 

the case of God In Ilia aseity and transcendence. (and also vice -versa). 

The same will,, as is only too familiar to us# apply to the theological con- 

cept of, 11an as made In the Image of God. 9 rith the appropriate limitations. 

In spite of this, there Is much more to be said in favour of Athanaslusts 

method of making Nature the first approximation cindo perhaps making later 

modifications in the direction of Will, than is usually allowed. The 

author cannot pt this stage enter Into the well-known controversy between 

the anthropological determinists and the anthropological existentialiats, 

but he does feel that It would be kerygmatically (and actual3, v betterýfor 

the Church to do justice to the former rather than the latter., as the 

starting point which is contrasted with Godts grace. It is possible that 

many (non-Christian) existentialists are so, vocal precisely because the 

See aboveg pp. --7-9, -8UP 208-210- 
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g6xicral atmosphere of to-dcýy determinist (or In a , icnze physicist) and 

nuL existentiallst,, and they-bave a anoakiiij fecliriC that deterialnipua 

mi, fht be right. ' -jhis is the same point that we made previously on Athan- 

QULUS18 doctrine of sin and the common criticisrus of Lt. In this respeat 

It ILi quitt; true to say that Athvnasiuz bau more : Cor the guidance of our 
(507) 

o-ýjn juy t1jam I)js detractors. 

(557) P. C. Baur,, "Die ohristliche Lehre von der Dreleinig, 11, colt und Menseb- 

"? , 404ff.., severely criticiEcs Athnnasius for introducing werd ung Cýo tt eG. ... " 
a dualism between the 11111 and the Nature of God., on the ground that,, on 
VUG basis,, C-od would be different after He beCan to ercrte from what lie 
Was before. This criticimi Is repeated In Bohringer, "Athanasius und 
APius... "v P. 532: llrewlas eine Aremnentation (i. e. C., Ar. JIJ: r58-67)., die 
n1cht ohne ihre 13erecbtigung lot gegenuber der LAnseitigkolt der Ariartert 
die den v. *illea von dma Wouen Gotten trennten. 1 Lis IBt Labor docb nur des 
andere Extrem,, wenn Athanasius dau Vxsen Gottes vom virillca trennte,... 
(0-spocially since both must Co together in salvation). " Paur,, unfortunate- 
3, v for himself, gives the show vywray, and unwittingly vindicates Athanaslus, 
when he concludcs.. loa. cit. p. 408,, thvt one cannot escspe making the world 0 
co-eternal with Godp uhich is apparently meant not as an Ebsurd deduction 
from an Athancoicn position that is beinig shown to be Impossible., but the 
Position tll, -, t he deeireu to prove; "Ist Gott der Unendlichop so kann auch 
the dcr ,,, 'clt von Gott nur eine unendliche seyn. " The point 
is that,, on the basin on vihich the AriLqn controverny was conducted,, the 
Ouestion of a rcal du&llsm between 'aill. and r,, nture simply cannot arise. 
It In Athanesius rho Is logiual and consistent-, and the Arlana wbo are the 
tYltellectunl pros tidigi tators. The ýrlnn position depenA3 on the principle 
tb&t. ýAll,, 'by definition so to speak,, is concerned vith vbat was not eternal 
but v; h1ch epme to bo., and therefore waa orenturely; thus., for a thing to 
exist by the will-of God means thct itý Is a creature. Un this basis,,. a 
17111 In Orod Wit is in every respect co-eternal mith the Persona or uith 
the Godheed would have to be considered primarily au beina In the Nature of 
God, within the meaning of these concepts as they were used by Athanasius., 
and also by the Ariens insofar as they were intelligible and consistent. 
The rezal dualism Is the Arlan idea that the concept of so defined 
and exploited - was the highest possible thing in God, It is thin fallacy 
that vvuld really nake the world co-oternal with Godv or shati-crilis God- 
head. This Is essentially the sarle misuse, FAnd abuse of nrguments In conn- 
00"Jon with personality that we noticed above, pp. 419-20 and 459-64, and 
in both cases the final casualty of such theology - speaking subjectively 
and not objectively'. ) Is'. not the Deity of the uon, but the Codhead of God 
Himself. If it is rejoined that there must be will in the very Nature of 
God 8 the answer, Is -simple; ý that we taust ma; Le a di stine tion between the 
Voluntas ad Extra and the Voluntas (or Voluntates) ad Intra. Trinitatisp 
analogous to the well-kwwn diatination, "opera ad Intra Trinitatis aunt 
divisav opera ad r. xtra Trinitatis sunt Indivisa. " In addition the Volun- 
tateav besUcs being divided though absolutely aliker are eternal; the 
Voluntas ad E: xtra, like the opera ad Extra, are not eterria. l. not co-cternal. 
or only subordinately eternal (to satisfy Karl Bartht Vol. II.. Pt. IJ of the 
Church Dogmatics), in relation to the Voluntates ad Intre. 
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At this stage (4530),, Athanastus gives the argument another 

twist: "The fact that God is good and merciful* does this attach to God 

by will,, or not by willý 
558) 

If It Is by will,, we must consider that He 

began to be good,, and that It is admissible for Ilim not to be good. For 
(559) 

to take counsel and to choose involves an inclination in both directionav 

and this is an affection of rational nature. But If v on 

account of the absurdity that follows from these, His goodness and mercy 

are not from will* let thera listen to what they have been saying, 'There- 

fore by necessity and not at Ilia pleasure He Is good. ' And who is It that 

imposes necessity on Him?, But if It Is unseemly to speak. of necessity in 

case of Godp and therefore It is by nature L. )G-Si that Ile is good,, 

much more and much more truly would Ile be Father of the Son by nature and 
(560) 

not by will. 

In this passagep Athanasius extends this principle to God's 

goodness Itself.. and it must be admitted that in the light of the Arian 

use of will it was inevitable; God Is good by His very nature W not W 

will., as even Augustine saws, In spite of his greater emphasis on will than 

we find In Athanasius; non posse peccare (to be good by nature) was# for 

Augustlnes, a higher state than posse mn peocare (in other words,, to be 

able to will mt to sin)! 
561) 

Athanasius ends by affiming that If this 

applies even to the goodness of God, a fortiori it applies to His begetting 

of a son. This seems strange to us In our days of birth control and 

planned parenthood; it would not have been as strange to his own age - on 

the other hand It is questionable how It would have seemed to the Arians,, 

i-K Poo ýS Kpkýj 9VLTI 

OO%j 
(roi5q) -Tc) 'EV. Jrlý4 V 'TP, 

(560) v6z( OUIK 
JK 

(561) See abover C. Ar. js5j-f52,, and sbove,, pp. 
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as they themselves, in. their 
., 
arguments about the Son being 

emphasised particularly the association of the vjill with goodness., At 

any rate, for his dayl,. Atharmsius. has made another strong argument In favour 

of the use of the concept of nature as against will, by venturing Into 

the Divine attributes. 

63 Athanasius nows, at the beginning of a new chapter,, repeats the 

argument that the Father could riot have had His origin by will; therefore 

"it Is against reason to entertain such thoughts about the Logos of God. -" 
(456B). Againt Athanasius repeats the old principle that for God to take 

counsel about the origination of the Second Person would imply that once 
'0, He was j, NO-5e* absurd, and wisdomless. These substantial repet- 0 ý, 

-i Itions of his previous positions leads Athanasius to his final point in 

this section: (456Cq end) "For being the proper Logos of the Father,, He 
(562) 

does not allow us to reckon on any will before HIm9 since He Himself is 

the Father's Living Counsel jjfý, DUý,. 
*A -SWCr, )p and Powerp and 

Framer of all things which seemed good to the Father,, Arid this Is what 

He . said of Hims-elf In the Proverbs,, (8: 14) 'Counsel is 
;0 1-1 - mine and security d- mine is understanding 

fp "ý 
GIs) 

and mine Is strength W For as# although Himself the 

Understanding in which fie prepared the heavens, and Himself t3trength and 

Power' (for Christ Is 'God's Po wer and God's WIsdomt (I Cor. 1: 24)), He 

here has altered the terms 11-JfoLKX(\, 1&JN/ and said 'mine Is 

understanding, ' and 'Mine Is strength'# sop while lie says, 'Mine Is 

counsel,. 1 He must Himself be the living Counsel of the Father; as we 
have learned from the Prophet also, that lie becomes laMel of Great Coun, - 

1-11 * 
Bel's arid was called the Good Pleasure ), of the Father. 

For thus We must refute thems using human Illustrations 4j -ri- 1VOU 

conaerning God. 

e- e- ý 
1£ k5, ý (5621 ÜV V, q -lý 0 lods 
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64 Athanasius now repeats again the distinction between the Logos 

and created things that came to be by will,, and also repeats the illogical 

and polytheistic consequences (the -1-ývrqr again) of having to assume 

another Logos in Whom the Logos was created. lie continues: (460Abeg. 

"For If will precedes In the Father, the 3on1a words are not trueg 'I 

In the Fathers, or even if He Is In the Father, yet He would but hold 

second place* and it would not become Him to 'say, 'I In the Path erl 

since vjill was before Himp In which all things were brought Into being 
C '0, 

and lie Himself subsisted ),, accordipg to youvee, & 

65 Moreovers, if they say that the Son Is by wills, they should also 

say that lie came to be by understanding ov Irr for I con- 

Bider understanding and will to be the same. For whatever a man takes 

Counsel about, 9 he also has understanding about It; - and vibat he unAerstands, 

he also takes counsel about it. Certainly the saviour Himself linked them 

together by analogy,, as cognate expressionsp when Ile saidt 'Counsel Is 

mine and security; mine is understanding,, and mine strength. ' For as 

strength and security are the same.... so we may say that understanding and 

counsel are the same,, viz. the Lord. But the Impious men are unwilling 

that the Son should be Logos and Living Counsels, but they make a myth 

concerning God of an understanding and counsel and wisdom wbioh comes and 

goes In human fashion like a habit )99999Let everyone rather 

trust to Solomon, who says that the Logos is ýVisdom and Understanding.. *,, 
(Prov. 3-, 19, Pa. 33: 60,135: 61 1 Theiss. 5: 18). e.. The Son of God then is 

Himself the Logos and the Wisdom# Ile Is the Understanding and Living Courk- 

eel,, and in Him_ 
_is . 

'the good pleasure of the Father'; He Is the Truth 

and Light and Power of the Father. But If the Will of God Is Wisdom and 

Understanding, and the Son Is ilisdom, he who says that the Son is by will 

says virtually that Wisdom has come to be In wisdomp a-ijd the son Is made 
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in a son, and the Logos created through a logoss, which Is Imompatible 

With God and opposed to the scriptures. " 

There is little'to be said about this climax of these few final 

chapters; Athanosiuss, by juxtaposition of Scripture passages,, shows the 

identity of all the titlesp Logos. wisdoms Living 0ounsels Underat and i ng,, 

Will, etc.; they all must refer to the identical entity, the second Per- 

son. Therefore,, the son must not only contain all these, as Athanastus 

said before fie must be all these. This is Athanastus's final position. 

on the basis of what we have already seen of Athanssian theology.. this is 

reasonable and correats, and is in fact only an extension and, corollary 

of the old principle that the Son is actually the Wisdom'of God in the 

simplest and strictest sense. we have already disoussed this matter 

fullyp and as exactly the same applies in one case as the other,, no further 

study Is requiredý 
563) 

The next portion of this chapter (464A9 past middle),, merits 

a special note on account of its relevance to*the later Trinitarian termin- 

ology: "For the Apostle proclaims the 3on to be the proper Radiance ard 

Expression( 564) (565) 
not of willp but of the Father's Essence Itself,, say- 

ing, (Heb. 1: 3) 'Who being the Radiance of His Glory and the Expression 
C 

Of His Subsistence (u rrv 6`ýi-JL, eýqAOJ But If # as we have said 

before, the Father's Essence and SubSlstencV66) be not from will,, It Is 
(567) 

'very plain that what Is proper to the Father's Subsistence is not from 

will either,, for the proper ()ffspring from that Blessed Subsistence must 

(563) Seq above, pp. 
(564) (CV a0g. 

jtz 

(566) 

(567) 
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be suah as it and In the same way as Ij 
568) 

Newman's note Is as follows: 
0 

and U IT'O 15--T-d<n are In these passages made syn- 

orWmous.,... might have been expected too In the dis- 

cussion in the beginning of Orat. III did Athanasius disting, uish between 

them. it Is remarkable how seldom It oacurs at all in these orations,, 

except in the sense of We have not in fact been able to 

find, a single instance which Was not directly prov6ked by this Yersep and 

where it does not have the meaning of fleb. 1: 3., that isp as we have 

already saidt that of "object" In the sense in which this latter word Is 

used in optlass, in correlative contrast to "Image", This shows that 

Athanasius was not familiar with the Western use of the wordp Tertullian's 

substantia. we may disagree slightly with Newman and maintain that for 
7 . 10,1 C, -* 

Athanasius vvc:; l c4 and are not simple synonvma,, but 

that this relatior. ship Is derived,, by an easily demonstrable process,, from 

the original disparate meanings. For If the descriptions of offspring 

from Essence 0 U<11 OL and Image or Character, of the Underlying 
ý' '0"0 

CP -1 *- %ý C 

(569) MUller lists only 12 uses of this word in the whole of the orations,, 
I: 9: 29A9 20: 5ZB & CO II: 52: 21OB9 33: 217B ter, JIJ: l: Z24Av 65: 461B ter, 
66: 461C. The lost three references have just been cited, and.. although 
they are not exactly in the form of Heb. 1: 3# their dependence on it is 
directly indicated by the context. The same applies, at one remove, to 
the almost adjacent rc; rerencep III: 66: 461(; t which we shall cite In the next 
chapter. All the other references are in the form of Heb. 1: 3.,, except III: 
1: 324Ap where it is saidthat ýhe Arlanq do not know what is Ttf 

- rip 
d-n<erýal's izZ, 
The third element 16 ar petition of the second. Since the parallels are 
True rather - True Sont and Light - Radiance respectivelyv this instance 
is also patently dependent on I-leb. 1: 3. 

For further Information, * see pp. 78,208, and 324. It is completely 
lacking In the "De Incarnatione"q and# apart from three instunces in the 
"Contra Genteel' which describe the substantiali, ty that Athanasius is deny- 
Ing to evilt the scanty occurrences listed on p. 324 are a complete list 
up till the "Contra Arlanos". In the later theological works before 362 
that we are treating, there are only four other uses, three from "De SYn- 
odis" 33-54 that refer to Arlon heretical uses., and one from Ad serapel 
that is also In the fqrm of lieb, 1: 3, We shall further consider the matter 
In our general resum6 of the theology of the orations. 
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Objeot (') are both used for the relation of so n to 

Father,, the words in question must bep In this context,, theologically an- 

alogous and virtually synonymous# If both are used. It is Athanasius's- 

use here of the Image metaphor that makes these words synonvmous in this 

case. 

The final sentence of ch. 65 "And accordi4gly the Father 

Himself has said, notp, "This Isthe Son originated at my will. t norm, 

'The Son whom I have by my Favour 6JCrOf04\/' but simply, 

'my, son, t and more than that,, tin Wbom I am well pleased, * meeniM by 

thi8j, tThIs is the 9on by nature and, 'In Him Is 

lodged my will about what pleases Met. " This Is an expression of the 

Usual tendency of Athanastus Insofar as be would treat God"s pleasure and 

will, Insofar as It concerned created things, as being In Christ In a way 

analogous to the HurnanItY of Christ,, according to the position that has 

been so fully enunciated before. However# Athanasius Is finally brought 

up against the question of what is God's eternal Good Pleasure In the son 

as God, and with this we concludq. pur study. 

66 "Since then the Son Is bv nature UOE and not by will, 

Is He without the pleasure of the Father and not with the Father's will? 
(570) 

Not verI3, v, but the gon is with the pleasure of the Fatherv and aa 

He Himself say8jq tThe Father loveth the Sons, and showeth Him all things. ' 

For as lie did not begin to be good 'from wllllv nor yet Is good withou 
11 
t 

(571)_ 
will or pleasure for what He Is that is also JUs pleasure (PEX 7T 

- the Son'should be likewise; even though He did not begin from willp it 
(572) 

does-not oome to Him either unwillingly or against His purpose. por 

, I., IN. e, T 11 % 

(570) -ADS -nfj-- TV v 'Jq os eve's 

(571) 03 ir 
. 00, - ý) I-, ' >R in" 1) -DE 

Xa fro V ý, 
Avo, ýý oK (572ý SL c I< 

ýVtj 
9FSTýs 

w1l. ýVL4ry CýSln 
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as He takes pleasure In His own Subslstenaeý 
573) 

so also 
(574) 

proper to lite Essence,, Is mt. without His pleasure.. 
(575) the object of the Patberts pleasure, and love, and let 

lously take account of the fact 
( 97n) 

the Son being 

Be then the Son 

everyone rellg- 

that God takes pleasure and Is not un- - 

williný-. '-' For by that good pleasure whereby the Son Is the objeot of 
(577) 

the Fatherts good plessurep Ile lovesp enjoyss, and honours the Father, 

and one Is the good pleasure whiah Is from the Father In the Song 

so that here too the son may be contemplated In the Fathcr and the Father 

in the son. " Athanssius then repeata what he said before against the 

notion of an anteoedent will In God before the Son,. and about the very 

Divine attributes being by nature and not by will. lie concludes., (464B# 

middle): "To say# 'The Fatherts good pleasure Is in the Son, # and 'The 

good pleasure of the Logos Is In the Father. * Impliesp not a precedent 

7111* but genuineness and propriety of nature.. and propriety and likeness 

Of essenoeý578) For as In the case of the radiance and light 
. 
one might 

say that there Is no will preceding the radiance In the light, but It Is 

its natural offspring enjoyed by the light that also begat 

IJ579 
ý580) ) 

not In will and consideration but by nature and trut . one might 

rightly say that the Father loves " enjoys the son., and the Son loves 

and enjoys the Father. " 

(573) Y7 -31 ^ 
E; 6!: m V 

(574 1 -f-Q-F I; Yc, 
co "i i VUV 0oJ. o 

facT 
OIF - (575) GeV I, As (aw -W 

ol I .40 
4171)\/ 

TV Oa9u. Kdi 576) 
r% 

fl 
k 

(577) -ke-Ttý KAýi Met Kd-l-rItAi 
v . 10,0 lw<Ty\/ (578) ()UOTwj I"S)t -11 

a, 

(579) T. ' '9,0ý 

10, (580) OU 
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In this passage,, Athanasius goes much of the way towards Inter- 

preting Nature analogically in such a way as to do justice to vjill and 

Good Pleasuret as we have suggested should be done. Here however,, Nature 

remains the-primary concept, and Athanaslus actually says that 17111 and 

good pleasure Indicate Nature In Godl in the case concerning the genera- 

tion of the Son. Againv there is expressed, for the first time clearly 

a doctrine of the mutual love of God the Father and God the Son,, almost 

in Augustinian terms# although Athanesius was very far from taking Augus- 

tine's step of relating this to the Spirit and the ProcessioL581) In fact, 

the processional statement that Athanasius makeav that the good pleasure 

from the Father In the son Is one,, In which both relation3 Of Mutual 10TO 

take places, would definitely follow the Greek processionj, if one were to 

briNj the spirit in. Indeed,, there is no mention of the spirit In this 

section. But it Is unfortunately on an equivocal note that we must C1080 

our detailed study of the orations against tb'e Arians. This Is inevitable, 

as a great theologian will not avoid bringing himself up against all sorts 

of fresh problems. 

Athanasius has at last been compelled to face the issuat in aoný-- 

siderable detailp of the mutual love of Father and son,, with all that it 

Implies* There have already been a few stray references to this, which 

Present the same position as Is being presented now. The position in 

question Is that the Divine Love In Its essentialv originalt intra-Trinlt- 

arian form, Is intimately related to the status of the Son as Co-essential 

Offspring of the Father., and, as we have e: zplained before, this Is essen- 

. 
(582) 

t1ally a Naralssistic -version of what love Is (in a most apt sense'. ) 

The status of the son as Co-essential offspring,, for sbich Athanasiust In 

marked disagreement even wItb such an Intimate friend as his suacessor 

(581) see Augustine, "De Trirdtate.. " -XV: 19. -37 
(582) See C. Ar. I: 20,, and abo-wel, pp. b83-5. 
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(5 83)i 
Basil of Cae8areav did not , shun the use of a neater noun 

Is so much the primary notion for Atbanasius that this oritician, may be 

Justlymade. That Is# the Intra-Trinitarian relation Is oonstituted by 

co-essential begetting# and love is a Oorollary of thisp as distinct from 

the view that it is constituted by love Itself. Now the effect of this 

Is that In spite of the vocabulary,, - the basic word is P to 
r\ C'. 

take pleasure in, passim,, OT3-1/ and 
\t-t 

IV beins each used 

only once,, the whole atmosphere of the passage is far more closely, related 

to Philla than to Agape# as is usually understood, * ands, if. we were prepared 

to Interpret''the tb ird famous word in optimam partemp it would be even 

closer still to Eros. Unfortunately,, the question Is not purely scademlov 

but we shall have to reserve further discussion till the general resume. 

67 In the concluding chapter, Athanasius repeats and summarises 

the point that the Son Is the Will of the Father# and not a creature of 

will* He animadverts'again on the infamous Arlan questioning of people 

In the market-plaoe., and suggests that it would hOve been right to question, 

not the mothers but the fathers, 'as to whether their children are not 

really begotten of their very 'nature or are not like them. There follows 

a last call for faith, and the concluding sentences refer again to the 

vanity of Arianism: "What pretdxte thenj, and Whence,, will they be able 

to find next, unless they borrow blasphemies of Jews and Calaphas,, and 

take atheism from Gentiles? For the Divine Scriptures are closed to them# 

and from every part of them they are refuted as insensate and Christ's 

enemies&" (conclusion of Orat. III). As we have the text,, there is no 

Doxology. 

The following is. the lexicographical analysis of the last 

See Newman"s note on De Decr. 21. 
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section of the "Contra Arianos" I-III. Lojjos. - origin of the L.: L. cKT. - 61: 452B(He does not take prior counsel concerning His Proper L. generated 
1-1 from Him 

4 
u6t, L. of the F.: 69: 448B(P. reveals His own L. from 

Boo-even - Mt. 3: 17)p 63: 4560(lfe being Proper L. of the F. does not permit 

us to think of antecedent will)p 65; 4600(Hereties say Son not Proper L. 

of F. but creature). L. of God: 60: 448C(no will precedent to L. of G. )j, 

62: 453A(Heretice say that L. of G. was not before His generation)v 63: 

4560(jo it not unreasonable to think such things cnag. L. of God? ). Per- 

fect and Immutable gauality of L. ez P,. -. 63-, 4560(God has His own L. not 

by will but 
Ju45t 

I 64: 457B(Le is F. Ia 

67: 464C(Lo Is in heart of F. )0,67: 465, A(nothing in F. before L. ). common 

virtues, -perfections &0.: 60: 448C(Scripture tells us of the Being of the 

Lo & but never by will) 61: 452B (in L, is will of the F. concerning all 

things),, 67: 465A(in Lo Is Will of F, ), 63: 456C(sufficient to know and 

understand name of L. )v 65: 46OC(L. to vidm. and Understanding)# 66: 464B 

(to say F. takes pleasure in s. & L. takes pleasure In F. , means not 
100, -) /> "-*, k 

antecendent will but V6 ývjGnolýTX 14ý# Vvolatr 10010T)oý k'aLi 

0 r49 10 Tý 'r ý? ' C-)r 661464B alterum (Let none Intrude between only F. and 

Only L. ), q Work In Creation: 61: 452C(thro ugh L. ) 65: 460C (in tb e L, 

Heresy (as_ usual), - Lozos difft. from s. or only- 9. conceptual2Z: 65: 460B 

(Ans. will riot have it that Son In L. &-Living Counsel). L. not sole 

Creator: 61, -453A(Rather would He by will be begotten a son.,,, as we made 

sons by L. of truth)s 61: 453A altertra (we viould have to look for another 

L. )* 62: 453A bis (If there be another L. of G. let Him be originated 

64: 457C(Let them fashion another L. )# 65: 461A (2 expls. ) 

(that L. Is created through the L. )* L. creature at will of F.: 60: 449A 

(Ana. want will & Counsel to precede L. ). 63: 456B(they dare such things 

Onag. L. ) 63: 4MC(tbey say that P. wills in order to have L. d, Wisdom) 

67: 465A (2 expla. )(L. came to be av a 64t461A(Will before L 
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of these 34 examples, 24 are in Group It9 in Group Up and one In Group 

VIIr there being almost no Incarnational material in this section. 

0' so son---Logos(included under other heads under 

Logos): 65: 46OB(Heretics unwilling that S. be L. & Living Counsel). 

Intimate Connection between Fe & So: Generation of Son: SimpV F.? S2ressed 

(True, Genuine, From the P., p do. ): 62: 456A(God Is F. of S. and 

not by will), 66: 4610(Son exists Lj and not by will)p 66: 4610 

alterum(the Being of the S. is neither from will nor against will)p 67: 

465B(let them stop asking women about the s. of G. ). OrIgAotherwlse 
e-\ 7 ., I-00 

-PMlained: 
63: 456G (S. is -,, ý'vvqýA. L not by will) 

66: 4610(S. Is I 
r(OS 

buls(df -lv U Same na ture a uni ty of relation. 

rl: 44, aA(We find "was" of the Son)# 62: 453B(As Son greater than 

creatures. ' so wbat Is by n. greater than will),, 66: 461C(Let S. be "pleas- 

ured085) and loved by P. )j 66: 464A(S. loves F. with same gDod pleasure 

with which He is pleasured by F. )v 66: 464A alterum, et tertium et quartum 

(3 exple. ) (one is the good pleasure from the F. In the S., q so that from 

this the s. can be seen In the F,,, and the Fe In the S. )v 66: 464A quln- 

tum(one would be mad to place Will and Examination between ri. a s. ), 66: 

464A sextUM(It Is different to says, He has come to be by will,, from saying 

that P. loves and pleasures 9. who Is proper U1 (5"51 66-. 464B(To say, 

P. pleasures S. and Le pleasures F. meanag not antecedent will.. b ut 
4 Aý k OU)Gll,, 

: 11C ", I, - S, /11' "1''. - .1 6V 610 1 <P jJ. L1 LS I Ojr'; ý. 101ýý 

66: 464G (3 explo. )(One would rightly say onag, F. S. V. love a and 

pleasures S.. " and "S. loves and pleasures F. "),, 67t464c(S. In F. ). 67: 

-N 

465A (a. is the Father9s All)# Being s, of 11. , Is and remains S. of G. 

ý 584) Here as elsewhere occasionally we have bad to alter Muller's classi- 
icatiOn where it Is erroneous,, or cmuberoome by reason of scarcity of 

material- 

For convenlenoe we bave coined 
itive. 

c trans- this to translate 



lo's 
. 
12,09. 

1-1 65: 461B(itatt. 3-. 1 7 virtually means,,, My Son words attributed 

to Christ-. 64: 46OA(If Will precedes I Him,, S. 's words "I in the'F. " are 

not true), 65: 462B(S. proclaimV86) that lie Is Radiance and '; 4ýe 
z 

of the Itself) , 0`1 1 

Heretical uses (as usual): Usual Arian designations: 59: 443A 

(To say that 3* has come to be by will is equivalent of "ex nihilo, " &o. ), 

60: 4490(S. one of all vv krWNt 62: 453C(deny that S. 1s. true L. 61 1/ 

Of G. ). 64: 457C(Creature 4 ex nibilo), 65: 46OC(Separate S. from F. )v 67: 

468A (reject Him as S. of Go). Not eternal: - 61: 452C(IIB3r will" means 

time before Son). 66: 464B(Ar. contention means that F. might not have 

willed 3. ) 8,66: 464B alterun (To say of the S. "He might not have been., #. . ). i 

Son equal to or less than us In nature (Here normally refers to the doo- 

trine of Son's origination by will): 59: 445C(S. made by F, at will and 

good pleasure) 59: 448A(He who says,, "S. has come to be by wilL... ") 

61. o453A(Let Him rather be begotten as the son, as we... ra2: 45313(If God 

has not the S. by will., It Is by necessity and without will of P. ) , 62: 

4530(forgetting that they ere hearing obout God's Son, apply human antith- 

eses). 
'65: 

46OB(S. is by will of P. ),, 65: 461A (3 exple. )(He who says S. 

to by All,, virtually says 3. made In a son) 0,65. -461B(2 exple. )(IL-latt. 3: 17 

does not mean# "This In the S. that has come to be from Hy will., " or,, 

"the S. whom I have by my f avour, ") 60: 4GIC(L-ven if Arlan position denied 

does S. exist,, the F. not willing it? ), 67: 4640(Call not the 3. a 

cr OV9 OL Of 'Will) I 67: 465, A(2 expls. )(on Arian reasoning the S. JI'AA I ýT 

'Would oome to be in a son). As might be expectedg, Group I predominates 

overwholminglys accountinZ for 45 out of the total of 49 anaes. Two are 

Group II, and one each in Groups VI and VII. 

(586) In Heb-1: 3. Therefore classified In Group VII as Apostollc viltness. 
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Essence, is again rather rareý too rare for 

Muller's classification to be relevant: 62: 453B(Any son Is proper off- 
01 e-*- 7 'oe 

sprInC of his father's 63: 4t; 60(30 Is nf 0"<r10(j, 2ýv. -oo* V V, 1-4 OL 
of P. and not from will), 63: 456c alterum (F. would seem to be counselling 

about Himself If lie counselled about -ro u ITiou lylov(S1011, 

65: 4GlA(s. Is Radiance and Character TrýzýlKqr ovolou 

Itself) 65: 461B( and HypostasIs is not from will) 

66: 461C(s. is proper to 11is E. and not against the will of the F. ), G6 

464B(To says, "Father pleasures the S. " does not mean antecedent will but 
0C /01 

4' 
'00 -rý v ID ul LY IA eý 1-17T 

6G; 464B(To say that "God might not have willed the 3. " reaches right to, 
/01 X, ýLk the H. of the P. ),, 67: 465A(Are your children like your c>v(A4, f I 

%J of these nine instances,, three are In Group Iso two in 

Group II,, three In Group III,, one In Group IVs, ands, unusually, none In 

Group V. 

Wature senin., is mucli cor., noner: Divine Nature-. 

62: 456A and 66: 464B (eachs God ia good (Jds i opp. by will). Nature 

Pne-and common to both F. and S. - 61: 452B(Does not take prior counsel 

'Once. 111is proper I,. generated j from Him),, 62: 456A(Ijow much 

More and more truly God Is -7. of S. U CTS I and not by will) 63: 4560 
+ 

0ýý (God does not hove ills own L. by will but 
+ 

63: 4560 alterum 
. _1 C*-. 7-., It (son is u6st _T 0 V(5 I IT 0V <-%r VjA4 65: 461B(Mt. 3: 17 

This is my son 66; 4GIC(Son Ia v6s and not from will)s, 

66. -464A(3on Is proper veZI j, ' GO: 4640 bis (each. Radiance begotten 

from light )s, 67: 464C(Truly u <5-E offspring)* Relation 

between F. uts. ineffable and pecultar to Divine n.: 66: 4G4B(God to 

66: 464B alterum (To say that F. has 

pleasure In Son, means not antecedent wills, but ec. "I F Co Tý 

and propriety and likeness of essence). Hereetios denytrue hum 0: 
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67: 465. A(Do you. -not become fathers K,, k-rL" 
4tj/, "'3jv i6kýl 

67: 465A alterum (Are your children not like your 
k4l Ov Tlýýf 67: 465B(aven in general, -generation is - 

proper -n)f 
+v<yf--ýS 

. -) '0 
67: 465B alterum(even an ordinary son is gen- 

erated and in truth). Hature of visible thinas &C.: 60: 449A 

onee were not) 62: 453C(to will and choose Is 

VC 0-1 98 01220sed- to 

62: 453B(`Tý is greater than will)# 

62: 453B alterum (a man builds bouse,, willing It, but generates 

62-, 4530(As much as Son is greater than creatures, so greater 

than wlll),, 62: 453C alterum(one should not measure K4- by will). 

Of these 24 instances, none are noun forms concerning the Divine nature, 

4 ara nimilar forms referring to human or other oreaturely nature, and 
20 are adverbial fbrms; we have included the forms of the type -r-G 

114Vln the last group. 

There are only t-to references to the HildanitY of Christ in the 

Christological, sense; 67: 46SC(even if you do not believe on account of 

the 1-bo dW4AJ.: I1f and 67-0465B(the 

Art ans 
J'I 

OLý o3i against the Godhead - 
Ise. bring tip argunents, from the Humanity of Cbrist). 

This to the conclusion of the Third ()ration &, gainst the Arians. 

Was there another# and if so# what was it? vlas It ever writtenj. or per- 
haps planned but never wri tten? There is one thing that Is quite certainp 

and that 16 that the real fourth orations, whatever It was, was not the 

work that we now know under that title. As 'we shall see In the Appendicess, 
th'O "VOurth Oration"s, wbetb-er It Is Athanasian or not,. cannot be the 
fourth Member of a series whose first three members are orations I-III. 
The question is, was there In fact even a fourth oration? To take the 
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external evidence first# It is extremely discordant, but it Is agreed in 

all Uss that the orations I-III are part of a group comprising more than 

three anti-Arian works. The nurnber may be four# five - as In Photlusts 

"Pentabiblion" - or even six. The most constant additional member,, apart 
from the "Fourth Oration", $-Is the SpIstle to the Bishops of Egypt and 

Libyajp which is certainly even less. 8 member of the series than the "Fourth 

ore t Jon% some people regard It as a sort of prologue,, placing It first. 

The dubious De Incarnatione et Contra Arlanoa Is occasionally Included 

also. The former work cannot be placed first,, on the chronology that we 

have provisionally adopted, aa It waa certainly written In 357ý 587) Th ere 
! ýý 
k 

Is nothing more definite than these points,, but the evidenoe from tradition., I! 

on the vhole (inalUdIM the ascription of the "Fourth ()ration") supports 

at least a strong tradition that there 'were more than three works - It Is 

fairly unanimous 
. 

on this point - and if anything favours the nuraber fouý! 
88) 

The internal evidence does nDt give any sort of indication that there Is 

anytbing morep In the sense of definite cross-references or promisesp but 

the absence of a doxology at the end of the Third oration is highly signif- 

icant- 
,0 alsov the last chapter and its ending is more like the ending of 

a single oration than the ending of the whole series - although remarks 

like this are subjective,, speculative and doubtful. 

Against this may be said, firstly,, th,, At the external evidenoe 

to so uncertain that very little can be derived fr= Its, and,, jr, vleig of - 
the notorious rationalistio streak In contempornry thought (Irenaeus's 

f 

argument for the Four Gospels on the analogy of the four cardinal points 
. of the compass Is a celebrated caseý 

589) the tr&dition that there were Four 

(587) See above pp. 3-4 and 

(588) See above, pp, 242-244. 

, 
(589) Ad-v. Haer. XII: 11. -S. 
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orations may have had nothing to do with the bare facto at all. To put 
It bluntly, there were Four Gospels; therefore, the works in which Athan- 

astus so definitively oonquers the dangerous heresy of Arianism must be 

four in number too. Also* Athanaslus Piny have Intended to discuss other 

matters - assuming that Chs. 58-67 of the Third oration are' In their cor- 

rect place, and are really part of the orations which Indeed they are 

but decided thGt., once he had so finally and definitivelv established the 

distinction beti7con what God Is or does by nature and v: hnt Ne does by willt 

this ras in fact the appropriate climax and teminution of his great work. 

In this case, we should have to assume that. the final ch&pter or final 

doxology was lost. on the chronology that we have ndopted., the Third 

Oration would have been Yrritten just before the storm burat on Athanasius 

in February 356., and the difficulties of prescrving books egainat an ex- 

trem cology,, I ely hostile censorship could have resulted in the loGs of the do', 

Or the burried Issue of the Third Oration without it. Of course, It goes 

without saying that for the same reason much more than a CoxoloZy could 

have been lost 
ý590) 

These arguments are even more unoertain than those 

on the other side# and the weight of evidenae favours the assumption that 

something more was wrItten or at least planned by Athanasius. 

Let us now reconstruat, If possible., the missing Fourth Oration. 1 

Athanasius finished a long time before,, balf way through the Flrst oration,, 

his general discussion of the fundamental principlesp and as we have said, 

he had probably completed his plenned exposition of contentious Scrip- 

turol passages. if we were to take Orat. 111: 58 at Its face value,, this 

would be conclusive evidence, and the internal evidence from, the exegetical I 

sections would be highly suggestive even If. we could not. Thus,, at first 

(590) See the whole of Chapter II above and capeciallY Pp. 311-03-13 for 
ar ments vhy it was unlikely that orations II-III-were written after 
Pgruary 
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sight,, the Fourth orations, as written or planned would have begun with 

further points which the Arlans had brought up since the controversy 

proper started, like their statement about the Son's "coming-to-be at the 

will of the Father". The'author has examined the Arian or Arianising Creeds 

in the De Synodis and elsewhere$, and cannot see ayWthing else which he is 

certain would justify similar treatments which,, that Lal, had not been 

treated with perfect adequacy In the earlier stages of the Contra Arianoss 

but it vould be unwise to put onets own judgment against Athannslus's. 

This refers of course to specific credal statements. one things however., 

that would have been well worth further study would have been the tendency 

of the anti-Nicenes to apparently vindicate their orthodoxy and obfuscate 

the issue by torrential denunciations of Sabellianism and especially of 

Marcellus of Ancyra and Photinus. This Is the clearest feature of the 

Artanising and the anti-Athanasian creeds between 335 and 359, especially 

In the M Is. This Would have been a genuine new issuet and it would. 

have been worth while for Athanasius to have discussed further where he 
(591) 

and his theology stood on these Issues. And there Is one good candi- 

date for Inclusion In the hypothetical reconstruction of the Fourth ()ra- 

tion - Athanasiusts last word on what is notoriously missing In the other 

three, the Homoousion. Now that he has so thoroughly prepared his wayq ý 

from basic general principles and especially Soripture# It would at last 

-be time to give his final justification for the great Nicene principle. 

It is not Irrelevant that Athanasius*a later Second Letter to Serapion on 

the 11o2y spirit, vhIch In spite of Its title is virtually a atrmary of the 

"ContPa Arienoafl,, includes the Homoousions, firmly integrated with the rest 

of the sumary. The certainty that Athanasius would 'have had to deal with I 

the questIon of Sebellianism or Sabellianising would aacount for the ease 

(591) This is the aspect of the middle section,, ch. 21-32,9 emphasised in 
Newman's notes. 
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with which what we know'sa the. Fourth oration became accepted as suohp as 

there would have been a strong tradition that the missing work dealt with 

these topics; the Fourth oration Is beat regarded as an anti-, gabellian 

or anti-Marcellan work with anti-Arian interpolati ons. 

Now, an interesting fact emerges from this hypothetical recOn- 

struotion, insofar as it has any significance at all and is not merely 

auto-suggestion. That les, that the Fourth oration would be a complete 

duplicate of the body of the De Synodis., that Is ohs. 21-53 inclusive. or 

more accurately,, that Athanasius would have done,, with the perfect ease 

and calm assurance and clarity of argumentation that we find In the orations! 

what he did, comparatively clumsily and burriedlyl, In the Do Synodis, even 

the great section on the Homoouslon Is below the standard of the orations 

In these respects. This would suggest that the Fourth oration wa a planned,, 

but never written In its intended form, or, alternatively, that it was 

written and lost or destroyed, and that Ath'anasius know it. This Is pure 

sPeoQlatlon. 7although it Is an Interesting question., In connection with the 

Epistles to Serapion,, when the section on the Homoousion first saw the 
(592); light. 

A little examination shows that some, hypothesis such as this is 

the only reasonable explanation of the absence of the Nomoousion from the 

first three orations,, which Is complete apart from the fonaal mention In 

1: 9 at the beginning of a brief summary of the orthodox theolog. Y. The 

usual opinion has been (with the acceptance of anything like the chronology 
that we have adoptedl that this was due to Athanasius's theological'tact I 'in 

dealing with the new situation caused by the rise of the Semi-Artansp *o 

reacted strongly from the excesses of the NOO-Arian extremistap but could 
See, for what precedes and Vollow-S. the sections on the dating of the i Orationss Ch. 1I passim,, and above pp., 35-6 and 204-5 for Loofsts dating I of the orations at c-338. Also the sections on the Homoousions, ppo bgq-ýfo) 

* and also the whole of Ch. IX below. 
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(593) 
not take the Homoousion. on the other hand,, our findings are almost 

entirely Inconsistent with this usually accepted hypothesis. In the 

first place, It seems to depend on the Benedictine dating of the orations 

during the Third Exile# about 358., since the Semi-Ariens deflned their 

pesition at the Synod of Ancyra at Easter of that year. our dating, be- 

tween 351 and 356 and no lateV194) would make this much less likely al- 

though not quite impossible. The theological position that later orys- 

tal. lised into Semi-Arianism was always present, of course, and if Athan- 

asius had had less cause to attend to it as a matter of urgency as he had 

in 3F>8,, he would have had : Less cause to be careful or "tactful"; certain3, y I 

no more than when he wrote the "De Decretis" a little earlierv In Which 

the IT-omoousion is the climax. And this brings ua to the other point., that 

when Athanastus has to deal with Basil of Ancyra and the rest, in the I'De 

Synodis",, which is. 9 be it remembered., a goniaine work of the Exile., he 

does sop as ve shall show later, without any significant change whatever 

In his interpretation of the Homoousion. Any concessioXIS that he may 

have Made to the semi-Arian theology here were changes that had already 

come about in the "Do Decretis" (taking, for the sake of argLnent,, the 

position of Eustathius of Antioch and . 111areellus of Ancyra as the point of 

reference)* Athanasius's fraternal greeting to Basil of tnoyra is really 

a very soleran,, if still fraternals warning that he cannot fip; bt on two 

fronts In this case., and that# even on his own principles., he has 
A 

business 
(595) 

to be anything but a Nicene. 

The probablo plan Of Athanasius thus, was as follows, It would 

(1593) Seet e. ge Robertsont Introduction to the Urationsp L. N. P-N. F. P*303 
& references, and J. N. D. KeIlYt "Early Christian Doctrines"j, pp, 254-5,, and 
"Early Christian Creeds"# 257-61. 

(694) see above, Ch. Ilt especially, pp. 308-15; most --especially p. 315. 

See De Syn., 41 and below# PP - 11,21-If 
- 
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be well if the Homoousion were Immediately acceptable. But for various 

reasons it was not,, as It had a Sabell1an interpretation. Therefore, be 

could only begin to argue for It after all the evidence was In, and he 

had exhaustively. prepared his way by considering the wbole subject in great 
detail from first-principl6s. Now, to put the thing in terms of concise 

formulae along-the lines of the Synod of Ancyra on one hand and De Synodis 

41 on the others, Athanasius in the process established a large range or 
-ýj , -' formulae, usually connected with which must be correct 

from first principles (which meant supremely scripture), in the sense that 

the denial of any of them would lead to Arianism of the raost blatant type. 

otf 1< -ir-b UC These would be,, say# 
7rL 

t9 
S ? -, I "N 

-1 k 
. 00, 

v (5r 1vO,, f I etc.. All these occur commonly 

throughout the ()rationag alone or in combination# and the resultant combin- 

ations are too numerous to mention; If these words have their proper 

meaning, as distinct from being merely honorific., they would still have to 

be accepted substantially by the old IfCcmservatives"p since the denial of 

the t-l"- *f9i OVOldf-J, would mean that 

Him and ourselves who are also 
?K 6UZ 

there was no distinction between 

in the sense of ACts 17: 280 1 

and a similar result would follow with an attempted dental of 
Jr. 00' . 4, 

CO to choose the two which the Synod of Ancyra actual 

accepted and which Athanasius found quite enough for this purpose In De 

Syn. 41ý597) But, as Athanasius shows la the last mentioned place,, these 

(696) see all the lexicographic analysbs of the Orationss, above, pp. 7 34-1, 
960-(A'# 867-9# lozlý IOS3. and b elowp pp - 10741 

I'll', 

(597) In tha "ase, TA; at pecomes of the argument of Harnack that the omiss- iý 
I on of the 

ýW- 
-rq f0 <31; LS in the Nicaeano-Conetantinopoliten Creed of 

381 18 evidence of a move towards Sani-Arienismg and that the 110moousiong 
which Is present, is to be interpreted as purely generic likeness, (39,1 
Hlqt.,, Dogm. Vol. IVj p. 98j, E. T. p with references). gurelys the 6< '07S 

C) %. 10-1 -1,. , even If the 11om0O- I was the very thing that could be accepted. 
usion could not beg by a gemi-Arian who regarded Arianism as his chief 

e. enemy, like apparentlY Basil of Ancyra, andg ex hypothesi, ConstantinOP1 
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terms In combination all Imply the llomoouslon,, once the Sabellian,, Samo- 

satene, and other objectionable Interpretations are rejected. -Atbanasius 
vindicated the Homooualon In this way in the "De Synodis". and his treat- 

ment of it in *De Decretla* can, with very little straininj,, be held to be 

the same# Tberefores It is highly probable that Athanasius intended the 

same as part of the orations, that Is, a vindication of the Homoousion 

that was not authoritarianp but based on its correctness on first principles. 

In our resume of the theology of Athanasius,, we shall of course 

follow our usual schemap commencing with the gez)eral basic prolegomena to 

theology, q continuing with the actual Trinitarian theology that is devel- 

oped on the basis of the prolegomena., and concluding with the effects of 

the development of the Trinitarian theology on the other topics. We shall 

take note of the Athanaaian position here,, even where there Is no change 

. 
from earlier theology# since the ()rations are the definitive source In 

Athanasius of the theology of the Son. on the other hand, in manv places., 

there will be no more then reference to certain principles which are 

treated more exhaustively In the general summary, this method has been 

adopted precisely because of the size and complexity of the ()rations,, 

which means that certain elements of theology tend more to be locallsed 

In certain places and to be quite separated from other elements. 

To begin with the prolegomena. We can comment straight 

away on two absentees, * the pragmatist principle and authoritarianism. The 

former argument is of course present,, but wac introduced at Only a very 

late stage In the crations. 9 momentarily In II: 41: 233, A-B,, and definitively 
600) 

only in 11: 69-70. The latter Is present in a few scattered placeit 

(598) -See above, pp. for a summary of -previous views on these 
topics. 

(599) See above,, pp. I 

-3,9 111: 10 . beginning; see aboves PP. 70S. -I (600) 1: 44 beginning., I. T: 41 
85143, U4. 
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but it is far from being one of Athanastuals main principles, and the Ora- 

tions as we meet them have nothing even of the spocially authoritiative 

significance of rioacal, althought as we have said above,, ' it is probable 

that Athanasius had Intended to say more about Nicaea and the Homoousion 
(601) 

In the missing genuine Fourth Oratioxi. But it le, true to say that the 

orations, as we have thems, are remarkable in their concentration on theolog- 

loal first prIncipleag which for theue purposes do not Include either prag- 

matism or authoritarianism, whether in its traditionalist or Concilierist 

form. Athannalus did believe that If the Second Person were not God. 9 we 

Would not be reconoiled to 11im and our reconciliation would simply confirm 

our separation from Godp and he also believed that the Deity of the Son 

was In accord with Church tradition, and that Mosea with Its Homoousion 

was specially authoritative. ' But they were subordinate to first prinoiples,, ý 

and It was almost as if Athanaslus did not dare to introduce either until 

he had made a watertight case already. From firs t to last In the orations, 

there Is not a single citation from a theologian or any other sirq,,, le and 

definite reoognised authority. 

It Is this that has been so generally and disastrously ignored 

by almost all writers on Athanastus. 9 as we have already discussed above In 

full. Protestant writers have wanted to Interpret Athanasius as a prag- 

matist,, and when they meet elements in him that do not fit,, they tend to 

attribute thea to either authoritarianism or theological rationalism. Rom- 

an Catholic scholarship has tended to adopt the reverse procedure, that Is# 

to regard Athanaslus as essentially an authoritarian who believed in the 

Deity of Christ because It was the Churchts tradition,, or because Nicaea 

said so. However, since this Interpretation of a theologj can be cheaked 

See above., pp. /oS'lf-64. 
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In terms of documentation much more readily than pragmatiamt which Is so 

much more a case of the atmoraphere of a thcologY as a whole., the Roman 

Catholics have had more immediate embarrassment, In f indirýg, for'examplo, 

that Athanasjus used such Trinitarian terms us liature Lnd Dasence In a way 

'Very different from what later became aitandard, that his Christology was 

evidently different from Chalcedons and that he had very little to ray about 

the Spirit for a long time and that,, when he did hava sorflothing to sajo he 

affirmed the Greek rather than the Latin Proceuuiuil. Tijuti they hava t-nded 

to slip back into Pragmatism, or as an alternative, Into the position thtt 

Athenasius was still essentially a disciplinarian at heart,, but spoke 

loosely on certain matters because the mind of the Church was not made up i I 
on them. It Is worth while to mention all this again, because these diffi- 

cultlea are at a maximum in the "Contra ArlarAos". 

The effects of all this on the study of Athanastua, espeoial3, v 

the Athanasius of the "Contra Arianou". have been one of the trugedies of 

theological history. Inevitably when scholars looked for something and 

failed to find its the Idea grCw that the urations were arid, and not worth 

the attention that was to be devoted to other works; certainly not worth 

the detailed critical attention I!, enerally given to works of this magnitude. 

Newman is the only exception; even Mo"hler tended to accept the ", De Incarn- 

atione" as the definitive theology of Athanaslust and the orations aa a 

refutation of Arianism from the i3tandpoint of this earlier tt)eology. Athark. - 

asius has been regarded as the Orthodox theologian par excellence., and the 

Orations as nothing more than a gigantio rautation of Arianism ]2ure_ and 

-§dmP: 
L_eL the Immense quantitY Of material being simply the expression of 

(at best) a sanoti'fied rable'3 theOlogorum. To regard a man as belM isimply 
the representative of ortbodO-3cy (within, limitations which were on Occasion 
felt to be q 

. LuIte extensive) P 
Is the worst thing that can ever be done tO 
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anybody,. The off eat of ell this has been a tendency to re. ýard the "De 

InGarnatione". as. the definitive theolo3ical work of Athanasius, and to de- 

press the serious study of the orations, exaept by thoso who study them with 

a jaundiced eye. Athanasius as a whole bass, as a theulugian,. been roZardod 

as havLrk; no j; rcater ruthority than the Cappedooians, or even,, (of all 

people! ) rpiphanius. Athanasius, the : 23aint* and near-martyr,, yes; Athan- 

asiu si, the theologian,, no; and we comfort ourselves with the entirely false 

reflection that such a practical man could not have made a theologian of 

the first rank. ThereforeO we have missed nine tenths of what Athanasius 

has to says, not oray about Christian theology but about the nature of the 

Arlan controversy,, and if our hypothesis about the latter is right, we have 

wantonly deprived ourselves of a unique source, under Scripturepof inspir- 

ation,, comfort,, and wisdom at the very time when we have neadod it so ur- 

gently. 

Now,, what are the true first principles of thoology. 9 according 

to Athannalus? 
-ho 

suprane thing about the Godhead of the Son is that it QT 

is true,, in the simplest ar4 most unqualified sense. 
) 

It is this' element 

In the "Contra 1xisnus" that'is so often mistaken for aridity. nd Insofar 
(602 

(A 

Os therc is a criterion of truth, it to Scripture. The only possible 

Ilivall as fnr as the ()ratlona as a whole are concerned,, Is the thilk, ' that 

may be desaribcd on tho one hand as rationalism and on the other as the 

GI:,, iPle acif-consciousnos3 of the faithful Christians that it must be true. 

But even the IIrst half of Orat. Iv In which the truth of the Christian 

orthodo. V is'e3tabllahed W the corresponding clatims of Arianism refuted,, 

Is complcte3j Scriptural In character# every proposition being corroborated 
(603) 

from 3aripture. 1gost conclusively of all, the sarae applies In the oases 

(602) See above, pp. 
177o, 73 

(603) See above, pp. 
6lo- 93 
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where Athanaslus Is establishing positions that are generally taken to be 

metaphysioal in oharaoter., 'notably# the pluralism of creaturely lifeý 
604) 

(All the elements of this position are illustriAed from the Uld Testament., ') 

The rEason why this does not appear so obvious at firut sight is the cin- 

treat betrcen the first half of the First uration,, ohs. 1-37,, and the more 

obviously exegetical, material that fozma the body of the raaaInder of the 

Orations, In which Athanasius is confuting Arian exegesis. But this corl- 

trest Is completely explicable on the basis of two factors,, neither of 

which reflects on the primecy of Scripture for Athanasius., but rather con- 

firms it. / In th 0 first place the first part of orat. I does not appear to 

be Scriptural, at first slýht,, because Arianism is not a heresy that is in 

any way concerned with the Scriptural canon,, or with any Scripture principle 

anniogous to the famillar Reformation dispute concerning the primacy of 
(605) 

Scripture or the equality of Traditioný It is rather the result of a 

major crack In the wits of theology ae a ubole of whioh their exegetical 

principle was merely a manifestation, even if the great manifestation, that 

the Idea that truths about God are to be interpreted as truths about 

creatures* /ýn the other hando)the great length of the exegetical sections J 
13 simply because they 'were refutations of Arian exegeses, and also because 

In so doing Athanasius had to establish what was almost a virgin field, in- 

theology, the Humanity of Christ. Thus, they are not to be considered as 

the arbitrary derangement of exegesis to fit a predetermined pattern# but 

the filling of what is so often the worst gap In the "proof-text" method 

of theology - its failure to deal with what Is prima facie the Scriptural 

evidence against the doctrine being established. 

(G')4) See 11: 18-319 44-471,51 etc. 

(605) See above, pp. 
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How to ScrIpture actually handled? Athanaslus repeatedly es- 

tablishes that there are two distinct mys of speaking about Christg which 
(606) /1 

correspond to His DeitY and His IlumanitY ývihat often appears to be bis 

arbitrary interpretotlon of locripture Is simply his insistence that, of the 

th two 
.e statcments about Christ as God should have absolute priority over 

those concerning Christ as orcatureq simply becausej if the contrary prin- 

ciple were ever alloweds it would mean the and of religious faith, as we 

j, have seen in our epoc Thereforet stataiients of the Intter type are not 

to be rejected,, but interpreted In a viny consistent with the atatements 
(607) 

concerning the Delty of Christ. Therefore# all atat(mients concerning 

Christ as a creature must apply to the Incarnation,, and the Incarnation 

only, whether to the post-incarnate Christ as a man or to the Incarnation 

as an act,, whichever Is appropriate. it goes without saying that all state- 

merits of the type# "Th e Lord area t ed M e. .0 "(prov. 8: 22 LXX) or Wv,, jho 

was faithful to Him that made the entity that was "made" 

could only be the humanity of Chrlatý 
608) 

But the problem can be., and 

was,, approached from another angle, that Is, from the point of view of not- 

IvIttes rather than entities. In fact., the interpretations of Athanasius 

are such that both these points of vievj arc always represented. The die- 

tinotion becomes that between wh3t to aboriginally true or easentially true 

or true by nature (all these ex-; )re3sions are equivalent) , and what becomes 

true, to an entity that already exists. In makdng, this distinction, Athan- 

aslus gives an exhaustive logical analysis,, as well as theological analysis, 

of the relation betivocn. Leing and Becominf,! -, and statos,, amonýg other thine-s,, 

that many of the things thL. t are called "coming. to be" are elmp2j changes 

(606) Classically expressed in 111: 29 beginning, cited above, p4. ? ýO 

(607) This Ja the only positive and concrete meaning that emerges of "piety" 
which Is Athanasius's apparent description for hia theology2 espeolall; 
in reference to the meaning of Scripture. 

. 

(608) See above, pp. -/4. 
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(609) 
In pre-existcnt material. This applies to all procesQus whurcin a 

creature Is said to "make"t since creiatures cannot rmake unlosa they have 

ý, Pre-exlstent material. w. Athanaulus ramintains that all the verse3 quoted 

'by the Arians to provep generally# that-the Logos is a creature can really 

1) e interpreted in that vicy; this even applies to what is appurently the 

Most difficult verse of the lot., Prov. 8: 24, since there Is an accuuative LXX,, 

complement which, even though, the verbAs eý<-rjd-C , crcatcd, chows that 

, 
lWhat is really meant is a change In a pro-oxiGtent entity. This change Is,, 

of couraev the'only possible one., the Incarnation oorwidored as an activity. 

Thuss, . In this sense, what is '"do" Is that the Sun is made man, from having 
J 

been non-man,, i. e, B. C. * After these prinolples have buen established In 

generals, they are applied to the verses from the L3ynuptic Gospels which 
(610) 

describe the incarnatelife of Chris't. 

one aspect of this argument deserves especial notice. while 

Athanazius is in many respects for more dynatalo in his outlook than most of 

his successors, In many other imys he is stroDi, 11Y essentialist in the usual 

meaning of the term. This may be due to Greek rationaliou and t, ho aorres- 

pondine rotion of the unchargeability of God q but on the other hand It may 

be that tl., )Is essentialism Is really the only correot way of handling the 

Coctrine of God. But this essentialism to applied generally by Athanaslus, 

even to creatures, as vhen Atbanasius says that even men oannot, be oonstit- 

utcz Ivy arW relction, cven to God, and 

created ns a monny Simplys, before there 

not obeying God. V,, Ith the matter 
CIL 

truths about God arA about the Son are 

that,, for example, Mose had to be 

was any question of iiial obeying or 

In hand, it means that the "real" 

This is what Is elternally true. 

(609) See 1: 23-26, also 53-64 on Ileb. 1: 4. and above, ppe 
ý16-705- 

(610) In 111: 26-58. 

(611) As in jj-, 51, See above# PP. 
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associated with the fact that the passages of Scripture which Athanasius 

adduces as witnesses to the Deity of the Son are almost invariably In pro- 

positional form,, and that high up among these are the "I AN" statements 
612) 

of the Fourth Gospei. This incidentally contrasts with the dynamic sort 

of statement which the Arians adduced. of course, the statements are not 

strictly propositional In the sense that no proposition can ever be made 

about an absolutely singular entity,, but,, even though the writer does not 

feel competent to discuss the significance of this any more deeply, it is 

an instructive paradox that the propositional form is apparently most nec- 

essary at the very point where it ia# strictly speakingt impossiblee(ýýn- 

other feature of Athanasius's general Greek essentialism is that he shares 

with the great Greek philosophers a profound aversion to anything, which is,, 

in the true sense of the word, a relative stateragntp ort worse still, rela- 

tivism in general Thus$ for instance, Athanasius's final case against the 

Arian interpretation of Prov. 8: 22 LXX,, Is that,, owing to the fbrm of the 

'verse, it would postulate a creature that was,, in the real sense,, constit- 

uted by His relatlonss that Is$, His very creation was for 
_the. 

purpose of 

being the beginning of ways and then execution of the works. Therefore, as 

no artature, even,, can be constituted by his relationst this verse must re- 
(613) 

fer to such an event na the Incarnation. Oacasionallyp Athanasiusle 

exegetical method is embarrassing. For Instance, as we have said, the 

natural meaning of PhIlIpp. 2: 9 is that without the work of the Incarnation 

the Second Person could not have had, in a sense,, the riLht to be worshipped 

(612) T. & Pollard,, in his unpublished thesis, "The Use of the Fourth Gos- 
pel in the Arian Controveray"v (Dies. St, Andrew's Universityq 1956) 
rightly empbasises the importance of Scripture,, and especially the 
Fourth Gospel in Atbanasius's theology. But one would,, in a thesis 
submitted in the Department of New Testament,, have expected more 
critical discussion on this point, 

(613) see chs*44-72, and abovep PP- 8bq-? 04t. 
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as Lord,, and MB worship as Lord really depends on the completion,, or pre- 

destination of the future completion, of the work of reconciliation. But 

thia would make Philipp. 2: 9,, In the form in which it is, actually a relative 

statement, which was Inadmissible. Therefore* Athanasius had to strain 

his exegetical method by making the exaltation referred to In that verse 
(614) 

be the exaltation of the humanity of Christ. Laterq howevert when he 

is surer of himself, when he deals with, sayp Acts 206s, he adopts the type 

of exegesis thot we have considered to be the more natural one,, and which 
(615) 

he had previously rejected. 

The ontological type of argumentq or argument from the very con- 

oept inherent in the titles Logoss etc. $ which imply super-materiality# 

and Son,, which -implies that the Second Person is from the essence Of the 

First In the sense that sons are from the essence of their parents, things 

made are of different essences from their makerss and creatures# as regards 

their creation by God, are from nothing, Is relatively just as prominent 

here as In the "De Deoretis",, and does not need any further mention,, except 

to say that the treatment is on a more extended scale! 
616) 

But the other 

great principle governing Athanasian theology as a whole, that of analogy, 

shows quite considerable change. Previously, the typical position had been 

the analogy of proportionalitys, whereby the transcendence of God enters 

Into the very rclation of sonship as well as Persons of the Father and Son, 

God begetting In a way appropriate to Ilia immateriality and men begetting 

materiallyý 
617) 

Associated with this, the effect of the other titles of 

(614) See orat. I: 37-, 45 and above# pp. 1*5-, V4. 

(615) See orat-II. 011-18 and above, pp. 
(616) See ()rat. I: 23-29, and 35-36 with special refercrwe to the unchange- 

ability of God. See abovep pp* - Ctlt 7,9b 
(617) See abovep pp. 
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God was to suggest the way in which the errors in each title were to be 
(618) 

corrected. Athanastus now continues with this type of analogy,, which 

is especially associated with Logos,, and also with Radiance (in relation 

to the sun)., River (in relation to Source),, Wisdom, and other related titles 

of the Second Person of the less personal typeý 
619) 

In this treatment, 

Athanasjus makes it clearer that the elements in each of the analogies 

that are to be accepted are the elements consistent with the Idea of deityt 

which Is the analogical form of Athanaslus's exegetical principle. But it 

still leaves the problem that our whole exegesis of Scripture,, even, is at 

the mercy of a rationalistic principle, or what might easily become one, 

and it appears that Athanasiust too, casts around for a better doctrine. 

Ile finds this in the idea that It is only In God that true Sonship., for 

Instance Is to be found - for his treatment of this form of analogy Is 

specially associated with "Son" as a title for the Second Person. This 

has been fully treated aboveý 
620) 

and It is the highest doctrine of anal- 

Ogy In the history of theology. Athanasius dues not consistently keep to 

Itp but it Is confirmed later when he comes to treat of the Arian exegesis 

Of John 17: 21, which the Arians regarded as showing that the unity between 
(62l) 

rather and son we just the same-as that envisaged between God and ma= 

Athanasius repeat a- after an exposition of the more formal types of doo- 

trine of analogy - that the unity as we see it in God is absolutely prim- 

ary so that the analogy Is in fact materially irreversible. At this stage, 

we find not only formal and descriptive analogy but material analogy. That 

is, not only is It necessary to know the unity that Is to exist among 

(618) See De Dear. 15-17., and above, pp. hOý-. a/. 

(619) See 1: 26-29, and above# pp. 106-19. 

(620) See I: 20-22. p and abovev pp. 
(621) 111: 10-25; see above, pp. ýbo-790. 
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Christians in tems of the unity of God,, but theAunity tior- that is to 

exist among Christians could not exist unless God,, by a special act of 

grace.. had come down to us and given us to partake of His unity, As We 
have said In the appropriate place,, this is ectual3j the problem raised 

by (on opposite sides) Erich Przywara and Karl Barth of the analogia entis 

and the analogia fidej, and It is actually a much clearer account of the 

matter then anything In any modern-theologian,, Including the two that have 

been mentioned. 

The reason for all tbiss, aOcOrding to Atbanasius - although he 

does not further enlarge on It here - Is that God diff cre in His 'very 

Being from creatures. God is the Self-Fxistent; others have being only 

in a seoondary-and subordinate sense. Although this may sound rational- 

istics, probably nothirig else so thoroughly. iridloates the radical gulf be- 
(622) 

tween creator and creature. 

This is a astisfaotory transition to oertain issues that are stilL 

ery important,, ' but which bulk less large in Athanasian theology, on the 

matter of natural theology, we find that Athanasius Is still prepared to 

(622) See De Dear. 111, and see abovep pp, 
bOl Inoidentallyl, Karl 

Barth made an error to introduce the phrase# "feinswei sell,, or. In English# 
"Mode o; being"# as the equivalent of the Cappadocianal -rtO(? %r 

wzp Y; 
, 'j 9 for the Persons of the Trinity. The Cappadocians 

undoubtedly meant to contrast this with such a concept as "mode of mani- 
festation which would be classical Sabellianisms, and so to clarify the 
distinctness of the Persons. Unfortunatelvs,, the only thing that the phrase 
conveys in modern languages is somethir4,,, like what Athanasius is describing 
here# that is, the distinction between the way in which God (including,, of 
course the Second Person Pre-existent) and the way In wDich creotures 
exist including the Humanity of Christ). in fact, 7j-0v-trv,? 

15 would, in some ways,, have been a b'etter phr for 
th Chalcedonians to use for the Two Natures of Christ than q 
Nature. If it is obýeated., rightly, that this conclusion oanhot apply to 
Greek because t5Tr-JL'- Xýtv #* etc. , can only refer to what is abor- iginally true, exaotýy the same applied to as used by 
Athanasius during the whole of hie theological life. 
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admit Itq on the lines of the "Contra Gentes"; that is,, he Is prepared 

to admit that creationt on its owng is enough-to Indicate the presence of 
623) 

Its Creatorý . But he goes much further in insisting on the absolute 

separateness of Creator and creature; In particular# the one thing that 

natural theology does not entitle us to do is to worship the arcation. And,, I 

in the last analysis, he undercuts the whole case of natural theology by 

maintaining,, with great vehemence, that there is nothing in common between 

Greator and creature! 
604) 

This ultimately breaks all bonds or supposed 

bonds between God and Manv except those that God in ilia own mercy makes In 

*Tesus Christ. As an interesting comparison with the theological situation 

of the present daYt we meet in place two clearly Barthian principles, 

Chris touentrici ty and his emphasis on revelation. However,, there Is this 

difference. With Bnrths, the Christ Who is systematiOO13, v central Is the 

Incarnate Christ; with Athanasiuss, it is the Second Personp the Eternal 

(and Pre-Inoarnate) Son. Similarly with Revelations, Barth had to face the 

Problem of how the Humanity of Christ could reveal the Deity. This question 

never amae up in Athanasius. For him, the revelation that was Important 

was the Revelation (to use his Trinitarian metaphors) of the Sun;. by the 

Radianoe.. or the Hypostasis by the Charaoterg, L-e. the eternal and pre-in- 

carnate Logos, 93impliciter is 
. 

the Revelation of the Fetherý 
625) 

We are 

here at one of the most difficult problems of all theology,, but the manner 

In which it was handled b. V Ath8nssius suggests that the Arians had not 

really raised the problem of revelation,, beyond a few offhand remarks like 

that In the "Thalia" that we know the Unoriginate through Him that come to 

be. The reason why Is simple. As long as the confusion existed, as in the 

(623) See 1112: 36 B-C and JJ: 32: 216 B-C. See above., pp. 80-91,, and pp. 9,9410 

(624) See II: 411233B. bege, and above, pp. &-6-9. 

(625) 11141 beginning# and III: 5-6j, and with special reference to the 
Unchangeability of God# 1: 35: 840-85A, See Eabove, pp. ?. 50-1. 
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second and-third centuries$ between Logos as the Second Person whether in 

the Trinitarian sense or in the cosmological. sense,, and the Reason that to 

immanent in man in virtue of his rationality or humanity# there was no need 

for any doctrine of revelation at all. It is interesting to see the Issue 

coming up In Athanasiust probably owing to the revival of Hebraic forms of 

the Logos doctrine. In modern theology,, the thing that corresponds to the 

ante-Nicene theology Is Hegellaniamp which put the same principle much more 

coherently and exactly than it was expressed at the earlier stage. Butp 

probably because of what went-before, Hegel expresses the principle In 

pseudo-revelational termse He says that Christianity is "the revealed re- 

ligion",, but# a little later, when he explains himselfs It Is evident that 

all that he means is that Christianity is the religion in which everything 

is clear to the believers, without azW real reference to any genuine trans- 

cendent Revealer; indeed, to Postulate such an entity would have been a 

Violation of the Hegelian principle of the absolute Identity of the human 

and Divine natures, and would have been accepted by Hegel as a sign of 
(626) 

the immaturity of the religion of the proponent. It Is not surprising, 

on the other hands, that Feuerbach and his successors# including Marxp were 

able to develop a full do atrine of anti-revelation# according to which 

what Lap prima facie# revelation of God can really be only revelation of 

creaturely entities and foraesý 
627) 

This is why,, for' Barth-p revelation was 

always a live issue in the way that it never was with Athanasius until he 

himself began to attend to It. if Lt bad been a live issue with the Arians,, 

Athanasius would really have been confronted with the issue of how the 

Humanity of Christ can reveal the Deity. in the "De Incarnations"# the 
628) 

Humanity is the means# simply# of the revelation of the Deltýp but 

(626) 1%. ectures on the Philosophy of Religion, " espo Vol-I p-84. See also 
Vol-1: 239,11: 349, III: 73,, 129. (English Translation) 

(627) See aboVe# pp. 469-472. 
(628) See cbs, 1'4-18,, and above,, pp. 134-152. 
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Athanasiusts newly-developed doctrine of the active and glorified humanity 

would have, ultimatelyp forced a re-examination of this point. Incident- 

allys, once again,, the Revelational position here is in contrast with that 

In the earlier work# since there it was a case of the Logos revealing 

Himself, with relatively little eaphasis on the Father. 

The seoond major topic is the actual Trinitarian doctrine that 

results frora these basic considerations. There is very little change in 

the actual doctrine of God, God is eternalt incorporeal# simple and not 

compounded,, unchangeablep and Impassible In the usual Greek meaning; but 

this cannot be interpreted to exclude God the Son graciously taking our 
629) infirmities for our sakes at the jncarnatiO4 All the correlations be- 

tween God and the world are to be rejected, and the correlates of the Per- 

sons of the Trinity are to be found only In the Trinity., as Athanasius shows 

Once again in his treatment of the 0( 0 TE, issue, which he re-. 

peats,, but much more clearly than in the corresponding material in "De 

Decretijý, 30) 
one, thing that oomes up for further attention In the orations 

on the general doctrine of God is the relation between the Will of God and 

His Nature. This arose in connection with the Arian claim that the Son 

came to be at the will of the Father. Athanasius amwers that there is no 

question . of will at all, in the sense in which the Arians set the terms of 

the controversy, since thereby will referred to a definite mental act which 

had a beginning. Thereforejo the generaton of the son would have to be 

by nature,, that ie,, ' In the , Athanazien, I (and Aristotelian) sense of what is 

aboriginally and essentially true'rather than what comes to be trues in 

goneral'owing to'Interaction with oth er thing 
ýpl) 

Athanasius actually 

(629)'See above,, pp. 
(630) See above.. 'pp. 284-3081- 

See IM58-67, and'see. above# pp. /027-47 
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extends this to. Divine attributes that are normally associated with willp 

eege the goodness of God. God,, he saysv is good by nature and not by willp 

because,, on these basesp to be good by will admits of the possibility of, 
(6,32) 

not being good., At an earlier stage In the orations, Athanasius had 

had to give a more extensive treatment of what ethical descriptions meant 

when applied to God. The danger of course was that one would either produce 

an imnoral or amoral God, or import Into God the sense in which elthics 

ordinarily dep"s on the creaturely limitations of men. This is again one 

of the most difficult issues of theology; Athanasius's handling may seem 

to be arid and "physicist" to some, but the author feels that he has steered 

Clear of both pitfalls surprisin83, v well(. 
633) 

While we are still on the 

more general doctrine of God, we may point out that Athanasiust in his 

treatment of the eternity of God, discusses in an Intereating way what is 

really meant by such expressions as "there was time" or. "there was once" 

when He was not. His conclusion Is that all such times are constituted en. - 
tirely by, tbe Eternal God Ijimself, arid thus the only pruper expressions 

to describe what happened before creation (whether of the world or,, by an 
(634) 

impossible hypotheeisj, of the Arian Logoa) are "God was"# or the like. 

AS for the . actual Trinitarian doctrine itselfqjt'js sti 11 virtu. 

ally binitarianj as far as its developed and conscious expression is con- 

aerned. There is remarkably little about the Holy Spirit in relation to 

the Trinity itself,, except for a few formal statements. So little is therep 

In fact, that It Is best to postpone consideration of the Spirit until a 

a later stage of this resume, for reasons which will again become apparent 

(632) III-"62: 4530-456A. ' 

(633) 1#01-52j, and see abovet 

(6 34) 1: see above, ppb 666-675'. 
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then. of courses, Athanasius has a firm grasp of the unity of God,, but he 

has remarkably little to say about what Trinitarian theology later des- 

cribed as the one Essence, apparently oo . nsidering the'unity of God to be 

tn the strictest sense ine ffable. However, insofar as he does talk about 

the principle of unity In God,, it is still apparently to be found in the 

Father, although'we have had reason to suggest from some of the material 

that if Athanasius had had to develop it furthers, he would have had to say 

that the one Essence would in some sense have to include the whole of the 

Trinitarian relationships; that Is# God would mt be God in any sense un- 

less He were Father,, Son, and Holy Spirit. In this way it is true that 

Athanasius is an Easterner rather than a Westerner# according to the 

usually accepted interpretation that the Easterners started from the Persons 

and then went on to the Nature, and the viesterners preferred to operate 

vice versa* This of course I would make it difficult for Athanasius to sus- 

tain his essentialism and his anti-relativism to the extent to which he 

accepts them; what he would probably have to maintain is that the Persons 

of the Trinity would be exceptional in this regard; a human being Is a 

human being before there is anv question of'him being a parent (although 

family life does have'an exceptional position in some ways even among men), 
ý6,35) 

but the First Person would be meaningless without Him being Father# et 

In fact# Athanasius's whole use of the word 0 

essence, In particular, as well as nature, is much more dy- 

namio than the way in which we have been used to using it. The whole use 

of the former word has been markedly influenced by the adverbial uses, 

K4-r)c> to indicate what is essentially and 

aboriginally true (and therefore, In the case of God,, 'eternally true),, as 

distinct from what becomes true of the Second Person, Even such uses as 

(635) 1: 28.9, see above,, pp. 
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1 17 / 
S at Nioaea is- (Z-*ý the 

affected by the adverbial uses# and one of its meanings is precisely that 

the Son is eternally and aboriginally from the Patherg and was not genera- 

ted (or "generated". actually created) in time,, either at the Incarnation 

or just before the creation of the world. on the other hand,, such phrases 

also mean that the Son to begotten from the innermost centre of being of 

the Father,, as distinct from the way In which a creature is ex nihilo as 

regards Gods or a table or a chair made In a carpenter's shop Is of a 

different essence from that of the carpenter. This is again, of course, 

the dynamic use of 0 There are many statements of the form, 

"The Fssence of the Son. " or "The Son has a Essenael's but they always 

deny that this essence is created, and they may almost be considered as the 

equivalent of statements that the Son is not a creature In essences or that 

the Son is not from another essence in the sense of the Nicene anathem 
ýý36) 

On one occasion# Atbanaslus makes a statement formally identical with thelate, 
7 

orthodox doctrine, but he uses not 0U but the 

Platonic Forms when he says that the Form of the Father Is. the Form of the 

Son; he then Immediately combines this with two other, typea of statement; 

the Son is the Form of the Father's Godheadv and the Form of the Father is 
637) 

in the SW of course# here cýgains what Athanasius. is doing Is trying 

to avoid presenting the Fssenoe as a fourth thing of thesame kind as the 

Three Persons (or the Third Thing in a virtually Binitarian theology; Paul 

of 3amosets had actually done just that, in support of his heretical doc- 

638) 
triný, of courses, the 11omoousion is missing in the Urations; we have 

(636) See the sectional lexicographical analyses,, aboveq pp. Taj_ 

(637) 111-6. See above, pp. 9JPBOO*- 9#0--5t /063. 

(638) See "De Synodis" 45: 772C-Di, and above,, pp, 361-66. 
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already discussed thisp and come to the conclusion that Athanasius had in- 

tended to vindicate the formula,, and in arW cases, the subsidiary express- 

ions Involving the word CUT, -- are so common,, and to such an extent 
identical in their use with that of the "De Dearetis"s that we can safely 

assume that there Is no change here; the Homoousion,, and to a certain ex- 

tent the other expressions Involving Essence, are Intimately related to the 

generation of the Son from the Father., so that by far the beat analogy Is 

the one familiar to modern biology of-the chromosome complexq or rather 
(639) 

what it would be If generation were &sexual and without mutation. 

There are hardly any definite instances of the use of the word 

so that it definitely refers to generic likeness. In the case 

of the related word the generic meaning vyould of course be pre- 

dominant in the ordinary nominative and accusative usesq or in other cases 

where the meaning would correspond. But here# the adverbial uses are even 

more decidedly predominant,, etc., 

These are identical with the oorresponding forms Of and ref er 

to what Is aboriginally true as distinct from what later becomes true. In 

this sense, 00 and are synonymous# but In the other 

sense V wo uld be synonymous with in the 

Athanssian use. The la entioned word is very, rare In Athanasius- so 

much for the contention that he was Influenced by Western theology orcven 

Cared mucti about it until the matter came up at the Synod of Alexandria in 

362ý 
641) 

on the very few occasions on which It was used, It was always 

directly provoked by Heb. 1-. 3,, where Ilypostasis means 41at is meant in 

(639) See above,, pp. 
(640) See f n. 637 above. 
(641) See Tom. ad Antioch. 4-5 and also see above,, pp. 324 and 
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geometrical optics by the c)bjectq as distinct from the Image. Thus it 

would be symr I wmous with what AthanarAus would have meant by the 1; seence, 

especially the Essence of the Father with reference to such concepts as' 

the Son beiM from the Essence of the Father,, etc.. 

()ur f indings on these words can be sumarised in the following 

tables, In all our lexicographic analysesp we are dividiM the material 
0>Z 

as regards, largelys the formal use of the word, In the case of 'L, 0-11 

there are five groups,, Group I: the reference is primarily to arithmatio 

or constitutive unity# or to the Innermost centre of the being of the Person: 

normally it is used of the Father, but occasionally of the Son. Group-11-: 

Like Group 10, but where the primary reference to to the Son's generation; 

this inoludes specifioally all phrasee including 

or v Group III is like In association with C) L"ff r"I 01 
Group II, but rather ambiguous; it to usually in accordance with Group II,, 

but it could be interpreted according to Group IV# if the latter were more. 

prevalent then Group II; this Includes such less definite phrases as 
I "ý\ - e-\ :ý -1-1 Id(OF -"IV Ot,, ýTZAY and there are some cases in which the ambiguity Is 

between Group I. direatlys, and Group IV. Group V is the adverbial uses. 

In all our lexicographical analzveess we have divided the orations into seven 

sections according to subject matter; they will be referred to in the table, 

as Sections 1-7. Section 1 Is C,, Ar, I: 1-36# the general discussion of Arian 

theology; Section II is I: 37-II318: 184C9 line 6p which concerns almost 

entirely the exegesis of various Incarnational and soteriologioal passages 

of Scripture; Section 3 is 11: 18: 18409 1.6 - 11: 43# which concerns further 

general problems like those of Sect. 1; Seation 4 is 11: 44-821, which aors. - 

cerns the exegesis of Prov. 8: 22 LXX# with further material as in the previoul 

section; on the whole it is the nearest to the average of the orations as 

a whole. Section 5 is jjj: 1-25,, the exegesis of passages that concern the 
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nature of the unity Of the Father and Son,, section 6 is III: 26-58: 445B: 

1,31, the Synoptic Christ; Section 7 is the remainder o. f the Third oration 

(to 0 h. 67), on the'general question of whether the Son came to be at the 

Will of the Father. 

psence err). I GP-TI GP. 11I C"P. IV a 
--V 

Total 

seat. 12 11 12 43 32 

Seat. 216 17 4 28 

sect. 36a 732 1016 

Sect. 424 14 5 15 40 

Sect. 512 10 1 2,16 

3eat. 6 23 

Sect. 732 31 

TOTAL 15 33 65 14 29 156 

, 
In the case of groups. nature, there are on1y three 

Group I substantival uses which refer to the Divine Naturev Group II., the 

some sort of use referring to creaturely nature, and Group III,, adverbial 

uses. It Is noteworthy that there are . at most one or two cases or Group II 

referring to human mture as in Ch . rist after the Chalcedonion. pattern; the 

usual reference is to creaturely natur e In the most general sense or as 

being what the Arians wrongly supposed to be the aboriZinal nature of the 

second Person. 

Q117ature; Groý2 Gro. uj2 II Group III Total 
seat. 1 3 16 7 26 
Seat. 2 14 10 32 56 
Sect. 3 - 12 20 
Seat. 4 2 3 40 45 
sect. 5 a 4 28 40 
*se, o t-62 8 is 28 
0 4 20 24 

TUTAL 29 57 153 9 
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There Is a striking fall off in the use of OvVo4 relative 

to, 
i 

OUTS in the later stages of the orations. The cause Is not Immedi- 

stely evident, but it Is probably associated with the recession In time 

from Nicaea and its terminology. Probably AtbanasJU8 was standard18ing his 

1-11 
adverbial or clussi-adverbial uses an this would be an Indis- 

Pensable preliminary to the Cappadocian Trinitarian teminology, although 

there is no sign that Athanasius Is at this stage yet. 

, An incidental point arises Pat this stage; is there any clue 
> -. Io 

here to why the Cappadocians finally took DIJ6104 to be what Is one in 

the Trinity, and for what is three? The situation, from 

362 onwards,, is that the foinner word had the meaning of 

as in Aristotle., for what was meant later by person, and 
A, 

-r-'<-P4 

for generic likeness, as well as Its Athenasian uses. on the other hand, 

Hypostasis was introduced into orthodox Eastern Triniterianism from the West 

as being. the exact etymological translation of substantia, which the Latin 

theologians used in exactly the same way as C> U LA Now,, In the Atban- 
:: ) el 

asian usage, 0 Qs-7 though not having really a generic meaning, tended 
CJ 

to be Involved closely with the interconnexion of Father and Son, chiefly 

owing to the Influence of the adverbial usageq although It would have been 

possiblep, on the basis of jUcaea, to restrict the use of this word to the 

Father. on the other hand,, Athanasius actually never uses., before 362, the 

word hypostasis except in the sense of Ifeb. 1: 3 (unless he is quoting from 

other writers or denouming Arian heretical uses). on the basis of lieb. 1: 3g 

the Hypostasis is precisely what is peculiar, not of course to any one of 

the Persons of the Trinity on His own, but to the Father on Iiis own, and 

cannot be used about the Son. And It was probably this that suggested to 

the Cappadocians, once the Influence of the West had become important, to 

apply the texya to what each individual Person had that wns peculiar to Him- 

self, 
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Ais for the Persons of the Trinitys there are. tm) basic, types of 

theology to be seen bores-as usual, the Logoo. type and the son We. The 

former Is associated with certain other titles of the SeOondý, Porsuns Wia- 

domi powers, Hand, etc. s and &Bpeoially with the Light (0 r sun) - radianoo- 

metaphor whigh is still Athanaaius's principal metaphor. This is closely 

associated with the older dootrinea of analogy that we have already enun- 
(642) 

ciated. on the other hand,, the Son type of theology is more markedly 

presents and Is chieflv associated with the higher type of analogy that we 

have found to be a novelty in the Oratlonst according. to, which things like 

Sonship are truly present only in God# and present in a corrupt form in 

men and other creatureV 
43) 

For that very reason# the title, "Son" does, 

not have such a multitude of titles surrounding It as Logos. In our lexi- 

cographical analysis of the two titles for the Second persont we shall div- 

ide the material again Into seven groups,, which will be the same In esoh 

ca 
t644) 

'Group I will refer to the purely intra-Trinitarian and eternal 

relations of the Second Person. Group II will be the generel cosmological 

relations of the second Personp of which the most typical example will be 

Creatio per Verbum, Group III Will be'the second Person to be inoarnate, 

that 'Is# the Incarnation considered prospectively; in' the orations this 

group includes the Old Testament activities of the Second Person. * or what 

are deemed to be suchp'since Athana'sius so regularly interprets the Old 

Testament as being the witness prospective to Chris to-: 'Group'IV will be* 

the Second Person as the Agent of the --Xnoarnation considered as an actual 

accomplished fact (including such phrases as "The Father made Him become 

man"). Group V will be 

(642) See De Door* 1,1-43 

(643) See 1: -21-22: . 57B. 

(644 a the sectional 0 

the Logos as- the Hypostasis of the aotual, lAoarnate 

and 
i7, ' ()'. 'Ar'. j: '26-29'. &'nd pp., ýfo- and 

and above. 9 pp. 
analy sea above, 
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Christ in the detailed activities# e. g, of 1118 earthly life. Group VI will 

refer to what might be called the Synoptio Christ as a whole.. and Group. 

VII is where the Sccond Person is used for what might be desoribed as the 

post-Penteoostal activity whereby the Atonement is made real to men in our aý, ý 

L WTOS f! J). I GP. II GP. 
-III 

G-P-IV 22-V CP-VI GP-VII Total 

aeot. 1 6.0. 16 2 1 2 83 

, 
Sect. 2 70 14 2 47 3 5 141 

Seot. 3 45 36 1 82 

Seat. 4 40 16 5 17 4 1 1 84 

Sect. 5 45 7 8 3 1 6 70 

seat. 6 42 12 2 27 22 1 10 116 

Sect. 7 24 9 1 34 

L MAT, 328 110 20 94 30 3 25 610 

ý; on 

Sect. 1 110 5 2 1 1 4 123 

seot. 2 -72 1 - 7 10 3 2 95 

Sect. 3 45 21 - - - 1 5 7^3 

Sect. 4 30 2 4 3 2 - 6 47 

Sect. 5 124 5 2 3. 5 - C3 160 

Sect. 6 40 9 1 7 4 1 64 

fSect. 7 4,11 2 - - 1 1 49 

TOTAL 466 45 9 14 25 13 33 610 

By a strange aoincidenoefi, the total number counted Is the same 

with each word. Logos still predominates In the cuse of all groups In which 

the Second Person is Agent in re-Intion to other things, whether Creation or 

Incornation. This io undoubtedly the residual Influence of the use in the 

"De Incernatione", In which L0908 Is almost the only term : Cor the pro- 

incarnate Second Person and Son Is very rare,, and particularly, though 
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perhaps at another remove,, the influence of the formula Creatio per Verbwa 

and especially John 1: 14. Un the other hand,, "Son" Is the predominant title 

where the intra-Trinitarien relation IS discussed simply., and also,, as might 

be expected, as regards the whole Person of the incarnate Christ. It is also 

of Interest-to notice thats rather surpris1Y4; ly,, 11son" is the predominant 

title in Group VJI,, the po8t-Pentecostal divisioiL This to patently due 

to the increasing essociation of such work with the Spirit, and tillis corre- 

lation is particularly marked in Section 5,, (and supreraely In C-Ar. III: 24- 

25). which supplies the majority of the Instances. The general rule govern- 

Ing the predominance of Logos and son prevails both as regards groups and 

as regards sections, vAth one exception which triai-Ifestli provea the rule; 

Logos Is the predominant title In Scotion 3. ilowever., this Section deals 

largely with the categorial argument for the uistination between God and 

creatures, and where It concerns the intra-Triniterian relation. 9 it deals 

In the main with the Two-Wisdom doctrine of Asteriua. For Lhese reasons,, 

It is the most highly cosmological section (in the usual sense) of tho 

oratioj-, s. The whole table shows a recovery in the use of Logos as compared 

with Son,, from the level reached in the other anti-Arian works, This is 

due mainly to the recurrence of material mure characteristic of the "Do In- 

carnatione" where It would be expected that Logos would decidedly predoinin- 

ates as It does. But even If we count ortly Group Iq which would brir4S It 

1nto line with the other anti-Arian writings,, there is still a decided ro- 

covery In the uee of Logos., althought as we have suggeated,, many of the 

Instances that we have placed In Group I really belongy both to Group I and* 

Say, Group IV., and have been placed in Group I since that Is the group with 

which the noun is more directly associated. 

Corresponding to the two types of theology of tbe aeoond Peraon, 

the Logos theology and the Son th6OlOi; Yv there are two distiMuisbable doc- 

trines of the relation betwean the two Persons. Asso, 3iated with the Son 
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theology there is a definite denial of Sabellianismo which Is made explIo- 

itLv on several occasions and more definitcly than in the earlier anti-Arian 

vlorksý645) But associated with the Logos type of theologyO there is a 

version which to a modern looks very like Sabellianism, or at least a con- 

fusion of tivo doctrines both of whieb are formally and materially necessaryp 

the doctrine of the theistic attributes,, and the doctrine of the Persons 
646) 

of the Trin4y. That Isq Athanastus does not scan to distinguish between 

the sense In which the wisdom of God is a quality and an attribute of God,, 

and therefore of each Person severally, and the sense in which Wisdom is a 

special title of the Second Person. This sort of doctrine is later repeat- 

ed when Athanasius describes the Second Person as, inter alia, the Form (in 

the Platonic sense) of the Father. on the other hand, as we have shown in 

Our detailed study of this sectionq there is far taore case to be made out 

for Athanasius's treatment than meets the eye, since, for Athanasiuss, as 

for any Platonist, the Forms tended to be thought of as other things,, and 

thus the difficulties that we tend to feel were not felt by Athanastus. 

Also.. even In our agep the distinction botween qualities and substantial 

entities is one which appears to be so obvious, but which is more difficult 

to make in practice than meets the eye. Thus I, this apparently fallacious 

reasoning of Athanasius Is actually almost the only time in theology where 

the point is made that God would not be Godq and certainly viould not have 

any of the theistic attributes., unless IIe were Trinltarianq that Isp the 

Attributes are subordinate to the versonal, and dependent on them.. a nd LtIs 

Mt that the Persons would not be what they are but for the attributesp 

which is the comrion. and naive way of looking at the matter. si, qllar state- 

ments ere repeatedly made that a god who possessed no Liecond Person Vould 

(6415) III-. 4, p 35-6,, 39. - See aboves, pp. 
(C46) II: 37f , and 111: 5.9. see above. pp, 8,46- &o 
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17 11-1ý V47, ' be XýOr-f 
, absurd,, or Aff-t) O-P- . wisdomleast which is'inconoeivabl 

The same point Is made from the point of view of the son theology., when it 

is Insisted upon that the generative funation of God (Ise! God the Father) 

Is absolutely prior to lits creative work; ý therefore. 'a god-who lacked the 

Son would be unable to creatýý 
48) 

. 1',; ven^ though this point Is* simp3, y affirmed 

rather then argued. it stands-, 'ý 

on the other hand, with the Son theology, a most important point 

of a different character arises, Vie have already stated, in criticii&m of 

the Logos theology, that it does not permit us to give an account of the 

Love of God 11 f6 at1, the whole Logos theology, explained as it is; 

Ultimately,, In terms of the metaphor of Light ard Padionce., is really ex- 

cessively weighted in favour of physical analogies and., one might say, 

physicism generally,, compared with not only Athannsius's son theology but 

also with the average theology of most of Athanaslus's successor3. A man 

may love his son.. but he cannot verj well love his word, 
-in 

a ny normal sense 

of the language,, and to love something that can be described as the ex t en. - 

sion of his personality"$, as some old Testament theologians described the 

Old Testament word of God and the same sort of thing does happen with men - 
is something that is normally regarded as being fronkly sinfulland rightly 

so* Nowl, at this st8get Athanastus is at lost confronted with the necessity 

of giving an account of the Love of Father and Son. of course,, it comes up 

twice in the context of the Son theologyj, and Athanosius does it in terms 

of suah verses as Prov. 8: 30; in his explanation, he says that the mutual 

delight of Father and Son was conditioncd by their absolute likeness, so 

that each saw Himself in the other. This Is perfectly frank Narcissism, 
(650) 

and nceds no further comment. 
(C47) oce 1: 15-16., 199,25.11: 31., 
(G43) 3ce 11: 2., and above,, Pp. 
(649) See above, pp. (DS"A, -3. 
(650) 1: 20 end, 11j: 66; see above,, pp. 
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Unfortunately, this Is not a purely academic question., since it 

involves tho great crack in the wits of the modern Church, the explosive 

triad of Beauty,, jcxuality, and Racialism. 1. Vhat is racialism, In facts but 

the ruthless use or abuse Of the proposition that love Is dependent upon 

Community of esuence in something very like the sense w1hich we have rightly 

or ý, vroný, rly ascribed to Athamalust especial& as regards the obviously 

visible characters? It may be that Its portenAous rise in our day is a 

protest cyinst a one-sided Agape doctrine a love which at Its worst makes 

love virtually a duty. There may be a true place for Christian 1, hilia or 

even 122ý, ros. It is noteworthy that Roman Catholicisral, which by and large 

notoriously has a "Ibetterl' racial record than 1,, rotestantl stag does succeed, 

In spite of its underlying tendencies to ascetic monoatici&ra and aelibaoy, 

in keeping, far more of these two concept3 in a religious setting then Prot- 

estanti Sm. She does GO q not only in her cult of 'the Virgin Mary and in her 

worship generally, but particularly in her tolerance of extreme mystics 

who often give expression to what is almost an erotic relation to God. The 

Reformers were quite right when they saw that this hierarchloal solution,, 

this toleration of dangerous emotions as long as they kept to their con- 

fincd placev was thoroughly bad; in fact, It Is hiatorically correct that 

dissatisfaction on this point was sr. much a cause Of the Reformation leh%MO-4 
4 

dissatief action with the Fzotnan doctrine of grace. But their release of 

what had been boundq their insistence that every Christian should share 

fully all the privileges of Mrist and also all the responsibilities iz. ), - 

volvc-d,, made it doubly dangerous If anything went wror4;., ý,, 4hat went wrong 

in this case was t1lat the later generation aasuraed that all thst was in- 

volved was that t1he clergy ohare the sexuality of family life., P-W the result 

was that there iv; )., j leo3 feeling for 1, hillu or 1; -, os in coruieution with God 

than ever. This is almost certainly the reason why racialisra is such a 

Protestant vice. 
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What is needed is the renewed understanding that love, not only 

as Agape,, but as Philia and Bros, Is also in God, and as we share the Divine 

Love In Christ vie share all three. All three spheres are alike under-the 

gracious lord-, hip of Christ#. Christians are still to love their fellows, 

even those outside,, as we love those who are like us,, but that likeness 

Is to be constituted by Christ and not by race. The acute problem still 

arises In theology of what is the relation between the love of the Persons 

for each other and the love of God for creatures, which is properly ex- 

pressed by Aga-pea And those who interpret even the intra-Trinitarian love 

as Agape have this point in their favour, that it has always the barrier of 

the relative distinction betwean r4atherhood and 3onalhip to transcend. On 

the important former Issue., it vt)uld be relatively easy for Athanastus to 

come to a conclusion In terras of hie doctrine of the analogical (or rather 

katalogical) character of all relationships between God and man,, and his 

earlier characteristic doctrine thaý salvation Is a process in some sense 

of Deification would also come to his aid. 33ut this Is an extremely diffi- 

cult mattert and it would be prohibitive at this stage to say too much more 

on the well-worn question of Agape,, Lros, et ca. But it Is a matter of the 

gravest urgency for theologians and the Church to address itself, to this, 

since It is the essential condition for dealing with the questions of Beauty,, 

3exuality,, and r,, acialiara,, which are themselves challenges to theology to get 

itself on to the right track in this supranely Importcint, matter. Perhaps it 

Is necessary to underatnnd yet nnothe: ý, of the paradoxes of the Faith, that 

even though "Ile hath no form nor comelinesell In the state where Ile is 

suffering for us, and tftý Christians may be called to shvre that affliotion,, 

nevertheler, s Ilia gracllou! 3 sovereignty extends over Beauty as much as over 

ayWthing else, and our'destim, Is not oray to sýow and share God's glorj 

and God's morcys, but God's beautyp and to feel,, for God and for our fellowat 

Mt Only love as a sort of dutys, but the very attraction. 9 erotic if one 
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likes to call it such, that the Father and Sonp according to t. thamsjus, 

have for each other. But, to repeat,, this field is Christ's., not the world's 

there iv, no bcauty in a handsome blond Tiordia if he co,, -imanda a concentration 

camp., to put It negatively. 

Thus., to cumlude, there still remains a markeU tension In At. hall- 

a8lus betweun what one might call the emariationlat type of theology of the 

Second Person,, which surrounds the titles Lo&os, ýjisdom., Radiance, etc. , and 

the Son theology, according to vihic; h the compresence of Yather and Son Is 

not analoaous to a continuous physical process like the emisaion of radiant 

energy, but is an, eternal Fact; there are simply both Father and Son In a 

relation of rautual love. Perhaps it is not such ai great tension after all,, 

as in human sonship the important relation Is personal love,, but no account 

of it would be complete without a great deal of biology# or even sumething 

very close to the sort of physics that we have been considering. But we can 

point out thut the former type of theology is a little too prominent still 

when compared with the letter. C)ne particularly serious result Is that it 

Makf-s it elmost imposcible to give any intelligible difference between the 

generation of the L; on., so interpreted., end the Procession of the spirit (at 

any rate,, If the Greek I)rocession Is recognised). This was later a serious 
(C 

kr- 1) 
embarrassment for lithannsius, whe. -a lie had to discuss the matter later. 

Turnina now to othcr dootrine: 31, in or(ler,, we firA that there Is 

'Very little difference in the oubdivision of theoloay called Crod the Creator, 

Manj, and Sin. There is no spccial treatment of sin -t 0119 which le,, -, veB 

the "De Incarnatione" as the only place where this subject is treated spea- 
(652) 

ially. Creation is,, as slivaysj, Creatio ex nihiloj, creatio per Verbum, 

(651) See below., pp. M-OLI-3o. /2-47- X0, IASS-- 

(652) Chs. 3,, end-G. See above, pps, 107-17 and 210-15. 
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and creatio, ontin, 
653) 

.. very full devel- a. What' Is of great Interest is a 

opment of what.. we have termed the oategorial argument oonoerning. the diff- 

erence betwcen God and arcatures. Here Athenastus goe3 a long way towards 

the development of a doctrine of redioal pluralism as the, truth of creat- 

urely life on Its own; , we are treating this argument here In this Oaseq 

since Athanasius's treatment of It Is mainly in the context of creatures. 

No two, crestures are perfectly &l1ke, but no creature is quite unique. All 

creatures ore members of a class, all are divisible and complex. All area- 

tures are spatially and temporally limited. ITo areature is eitber omni- 

present or omnicompotent . but all are limited by Aheir envirorment and 

interact with It. ' But., ard this Is moist important, in spite of tbe'lest- 

mentioned charcateriatic,, no creature can be constituted by relationsq and 

this mearis that serviaeq as is given In Christ, is essentially the prerog- 

Stive of God alone and virtually demands an entity like the Irearnate Christ 

for its accom. plishment: -'-a creature would only be able to be himself. There 

Is no real coristitutive summation of all creatures# and apparently no gen- 

eric cless of all creatures or summum genus. ' The reason for this is that 

011 arW other dootrine there could be an entity that would be a creature,, 

Yet could have the relation of cosmological supremacy as postulated for the 

Arlan Second Person. Athanasius shows his commitment to this dootrine by 

his plurallstio Interpretation of Adaraq In the very place where the morc 

natural interpretations accOrdiDg to 3cripture, would be the monistic and 
654) 

constitutiveý 

Next comes the Incarnation. in the first placev Athanasius isp 

as before, Irtralapserian In the sense that he believes that 
- 
tho Fall of 

man was the cause of the Incernationg and- that it would not have happenod 

(653) 11-.. 213-263,32. slazzaimWOOM" I 
(654) See C. Ar. jj: 18-31 and 44-65* See aboves pp. F9-ID-'935'j 

For Adam* see 11: 48, elld. 
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but for the Ps]LL However, he finds it incrcasing3, v difficult to sue- 
(656) 

tain this view, as he progresses in his exegesis of Prov. 8: 22 LXX. For 

instance, if It is true that, as Athanasius shows from these vcry essent- 

ialist considerations which are now to be put in question, the only way in 

which even God can be "for the works" to any extent is by the Incarnation,, 

one would really have to become Supralopearian and maintain that the In- 

carnation was In Gods'plan even before creation. A little later this 

change is expressly made,, when the question of the context of Prov. 8: 22 LXXI, 

especially Prov. 8: b3, ari seýý157ý At this point,, Athanasius gives what 

Karl Barth regards as the only adequate account of predestination in the 

whole history of the Church, From the point of view of what was later known 

as Predeatina-tion and Election the position as described by Athanasius has 

the interesting feature that whL-, t is predestinated is not the individual 

elect or reprobate as such, but Christ Himself# and the totality of the 

work to be accomplished in 11im, while what we cannot but accept as a wise 

silence is preserved concerning the destirW of Individuals as such which 

issue has been the source of so much antagonism to doctrines of predestin- 

ation In the past. And here the wheel has turned full ciraleg, or more 

correctly. # full spiraly and we are back at the Greek Logos doctrine In Its 

classical formp the Logos as the Logos Of the cosmos, n3, v the thing that 

holds the vyorld together,, the ()no principle# Is not a hing irmannent in the 

world, but Christp and Godto Predestination In Him. Since this Is not a 

static state,, but a P: Lanv this for almost the first time enables us to form 

a genuine Christian doctrine of history. or possibly not yet; this might 

be only one necessary condition,, the other being a true doctrine of the 

(655) See De Ina, 4. beginningg and above, pp. 105-6 and 216-18. 

(656) 11: 44-72. 

(657) 11: 73-77, See aboves pp. 904-12. 
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Holy Spirit# since it Is properly the Spirit that is associated with the 

Age after Pentecost. This was actually shown by the theology. of Joachim 

Of Flora. But we can be thankful for Athanasius to show us part of the way,, 

since there is no more urgent task In theology at the present dayt and It 

will still# though in a different wayr be just as urgent if this age,, throuLb 

an excess of exhaustion and fear,, loses its dynamic and sinks into a stage 

of quietism. While not going to the blasphemous lengths of aping Marxist 

prediations., whiahAs merely asking for trouble# Christians must resist the 

temptation to say that history is "bunk". in the well-known phrase of Henry 

Ford, orp what is even worse,, that it is "materialistic"; such historicist 

philosophies as Marxism will always be stronger than this sort of ckiticiam. 

The point is that they attribute to an Idol what really belongs only to 

Christ, but it really belongs to Christ. 
, 

It is one of the tragedies of 

history that neither Athanasius nor his successors developed this any fur- 

ther, but perhapsp since this sort of thinking was such a novelty inGreek. 

thought, we should be thankful that Athanasius went as' for as he did. It 

LB almost. as if this principle was struggling to be born in the environment 

of the fourth centuryg since it would have patently made many difficulties 

fqr what were established Athanasian prinalpleas notably his anti-relativism 

and essentialism. 

The main member of the group of other I)octrines In our olassi- 

fioation is the Incarnation and the Person of Christp taken together. The 

doctrine has been already adumbrated in the earlier anti-Arian writingst 

but here# owing to the form of the work,, it Is developed tremendously. The 

only thing that is really lacking is the Conception by the Holy spirits but 

otherwise there is a complete coverage of the Humanity of Christ from child- 

hood (or rathers, adolescence# see Luke 2: 52) to the Cry of Dereliction on 

the Cross,, even though It stops a little short of the Death and extends 
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that far, as to the Infancyp only by implication. The Arians took 

good care that Athanaslus was confronted with the full range of the Humanity 

of Christ. - -So the Son of God took our humanity. Nowv there are two aides 

of thise. In one ways the Son took our Inflrmitles, ýso that they could be 
(659) 

annihilated in Him. ' He was afraid, so that we'might no longer be afraid. 

In a sense#*, this is the doctrine of Melito of Sardis and the Athanaslus 

of the "De Incarnatione"p but expressed with precision and exactitude In-' 

stead of by striking# but less exact, Ruphuisma. In this way,, Athanasius 

comes cloo'e-to the- position first "definitively'adopted by tdward Irving 

against the whole' tradition of the Church but 4hich' has since become ortho- 

dox In the person of Barth,, that the humanity"of C6rists''though In fact 

sinless,, is really our fallen humanityo 'The other moment,, which is the 

real novelty of the anti-Arian wrltings,, is that He took our humanity so as 
to fashion in Himself the New,, Redeemed Humanity for us# which we are to 

(660) 
partake in glory. Where Christ Is said to "receive" a boons which He as 

(658) See C-AreIII: 26-58t which are not treated In full In this thesis. see 
above, pp. 4MO-1,9-03 - Athanasius Is very strict In his assignment of runct- 
ions to the Deity and the Humanity, Eg. on Uk. 13: 32s, Athanasius simply says,, 
In its way quite adequately# that Christ did not know as man,,, but know as 
God. Unfortunatelyt this particular case does not do justice to the wording, 
which apparently makes the antithesis between the Father and the Son in the 
Trinitarian sense. Athanasjua is also handicapped here by his most resolute 
refusal to have anything to do with the sort of position that became later 
known as Kenotioism. Actually it happens that a perfectly sound exegesis 
can be given In terms of various principles of-later theologyp as follows: 
"in the sense that you implyj I know the day and the hour of the Day of 
Judgment as Godo but not as maruThat Iss, as being one with God the Fathert 
Who is supremely associated with creation and general providence, I know 
such things as how many revolutions o;, the earth. etc. . will take pleas 
before the Day. But men have no business to know such things, but only the 
relation of it to certain definite warning signsy and above all,, to the- 
MIssion of the Church. Thererorep for your sake I do not know these things 
as man either. .- 

Therefores, insofar as knowledge is of. the one Person and not 
of the Two Natures,, I am simply not concerning Myself with such matters at 
the momento lest it should interfere with My worl;,, even though I am Son of 
the Father. " 

(659) See 111: 57, on John 12: 27, Matt. 26139 etc. 

(660) See especially 1: 42-45 'and see above',, P-P. . Is on Philipp-2: 9. 
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3on of God really,, aboriginallyq and essentially possessed from all etern- 

ityp fie is really receiving It as regards His humanityv so that we might 

receive it, who did not have it before. Now,, this presupposes a doctrine 

of the glorious humanity of Christ# not simply the humanity as an instrument 

for revelation or the satisfaction of the Law that we find in the "De In- 

carnatione". The Humanity of Christ must have an active role. Corres- 

pondinglys, there is a distinct change of emphasis in the way in which the 

Incarnation Is described. Thus is evident, in a sort of way,, In all the 

anti-Arien writings, but It Is only here that the occurrences of Incernat- 

ional language are frequent enough to enable this to be statistically demon- 

strated. In the earlier work, the favourite word for the Humanity of 

Christ was bodyj, and the favourite expression for the Incarnation 

as an act Is that the Logos took a body,, etc.. This sort of language is 

still very much present In the "Contra Arlanos". But# corresponding to 

the new doctrine of the Humanity of Christ which Is really per I sonalp though 

In the manner of the Anhypostasia aryl the Enhypostasiap there is a new way 

of describing the Incarnation. The Logos* or Sonj "becomes man" 

JA ý &JIMS and also# by the influenae of# and thanks tol, John 1: 14, 

"becomes flesh". Correspondingly, in His Incarnate 111"ej, Christ no longer 

merely acts, or suffersp by means of or through or in the body; He acts 
rI V(, O('> or suffers as a man or bumanly 

In one sense,, this Chriatology is Incomplete compared with Ghalcedon,, L--nd 

in particular It leaves the Apollinerian question of the human soul of 

Christ as a residual problem. But In another sense it is a truly dynamic 

Christology which overleaps and bypasses both the Apollinarian issue and 

Chalcedonp and the paradoxes oft for example, Christ knowing as God and not 

knowing as-mant are not a whit more Incomprehensible than those uncovered 

by modern medicine and psychology in common human life. All the important 

principles of Chalcedont, the TWO'Naturess. the Une HYPostasi8j, the AntWPOstasia 
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and the Enhypostaaia of the Humanity of Christ, are actually present In 

Athanasjusts Cbristology, in however unfamiliar a forms, and as for the 

AP0111narian Issues, it is not so simple as It lookag and'the Issue itself 

needs much more careful examination than it usually receives before it can 

even be discussed in connection with Athanaaius., As with Trinitarlanisms, 

so with Christologys, Athanasius is not theologian for a man whose mind fol- 

lows the well-worn'grooves of formulae 

in our lexicographical ana3, vais of the Incarnation and the PersorA 

of Christ# as applied to the three main nouns for the Humanity of Christ# 

Body; # fleshi 4/ffQf'! man,, and their corresponding 0-14J/406 (T9? 
-F 

011 

words of other parts of speech,, we shall follow the classification of the 

"De Inaarnatione"# which Is identical In each ease. Group It the Humanity 

is Subject In all senses. Group 11: the Humanity is grammatically sub- 

jeot, of a grametioally active verb# but the verb in question is a verb 

representing a passive state or a state of humiliation. Group III Is where 

the Humanity is object in all senses; this includes subject of a verb In 

the, passive voice. These groups all refer to the Humanity in relation to 

external environment or the forces of nature# etc. 1, corresponding to what 

is ordinarily known as the pasalbility of all creatures, Group IV refers 

to the Logos or Son being materially subject and the Humanity as objects, as 

in the expression, "the Logos takes a body" (or the corresponding passive# 

*the body Is taken by the Logos"). Group V ref ers to the Second Person 

acting (or suffering) In,, by or through the humanitys Group VI is the type 

of expression according to the highest form of Athanasian ChristologyJ, where 

for example# the Logos "becomes" fleshp or man# or acts as man or humanly. 

Group VII# which we have put last since,, like Group I of the terms for the 

Second Person as such, It hardly occurs in the "De Incarnatione", t butt un- 

like the lastmentio' - nedp 1t; ia still relatively uncommon In the orationsp 

(661), See above, p*pc-o. 
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ref era to the Humanity simply. The uncommonness of this group is an inter- 

esting case of the gene ral Athanasion distinction between what is essentially 

true of the son,, which Is ultimate and has no cause whatever,, and the In- 

' ' 
4 ? 62) 

carnation,. which Is not eternal can and so be understood etiological 

_, 
Body Gn. I GP. I1 GP, III GP. IV 22-V Gp. VI GC. VII Total 

sect. 1 1 

sect. 2 9 '14 
2 28 

Sect, 3-. 
1., 

1 - 1 2 

Sect. 4 15 6 3 25 

seat. 5 3 4 7 

Sect. 6ý- 4 ,, 11 13 - 10 7 6 51 

Sect. 7 

TOTAL 4 12. 4 42 30 10 13 115 

9f lesh 

seat. 1 2 

seat. 2 1 12 12 14 40 

sect, 3 2 

Sea t. 4 25 4 7 44 

See t. 5 - 
sect. 6 5 25 3 25 10 29 11 108 

Seot. 7 

TUTt1 5 26 4 63 27 54 is 197 

m n a 

Beat, 1 - 3 3 

sect. 2 2 12 2 88 9 113 

Sect. 3 - 2 2 

Sect. 4 6 26 3 34 

Sect. 5 1 1 

Sea t. 6 4 7 4 2 70 22 109 

Sect. 7 

TOTAL 6 
- 

7 21 4 190 135 263 

Totýlv for compax%-7 
ison., all 3 wo rd a 15 45 a 126 61 254 66 

. 
575 

662) See above for sectional analyses, pps. 'I 
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e -I, \ Inoidentallyp. the Instances of such words as Kc-ýS 

house, VokO_y templeg and &P', ), 11v-Ov . instruments for the Humanity of 

Christ, of which much has been made by the opponents of Athanasian Christ- 

Ologj, are comparatively Insignificantg and can be counted on the fingers 

of, one hand. They are deed for special effect, and are hardly worth mention 

In this summary. This table shows. the predominance of Flesh and Man against 

Body#, and the very decided predominance of Group VI as a whole,, especially 

Where Man Is used. 

The changes in the doctrine of the Atonement correspond to those 

in the Incarnation and the Christology, We meet rather less of the legal 

and Oultio-forensio side than we do in the "Do Inaarnatione"s and also less 

of ýhat the former work describes as the revelatory side. The Atonement 

aIsa pu - re mighty Act of God is'aa prominent as eveý! * 
63) 

But the I side that 

is most emphastsed now is the one primarily concerned with the Humanity of 

Christ# the fact that Christ assimilated Himself to us for our salvation, 

so that we may have sorriethingp some great privilege from Godq that we otherý 

Wise could not have. The novelty in the anti-Arian works is that this Is 

often stated to be not so much Deity in the older fashion as the New Human- 

Ity. Salvation consists In the destruction and purgation of the older man 

of sing, and our ingrafting constitutively into. the New Humanity of Christ. 

We are glorified and exalted,, for instarcep since we are glorified and ex- 
664) 

alted in Him, He having accomplished this in His ResurrectAn. The ora- 

tions# incidentally# are even more centred on the Resurrection than the 

"De Incarnatione", But it should not be forgotten that stbtements of the 

older type are also common. We are# or become# partakers'of the Divine 

Nature, in the sense of Il Pet, 1: 4, But here we come perhaps to one of the 

(663) Cf "Do Imarnatione" 1-20. See above,, pp. 216-225. 

(66 4) Againt see especially 1142-43.3ee above# pp. 
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most Important. differences between the orations and such earlier works as 

the "De Inaarnatione"p- and one which ia'mw clearly evident. ' The Arian 

controversy bad forced Athenastus to make,, clearly and ruthlessly,, the 

distinction between the Logo& and us men,, particularly In the way in wbich 

both "are partakers of the Divine Nature"o - This comes up very clearly In 

Athanasluals exegesis of John l7t2l# when Athanaslus has to make clear the 

difference between the unity in the Godhead# and the. uxdty that Christians 

are to have with each other and with Gods, which the Arians erroneously ass- 

imilated to the unity within the Trinity Itsed! 
65) 

Athanasius in the 

first place makes the distinction by the use of the Platonic concept Of 

Participationg whereby a thing Is# say,, good through participation 

eto.,, the operative element in this and all similar words beir4S the prepos- 

Itional prefix) in the Form Goodness, but only the Forma are 
I 
perfect; the 

participation is always imperfect. Vjhatever one may think of this doctrine 

as logic,, Its use by Athanaslus certainly safeguards two tbirky,, av first., 

the absolute and Indeed categorial transcendence of God# Who Is partioipa- 

ted, over-the creatures, who participate# and second# the genuineness. of 

the, presence in us. of what God gives to us In spite of the f&ct that it is 
(666) 

In a secondary and subordinate sense. But Athanasius probably thinks 

that this account needs elaboration and Is In some respects dangerously 

naturalistic,, and he then points out that it cannot be considered In any 

naturalistic way", but le the direct consequenae of God's special condesoen- 

sion and grace to us: It depends on the whole work of the Atonement. What 

was primarily, essentially# aboriginally, and naturally truo in God ball to 

become true for us. But the final nolution to the problem, for Athanasiuss, 

(665) 111-. 10-25, See above,, ppe 

(666) See above, p. 66. The references In the orations are too n=erous for 
Ol ta tion. 
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I 
is that-we share in the Divine nature, in this senscs, not directly and 

simplyq but through another intermediaryq the Holy Spirit, and in a sense 

th 
.i-s 

Is th 
-e, 

0-0"na cluding issue in our study 01ft. he oratio njý67) Althou 
I 
gh the 

Spirit Ism, of course,. properly the Third Person of the Trinity,, but the 

dynamic Of Athanastan theology has rendered the doctrine of the Spirit in- 

comprehensible unless it is brought up here. 

While the Logos was the immanent rationality in man# as well as 

the Second Person In the Trinity and the cosmologically supreme powerq there 

was no problem In accounting for our sharing in the Divine nature. But, 

as we have said befores, now that the correlations between the Logos and the 

COSMOS and the Immanent rationality In man had been broken because of the 

Arian controversy , and rightly so,, It became necessary to account for what 

had Previously been taken for granted. It was this that was the funation 

Of the Spirit in Christian theology when interest began to revive in It 

in the middle of the fourth century. We have already traced the begin- 
4(669) 

nings of this process 14 the "De Decretis". Heres It Is sufficient to 

Say that there Is a far greater tendency to re f er to the Spirit In all sorts 

of connections,, and a far higher frequency of references to the spirits but, 

except for a few routine references to the Spirits Atbanasius never really 
70) CTh 

gets beyond this stagt? e Holy Spirit is mentioned as that of which we 

participate to become sharers in what is really God's. In fact* it may al- 

most be said that a reference to the Hol. V Spirit is a sign that the context 

is one of creaturehood. This appears to have been agreed by both the Arians 
(671) 

and Athanasiug, as is shown by the section on Ps. 45 AV: 7-8. The Arians 

(667) See, 9 eg, ý 111: 19.25.9 In order. 

(668) See above# pp. 1506-16. 
(669) See above.. ppJ64-61, and references. 
(670) See aboveg 
(671) In 1: 46-50. See aboveg PP-761-73- 

lro-IS: 
p9v3 

1'# 263 
ýýc 
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toolý the presence of the spirit with the Messianla King as a sign that 

Christ to entirely a creature# and Athanasius entirely accepted their en- 

thymematic major by attributing the presence of the Spirit to the Ilumanity 

of Christ. For this very reasoni, Athanasius seems to go out of his way to 

insist on the subordinntion of even the 33pirit to the Son. The Spiritp as 

he says again and again$, "receives" from the Son and 

not vice versa at all., although he never uses the words pC-r4j\, ýM, 
ý672) j 

etc.. that wc)uld Imply true ca tegorial subordinati n. Added to this, there 

is still a tendency to ascribe functions that were later pro-per3j'essigned 

to the Spirit. to the Son (or Logos); this is moat clearly seen in comparis- 

on with the formula that afterwards 'became standard in the Letters to Sera- 

pion, v from the Father,. through the Logos, in the spirit. - 

Under the ciramnstancesp the stage was set for somebodyp prefer- 

ably who accepted the Atbanasian achievement on the theology of the Son, to 

repeat Arianism.. this time as applied to the Third Person and not the 

Second; In other wordsq for Tropioisme This is the reason whys, in and 

out of season,, Athanasius stresses the connection between the two heresies; 

the arguments for the two are ecluivalentv and If the spirit were purely a 

creature In the most absolute senset the problem of the relation between 

creatures and God would arise again. The only possible solution would be 

that God would communicate with creatures purely by the Logos in the old 

senset and this would of course be a reversion to the conditions that pro- 

duced Arianism, now trebly dangerous since one would be familiar with Arian 

reasoning and Arian modes of thought. And in facts, Athanasius had to face 

immediatelE this particular crisis# and the result was the first effort In 

the history of theology to def ine the Spirit as a Person of the Trinityp In 
673) the Letters to_serapipQ 

(672) See 1: 15t47.111: 24-5, 
(673) See above,, pp. 488-516. 
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It is a much more pleasant duty, while we are on this sort of 

subjects, to turn to an aspect of Athanasian theology where Athanasius 

anticipated the true solution to certain important problemss where he still' 

remains In advance of all theologye ', It Is by the Holy spirit that mankind 

whether the Church collectively or the individual Christian# witnesses to 

his Lords performs the work and mission of Christs and lives the dhriatian 

life* But the deeds that are dones the thoughts that are thoughts and the 

plans that are mades'are all oreaturely as well as Divine. ýThis presents 

us with the apparent conundrum of having to choose between perfectionism# 

whether In the Church or In the individual., and pessimisms, the idea that 

man cannot really perform the tasks at alls or at beat only perform them 

as a blind instrument, Nows this problem is analogous to the problem of 

the Humanity of Christ and the part that it plays In the Incarnations and 

this suggests that the, solution is analogouse Corresponding to the FIoly 

Spirit in the Church and in the individual Christian# there would be a 

Weated Spirit o orresponding to the Body of Christo which is a concept that 

does Justice to the creaturely factor In the Chur 
&E! 4) 

Now, no theologian 

to the author's knowledget even the Athanasius of the Letters to Serapions 

where one mould have expected the problem to Come UP# has ever tried to 

treat of such an issue, but it is very interesting that# at the very end of 

the Second orations, (Athanasius 
comes very close to doing so In his doctrine 

of the Created Wisdom which is the impress on creatures of the Wisdom that 

Is the Second Persons and Is patently analogous to the Body of Christ Ad- 

mittedly, the reference Is to Wisdom and not the Spirits but the context 

Indicates that the principle can be readily applied to the Spirit; In facts 

there was at one stage a Patristic tradition in the second century that 

identified Wisdom with the spirit. 

(674) 11: 78-82. See above, pp-ql-l, ýUý. 
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To GorXiludep there are certain significant absentees from the 
675) 

field of "other doctrines", stili, There is very little about the 

Ch 
I 
urch, ex(I 

. 
ept for the references noted aboves and one interesting reference 

to the Lord's Challenge to Saul of Tarsus, where the Christ that 
Ii 
Is perse- 

cuted Is identified with the Churchs in a way apparently foreshadow I 
Ing the 

exegesis of Prov. 8: 22 
1, 

in the "Do Incarnatione et Contra Arlanos" (although 

vie do not consider this sufficient ground. for the genuinenegs of this last. 
, ý(676) mentioned work), It Is OlmOst as if any refereme to the authority of 

t b. e Church would interfere with Athanasiusts main task, Similarly, there 

113 no reference to the Sacraments to the extent that they bulk in almost 

611 later theology# beyond the references to the importance of Baptism in 

the context of the deadly results of Its corruption by the Arian adultera- 
677) t. ed Trinity, Also absent Is any detailed doctrine of History, even 

though there Is the essential f oundation for it, and aliso of the Last Juds- 

ment except for. mal%y in connection with the Christological exegesis of 

M4,13-32. We have noticed all these things as absentees from the "De In- 

carnatione", Perhaps It Is unfair to make too much of thisp because these 

Issues could become acute only in the context of the Doctrine of the spirit, 

and If we Westerners believe that the spirit proceeds from the Father and 

the Sons we, of all peoples should not expect the Doctrine of the Spirit 

to become a major issue until the Doctrine of the Son has been put right, 

To concludes, the Orations are one of the cardinal works of theol. 

091cal history, and constitute a watershed between two great epoahs In 

theological history* They are the definitive and brilliant solution of the 

(675) Cf. for what followsp above pp. 225-9. 

(676) II: 80: 316B* See abovep pp* q)q. 

(677) See 11: 41-3 and above# pp* Cf, Ad Serap, I: 28-29, and belowt 
PP- /-; tO/-014. 
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problem of the relation between the Divine and the creaturely In God's 

Deedq as it applies to the singular Beingj Jesus* It 113 also - and this 

Is very mauh the sarae thing the solution of the problem of the relation 
between what does not cliang . e,, being God., and what changes; It gives the 

rij; ht place to the dynamic. It is Jesus as Man that growa and progresses; 

not God. Similarly, in the problem that faOe3 us to-day, we must remember 
AAA-e that It is ww, Christian humanitYp that grows unto the measure of the stat- 

ure of the fulness of Christ; there is no Absolute. progressively coming 

to perfect self-consciousness# and no development of historical neceasity 

or whatever is the Marxist equivalent of the Hegelian doctrine in question. 

Henceforth, although Arianism could still persecute,, it was finished as a 

vital creed. It could continue for a while only In the ossified and schol- 

astic form that It took with Eunomius. Henaeforthp the chicC problems were 

the question of the Deity of the Spirito which we have already discussed In 

full# and the tidying up of the Chrlstology, It is unfortunate that in the 

process of tidying It up the theologians of a later generation lost some 

of the finest Christological insights of Athanasius. But from now on, and 

this includes the last stages of Athanasius's life, these are to be the 

main problems, For this reasons, except for the Epistles to Serapion, whiob 

deal with the Arianism of the Spirit and are therefore essential for the 

full Trinitarian doctrine., and the "De synodis" which In a sense supplies 

the treatise on the Romoousion whioh is missing from the orations,, they 

represent for our purposes a fitting close. 
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Phapter VIII- - ENCYCLICAL EPISTLE TO THE BIOOPS OP hnYPT AND LIBYA. 

This (see Robertson's Introductiong L. N. P-N. F) was written 

early In the Third Exile, when the nomination of George was already known 

to the see of Alexandria by the Arlans, but before Athansalus knew of 

the serious persecution that took place soon after. The reference In 

ch. 22 to the condemnation of the Arians 36 years before has been held 

to refer to Nicaea,, but It may refer to their condemnation within the 

patriarchate of Alexandria by Bishop Alexander in 320ý1) The work 18 

a summary of the Arlan controversyp and especially of the Cox4ra Arianoe 

I-Int together with certain material appropriate to the more specific- 

ally ecclesiastical nature and purpose of the writing. There Is very 

little that, 'under those circumstances,, claims our detailed attention, 

and there is virtually nothing new here. 

Ohs. 1-3 are Introductory. 4-11 are a general account of the 

impiety of Arianism, with a special warning against being misled by 

their quotations of Scripture. 12 Is a s=nary of Arian. statements,, 

especially from the "Thalia*, and 13-18 give the arguments against them, 

especiall y the great exegeses of the "contra Arianos". 19 Is an account 

Of the death of Arius, 2D-22 describes the present state of the Arian 

heresy and its supporters, the Meletians and the Acacians (see also. ch. 7). 

23 Is the conclusion. There is no especial reference to the Homoousiont 

or to what later became the Trinitarian terminology. There are only 

four references to the 11oly spirlt,, none of which represents any Important 

now development. 1: pG XXV 540A is a routine reference to the gift of 

(1) See above,, pp. 3-4 for a further study of the matter. 
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Holy , ")pirit as one aspect of grace. 1: 540B,, we distinguish between 

truth and falsehood., In spite of deceit,, by the grace of the Spirit 
/1\ % -r /z 

TOU Ve4ýXdLTVf' Xy 11r) 2: 541A, we can answer the Devil "in the 

words spoken by the spirlt against him, " I. e. Ps. 50 AV*-16s, and Viisd. 15: 9. 

The final reference Is in the Dozology# 'which is the normal Trinitar- 

Ian fonn ( Si 4"" + gen. of Son,, CV of Spirit). Chapter 4,, in which the 

Arian quotation of 3cripture Is discussedp Is noý a criticiarn of the 

absolute authority of Saripture,, but, the rZie ences to marcion ard aSA 

Paul of Samosata as comparable cases,, of the misuse of Scripture, or 

rather the wrenching of parts of Scripture out of their context and the 

wanton neglect of scripture as a whole. In the statemOntp 548A* that 
%. 

'CV04 the simple person is deceived by -perceiving only 1"ý4j IZO'ý14 
9 the 

words,, what be misses Is not the regula fidelt but siMPlY the meaning of 

the words, Tý v on the other side perhaps, Athanasius re- 

peatedly emphasises tho special significance of Nicaes as an authoritative 

PronDuncement of the Church. The only other statement that need by 

noticed Is In 15: 5720, In the context of the status Of the son as the 
\ 
I/ 

%, ý 
. 
1ý, . 10 

true Logos through whom all things are created: vou 

Ac, rv r>i-i 
+. Lv c -r' 

C Kký, If 
0(, JTWV ocv-rov zEP ýýý , Wf 

.e 

The mord 
ý6r-L\ C, 2ýý-Jr in particular In dicates 

that Athanasius still supported natural tbeologyj as in the Contra Gentes,, 

In spite of the developments In his theologY that would make this diffi- 

cult, However., it is probably fair to say that the statement Is anbedded 

In material that is utterly Christocentric in the usual way with Athan- 

asius. 

There will be no lexteographle analysis; the material is too 

small and apart from a 5: 1 predominance of Logos ovcr Son as the title 

for the second per-con, there are no significant features. 
---------- -------------- 
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VIII A -APOLOGY TO OONSTANTIUS. 

This Apologyp written from exile., early In 357, to the 

Emperor Constantius,, Is of bistorioal Interest only. 

VIII B 

----------------- 

OF THE FLIGHT-(- 

There are two points of interest in this work., written late 

357 or early 358 (be knew of the lapse of Hosius at Sirmium but not of 

the death of Leontius of Antioch); firstly, the principle, which is 

the cornerstone of the work,, that there Is a time for everything.. even 

'when It involves having to do different things at different times; there 

Is a time for flight and a time for suffering. seoondlys, and of even 

more interest to us,, is tbe-empbasis on the Holy Spirit as the immediate 

source of-tbe command to do these various. things,, especially these acts 

of flight that at first eight represent a deviation from constancy. It 

Is the Spirit that is in charge of-their actions,, whether they fled or 

665B: - - "And- if ever in their flight whether they fought. E9.17: PG-XXVO 

they met their pursuers,, %they, did'vot merely doý this, but 

they then went and met their 

enemies in righteousness, by which --they also showed their obedience and 

zeal towards God. Such was Elijah,, -who heard; '. TTý--4- 

and showed himself to Ahab . ee'(also Hioaiah, the prophet of I Mige l3v 

Paults appeal to caesar". Agains in ch. -ia, where there is further 

reference to the flights of Jacobs, Mosess,: Davidv Elijah., Peter and Paulp 

we find that Elijah, who bid from JeZebellp Yet (668B) "showed no covard- 
0aP. to confront Ahab and 

rebu ke Azarlah. 14 Athanazius' states' 'at' the begiming of 'the'next chapter,, 
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that this proves that their flight was not due to cowardice., - In 22,, 673Ap 

the very faot thatýthe martyro fled onoe shows that they did not seek 

death or tenpt it,, but thatýwhen: the time*came to suffer It,, their zeal 
ij V 'AL. ýr was There are two other more 

or less Incidental ref erenoesto'. the Holy Spirit: '15: 664A; "And the 

v L-, J* 'For man Preacher speake confidentl. 

also knoweth not his own time. $ Ecclesiastes 9: 12)". This is a routine.. 

use of the Spirit to introduce a Scripture passage, and as usual, it Is 

a passage from the "WrItingalts, but the use Is particularly appropriate 

here, In view of the use made of the Dootrine of theý Spirit In this work. 

The Doxology is Trinitarian,. In the usual form,, glory to the Father 

(dative) "through 4&en. the Son, in (CV) the spirit. 

This showsp Interestingly enough, that there was this inatino. 

tive return to one of the main New Testament aspects of the Doctrine of 

the Spirit,, that isq the Spirit as the one Who guides us, so to speak,, 

"in the dark",, as soon as the pressure of persecution on the orthodox 

beesme really bad. ( Perhaps t his even played a part In the revival 

of interest in the Spirit generally, now that tbeological developments 

In the Arlan controversy had paved the way.. UrXortunately, when we ex- 

amino Athanasius's reconstruction of Pneumatologys, we do not find this 

element. The reason Is that there was still (and is still at this day). 

the unfortunate and highly Greek antithesis between the doctrine or faith 

In itself and Its proclamation and witness, which must be transcended. 

Theology exists for the sake of the work ai'd witness of the Church,, and 

also theology must Include as part of Its subject matter under its die- 

cipline, the witness to Ita elf and all that might befall the Church in its 

(1) See'Appendix, ý pp. -` 

0 
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obedience to its calling. Toýeverybody In the Greek tradition including 

theologians generally, ard not exaluding Arius. ) this false antithesis 

is all too natural.. and it is here above all that Karl Marx has found 

the Churah out. Therefore it is of great Interest that,, despite adumb- 

rations in earlier theologianst Karl Barth has been the first to break 

it down at the fundamental level. 

------------ -------------- -- 

Chapter VIII 0 -. HISTORIA-ARIANORUM AD MONACHOS. 

This work is a oontinuation. of, the historioal aacount of the 

Arians, q from the point reaohed, in 33Eý-9., at the end of the Apology 

against the Arlans. It was written in the middle of the Third Exile,, as 

It includes the full details of the great persecution in Alexandria be- 

ginning in 357,9 under the Anti-Patriaroh George.. with the full Support 

of Constantius. 
. 

In contrast with: the respectful tone of the Apology to 

Constantius, and even the reserve of the Defence of His Flights Athan- 

aslus has abandoned Constantlus altogether.,. and this work is a ferocious 

denunciation of him as *a latter-day prinaipal In Ariomanias and indeed 

(oh-77) as the precursor, ,: Of Antichrist #, persecution 

having its usual off eat in sharpening eschatolozioal sense., In general., 

the work has only historical interest. The most important part for us 

Is the part that is often considered the most objectionable,, ch. 38* which 

denounces the part played by eunuobs in the Court of Constantinople, and 

maintains that they are excluded officiaUy from all Church courts because 

their disability gives them an automatic prejudice against sonabip and 

generation and hence against the basic faith. of the Church. This, vhat- 

ever we may think of its, 'Indicates definitely that the Instinotive., 

sub-academia theology of the second Person was at the time., and, always 
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vast a son theology rather than a Logos theology. 

Chapter VIII D- LIFE OF ATiTQT, Y. 

This famous workp the authenticity of which was doubted by 

Gwat, kin and Vtleingarten, 
(I) 

Is again generally accepted ww, on the 

grounds of the unusually strong external evidence and the weakness of 

the arguments against it. UnCortunately, there is virtually nothing of 

interest to us in this work. It might be suggested that Athansalus's 

Interest in asceticism might be a sign that there was something wrong 

with Us doctrine of the Spirito but there is no clue here. Perhaps,, if 

arv criticism Is to be made along these lines,, it mould be in terms of 

the old tendency to consider the spirit primarily as a regard for meri- 

tor lous behaviours, in which case there would be a particularly strong 

tendency to assume that the most rewarding activity would be asoetism. 

We actually find this In the exegetical works on the Psalms traditionally 

attributed to Athanaslus. However,, It Is necessary to support Atbanaslus 

on this matter of asceticism general3jv. The Vita shows no trace of any 

motive In AntozW but sheer obedience to the Lord's command (oh. 2). Athan- 

astus has no sympathy with asceticism at its worst. Ilia Letter to Amun 

Is a criticism of deprecation of the body In principle. Again,, in the 

Letter to Dracontluslo a plea to the addressee to accept the rough and 

tumble of an Episcopate, the reason of Dracontlus for not wishing to 

accept was not cowardice but monasticism. When we come to the Vita,, we 

find that the outstanding characteristic of Antony was not his ascetism 

but his sheer energyp In the highest Christian senses, whethcr In resisting 

(1) See Gwatkin,, "studies In Arianism" 102-9 fbr untavourable judgment# 
and Robertson's Introduction for favourable judgment and general 
comment. 
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the celebrated temptations# or in service to travellers, or In working 

miracles,, or in fighting for the Faith against heresy. 

Chapter VIII R- THE EARLY LETTER3 OF ATHATIAMS. 

, Apart from the issues that we have just mentioned, the early 

letters, including those of the Third Exile., the Letter to the Mareotts 

from Sardica (343-44), # the Letter to Alexandria from sardica (343-44). 

Letter to Amun,, Letter to DrBOOBtius,, the two Letters to Lucifer (of 

Calaris) . the First and Second Letters to the Monks, and the Letter to 

Serapion on the Death of Ariusp coatein no fresh theological material 

than requires any attention here. 



Ili: 

C, H, AF'T]M- IX - DZ SMPIS. 

The fall title of this major historical work, is 
'000, 

-Ito v rv 2: ; Lx -'A ýrr ZZOVWN1 
'. 

N( %/W n J. I IT / "/ 
N fr 63/ vo 

ýoo 
Chapters 1- 14 are a historical 

account of the Councils of Ariminum. and Seleucia,, with the historical 

background., chapters 15-20 are devoted to the origins of Artanian and 

Its chara*ter,, with gpeajal reference to the pronouncements of Its two 

most Infamous theologianst Arius himself and ASterius,, and chapters 

21-32 treat of the manifold evasions and equivocations of the Arlan or 

Arianizing EWnods from 335 onwards. 33-54 is Athanasius's great final 

vindication of the 11omoousions, with the Doxology at the end of ch. 54, and 

the last chapters, 659 Is a postscript containing the communications be- 

tween Oonstantlus and the Bishops at Ariminums, which Athanasius had not 

received by the time that he wrote the early part of the work. 

The internal evidence for the date of composition is incon- 

sistent. The early comiliar section,, chs. 1-141, was written after the 

break-up of the Council of Seleucla on October lstv 3159 (ch. 12., end)., 

buts, as we have saids, before nevvs reached Atbanasius of Constantius's 

rebuff to the orthodox Bishops of Ariminuin and his demand that they 

attend him at Adrianople$, which was later inserted as an appendix to the 

main work; no mention at all is made at any stage of their surrender at 

Nike. on the other hands, ch. 31 refers to the proceedings of the Arlan 

or Anomoean sync)d of Antioch In 361, and to the death bed baptlem of 

Wnstantius by the Arlan Suzolus In that year, which undoubtedly suggests 

that what we have now Is a later recension of the vork made after that 

date. The question Is, why did Athanaslus change the body Of the work 

in the one aase and not the other? Probably AthanasLus felt that the 
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account of the matter of the Bishops of Ariminum, involving as It did 

actual doeuments, would be better as an appendix; or perhaps there was 

even a third recensions, Athanaslus baying decided to-wait until be 

could secure an exact transcript of the correspondence. on the contrarys, 

the matter of the 3ynod of Antioch makes such a perfect climax to chapters 

21-32 that Athanasius would most likely have judged that a change In the 

body of the work was the best thing to do. Thus the final conclusion 

Is that the work as a whole was written at or about the end of 359, but 

was amended at least once,, possibly twice,, after late 361. 

It Is Important to kz)ow exactly when the various parts of the 

*Do Synodis* were writtens, on account of their theological relation to 

the Letters to Berapion. We have already suggested that there may be a 

very close connection between this work. and the missing genuine Fourth 

oration against the Arians., which was either issued and losts, or planned 

and never issued. The problera applies primarily to the great seation on 

the Homoousions, which is still largely Binitarian in characters, exid If 

it is assumed to have been written for the first time in late 559g, It 

comes Inconveniently close to the Epistles to Serapion; this question 

will be discussed further in the appropriate place. However, if our 

apeoulatlons have arW substance, It Is possible that Athanasius had al- 

ready written the section on the Homoousions, or at least a preliminary 

draf tp some time before 3599 in preparation for the future Fourth Ora- 

tion, (') 
and that he decided to take the opportunity to Issue It in the 

somewhat different and more occasional mork that was the "De Synodis. " 

Even if he bad never previously got as far as making a draftq he was 

probably planning the section for a long time In advance., and after all 

See above pp. 1CSA- 41. 
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he had previously written at length on the matter in the "De Decretis. 

Under, these circumstances, especially under the conditions of exile in 

the wilderness, verbal memoryp while never quite attaining to the con- 

stanoy of the written word., can become surprisingly firra and rigid. We 

moderns - and this applies to all post-Renalseanae saholarship - with 

our for greater reliance on books and written or printed records,, have 

largely lost this faculty of verbal memory Independent of written refer- 

ence. t compared with the ancient world, and it would have been still 

Stronger among Greeks owing to their great'economy of expression - Itself 

due to their culture but also In Part to these same techaloal. 11mitations, 

(It Is possible that the features of Saripture. that have been Interpreted 

as being due to early, creeds embedded in It., are due primarily. to these 

technical factors - which of course would still great3, v encourage the 

casting of the material Into a form that lends itself to creed formation., 

Again, if Athanasias had already published a definitive version of the 

hypothetical Fourth oration which later was lost or destroyed., the verbal 

Memory would be all the stronger and stricter. Thus, while the section. 

on the 11omoousion was not written In its f Inal form till ! ate 359 at the 

earliest,, we cannot exclude Its do facto existence In the verbal memory 

of Athanasius from a much earlier date,, perhaps the beginning of the 

Third ]3xlle,, 

The author wishes to express disagreement with the general 

Opinion concerning the purpose of the work; however, this Is so closely 

InVolved with the study of the Homoousion Section that It will be studied 

In that context. 

The first or contemporary section'. chapters 1-14,9 need not 

detain us at all., and we have already quoted all the significant extraCtS 
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In earlier portions of this thesis. The same applies to ohs. 15-20., on 
the nature and early history of the Arlan heresy. Section 21-32, on 

Arianizing synods requires a little more attention. In form,, It Is little 

more than a catena of their creeds,, linked together by the bald statement 
that the Arians were not satisfied with the one,, so they concocted another. 

The creeds range from the relatively Innocuous to the dangerous, and, at 
the final extreme, 'tp the rabidly Anomoean and *Ex-ouk-ontlan* Greed of 

Antioch In 361 which closes the list In the final form of the viork. Th ey 
Include one creed, the First Sirmlan, of 351, directed against marcellus's 

disciple Photinus, that Is treated as a Catholic creed even by Hilary 

of Poitiers (Hil.: De Syn. -. 36-69) , the great Latin opponent of Arianism, 

and this In spite of Its 27th Anathcma, which Athanasius found so bad 

(C. AR III : 58-67). They are all indiscriminately referred to as the 

products of Arianisms, which Is conclusive evidence against the common 

Idea that this work was primarily meant to conciliate the Easterners who 

had vacillated between the two parties. The feature that Is ompbasised 

In Newman's notes on the "Do Synodiall is the contrast between the vigor- 

ons and unequivocal denunciation of Sabellianism in all Its forms3, espec- 

Lally Maruellus of Ancyra and Photinust and the mildness and even equivo- 

cation of their denunciation of gross Arianisra. This Is a real and sig- 

nificant characteristic of these creeds considered as a vhole,, and as we 

have said it Is a topic that Athanasius would have had to consider la a 

work on a larger and more leisurely uczle than this. However, In this 

book,, he found the conditions too cramped to make the point clearly. Nor 

was he able to differentiate between the relative good and evil in the 

various creeds,, although he would again undoubtedly have done so in cork- 

ditions of the "Contra Arlano-s" I-III. And although Ne%ý-; man was quite 
right to make the point that he did,, he may have exaggerated its importance 
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for Atl,,. anasius as he virote. 

The Important factor for Athanasius is certainly the thing 

that he actually mentioned,, that is,, the sheer credal instability of the 

opponents of NIcaea. This Is most Important,, as it is very difficult 

for our modern age, with Its Immense verbosity and passion for "self- 

expression"g to see the poInt that Athanaslus was trying to make. For 

Athanasluss a creed must be short and concise, and the urge to make minor 

and verbose modifications while maintaining general agreement Is due,, not 

to 
-a 

wholesome passion for exactitude, but to a pathological instability 

and lack of assurance. And this criticism applies whatever might have 

been the case about the composition of the synods,, or of any one of them,, 

and It applies In the same way to the relatively innocent and outrageous 

formulae alike. The point is that., whether it was the work of the Arians 

In their underground Intrigue, or of tile "j; astern conservatives" who 

were sceptical of the Homoousion,, or anyone else, or azW deliberate or 

unintentional combination of any number of these parties, there was no 

possibility of getting beyond Mcsea,, In the sense of abandoning its 

great achievement. This confessional instability was simply the outward 

and visible sign and result of their attempt to do the Impossible. There 

was no orthodox alternative to Iiicaea that would bripg- all good men to- 

gether under its wing. The only alternative was chaos. By their frultsp 

Implies Athanaslus,, ye shall know them. 

A careful analysis of the question of the nature of creeds 

indicates that the position implied bY Atbanasjus must be correct,, even 

though there is widespread unawareness of the right reason. A creed 

must be stable and concise because., as a glanae at the very wording of 

the great Christian creeds showsp it is not primarily an OffimstiOn Of 
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belief In faotst but of trust in God as a Person (in our modern sense). 

The formula is not "I believe that" but rather,, "I believe In God..... 

Whow a 'D 0 00 The adjectival clauses and nouns in apposition to the Three 

Persons are the Indispensable minimum of faats concerning Godts own 

self-authentication to us in His work of grace, and this is In essence 

true even of the Items of the Third Article that appear to be formally 

different. There Is and must be a place for theological elaboratioAt 

but a creed,, as so understood. is the least suitable place that can be 

imagined. This Is riot to say that Athanselus consciously saw matters 

this wayo - In fact, he did not - but It is not too much to suggest that 

some such principle played Its part in the thinking of Athanaslus below 

the conscious level. 

This probably represents the mind of AthanaAuO when he first 

wrote the work. But the later evidence, which he inserted after the 

death or Constantlusp proved him even more In the right than he had real- 

: Lzed,, since it dramatically showed the ultimate and Inevitable outcome 

of the whole. enterprise. The Arianizisqp swung further 'and further from 

the middle points, and the final result was the blatant AnoWeanIsm Of 

Antioch. Eve n the chaotic variety of the earlier years was shown to be 

130 longer a real alternative. In the last analysis,, the only two possi- 

bilities were Nicaea. 9 or Arlanina in its most ruthless and UnOOMPrOmisi-139 

form. Thus,, the conclusion of this seationt ch. 32j, Is not an olive 

branob,, but a passio nate appeal to all and sundry to desist utterly from 

their path and to return to Nicaea. 

This section# interpreted on the above lineas is the supreme 

expression of what might be called the ecclesiastical side of Athanasius's 

doctrine of piety ybich he sets in opposition to Arianism. We ba've 
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already seen what piety involved,,, as respect for Scripture as Divine ' 

'revelation. There-have been of course other expressions In which Atban- 

sslus says simply that the Impiety of Arianism consisted simply In the 

repudiation of *the Council of Xicaeaj, and they are often taken by "Catbo- 

scholars as Indicating that Athanasius believed in the authority of 

the Church as a brute fact. 
, 

But If we accept that De Synodis 21-32 ' Is 

the definitive comentary on these passagess, we find that there Is far 

more to the Issue than the sheer authority of the Church comeived accord- 

ing tc) the ()Onalliarist-primiple. on this baslat there Is wthing In 

Athanasius that is In the least Incompatible with the Protestant principle 

of the supremacy of scripture; Indeed the two go together and In a'certain 

sense complementary, The Reformers,, all of them, were second to rone In 

their insistence that the Reformation faith be confessed credally and 

Oate0hatically, and In our day Karl Barth ha's revived this position (see 

Ch. Dog. Vol. j Pt. 'II s, pp. 632-660 Eng. ed. ). Indeedv De : 3ynodis 21-32 

Pointedly resembles the sections In which Barth maintains that the essen- 

tI81 vacuity of Protestant Liberalism in theology Is finally shown by 

the fact that ziobody has ever had the slightest impulse to confess it 

oredal3j., in the face of Its obvious Irwompatibility with the existI49 

traditional 'creeds. It is In that sense that Barth regards It as un- 

ecclesiastical# and the importance he attaches to this is Indicated by the 

change of title from "Christliche Dogmatik* In the first edition of 

Volume 1,, ' to *KIrchlIche Dogmatik", In the second and definitive edition 

of the same volumes, a change which has remained penaanent. The confess- 

Ional Instability and garrulity Of the Ariaxdzers plays exactly the same 

part In Athanesius's argment as the confessional nullity of Protestant ' 

Liberalism plays with Barths aDd the two are In fact substantially equiva- 
lent. (2) 

(2) See above,, pp. 
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35 Having called for a universal return to ITIcasa and its defin- 

54 1tive principle, the Romoouslonj Atbanasiua -at last proceeds to 

give his final justifioation for Its'wb1ch makes a fitting conolusion, 
to his anti-Arian writIngs. This section will require detailed study,, 
but still In rather more abbreviated form than In the earlier parts of 
the thesis, since there Is a great deal of material that has been fully 

33 treated before. Attianaslus begins by reminding the reader that 

people can find terminology offensives not only because of Its Inherent 

qualities,, but also because of their own stupidity. The Arlans are a 

34 case In point., or worse,. since their cavil shows that they do not 

take seriously even the naming of God: (54: 733A) "If then., when you 

name the Father or use the word 'God' you. do not signify essence or 

V 67OLI understand Him as being what He is "r but signify some 

thing else about 11im ITTF )..... you should not have written that 

CL the Son Is from the Father CK -MIJ but from what Is 

35 about Him or In Him.... " on the oontraryt continues Athanaslus 

in the next chapter# a uch reductionism, rains all tbeology; the truth Is 

that 'when we bear God pure and simple In Scripture we understand simply 
(73,30) Oth e Essence itself# simple, blessed., and 
Incomprehensible, of Him Who Is. **, and if you too have said that the 

CK -rV V 
F-PCýQ 

Son to from God it follows that you have said that 

He is from the Fseence of the FatherM.... 
. it Is all one to say rightly 

'from God' and "from the essencele" In conolusiong Atbanasius again 

establishes the differentiation between the son, Who Is "from God" by 

nature and generation,, and creatures who are "from God" by external acts 

36 or creation at the will of God. In the next chapter,, Athanaslus 

continues In the same way# andagain maintains that the Arlan claim that 

07. IT; ý-r jS-. 
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expressions Involving Essence, are un-Scriptural; their own 

terminology is at least In the sarae position f ormal2y., and materially In- 

finitely worse. In any case, he continues, what were Aaacius and the 

Arlans doing admittingg at the Council of the Dedication,, that He was 

37 "exact Image of the Essence and Power and Will and Glory" 7(4) Why 

then does this follower of Eusublus of Caesareal who allowed the Homoousiont 

now repudiate all expressions concerning "essence"? The formula admitted 

at the earlier Synod, says Athanasius, is surely equivalent to the formulae 

that the later Arians are trying to reject. 

we pause here to note that so far Atbanasius is referring to 

the word "essence* and by corollary the Homoousionq In what " ta UG- I J- 
-> 0,11 : ONO '01 

we have termed the arithmetical sense,, ovOld- as -q, -J, 7 

referring to the arithmetical singularity of God. This Was an important 

element in Athanasius's former presentation# and it reappears here with 

approximately the same importance. It Is evident from our summary of the 

last few chapters that this element played an essential part in the polemlo 

38 against the Arians. In the next cbapterp Athanasius discusses 'what 

we have called the generic aspect of the 110moousiont as 
Jýýfdj 

QOV4.. and as it Is often stated that this element has become 

more prominent in the "De Synodis., " we shall again quote the relevant pass- 

ages. The chapter begins as a continuation of the subject-matter of the 

previous one, during which Athanasius mentions that the same party had 

previously anathematized those who say that the Son is "unlike*, &vcp 

Athanasius dismisses this alike as sophistry (7600): "For If He be not 

alike according 
. to essence(5) t then He is surely unlike; and the Unlike 

A .1 *- ý"UýýT I, dcr§rls rr- KZi K-k 

(51 0S. K. ýrl fD'. J ol 4-V 
a brase which, as Newman points out, vould 

no be I 
raceD. 

ted as satisfact-or. Y 
fin 

the orthodox or Nicene or anti-Arian 
sense) by Athanaslusp and whose rejection on the opposite ground would be 
grave and conclusive evidence of heresy of the Arian type. 
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cannot be an Image. And If sov It would not hold that he who has seen 

the Son has seen the Father,, sinoe the difference between thaa would be 

at a maximum 
(6) 

or rather the one %yould be*totallv unlike the other. 

And the Unlike cannot be caUed Like. " Athanasius continues by saying 

that this means that the Son cannot but be a flawed Image,, and that this 

Is un-3criptural. 

This reference to the issUe of Likeness In oonneation with 

the Homoousion was not provoked by the necessity of conalliatirAgmoderate 

Homoeans, but by the extreme flomoeana having undercut their own case by 

their previous denial of the "Unlike*. In any cases, this reference is 

not as prominent as the previous oness and In azW case Is patently con- 

trolled by them; that lop even the Likeness Is not ordinary Likeness, 

but the peculiar sort of Likeness which Is Intimately associated with 

the whole relation between Father and Son, as was the case with the pre- 

vious uses of the concept of Likeness In this connection. 

39 In the next two chapteral Athanaslus continues in rebuttal of 

40 the Arian complaint that their theology is Scriptural while the 

Catholic theology was notq and to challenge the Arians again to return 

to Hicaea. The statement (39: 761B-0) that the Devil quoted Scripturep 

but Paul proclaimed Christ even when quoting heathen authors, looks like 

a denial of the primacy of Scripture for the sake of some a priori "piety". 

But we have already seen that this "piety" was in the main respect for 

the 1-AtmriM, of the Scriptural witness, and this,, In the Arian controversy, 

is always so Intimately associated with Chri stocentri city. the proper 

testimony to Christ,, and goripture " Christ as both In their own ways 

a genuine revelation of Godp that the passage In question is the exact 

il"KEt"dns 0 ýr(1 3,1 it? 
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equivalent of the 'statement 
of Luther that# 

ý"Vlhat 

- 
te 

, 
acheth not Christ 

11s 
not Apostolic, even though Peter or Paul tescheth It. Again, what 

preacbeth Christ Is p. postolict even though Judas., Annas., Pilate and Herod 

dotb it. ")(Pref, Fps. James and Jude, 1522, as quoted in K. Barth,, ' Church 

Dogmatiest Vol. I Pt. II p. 478 Eng. ed. ). 

41 Athanasius now makes his slgnifjcantýreraarks about who Is to 

be accepted as a friend and who is not to be "... those, however, who 

aseept everything else that was defined at Nicaea and doubt only about 

the Homoousion, must not be treated as enemies,, nor do we here attack 

them as Ariomanisas nor as opponents of the Fathers,, but we disouss the 

matter with them as brothers with brothers,, who mean what we mean(7 
ý 

but 

dispute only about the word ( 01"vO)LLJ-). For, confessing that the Son is 

from the essenoe of the Father and not from other subsistenas 
(8) 

. and 

that He is neither creature nor thing made but His genuine and natural 

u6S' offspring, and that He eternally coexists with (6-uvC"*', d 

the Father, being Logos and Wisdom,, are not far from accepting the phrase 

COOssential. Now# such Is Basil,, who wrote from Ancyra concerning the 

faith. For to say on3jv, "like according to essencet ls very far from 
ý(7 ;P 

-7/ signifylr%g "of the essenoe" by which, as tb ey 

themselves have said, the genuineness of the son in relation to the rather 

is rather signified. Thus tin is on3, v like silver,, a wolf to 

C 

ýjv 
ry C)ýO V -rE; S (7) -MV ckj- 

lip vim ortion of the Nicene Anat (8) 
'ýema. 

6-ri 
PJJ 64i2-- 

1P 
See 

NZan's 
Exodrsus on the phrase, E 

19- 

In the Nicene Anatbemaq In his edition of th6 anti-Arlan treatises of 
Athanasius., and Aso In L. M P-F. Fý,; here he maintains that 9 In the , Anathema, oJ-criat and vTr-4c. were then synoxWmousp as 
thev were virtually throughout Athanasius. 
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a dog., and gilt brass to true Cold, but tin is not frota Cold,, nor 

could a wolf be accounted the offsprizu, of a dog. But since they say 
I e1% 

'15 
,,, 

that He Is from the Fssence ( SK -Tr)S OJ(FIOýT and 11omoiousios,, 

what do they mcan by these but Romoousios? For while to say only 

Homoiouslos does not necessarily cbnvcy 'from the essence', to say,, 

on the contrary, tH(xaoouslos' signifies the meaning of both terms 

'Like in essence 
SrIOVO-1,0 

sencet,, " f) and tfromthees' This 

refers to the Synodal Letter of the Semi-Arlan synod of Ancyra of 358p 

of which Basil of Ancyra was the chief figure,, accompanied by Eustathius 

of Sebaste and others. This passage Is usually taken as indicatinZ 

that the purpose of the "Do Synodis" was Irenic,, and that Athanaslus 

has already changed the ground of the Homoousion to refer It more to 

generic likeness, However, 9 there are certain grounds against this. In 

the first place, this is not suggested by Athanasius's grounds for sup- 

Porting Basil of Ancyral, that is, 9 that be really accepts the F, 16 
?/ 

lov(I'loLT , that lot the quasl-ontogenlo principle, and therefore 

ought to accept the Homoousion; not, that he aacepts the generic likeness 

of Father " Son, and ought to accept the Homoousion. Athanaslus's 

statement rests on such statements as (Migne PG XLII 4130) ýr-040L 

Cdfov V to "i Cr 1jj which are diffi- 

Cult and possibly even corrupt In the Hereses of Epiphanius from which 

we have quoted them and are our source of the full letter. , Epipbanius 

Is quite unfriendly to Basil of Ancyra and all other Semi-Arians - his 

own name for them - and treats them as the 73rd or 53rd heresy In any 

0880" Athanasius's argmuent as seen here,, however it may be related to 

what Basil actually said - it Is probably a justifiable irterence - 

(9) 00 -r-E 
RE 

(. 10) See Epiphaniua jiopr 
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Indicates that the charge In his own position as compared with the De 

Decretis Is quite negligible. The actual letter itself, as we find It'. 

In 134? iphanius,, is Indistinguishable In character from the other creeds 

and formularies quoted by Athanasius as "Arlan" In ohs. 21432, There 

Is the same extreme and repeated emphasis on the condemnation of Sabell- 

lanism and Marcellanism In particulars, the same or almost the same rel- 

ative lack of r1gour again3t Arlanlems, or Sbat Newman takes In his notes 

on the relevant section of the "De synodle" to be lack of rigours, and 

what Epipha nius would certainly. have taken to be lack of rigour. This 

creed was in fact Issued as much as arqthing else as a protest against 

the more-extreme Homoean or Anomoean party, and hence some of the more 

blatantly *Arlan expressions are condemneds, like or the 

Idea that the likeness between Son and Father was as the likeness between 

man and God (cf. C. Ar. 111: 10-25), and for the same reason Basil Is 

treated with respect by the later historians Socratess, sozomens, and 

Theodorets'but this is the only thing that can be said in fa-your of his 

Letter. The letter strongly favours terms involving likeness, like the 

one crittelsed heres I Oj and anatbematizes the 
c . 100 ,,, '? \ 

or 
. or 0 VC1 OJ% (re -70 In the final Anathema; this 

he patently Interprets In a Sabellian senses, and indeed he bad a special 

Interest in attacking this heresy, as he was the successor of the 

deposed marcellus of Ancyra and had played a leading part in the condemn- 

ation of Photinus. 

Agains, Athanasius goes ou t of his way to attack the sort of 

expression which Basil of Ancyra favouredg and the elements which he 

condemned as at least Insufficient are much more strongly In evidence 

than the elements that he praised. Thus., the. oonalusion that suggests 
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t 

Itsclf is that Athanaslus wished to issue a grave warning to 33asil of 

Ancyra as much as to prai-se him. He is prepared to recognise that Basil 

had opposed the neo-Arian extremists,, and besides Athanaslus was in need 

Of allies; these considerations undoubtedly compelled Athanasius to 

deliver his warning In this veiled and friendly way. But it Is a xerning 

nevertheless,, asif Athanasius had said,, "If you wish to keep free from 

the clutches of Arianlsml, and remarks do you credit Bo far - you must 

avoid the sort of, thing that you say In the body of your Letter and follow 

the Nicene terminology. In particularp you must not follow the way of 

futility that your predecessors followed during the last 25 ycarap attack- 

Ing Marcellus when the real enemy was Arius; othcrvise you will f inish the 

41 w, -, y,, tbW have. in the remainder of this chapter and the next, 

42 Athanasius gives an, expositlon of the liomoouslon wbieb is indla- 

tingUlabable from De Decretis 20-23; the last sentence of ch. 420 which 

is a significant summary of the argument., Is whoso considers the 
C Son EVV rightly considers 11im also as V, _>V The 

extracts that we have quoted indicate that the emphasis on the relation 

between the HomooUsion, and the generation of the Son from the Father., 

what we h ave called the quasi-genetic aspect of the 11omoousion,, is as 

much--to 
__ 

the fore as ever. Indeed,, the analogy frum, modern genetics can 

actually throw light on'the most difficult aspect of the Homoousion, as 

here propounded; where are we to draw the line between co-essentiality 

and mere likeness? Genetics gives a quite definite answer; the limit 

of. speoific Identity is such that within It inter-breeding Is possible 

with the production of offspring also within the limit,, while outside 

It a male and female cannot breed offspring., or In the rare casea in 

which they do (e. g. mules) the offspring is sterile. Athanaslus's 

ref arena as 1n ch. 41 to wolves not being the offspring of dogs, as an 
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analogys, suggests that some such principle was actually In his mind. In 

8zW case., it Indicates once again the close connection between the Hom- 

0ousion and the generation of the Son. 
(") 

43 Athanasius now turns to the question of the banning of the 

47 Homoousion In 269 by the Synod that condemned Paul of Samosata; 

before doing so,, he quotes further from DiorWalus of Alexandria as a 

defender (in spite of the attack by his Roman namesake) of the Homoousion. 

As another example of the correct handling of an unr-Scriptural term,, he 

discusses the Ageneton. All this has been fully quoted and discussed 

before, and will not occupy us further, except that the argument of Paul 

of Samosata appears to be-ve been that,, If two personally distinct beings., 

like Pather and son, were Co-essentlal,, theIr easewes,, for this to be 

Bog must both participate In another Essence which viould be a genuine 

third Essence. 
(12) 

48 Athanasius continues by repeating his criticism of the Arian 

tendency to assimilate the Co-essential likeness of Father and son, 
13) which is as the Radiance Is of the Light(# to the likeness and agree 

ment ( e5V w114 of creatures with the Father. As this has already 
H; 

been treated much more fully In C. Ar. jjj: 6-253, It does not need to de- 

tain us further. .' Continuing,, In the next chapter,, "This Is why He 
11-1 0) 110 49 has equality (-ro I0r; L8c>V In relation to the Father by titles 

expressive of unlky(14) and what is said of the Father Is said In 

(11) See above, pp. 6214zt-o 

(12) See above, pp. 361-366 for the passages on Paul of Sampsata, and 
pp. 306-308 for the passage from ohs. 46-7 on the Kýi VI-MV. 

(13) KAA 4-rP-ug47,4, oL -r1DQ 
t1, 

f1'O_1r 
. 

(14) 
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Scripture of the Son alsos, excepting only Ilis being called Fatherý 

The titles that Athanesius cites are: common possession of all things 

(Job n 16: 15 and 17: 10) , th e name God (Job n 1: 1ý) p AlmIgh ty (Rev. 1: 8) 

Light (John 8: 12) . Creator and worker (John 1: 310 5: 19),, Eternity 

(Rom. 1: 20) John 1: 1.9. Gen. 19: 24s, Is. 45: 5y, Amos 5: 169 1 Cor. 8: 6). 

I Receiving of worship (Heb. 1: 6p Matt. 4: 11s, 24: 31, John 5: 23s, Philipp. 

2: 6). Truth from true, Life from Livings, common exercise of such priv- 

Ileges as forgiveness (Deut. 6: 4j, Pa. 50 AV. -1j, 118 AV: 27,83 LXX698, 

-Matt 9: 5p Mk. 2: 11,9 1 Tim. 1: 17,9 ps. 24 Av: 70 'Dan, 4: 3 AV 7: 14). 

50 Athanasius maintains now that if we maintain that the Son reveals 
(16) the Father by what Is unlike In kind and alien in essencep and 

'still wish to worship the Son, there Is no choice but Idolatry and po3, v- 

theism. Continuing,, '! But if tý'As Is shockingp plainly the Son Is not 
7 

V OfA41 0 t/ G1 OJP (unlike in essence) but liomoouslos with the 

Father, for if what the Father has is the son's by naturs u 

and the son Himself Is from the Father, and because of this unity of 

godhead and nature He and the Father are one, and lie that hath seen the 

Son hath seen the rather., He Is fittingly called Co-essential by the 

'Fatheral 
for It does not belong to one different In essence 

to have such prerogatives. " In these chapters there is a certain men- 

tIOn of likeness between Father and Son, especially In chapter 499, but 

It Is In the main subordinate to their unity In the sense that Athanaslus 

'exPOunded In his earlier theology under the title of the Homoousion. 

The conclusion of ch. 50 sh ows clearly how little attention Athanasius 

really paid to the Homoean or Semi-Arian case. Ile makes It quite clear 

that the OnlY choias was between rank Arianism or Anomoeanism (the 

15 

(16) &V, cýVo o#O vc, Koý-' ýA WS 4 
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: "tter, after all, Is simPlY Arianism In one wor4 I or 

stead of .1 say,, one bad poem) and Moses. Onae againv however much credit 

Must be paid to 'Basil of Amyra and his party for beIM shocked by Ahe 

Arians' excesses, Athanaslus Is compelled to warn thera in no uncertain 

way that their theology, was not really viable. 

51 Athanasius returns in ch. 51 to the theological consideration 

of tho argument actually used by Paul of 3araosata. Pointing out thot 

tilts is a Creek philosophical arguraent and therefore cannot be considered 

bI nd'i ng a. s Scripture Is r he points . out that., in the first placeq we must 

not accept thot, material snalogles hold unchanged with God, citing the 

similar distinction bctween our own makingv which must be ex materie,, 

and God's act of creatio, ex iAhilo. Fven so,, tho argmaent,, says Atban- 

asius, is still Incorrect even In terms of the most significant material 

analogy, psrents and children., These vie saaept as being (analogously) 

co-ermential, and there Is a common essence., but it In not a tlhlrd thing 

In the way that the parent and the child are two thin, -s. Lcast of all 

does the Arian argument have any substance that the co-essential parent 

and child have the status of brothers because they are cu-essential; 

Jephthahts daughter and the son of the widow of Nain %, ere genuine only 

children. This Is of philosophical Interest us it coincides, with an 

iMportont criticisra of essentialism generally. If. this is taken seriously,, 

it has Interesting Implications for the remainder of Athenasius's theology. 

Ile might not have hesrd of the further information concerning the ar, -u- 

ment of 13aul of samosata till recently, or he might not have seen Its 

importance. ut this criticien, r,, hich is cound - and Scriptural - would 

undercut some other parts of his theology that depend on essentialism,, 

in particular,, what he says about the Second Person bei4L, ý vi'ladora liter- 

ally, pure and simple. This Is obviously essentialist# depending for 
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its certainty on the idea that some such essentiale as Wisdom is actually 

another thing in some way. of course, if Athanasius had noticed this 

earlier, It would have seriously impeded his attack on Ariania-a. Prob- 

ablyj, the end result vx)uld have been to force a definite a1bandonment of 

the older Logos theology in favour of an unreserved Son theology of the 

Second Person. 
CBut'thIs 

chapter confirms, if anything,, that Athanasius 

still remained in the position that the most important element in the 

Homoousion,, and Indeedv ever7thing concerning Essenaeg, Is the Pather-Son 

relation. 

52 He then goes on to restate the absolute unity of Father and 
rl%l C/ ;ý 

Son,, as Light or San and Radiance 

Just as in the De Decretis 22-23 and C. Ar. III: 6-9. The great simile to 

which we have alluded is used in the same way as usual. c)noe againt be 

It noted, the only choice is between the 11omoousion and the Anomoean 

position. 

53 pinallyg, In the penultimate Ohapter of the body of the 'Work, 

Athanasius at last- comes to detailed consideration of the charaateristic 

language of thew Homoeans# whether moderate or extreme. "Even this is 

Sufficient to dissuade you from blaming those who have said that the ,: nn 

was co-essential with the Father, yet lot us examine the term *()oessent- 

1 610 itself, ' by way of seeing whethcr it be a proper tern and is suitable 

to apply to the Son. Por you know yourselves..... that Like is not pro- 

dicated of essence., but-of habits and qualities 
(17) 

for In the case of 

essences, I we speak not of likeness but of identity(18). man, for In- 

stance, to said to be like manp not according to essenae,, but according 
C ýECIA lb CP ottwv ; 7,6 -nvior -1 4EL 17) 0V (0 0 

18) 000C1 0). 9A most pointed direct 
ý rcc 

Tyv TIT. 
'ýf-)(Cý 

retbUf? to Basil of Anayra alhd the other Semi-Arlene, In their anathe- 
MatIzation. of the Homoousion equivalent to Tautoousion,, and their 
correspondizýg support for the Homolousion. 
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to habit and character ( A-If 
dLýC-rýf ot. ) , for in essence men are of one 

naturef") And againj, man is not said to be unlike dog, but to be of 
C 

different nature ( IZTE Accordingly, while the former are 

of one nature and coesSentialVo) the latter are different in nature 

and essence. 
(21) 

Therefore.. in speaking of Like according to essence 

we mean like by participatio n(22) for Likeness is a quality which may 

att ach to essence, and this would be proper to creaturesp for thev by 

participation are assimilated to God 
(23) 

...... (I John 3: 2). If then 

ye, apeak. of the Son as being by participationg then Indeed let Him be 

called Homoiousios by you..... (but this Is Arian pure and simple). For 

things which are from participation are called likes, not In reality but 

from resemblance to reality I LkO1WO'S( IrIS There- 

forej, If this be out of place lie must be,, not by participations, but In 

i nature and truth, Son. Light, Wisdom# Godq and being this by natures, 

and riot by sharing He would be properly called not 

Homoiousjos but Homoousios. v*. * 

Even though Athanasius has been compelled to make certain 

criticisms of the essentialist positiont as we have just seen, he still 

holds to it, in the main, and in the quasi-genetic context of this dis- 
i 

cussions he is right to do so. The fact that something analogous to 

0 
(20) Oro 

64 IC-L I 
IT-Tff 

221 
'oA4 EL 
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genetics Is still the controlling principle Is shown by the close 

juxtapositions which Is more prominent than everp between compounds of 
> ,. * 1C, 

0 %) Cr(, L and corresponding words from the L/-roott e. g. z (and 
rC0f 

v G-1 -1U compared with Or.; (and T 

Incidentally, throughout this work the close correspondence and frequent 

parallelism between 4006-14 and and related pairs of 

words,, Is at least as much a feature as in the contra Arlanoo; the 

above instance is the most outstGrAdil4l, and there Is no usage, of a 

different charaoter; this Is to be expeotedt again# In view of the 

subject matter. (To oomplete the Trinitarian aspect# there is 8gain no 

case of the use of u Tm6--r2-Tlr But to return to the main pointp 

this verbal correspondence makes It clear.,.,. much clearer In Greek than 

In English., that the quasi-genetic Interest of Athanasius still controls 

the account of the ]Homoousion. Therefore,, although there is at first 

sight language that indicates that the chief interest is in the Homoousion 

as primarily generic likeneass, this should still be interpreted as being 

In subordination to the quasi-genetics of the matter. Under these air- 

Cumstancess Athanaslus. s point Is that it Is real2, v impossible to speak 

of likeness in connection with essence at all. The question is on3j 

whether the things are of the same essence or of different essence. 

Apparently it is possible fors, say,, 
('ýen who are of the same essence to 

be like or unlike at a level below that of essences, that of temporary 

states or "habit7us". Modern people who are familiar with the critioism 

Of 9ý say# Berkeleys-and all his idealist " realist successors,, of the 

distinction between substance and quality., find all this hard to under- 

stand,, and the sam. e Is the case with the difference between the diff er- 

entla of a dog compared with a man or rather with other mammals, and 

the differentia of a bappy man compared with an unhappy man, or rather 

other men. But this was the Greek point of view, of Aristotle even more 
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than Platot and once again., a modern man finds it easier to make sense 

of It If he remembers genetics than In any other way. But what Athan- 

asius really means is that it is meaningless to speak. of likeness In 

connection with easencel, a nd therefore Likeness can only ref er to some 

sub-essential region,, almost certainly,, in fact,, that In which men are 

like God by participation in Ilia grace In a manner which is proper only 

T to creatures. Thus, statements like the Ilomoiousion and even a (P 

V,, LT C) are ambIguous. Either they mean the liomoousionv 

Father and Son have the some essences, or If not they must really refer 

to this sub-essential field and thus be arypto-Arian at best. So once 

again Athanasius has introduced the notion of likeness to prove its 

utter Irrelevance to the Issue# and so has given his final warning to 

Basil of Anoyra, and his party that there Is no alternative but the Hom- 

oousion. 

54 
ý- 

The last chapter is In fact the final appeal to be reconciled 

fully to Nicaeat and orme again the only choice is between the Homoousion 

and f ully-fledged Ari ant sm- The doxologY Is 
A10 3" 

(So, Christ) 
'. , 

11*ý NI 

-T4-r. ý I V) -"ý. Q'r 'ýj 
C "jv C( 0 WV('j 

ono a againw we have had to disagree with a reoeived opinionp 

which dates from Newman and Robertson and has been In general accepted 

since, that the aim of the "De synodis" was eirenio in relation to the 

moderat"'te Ilomoeans like Basil of Ancyra. There is no support for this 

In the text. However moderate its tone might have been aA bomlnes,, it 

-is really, as we have said many timess a grave warning, as regards the 

theological positior4 The moderate Homoean position Is shown again and 

again as having no futures, and the only real alternatives are Arianlem 
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In the most extreme form# or Nicaea, Homoousion and all. When we remem- 

ber this., we see that once again the "De S7wdls" has a superbly tight 

construction. It Is true that the theologyt with the ex0eption of the 

Homoousion,, is not expressed with the lucidity and thoroughness of the 

Orations against the Arlanss, and as a hypothetical equivalent of the 

missing Fourth oration it makes Its points olumailv by comparison., but 

by the standards of the rather different kind of work which was actuallv 

written, more historical and ecclesiastical In Its orientation,, It Is a 

magnificent success. After the account of the critical events of Arim- 

Inum and Seleucla and an account of the development of the Arian heresyg 

. 
Athanasius then shows* In the middle section, 9 the essential vanity of 

the-Eastern conservative attempts to upset the Romoousion of Nicaea, and 

that the inevitable result was chaos at the best,, or gross and obvious 

damnable heresy at the worst. The final section, on the Homoousion Is 

a masterful exposition of the doctrine,, and also likewise a vmrning that 

People like Basil of AUc7ra will necessarily find once again that Semi- 

Arianism 113 hopeless and will have to return to Nicaea. Under these 

cire'umstanoea y change his position at all; the Athana. sius. did not real3, 

old quasi genetic interpretation of the Homoousion,, which we met In the 

De Decretis, Is still therej, expressed In azWthing more clearly than ever, 

and never more c: Lear3, y than when Athanasius appears to be speaking of 

purely generic likeness. 
(24) 

one final point needs to be noticed. There is no reference at 

all to the Spirit. The Homoouslon is merely the Homoousion of Father and 

Son. - And similarly the great simile of and 

which is the controlling analogy is In its old Binitarian form. These 

are most Important points to remember 'when we consider the relation of 

(24) For Athanaslus's previous treatment of the issue of the Homoousion., 
together W1 tb a revIeW of Previous work,, see above., pp. 52r-S, -rS4-ýT -4e , 

629 
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the De Synodis to the Letters to Serapion. Shapland was in error vhen 

he alluded to the similarity of the accounts of the Homoousion In the 

two works, as against the earlier writings. 
(25) 

The exact reverse 
I is 

the case; this account is like the earlier ones and dissimilar to that 

of the Letters to Seraplon. 
(26) 

lie shall have to 'consider the rýason 

for the differencep and It was undoubtedly due to the fact that Atharl. - 

aslus for the first time had to consider the Spirit,, which radically 

altered the balance of the picture. 

There Is very little need of exact lexicographic aaa3, vois of 

this workt or rather of the section on. the Homoousion., which Is alone 

of anV Importame for this. Apart from a predominanoe of the title Son 

for the second Person as against Logoe (79 to 30 In ohs. 33-54).. even a 

cursory examination of Muller would indicate that the chances of a 

statistically significant difference is nil. The same applies to UTU 

nature# and even more so to the very few references to the Humanity of 

Christ 9 which in toto can be counted on the, fingers, of one hand. Ilowever, 

the term o,, ocrl -L Is much commoner,, and mould In arW case be of much 

Interest# sinces, as distinct from the Itoontra Arlaws" I-III vhIoh is the 

definitive Athanaslan workg, the 11c)m0ousion Is the heart and soul of this 

: General references: 36: 757 B (the tem is not In Scripture),, Passage . 
36: 757B & 37: 760A (even Euseblans admit term) 53: 788B & O'ble and 789A 

(each, Likeness does not apply to essence) 34: 753A (the 
7 

term "Father* ref ers to God K and not to aDmething less f undamerital) 

33: 7600 ble &D (each p If s. not Arianism must 

(25) op. alt. pp. 17-18. 

(26) See also below.. pp. 121,4- /9 
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I 
follow)# 39: 7610 (Ana. say Christ foreign to God 41: 765A (the 

0 loýl kkr oj6U-Vnot what was meant at 15icaea) 1,45: 7730 (Arians did not 

confess Son to be like or KA -r-A Vf LA67V by. which a son 
C le resembles a fatber)p 48: 780A (necly to conceive the unity 

of F. and 3. 
KdT; 

- "IV 0 06-T-l" 52: 785C (unity of F. and S. not 

through likeness of teaching but c?. and In truth). 53: 7880 b1s 

(each Likeness cannot be K- 0. but In form,, &a.; these are in addit- 

Ion to the other two references to this subject above. DivineEssence: 

Must be one: 3517530 bis (eachs, is Indicated by the Divine Name). one 
"I - 

Fjý 
AO 

and 
-the 

Same in Father and Son; ouarTA-f --m' 'JL2 -? J, 

&a. as at 111caea: 35: 753Dt 40: 765A (even Buseblans conceded it at 
jj. 6-jS3A. 

Wicaea) Set formp virtually quoted: 33. -752A,,,. 35: 756A bis,, 36: 756C,, 

37: 75709 37: 76OAt 41: 765B quaterp 51: 785A (most of these 12 references 

discuss the necessary following of the Romoousion from this form). c6V 
r**. 7 11, AV, 11-11 -7221 0V 61-L4r ! =J! ýýL : 35: 756Cv 39: 764A. Aj2p-t xýý, Kzsr ci K,, j, / 

V 

O.. n U (as at Antioch, 341: 36: 757Bp 37: 760A a By 38: 760B and 
190 /1 Iloot 'ýo 

- 764C. oV 
ý"(/- 

of F. 0 bis. X0v, /! 2T1DP C--r-'ov6-? a4-f 400 
Ell< C)VT70L. P qevlvý )C'j6(. 42-. 768B (same set The off spring from the F. ). 

45: 772D# 48: 777C & 780B. 'XCWvj LAoL Mf 0404f -MU 39: 764A. other 
U 

lKar. essions: 45: 772D (& of F. Is origin and Root of son as offspring). 
'00, 48: 777D He Is L. & Vidm. of the F. and this ii; ssenae is 

the Offspring of th a F. Is E. ) 48 -7801) ly 
2r, 

0V 0-1 He and His 

P. that begat Him are one), 52: 7850 (Has -MV eL-P( of the F's. 

U. ) : Alsor 51: 784D (any ordinary son Is from the B. of, his begetter). 

Heretioal uses: 34: 753A &B& 35: 7530 (the word "Father" does 

not reCer to the R. these by implioation come under Group II)., 45: 772C 

It-, x & 51: 784D (Three essenoes). 48: 7770 (Son is alien -Tqf rc>k.,; Q-joLS 

Inserting the definite article (absent In migne)s, following Opitz. 
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50: 781C quater (2 pairs Irl 
t Ath. queries whether a foreign c, admits 

01 
attributes of 1-1. Is 51: 784B (six examples, all referring to the 

hypothetical if, 'j vvol,. 4, Of Paul Of SalaOSata; all these are 

classified by Implication under Group IV because of the Implied connec- 

tion with the Platonist explanation of generic likeness),, 5X-788A (Ana. 

affIrra that there is another 0- of Son). of the total of 62 examples, 

7 are in Group I., that Is,, Essence as the constitutive centre of the 

being of a single entity., 27 are In Group III, the same as above,, but 

with the emphasis on the generation of the son from the Essence of the 

Father,, only one Is in Group III which is ambiguous as between Groups 

II and IV., 13 In Group IV,, where Essence Is definitely genericq and 14 

In Group V,, the quasi-adverbial uses of the noun 0 There In an 

apparently greatly Increased occurrence of Group IV, which appears to 

a upport the 11arnack txypothesis that the 11omoousion here begins to be In- 

terpreted generically., but we have Inflated the total by including six 

r' 
, 

eferences to the 
111? f ý<-rqr of the Lucianic 

Greed of 3410, which Athannsius quoted with approval but 'would have not 

preferred himselfp and six references to the heretical notion of the 

Third. Essence Substrate of Paul of 3amosata,, which should be In this 

group at best by implicationonly. Perhaps we can transfer from Group V 
110, to Group IV the three Instances Included In Group V of 

0 V<11 d-V but in that case, we should perhaps count as minus values 

, 
the six inatancess not included in this total., where Athanasius declares 

that likeness or unlikeness has nothing to do with essenoe. in addition 

we have not Included In any of our totals the four cases where it Is 

admitted that the word Essence or its compounds does not appear as such 

in scripture. Thus., our analysis comes out very like those of "De De- 

cretle" and "Contra Arianos"j, with the distinctive Group II being prob- 

ably more preponderant than ever, 



There are, incidentally.. only three uses of 

none of which are really relevant. 36: 757B, the Arlan phrase Three 

Hypostases Is stated to be as un-Scriptural as anything they dislike,, 
V 

40: 764Bt the Arians claimed that the Oon was SY 

In the sense of the Nicene Anathema., and In 41: 765A, it is pointed out 

thati-even the Eusebians accepted the Nicene Anathema as regards this 

phrase. In conclusions there are two significant compounds of ov6t 

that need our attention. In 51: 784B9 Athanasius states the consequences 

of the Logos being what He was by participation and not 

00 rqp and Image of the Father. Similarly, at the 

end of ch. 41j, Athanasius says that the significance of the title Son 

Would be to Indicate that the Second Person is Logos and 
17 26 

sdom , as distinct from the sort of dvun-, &d-r-, a-ro 

Logos that one might deduce from the analogy of human words. Prestige 

takes this latter to mean definitely that the Second Person was personal 

in something as near as possible to our modern sense t(23) but the oon. - 

text In both cases,, and especially and Incontrovertibly the former,, 

indicates that both words mean that the second Person fully takes part 

in the Lssence of God. This Is confirmed by the fact that the only uses 

for lWpostasts so far In the indubitable works of Athanasius are In the 

(28) "God in 4r: -atristic Thought". Introd. j, pxxxt and p. 201. The alter- 
Mtive here excluded is "immanent In. the substance of God",, In the 
Samosatene sense, apparently. Cf course,, Athanasiuals doctrine of 
the Homoousjon excludes this too., and was meant to exclude Lt, 
being a far more complex doctrine than either constitutive or 
generic unity on Its own; certainly thaVi "concrete" unity. Here,, 
Prestige tended to read Athanasius too tauch through the eyes of 
the Cappadoelans., or even through the modern Idea of personality. 
This may be a case of his tendency to assume, methodologicallyp 
that certain types of doctrine have special connections with certain 
periods,, while not pursuing this line wilv'h- the rigidity which at first sight would be crass, but would actually force greater atten- 
tion to detailed exceptions, eto.. 
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sense of Heb. 1: 3., where the meaning is "object" In the optical sense,, 
(29) 

which would be almost synonymous with* most likely. 9 
Athanasius had the whole fulness of-his'own genetic doctrine of the Homo- 

ousion In mind, perhaps influenced to"a'certain 11 extent by the Samosatene 

controversy which: be knew he had to' treat at this stage., erso na 11 ty 

here would be personality'as"a 16Vel'of being.. ' that is, in this case, 

the Essence of God, "' not"'pers I onal I ity as . individuation.. 'All'this'oorfirms 

our view that,, "'on the'qu'estion of'Essenoe, th .e. re'haa be ej% no significant 

change, sime'the'- earlier ant L-4rian'wrliir46'. 

(29) See above; fn. : 108: 'to -Ch. -II,, p, 324,, ýand p 
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Chapter X THE FOUR LETTERS TO SERAPION ON THE HOLY SPIRIZ. 

These letters represent the next,, and In fact virtually the 

last stage of the development'of the Trinitarian theology of Athanasius. 

Indeed$, they are the first theological treatment of the Third Personq at 

any rate since the early days, and thus the first anyway at the level 

traditionally associated with fully developed theology. Their immediate 

occasion was the outbreak of a heresy which Athanasius called Tropicismp 

which was completely and indeed militantly orthodox on the Son,, yet was 

an almost perfect duplicate of Arianism as applied, not to the Son.. but 

to the Spirit. As such it seems to have plagued Egypt,, and in particular 

Thmuis, the diocese of Atbanasius's friendv Serapionp and these letters 

appear to be a reply toýtbe latter's urgent request for authoritative 

guidance.. We have already,. studied these Letters Insofar as they reveal 

the heresy concerned,, and,, to recapitulate, our. conclusions were that 

the heresy of the Tropici was a perfect analogue of Arianism which almost 

certainly arose for the. -, same reason,, the -persistence of Ia 
dangerous 

correlation between the Spirit, in, this case, and ; 
the cosmos. We have 

already notioed, that,, most-unfortunately,, Athanasiua,, in the very act of 

disposing of . -, 
tho corresponding dangerous - correlation in the. case of 

I 
the. 

Second Person, -came dangerously close to, reviving it in the case of. the, 

Thirdt since it is the outstanding feature of Athanasius's doctrine of 

the Spirit,, so far,, that the essential concern of the Spirit is the medi- 

ation of the grace of the Logos to man; ., oorrespondingly,. the thing that 

almost always calls Athanasiusle. attention to the Spirit is man's second- 

ary and derived participation in union with God and the Divine Sonshipp 

as distinct from th a primary and absolute possession of these. features 

by the Logos- Son. The combination of militant heresy of the Third 
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Person, the militant affirmation that the Spirit is a creature,, with 

their orthodoxy concerning the Son# shows that in some perverse way the 

Tropici stood on Athanasius's shoulders, and also distinguishes them 

-sharply from suoh co ntemporary figures as Eunomius, the latter-generation 

Arian or Anomoean who additionally said in so marV words that th e Spirit 

was a creature; but 'alsol, the militancy 'of their heresy distinguished 

them too from the unr-militant heterodoxy of Origen and his successors, 

Ancluding Eusebius of Caesarea, oonaerning'the Deity of the Spirit., the 

sort of position that was probably''oontinued after Athanasiusla time by 

the Maoedo'nian party, " These'questions need not be discussed again In 

-detail. 
(1) 

There Is no good. reason, 9 either externally or internally, to 

doubt the authenticity of the four letters (at any rate if we conclude 

the Fourth Letter at oh. 7). The only scholar to entertain serious 

positive doubts has been Erasmust. who regarded the Third and Fourth 

Letters only as authentio., 'on mainly, subjeotive impressions of style. 
(2) 

. 
However,, this position Is quite untenable,, 'since the first sentence of 

-, the Third Letter: - "Perhaps you will'wonder why,, when I was charged 

ýto abridge and briefly-explain'the Letter-that I had written on the Holy 

Spiritj, you find me, as though I. had laid aside'my work on that'subject,, 

ýwriting against those who are guilty of th'eAmpiety of calling the Son a 

-. creature. ".. - cannot refer to anything else but the first two Letters,, 

'whose authenticity would at once follow (in the absence of any other pre- 

'clsely similar pair of letters ! )'ý from that of the Third,, The notes In 

ahaplandtI13 edition., 'especially In the case of the First Letter,, indicate 

, 
(l), See above,, pp, 488-516. 

(2) See Shapland,,, op. oit.. 
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rightly-that the Epistle has Just the type of agreement, organio and 

not. meohan: Lcalv with-th .e anti-A . ri an'wri ti ng a. #of Atha. nasJus that would' 

corroborate their genuineness. ' 

The 
- 
important issue Of the ohronologY cannot be dealt with 80 

easily'. and here it will be necessary to disagree with traditional opin. - 

ion,, and, even the order of-Ithe MSS, They are normally heldj, eg. by 

Montf auoon( 
3) 

and Shapland# to, have been written., probablyr,; n late 358 

or 359j, before the "Do Synodis", We shall quote from Shapland (op. cit. 

16-18), and then comment. "The beginning,, at least, of the oorrespon- 

dance falls within the third exile of Athanasiua, between February 356 

and the death of Constantiusv November 361. If,, as is almost certain,, 

Patrophilus is referred to in IV: 7j, then thoý latterýwas'probably not 

written much later than the spring of 361, 

ItFrom Epiphaniusp Haer. LXXIII: 26,, we hear that one Ptolemaeus 

was present at Seleucia In 3.59 'as Bishop of Thmuis. Were we entitled to 

assume from this that Serapion was by this, time 4ead.. ' the problem of 

dating tbese'lettera wo, uld, be"easier I But It is no less likely that he 

had been exiled or merely deprived. Moreover there is some evidence'to" 

show that he was alive after . thi ada t'e. 1. n. Pa. Leontiusj, 'Adv. . Praudes 

APollinaristarum, there'is a fragment of 'a letter from Apollinarius to 

Serapion, commending aýI communication sent by Athanasius to Corinth on the. 

Christological- question. "'This' can only ref er to the "Ad Epictetum". 

(On any dating of the lastmenti*onedv this,, now accepted as. genuine, shows 
that)t.... Serapion could not have been dead by the autumn of 359.. As it 

ist the evidence we havO'points tO. a later rather than an earlier date 

in the exile. 

(3) See 
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11(i) Athanasius was in the desert, eagerly sought for by his 

enemies (I: 1). Apparently Athanasius did not really retire from Alex- 

andria until late in 358. The Postal Index speaks of him as conaealed 

in the city during . 357-8. In the late sw=er of the latter year feeling 

was running so high against the Arians that George was ejected,, and the 

Orthodox actually regained possession of the churches for a few weeks. 

Then the attitude of the authorities stiffened,, and in December Sebastian 

entered Alexandria. The Festal Index (xxxii) speaks of a search for 

-Athanasius conducted by Artemius In 359-60. We know that his inquiries 

extended as far as Tabenne. (See Vita, Paobomii 88). --it seems most likely 

that Athanaslus Is here referring to his activities. " 

These points are all sound,, ex oept that Athanasius's statement 

about his enemies could have been made at a1w time during the exile. 

-(ii) "Athanasias does not iýeed to add drWthing to what he has already 

written against the Arians (1: 2). -This must mean that C. Ar. I-III had 

already been written and eirculatedo, *If, thiS work is to be assigned to 

the third exileg as the. older oommentators thoughtq, ýwe have an additional 

reason for putting back the'date of these letters. But Stuloken (pp. 46- - 
50) has given very cogent reasons for putting their composition much 

earlier, and Loofs would put itb aok. perhaps as far as 338. But even so, 

the literary output of the first two years of the exile.. bearing in mind 

the circumstances, was very considerable,, and makes it less likely that 

they were started before the second half of 358. 

This point is again well taken# in the main. We have already 

oommented, on the theories of st4laken and Loofs on C. Ar. I-III and disa- 

greed with t4em; on the other. h" we agree,, that a date In the third 

, exile IS not likely, the most'like3, v date for the Contra Arianos I-III 
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being 

"(Lil) The letters are. written against oertain persons who 
4) have left the Ariansý, 

.., 
It is not stated when this defeotion*ooourred,, 

and changes of side were frequent throughout the whole period. But It 
. -.. 

Is at lesist, plausible to aSSUMe that it had taken. pleoe no long time 

before Serapion wrote.. to Athanasius.,., such a movement away-from Arianism 

Is beat oonnected with, the reaotion. against George's misrule In septem-. 

ber-Oatober 358., " 

This is rather more dubious as it standse The general ohar- 

a0ter of the TrOPLOiSt heresys, as we have seen above,, makes this sort 

of interpretation high3, v doubtfuly as if they experienoed the sort of 

oonversion commonly, attributed to,,,, say,, Basil of. Ancyra. , Tropi0i= is 

a strange reaction for. people 
. 
'Who. have had their fill of violence and 

thirst for the milk of sweet, reason. on, the basis of our own ana3, vsis 

of, the position, we would. do better to suppose what would be primarily 

a major theologioal conversionl: probab3, v through the Indefatigable work. 

and witness of Athanasius himself,, but which left just enough of'the 

seed of Arianism left for'It to germinate anew. 

"(iv) The mention of the 
. 
'Eunomii Ij in Jv: 5 points in the same 

direotion. During his visit. to Alexandriaq 356-8., Eunomius appears to 

have o0cupied a very subordinate position as AetiUs's scoretary. It 

was OnlY,., later,, after, ble departure to Antiocb , that be came to the 

front -as an Anomoean leader* r , This point' needs w further. comment. -- 

11(v) Pinally., we have to oonsider the relation between these 

letters and the ItDe Synodis". The emphasis on the personal subsistenae 

c r, r . 00 
rN 0. - 

1 f, 
. 

LL.? 0V -n VCAJ V OýIcn S twwv -1: 1: P. G. (4) iI 
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of Father,, Son,, and Holy spirit. in 1: 28; 
_the 

stringent qualification 

in J1: 3 init. , and the Interpretation given to the of 

there, suggesting the equality rather than the 

unity, of the three persons: these points suggest that the mind of Athan- 

aslus was already responding to the impulse that inspired the Do Synodis. 

The reference to EudoxiUs, AcaCiuss and, Patrophilus In IV: 6 and 7 also 

suggests a parallel. with that, work., for these names are equally prom- 

inent there. This does notv. of oourso,, mean that these letters neoess- 

arily follow the Do Synodis., Nor can we, be certain at what date Athan- 

asius became aware of the possibility of a rapproohment with, Basil of 

-Ancyra and the rest. But, it certainly. ouggests that no long time 

separates them. 

ItWe therefore conalude that the'letters can scarcely, have.. 

been begun before the summer of 358; ' that much of the evidence leads 

us to put them several months later in 359 or early in 360. -, It is less 

likely that they were'written at any, later dates, ý' It does not' seem 

possible 'to reach a more definite conolusioru 

It is at this point that we must mow criticise the conclusions 

of Shapland. In the first place, the language in the penultimate para- 

graph about the question Of whether they followed, the "Do Synodis" seems 

somewhat confused, because the natural conclusion of the remarks in 

that paragraph is that they actually preceded the "Do Synodia".. which 

is actually the conclusion reached in the last, paragraphp sinae the 

first draft of the latter work was made at the end of 359., This con- 

, 
clusion 'would agree with that of the Benedictines, which is presumably 

made on the grounds mentioned in the first paragraph quoted (the letter 

of APollinarius not being given much weight), However., there are 

--s-everal reasons why we must dispute this generally accepted chronology. 
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There are the considerations adduced above by Shapland In favour of 

a late date. Butp most important of all,, there are Trinitarian con- 

siderations which have emerged In the course of our study. In the "De 

Synodis", as we have shown above,, Athanaslus, still treats the key Trin- 

itarian metaphor of Wý (or rx 

the old binitarian way, whereas in the Epistles he for the first time 

tries to modify it In a Trinitarian wayv to inalude the Holy Spirito 

with the first tem definitely the light-souroe and the light as it 

finally reaches us as the spirit.. This is'admittedly the sort of arau- 

ment that- we have decided not to admit for any purposes of chronology.. 

but this is the one occasion where an exception should be made. Atban- 

asius knew as well as anyone could know that the credal faith of the 

Church was Trinitarian; he confessed such a faith; and so, even though, 

his reflective theology was In fact bibitarian up to this late stages, 

be could not conoeivably. bave. rested content with the binitarian form 

of the analogy, even with its apparent-'Boriptural authority# onoe it 

bad become perfectly clear. to him that-, theology had to become Trinitar- 

Ian, and hence the great Trinitarian analogy; also. Therefore, one would 

be justified in maintaining definitely -that the I'De Synodia" was written 

boiore, the Letters, * and probably even before the question of Tropiolsm 

was first raised. On the question of the liomoousion,, which Is the 

chief point actually I made by Shapland# we have already severely critic- 

Ised the traditional'. view of Atbanasius's doctrine of the Homoousion 

In the I'De Synodi ell,, which constitutes the basis of Shapland's argument. 

There is not very much differenoet if any, between his doctrine in the 

6ý5), "De Synodis" and in the earlier work nor was his purpose. In writing Z- 

this work primarily Jrenio,, contrary to the general opinion. 
(r'3)_ 

y1ben 

(5) See above pp. ý11-ljo 
l 1119-1% 

L61 See above, pp'. uii-iA 
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we. come to examine %be treatment of the Homoousion In the Second Epistle 

we shall find that, insofar as there Is arW changes, it is between the 

"Do Synodis" and the Second Letters, where the quasi-generic interpre- 

tation of the liomoousioA really does become more important than before. 

This is a tbeologioo-critical problera that will have to be treated In 

Its place. 

Thus, our conclusion-Is tbati the Letters were written late 

In the Third"Exile.., and that the second and subsequent letters , at least, 

were written after the first draft of. 'ýthe "De Synodis". or during the 

latter third of the exile,, after 359; ýit is highly probable that the 

same applied to the First Letter as well;,, on this basisp Serapion would 

not have been dead at the time of the Counail of Seleucla In 359, but 

rather a refugee or an exile. The principal alternative hypothesis., 

which we have discussed already,, isy if we, accept the possibility that 

Serapion was dead in 359,, that, the'Letters were written earlier., but 

that the passage on the'Homoousion in the'"De Synodis"'had become fixated. 

in Athanasius's verbal'memory at'a much- earlier stage still - vibiah is$ 
(7); 

as we have saids, 'posalble 'and by no'means unlikely. . Other altern- 

atives are that either the' letters themselves or their ascription to 

Serapion as the addressee are not genuine. ' 'As we have said above, there 

is no good reason for the fomer. * and nobody has ever seriously doubted 

the Letters as a whole - although this has been due as much to lack of, 

Interest-as to anything else. A thoroughgoing attack on their authe n- 

ticity on theological and other grounds would be interesting,, at. least 

as interesting as., and more plausible than, Draseke's on the authentic- 

itY of the "De Inoarnationell but this does not mean that there are 

sufficient reasons. Hoes's doubt on the ground that Athanasius stood 

-L7) 
See above# PP. 
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by Nioaea as the essential fides quae Oreditur and that the Letters 

would demand new matter for belief., 
(8) 

Aoes'n'ot really hold water, sinoe 

It is clear from Athanasius's, treatment of the issuep notably in the 

"De Synodis"p that what he meant was not that Nicaea was sufficient 
I,. 

but that it was necessary to accept the Nicene achievementp fully and 

unreservedly. -i If anything, whatever its prima facie appearance, turns 

out In fact to compromise the essential achievement of Nioaea,, it must 

be regarded as falling under the ban of that Council; Athanasius puts 

it in this way later on in so many words., with reference to the question 

of the Deity of the Spirit (ad Afros 11). It is evident from the 

Lett. ers that Athanasius feels,, in some way that he perhaps is never able 

to define quite clearly that the Tropicist heresy placed the Nioene 

faith in jeopardy even with reference to the Son,, and that if one is a- 

Nicene., one must not follow the Tropiol. 'Any lack of clarity on this 

matter is what one should expect where the issue is suddenly thrown at 

Athanasius late In his life without any preparation for it in his pre- 

ViOU8 training or tradition. The author holds that, in the main, crit- 

Icism of the authenticity of the Letters on theological grounds is un- 

tenable. The final possibility is that they might not have been ad- 

dressed to Serapion of Thmuis at all$, as his name in fact does not appear 

in the text at all but only in the superscription. This is by no means 

impossible, but it is a very bad principle to take such hypotheses-too 

seriously unless one has to. 

The first Letter io., a full treatment of the Spirit., primarilY 

from the point of -view of Its DeitY. The second and third Letters belong 

togetherp beirig a response to a request for a shorter summary of the 

first. However, the second is entirely a ammmary of the anti-Arlan 

PP. 
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theology of Athanasius concerning'the Seoond Person,, and it is only in 

the later third letter that Athanasius fulfils the request literal3, v. 

We have. already considered the significance of-this apparent anomaly. 
(9) 

The fourth letter is a refutation of . *the Tropicists' 11grandf ather" argu- 

ment . which had been treated in 1: 15 f. . but not in 111.4. There is very 

little, if'any , new matter in the last three Letters. 

. 
The Epiatles have bad an interesting history. They were not 

greatly emphasised In the earlier periods beginning In the seventeenth 

century,, when Western theology f irs t became conscious of Athanasius. 

This culminated in the Library of the Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers (ed. 

Robertson) in which they are omitted.,, most unfortunately, from what is 

otherwise a complete translation into Fx4lisb of all 'the Important and 

indubitable works of Athanasius. The whole oxford tradition of the nine- 

teenth century took a similar stand; for example., they are also omitted 

from Bright's Later Treatises, of Athanaelus.: it is not entirely irrele- 

vant to'suggest thatpxford'SýZreat representatiVe In Athanasian scholar- 

ship, 'J. H,, (later Cardinal) Newman,, would have found them particularly 

embarrassing on account of their'highly ambiguous position, to say the 

least, on the FillOque., On which Roman Catholicism has always been much 

more uncompromising than "High Church" Anglicanism that has no over- 

powering tendency in that direction,, and which'Newman would have had to 

defend. One of his main positions. 'ibas been the regularity and uniformity 

of the_Churoh's theological' tradition even from the earliest times, and 

his notes on the anti-Arian writings'of Athanasius are I of such a char- 

acter as to emphasise Athanaslus as a member,. - perhaps the supreme repre- 

sentative, 'Of this constant tradition. For such a theologian, the 

Letters would be perhaps an insuperable problem. However,, it had to be 
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faoed some I time"'and the Bonn Conference between the Eastern Orthodox 

and Old Catholic Churches in 1875 was the first sign. Since then, 

Intere, st'in these Letters has steadily increased with the increasing 

eoumenical contact between'the E-astern Orthodo, x churches and other comm- 

uniones espeoially the old Catholics and the Anglicans. They have been 

translated into modern'languages'in recent decades, and Shapland's Fnglish 

edition, with critical'and' theological notes is part . io I ularly importantý 
10) 

Shapland thinks ratherýcautiously that the Letters are not I inconsistent 

with the Filioquev' and'that the heterodoxiesýof the FilioclUistS Bus0bius 

of Caesarea and Marcellus, - of Ana I yra, were'sufficientýoause for Athanasius 

not explJoitly following'this line. on the other hando Eastern 

Orthodox theologiansp notably Rodzianko., maintain that the Letters firmly 

support the . Greek pro I cessionp'from the Pather on3, v. ' Thleir! views will*ba 

ul3, v analy s ed la t or, "', - '- "' '"' *ý ". ý ý' .`'. .I 
- 0" - . 9- . 

A few introductory remarks about the Filioque would not be 

amiss here. This was inserted,, after centuries of uncertainty., by the 

Western Church., into the Nicaeano-Constantinopoli tan Creed., in 1014,, so 

that the Spirit flex Patre Filioque procedit"j, the version accepted in the 

(10)''I'The Letters of Saint Athanasius concerning'the Holy Spirits$ trans- 
lated with introduction and notes, by C. R. B. Shapland. The writer 
had Intended to prepare a text., but did not -see his way clear to do 
so. This Is the definitive treatment of the Letters to such an ex- 
tent, that it will virtually monopolise our attention. other author- 

. 
1ties have treated them almost as a minor appendix to the Arian con- 
troversy, and have usually given a simple summary of the Letters 
without significant critical comment. Shapland's general. position 
appears to be mainly orthodox, both the orthodoxy of Newman and of 
Barth. on the other hands for a man of his theological position, 
he Is surprisingly ready to accept,, without adequate criticism, the 
principles and conclusions of the Liberal German school of liarnack 
and others, and this applies particularly to the anti-Arians and 
most of all to the Christological side of Athanasian theology. The 
subject matter of Ep. IJ confronted him with the necessity of studying 
this subject as closely as the Pneumatology proper. Many of his 
notes on this Letter., and on these matters., the author has found 
very valuable for -the. earlier parts of this thesis. 
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Eastern Church remaining as -tr`ýL-rpo, - 

The resulting break. in the Church became. definite In 1054. 
, 

(Cf. for the 

fO 110'wi ng, Barth., Ch. D.. I: Ij9 pp. 533-560 Eng. ed. ). In the Eastern or 

chiefly Greek-speaking Church., the early tentative support for the 

Pilioque, e. g., Epiphanius., Ancoratus 75., Ephraem. 9 Hymnus do defunctis 

at Trinitate,, 11, and CYril. of Alexandria# Thesaurus de Trinitate, 34, 

was gradually suppressed in. favour of. the uni-processionalist views 

which were definitively adopted by John of Damascus and Photius. In the 

West, however, the principal influence was the unambiguous*Filioquism 

of Augustine., As early as the sixth century, it came into general use 

in Spain.. from which it spread throughout the Western world. Now.. as 

Athanasius was the first theologian to, treat of the Spirit for a long 

time, his views would be of the greatest. interest., especially since he 

had'a most decisive reason for interest, in. the origin (in the Intra- 

Trinitarian sense) of the Spirit. The whole Arian controversyp in the 

form in which itactually o0ourred. 9 bad, invo; ved the whole fundamental 

distinction between the origin V -Mj V of the creature& 

and the origin T'Y"J\T-. -T-03ý 
rl;, 

-TTOý, OV61d. 11" of the Son.,. and this was 

intimately bound up with the concept of the Homoousion. It was Inevit- 

able that the analogous here By of the ýTropicl raised similar problems, 

as we shall see later. . "'Thus* 'uld have been a problem' the Procession wo 

for Athanastus in the. way. in which it- would not have been for any 

earlier theologian,, even in the cases where it was actually handled. 

All ýhia 
make's Athanasius's position on'the Pilioque a matter of the 

greatest Interest*, 

This question is not o nly interesting in itself,, but even 

more by reason of the decisive significance of the doctrine in question. 

one extre me Position on this. m atter Ia the attitude of most present-day 

.v 
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Anglicans., especially the "High Church", party.. which treats the matter 
I 

-very much as Gibbon thou ght of the eel ebrated., "diphthong" or "iota". 
(12) 

This! is in pointed oontrast., not only to the Eastern Church Itself, but 

also to the Roman Catholic Churchq the Revormers,, ard also Article V of 

the XXXIX Articles., -On the other hand, Karl Barth (loo. cit. ) has ir. -- 

sisted anew on the supreme importance of the theology of the Spirit., 

Including the Filloque. ItIt follows that this particular dogma (so. 

the Third Article as 'a, whole)must . constitute the last stage of the devel- 

opment of the Trinitarian dogmaj. It had to be achieved., ere the doe- 

trine of grace., which then became the special theme of the Church in 

the West,, could become the burning cluestion,, ere the struggle and victory 

of Augustine over Pelogius could take place. Even the Reformation with 

its doctrine of. justification by faith alone can only be understood 

against the background of this particular dogma ...... It (p. 5 36). How- 

ever., in his estimate of the importance of the Filioque, Barth does not 

approach the Russian Orthodox L. P. Karsavin,, who,, as Barth puts it 

(pp. 547-8) "in obscure language makes the Pilioque responsible for 

(12). The author has been amazed by the repeated spectacle of authors so 
diverse as Dom Gregory Dixg Peter Hammond., and Lindsay Dewar writing 
important books on the Spirit., or Eastern orthodoxy., or ecumenical 
and historical relations Involving the Eastern Churches and their 
own Church,, without as much as mentioning the issue., or., If they do, 
treating it as a matter of no importance. The books In question 
are., respectively, "The Shape. of the Liturgy.. " (see esp. pp. 638-39 
and Indices)., "The Waters of Marah., 11 and "The Holy Spirit and 
Modern Thought". 

This is a very serious question for the High Church party in Anglic- 
anismp and it is unfortunate that no one has yet sheeted home rea- 

, ponsibility in this matterp if one may use this language. There 
is in these quarters a sort of theological Philhellenism which is 
quite compatible (to say the least. ') with an adiaphorism on the 
Filioque., and which is motivated by the desire to find some altern- 

-. 1, ative between the Papalism of the Roman Catholic Church., and Prot- 
estantism In the sense which this party rejq9ts. The author 'will 
show,, In a very few pagesp that, once the Filbque has been accepted, 
or havlng been accepted has not been repudiatedv there is NO such 
third possibility at. all.. 
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the doctrine of the immaculate conception and of Papal infallibility,, 

as well asýfor Yantianism., the belief in progress and mazW other evils 

In Western eivilisation (ostl, Christentum Vol. II g, p. 356 : r. )* 9o90 un- 

fortunately, to a greater extent than Barth-will admit.. it has turned 

out that this attitudet expressed in a less extreme way# is typical of 

the Eastern Orthodox Churohes as a whole. 

Which of , these parties is correct? ý Now. 9 Church History can 

shed much light, on this issue.. ý It is generally agreed now that it is 

a serious error to assune that the whole period in Western Europe that 

we call the "Middle Ages" was uniformly dark and sterile., and that the 

Renaissance came as a sudden blaze of light in the fourteenth or fif- 

. 
teentb century. on the contrary# whatever. we might think of life and 

thought in the earlier centuries. 'It is evident that Western Europe was 

in a ferment of-activity..: and had fully recovered its vitality and 

dynamisme long before the age of Dante and Petrarch. Indeeds, when we 

Consider such things asfor all their faults 
I 

the Crusades, the newly- 

found administrative and military efficianoy. -of the Normans, the struggle 

over matters of imp ortant principle like celibacy, simony,, and clerios' 

ownership of property,, ecclesiastics like Hildebrandt and theologians 

like Anselm,, the great monastic movements of Cluny and elsewhere., even 

the first stirrings of the urban revival In Italy, it is evident that 

this revival was in full swing as early as the latter half of the elev- 

enth century, and that if we have to fix a date for its commenoomentp 

1054 would be as good a date as any. It is not too much to say that 

from that date onwards Western Europe b egan a new and distinctive era 

of dynamism that has since then determined all history, a statement which 

is still true If we remember the Western Furopean amestry of such Ideas 

as. COmmUnism. '' Is it purely accidental that this is the time when the 
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Pilioque became definitively the Western doctrine,, or, was it simply be- 

cause at that time Europe bad begun to settle down? 

when we analyse the matter., we can see that,, for better or 

worse,, It was probably not purely accidental., and thus it is Kareavin 

and the Eastern Orthodox who a re right, and the Filioque initiated one.. 

of the major revolutions in history,, It, wasq in the main., not a violent 

revolution., or even a. very fast onet and continuity was always main, - 

tained,, and never obviously. threatened. Nor did It seem to give rise 

to the heart-searching and, the other psychological phenomena so obar- 

aoteristio, of the more violently or corrosively destructive type of 

revolution. There was probably greater feeling of necessary and desir- 

able progress. But in the long term, the charge was considerable, and 

the longer the term, the greater become th e, off ects that are patently 

traceable. to this great change. And when we work out the sort of change 

that would naturally. develop from the final adoption of the. Pilioque,, 

the effects remarkably.. resemble what actually happened. 

The earlier Idea of Church unity was the spiritual unity of 

the Church and especially of the Episcopate, as Is the case with Eastern 

Orthodoxy to this day. '*Correspondingly., there was a highly developed 

mysticism, typified by pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite. - Now, for better 

or for worse (we believe for better),, the eff eat of the Filioque was to 

subordinate th'e Person of the Trinity I particularly associated with such 

immaterialism to the Person Who became flesh and dwelt among'us, 'and-we 

not only beheld His glory but even touched'and handled Him. Protestants 

often forget, in their polemic against what they consider' to be illegit- 

imate Mysticism in the Roman Church,, ý'that to the Eastern Orthodox Roman 

Catholicism se I ema to be coarse and crude,, and that,,, as for the Protestants, 
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they outdo Rome at Its own game. Thus.. however mistakenlys, the first 

natural reaction to the Pilioque would be that the older spiritual unity 

would have to be made visible, This is exactly what happened. immediately. 

The fact that Hildebrandt followed_so quickly was. certainly no accident. 

If one accepts the older doctrine of Church unity., and then adds the 

Filioque, one would have to postulate that the unity must be represented 

by someone that is visibly and numerically one., even as Christ was via- 

ibly and numerically one.. (This warning is meant to apply particularly 

to the Anglo-Catholios; unless they deny the Filioque they will, have to 

become Romar4). Hence the development. of. -Papalism in its familiar form, 

and also the whole system of centrallsed. bureaucracy known as Curialian 

'which developed during.. the.. next century; hence also the development 

of legalistic Canon Law and casuistic, ethi. cs. :, The only-possible alter- 

native to this.. If one continued to accept the Filioque,. was to go be- 

hind and undercut even the original and Eastern basis. of Church unity 

and to base it on the historic Christ alone as witnessed in Scripture. 

This is in fact the Reformationp, and, the Eastern Orthodox are correct in 

regarding Protestantism as the final. and uncompromising form of the 

Filloque. No r does this exhaust the likely,, and, aotualp results of this 

change. When we remember. the significance of, the Holy Spirit in the 

Epiclesis of, the Eucharist,,, we could expect that the Filioque., in its 

mediaeval context,, would demand. a more exact.. and substantial,, definition 

of the Presence. And in actual fact this time saw too the development of 

the doctrine of Tranasubstantiationp which the Eastern Orthodox consider 

an unnecessary definition of a mystery but which the West defined as a 

dogma at the Lateran Council. of 1215. It is also most likely that from.. 

the same source comes the Western interest in justification,, the work 

supremely, and uniquely: reserved to the Son, however perverted this 
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Interest may have been by the penitential system. The next few decades 

after the Filioque aI aw the ; rise of Anselm., the first great Western 

mediaeval theologian,, whose theology was basically Christooentrio and- 

soteriologioal,, and who was also a'notable supporter of the FilLoque. 

on another and lower plane., we may regard the materialistic response of 

the Crusades as another manifestation of"the same outlook. Certainly 

It was also 'reflected in the interest of'tbe Church in the material order 

of sooiety'and its Material place in It. ' Therefore the subsequent his- 

tory of Western Europe was for a long time determined by the Church's 

compulsion to posit a Holy Roman Empire and its equally inexorable com- 

pulsion to fight it afterwards; the rise of prance., which frequently 

played de facto the part of the Holy Roman Empire and vas involved in 

the same evil dialectic., complicated the situation but did not essen- 

tially alter It. It is thi8s at least as much as the Reformation that 

is so often blamed for It,, that is responsible for that militarism which 

has been the curse of Europe., It is, also noteworthy that these complic- 

ations,, under God, saved, the Reformation on at least three occasions 

when by all normal caloulations. its position was hopeless; in 1526., 16300 

and 1688.,. When we add to this the revival of the Idea of an exhaustive 

and positive metaphysics of. a.. thoological character,, as typified in 

their. quite. different ways by Joachim of Plora and Thomas Aquinas which 

Is in pointed contrast to the via negativa., the apophatio tradition of 

Eastern Orthodoxy - the picture becomes approximately complete. Hence- 

forth, anyone who wished to assert the older primacy of the Spirit had 

to beq in the sense In which this word Is used by the English literary 

coterie known as the "Angry Young Men",, a rebel. This was the case with 

Joachim of Flora (1130-1202) and his successorag but in anothe 
.r 

sense 

he was the exception that manifestly proved., the, rulet si. nae the context 
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in which he revived the theology of the Third Person was not mysticism 

but the Chriatiandootrine of. 4- History. ' (The author believes that he 

was basically oorreatlin but, the fact remains that theologically., 

Joachim did such a bad job in detail. that the final oulmination of his 

tradition in Nazism and Gommunism was. unfortunately what was to be ex- 

peoted. ) A specialist in Furopean history, and philosophy would be able 

to, follow-up the ý threads -much further,, but. we are close enough already 

to modern life to see"tbat,. the pioture. ofKarsavin Is not exaggerated. 
I ..;. .1 11 ý. I J" - 1% 

but the. truth. 

The author has 'deliberately drawn'the picture in a neutral or 

even slightly unfriendly wayp . as, say,, a Greek Orthodox might see It, 

The choice is between this and'what Westerners have regarded as the 

stagnation of Eastern OrthodoxY. But there*18 no third alternative in 

the mattert andp without denying our obligation to listen to the Eastern 

Churches a nd learn from, them,, the author' is' convinced that'the Filioque' 

is the truth and the Western alternative must be accepted,, with all its"' 

faults and discomfortsg' possibly even a Reformation schism that will be 

Irreducible in this era, - But this Is not, the point now. The point is 

that whatever alternative Is accepted,, we are dealing with the most im- 

portant Issue in post-Patristic history,. and therefore it is a matter 

of extreme interest 'to study the beginnings of the question, in Athanasius. 

------------------------------------------ 

The first chapter is IntrodQatory,, recounting the oirc=stances 

which Prompted the writing of the Letters; the preliminary ranarks, '' 

2, Concerning the nature of the heresy have already been fully con- 

sidered. These are continued further in the second chapter, where 

Athanasius reptats with reference to the spirit the argument already 
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made., In greater detail in C. Ar. 1: 17 and elsewhere with refereme to, 

the Son,, that their dootrine is really an adulteration of the TrinJLtv. 

Then follows a first statement of the relation of the doctrine of the 
(13) 

Spirit to that of the Son: (PG XXVI 533B) "Indeed., In thinking 

wrongly of the Holy Spirit,, they do not'think correctly of the Son either 

For if they had thought correctly about the'Logos., they would think 

soundly also of the Spirit, Who proceeds from the rather 
(14) 

and, be- 
(15) 12 1*1% longing to the Son Is given from Him -rrýAp to 

the disciples and all who believe in Him. And in erring thus, they do 

not keep a sound faith in the Father. For those who 'resist the Spirit', 

as the great martyr Stephen saidq deny also the Son. But those who deny 

the Son do not have the Pather. 11 This first statement indicates the 

line along which Athanasiusts thought will develop. The origin of the 

Spirit within the Godhead is denoted by the verb r_ 4: oI 

See Shapland's Note 13 on this chapter (p. 64) for a study of the previous 

history of this word; Athanasius appears to stand midway between earlier 

writers who used it in a more general way to include even the origin of 

the Son., and again the mission of the Spirit., and later writers who con- 

fined its use to the origin of the spirit within the Godhead. The Pro- 

cession is of the Greek type (although here ' -r77kPv-, and not is 

used),, from the Father onlys, "but Its propriety to the Son is emphasised 

without this concept being as yet examined in a ny more detailed way. 

Finally, q true knowledge of . 'the'Spirit is essential for true knowledge of 

the Son; again,, this is not examined In detail.. except that it is said 

(13) 0K0v less questi on be gging than Shapland's "Therefore". 
(14) 0 -rfVf 4L., UkIT 

11 dt, -M 5) V Ov 
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to be analogous to the relation between knowledge of the Son and know- 

ledge of the Father, and the controlling comept here appears to be 

Revelation. 

Athanasius-oontinues by; saying that., the only d(Xinite text 

-from, Scripture that. the Tropioi -appeared,. to use ý was -Amos -4: 13 LXX: 

. 0e 
&, Y-1, --(, 6ý- I- 1-( V . 7-rv z Oig 4ý)Ký, 

ý 7-. NýI 
ITV V. 

The MT is: 

iiere, 
Tj kv tj V) 0 TH 

- -n. 1 obviously means . "wind and where the LXX has 
(16) 

"his Christp the MT has "what is, his, thought I'. - I-, -Howevers here# 

as usual, Athanasius does not attempt to appeal-to the Hebrew,, but takes 

the LXX text as normative; . he notioes -that the Spirit has no artiole,, 

and formulates the rule that vith an artiole usually 

but not always with the adjeotive means the Third Person 

while it has other meanings-without the artiole.,. other means of defiri- 

ition, with a definite Trinitarian reference are admitteds as equivalent 

to the article.. This rule is in-line with what we have already noticed 

about Athanasius's eraphasis on categorical uniqueness as a criterion of 

God (see C-Ar. II: 18-31)., but. 9 as Shapland points out,, it has been found 

Impossible to, apply. it-in all cases,, and Athanasius himself breaks it. -- 

once In each'direction., in 1: 33 (John 4: 24) and 1: 8 (11 Cor. 3: 17). 

5 The next four chapters amplify this point,, and are virtually 

a long catena of passages of Scripture, from all seotions of both 

Testaments as impartially as one can exp ec t under the ciroLmstances.. 

to show his point both ways. There-are so many passages that it would 

(16) It is easy to see that the LXX variant resulted from the diacritica'. 16 
dot an the last "Shin" being taken to be in the other pla0e. 
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be pointless' to list them even, - and no special point of exegesis is 

involved. Th . ere is the absolute minimum Of'Comment. We need say very 

little, except to noti .. ce th .e difference in theological style, between 

the subtle and sophisticated, exegesis of the'Contra Arianos*and the 

simplet- Catenary exegesis of these Letters. " - This is the plainest sign 

possible of the lack of development in the theology of the Spirit; in 

this sort of statement we do not impugn the fact that there is object- 

Ively only one right theology for all eternity; we do mean that people 

were not accustomed to- t'aking the Spirit into account with all their 

intellect., - in the sense that they weie'long iri the cas .e of the 

Second Person. The significant: Cormaents of'Athanasius 'are as follows: 

In oh. 4: 537B,, Athanasius comments on Gal. 3: -thus# following on cita- 

tion: "What had they received but the Holi'Spirit'which" is' given to 

those who believe and, are being born'again To i 7ri 

'through the laver of regenera- 

tionl? " Here,, Athanasius blunders Into 'the sort of controversy that 

later exploded at the Reformation and in subsequent disputation between 

Reformation theology and. its, '. 'Catholicll opponents as to, whether the 

Spirit is primarily given in a Sacrament and if so whether It is in 

Baptism or C6nfirmation. It would be fair, for a, Protestant to say that 

even Athanasius is*bere*too 'inclined to thirat of tne Spirit in terms of 

the reward for virtue and not enough of the Spirit as giving the indis- 

pensable assurance of our'Jus tif I cation as an accomplished fact, HOW- 

ever., since these Reformation iss ues, dep end on the Pilioque, as well as 

being its necessary consequences, we cannot blame Atbanasius for this., 

except to point out that nobody who believes that the Spirit is given 

In Confirmation, or no., eirenist,, can possibly appeal., to AthanasJus 
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(17) 
here Later in ch. 4,, and at the beginning of Oh. 6., Athanasius re- 

fers to the Gospel passagesp concerning the Baptism and following events, 

in which Jesus is related to the Spirit as an ordinary and oreaturely 

man Is,, explaining them along already familiar lines,, that He was bap- 

tized in virtue of His humanity. In 6: 544A,, occurs the passage: 
z-o, 

N 1r%. J io All T 

(Matt. 28: 19). ite of Shapland and Montf aucon,, -the author prefers 

to take the, -ro r-týxj as ref erri ng to .ý tb e vers e of - Scrip t ure th e 

then meaning, '11gave, the perfect and final sum- 

mi ng. up of%('a) The other meaning., which 'refers the to 

(17) For a summary, with references., of the controversy,, primarily as it 
affects Anglicanismp see G. W. H. Lampe., "The Seal of the Spirit". cha. 
B., 9,, 10; Lampe strongly opposes the view that the Spirit is essen- 
tially given in confirmation and favours, baptism. More recently, 9 the rejected view has been revived by L-Dewar in his book on the 
Spirit mentioned above., p. 1150 The implication of the Confirma- 
tion party is, of course, that those Protestant Churches without 

. 
Episcopal confirmation are un-Churches in a new and serious sense. 
According to Loasky., "The Mystical Theology of the Eastern Church",, 
p. 170, (a most valuable book, because If for him all theology must be 
mystical, "mysticism" correspondingly becomes co-extensive with all 
theology in subject matter), the question cannot arise in Eastern 
orthodoxy. It agrees with one party that the Spirit Is essentially 
associated with chrismation, the. rite of oonfirmationt but normal3, v 
administers it together with baptism..., 

A final and most interesting incidental point; Dewar does not men- 
tion Athanasius once in'the historical section of his book, a most 
astonishing omis'son. Athanasius (with the possible and probable 
qualification mentioned in the last paragraph) appears to come down 
on the side of the Spiritts association with Baptism. But is not 
the controversy as a whole,, and the acrimony, with which it is pur- 
sued in lta. -`familiar form., literally blasphemous? After all, the 
Spirit IS "the Third Person of the Trinity., and thus 'GOD. 

on the interpretation here adopted,, th e translation of this passage 
Would be: "And hereby giving the perfect and final summing up of 
all our knowledge of God, and of our initiation whereby lie 'Joined 
us to Himself, He charged His disciples. 
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the Spirits, is the more forced meaning,, and actually does what Fastern 

Orthodox theologians always accuse Westerners. of, doings, 
_at 

a point where 

it has no prima faoie justifioation.,, Siving, the-Spirit an essentiallv 

passive role In relation to the. So n. 

9 In the, next chapter,, we come on'to more'solid and, difficult 

ground, and we quote in full: "'But say'they., 'I 'since the text'_ 

makes mention of Cbristsý'liý'ýis'neoessary'for'the*sake of consistency toý, 

understand' the spirit'tha't'is'mentioned'6s the'FolY Spirit and none 

other. ' so you have observed that the Holy Spirit is-named together 

with Christ! But''where did- you find, that' it is separated by nature(19) 

, 
_).,. 

r. 0 
rAV, 

from' the' Son, so that you can or alienated 1ý - 

say that Christ is not a'areature but'that the Holy Spirit Is? It is 

absurd to name together and glorify'togeth I er(20) things'which are by 

nature 
'unlike. 

'Po Ir what Comm unity or likenes .a (21) 
has the ar'eature in 

relation to the Creator? ""At this rate you I would reckon together with 

the Son what came to be through. Him and link them to Him. It-would 

therefore be sufficientt as has-been said., to, understand this passage 

as being about the spirit of the winds. But since you plead'the refer- 

ence to Christ in the text, it is necessary to look at the passage 

closely, in case we can find a more suitable meaning for the Spirit which 

is said to be created. Vlbatjs meant by 'declare unto men his Christ'., 

T 41 1 IV 4- rV 

(20) Shapland's grounds for omitting 1 , -7, v as in 
RS and Migne, that it Is not parallel to the following sentence and 
reminiscent of Basil, are not cogents, since after all one of Athan- 

'asius's main points against both the Arians and the Tropici Is ttat 
they actually give full supreme honourand &lory to beings whom 
they say are completely creaturely. 

(21) 1 VW I Tro tJ, Io -r, ', - 
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but His becoming man? r_ It is equivalent"to '(Is 7: 14) ... -and other 

ref erences to iii 1 8'. comi . ng. .- But if it is . 'the Incarnate presence 
(22) 

which 

is declared concerning the Logos,, " what spirit must be held to be created, 

but the spirit of men which'is recreated'and' renewed?.... (Fzek. 36: 26)... 

And wben has tbisýbeen fulfilled, save when'tbe Lord came and 

Y-, O 'renewed all things'by HI a (-ri grace? See how in 

this text also the difference between spirits is made clearo-'Our. spirit 

is . renewed,, but the Holy Spirit Is not'just spiritý 
23) 

but God says that 

It is His Spirit whereby . ours, are renewed 
(24) 1 (P .9- 10 4 AV: 29- 30 

But if it is by the Spirit of God that we are renewed., then the Spirit 

here said to. be created is not the Holy, 
'Spir 

it but our spirit.. And if 

because all things. come into, beirg through, the Logos you., think correctly 

that the Son is not a creature, is It not then blasphemy, to say that the 

Spirit is a creature,. in, c. j, Whom. the Father through the Logos 

p erf ec ts and renews. all. th I rigs ? And if ,, because of the simple state- 

ment that spirit is created,,, they have, imagined that this means the Holy 

Spirit., let thera knowtbat the Holy Spirit is not created,,. but that it 

is our spirit that Is renewed in It. *. * (This, is stated. to be analogous 

to the renewing of the. actual fallen man in the familiar way, Ps. 53, gV. -: LO,, 

Zech 12: 1,, Eph. 2: 15., 4: 24,,., Ezek. 18. -3l-, 32),.,., 

10' "Accordinglys if'oreated spirit bears this meaningv the thunder 

which is established can be suitably understood as the sure, word, 0 

-TT, and unshakeable. law of the Spirit. 
. 

It was o'f thi's 

word that our Lord xvished James and John to be ministers when he called 
.7 T7 

(22)* Pic, ", ) 

(23). 

-rz; 
Xý, 

4 01.4, -ý (24) -r.: ) 



them Boanerges that is-, so'ns'of thunder,, ".,. (Athanasius cites john 1: 1 

as an example of thundrous proclamation, -and Heb. 12: 26-28,, against the 

familiar interpretationt as being fulfilled by the-kerygma)... - But that 

kingdom which he calls unshakeablep*. David'in-the Psalms declares to be 

e-stablished.... (Ps So then this text. 'in the prophet (so. Amos. 

4: 13 signifies the coming of the Saviour, whereby we are renewed 
i 'A 

and the law of the Spirit remains unshaken. (quotation ends at 556Bv 

mid. ) 

This important extract is the-only place in-these Letters in. 

which Athanasius manages to treat the most important issue of oreated 

spirit, analogous ý in'its relation., to the Third Person with the Body of., 

Christ in'it8: relation, to the pre-existent Second Person. * We have al- 

ready,,, in our comments on C. Ar. -11: 78-82, discussed the extreme impor- 
ý25) 

tance of this question., and can make -'no "'further comment here except 

to regret that Athanasius'never developed'it: to the extent'that he devel- 

oped the doctrine of'the'. Humanity . of Christ. ý"', The fact that it appears 

to rest on: a somewhat forced, interpretationýof Amos 4: 13LXX., which is at 

variance with'the MTv shouldý, 'notý'deterýus theologically. This exegesis,, 

which Athanasius presents in, the'form'of, a possible alternative to the 

simple one,, is, evidently the-one that really interests him, ýin spite 

of its lack of development,, which we doubly regret*'' 

In 9: 553B. Athanasius,, again_ introduces. with reference to 

recreatiýn and ren*ewal., the formula., through'( the Son., in 

the Spirit,, for an operation that has hithertop in the main., been referred 

entirely to the Son-Logos; and both havirig been used. This 

(25) See, a*bove,, pp. 904-1ýL) 
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question must be postponed. till laterý' -The'exegesis of "thunder" in , 

ch. 10.. -as the Word of Godv'proolaimed,, and the new law of the Spirit, 

Is a normal feature of Patristic exegesis.: ' See Sbapland's note,, and 

also the Argumentum in psalmosp and De Titulis Psalmorum,, usually 

attributed to Athanasiusp at any rate for the f irst half of the exegesis. 

I In the remainder of ch. 10.,. Athanasius deals with the Tropicist 

argument that' there are certain'passages of Scripture that appear to 

demote the Spirit by mentioning It after the angels., or, even mentioning 

13 latter without'. the Spirit at all; -the one they quoted was I 

14 Tim. 5: 21., ý After a digressionp Athanasius- replies,, in ch. 13 and 

the first part of ch. 14, that'ithere are'examples of Scripture of every 

conceivable permutation and: combination on this matter., ' and so nothing 

can be read Into I Tim-5: 21 In the way that'the Tropici tried to. But 

first of allt'Athanasius gives formidable prima facie evidence against 

the Tropicistýexegesis,. 'to. Witv-tbat the Spirit is categorically 

different from the angels; (11: 557A): ItHe is called Paracletes, Spirit 

of adoption, Spirit of sanctification, Spirit of God, and Spirit of 
(26) 

Christ, but never angel or archangel., or ministering spirit,, as are 

the anZels. Rather is He Himself ministered to along with the 

Son by Gabriel, (Lk. 1: 35)&... (n the Tropicist quotation of 

A EV i in Zechariah, passim,, 

Athanasius quotes at length Zeoh. 4: 5-6.. from which it is olear that 'Itbe 

T-Z> 

TrV 
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angel which spoke'to the prophet was not the Holy Spirit but an angel, 

while the Holy Spirit Is the Spirit of the Almighty., to Whom an angel 
(27) 

ministerso Who isýinseparable from the Godhead and might Of, the Logos. 

"But. as they make the, words 
I 
of, the Apostle the basi a of their 

plea... let them tell us. which if all these is. the one that is ranked 

with the Triad. Not. one "all told!.,, Which of them is the one that 

descended to the, jordan in the form of a dove? For 'thousand thousand' 

and 'ten thousand times ten thousand'. are they that minister.... (Simil- 

arly with Matt. 13: 41,, 4: 11,, 13: 49# cf. 28: 19 and John 20: 22 & 15: 26, the 

contrast being between the essential plurality of angels and the essen- 

tial singularity of the Spirit)*.... He did not rank an angel with the 

Godhead it by that He linked us nor was a creature ve, 
J 

to Himself and to the Father, but by 5V the Holy Spirit. And when 

He promised Him He did not'say that' He would send an angel, but 'the 

Spirit of truth that proceedeth 'from''the Father 
(. 28) 

and from Him 

receives and gives. 

12 I'Moses knew, too thatthe angels are creatures,, but, that the 
(30) 

Holy Spirit is united to the Son and. the Father (Ex. 33: 1-2 & 15) 

For he. did not desire. a creature to lead the people., lest they 

should learn to worship the creature rather than God Who created all 

things. 
. So., of co urse, he ref used - 

the angel . and besough t God Himself 

to lead them..... (On Ex. 33: 17-lS. along with Is. 63: 11-12 & 14).. y(no 

Tt (27) Reading J( 
with inostý, MSS.. followed by Shapland; Reg. I,, Seg. GobL., Pelck, I 
read (c) pro I followed by Migne so Verbi, 
proprius eat and is proper, to the Logos. - 

J (28) T-11" 4 -rT-, u as in John 15: 26. 

(29) i. e. from the same Person. 

(30 'T-C! 
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cannot perceive the-trutb from this? Wnen God promises to lead them, 

10'. He promises no longer to send an angel., but the Spirit Mich is 

above angels,, and I He leads the I people. 'He shows'that the Spirit doe, 

j ik Lkj 
not belong to the creatures KT nor Is 

He an angel,, but is above - the'creation ., 4, v-tj ni, 
J/ 

united to -the Godhead of the Path er. ", Por It 'was God Himself Who, through 

the Logos in'tbe Spirit led the People., '. (Cf. Lev. ll': 45 &c. , and 

cited Ps. 77 J: 20 78.0 *53# 136AV: 16s Deut. 1: 30) .... Thus the Spirit of 

God is neither angel''nor creature., I but belongs - to I 
, His'Godhead 

(32). 
por 

when the'spirit was-with th'a people God, ' through 

the Son in the Spirit(33) was with them. tt 

In this section,, we find what we have already called., with 
(34) 

reference to the Son, the categorical argument. In the first place, 

angels,, even, are-essentially plural,. 'and therefore each individual 

angel is a memberlof's class; in'factv Athanasius appears to go further 

than this and maintain that th ey normally act as a plurality. On'th e 

other hand,, the Holy Spirit is absolutely singular and unique. Athan- 

aslus does not have the time or'space here for the full force and ex- 

tent of his pluralistic arguments'as developed throughout C. Ar. II, but 

he has utilised the most' important -point, I The second point Is that the 

Holy Spirit., as far as-creaturely existence is concerned., is active'and 

giving. * While creatures are as such passive and receptive., The state- 

ment, is still made that the Holy Spirit., ' exceptionally$, is in a sense 

In that Is. tter relation . to . Father and Son., which is of course a continu- 

ation of the statements made earlier by Athanasius (to abort the argument, 

(3 1) (-, (I- 'I'D ut0, 
-V 

V c' V ý%' A/IZ F- -'j LA- d' -r f 
) -1 Oý -y 

F '. - ý> 
(32 1 
(33) 
(34) See above, pp 1010, 
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of course, that Christ in His essence was'a Pneumatic). but this is 

here overwhelmingly dwarfed by the Scriptural references which indicate 

that, from the point of view of creatures., 'tbe Spirit, is-active in a 
(35) 

ýý way in which, creatures can only be passive. And' this brings us, 

to the third, faeot of Atbanaslusls: argument, which is that this activity 

which Is the province of the Spirit as opposed to any creaturely real-, 

Ity is the same as the 'activity, of God Himself.:. *, This is actually the 

argument concerning the unity'of which we shall dis- 

cuss with-referenoo tothe important'passage In ch. 14., beginning near 

the end of 565A. whioh-is"the'next passageýtoý-olaim the right of, full 

quo tat ion. 

14: For th e holy and blessed Tri ad is, Indivisible and. a unity with 

Comm* itself(36). ' When mention is made of'the Father,, there is in- 

565A cluded also His Logos, and the Spirit Vjbo is in the Son. 

If the Son Is named,, the Father is in the Son,, end th e Spirit 
(37)' Is not outside the, Logos. Por, there Is from the Father one grace 

wbich is fulfilled through the Son in the Spirit 
(38) 

and there is one 

divine nature and one God Who is, 'over all and through all 

and in all'. Thus Paul alsoo, when he said., 11 charge thee before God 

and Jesus Ohrist., ' understood that, the Spirit had not been divided from 

the 3on, but was Himself in Ohrist., as, the Son is In the Father... 

(Angels are introduced into the Scriptural passagesp says Athanaslusp 

so that we might remember the subordinate place of such creatures as 

angels and even ApostlesAn the Economy).,,,, 

(35) In this clear formt this aspect of the categorial, argument is new 
tO Athanasius. 

ffl Z, J A. e-, V lip. 

(37) 
-7r- 
I Lk-T r 

le 
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The relevant portions of Shapland's note on this passage are 

as follows: 11900990AS Newman observes, on C. Ar. II: 41,, what Athanasius 

says here must be distinguished f rom the argument., touched on by Athan- 

asius in C. Ar. 1: 34 and fully stated by Hilary., De Trirj6 VII: 31, that 

the existence of the Son is involved in the very term 'Father'. Here 

he goes much further. It follows from the unity of the Holy Triad that 

the three Persons cannot even conceptually be dissociated. God is known 

only through His self-ý-manifestations and that manifestation.. as is all the 

divine activity., is from the Father through the Son and In the Holy 

Spirit. Hence we can know nothing of the Father, apart from the fact 

of His relationship with'the Son and the'Spirit, which we do not know 

also of the'other two P erso ns. The oonvere .e of thi al that those predic- 

ates and titles which Scripture uses to distinguish the Father from the 

creatures and the gods of'heathenisra, 'cannot be used to distinguish Him 

from the Son,, ia'argued in C-Ar. III: 7-8. 'It is thus entirely natural 

that Athanasius should choose this 'point to introduce what Is a main 

argument in these Epistles, the unity of the Divine 

The succession of sentences* should be noticed here. Starting from the 

unity of the Triad# we realize the necessary association of the Son and 

Spirit in any references thatýthe Scrip . tures make to the Father. But 

this necessity itself springs from the fact that God in the Scriptures 

speaks and acts as one Being. Finally, from this unity in activity we 

apprehend'a u, nity' of , esseme, one I divine' nature see*** 

This footnote Ia an excellent summary of the Athanasian doe- 

tri no Of the unity of in relation to th'e Godhead of the 

H01Y Spirit, 
-Shapland (see'also Prestige,, 'God in Patriatio Thought,, pp. 

257-260) Interprets this as *an argument . from unity of 
to unity of essenoe,, and' as such'it' has been criticised by McIntyre on 
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the ground that as Athanasius accepted the unity of essence as his 

highest premise the conclusion should realli be identity of essence. 
(39) 

This latter form of argumentation would work better against the moder- 

ate Homoeans., or even the Macedonians., than against the extremist 

Tropici whose doctrine of the Spirit was of course soundly and com- 

pletelY Anomoean if'anything. 'and,, as we have seen --however contrary 

to what might be called the received interpretation - that the Athan- 

asius of the "De Symdiall regarded such 'distimtjons as that between 

unity of essence and identity Of essence as having , Obfuscatory signifi- 

cance onlY. 
(40) The truth i's that" the"notion of essence Is so difficult 

and uncertain, as applied tO the Trinity#, that -it Is advisable not to 

interpret any passage in'terms of it unless the word and comept is 

definitely employed in the original text,, which It is not in this case. 

At any rate., this disagreement of Interpretation indicates the dangers 

of doing this. ' Athanasius for the moment confines himself to establish- 

ing the propriety of the Spirit, to, the Godhead. It is true that his 

conclusion Is the equivalent of the Homoousion in some sense but this 

is as far as it is safe'to'go with'the'notion of essenoe. The other-' 
thing that., ri gh tly'.. ' emerges . from Shapland's exposition of the passage 

is that in some way the argument is circular. - The argument evidently 

does proceed-from unity of 16ýý- C, to unity of Godhead (to avoid 
It 

argument) ,. ý but the original acceptance of the unity of operation 

. 
(39) See., "The Holy Spirit in'Greek Patristic Thought", by J. L! cIntyre, being a Paper presented at the "Society for the Study of Theology, 

3.953 published in the Scottish Journal of Theology., Vol. VII (1954., 
Dec. 5 

pp. 353-375; the present reference is on p. 357. The Greek 
Fathers who figure most promine tly in his analysis are Athanasius 
and Basil and in fact this Pape a, all round., one of the most Important studies of the Lettersýio, Serapion. 

(40) Especially in a h. 5.3 se Ie abov I e., ppe 1iX8-3Z 



appears to be based on an a priori interpretation of 

the Scriptural passages., sime Athanasius, says that whenever we see 

any Person operating,, we must deduce the synergy. of the other two. This 

, brings us straight to the question of,.. what 
-is ., 

th, e root of the doctrine 

of the Trinity. It is certainly true, and probably the beat interpre- 

, 
tation of Athanasius's position, 9 that his argument is spiral rather, 

than circular, with each act of awareness, of, the unity of :. "*%, 

. 
heightening our knowledge of the unity of. essence., and vice versa, like 

the interpretation. of Barth and MoIntyre of the, relation between fides 
(41) 

. and intellectus in, the theology of Anselm, But this still leaves 

the problem of the origin of this process in. the way that it is not a 

problem in Anselm especially to a Protestant expositor of Athanasius. 

. The position in. the Arian controversy was relatively simple.. We have 

. already shown that the apparently a priori factor which controlled 

. Athanasiuals-exegesis. of Scriptural passages was simply, the demand thýt 

. Scripture be accepted as consistent with itself, and as a genuine revel- 

ation of God, with the vital corollary that its testimony to the Godhead 

of Christ have absolute priority over the testimony as to His creature- 

)(42) on liness (not, of course, In the Monophysite sense! ily one e. 

with a momentary referenoe to 'the Baptismal formula which is of course 

also Scripture does Athanasius even begin'to" take a divergent line in 

(43) 
any important place. As for the root of the Trinity itself, there 

is very little emphasis yet on the Spirit,, and the relation of Father 

and Son., in the orthodox sense. * is amply justified on the basis of the 

analogical meaning of the very title Son (and Logos etc. ) and particular- 

(11 LOS ly on the key Scripturaimetaphor 
(44) 

(41) See respectively "Fides Quaeren! ýs intellectum".. pp. 15-72(E. T. and 
"SteAnselm and His Orl ties", pp. 7-55. 

(42) See above, pp. 
(43) As in C-Ar. jj: 41-43ýý see above., pp. RD'R-rKv1 

(44) See above. *DD*61'5-2-0* and 106-13- i 
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The actual exegesis was concerned in a very clear-cut way with the diff- 

ereme between the Deity and the Humanity of Christ. on the other hand,, 

the problem In the case of the Spirit is not so clear-cut,, even if it 

did not call for the hard labour and grasp of first principles that were 

necessary to answer the Arians; it was,, perhaps unfortunately,, much 

easier to answer the Tropici on Amos 4: 13 LXX than the Arians on Prov. 

8: 22 LXX. The evidence in the present case was much more diff use. 

Whatever principle Athanasius used, it was not that the unity of opera- 

tion was, clearly revealed In every Scriptural passage, or even in any 
(45) 

one passage (See Shapland ls, ý notes on 1: 25. ,, for the contrast with the 

attempts of Didymus'-totdO this). -Athanasius is quite prepared'to recog- 

nise that some and perhaps almost, all passages refer to two or even only 

one of the Persons., If there is a Scriptural principlej, it is a more 

diffuse application of ý the rule that Scripture be consistent throughout. 

On the other hand., there is,. in these letters more emphasis on the part 

played -sacramentally by Baptismj, especially the, Baptismal, formula,, which 

plays a more prominent: part: than. in the; Contr. a Arianos; It will be 

treatedAn full later in -the-First Letter. 

Incidentally, it iIa possible that in part the direction of the 

argument may be from uni ýy 'of operation to unity of essence in the 

Homoean. sense and thence to the Homoousion in the full Nicene or Athan- 

aslan sense,, but the argument for the last step is simply that there can, 

in the very nature of the case., only be one Being of the kind that 

Father,, Son,, and Spirit are. This interpretation does full justice to 

whatwe have called the categorical argument which we have already dis- 

cussed, and which becomes, if anything, more important still later in 

(45) op. cit. pp. 128-9. 
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the Letters. It is here that the truth lies in the contention that 

there is an argument in Athanaslus from unity of essence (in a quasi- 

Homoean sense) to. a. true, identity of essence (in the sense of the 

Homoousion). In its extreme form, this Is the very dangerous rational 

argmnent for monotheismp and philosophers and theologians are more 

and more inolined to. reoognise that it would be fair to proceed further 

on the same rationalistic path and ask if the number of ultimate beings 

is even one. in number. Atbanasius, safeguards himself from this sort 

of conclusion by keeping close. to the actual gracious revelation of God. 

15 The next issue to be considered is the Grandfather argLnents, 

as it might be calledo which the Tropici presented against-the Deity 

of the Spirit. After an introductory statement that there is absolutely 

no Scriptural warrant for this$, Athanasius gives a typical Tropiciat 

statement of their case: 'If He is not's creature and not one of the 

angels, but proceeds 
.f rom 

. th 7e 
Pather,, 

(46) ! "then'He'Himself is"also a 

son, and He and the Logos are brothers. And if He is a brother, how 

is the Logos Only-begotten2 How Is It thenthat they are not equal,, 

but one is named after the Father and'the other after the SoW How,, 

if He is from the Father, is He not also said to be begotten, or 

called Son,, butv simply Holy Spirit? But if the Spirit is of the 

So n(47) then'the Father woul .d. be - th'e Spirit's I 
grandfather. Shap- 

land has a notes, which should be consulted in full, in which he points 

out that the 0V whether with one or two,, is not 

used in the Tropicist objection as quoted by Athanasius., and quotes 

(46), A The 
English given will hereinafter correspond to this Greek unless 

-otherwise stated. 

(47) 1Tr výn 
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two examples of the same sort of heretical objection in which this 

concept formed the basis (Greg. Nazianz. Orat. xxxi: 7,. and Basilp Adv. 

V- V, Eunom. Jjj: 6; in each case'the form with two the 

Ingenerate, as distinct from Unoriginate or Ultimate., is the reading 

of the text. Shapland continues that' "it is strong proof of the popu- 

lar character of Tropioism: that'the argum . ent should have reached Athan- 

asius In this form. " Perhaps; - but the author would rather regard it 

in a different light., as another proof of the essential fanaticism of 

the Tropici and of the reals even if perverse,, influence of Athanasius 

on this party. Any Fgyptians or Alexandrians, with any interest in 

theology would have known that in season'and out of season, including 

at least three occasions in his writings within the last ten years or 

sot Athanasius had effeotively ruined the concept of the 

as a weapon of heresy (or ofýany form of theology)., by showing that 

it was an ambiguous word with one meaning heretical and one meaning 

perfectly sound according to what Athanasius was presenting as orthodoxy. 

In each case'the argLment wrked completely with the apparently more 

V 1,, ý vulnerable variant without aYW assistance from the 

variant -r &V it was of course no part of the orthodox 

faith to say that the Son'was'in'any sense whatever 

When we remember the position'of the Tropi Ia-1. we can see that this sort 

of argt; aent , in the' state in which it, wast would have been quite un- 

suitable to a party which showed a combination of cluasi-Arian beresy 

on the spirit with a virtually Athanasian orthodoxy on the Son. It is 

perfectly obvious to us what reception Athanasius would have given to 

the argument if they had tried'to use it in the classical form and it 

is almost as certain that they knew it in their hearts too. Under the 

iI circumstances,, 'they came to the conclusion that the more extreme and ': I 
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"Popular" form of presentation was safest. 

This conclusion in fact would have been justified; the actual 

presentation of the argument by the Troplai. certainly made it no easier 

for Athanasiust however less "scientific,, it might have been than the 

language of Funomius and the later Macedonians,, in that It forced Athan- 

asius hard back to first principles. However,, it had one unfortunate 

result, and it is for this reason that we are giving considerable 

attention to, this matter* 'Athanasius was never really confronted with 

the objection as it was expressed by Bunomius and the Macedoniansj, and 

indeed býefore them by Eusebius of Caesarea,, and of course# first and 

foremost and definitively by Origen, that the Spirit must be a 

of the Son. If Athanasius had been confronted by this sort of argument,, 

it is certain that he would have had to reckon witb the possibility (and 

the actuality) that the Spirit' actually has an origin in the Son but 

one which does not involve the Son's teraporal priority., least of all 

does it involve the relation between Creator and creature$ even as the 

Son has this sort of origin in the Pather. ý The analogy with the way In 

which Athanasius had already treated this issue in the theology of the 

Son would have impressed this on him, (48) 
in other words., Atbanasius 

'would have been confronted fairly and 'squarely with the necessity of the 

Pilioque, in an orthodox context. ' In fact., it is likely that the slightly 

greater tendency towards the Filioque shown by the later Cappadocians 

and Alexandrians as compared with Athanasius is due to their greater 

confrontation with the Origenist form of this heretical argument. But, 

as it was., Athanasiust the greatest as well as the earliest of the fourth 

(48) See De Deer. 28-31,, C., Ar. l:. 30-34# De Syn. 46-7. See also above, 
pp. 284-308. 
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century theologians, never had cause to deal really effeatively and 

directly with Origen. 'The. result has been disastrous. The author is 

not competent to draw -the connecting line in its entirety, but it is 

perfectly obvious from modern Eastern Orthodox theology. that one of the 

main reasons for the denial of the '-Pilioque is that it has been bluffed 

into the position that the only alternative is Origen. This 'will be, 

discussed further later. 

15: In the remainder of ch. 15,, and ch. 16, Atbanasius repeats un- 
568A 

changed - and sometimes verbally unchanged the argument of 
18 

C-Ar-1: 19-22 concerning the uniqueness of -the Father's Father- 

hood and the Son's Sonship, -wh 
, 
ereby Patherhood: and Sonship apply at 

. 
rictly 

and Permanently only within the Godhead. We have already commented on 

the argument at great length,, so that the only further remark necessary., 

is that of Shapland, note. 2 on ob. 16, that to repeat this argument un- 

changed In the context, of, the z theology of the Spirit is to give no 

positive clue to the Spirit's place within the Trinity. The only state- 

ment that approaches this is atýthe 1)eginnizZ*of ch. 17.. where Athanasius 

says: "For this reason too. It, Is madness to call Him a creature. , If 

He were a creature, He would not be ranked with 

the Triad. Por the whole Tried, is one God., ItAs enough to know that 

the Spirit is not a creature., and Is not numbered with (t L 7- 

with things made. For. nothing foreign is mixed with the Triad, but It 
C 

Is indivisible and self-con, -istent The 

remainder of cb. 17 and ch. 18 are a plea to the Arians and Tropici to 

accept what'are "handed: downby faith 

and are known Irby hearing of faith (each 

17: 569C)., with due faithq or if that is not possible., at least to keep 

silence about what they cannot understand. From this sort of passage the 
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Eastern Orthodox tradition derives its apophatic ideal at its best-9 
(49) 

critically, the most interesting deduction from this would be that the 

Tropici were very different., as we have said., from the later Yiacedonians., 

who actually preferred silence or evasion, In pointed contrast to the 

brutal bluntness of the Tropici. 
(50) 

19 Having reached this stage, Athanasius can no longer avoid some 

positive statement of the intra-Trinitarian relations of the Spirit, even 

though he is still much more definite about the Spirit's relation to 
.I.. I; ('\ ;, 1, D 

the Pather than to the Son., and since the 

analogy is the operative concept for him, be at last has to change it 

into its fully Trinitarian'form (and likewise the other similar Source- 

River analogy) by combining Heb. 1: 3 with other passages of Scripture. 

This passage is the kernel of the Lettersi (, After a plea to accept only 

what Scripture says) .. The Father is called Fountain 

(Jer. 2: 13 ar . 
and Light Ad Baruch 3: 10-12,1 John 1: 5)... 

But the Son 
., 

in contrast with the fountain., is called River 

'The river"of God Is full of water (Ps. 65 AV: 9)11. In contrast with 

the Light He is called Radiance As then the 

Pather is Light and the. Son is His Radiance,.... we may see in-the 

Son the Spirit in Which we are enlightened(51).... (Eph. 1: 17-18) .... 
But when we- are enlightened by the Spirit. ( --T*F,, j Je-, ' it is 

Christ Who in Him enlightens us ...... (John 1: 9)..... Again, as the Father 

Is Fountain and the Son is called River., we are said to drink of the 

Spirit(52) .... (I Cor. 12: 13) ** .... But when we are made to drink of the 

(49) See Loasky "The Mystical Theology of the Eastern Church. " ch. 2. 
(50) See Shapland, op. cit. " 27-29. 

tt -J -T*. IV DV COLA 

(52) IT-\ Tl> 
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Spirit, we drink of Christ.... (I Co r. 10: 4) .... Again, as Christ is True 

Son, so we, when we receive of the Spirits, aremade sons(53).. (Rom. 

8: 15) .... But if by the. Spirit we are made sons, it is clear that in 
V Christ Ywe are called children of God... (John 1: 12) 

**oo Then as the Father,, -in Paull. s, words, -is -the only Wise the Son is 

His Wisdom.... (Rom. 16: 27 and lCor. 1: 24) ...... But as the Sonis Wisdom, 

so we., receiving the Spirit of Wisdom., have, the Son and are made wise 

In li jm( 5 4). (P a. 146Ai. - 7- 8) When the Holy Spirit is given into us,, 

God is in us. (John 20: 22 and I John 4: 12-1,3),... But when God 

Is in us the Son is also in. us.... (John 14: 23) .... Furthermore., as the 
, 

Son is Life ..... we are said to, be quickened by the Spirit 

t ... (John 14: 6 and Rom. 8: 11) But. when we, are quickened by the SpIri 

Christ Himself is said to, liv e in, us (Gal. 2: 20).. .. Again.. the Son de- 

clared that the Father, worked the works that He did... (John 14: 10&12),,, 

So Paul declared that, the works that he worked by the power of the 

Spirit jV 
ILA-r, 

were Christ's. works.,,,, (Rom. 

15: 18-19) 

In extending his basic Scriptural analogies, Athanasius has 

taken the natural step and come to the natural conclusion; the Father 

Is to the Son is to the Spirit as the light-source Is to the radiance 

is to the light as it enlightens us, in the case of the 

, '. analogy. In this case, it has been necessary to modify and 

modernise the terminology, in a way that is still perfectly consistent 

with the thought of Athanasiust to express his intention quite clearly. 

However, it is far clearer in the case olf the other metaphor., without 

LA d- fUIT 'LJ IQJ 
T" 00 (54) 17-1 

_j 
T4 
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any need for modification. The Father is to the Son is to the Sp 
I 
irit 

as a Source or Fountain is to the River is to the viater in the river. 

Within the way of thought of these two metap bors, the solutions of 

Athanasius are perfectly fitting. The real point is their relation to 

the Pilioque. Although a plausible case can I be made out for the con- 

tention that they are not inconsistent with It.. they are far closer 

to the Greek Processlonq especially the present Interpretationp whereby 

the Spiri t proceeds f rom, (I. e. ý'r- ). the Father,, through. (I. e. .e 

the Son. The contrast with. the position of, say,, Augustine., to vihom 

the Holy Spirit. is the love whereby each of the Father and Son loves the 

other, q Is'obvious; such a love., especially if it is to transcend the 

gradation of status on both sides and is not to be the spirit of, say, 

imperium,, must be absolutely mutual and, must therefore e in accordance b 

with the Filioque.. on the other hand,, Insofar as one can make a dis- 

tinction between the light as it enlightens us.. and the radiance -a 

real difficulty in extending this analogy from a Binitarian to a 

Trinitarian sense - it, is,. difficult to see how the Light which enlightens 

us can have its origin in the Radiance in the same way as it has its 

origin In, the Light-source. The two relations., Father-son and Father- 

Spirit, would have to be unreservedly and exclusively either in series 

or in parallel. Athanasius. would have excluded the former., as it 

-would have been the dootrine of Hieracasp whereby the Son (and by im- 

plication the Spirit, too in relation to the Son) was like a torch kin- 

dled from a fire,, -which represented the Father. However popular this 

analogy was in earlier Patristic theology., it had been decisively re- 

pudiated by Athanasius., ýand also incidentally by-Arius. (55) The par&- 

Ilel, relation is the basis of the Greek Procession. Again,, this is 

(55) See De Decr. 23 Init. , and Newman's-note thereon. 
For Arius, see Letter of Arians of Alexandria to Bishop Alexander 

Of Alexandria ( Athanasius De Syn, 16). 
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clearer in the case of the analogy of the river, where the Greek Pro- 

Cession is the obvious interpretation. it is in fact very difficult 

to think of the Filioque on the' basis'of these analogies, and to make 

them as normative as Athanasius'did is in effect to commit oneself to 
(56) 

the Greek doctrine. 

Athanasius's supporting Soriptural passagesp, whiob are very 

numerous., are treated insuch a way as to confirm the argument from 

unity of which we have already noticed above, since 

they all refer to the gracious operation of God in Christ towards us, 

It is an interesting contrast that., whereas when Athanasius discusses 

propositional or analogically or metaphorically quasi-propositional 

passages indicating the nature of the Trinity like Heb. 1: 3,, he emerges 

with something indistinguishable from the Greek Procession, the case is 

different when he discusses the operation of God. Here the argument 

would if pressed too far., indicate an almost Sabellian identity between 

Son and Spirit, and where it' does not do so,, it rather Indicates what 

we have called the series doctrine of the relation between Father, Son, 

and Spirit,, the position which Shapland., passim, regards as distinct- 

ivelY Athanasians, that the doctrine of the Spirit is derived from the 

doctrine of the Son. The most interesting case of this., and the clearest, 

is where he says that the Spirit is the Spirit of Wisdom., Wisdom being 

the title of the second Person,, and' also the Spirit of Sonship. This Is 

undoubtedly meant in the same sense as that in which the Second Person 

is Logos of the- Son. we have already seen how Athanasius uses this 

latter title to'safeguard the Son's Immateriality in relation to the 

Pather and to counteract the transcendence of the Pather In relation 

(Bra) Cf above, 
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to the Son. 
(57) 

1k The title IlSpirit of Wisdom" is intended to have the ,i 

same function., as Spirit is supremely and by definition that which is 

immaterial and transcendent., We are hazarding this interpretation even 

IP though it Is wt immediately evident whether Atharlasius means Spirit 

vh ich is behind Wisdom or the Spirit tha tý goes forward from Viisdom to' 

Communicate It, Quite certainly both meanings are intended. If this 

we have the suggestion of yet another. argument for the Deity of so 

the Spirit. -But,, in spite of the above remarks, the Scriptural evidence 

Is not presented in a sufficiently definite way to indicate the exact 

direction of the argument, beyond., once again., showing the general unity 

of God by all possible, combinations and permutations of the Persons. 

20 Unity of operation is the keynote of the next seotion,, which 
(58) 

begins at the beginning of ch. 20: "But if there is such co-ordination 

and uni ty within the Holy Triad, who can separate either the Son from 

the Father,, or the Spirit from the Son and from the Father Himself? Who, 

would be audacious as to say that the Triad is unlike itself and diverse 

In nature or that the Son is in essence foreign 

to the Father or the Spirit alien to the Son? This 

is clearly a further case'of an argment from unity of operation to the 

intra-Trinitarian unity., and once again the terminology, that indicates 

-r(-D f ý5-'i the unity between Father and Son is 

technically more advanced than that which indicates the unity of the 

1 1) 1 4: . ,e Spirit Q,.. O I", .-. ý). This is one of the cases where Athanasius em- 

phasises the series aspect of the intra-Trinitarian relation., 'tbat is# 

the relation Son-Spirit in series with that of Father-Son. The third 

(57) See above, pp. 
(58) c57, j in gen. abs. i. e. what one seea in the Parthenon 
(59) 



point of Interest is that the vocabulary associated with 0"). 1, " and 

that associated with are again., as usualývirtually synony- 

mous. . Athanasius now gives the other side of the argument. To continue 

immediately: 
. 

"How can these things be?. : If one ishould make inquiry 

and ask again,, -, - 'How. wbenthe Spirit is in us is the Son said to be in 

us? How when the Son Is in us. is the Pather, said to be in us? or how., 

when it is truly a Triad., is the. Triad described as one ? or why 1, when 

the one in. us, is the. Triad said to be in us V 
, 
let him first divide. 

the, Radiance from the, light.. or, wisdom from the wise., or let him tell 

how these things are. " After a plea that these mysterious things be 

treated as true mysteries., Athanasius states furthers 1114evertheless 

we can meet this difficulty., primarily by faith 

and next from what has been mentioned above, that'iss Image 

T'Q Fountain and and Radiance 

Rivers Substance and Expression(ýO) As the Son is in the Spirit 

as in His own images so also the Father is in the Son. For divine 

Saripture... has given us such Illustrations 

that it may be lawful..... to speak more plainly.,... and to think 

legitimately.... and to believe that the sanctification which is derived 

from the Fat'h'er through . the . Son in . the Holy Spirit 
(61) 

is one. " This 

IS Patently an argument from the unity of ess ence, which is apprehended 

as a basic principle of all theology and all exegesis in some way that 

is not quite certain, 
' to the unity of operation., The 

operation which is decisively significant in regard to the Spirit is 

(60) rjr) as in 
Migne. to The comma here should not be present. Shapland's "Essence 
for is a bad mistake,, as the word obviously still has its meaning as in Heb. 1: 3. 

A 

This stock phrase will not be given hereinafter in the Greek. 
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sanctification,, as the last sentence shows; this is the viork that has 

always been supremely associated with the Spirit. The basis of the 

unity of essence appears here to be the fundamental analogies of lieb. l,, 

which are expressed in propositional form and thus have the status of , 

direct statements of the Divine Essence. The difficulty is that in the 

form in which they are quoted they are still essentially binitarian,, 

and Athanasius is patently not sure enough of the Trinitarian form which 

he has just elaborated to use it In this context, espeoially where it 

appears to demand a direct quotation from Scripture. 

Prom this,, Athanasius turns naturally to what MoIntyre has 

called the ontological principle In the Greek Patristio theology of the 

Spirit, that the Spirit ia to the Son as the Son is to the Father. He 

continues immediately., "And as the Son is an Only-begotten offspring, 

n(62) is so also' the spirit, being given and sent from the So Himself 

one and not many., nor one of 'il< ) mary,, but one and the same Spirit 

7 t 
VC A/ 

VOV 
AVTO As the Son., the Living Logos, is one, 

so must the vital activity and gift whereby He sanotifies. be one,, per- 
(63) (64) 

feet., and complete, which is said to proceed from the Father 

since it is from TrýP-14gen. ) the Logos Who Is confessed to be frcm 

n(ý5) the Father, that. it shines forth and Is sent, and is give 

The Son Is sent from ( V-ý-PA, -igen. the Father.... (John 3: 16d). 
(66) 

The Son sends the Spirit (John 16: 7).... The Son glorifies the 

0ý. 7T-C 0 L4, - 
(62) 'TWA ) 'rO L 

63) tAckV ýAV#U 
-VI-kV 

t 

DLA) 
C> (64) 

(65) 

(66) 
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Pather.... (John l7: 4)9-wq*The Spirit glorifies the Son.... (John 16: 14d 

and 8: 26).... The Spirit' takes of the So n(67) ... (John 16: 14, ý).;.. The 

Son came in the name of the Father. 'The Holy Spirit. ' says the Son 

(John 14: 26).. 'Whom the Father will send in My name', 

21 But if , in regard to order and nature,, the Spirit bears the 

same relation to the Son as the Son to the Father 
(68) 

will not he wbo 

calls the Spirit a creature necessarily have the same opinion of the Son? 

For If the Spirit is a creature of the Son, it will be consistent for 

them to say that. the Logos is a creature of the Father .... For as the son,, 

Who Is in the Father and the Father in Him., Is not a creature 

but is proper to the Father's essence, (for, 
'this 

you also profess to say) 

so alsois it not lawful torank with the creatures the Spirit Who is in 

the Sonj and, the son in Him., nor to divide Him from the Logos and 

reduce the Triad to imperfection. ". The remainder of this chapter is 

a- transition to the topic of. subsequent chapters. 

on this section., Shapland's notes are of particular importance. 

In the first place, the Spirit is said to be one, because this Is a 

n1poessary corollary of the unity of the Logos. The Spirit is described 

as J this expresses the difficulty 

about the personality'of the Spirit,, which is a more difficult question 

than mst present-day theologians us'ually concede. There is one sense 

in which the Spirit must be personal., and this sense is safeguarded by 

" (: #I- 
P 

Cý-V -I. (67) Xk- 
-cf. C., Ar. I: 15: 44B, and 

above, pp. /90 
r\ ý 

--; 
ý 

Ik/ -1 
- 
/- 

Vf0, - tV! -r [-i-) , 

r6 
As we shall show in O'U"r coýýýiary., it'i'ý necessary., in spite of 
Shapland's note, to take -i in part at least, as referring to Intra-Trinitarian rank. 
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the adjective living (see Living Will.. C. Ar. III: 63 and 

Living Word., C., Ar. Il:, 32)., but there is another sense in spite of the 

references in Gregory of Nazianzus and Origen in Shapland's note, and 

the misgivings of the contemporary gocial Trinitarian school., In which 

the Spirit does not have the personality of the Pather and Son (as the 

titles of the first two persons are personal,, and the title Spirit is 

not); it is to this that Athanasius's title of is 

due,, although Augustine's amor., love,, Is better. Shapland's n6tes on 

the next seotion are best quotedp in their relevant partsp "The 'uniquo- 

ness of the Spirit is rjo less to be established from, the fact that He 

proceeds from the Father. Here,, for the first time in the letterp His 

procession is set forth clearly as a fact within the divine life., as 

singular as the generation of the Son is shown to be in De Decr. 11. . 'But 

the emphasis is still upon the Spirit's relation with the Son rather than 

'with the Father. The very procession from the Father is itself appre- 

hended by us from our knowledge of His mission from the Word. " And 
4 L4- IT iý later, after a discussion of th e Whi 

I 
ch We omit beyond 

tr 2.1 pointing out that the and 

and all refer patently to th e mission of the Son, 

we quote again, "A study of the Scripture passages that follow discovers 

no reference to the Spiritt8 procession,, but only to His mission. C)n 

the other hand it Is not made clear how the sending of the Spirit by the 

Son can help to establish His procession from the Father. ' Perhaps Athan- 

asius deliberately chose to be vague as to what the Spirit receives 

from the Son. perhaps he regards the mission of the Spirit as aotually 

involving procession from the So . n. ' Vie may compare infra III: 1j, tHe 

gave the Spirit to the disciples out of Himself., on the 

formula, the Spirit takes of the Son,, Shaplandp referring to corresponding 
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passages in Epiphaniu8 and Gregory of Iqyssa, says, "The general doctrine 

Of these writers makes It plain that they thought of the Spirit as re- 

ceiving from the Son, not only a prerogative or an office, but His 

divine existence. The same 'interpretation is suggested by th e ýontext 

of C. Ar. I: 15 and 111: 44,, in which he quotes the same words. Here 

however the parallel passage coricerning the'Son (John 8: 26)(69) indicates 

that he intends a more restricted reference aW that this Is to be Inter- 

preted in'its most obvious senses'. that the Spirit receives His message 

from the Son. " 

We can agree with most of this. The difficulty about this 

section is., as Shapland says.. how the procession from the Father is es- 

tablished by the mission from the son., since it is quite true that the 

passages of scripture cited., taken as a whole refer to the mission and 

not the procession. This Is actually another form again 6f the unity 

of (j-ý leading to the-unity of essence. We already see 

here the form of the Fastern Orthodox argument that we hear, again and 

again, especially at ecumenical conferences at the present day., that 

there is a basic difference between the operation of God in which the 

Spirit receives His mission,, directly from the Son, and the essential 

being of. God, in which the essential relation of the Spirit., procession., 

is from the Father only. The solution to the puzzle is probably that 

Atbanasius's Trinitarian thought had not yet gone quite far enough; also 

that his real feeling as to the relation between Son and Spirit was that 

it was one'of analogical repetition rather than any closer relation. In 

establishing the Deity of the Son, we rememberp Athanasius had to es- 

tablish that the Son was "from the rather",, or, to put it more correctly.. 

(69) to which one must add John 16: 14'). 
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he had to establish the coessential and intimate relation that. was 

implied, or should have been implied, by that phrase. In other words, 

to be Divine meant to be "from the Father". Therefore the Deity of the 

Spirit required that He be also "from the Father". and it appears from 

the way in which Athanasius introduced the phrase that "from the Father" 

was a regular formula in which Deity was confessed. The other side 

of the matter is that we almost certainly have here another case of 

what Barth calls "an undigested remnant of origenist, subordinationism. 11 

In Origen (and probably also Eusebius of Caesarea).. to be "from the 

Son" meant to be a of ýthe Son,, as we have already seen, 

and the Spirit was so described. That may have been all very well when 

theologians were not as aware of the'distination between creation and 

generation,, and between the created and the uncreated., as they might 

have been,, and,, compared with later theology,, this was broadly true of 

Origen. The Arians,, with their ruthless insistence on these distinc- 

tions (even tbougb'they treated generation within the Deity as a null 

class), destroyed the whole balance of Origenism. This brings us back 

to the point that we have made above., that Athanasius had never been 

compelled to criticise the unexpressed major premise of the Or. igenist 

doctrine of the Spirit., the mtion of what It meant to be a 

of the Son. ' Under the circumstances he had to conclude that the Spirit 

was "from the Father". 

As for the difficult chapter 21 (in vibich we disagree 'with 

Shapland) the context., and especially the Scriptural passaged cited in 

the latter part of ch. 20., indicates that it has to be understood on the 

basis of to a far greater extent than meets the 

ey e. We are making this statement in spite of the fact that Athanasius 

ref era to th a Spirl t having similar "order and na t ure" 1) 
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,,,; e 

in relation to the Son as the Son has 

-to the Father. in the author's views the only way in which the situa- 
"tion becomes clear inýits full complexity is through its historical 

background. The average intellectual theology (apart in some ways from 

Origen) had assimilated the Spirit to the Logos (and under the Logos) 

and rationalised the Logos after the Greek fashion,, so that the Logos 

was both divine and the'immanent principle of human reason or even 

creaturely existence. The Arians made this impossible with their af- 

firmation that the Logos was'a creature. " The task of Athanasius was 

to affirra that the Logos in His essential origin and nature was abso- 

, 
lutely on the Divine side of the division between God and area tures. 

At. this stage., we have seen that It at once became a problem of bow 

this absolutely transcendent Logos was to be participated by man$ and. 
(74 

the answer was, Increasingly., by.. or rather In., the Spirit. The 

. 
Fropici now served notice t. hat, they 'were raising the same questions 

about the Spirit as the Arians-raised about the: Logos., as it was con- 

, 
ceived before Nicaea., What Athanasius is really saying in ch. 21 and 

the surrounding chapters, 9 is that. all the arg uments about the Deity of 

, 
the Son must now also be applied to the Spirit, whether they. are argu- 

ments about -the f ulldivinity of the operation and ecorlomy of salvation., 

or about the essential Deity of the Person in question. occasionally 

'Athanasius 
makes a false orquestionable statement, such as that the, 

Spirit is the Image of the Son and in, this sense the Son is in the 

Spirit (20: 577B).. which, as Shapland says in his note on 24 (588B),, 

cannot be readily. shown directly. These statements, true or suspect'. 

(70) Sea'aboves C. 
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are probably-a shorthand way of stating that the total sum of the argu- 

ments of the Contra Arianos apply here too, MUtat13 mutandis. Vie must 

always remember that Athanasius was (if our chronology is correct) 
(71) 

writing under much more difficult conditions than in the case of the 

earlier workt and that it was. actually the first time in the history of 

theology that the problem bad been faced in this way, and that it was 
II 

a first draft of the theologyýof the Spirit for Atbanasius in particular., 

in contrast to the Contra Arianos,, which was produced at. much greater 

leisure,, " was meant to be the last word on the subject. 

In this context,, we can also see. what was probably meant by 

the statement that the Tropioi are virtually Ariansj, and would even be 

better to say so. it meansj, in the first place,, that they were using 

exactly the same arguments as the Arians, In the second place# if their 

heresy were admitteds it would leave the problem of how a creature (even 

though it be the Spirit) were to be associated with God. The only poss- 

ible answer would be through the Logos., which would be fulfilling ex- 

aotly the same function and performing the same operation that the 

Tropici saw in the case of the Spirit. Thus they would be irresistibly 

forced to use the same arguments of the Logosp in the lom run; that 

is, they would revive naked Arianism. in other words., theology would 

be back to the position where it was before the Arian controversy 

started,, in a doubly dangerous form. This dynamic tendency in thought 

is a very real thing in history., and the fourth century is one of the 

places where it can' be seen clearly. Perhaps the best analogy (in a 

different sense) that is immediately familiar to mdern man is - once 

again - the development from Hegel to Marx. Hegel 'virtually deified man 

See above, pps. 308-15 and k40,4-5 
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in the first instance and then everythire. by the doctrine of the abso- 

lute identity of human and divine natures. The Feuerbachian revolution 

consisted in rubbing off the highest stage in the process by pointing 

out that this meant that God was no more than the highest essence of 

man. But Marx pointed out- then that if the same principles are to be 

kept this means that there is an absolute identity of human ard material 

affairs in economics, and has all'. but succeeded in rubbing off the next 

stage, humanity, too. AthanUSIUS was &fraid of some such process as 

this from the reverse end. 

Finally, we can .3. urnmarise this s6ction by sayirlg that the 

theory here put forward is the only one that can do justice to the fea- 

ture about the Letters that has -so puzzled Shapland, how AthanasiuS can 

opparentL, derive the Spirit from the Son in such a way as to exclude 

the Fili, oque, and to present a positive doctrine of the Procession whi ch 

is exactly the modern doctrine of Eastern orthodoxy. 

22 Athanasius now-considers the nature ar-d operation of the Spirit 

in greater details, under nine heads. These mainly reinforce what we 
i 

have called the categorial arg=ent for the Deity of the Spirit. There 

is not a great deal of comment., and much of it is already familiar.. and 

-will thus not req . Luire much comment. Scripture passages are introduced 
freely., in the manner of proof texts, standing on their own,,. with the 

minimum of exegetical comment. "The creatures have come to be ex 

nihilo, having a beginning of existence 

(Gen 1: 1) The Holy Spirit is-said to be from God ..... 
(I Cor. 2: 11-12)... What kinship could there 

be between the Spirit and the creatures? For the creatures were not,, 
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but God is Existent 
(72) 

from Whom the Spirit also is. 
. 

Th at which is. 
-I 

I, 
\ ý111 

-. C -)i from God could not be from that which is not., 

nor could it be a creature# lest according to them, he( f ronr 

whom the Spirit is, should also be considered to be a creature..... For 

ifp as no one knows the things of man save the spirit within him, so 

no one knows the things of God save the Spirit Who is in Him,, would it 

not be an Insult to call the Spirit Who is in God a creature., Who 

searches even the 'deep things of God? For from this one would learn 

to say that the spirit of man is outside the man himself, and that the 

Logos of God., Wh*o is In the Father, is a creature. " 11 This extract shows 

the greater pressure on Athanasius'S time here, compared with all pre- 

vious anti-Arian writings., since Athanasius is unable to-give full 

V involved in the phrase e-, from attention to the ambiguit. 

the essence of God., or from the purpose and will of God., as creatures 

are 
ý73) 

But it is clear that be accepts the former senses and justifies 

it by a brief argument that the very verbal or ontological meaning of 

the concept "spirit" demands it. As viitb the notion of Logos., so with 

that of Spirit, "the Spirit of X11 is internal to X,, supreme over X, ards, 

what for Athanasius is the most important, is immaterial compared with 

X. Of course, the Spirit cannot be held to be superior to God, espec- 

ially since the whole of God is immaterial in the same way, but this 

at least shows for Athanasius-that the Spirit cannot be Inferior to 

the other Persons., since It Is described by that very same formula., 

Spirit of God (simple genitiv e)ý74) 

(72) 
.. Montf. -is est qui est,, ie. "He Who Is". 

(73) Cf especially De Deer. 19-20 and C. Ar. III. 58-67. 

(74) See abovdj, for, the corresponding position concerning 
the title Logos., 
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Continuing immediately (at 5810): ' "Again., the Spirit Lap 

and is called,, the Spirit of holiness and r enewa 1 

).. *(Rom. 1: 4,, I Cor. 6: llt Tit. 3: 4-7) ..... But 

the creaturce are sanctified and renewed,. *. (Ps. l04A, T?,: 30, Heb. 6: 4)... 

23 He therefore Who is not sanctified by another., nor a partaker of 

sanctification Q but who Himself is 
75) iQ to be partaken(, and in 111hom all creatures are sanctified., how can 

He be one from among the 'all things' or pertain to those who partake 

of Him? For those who say thisp must say that the Son.. ' through Albom 
IN 

all things came to be, is one of the 'all things'. It This 

Is another case of the categorial argument in a simpler form, 9 which would 

be particularly potent to a follower of the earlier Plato., vdth his 

rigorous distinction between what is partaken (the Forms) and what par-, 

takes (the particulars., inferior to t be former). Continuing at once, 
"He is called a quickening Spirit 0VqA. ), k, 4 ýf_, o 77-c> i 

(Rom 8: 11, John 4: 14,, & 7: 39t V. Acts 3: 15) .... But the creatures... ' 

are quickened through Him He that does not partake 

of life, but Who Himself is partaken and quickens the creatures,, what 

ki nab ip vcanHe ha va with things originate? Ho w 

can He belong to the creatures which in. ( rV ) Him are quickened by 

the Logos? " . This is again a relatively simple case of the 

categorial argument. Continuing immediately.. "The Spirit is called 

unction ;j andis seal (I John 2: 27, 
/V 

I8.61: 1v Eph. 1: 13) .... But the creatures are by Him (dative) sealed and 

anointed and instructed concerning all things. But if the Spirit is the 

the Logos anoints and seals all Unction and seal with which 

things, what likeness ( fýý or propriety 

(75) Zerundival; Shapland's simple passiv'e is inadequate. 



could the unction and seal have to the things -that are anointed and 

sealed ? Thus accordiy4,, to this argument,, too,, He could not belong to 

the 'all things% The seal could not be from among the things that are 

sealed., nor the unction frow among the things that are anointed., but 

it iS proper to the Logos Who seals and anoints. For the unction has 

the fragrance and odour of the anointer.,. and those wbo are anointed say., 

when they receive thereof., 'We are the fragrance of Christ. ' (II Cor. 

2: 15). The seal has, the form ): of the sealer, Christ, and 

those who are sealed partake of it, beins formed 

hf us sealed, ( qk 0, ) according to It... (Gal 4: 19) .... B ei P9 th ' 

(76) 
and we fittingly become., as Feter said, sharer in the divine nature 

(77) 
thus all creation partakes of the Logos in the Spirit. This meta- 

Phor of sealing is important insofar as it gives content to the earlier 
? ".. 

" 

metaphor that the Spirit is the Living Fnergy'( 'J'C in 

which God works. The word "seal" is meant in the most literal sense, 

whereby people are stamped with the respresentation of Christ. This is 

probably also the meaning of the various statements., including below,, 

.3 

24: 588B,, that the Spirit is the Image cf the Son. Vic have already seen 

that earlier., in the De incernatione,, this scaling metaphor., in the 

literal senses was applied to the work of the Son in recreating us in 

the image of God and recreating the hopeless2, v corrupt and useless image 
, (78) 

in fallen men. on the other hand,, here it is the Spirit that re- 

stamps the image of Christ on us. in other wordst the Spirit is the 

sigillographic negative of the Son, and in its coming to us it stamps 

us so that we are positive in relation to the Son At any rate,, this 

76 V. jVt. A 

/* 

77) r 

(78) See especially De Inc. 14: 12OC-Di and above., pp. 134-6. 
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is how it would appear on analogy 'with the correspondirg argment in the 

De Incarnatione, vibere the necessity of this intermediate stage is one 

of the main features of the argument. As compared with the earlier 

theology., there has been a distinct change, and prima facie it appears 

that an extra stage has slipped in. What has happened is that, with 

the greater Cbristocentricity of Athanasius as a rosult of the Arian 

controversy,, it is Christ and not a general idea of divinity or divinis- 

ation that is the norm, to Whom we are to be made positive$ made in His 

Image. Also, Christ is mw positive presumably with regard to the 

Father XXJ- V &c). Even more siz- 

nificant Is the new emphasib not only on our "deification" but on the 

Hmaanity of Christ w hich we are to partake 
. 
and which is to be our norm 

ý79) 

Therefore, the necessary intermediate stage is the stage between Christ' 

and ourselves., which must be the Spirit. Thus, the Spirit,, in form and 

in everything else., cannot be a creature but must be God, by the same 

arguments previously used againstothe Arian denial of the Deity of, the 

Logos. 

24 Cc nt I nui ng., "Further it is through the Spirit TV J 

rl 
v that we are all said to be partakers 

of God.. (I Cor. 3: 16-17).. '. If the Holy Spirit were a creature,, we 

A . 
*, '* 

should have no participation of God in V 

Him. - If indeed, we were joined to a creature, we should be strang ers 

to the Divine Nature inasmuch as we did 

not partake therein. But now., the fact týat we are called partakers of 

Christ ard partakers of God shows tb&t the unction and seal that is In 

(79) See above, pp. lCjfjý, ' 
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us belongs., not to the nature of things originate., but 

to the nature of the Son, Who., through the Spirit that is in Him joins 

us to the pather.... (I John 4: 13).... But ifs, by participation in the 
(80) 

Spirit, we become sharers in the Divine nature p one would be mad 

to say that the Spirit has a created nature and not that of God. For 

it is on this account that those in whom lie is are made divine 

If He makes men divine it is not to be doubted 

that His nature is of Godý 
81) 

This is once again a fairly straight oase 

of the above type of arg=ent, except that it is worth noting'that the 

change adLnbrated in De Dear. 14 is now complete., in that the process of 

"deification". classically associated solely with the Logos in the 

earlier theology (cf. De Incarnatione) Is now associated primarily with 

the Spirit as the Person with Whom the individual has immediate contact,, 

and It is a process that takes place through the Logos in the Spirit, 

By way of introducing another argumentp Athanasius quotes two 

Scripture passages., Ps. 104 AV: 29-30, and Titus 3: 5* which associate the 

Spirit definitively wItb creation and renewal respectively., which are 

thus brought into close connection, and he continues,. "But if the 

Pather through the Logo$# in the Holy Spirit.. creates and renews all 

things, what likeness or. kinship is there between the Creator and the 

creatures ? How could He be a creature, in Whom all things are 

created? Such insult leads to blasphemy against the Son, so Viat those 

who say that the Spirit is a creature would say also that the Logos is 

a creature, through Whom also all things are created. " NO 

further special comment is needed. Continuing irm-nediately., "The Spirit 

is said to be., and is., the image of the Son... (Rom. 8: 29) .... If then they 

admit that the son is not a creature., neither may His image be a creature. 

(80) L 
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Por.. as is His image.. so also must be He Whose Image it is. Hence the 

Logos is justly and fitly confessed not to be a creature,, because He is. 

the image of the Father. He therefore who numbers the Spirit with the 

creaturea will surely number the Son among them also,, and thereby in- 

sult the Father also,, by insulting His Image. " *. Little further comment , 

is needed., as we have already exhaustively studied this issue above, 

In our comment on the Spirit as Seal. ,i'--ý 

II 

25 After considering the work of the Spirit., Athanasius now 

considers the ontological features of the Spirit which canbe worked 

out directly from Scripture. "The Spirit,, therefore,, is distinct from 

the creatures, and is shown to be rather proper to the Son and not alien 
(82) 

to God. As for that wise question of theirs.. 'if the Spirit Is- 

from God, why Is He not Himself called Son? ( we have already shown it 

above to be rash and pres=ptuous, and we show it not less so now. Even 

though He is not called Son in Scripture., but Spirit of God, he is said 

to be in y) God Himself and from God Himself.. - .. And if the 

Sonp because He is from the Pather,, is proper to His essenc, ý 

it must be that the Spirit,, Who is said to be from God, is in 
(83) 

essence proper to the Son;. And so., as the Lord is Son., the Spirit is 

called Spirit of sonship ( JIVF"J-'-U--k 
Again, as 

the Son Is lyisdom and Truthq the Spirit is described as Spirit of Wisdom 
(84) 

and Truth .... (I Cor 2: 8t Rom-8: 15v Gal. 4: 6, I Pet. 4: 14).... The Lord 

called the Spirit 'Spirit of Truth' and 'Paracletel, whence He shows 

that in Him the Triad is-complete. in Him the Logos makes glorious 

the creation, and by deifying and adopting it draws it 

to the Father. But that which joins creation to the Logos cannot be 

(82) 

,, I v -; -I 1j, I ov 
(84) 
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itself among the creatures,, and that which adopts creation cannot be 

alien (c-, /) to the Son. For otherwise we should have to find 

another spirit so that by him this Spirit could be joined to the Logos. 

, 
But this would be absurd. The Spirit, therefore., does not belong to 

,.. - 4"N things originate, but is proper to the Godhead of th. e Pather; 
(85), 

in Him also the Logos deifies things originate. But He in 

Whom creation is made divine cannot be outside the Godhead 

of the Father. " This extract is an excellent confirmation of our 

previous analysis of the nature of Athanaý7; sius's problem and the problem 

of his contemporaries on the Spirit, that is., that the Spirit arose 

again as an issue in theology to account for the unity of mant and even 

of creation in general to God., now that the Logos was so closely corre- 

lated with God rather than with creaturely reality. Therefores all the 

old arguments about the deity of the Logos again apply, this time to 

the Spirit. Since Athanasius has had to show that the Son is really 

God and by the Son we are united to God, the arguraent has to take the 

form of showing that the Spirit Is proper to the Son and truly unites 

us to the Son. It is noteworthy that the argument., 

which is a stock argment . of Athanasius on the Deity of the Son,, is In- 

troduced here and applied to the Spirit for the first time. Again., what 

lye have called the'ontological (or verbal) proof from the nature of the 

concei3t of SDirit. is-again mentioned. It is in this context that the 

pragmatic a rgumentq as we have called it, is Introduced again.. and is 

at last applied quite clearly and unambiguously to the Spirit. That is,, 

the deity of the Spirit is absolutely necessary if We are to have any 

deification. This again is the sort of passage that has been ass=ed 

Ir (85) 
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to indicate that Athanasius Was a theological Pragmatist, but here again, 

we might say that this argument is too late, and not prominent enoughp 

to justify the idea that it was the principal element in Athanasius's 
(86) 

thinking. 

26 Continuing what we have called the ontological features of the 
-7'ý (. 

(87) 
spirit : ",...,, The Holy Spirit is -rP Tr-r-C, 

(Wisd. 1: 5., 1 Pet. 3: 4, Wisd. 12: 1) .... (In view of I Cor 2: 11., along with 

James 1: 17) the Holy Spirit, being in (ý, v God, must be 

and incorruptible 

But the nature of creatures and things originate is q 7ý 
88) 

since it is outside the essence of God., and came into existence ex nihdo 

(ps 116 AV: 11.,. Rori 3: 23., Jude 6., Job 15: 15 & 4: 18 & 25: 5v I Cor. 

6: 3,, & vid. on Devil Ezek. 28: 12, & 10: 7 Luke 10: 18) .... But if, wbile 

-creatures have such a nature ýj -T-1 f and such things are 
(89) 

written about the angels, the Spirit is the same and unchangeable,, if 

He shares the immutability of the Soný90) with Him ev 
I 
er abiding 

what likeness can there be 

? It would be clear that He is not a creature, 

nor is He of the essence of the angels(, 
91) because they are _rP --'i-TZ. 

but He is the Image of the Logos ar4 is proper to the Father. 11 This is 

(86) See above, pps. 53)tf, for a full study 
of the pragmatist argLnent and criticism of the interprctation of 
Athanasius in terms 'of it. 

(87) These words may be-conventionally translated "unalterable arA un- 
changeable. " For the Arian use of 4-`i7-D 

J. 
-, , see above,, pp. 

.. 
408-410., 418-420 9 452-454., 459-464. j 

(90) T 
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a straightforward argument; there is., says Athanasiusp abundant (and. 

documented) testimony in Scripture that the Spirit is unalterable, 

in contrast'to the creatures,, who are, as everybody knew 
II** I -r-r 6. Here the meaning of the oper- and accepted, alterable 

r4l 

ative adjective seems to be simply unreliable,, or liable to chanZe or 

llchanýge and decay" in the simplest sense, but as Athanasius has had much 

less time to treat the matter here., vie need not accept this as evidence 

again3t the view that vie have accepted above, on the basis of the far 

more exhaustive and radical treatment of the issue in Contra Arianos 1: 

l7ff. 6., 35f.., that the word reallyo in its Arian usares meant what vie mean 

by "progressive", or at any rate this was the meaning that the Arians 

were trying to conveys without altogether succeeding, since the notion 

was quite novel to them. 

Continuing immediatelys -", Again., the Spirit of the Lord fills 

the universe.... (ps. 139 MY. -72 Vilsd. 12: 1) .... But tbings originate are 

all in separate places ...... But if the Spirit fills all things., and in 

the Logos is present in the midst of all things, and if the angels 

being less than 11im,, are In their plaob-- and are present where they are 

dispatched, it is not to be doubted that the Spirit is not of tbin, -, s 0 

originate, nor is He an angel at all .... but is above the nature of 

angels. " There is nothing that needs special comment here, except that 

the staternent that the Spirit is present in the LOL70s is an Interesting 

inversion of what would be the usual mode of expression, that the Logos 

was omnipresent in the Spirit. The reason probably is that the centre o"A" 

interest, the thini3 that has to be maintainedp is the omnipresence of the 

Spirit; the omnipresence of the Logos was presumably accepted by the 

(92) ReadinC T71V rs the u3ual renclin:, 
followed by Shapland; Rea. j, Sego, Bas., Gob., Felck. I, followed"', 
by MLiene, read T I, I -: -c- jýr- -j - are inferior to 
Him. 



Tropici, and the argment was to prove the point by accepting the portion 

of the faith that Athanasius and his opponents had in common; the effect 

is to emphasise the equality and symmetrical perichoresis of the three 

Persons. 

27 Continuing, again., ". From what follows., also, vie may see how 
C4 (93) 

the Holy Spirit is to be partaken and -does not partake.... (Heb. 6: 4-5).... 

The angels and other creatures partake of the Spirit Himself; therefore 

they can fall away from Him of "Whom they partake. But the Spirit is al- 

'ways the. same; He is not of those that partake., but all things partake 

of Him. But if He is always the same and always partaken, and if the 

creatures partake of Him, the Holy Spirit cannot be angel nor cre3ture 
(94) 

of any kind,, but proper to the Logos. And being given by the Logos, 

He is partake by the creatures. For they would have to say that the Son 

is a creature, of whom we have become partakers in the Spirit. " This is 

again a straightforward case. , -However we should note the contrast between 

this and some of the passages in the "Contra Arianos" on the Deity of the 

Son, where the emphasis, is laid on the Son's not participating, in con- 

trast to the Spirit Is ý receiving from the other 
95) Personsý. Here, the point: is the relation between creatures and the 

Spirit. As distinct from the Spirit and the Son,, they are in the relation 

of I-A, C"t' ýto. the Spirit, which implies in Plato an essential 

, and in fact cateo,, orial subordination to that of which they participate,, a 

relation that would not have-been implied by even if it 

had been used of the Spirit in relation to the Son. 

9 3) T in this passa, (-,, e., "to partake of 
is the regular translation of gen. in its regular technical 
Platonic meaning. 

94) V, C Shapland's trans- 
lation., which we are following,, divides this sentence into Wo at this 
point. 
(95) See C. Ar. I: 15,111: 24 and 111: 44. See above, pp. 73 

0' 
and -1011-115' ,. respectively. 
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Continuing at once, ". Again, the Holy Spirit is one., but the 

creatures are many.... (After an abbreviation of the illustrations already 

us ed in the Contra . 4rianos).... But because He is one., and still more be- 
96) 

cause He is proper to the Looos Who is oneý- He is proper to God Who is 

and is Co-essential . 7"., C, And immediately in one 

conclusion to the whole section, "These sayings concerning the Holy Spirit, 
(97) 

by themselves alone, show that in nature and essence He has nothing, in 

. common with the creatures or, proper to them, but is other than things 

originate,.. proper. to and not alien from the Godhead and Essence of the 

Son, by reason of which lie is of the Holy Triads and, puts their stupidity 

to shame. " The final categorial argument concerning the absolute unity 

and uniqueness of the Holy Spirit Is Scripturally sound, and should be 

read in conjunction with the full exposition of this argument in connection 

with the Son in C., Ar. II: 18-31, * where Athanastus makes it perfectly clear 

that the unity of God and the plurality of I 
the creatures is an absolute 

and categorial distinction. Implicated in this argument Is some form of 
>A 

thea rg um e nt sf rom the- uni ty of and also the argument 

that there is only one that is categorially unique, and that. if the spirit 
98) 

is so,, the Spirit must be Godý In the last sentence of the argument 

from uniqueness., Atbanasius introduces the Homoousion for the first time 

In these Letterst and the first of only. two occasions on which it is used 

of the Spirit even by implication. The fact that it is introduced in this 

context shows that Atbanasius still thinks., when he thinks instinctively, 

in terms of the older doctrine of the Homoousion in which arithmetical 

unity and family unity.., as opposed to generic unity, plays the predominant 

r:; 0 I (96) 

(97) 0J "-3-1 

(98) This can be either the Old Testament monotheism, or the familiar 
rational Greek principle that there can be only one ultimate, at 
most., or perhaps both. 
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Part. This must be remembered In spite of his conscious shift towards 
(99) 

generic unity that ive shall notice in our analysis of the Second Letter. 

The foregoing has been a more detailed discussion of the theology 

of the Spirit Qnder eleven heads, with a comparison of the state of the 

creatures: 1. origin - Spirit, from God, creatures, ex nibilo. 2. Sancti- 

f ication. 3. Vivification. 4. Anointing and Sealing. 5. mediation of 

our participation in God. 6. Relation to creation and regeneration. 

7. The Spirit as the Image of the Son, followed by an excursus on the 
7,10 

Spirit's proper title. 8. The Spirit as Y, T7- and 

14- VK C, in contrast to the creatures. 9.0mnipresence. 

10. Participation., considered directly. II. The Spirit as one and creatures 

as many. In general, we can describe these as instances of the cateoorial 

argument. Arguments 2-6 inclusive refer to the operation of the Spirit, 

the remainder (even No. 10; cf. Platonism) to Its status as God, independ- 

ent of operation. Even in the case of the operational features, the des- 

cription "categorial" is accurate, since the distinction Is that the H01Y 

Spirit is on the active and glorious side of the operation, while the 

creaturea are on the passive and recipient sides of the operation (this Is 

true even of participation., even thouC; h it is the opposite as regards 

linguistic form). This distinction is absolute in Athanasius, as It %yas 

absolute hypothetically and in principle in Arianism and Tropicism. p and 

as it should be in'all theology; it is the exact theological equivalent 

of those logical and metaphysical ultimate distinctions for which the 

term "categorial" is useýýLIO), This argLnent is of course made in the 

"Contra Artanos" passim with reference to the Son, but is very much clearer 

See below, PP- 

(100)This is the only aspect of the Cateeorial Arg=ent that is new, in 
the clarity that we find here. 
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b ere. Certain of. the other, argumentsp e. g. that the. Spirit is one and 

that the creatures are many., also fit perfectly into our classification 

as the categorial argument;., the, same can be said of the. argument concern- 
ý102*) 

.. 
one. of th 

'e 
most iýportant features of. Athanasius's ,, ing omnipresenae 

I 

argument is that the Spirit has exactly.. the same sort of transcendence 

as the Son over the creatures,., and.. this gives point to the statement., 

which is made at ., 
the end of , 

the argument on. five ou. t of., the eleven occas- 

ions (and in such a way as to show"that it could have been made on the 

other six) that on the, argument of the Tropici.. the Son, would have to be 

a creature too (which, the. Tropici., against the Arians',. viished to deny). 

The form of these statements indicates. that Athanasius considered the 

actual relation of Spirit to God (ioe. Father) to be analogous, to and in 

,,. parallel with., rather than consecutive upon, and in series with, that of the 

Son. The operations of the Spirit. are mainly. those concerned. with sancti- 

, '. -. 
fication. A more correct,, way, -. of 

, 
describing thia is, from, the point of 

view of1the development of Athanasius's theology., is our sharing in the 

, -.: 
benefits of the Logos.,.. There is, a certain. stress': on'the, role of the Spir- 

it in creation as such, but, where, it, is introducedt 24: 588Av in close 

t., conjunation, incidentally, witb, regeneration.,, the. context indicates that 

,,.: 
the main reason is to. heighten the contrast between the Spirit and the 

eatures as a whole in, the, categorial sense. Of course, for this reason., 

,... and because Athanasius insists finally that all the operations of God are 

through the Logos andAn the Spirit, -he has to.. say something about the 

Spirit in. creation., and this introduces a modifying factor into his theol- 

ogy, 'but In the main-he follows'the-traditional line of, associating the 

Spirit supremely with sanctification. 

(101) For the categorial gument, see above,, pp. 
and below, pp. I'Z31 
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28 Having completed the work of the Holy Spirits Athanasius now 

comes to consider'the Trinitarian doctrine asýa whole. There have been 

many previous references to, the Triad as such and'as a wholes notably C. 

Arianos I: 17ff,, and especially II: 41ff. wherelthe 'question of the validity- 

of Arian baptism into the Trinity is raised, ', This'is again the chief issue 

in connection with the Trinitarian-faith-here, and again in an even clearer 

and more emphatic way than'before: ' 1ý3ut beyond these'sayingsý let us look 

4' 102) 
at the tradition, teachings and faiA ,, of ýIthe Catholic Church from the 

beginnings which" the Lord . 'gavel 'the Apostles prea0hedy and - the Fathers kept. 

Upon this; the Church isifounded,; and he who'should fall away from, it would' 

not be a Christian, '*and'shouldýno longer be ab called., There is then a 

s holy and, complete Jk t d- ý Veo'ý'# which, is in Father, Tried 

Son, and Holy Spirit confessed as Godi having nothing foreign or external 

mixed in it'., 'not"composed of a Framer and'ýsomething- . originate, but entirely 
ý10 3) 

creativ and it is-consistent with; itself and in itsýnature (-r. 

indivisible', and the activity' 144,, +of. it is one., 'The Father 

does all things t hrough' the Logos-in the Holy'Spiri and-tbus the unity 

'ThUs, one God is. preached An the Church,,, of the holy Triad is preserved* 

'Who is' over, all and-throughý allý-'and in all'; 'over-- all' 

as Father as, beginning and Fountain('ý- <i ); 1r: 'through 

ail I, ' -T-t,, LvT"Zý)V) through, the Logos; ( 'in 

all' -77ýUl`i in''the Holy Spirit 
(105) 

It'is a Triad not! lonly. in name'and'in*ideaandtin, speech., but in truth 
00, 

and in actuality F or as the 

Cý, ýS-K_ ;, ky A (102)1 

A 41 kI-A V 
t, I, 

(103) 

(104) T), p 
(105) Better than Shapland's IF o rm of Speech" OLJ 

I I- off 4, v- 
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C )\ 106), 
Father is', V , 'so also is the Logos ExisteA and God over all. 

And the Holy Spirit Is not without. actual existence( 
J Vv-rr-, 4f K'-r,; ýV 

107) 
but exists and has true beiný.. Lessýthan these'the Catholic Church does 

not holdq lest she sink to the level of the modern Jews after the fashion 

of Caiaphas., or Sabellius. Nor does she invent more, lest she be carried 

into the polytheism of the Greeks..... (Matt. 28: 19 quoted as basic Scrip- 

tural warrant).,.. The Apostles went, and taught ihus, and this is the 

preaching K11 U k, ( GL_ th at extends to the w hole Church under 

heaven. " This account of the Trinitarian faith of the Church is the 

most thorough in the writings of Athanasius; the unity of'the Trinity and 
C/ the genuine,, personal existence U rT-j P of each Person are unam- 

biguously maintaineds as well as*the unity of operation ad extra. As in 

the case of all the classical creeds,, the confesbion. is the confession of 

the Three Persons$, there b ei ng no articulum de Deo. As in the remainder 

of the letter, it is stated that any attempt to remove the Spirit, or to 

decrease the number of Persons below three,, will., for the same reasons as 

beforej inevitably result in Arianism., with Sabellianism as, the only alter- 

native. Similarly., Athanasius is rigorously opposed to any extension of. 

the Trinity. In general, this faith is described as the substance of the 

Apostolic Preachings and the later context will make it clear that it is 

considered as the indispensable foundation of the Christian's whole life 

as such, 9 so that'the, dootrine is as far. aS' possible from being the mere 

theologoumenon, that some people consider it to be. ' 

29 Athanasius continues by saying that. the Tropicist doctrine means 

an adulteration of the'Trinity by mixing God witb creatures. The same 

arguments are used as in "Contra Arianos", especially 1: 170 etc. 0 a6ainst 

10 6) Reg. Seguer.,, Bas.; the others put in the article 

I IS. (107). KCv 
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the proposition that the, Son is a creature,, with the additional and very 

strong- argument that if one creature is elevated to the Godhead.. all would 

have to be, with confusion. to the Trinity and especially to baptism. 

30 Tfýe point about baptism,, as made in C-Ar. II: 41-43.. is repeated 

about the Spirit, that is., that If one believes that the spirit is a 

creature, it corrupts the baptism since the Trinity is adulterated, espec- 
i 

ally 

as (597B-C) the holiness 4.1 Q r1l. eternity (cia - J9, 
and immutabi I litý 108) 

mus I. t n'e and as"'I'Th 
.e, fa it .h in I the ., Tri . ad.... joins 

us to God". We have already adequately commented on the issue of 

ba-ptism into the Trinity in our discussion of C. Ar. II: 41ff.,, and nothing 

more needs to be added, except to say that the argument is much more cen- 

tral in the case of the Spirits, and the more incidental point that 

Athanasius's treatment of this issue Is important evidence against the 

school of theology that wishes to associate the Spirit primarily with the 

rite of chrismation., which is separable from baptism in such a way as to 

be the equivalent to the modern episcopal confirmation in the Anglican 

church h or the sacrament, of. -confirmation in. the"Roman Catholic C, urc 

Athanasius's strongest point; is that Baptism Is into the Vame of All Three 

Persons in exactly 1 the, same. way., and-Itherefore all Three must be associated 

with Baptism in exactly,, the. same. wayo-, 

This brings Athanasius toý the last section of his argmentj a 

recapitulation of. the operation of: the Holy Spirit to show once again its 

unity. He is repeating,. with-reference-to. -the Trinity as-a whole, what 

N . 0r 
ýj 

(108) 

-C (109) r S--r t 

(3-10) see C. Ar. II: 41-43., and above pp. 2,60 2ý 

For a bri'ef 'referenoo to'the'controveray on this matterp see aboveg 
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he had previously said with special reference'to the*Spirit. - After cluot-' 

ing I Cor. 12: 4-6 as evidence; of-the'unity'of"the Trinity. 9 Athanasius pro- 

ceeds(600B)o, "The gifts which the Spirit divides to each are bestowed 

from the Father through ', ): the Logos. For all things 

that are the Pather's are the Son's 'also; "'. therefore, those things that 

are given from the'Son in; the Spiri are* the Father Is-gif ts. . And when 

the Spirit, is 'in us; the Logos, alE; o #'ý Vlhoý gives the Spirit., ' is in. us and 

the Father is in the Logos. * (John' 14: 2,3) orý where the Light 

I a, there Is also the Radiance )., ''and where the 

Radiance is'. there is also' the'ectivity-and, radiant grace ..... (Doxology 

of 11 Cor, 'cited to confirm).... o --this"; grace -that is ý given is given in 
114) 

the Triad' from -the' Father through 'the Son An*the Holy Spirii, As the 

grace given is from ( -, ýiI the Pather through the 

Son, so we can have no' f ellowship: of 'th e "gif tý In us , except in the 

Holy Spirit. For it is'wheft'we partake ofý'JIim 'that we have the love of the 

Father and the graae'of, the Son, and ý the comryiunioný of 'the Spiri t Himself. 

31 Prom this it is shown that the activity t of 

the Triad Is one. The Apostle does not mean that the things that are given 

are different and separate gifts from each Person.,, but that what is given 

is given in the Triad, and that all. are one God. Therefore, 

what is not a creature but is united to the Son even as the son is united 

to the Father, 1111ho is clorified wit the Father and the Son and is con- 
116) 

fessed 0S. God along with the Logo 7Vrno is active in whatever the Father 

(112) 4) 
) 
! AA, -l 

the best description 
thatjithanasius caý'find of--tbe-Spirit-on'ýthe basis of his great 
metaphor. 

loo, 
r 

d1)6L (114) 1-1- -TV'j -r I A 
oo I 

(115) the word, used.. in the Nicaeano-Constantinop- 
olitan Cre(ýd later of the Spi 

110 
(116) 
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(117) 

works through the Son is not the man. who. calls Him, a creature guilty 

of direct impiety, against.. the Son Himself? For, there is nothing that is 

not originated and. operated through the Logoe, in the Spirit. " This 

passage is the climax of the work, and here-the final doctrine of the unity 

of the Divine operation is. propounded., -,, In the. first place,, the idea of 

division of labour is uncompromisingly repudiated.,, Indeed the sense of 

Athanasius's remarks. atý. thebeginning of ch. 31 is even; against the tradit- 

ional doctrine which assigns 8om. e. operations supremely and primarily to 

one Person., while preserving the-po-operation of all Persons in all works. 

On the contrary, the Intention is, tbatýalloperations be regarded in ex- 

actly the same way. _In. cb. 30,. and the. earlier-portions of ch. 31., the em- 

phasis is on gifts and, their giving, but in, -.. the ; amouy last sentence of 

the-quotation which sums up the whole position, the principle. is applied 

to the origination and, operation of all things@ This applies not only to 

the creation and the working "of* sub'stantial . objects, but also to all events. 

All substantial objects are made and operated, and all events take place,, 

from the Pather through the Logos in the Spirit. Athanasius has evidently 

had to take this vi'eW, "becaus ,eI oihýerwise- th .e- temptat iI on woul d be I irre sist- 

ible to set up a hiera rchy of Divine operations., and a corresponding sub- 

ordination in the Godhead,, as the Origenists did. It would not matter 

whether the higher operations are given to the highest person., or to the 

lowest person!,, ' I as the Origenis . ts I 'ýid 'Wi th t hei r doctrine that' 'the Spirit's 

operation of sanctification was'the highest Divine operation., but was 

assigned to a V. - 'like some univer sity departments where 

the professor takes the first year but gives his lecturers a hand with the 

C. 41 

j-_p 
C11 

,, 
T7 

i. I, IýI. 
X_X 

. (117) 

(118) 
"operated" is better than Shapland's "actuated". 

Cý, '-Qý410 See above VF,, for references. 
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higher years. Having excluded any hierarchical distinctions within the 

field of Divine operation.. Athanasius has to define the difference of 

Divine Person In terms of difference in relation to the operation. Some 

solution of this sort was necessary to avoid Sabellianism of operation 

and thus to avoid the implicit Sabellianism in fact. The solution was 

that the operations of God all occurred from the Father K through 

gen. ) the Son-or-Logost in (rv the Holy Spirit. This formula 

will be discussed in greater detail in our general resume of these Lettersp 

but it can be said now that,, although it is new bere,, it has been the con- 

stant way of describing eacb individual work, and this last sentence, along 

with a very similar earlier sentence in the previou's chapter, represents 

Athanasiu8la final.. definitive statement which applies this principle as 
(120) 

a fixed and general rule to all cases of the Divine operation. 

: Next, Athanasius (at,, 601A,, middle)-cites a number of passages 

of Scripture,,. with appropriate-comments. to establish, his point still more 

thoroughly: (on Ps. 33AV: 6-and Ps. l47A1/. -l8,, -, which-are. the loci classici 

for the Spirit's work In creation',, and-on IýCor. 6: 11.. -on'justification).... 

For the Spirit is Indivisible'fra'a the Logos. ": So when Christ sayss too 

will come, the Father and Is' the spirit comes into our company., just 
(121) 

like the Son Who will dwell with us..... (Eph. 3: 16-17) .... But if the Son Is 

in us, the Father is also in us ..... (John 14: 10). *.. Therefore, when the 
7 

Logos is in the prophets., they prophesy in the Holy Spirit Himself, 
(122) 

When Scripture says, 'The Word of the Lord came's to the prophet in 

the Holy Spirit.. .. 
(CA-6 questions it shows that he prophesied in 

(120) In this set formula*j, the, Second Person is regularly the Logos and r-ot 
the Son., Probably, this is due to the preponderant tradition of Creation 
per Verbum. 

/% 

(121) 
Reg. Is Seg.,, Angl,, Gobl. Pelck. I. ) Oýr 0( vý- 

It 
i 

as regularly in LXX. (122) 1 ý, ý% I ;: ý 
U '- / (1) 1 
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Io 
Zech. 1: 6v 7: 12j. AOts 1: 16.. 4: 24-25v 28: 25.1 Tim. 4: 1). *. Thus, when the 

Spirit is said to be in someone$, it means that the Logos is in him, be- 

stowing the Spirit. When the prophecy,, 11 will pour out my Spirit upon 

all flesh* was'being fulfilledt Paul saids 'According to the supply of 

the Spirit of Jesus Christ unto me,. ' And to the Corinthians he wrote., 

'If you seek a proof of Christ that speaketh in me, ' But if He who spoke 

in him was Christ, then clearly the Spirit that spoke in him was Chriatts 

.,.., (Acts 20: 22-23). Hence if the'saints . say,, " 'ýThus' saith the Lordpf 

they speak o V! f' I not otherwise than in ( ---'v tha Ho ly 

Spirit. And if they speak in the Spirit, they speak the things of the 
123) 

SpIrA In'Christ V When Agabus says in Acts,, 

'Thus saith the Holy Spirit',, it is not otherwise than by the Logos coming 
(124) 

that the Spirit 
. 'too . 

bestowed h im, th e power to sp a1125 to him e and to 

testify the things that were awaiting Paul in Jerusalem. So,, when the 

Spirit once again testified to Paul# Christ* *".. was speaking 

to him so that the testimony that came from the Spirit belonged to the 

Logosý 

126) 

So, too when the'L 10 
gos via 

.iI 
ted t. he holy Vi 

. 
rgin Mary., the Spirit 

. 

(127) 
came into her,, and in the Spirit the Logos moulded the Body and con- 

. 
formed it to Himself.,., (for'the eoonomy*of'8alvat1on).... *e 

This seotion is of. -. extreme interest in that. it gives the widest 

seleation of the operation of - the Spirit in the Letters,, and indeed in the - 
whole writings of Atbanasius.,. -Itýbegins with the aitatiom, of the class- 

ical Passages concerning the work of the spirit In creation; the former 

11 
1 'J * 

_N 

e- .: 

(123) Reading., like Shapland#'' -r4'' with Reg. I. Gobl. and 
Pelok. -I. The otheral, with Montf. 

j. 
the same things. 

'0 ,*, ",,, "" , ýýZ40 v (124) 

(125) Tk4. A 
4vi ,j th a la'13 t two wo rd s 

as BefiCe Angl* #: Gobler. # Felck 1)e 

V_z, 

(127) C; ZývZjof', ) 
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passage (ý0-33: 6 AV) is the best that can be chosens, apart from Gen. 1: 2 

on the traditional exegesis. ' it is surprising that Gen. 1: 2 is not cited 

here in this oonnectiono and is in fact cited in the Letters only in 1: 49 

Illustration of the linguistic point that' V_- and than only as'an 

definite, usually with the artiole,, 'denotes the Third Person of the Trinity 

(which itself indicates that he bad no idea'of antedating Barth's contro- 
(128) 

:,: versial exegesis of this verse). This is a'sign that Athanasiust by 

bringing creation into the closest Juxtaposition with sanotificationp in 

affect treated it as oreatio Oontinuata; this is itself a sign of another 

feature of Athanasius's doctrine of the Spirit -a certain deadening of 

his sense of the historical nature (in the. usual English sense) of the 

whole operation of God. This is'patently due to the Continuing Influence 

of the traditional concentration on sanctification as the traditional oper- 

ation of the spirit in previous theology.. or perhaps the causal relation 

may have been the other way around, 'the cause being a general loss of his- 

torical sense, Now,, the feature of sanatification as opposed to the other 

operations of Its class Is that it is precisely concerned with the Immed- 

late present, In contrast 'with justification,, *which is concerned with a 

time four centuries,, or two millenia., An the past (a fortiori the same 

difference applies to the early chapters of Genesis)., and to prophetio 

vocation,, which ultimately looks forward to the Second Coming. Thent there 

follows a passage whioh,, 'for th e only*time . in these lettera, "refers to the 

Spirit's part, along with the Son; in-our justification, but there is no 

more than a reference to the mere presence of the Spirit in this operation; 

'this oonfims the suspicion that we have just'noted. After this, Athanasius 

again treats of sanctification in the strictest sense, or'rather our partio- 

iPation in the grace of Christ as grac'e. 'and now follows., for the first 

(128) That is$ that the Spirit or Wind was really not the Spirit of God at 
all, but a sort of wind that sigha over wasteland or ampty. ocean. 
See the Scriptural Index to Ch. Dogmet Vol* 1119 Pt. j. 
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timps, what has been lacking up till nowp: the consideration of the proph- 

etio ministry of the spirit... Shapland's comment on. this is (op. cit. Introd. 

p. 38): ",... but it (So. prophetic ministry) for him a ministry exhausted 

In the inspiration of Scripture. This limitation Is partly due to the 

PurP088 with which he 
, 
writes. 

. 
He does not, set out to describe the work, 

Of the Spirit,, but to establish H is propriety to God. in his treatment 

he necessarily selects such points as most direatly. bear on his main sub- 

Jeot. Shapland continues by suggesting that the main reason however was 

Athanasius's physical. dootrine. of sanotifi cation and reconciliation, which 

Is related to the tbeory. that. we are accepting, although we cannot accept 

the theory of Harnack. (whiob is followed In the main by Shapland) that 

Athanasius's dootrine was pbysioal or. even pbarmaoologioal in the pejorat- 

Ive 'senseý129) it is unquestionable that Atbanasius was limited by the 

limitations of his pLIrposev to show that the operation of Son and Spirit , 
was one; indeed,, the reason why Athanasius took up this question in the 

-first place at this late stage,, even though it 'was a little off his main 

linet was that he remembered that prophecy was'a very clear case of both 

the Second and Third Personaln operation. ' Againp it is highly inaccurate 

to say that the prophetic ministry is exhausted in the inspiration of 

Scripture. It is quite' true-that the examples that Athanasius picks are 

froja the writers and characters of canonical'Soripture. But the prophetic 

r4irlistry is presented ýas the important faotorl; 'not in th .9 establishment of 
th's canonical I corpus,, but'In the'real lives'of these individuals and their 

QOMMunitiea. This is especially shown 'by the instances from the New Testa- 
raerxt 

j, ' in particular . Acts. What to true Is that 'the general . concentration 
c311 Sanctification does'limit .,: 'the presentation of the prophetic ministry,, 
40t through any physiciam in the doctrine of sanctification.. but through 

See above, pp. 117 and 212, See Bornhliuserp op. 0it. ppe 13-14 for 
German references to Harnack and others. 



conoentrating interesý on the present,, 'Even the fact that the main focus 

of interest isýon the fact that týe'two Persons work together in and on 
the prophet in his prophecy, . can be also, oonsidered as a case of Interest� 

In the immediate pres . ent, and even where theýincidents of personal lives 

are concerned, the dootrine falls far short of the future prospect of 
the prophetic office,, B. C., to'the First I ooming#'A. . D. to the Second. The 

final operation of the Spirit which is quoted Is the first reference In. 

any of Athanasius's writings to the part played by the'Spirit in the Con-- 

oeption of the man Jesus of Hazareth. z In -this case,, the'Logos still'is 

the ultimate agent. as usual,, but'He is'so"'in the Spirit" For further 

referenoe,, see Shaplandta note on'the relevant passage (espeolal ly 'th a 

point that the Holy spirit ofluke 90: 35--now means whatAt says, in Con. 

trast not only to earlier. Patherst'ýexoept-Irenaeus,, but'also to"earlior 

statements of Athanasius himselfolwhilo,? "Power'of the Highest" le'referred. 

to the Logos)*',, 

The unity of operation presented here is the same as in the 

earlier places in,.. the Letter., the work being through the son (or by the 

agency of the Sont wherel only Son and'SpIrit are mentioned) In the Spirit. 
Once again,, there is this spiral mixture of arguing from unity of opera- 

tion to unity of essence,, using unity of essence as an exegetical 

principle to prove unity of operation; probably again the harmony of 

Scripture as a whole is the controlling factor. This enables*Athanosius 

to avoid the commonly felt embarrassment at the prophetic passages which 

give almost exclusive prominence. to the Logos alongside others that give 

similar prominence to the Spirit, or at the New Testament phrases "in 

Christ". and "in the Spirit". respeotively;. -. Athanasius completely avoids 
Sabellianism. ' 

32 Athanasiua,, nearing the end of the letters, makes a final * 
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condemnation of Tropiciams and in the, last sentence extends the prinoipla 

above enunciated to revelationt whereby the Logos reveals Himself "in 

the Spirit" and thereby the Father., in the usual way* The last chapter 

33 begins with a declaration that the, dootrine that he gives here is 

consistent with traditionp. Soripturet-and, Dominioal3, vlauthoriBed teaching,, 

, 
and Shapland points out, that this is neaessary., sinoe Athanasius is In 

appearance going beyond Nicaea... Penultimqtely, he takes worship in Spirit 

and Trutt to mean-that true. worship is In the Third Person as well as the 

Second, and therefore that the-Persons are, againp, inseparable., and Athan- 

asius concludes with,. a final warning, to the Tropici to cease from their 

heresy,, lest they, be. guilty of the w-Lforgiveable sin of blasphemy against 

the Holy Spirit. .. No further oomment. is, needed, except. that if. Newman had 

read this chapter he. would not have been so-free with his remark that 

the emphatic appeal to Scripture is a, sign of heresy.,. since it 111doth pro-. 

test too muobl, ',, with the anti-Reformation insinuation involved in this 
f130) 

remark. We cannot blame Atbanasius, for his modest appeal here,, and 

if its indiscriminate use in say, areeds; 'Is, wrongs, it is not because 

"Catholicism" is right, butýbecause agreement with Scripture Is after 

the stage of prolegamena something-that a'theology or a creed should. 

show continuously, quietlyt and modestly,, In its very self-exposition as 

a whole. ý" 

------------------- 

E2*lj Ad Serapionem (9'chapters) .1 'Thi Ia Epistle, though it begins with 

the statement that it is being written in answer to a request by the re- 

ciPlent for an abridgment of the first Letter,, is entirely a summary of 

(130) See his last no te on Do Syn. 2.3, that is,, . the final creed of the 
Council of the Dedication at Antioch in 341. The uotation from 
Shakespeare is. the author's own,,. and he did not 

Mend 
a poor pun. 
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the anti-Arian theology of Athanasius, virtually a atxnmary. of C. Arianos 

I-III (incidental3, v another proof-that C. Ar. IV as we now know it is not 

part of the same series)* The reference to the Holy Spirit in the title 

of RS and a marginal gloss to B (thus B is presumably older) does not 

prove qui te conclusively (in". a pit eof hapland' a footnote) that originally 

Epistles II and III were one letter; 'later scribes and copyists were by 

no means paragons of common sense and critical acumen, and the opening 
7 

of Epistle III gives the feel of being the opening of a new letter. How- 

ever, the question is not'really significant. * Vie have already discussed 

the reason why Athanasius ohos*e to attack the Arians again at this stegeq 

and detailed analysis of the First Letter has confirmed this opinion., that 

he saw a fundamental analogy, that is# a relation in parallel, between 

Arianism and Tropioism. There is also an element of the relation in 

series especially as regards the operation of the Spirit, but it is not 

the predominating element. 
. 
7; 1ý'- 

- .. In chapter Is, the subject is introduced.. II is a repetition of 

the argument from the-Scriptural metaphors of Light-source and Radiance, 

and Pountain and River* Chapters III and IV are a repetition of the Oats- 

gorial argumentp the categorial and other differences between God and 

creatures, Chapter V is a discussion of the Homoousion and related ex- 

pressions,, and Chapter 6 treats the distinction between making and gener- 

ation even in men. Chapter 7 Is a brief ammary of the exegesis of Pro-Y. 8; 

22_LXX; Chapter 8 of the general Scriptural, distinotion between the Deity 

and the HLzaanity of Christ,, and Chapter 9 of the exegesis of Mark 13: 32 

(in conjunction with and contrast to the"Johannine passeees) as an examp: Le 

(131) See above, pp. 488-52.1. and below., pp. 
To recapitulate, the arg=ent is that the Egyptian Tropici were vir- tually Athanasian on the Sonp but maintained that the spirit is a 
creature. What he is trying to show is that the dynamic of Tropiciin 
and of Arianism is the same, that once Tropicism is accepted there is no protection against Arianism on the basis of this dynamic,, a therefore that the arguments applying to the Son must be exteiided &-A. L- - -- & --A ý 
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the anti-Arian theology of Athanasiuso virtuaI37 a smmary. of C. Arisnos 

I-III (Inoidentally another prooflhat C. Ar. IV as we now know it is not 

Part of the same series)* The reference to the Holy Spirit In the title 

Of RS and a marginal gloss to B (thus B is presumably older) does not 

Prove quite conclusively (in spite of Shapland's footnote) that originally 

Epistles II and III were one letter; 'later scribes and copyists were by 

no means paragons of common sense and critical acumen,, and the opening 

Of Epistle III gives the feel of being the opening of a new letter. How- 

6ver,, the question is not really significant. Vie have already discussed 

the reason why Athanasius chos'e to'attack the Arlans again at this steges 

and detailed analysis of the First Letter has confirmed this opinion, that 

he saw a fundamental analogy,, that isp a relation in parallel,, between 

Arianism and Tropiciam. There is also an element of the relation in 

series,, especially as regards the operation of the Spirit$ but it is not 

the predominating element. 

, In chapter Is, the subject is introduced. 9 II is a repetition of 

the argment from the-Scriptural metaphors of Light-souroe and Radiancej, 

and Pountain and River* Chapters III and IV are a repetition of the cate- 

gorial argument,, the oategorial'and other differences between God 
. 

and 

Oreatures. Chapter v is ,a discussion of the Homoousion and related ex- 

pressionst Chapter 6 treats the distinction between making and gener- 

ation even in men. Chapter 7 Is a brief summary of the exegesis of Prov. 8; 

22 LXX; Chapter 8 of the general Scriptural distinction between the Deity 

arld the Hmnanity of Christ, and Chapter 9 of the exegesis of mark 15: 32 
(in conjunction with and-contrast to the'Jobannine passages) as an ex=ple 

(3.31) See above , pp. 488-53-1 p 
'I 95A 

, and b elow t pp. la; )O- ' ýt. 
To recapitulate, the argument is that the Egyptian Tropici were vir- tually Athanasian on the Son.. but maintained that the Spirit is a creature. What he is trying to show is that the dynamic of Tropiciem 
and of Arianism is the same, that once Tropicism Is ac-iiepted there is no Protection against Arianism on the basis of this dynamic,, and therefore that the arguments applying to the Son must be extended to the Spirit. 
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of the problemp. perhaps"the supreme examples perhaps the passage that 

Interested contemporary AmmoeaniSM most. 

With a couple of interesting exceptions, this is so close to 

being a su=ary of the "Contra Arianos'. 0 I-III that we do not need to pay 

any more attention to M, .. In generalv - It is. a balanoed selection of the 
(132) 

highlights of.. the material.. There. 1s., very little change in emphasis., 

except for a slight obange-in the direction of tbe. Tropiciat controversy, 

and for the fact that some of the deeper and less accessible principles 

that do show themselves onýa searching examination of. the "Contra Arianos"j, 

owing to its extraordinary thoroughness,, cannot be deteoted. in this abbre-v- 

iated oompass, The argument in. C. Ar. ljl: 58-67, on the difference between 

the Will and 19ature of God.. isoompletely omittedv as is the section In 

C-Ar. I: 30-34, on the which is another Indication that 

the Tropiol had not used this concept, so that,, Lt was not In the fore- 

front of Athanasiusls, mind. ý,, - However., there, is a goodýldeal of fresh mater- 

Lal on the Homoousion and related. conoepts., and it is this material that 

our detailed attention. -,, -, -_ 

outside this Letter, there are OnXY two other references to 

the Homoousion in the remaining Letterss, the reference in I: 27: 593C,, at 

th e climax of the section of the ontological and operational features of 

the Spirit, where the Homo0usion Is expressly applied to the Spirit, and 

in III: 1: 625C -62BA: "And throughout the Divine Scripture you will find 

that the Holy Spiritp wh I ch. Ia_ sai d to e of th e Son is' 

also said to be of God therefore the Son,, on 

account of His propriety in relation to the Father and because He is the 
(133) 

Proper Offspring of His Essence, is not a creature but one in-essenoe 

(132) However, it Is a fresh Worko not a mere abbreviated sm=ary., 
7.., ) j JAýrcj3g Io Kok 1 4., T01. ky, 

)VOL 



(134) 
with the Father, the Holy Spirit likewise,, because of His propriety 

in relation to the sont and also b ecaus ef rom Him He Is given 

to all and because what He has is the Son's cannot be a creature, and 

it is impious to call Him so. " In spite pf Shapland's note on 1: 27: 59300 i 

this is not a definite ascription of the Homoousion to the Spirit, al- 

though it is by implication. But these two passages are no more than 

routine ascriptions of the title. The passages from the Second Letter 

are of great importance, as they Indicate the interpretation of the title, 

3: 612B: "Those to whom we are alike and whose identity we share, witb 
, 

' these we are one in essence. For examples, we men because we are all 

alike and share the same identity are one-in-essence with each other. For 

the same belongs to us all,, mortality,, corruptibility,, -r-O IT e-fr ru W/ 

I 1A .9Vý, W_/ Then follows the categorial argument; 

incidentally,, as we have said, the previous chapter is on the Son's status 

as A Tr etc., and does not definitely refer to Hi a 

generation. After the conclusion of the categorial argument,, Athanasius 

returns to the Homoousion: (5: 616A)ýIfsince these things are true and are 

written in Scripture,, who does not recognise tbatp inasmuch as the Son has 
(136) ' ' 

s all that is the Father's, He must no likeness to the creatures but ha 

be one in essence with the rather? He would be one in essence with the 

creatures,, if he had any likeness -rrri. or kinship 

in relation to them. So, likewise,, being by essence foreign to things 
(137) 

originate and being the Logos Who is proper to the Fathor inasmuch 

as the Logos is different from the former and has as his own properties 

fý.. i. (134) &,, 
o6uctoS -r-vzu 11one'in essenoet' Is Shapland's 

routine translation of the Homoousion. -Ii,,, t 
C 

(135) V Fý T), jV _TTPJ_(ýA. )')_ ýVk t 

(136) -I-Tvv 

0-T(C?. a 1, L, 5 
'r 1,1 

., 0. ) ,,, (137) r J's N-V -7ý, 

.4, ý reading, with B At see 
Shapland's note. 



all that the Father hath it follows that He will be one in essence with 

the Father. Thus the Fathers understoodýit, when at"the Council of Nioaea 

they confessed that the Son is "one in essence with the Father" and 
(139) ; "from the essence of the Father" Well they understood that created 

essence could never say,, '' 'All things whatsoever the 

Father hath are Mine! '**. (therefore), *.. It must be that the essence 

of the Son is not created.. but that He is One in essence with the Father. 

Oreated essence His cannot be for this reason above all, "that it can re- 
(140) 

. oeive the properties of God. By His propertiesq I mean the things 

whereby He is reoognised to be God., that is.. 'omnipotent'. 'Existent 

'Unchangeable'* lest,, by having what the creatures can also 

have,, God Himself should appear to fools to be'one in essence with the 

creatures. '$ In oh. 6., beginning 617A. 9 Athanasius reverts to the more 
familiar familial argument: ' Just as we would not call our fathers makers 

but begetters Vj, rV and as no one would 

call us their creatures but sons by nature and one in essence with them, 

if God be a- Father,, He must be Father 'of one Wbo is'by nature a Son so 
' and One in essence withý Him.. .. . *Just' as one. wo'-uld be mad to say that a 

house would be one in essence with the builder.. '.. so is It correct to 

say that every son is one in essence with his father. If'thea there is 

Father and Son, the Son must be Son in nature and truth. ý But this is to 

-30 14: 9 and 10)... .5 ignify be with the Father. " In g. -624B: (John 10, 
01 

01 tb'v/ Et erni ty and T-0 Tf QIT -rov 7Fok-rWLP,,:. 

These passages show a considerable change of emphasis when com- 

pared with the almost contemporary ! 'De synodiallp which we, have already 

LA 

140 K-r 1, V, 'i(, -, JV 

(141) 



discussed fully. in brief,, contrary to the interpretatio receptat Athan- 

asius did not greatly modify his position in the "De Synodis" towards the 

Homoousion as"prima'rirtly__referriýý-ýý generic likeness, whether to concili- 

ate M Basil of Anoyra and his-'Party or anthing-else. On the other hand 

when we compare the exposition of, ýthe Homoousion In-I'De'synodis" with 

what we have just quoted# we find'a oonsiderable, difference., in fact the 

very change., prima faoie,, that we. failed., in-spite of the traditional 
142) P 

ý. - : The-third major passage from account, to find in the former Instanoe 

the second Letter Is a. repetition of the familial and quasi-biological 

argument that has,, up to nowj, been the mainstay'of Athanasius's interpre- 

tation of the Homoousion, 'but the first-two are'unquestionably very much 1 

closer to the Homoousion as generic or specific Identity.,,. This is shown 

by the passages themselves, especially the first sentence that we have 

quoted from the first of them, 3: 612B. where the notion of generic identityýý 

introduces the. Homoousion. 
'It 

is. also abownj, just as effectively, by the 

context, with Its reference tothe differentiae between God and the orea- 

tures. on the other hand,, it would be better to make a correction here 

to the traditional notion; the Homoousion refers not so much to generic 

or specific identity in the ordinary sense$, as to the oategorial distina- 

tion between God and the creatures. This is$ as we have said., a much 

more serious matter than generic distinction. or Identity,, although it 

may prima facie look like it'-'sinoe the distinctions between God and the 

creatures (insofar as they can be considered according to logical analo- 

gies) range the whole distance continuously from the quasi-categorial 

to the quasi-qualitative.. and even the latter distinctions are incompar- 

ably more serious than the qualitative distinctions among mere creatures. 

on the other hand, since the supreme oategorial distinction between God 

(142) see above, pp. 
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and creatures is that He is absolutely unique ("Deus non eat in genera 

aliquot' Aquinas) and creatures are always In genera aliquo - and Atban- 

aslus makes this distinction with exceptional clarity both in the Contra 

Arianoa and in the Letters and above'. -alllin tbia, very. oontext - this would 

bring even tbis'latest amendment'to-Athanasiusle position much closer to 

the arithmetic element in his earlier position than is evident at first 

sight. But even sový'there has still been a considerable change,, in that 

the Homoousion lsp: inIhe prInoipal: emphasis,, treated oategorially as 

distinct from familially,, ';, Here the discussion must close now,, but the 

subject will be taken up again in a more., general way Xn our resume of the 

theological developments in-these Letters'as awholep since it is only at 

tbat'stage that the reasons,. for. any... change that'may have been found, can 

be properly 'appreciated. 

At this stagep we sball give a full lexicographical ana3, vais 

of the Second Letter.. to notice its contrast, if anyp with the "Contra 

and also with the other Lettersp since the chief difference from Ari'ano a 

the earlier writings Is in the Homoousion. To start with the Second 

Letter: Logos as title for the Second Person: 5: 616B(He is alien 
KAT Dj f rom things originate but Proper L. of the F. ). 8: 620C (one 

should examine Scripture to seewhen it speaks of, tbe Godhead of the L. and 

when of His humanity). Same as Son: 1: 609A(When Ans. hear that Son is 

Wdm. Radiance and Logos Of. F. # they ask "How can this be? ")p 7: 62OB(the 

S. of G. p being L. p became man), 8.621A(knowing Him to be L.... through 

Whom all things were made, &O. )p 9: 624B(He is not ignorant(Mk. 13: 32)., 

being L. through Whom everything came to be.... Eternity of L.: 2: 609B. 

Arlans call pre-existent L. creature., &q.: 3: 612B(if sop one would have 

to call a creature the Fountain Which sends forth the L...... 3: 612B 



altermn, 6: 616op 6: 617C. of these 11 instames., 

the o ther 2 In Group II. 

9 are 
- in Group I' a rid 

CC 
. 
0. 

16 , 
I 1ý __. 

Son,, is much the 12revailing word: Son same as 

LoEoss_Wisdom, &a.: 1: 609A(see above), ' '6: 617B(Ps. 45: 1 AV said of sonj 

Intimate Conneation between F. '& S. ': Generation etc.: 6: 617B(3 expla. ) 

(If It i-s a oase of F. 1' &, S.; At is neoessary that S. 'be Be r and 

In truth) , '5: 616B( 'HOMOC)USLOS) 616B alterun(S. is 0v 

oY, "I. and Homoousloe)., ' 6: 617A(If God is F. He must be F. of 
C- I/ I ýAADOO%O eT( DJ a S. Same attributes as F.: 2: 609B 

& C(each, Eternity), ' 2: 6090 alter= & 3: 612C(Almighty)p 3: 6120 alterum 
ý ý43) 

". (UnalterabiAty).., - UnitX of relation. ' &a, 9 -, 2: 609C(As Is F. * so Is S. 

2: 6090 & 612A (each, what Is in P. is In s. )q' 2: 612A alterum(what Is of', 

the Fe Is In S. ),, 2: 612A, tertlun(not-'something in F. I*something, else in 

S. 2: 612A quartum(F. both true God)s, ' :, 2: 612Aquintum et sext=(s. 

In F. & F. in-S. ),, 2: 612A septimum(seeing F. in S. ),, 3: 612B (2 exple. ) Jý 
(find if there is any likeness-between s. ''and creaturesv or if what is in 

the S. is found in creatures), - - 4': 6130(S. Truepý as Pe)j, 4: 616A(He is in 

Him & P. is in S. )p, 4: 616A alterum(On Is. 45: 14, who is this God In %Vhom 

is God,, but the S. Who says,, John 14: 10),, 5: 616B (2 expla. ) (S. has these 

things (i. e. attributes), and all the aforesaid of the F. are the S. 's). 

UnitY of operation, therefore Unity of Essence: 4: 6130(people are gods 

by partiaipation in S. ).. "6: 617B (2ý*expjs. )(Danlel knew S. of G. a. nd saw 

Him quench the flames, vide Song ofthe Three Children 35). ' Son exceeds 

all creaturelX nature :'5: 61GA(S. 'has rwtbing like creatures). 5: 616A 

alterura(everytbing of the F. is the S. 's), 5: 616C(Essenoe of G. not crea- 

ted), 6: 6170(8. not to be reckoned with'creaturea). q 7: 62OA(2 exple. ) (If 

He is S. not creature; if or. not Son)p '7: 620A tertiun(great difference 

(143) Almost all of these are misleadingly classified by M41ler under the 
headirWp tlUnity of operation.,,. " &o. 



between (ideas of) creature and Son). Words of Son 6: 617A(Matt. 28: 19). 

Incarnate Son. Pre-existent L.: 
. 
7: 620A (2 expls. )(If Baptism Into F. & S. 

is vallds the Lord is not. to be. called creature, but son), 7-. 62OB(S. of G.! 

being Logos,, became man). Middle Position in Trinity :. 6: 617A(Faith in 

F. S. & H. Sp. ). . HeresZ(Arian) 2: §09C(there was, onoe wben He was not),, 

3: 612A(creature)., of these 46 examples,, no less than 38 are in Group I., 

none In Group II,, ý2 In Group. III,, one each In Groups IV, V.. and VI and 

3 In Group VII. .. This Is* if anything,,. an exaggeration of the trend of. the 

"Contra Arianoalle The differences between the distribution of the materiali 

in the earlier worka and here is that the actual percentage on the Incirn- 

ation and the work of Chriat, whether in Creation or Reconciliation, is 

less,, even if we have allowed for the introduction of riaterial on the 

Homoousion,, which has no equivalent-in the orations. This would have the 

effect, as we have seen from our final'lexicograpbio analysis of the Ora- 

tions, q of Increasing the predominance of Son over Logos as the title pre- 

ferred for the Second Person., and Increasing that of Group I over all 

others, at any rate as the fo rmally and linguistically primary use of the 

title concerned in each case in turn. But both. effects have taken place 

out of all proportion to any change in the distribution of the material. 

At this stage, It can be said-that 11son"'is definitely the preferred title 

for the Second person,, to as great an extent as Logos was in the "De In- 

oarnationelf. Possibly the reason is that the greater development, of the 

problem of Intra-Trinitarian relations - occasioned by theýppearance of the 

Holy Spirit as a doctrinal issLie, made him think more in terms of "Son" 

even when he would bave preferred Logos earlier. 'It Is undoubtedly still 

the case In the orations'that, in . spite of'expre . ssions like Logos of the 

Father, the preferred title is Son for the Second Person in relation to 

the First (group 1),, there being' still. an appreciable preference for Logos 
for the, Second Pereon in relation to the creatures,, Yrhether it be creation 

,a 

L 



-or Incarnation-and-Reconciliation (probably owing to the influence of 

John 1: 14). The same trend appears, although less marked, 'Ln the ot6er 
(144) 

three LQtters,, we shall not give ary. detailed treatment, except to 

Pay that there are 199 instances all told. of Son, as against 84 of Logos, 
ý, C AW and except for the monopoly of. the. latter on the stock formula for the un- 
AI. -, ,. _- ". 0 

. 
divided opera ad extra Trinitatis,,, 04< 7-00 

the distribution does not appear to be signif icantly 

different from wbat, has already been established. as tj ypioal of Athanasius. 

Essence, is of considerable interest: In the 

Second Letter., there are only five'uses: 5: 616B(Son Is other than creat- 

, <; 011 a VT1OQV/ ures '5: 616B alterum(S. is Homoouaios and 

Tý '' i YO 5: 616B tertiu. m(Created ( 

can never say,, "Everything that*the F. 'has is Mine. ") 5: 616C(the, E. of 

a 6- (V"", 5: 616C alterum, the S. is not created, bu t0 .4 with'the F 

(there cannot be N"r I as it is receptive of the 

properties of God). of these f IV 0 twoo and possibly three, undoubtedly 

belong to Group I., Essence as the unitary constitutive factor In the'Father 

or Son; this Is evidence against the argument that Athanaslus here Inter- 

on In the generic sense, or at least evidence that what preted the Homoousi 

is commonly held to be the generic significance of the Homoousion should 

really be interpreted categorially. 'in the other Letters, the use is al- 

most Indistinguishable from the "Contra Ariamos" 1-111: 1: 21: 6800 (son 

is not creature but proper to the E. of the F. ), V 25: 588C(Son is from 

ngs ct, ) the Father and proper to His Essence)*, - 26: 592A(the nature of thi 

originate is changeable as it is outside the E. of God), ''26: 592B(He is 

not of the E. of angels),, 27: 5930(Spirit has nothing 

in relation to creatures), 27: 593C alterum, (Spirit proper and riot foreign 

(144) Here, as always, the Fourth Letter is hold to stop at Ch-VII., I. e. 
the "Quicunque dixerit" is not included. 
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to Son's E. and. Godhead). ' III: 1: 625C(He is 

Proper Offspring).. IV: 3: 64IB(S. is Proper Offspring of the t. and 

of the P. ) 4: 641C(Sp. is proper to the E. of the Logos)* 
A I 

., I. . 01 

Nature : Is again much commoner than V There 

are 6 uses in the Second Lot ter,, 3: 6120., -- 4: 6130 b1s., 6: 617A bis & Bp 
, 000f ' all of which are the adverbial form (and all ref or to what 

is aboriginally the case concerning God). -ý it is of greater Interest in 

the other three Lettero: -., Divine Nature -. 'I: 16: 569A(God has not divided 

so does rot beget as a man)(145) 'Same in both Father and 

Son: or any other two, Persons 1: 21. -58OB(ap., bas such rank and 

in relation to Son 24: 5 850(one would 'be mad-to say that Sp. is of 

created 4p j(), -- aIta -ý-)O, ý, 24: 588A(If Spol-delfle _jY 
_N . 10, I 

unambiguously God's),, 26: 593A(H. Sp. above of angels), q 27: 

5930(He has nothing Z in relation, to creatures) 
IV: 3: 641B(Son Is Proper off spring: - -T-q. J'1. 'o OS of the 

. 
F. )jq 3: 641B alterum(Sp. not. 'strange 

_ýC; 
o To r- 5: 644B(Let Sp. not be separated 

N 
T, one n. in Trinity 1: 28: 596A(Trind like Itself and indivisible 

30: 597B(It Is necessary that one be its Holinessp Eternity, and 

of Unalterability) Men sharers of Divine Nature,, as in II Pet: 

1: 4 1: 23: 585B & 24@-585C(stated simply) , 24: 585B(if H. up. a creature, . 
we are alien 'I True human nature I: 16: 569A 

of man hail this I- (The rT i0e. generation 

Successively), Nature of creatures: I: 9: 552B(Absurd to name and glorify 

together things unlike 17: 572A(ineffability of wbat is 

01 above the of things originate) 18: 5742D((on the limitations 

of knowledge) nei ther is the" "Of trees'known) , 24: 585C(The 

(145) That is,, by division of essence and in familial succession. 
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1-0 unction and seal in as Is not'of 
.. 

the v of tPing a originate), 

26,: 589C(The H. Sp. otherý. -Tr'; ý of tbings originate), 

26: 592A(The : CP of creatures: things originate Is alterable) 

26: 592B(Creatures have such a I. e. alterable)s, - Of these 

22 instances, 11 are. in Group Isci. e. 'ýnoun'uses referring to the Divine 

Nature,, an unusual3, v high proportiong ý8 are -uses of the same type ref or- 

ring to the nature of creatures, as a whole or -types of oreatures like men ; 
(but without erW reference to the Chaleedonian Human Ilature of Cbrist) v 
and on3. y three are the adverbial type of. use,,, which. Is. elsewhere over- 

whelmingly predominantsAncluding most decisively-in the Second Epistle. 

This tendency for, to approximate to one meaning 

is the firmest evidence that there Is, for what it is 'worth, for the cork- 

tention that Athanasius began to regard the latter term generioal%y. Tbis 

also represents an approximation to the Chalcedonian use of 

but on3, y on the Goduard side. These changes are probab3. y connected vith 

the changes in the meaning of . that we h ave ust' described. 

ThereAs very little in-the, way. of Christological vocabulary 

of the Humanity of Christ. -: In., the. three. Letters on the Holy Spirit propers, 

there are only four instarces.. -a11 from the first-, Letter, ý. -l 4: 537B(Luke 4: 1 

Ia spoken , ATT! which He 

accepted) ,, i9: 5520(Ho, becomes 31.605A(The Logos, 

in th. e Spirit*foms.. -Even in the, second Letterq which 

Is about the Second Persons, there are on3, v two examples-apart from the 

word Man; they are each from 9: 624A -(He had ignoranae 

The ex mples of, tb e mrd, Jýan,, or in the body) ý and (He had a human body).. a 

I)-.. j r 7, &: 620B &0 bisp its related words, are: ýI. -ý'ýITIý 
8: 621B# 9: 624A bis & B. : ýSee, also 8: 621B(Very -God,, [A w rror A 
Speaks ý_)-p 9: 624A-bis. -., See also: . 

9: 624A 
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(Has a body) 7: 62OC( 

'4 /, T IP having oarried out the human Fconoir4). 8: 6200(We 

should examine ... and see when Scripture speaks of Godbead of L. and 

when of Hie 9: 624A(He presented perfect and holy*,, 

to the Pather.. I. e. His humanity,, after Ascen- 

sion), The overwhelming predominance of Group VI Is quite evident,, not 

so much greater than before wit h regard to the word etc 

simply,, but much greater than before If one considers that this word is 

almost the only one used for the Humanity of Christ. 
'It 

Is here that the 

signs can be seen of a further move towards the Chalcedonian Christology 

in connection with the Humanity of Christ`. ý 

EE2. III ad Serapionem (7 chapters) 

The third letter to Serapion is, the complement of the second,, 

In which Athanasiusy''after apologising for, having written on-the son after 

he had been r equested for', ýa summary. of: his-previous letter against the 

Troplol remedies this deficit 
-in part, mtplaining that we take our know- 

ledge of the Spirit-from the Son, . on the other. hando this letter treats 

only of some of the argutnents of'the First Epistle; -there le, nothing 

before ch. 22., and'some, of the material only from abs. 22-31. Ch. 1 of 

this Letter deals with3the relation between Spirit and Son,, or the "series" 

aspect of it. Ch. 2 deals'of -the origins of the'Spirit and oreatures oom- 

pared, oh, 3 with the'Spirit, ae. unotion and seal,, the consecrating funotion 

of the Spirit (on the basis of . 1,. Cor. 3: 16,9 not mentioned in cluite this way 

before),, and the categorial unity of-the Spirit'against, the plurality of 

creatures, ch. 4 with the'omnipresenOe'Of the gpirit and Iiis viork in area- 

tion,, ch. 5 with the prophetio ministry of the Spirit,, " chs. 6 and 7 

with. the traditional and credal Trinitarian faith. There is very little 

change from the First Epistles, and with one exception no significant cbaxrýge. 

The exception 18-that, tbere*are number of references toýthe relation 
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between knowledge of the Son and knowledge of the Spirit (I: 625A) 119 os** 
(in view of John 16, -: L3-14)9*.,, end, 'having breathed on them',, He gave 

the Spirit to the disciples out of Himself, and in this way the 

Father poured Him. out $upon all flesht, as it Is written. It is fitting# 

therefore., that I should have spoken. and written first concerning the Son,, 

that from IQ our knowledge concerning the Son we might 'be able to 

rightly have knowledge concerning the Spirit.., For we sball find the same 

relation of propriety between. the Son and the. Spirit 'ýaa between the 
(146)' 

'Father and the Son. ', ' it would be Viell to Again, at 2: 628B:. 

show that the Spirit Is not a creature, from, the arguments. form wbich the 

Son is shown to be not a creature. " Again, 3: 629B-4: 629G: "But if 

the Son is not a creature, because He does riot belong to the many, but is 

one even as the Father is ones, then the Spirit likewise cannot be a area- 
(147) 

ture for we must take our knowledge of, the Spirit from, the Son. For 

He does not belong to - th e ma ry but to the one.... (I Cor. 12: 11 & 13)... 

Once more, since we mu at' take our knowledge of the Spirit from the 

ýi 
Son, it would be fitting to put forward the proofs from Him (so. 

Son). se. o(There follows the argianent from omnipresence) Again,, at 

4: 632, A: "Over and above these, thingal, ýthe following will confirm the 

condemnation of the Arian heresy a nd It will agai n be recognised that 
(148) 

knowledge of the Spirit: I a. from, the Son; 
., 

(Follows a Scriptural study 

of the Spirit In creation)****'$ it is clear from these passages that 
ýI, ý(. I. I'll . (149) 

what McIntyre has called the epistemological principle Is,, to a far 

greater extent then In the case of the first Letter# at the forefront of 

Athanasius's thinking. That Is,, knowledge of the Spirit is secondary to 

knowledge of the Son., and is necessarily a corollary for it. On the other 

(146) -Tt; Y 
rC' 

ATTX-ý' -r1D (147) 

(148) Z To 
(149) See "The Holy Spirit in Greek. Patriatio Thought". Scottish Journal 

of Theology 1954j po-366, and see below, pp. i 
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hand# the context of these statements still leaves it doubtful whether 

there should be a separate epistemological prinoiple., since the 'body of 

the letter is a repetition of the earlier type of arguments concerning 

unity of essence and unity of operation., which are established In general 
Independently of arW mediation through the theology of the Son., directly 

from Scriptural evidence. This suggests. that the main arguments are the 

operational and the ontological arguments.. that, is,, those concerning the 

operation of, the persons of, the. Trinityl, and the actual intra-Trinitarian 

relations.. and that the epiatemological. principle is secondary and subord- 

Inate to these. The reasonfor. the apparent importance of the, epistemol- 

ogical principle in the third Letter. is its, relation to the E; econd. The 

quotation which most clearly indicates the place of. the epistemological 

principle is that from 4: 629C,,, which says,,, rather than anything else,, that 

as a matter of brute fact,, the same principles apply in the theology of 

the Bpi-rit as in the, theology of the son, 

EP-IV Ad-Serapionem ý7_chapters) 

This. is a more significant Epistle than the last two. In the 

introduction.. (ch. 1)., It is stated thatIthe "grandfather" argument,, which 
Athanasius had treated in 1: 15ff., but not at all in III, is causinZ trouble' 

again 
jq and that Athanasias had been asked for a further treatment of It., 

and this is the sole topic of this Letter. However,, there is a significant CDP 
difference in treatment'as 'compared with 1: 15 -16, in which Athanasius is 

C011tent to reaffirm the V7 Only-Begotten., as the title 
Of the son and the 'absolute "singularity and uniqueness of the Eternal 
Gelleration,, and I to point out that the T hird Person is described 'as Spirit 
ancl not Son. By this's'tages'ý, AthanasiuS sees that something more complica- 
ted is needed now,, * and after a brief restatement of'the Tropicist argument 
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and his own previous positions Athanasius continuess 11(ch., 3 ini t. ) once 

again,.,,, * it is right -for you'to'-be questioned from''your own questions. 

If the prophets speak in the Spirit 'of Gods and . the Holy Spirit prophesies 

in Isaiah... then the SPirit'is' .a LO I gos of God., and there are two Logoi., ' 

the Spirit and the Son., For it was when the Logos came upon them that 

the prophets used to'prophesYeý-ý'Furthermor I e. . 
.. if all things were made 

through the Logos*'* &C and I if 'it ha'81been written ..... 'Thou shalt 

send forth Th3ý Spirit and they sball be created,, ' then either the Spirit 

ia th e Logos.. 
, or. God has made all. things (i, e, in two 

'persons)., i* e,. in both Wisdom and the spirit, How then does Paul say., 

'One God. q.. of Whom are. all things, and one Lord, through Whom are all 

things'? Again, ifthe Son is 'image of. the Invisible Father'$, and the 

Spirit is image of the Sonee(Rom. 8: 29), eethent according to thiss, the 

Father is a grandfather. And if the Son came in the name of the Father,, 

and the Son says,, 'The Holy Spirit. Whom the. 
'Father 

will send in My name, ' 

then thus also the Father. is a grandfather.,., 
'What 

have you to say to this, 

you who have a glib answer to everything? 't_ After stating that-this sort 

of, confusion is the Inevitable result of neglecting Scriptures, Athanasiusi 

for the remainder of the letters, calls for a return to Scriptural prin- 

ciples and repeats his previous positions, at somewhat greater length., but 

without introducing arV, really, new matter. 

It will be seen that Athanasius has really Introduced a new 

stage into the argument,, which appears to be an admission that the Tropio- 

ist dilemma is real. But on further examination what Athanasius is really 

saying is that the dilemma cannot be avoided by the Tropicist method,, 

that is, by the assertion that the Spirit is a creature. The Scriptural 

evidence unquestionably associates the spirit with the Son, and especially 

associates both Son and Spirit in the Operations of the Godhead. The 

Tropici feared (or played on other people's fear) that either the personal 
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distinction between Son and spirit. 9 or the uniqueness of the Son,, His A 

status as the Only-Begottenjo' would have to be rejected. Athanasius re- 

plies, correctly, that to call the Spirit a-creature has nothing whatever 

to do with the argument at all; 'it amounts to a blank denial of the 

; scriptural evidence and the only thing that it succeeds in doing is to 

present theology with an adulterated Trinity. 

The Implications of all this which can be seen much more 

clearly here than In the corresponding passage in the First Epistle - is 

that the only solution of the problem is to recognise ', that both Persons 

are equally present in. all. the operations of God, as well as ontologically 

equal, but to establish olearly,,, the difference between them,, both in the 

way'In which they are present and in their, type of ontological status (i. e. 
C 

-the U Mýf The former of the Cappadocians). 

question, that of operation,, has already been settled by Atbanasius with 

the formula that all operations take place through the Son and. in the 

Spirit; Independently of 'any ý theological judgment'tbat one might make on 

this fomula it certainly is formally adequate, and more than adequate, 
' ' for this purpose. * on the second point,, problem is partly, but only the 

partly, solved. by'the title Spirit in distinction from that of Son. The 

difficulty, is that Athanasius'Is'not: ready' to'develop. any definite concept 

corresponding to generationv not'even the obvious one which Augustine 

later termed,,. in Latin. 9, "spiration". The furthest that Athanasius goes 
eý /-) Ile 

is to the highly general notion of OlPropriety" which 
I 

of 'course is familiar enough* , 3: 641B: "The Son is an offspring proper 

to the Essence and Natule 'of' the-Fatber.,. ý'&The Spirit# Who'is said to be 

of God and is i the 'na'tur'e of the 'Son, nor to . the n God, 'is not'alien o 
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J150) 
Godhead of the Father*" And at 4: 641C: "Thus the Spirit is not a 

oreature but proper to the essence of the Logos and proper to God in MOM 

"(151) He is said to be. on the former passagep Shapland's note, which 

is completely correct, is: "'Nothing in these letters shows more clearly 

than this how unstudied'are 1. the references .i. nA thanasius to th'e procession 

of the Spirits Here he is in urgent need of a term which shall disting. - 
. 01 

uish the relation of the Spirit to the Father,, as 2. V I in the 

previous sentenoe distinguishes. that. of,., tbe. Son.. 'Yet neither. here nor 

And els ewh are in tb a let t er do as ha employ t-: ý-), E I 

again,, in a note on the next chapter (on 4: 641D), which might well stand 

as a commentary on the whole. argument: 
. 

ItAtbanasius here argues for the 

terms 'Sont and-.. tSpirit ý. where later, writeres rotably DidYmus (de Trin. 

The 11: 447 &a. ) argue for... '%-- Vv t/I ý571S, and 

difference of term attests a real differencet even though it is impossible 

to define Lt. " 

The signif icance of all this is that Athanasius, with his 

greater eorfidenee and with this being his second examination of the 

matter, can see that the real issue Is to define the differonce betveen 

the Spirit and the Son. 9 and that. it. is not sufficient to maintain the 

Son's statusi as only-Begotten, or ev en the corresponding uniqueness of 

the Spirit,. by themselvese This is shown by his treatment of the Tropic- 

ist dilemma. on the other hands, now that the problem must be solved all 

the more urgently,, Atbanasius finds the difficulties increased.. It is 

significant that be does not see. his way clear to use even the 

ý'-Kl that had served him previously,, and wbich later became the tech- 

nical term, In view of this it must be accepted, in spite of Rodziarko,, 

rilu leOij 't V j( J T'_j aVt: 2 j 
ýj F Lot,,., (150) 

7 
(151) 
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that this term does not. represent Athanasius's last word about the orig- 

ination, of the Spirit from God# which is simply -to fall back on the non- 

Otoo committal concepts contained In th a uo rd a 

unless, as is unlikely., Atbanasius expected that tb ev ery wo rd -r. 

would be, recognised as, a passive verbal noun - with disastrous results 

to later Fsastern Orthodoxy.. - which would.. automatioally supply the concept 

, of spiratio without. 'any further ado, 

The Doxology at the end of oh. 7 is "'And one is the initiation 
(% -I, ý' -\ - In Jesus Christ our Lord, through Whom lt. 5 i Q, 'j-E. and with Whom 

C. to the Father with t7V the'Holy Spirit be glory and 

power to*all eternity. Amen. This#'besides looking forward to the 

future, %S, the Nicaeano-Constantinopolitan'Creed,, ýis conclusive evidence 

that the Epistle really ended there. 

we unreservedly -accept the conclusion of all modern Protestant 

. scholarship that the In illud, Quicunque dixerit, alias Ep. 1V ad Berap. 

8-23, is not part'of the letter. This is a most importantj, and unjustly 

neglected, work of its own rightý 
152) 

- but a work which., In spite of the 

end of Ep. I.. takes blasphemy-against the Holy Spirit to be blasphemy 

against the Divinity-of God and-the Divine Nature of Christ., and therefore 

to refer primarily (among contemporaries) to the Arians., has no place here,. 

. 
least of all after the Doxology* It is evidently an earlier work.. but the 

lack of firm. evidence as to its time makes in unusable in a study of the 

development of Athanasian theology*' 

(152) See App endi x pp. * 
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It remains now'to give our resume of the theology of the 

Letters to Serapion., 'and in doing so we sball., *as always,, divide the mater- 

ial into'three heads What'are the grounds for the acoeptanoe of the doc- 

trines concerneds, In this case#' the Deity of the Spirit and the basic 

Trinitarianism'as a whole? What is the doctrine itself that results from 

the considerations just enumerated? What Is the effect of the development 

of the Athanasian doctrine in ques . tio n .1 on 
- 
othe 

Ir dootrinesý 
153) 

Howeverp 

certain things need be said in addition. ' In the'first place, this is the 

first really systematic'treatment of the Spirit In theological history. 

"As such these Letters have great Intrinsio'importanoe. '. Second2, vo for the 

, same reason,, this Ia the"first place in theology (apart perhaps from the 

recently discovered "Demonstration of the Apo ollo'. Preaching" of Irenaeus, 

which Is a commentary on a Trinitarian creed) which can be considered as a 

systematic study of the Trinity as a whole,, since In a sense it is Imposs- 

ý. Ible to study Trinitarianism till'all. three Persons were "in". as far as 

the theological 'consciousness was'concerned. Thirdly we have shown in 

numerous places that the'struggle for the Deity of the Spirit was in a 

sense the same as that for. the Deityýof, the Son or Logos, since each Person 

: was,, at the outset of the respective controversy the Person that was 

peculiarly and directly associated with creatures and their I nt ernall ty. 

(153) Since the paper concerned makes such a point, and rightly so, of its 
methodology., this is the right place to comment on some important aspects 
of the paper, "The Holy Spirit In Greek Patristic Thought,, " presented by 
John McIntyre at the Society for the study of Theologyj, 1953, published in 
the Scottish Journal of Theology., Vol. VII, 1954,, pp. 353-375. The authors 
of chief interest to McIntyre are in fact Athanasius and Basil of Caesarea, 
and of these Athanasius is the more prominent. The material is subsumed 
under three great principlest the first being the "the logical or deductive 
principle,, that identity of Essence o: fý. Persons within the Godhead is to be 
derived from unity of operation the implication 
being that since the Holy Spirit is indi , visibly united with the rather and 
Sol' in. the Divine AotivitYp His own Divine Fature is there by guarantfeed. (p., 355). The second principle Is called "the epistemological or concept- 
u8l". 9 which "is that knowledge of arq one of the Persons within the Trin- 
itY is at the same timo knowledge of the other two; and the use made of 
the Principle in relation to the E03, Y Spirit 113 that of showing that if 
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The close correlationthat the Arlan controversy had established between 

the Logos and the Father. had still left the problem of how the first two 

Persons were to work with and in., creatures, and i n. a sense it became ab- 

solutely necessary to establish the Deity of the Spirit to protect the, 

Deity of the Logos# since,, if the Spirit were the apparently and prima 

facie Divine Power immediately associated with creatures, . and was the medi- 

ator between the Logos and creatures., but It self turned out to be a crea- 

ture,, the Logos would be once again in the same position as the Spirit,, 

and in fact the same position as the, Logos Himself was held to be at the 
(154) 

outset of the Arlan heresy. Thereforej the danger of a reversion to 

(153 Contd. ) 

we conceive of the Father and, tbe Son, we must also affirm the Eoly Spirit. " 
(p. 363). The third is called the "ontological or correlative",, i. e. "the 
frequently'recurring statement that the Spirit Is to the Son as the Son is 
to the Father. " (in some form or other)(p. 366) This is a good methodol- 
ogical scheme for the study of an established 

Lystem 
of theology. But it 

is not so well adapted to.. the study of Athanasius, on his own and the devel- 
opment of his theology,, and indeed, unless we adopt a more general classi- 
fication, we shall actually find it impossible to evaluate the connection 
between Atbanasius's theology of the Son and his theology of the- Spirit, 
which plays such a part in the schema. Besidesp there are certain problems 
about the status of each principle. We have already seen (p. jjý'J-jo) that 
the premise of the first principle is as dependent on the conclusion as 
vice versa, As to the third principle,, it is an open question whether 
Athanastus saw the actual relation of the persons as being in series or 
parallel. And there are serious doubts on the wisdom of elevating the 
second principle to equality with the other two. After all the very thing 
that the Arians were trying to maintain (vide Thalia., De Syn. 15),, and also 
the Tropici,, was that they were worshipping a Triad of Hypostases radically 
unlike in glory which differed from each other ad infinitum. In a sense 
it is only after it is established that such a Triad is impossible that 
it is possible to use an epistemological principle of the type propounded, 
and then only to develop the doctrine of the Spirit's Person and work in 
detail, not to establish Its deity in the first place. This must be the 
view Of Athanasius; there is only one philosophical tradition that has 
ever accepted the primacy of epistemology over ontology., that is,, the 
element in modern philosophy whose principal representative is Kant. The 
ancient Greeks knew that knowledge had to be acquired., and perhaps be 
acquired only in certain ways,, but the epistemics had to be in accord with 
the ontology. It is riot often enough understood that a position recognis- 
ably similar to the formal logic of Aristotle was first presented by Plato 
In 

. 
"Sophist, # as an ontology.. And the importance of Revelation in the 

Hebrew-Christian tradition cannot be interpreted as the primacy of epiate. m- 
ology in the modern sense. 

(154) See above, pp. 488-5.16 



Arianism i7as real and not a chimera. It is thus quite true to say that 

Athanasius still wrote these Letters under the shadow (theological, as well 

as in other ways) of the Arian controversy. Therefore., the exact relation 

between Athanasius's arguments on the Son and Spirit becomes a matter of 

great importance; whether he thought that the Son and Spirit were in 

series with regard to the Father or in parallel. Two other smaller points 

must be made here. Firstly,, these Letters are devoted In the main to an 

analysis of the Person of the Holy Spirit in relation to the Son. There 

is., if anythingp less about. the vork of. the Spirit than there is about the 

work of the Son in the "Contra Arianos". This is often, taken as a sign of 

the aridity of Athanesiusle treatment of, the Spiritp andj, if it is permiss- 

ible to say so# the author did so take it, on. first acquaintanoe. But this 

treatment has the positive v Irtue of reminding,. us that the HoLv Spirit Is 

just as objective.. just astranscendentlY God. * as the Son. - In particular, 

we have shown that the crisis faced by_the Church in Arianism is in essence 

the same as that faced now in Marxism, and that the. two opponents are re- 

lated to each other as the Second Person is related to the Third. lye have 

also shown (and shall further show) that therefore the Church will not 

handle the latter crisis until it has worked out how the work of Christ is 

carried on,, by the Church and by the Christian,, in history; that is# in -. 

the Spirit. 
, Unless we accept the Filioque,, apparently a purely Intra- 

Trinitarian doctrine,, the result will be. chaos. . If we doubt that the Spir- 

It really proceeds* from the Son but proceeds from the Son only economically., 

we shall in practice never. be able to avoid wondering whether this remains 

I always true even economicallY., If we consider the relation of Father, to 

Son and Pather. to Spirit as simply parallel,, the temptation will be Irre- 

sistible to consider themp. as they,. affeot us., as alternatives. FinallY, 

the Letters show that, in spite of assertions to the contrary., the maturity 

and development of the Doctrine of the Spirit may differ. from that of the 
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Son in degree, ', but no t to the'sort 'of'degree that' is'virtually a differenoe 

in klnd. ý 

In -view of all thiss let us start, with the reasons for aooepting 

the Trinitarian dootrines in question,, and. espeoially of course the Deity 

of the Spirit... 

We have already seen that., In connection with the proof that 

the Second Person of'the Trinity Is not*a creature., ' there Is a highly- 

developed exegetical principle; the contrast between the statements that 

ascribe Deity to the Son and those"'that treat Him as-creaturely and., "speo- 

ifically, human, together with'the principle that the former must be given 

absolute priority over the latter.. ' since only under these circumstances 

can there be any revelation of God in Scripture or,, In the last analysis., 

any Christian faith at all, Furthermore,, the passages that ascribe Deity 

to Christ are normally propositional or quasi-propositional In form, like 

the "I Am passages' of the Pourth Gospel,, Heb. 1: 3 

and similar passages from the New Testamentt'or traditional old Testament 

testimonies so interpreteds, or finally what amounts to the 'same thing 

to a Greek - passages'llke gatt. 3.3.: 27 (according to'the Interpretation in 

C-Ar. jjj: 35-36). which I speak I of Jesus "having" the attributes of Deity whichý',, 

the Lord will give to none other. All the very numerous and important 

"oreaturely" passages about Christ are to be interpreted consistently with 

the former type, that Is,, Incarnationallyý 
155) 

In the Letters to Berapion,, 

where Athanasius =mes to treat of the Spirit,, there Is not such a clear- 

out treatment,, perhaps because of the unfavourable circumstances of writing,,, 

perhaps because of the relative unfamiliarity of the topic, but also and 

probably primarily because of, the leas clear definition of the textual 

(155) See above, pp. 
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evidence itself , perhaps ultimatOlY because the very nature of the Holy 

Spirit means that such evidence is less important, In contrast to the 

definite propositional statements concerning the Son,, there are no similar 

direct statements In Scripture that the Spirit is God, a fact that embarr- 

assed later orthodox theologians even if not Athanasius see Shapland's 

note on the beginning of 1: 31. on the other hand, there is no passage 

which definitely describes the Spirit as a creature, except,, prima facie 

_Amos 
4: 13 LXXp which the Tropici seized with alacrity. Thus, with the 

one exception that we have just specified, the exegetical technique of the 

Contra Arianos I-III was not repeatedv and Atbanasius, bad to rely on in- 

direct methods. However, this did not demand as much of his intellectual 

resources as the problem in the Contra Arianos., with the result that the 

exegetical technique was at a shallower level. Much of the Letter3 is 

merely a catena of proof textst and four chapters of proof texts in the 

First Letter are devoted to the establishment of the proposition that 

with the article or equivalent definition refers to the 

Holy Spiritý 156) 
a'dispropo I rtionate amount. on the other hand,, this 

activity masks the failure of Athanasiuss, in the company of almost the 

whole of theology, to shed adequate light on the deeper problem of the 

Scriptural root of Trinitarian doctrine considered as a wholep of which 

more later. 

The remainder of the poi nts have an epistemic and an ontolog- 

ical aspectj, so. that they will also be considered under the second head, 

but at present we 813all of course restrict ourselves to the epistemic 

asPeOt. To consider first the argument from the very notion of the titles 

of the Persons of the Trinityp again the arg=ent is less strong in the 

case of the Third Person than the Second. , In the earlier case,, ibere were 

(15 6) Ep. 1: 4-7. 
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many traditional. titles of the Second Person. 9 Sonq Logosp Wisdoms, and. the 

key metaphors of souroe-Rivers, and particularly Light (that iss light- 

source or Sun)-Radianae. Athanasius establishess, in season and out of 

seasons, that by the very ontological nature of these concepts the Second 

Person must be of the essence of the Father aboriginally and by natureq 

and thus not a creature. The title -Son establishes the distinction between 

the Second Person and a' creature In virtue of His origin from the Father in 

an absolut e sense# and the*same is also- ., established by . the analogy Light- 

Radianae,, which also'indicates the inseparability and thus'the co-eternity 

of the two Persons. The titles Logos and Wisdom# that is., Logos and WSS- 

dom of God, emphasise the immateriality'and therefores'for a Greek Platon- 

ist like Athanasius., the transoendencep of'the SeooW Person; indeed# if 
r 

the words of Atbanasius are taken litera13, y by themselvess they actually, 

suggest that the second Person is superior in the Platonist way to the 

Father Himself; of ooursep At6anasius : does not wish that' oonclusion to 

be drawn and trusts to the rest of his argument to reject it, but he is 

certainly prepared, to allow'lt`to'ýcounteraat any 
(157), 

ý in the title "Son". When we come to' the Ho: 

argument is not w well developed,, 'because there 

for the Third Person - Spirit 

subordinationism Implicit 

ly Spiritp this sort of 

is only one such title 

However., there are places 
6 

where this sort of ontological or rather verbal or conceptual argument is 

.I 

definitely used. 'and in one'sense Spirit is a*title of the third group 

corresponding to Logos and Wisdom, Indicating immateriality or even, almost,, ' 

immaterial transoendence;! I there had already been a tradition of its use 
.. 

(from John 4: 24 &a. ) for 'the nature or even essence of God Himself . which 

usage had already been the basis of the Quieunclue dixerito The larUuage 

of Athanasius oonfirms thiss, e. g. his ostentatious acceptance of the 

Pauline "Spirit of Sonship" as the Holv spirit in the sense of thoSpirit 

De Door, 16-17 and C. Ar. 1: 25-28. See albov e. pp. jo -i (157) See,, eý 
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of the Son; similarly with the Second Person as Wisdom and the Third as 

"Spirit of Wisdom". 
(158) 

The third subdivision, th e categorial argument, is far . more 

. 
prominent than in the Contra Arianoss and in the Letters to Berapion It 

probably bears the weight of the argument. In the earlier writing,, it 

comes to full flower fairly late, part of Atbanasiuals response to the ex- 

treme challenge of the Arian exegesis of Prov. 8, -22 LXX. In the Letters 

to Serapion it immediately plays a most important part in the argument.. 

now that it has been perfected by Athanasius.. -., ý In the main, the Son., in 

the Contra Arianos.. and the Spirit,, In the Letters to,, Serapions, are abso- 

lute3, v unique and singular,, whereas , creatures cannot*be either of these 

since they are plural In the pluralistic sense;.; this is a very prominent 

However.. there is another facet of line of attack. in these LettersP59. 
) 

this argument too. It is probably implicit in the whole of the Contra 

Arlanos,, and certainly where, the transcendence of the Son over the crea- 

tures Is stressed - and occasionally-it is mentioned. in so many words# as 

where Athanasius says that the Son is the sole Doer of Good Deeds - i. e. 
(160) 

probably. in the technical Hellenistic sense in 

which It was used as a quasi-divine title for certain Hellenistic monarchs - 

but In the Letters to Serapion it-is used explicitly for the first time., 

so that it plays as big a part as arW. other argument. That is. ' there is 

a division of categorial'significanoe between God as being the active 

Doer or Giver, and creatures as the passive recipients,, and that the Spirit 

is always stated in Scripture to be on the active side of this barrier. 

This is probably a better Interpretation'of much material in the Letters 

(158). See especi&13, v Ep. 1: 19s, and 'above, pp. 

ý(159) See 00.41 De Decr. 11j, and C. Ar, jj-18-31 and 44-64, See also abovep 
%2-1-W65, bb9-895, For ihe Epistles, see especially 1: 22- 

and 111-, 4-5,, and above,,, pp. tISS-iZot. 

'(160) See C. Ar. 111: 19 0- 364A. 



that 13, usually held to refer to the argument from the unity of operation, 

of oourse there is an implied major in thi 6 argument 

which Athanasius does not express., but leaves to be implied, that *there 

cannot be more than one such unique Divine or ultimate beings,, and there- 

fore all Three Persons are One God. However, as. we have said before, 

theology is on dangerous ground here, as this can be a purely rational- 

istio principle rather than an expressionof, the trutb of Divine Revelation. 

This brings us at once to the fourth subdivision of this topic. 

This Is the'relation between-the unity of. the Divine operation 

and the actual unity of God. Of course It is true that in arq case the 

unity of operation, is'de facto derivative from the 

unity of God's nature and essence,, but we must'go'furtber than that and 

Challenge the statement for the Greek Pathers that our knowledge of the 

essential'unity, of God is derived from'our knowledge of the unity of the' 

divine operation - at any rate insofar as i't applies to AthanaSius. 
(161) 

We have already considered the way'in which Athanasius handles the exegesis 

of Soripture on this question, ' and co'me to" the conolusion that in a para- 

doxical way the opposite is also the case *and that it is the unity of 

essence and nature that is'the a priori principle that compels us to inter- 

Pret certain passages as i. ndioating a unity of' operation. In fact., we have 

probably suggested that this isýone'of these spiral relationship a like that 

(161) The principle In question is as expounded by McIntyre, op. cit. p. 355; 
see above,, n. 15,3 for a citation, and some comment. Vie must add at this 
stage a criticism of JjcIntyre's criticism of the traditional handling of 
the argument, which Is that it Is from unity of operation to unity of ess- 
ence. It is maintained (p. 357) that the real order is from unity of essence (apparently in the ljomoeen sense) and unity of operatio_n, -To identity of 
essence In the Nicene sense. This Interpretation may be true for the later 
Cappadocians, but It cannot apply to the Athanasius of these Letterso since 
his opponents(see above., pp. 488-516)., whatever they thought of the son, re- 
garded the Spirit as soundly and completely unlike the Father, and for that 
matter unlike both Father and. Son. 

McIntyre admits (p. 357) that., as a fact of the actual worki g-of GOds, 
the unity of operation is derivative from the prior ontological unity of 
Godo but does not notice how this applies too in the epistemic and exeget- 
argument of Athanasius as wells as in Ep. I: 14. 
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theological pragmatist is just. as incorrect as applied to the Spirit as 

(165) 
,I it is applied to the SoW t is true that he does say, with great. 

emphasis,. that'if the HOLY Spirit were a creature$, it would not link us 

to God at all; he would be remiss if he did not, remind us of this; but 

he does not by arV means base his argument upon this sort of pragmatist 

consideration 
166) 

and indeed he Introduces it rather late into the argumeA, 
(167., -) exactly as was the case in the Contra Arianos. We can go f rom here 

to say that., apart from Matt*28: 19 and a few similar passagesp there Is 

no one passage in the Bible that unequivocally indicates either the essen- 

tial or operational unity of the Three Persons of the Trinity. Therefore,, 

even in the case of the two great Trinitarian metaphors that we have just 

mentionedj, Athanasius has to obtain his (Znolusions concerning the unity, 

alike of essence and operation, of the Three Personss, by taking a number 

of passages together., and here again this raises the question of the a 

priori ground for the compulsion to interpret the passages of Scripture 

'in this way. Finally,, when we compare all this with the corresponding 

position in the Contra Arianos and the anti-Arian theology generally,, we 

find that in the earlier case the argument from the unity of operation of 

Father and Son Is hardly in evidence at all except Insofar as it is 

implicit in the whole work. This is because the Arianst in their perverse 

way# actually accepted the Son as the genuinely and uniquely operative 

Person - that was the terrible thing about them whereas the Tropioi 

recognised two Personss, Father and Son, as operative Persons; also,, the 

work of God in Christ is so Intimately bound up with the Incarnations 

being that change of state which made Arianism so plausible to some; there 

(165) See above,, pp. 
(166) See -cjFý4: 585B-C# and, above'. p. 

(167) See C. Ar. jj: 41,69j, 70p and abovOt PP. 
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is notbing directly corresponding., at first sigbts, and certainly nothirZ 

in Athanasian'theology as It developed,, in the case of the'Third Person# 

and therefore in the Letters to-Sersplon the Issue of the unity of opera- 
tion had to be developed more directly,, without appearing"as the soter- 

iological' side'of the* Dootrine'of the' Incarnation. 

We may now consider the final subdivision which has already 

been forcing Itself upon our attention, the question of the root of the 

Doctrine of the Trinity. It, is, evident fr om. the outset that the problem 

is Intrinsically more formidable than it was in the case of the Son, for 

the very simple reason that three are always a much. greater problem than 

two. In this case., the mere act of refuting Arianism provided Athanasius 

. 
with all the "Trinitarian". (in fact,,, virtually binitarian) theology that 

was required such as the Father-Son relationshipt the Logos that proceeds 

from the Father to reveal Himp according to the metaphors of Light-source 

and Radiance., etc.. Athanasius introduces the question of the Trinitarian 

baptismal formula and Its consequent intimate association with the whole- 

basis of Christian existence, but as yet it is not specially prominent. 

But the shifting of attention. to the Holy Spirit,, and especially the way 

In which some of the other arguments, vhich were independently cogent 

against Arianism, appear to depend on some sort of a priori Trinitarianism 

'when applied to all Three Persons# made the root of the Doctrine of the 

Trinity a much more serious Issue that demanded much more attention. It 

Is of course a very serious problem in all theology,, and nowhere more so 

than In Protestantism., which has normally and rightly accepted it even In 

spite of the relative lack of Scriptural evidence of the traditional dir- 

ect proof-text character. This Is an embarrassment since it appears to 

commit one to the Romanist view that this is basic dogma is based on 

ecclesiastical tradition. In some WaYsp Athanasius appears to be saying 

Just this, appealing to the ocalesiasticalg, sacramental., and liturgical 
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tradition as supreraely expressed in the Baptismal formula, on the other 

hand,, there are several qualifications which must be made to this inter- 

pretation of Ad Berap 1: 28ffýý 
68) 

In the If. irst .. plaGep an ecclesiastical 

and cortessional. tradition of Trinitarianism was one of the things that 

even the Arianst and presumably a fortiori the Tropici, actually had in 

common with the orthodox. The Arianst as was stated expressly in the 

Thalia,, believed in the Trinity,, ev en though the status of the Persons 

differed ad 
'nfinit 169) 'wh 

n i UM and e Athanasius sarcastically and Incredu- 

lously draws the Hegelian consequences from this in C. Ar. I: 17. he is foll- 

owing to its logical conclusion a real and not an alleged or. imputed doc- 

trineý 
170) 

Similarly, theýTroplci I 
presumably hoist themselves 

. 
on their 

own petard when they actually confess a Trinity which Athanasi us rightly 

says Is adulterated., and. much of what Athanasius says means simply that 

they are aelf-condemned. Secondly, the misologists who masqueraded as 
171) 

theologians in the nineteenth century and later cannot have it both waýs. 

If the Trinitarian tradition goes back to, the early- Church alones, as dis- 

tinot from the New Testaments, it must be an extremely early traditiont for 

the whole point of Atbanasius's treatment of it is that on his own claim, 

It extends back to time immemorial, and nobody can remember when It had 

any independent origins, and was securely and indubitably established in 

the liturgy of the Church. The significance of this is strengthened and 

not weakened by the fact that Trinitarianism had. not even at this stage 

developed fully as a mature and consciously understood dogma; this car- 

tainlY shows that it did not owelts origin to the application of any 

(168) See above,, pp. 
(169) See De Syn. 3.5. 

(170) See above, pp, 456 ff. 

(171) See above, pp. for oomment on Athanaslus's 
same issue in C. Ar. jj: 41-43. 

treatment of the 
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rationalistic principle. Pinally,, 'WO cannot read our modern criticism 

into the mind of Athanasius.; When he quotes'the Baptismal formula, he 

quotes it as Matthew 28: 19, which was an undeniably Dominical statement 

completely*attested, fbr, him, in Scripture, ýand he would certainly have 

held that such a statement,. assooiated-as it was with the individual's 

initiation into Christ., - would be able ýto bear a special burden of exeget- 

ical responsibility. When we bear in mind too that this is not the only 

basis,, and that another definite reason for Trinitarianism was surely 

the consistency of Scriptures, in all its-pieoemeal evidence concerning 

various'oombinations of two of the Personss, we see'that, tbe doctrine of. 

Athanasius is stronger than. appears at first sight. ' But'this is still the 

weakest part of Athanasius's whole argument,, even when Interpreted in 

meliorem partem,, and moderný minda'oertain%v demand a broader basis for 

Trinitarianism, even where'they are in no doubt about the Dominical'authen- 

ticitY of Matt. 28: 19. question'Is the pone asinorum of Protest- 

antism, which it to a large extent has not' even begun to or 
I 
oass except for 

Karl Barth? and we have already notioed-that his : great emphasis on the 

absolute primacy of Trinitarianism even within the Doctrine of Revelation,, 

that Is, the prolegomena to' theology,, is the nearest equivalent of the 

Athanasian status'of "the doctrine; perhaps it -is this very primacy- that is 

responsible for much'of the difficulty, 

By way of transition to the next section, the question now 

arises, about the relation between knowledge of the Spirit and knowledge 

of the Son,, which of course has nothing to correspond to it in the theology 

of the Second Person* Athanasius certainly say a that our knowledge 

of the Spirit is to be derived., or taken,, from our 
(172)'' 

knowledge of the Son (especially in EP. III passim). 
.,,. 

He also says, with 

(172) See above., pp. GJH-19 
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the greatest possible emphasis# that if the Deity of the Spirit is denied 
(173) 

the next stage must be a reversion to Arianism. The problem now 

arises, why Athanasius did not deduce the Filioque,, or some other form 

of the actual ontological origin of the Spirit from the Son. This is the 

problem.. as we have put it, of whether the Son and Spirit are in series 

with the Father or in parallel# or in a differentj, more complex relation. 

Shapland, who rather too easily accepts the series relation,, Is worth 

quoting (notes on 1: 25): ý it is through His propriety to the Son 

that His propriety to the Father is apprehended. It Is one of the oharao- 

teristics distinguishing Athanasius from later writers$ especially Didymuss 

that In establishing the divine unity.., he is content to relate what has 

been said of the Spirit to what has been said of the Son# taking for 

granted that therein is established the Spirit's unity with the Father 

also; whereas Didymus toils to discover parallel references to all three 

Persons. He has, 9 as it werep to see the Trinity seristim every time. No 

doubt this difference is partly due to the fact that Athanasius can assume 

in his opponents a more definite conviction of the Godhead of the Son. 

But it is also due to a difference In approach. Athanasius comes to de. - 
fend the Godhead of the Spirit from defending the Godhead of the Son. The 

One issue proceeds from the other. To Didymus,, both are collateral points 

In a controversy whose crisis Ia past, and which he can therefore see as- 

a whole. " with due respect to this far-seeing comment, we say that it 

does not go far enough. We have seen that the history of the period 

decisively affected the f OM of the doctrine itself. By the time the' 

Tropicist heresy started there was a quasi-generic analogy between the 

doctrine of the spirit and the doctrine of the Second Person as it was in 

the days before the Arian controversy started, and therefore there. was a. 

(173) See Ep. I: oh. 2 apud finem., and 29. 
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generic resemblance between all-the arguments used In the Arian controversy 

to establish the DeitY of, the -Son and the arguments. that must now be used 
174) 

to establish the DeitY Of the Spiritý., There Is a series elanent in 

the statements that the spirit! is the Spirit of the Son,, of Christ$, or of 

sonship, and also in the. 1dea that in a, sense the Spirit protects the - 

Deity# or our knowledge of,, the Deity,, of the Son,, so that if the Deity of 

the Spirit is repudiated$, the Deity-of the Son will have to go also. But 

again this last is simply analogous to the- repeated statement in Contra 

Arianos that Arianism in the same way, Involves_ rejection of the Father., 

In the long run. . Thusp the essential picture appears to be that an epi- 

stemic series relation is the basis, of a -doctrine of an ontological paral- 

lel relation, which is confirmed: bv Athanasius's adoption of the later 

Greek Procession, a clear manifestation of what we have termed the parallel 

relation. This may seem illogical , but an example from chemistry will 

make the point quite clear.,. The element germanlum,, a rare element which 

has just recently become extremely, important as the essential constituent.. 

of transistors,, was not discovered till very-late in chemical history. 

But when Mendeleev: propounded: - the principle of the order and succession 

of ohemical-elements which we now know as the periodic Table# he maintained 

that there was an element as yet, undiscovered which also shared;, the prop- 

erties that were in common, to oarbong silicon.,, tint and lead, 
'and 

where 

these properties were different# and in series with-each other, this un- 

known element was intermediate between silicon and tin in the same series. 

These predictions were actually confirmeds as were others of its kindv 

with amazing exactitude. Heret to use Athanasiusts vocabulary which Is 

strixingly appropriate, Mendeleev was saying that knowledge of germanium 

must be derived from knowledge of silicon and tin and the other elements 

(174) See above., pp, 506-16 sad., )093-410-0 
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of this group. But neither Mendeleev nor anyone else ever said that in 

fact and ontologically, gemanium was derived from silloon, and tin. Ger- 

manium, or ekasilicon as Mendeleev provisjoral ly oalled it was always 

held to be an element in the same way as tin,. silicon,, and the others werep 

and in that sense absolutely co-ordinate with them. The relation Is genr- 

erio and analogical$ not oonstitutive and derivative; if there is any 

derivation it Is that all the elements that 'we have mentioned have, as 

regards their chemical propertiest a common derivation from principles 

which we now know to be the laws of, nuclear physics. of course, there 

was for Athanasius a real possibility of regarding the relationship be- 

tween Father and Son as a sort of, Platonla principal., with the analogous 

and similar relation between Father (&/or Son) and Spirit as one subord- 
00* 

inate'and derived by participation,, ýX eta*. But the 

very act of raising this possibility would have been enough to reject it,, 

since it would have made the Spirit Indistinguishable from a creature. 

This would be an added reason for Athanasius to emphasise the parallel re- 

lation as regar do ontology,, rather than the series relation. And there 

Is also the fact that if the Spirit was derived according to the Filioque., 

It would not b. e quite analogous to the Son. Thusp the final picture of 

Athanasian doctrine is that in some way the very epistOMIc derivation of 

knowledge of the spirit from. knowledge of the Son is an added ground, 

however paradoxical,, for acceptance of the progression of the Spirit from 

the Father only, even as the Son has His origin from the Path er only., 

This brings'us'to'the second great'division under which we shall', 

consider Athanasius'Ei'theology of the Spirits the actual oontent of the 

Trinitarian doctrine# that Is, " as regards' the'intra-Trinit arian relations 

of the Persons. ' in' th'e-'oa'se 'of ''the 'Son', "'I't "appears that the final doctrine 

of Athanasius appears to be a paradoxical combination of two elementas, 

representing respecti7ely the Logos theology and the Son theology. The 
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Second person is in one way Ahe quality of the Patherv even the quasi- 

Platonic Form of the Father (Athanasius actually uses the word 

and in another. way He is the Son of. the Father,, 'with everything that this 

implies of personal distinction.. These moments appear to be almost equally 

strong In the Contra'Arianos I-IIJO and,, not for the first time., we seem 

to find the most familiar analogy in modern physics,, according to which 

the, electron behaves as in some ways as an exceedingly small'particle of 

matter and in other ways as a quantum of exceedingly short waves, or even 

of pure radiant-energyý 
175) 

Both these elements are to be found in the 

theology of the Spirit as revealed in these Letters. -The former Is seen 

in the statements, virtually. passim;, that the Spirit Is the Spirit of God,, 

of the Sonp of'sonship,, used in such a way as to be almost an extension 

of the older use. (which we find Int, isay. '"In Illud. Quicunque dixerit" ch. 

12) of Spirit,, ', -10"F-, 
, 
JILAcA- for, the! Divine' nature. as in Chria, t 

ý176) 

Little further need be said about thiss, as it is not nearly as prominent 

herej, presumab3, V for, the reason that it: Ia much harder to use this sort 

of principle twice than to use it onoe. ý ; Relative to the state of affairs 

in the "Contra Arianos"$,. tbis type of doctrine is much less prominent than 

the second type', which emphasisesithe hypostatic distinction (in the 

Cappadocian sense) of the Persons and their, origin from 

eternal events in the Godhead. , It' Is here that the ten 

between the series relation between the Persons and the 

between Son and Spirit becomes most prominent. We have 

he, tends to accept that epistemically and operationally 

each other as 

sion in Athanasius 

parallel relation 

already seen that 

the series relation 

predominates; the principles that we know of the Son are also true of the 

Spirit in relation to the Son mow that the Son is accppted as God,, and# 

(175) See above,, PP. 83S further referenoes. - 
(176) See Appendix, pp. 
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especially,, It is by. the Spirit that the grace., not primari3, v of the 

Father,, but of the Son, (and of: the Father insofar as He is . in the son), is 

mediated to us. -But in spite of-thisq he tends to deduce from this very 

fact that the ontic and actual progression of the Spirit is from the 

rather. As be puts-it in the important passage in I: 18j, the Spirit Pro-_ 

ceeds from : ý'v, -rm the Father, because it shines 

forth from KA the Son. The difference Is sig- 

nificant,, and It is fair to draw this inferenoe when the two expressions 

are used in juxtaposition. The letter expression, used for the relation- 

ship to the Son, Is perceptibly relative to ourselves,, or epiatemio.,, Oom- 

pared with the former expression., which is of' the two the one that stands, 

for something independent,, absoluteg'and relative on3, y to Go'd Himself. 

The same thing is true of the repeated statements that the Spirit has the 

same relatio nship with r'egard to the Son . as the Son has to I the Father. 

This is how the principle is usually expres a edq which make a it appear as 

if Athanasius had the series relation in mind. Butp as we have seen., a 

better transia . tion of thý Ie Gr eek''would in . these cases be a omething like 

tbial e,, go "The Spirit has the same propriet3 in- 

relation-to IT- -facc. the Son as the Son has In-relationp-to 

the Father. '$ For the word which is the one that we have 

picked In this examples, we often f Inds, I ns t es d identity; 
(177) 

rank; or even nature. FI na lly Va nd 

mosi important, the context of this s or t of passage is always an epistemio 

discussion of our knowledge of the Holy Spirit, or an operational discuss- 

Lon of the work of the Spirit in mediating Christ to us. In these spheres, 

Athanasius always admitted the series relation to hold., and the fact that 

(177) Cf. Ad Berap. III: 1: 625A-B and C; also J: 21 init., butl the expression, - 
of the principle Is usually indirect. 
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the Scriptural -evidence Is solely of this nature has concealed the true 

position. But a* closer examination of the language used by Athanasius 

indicates that be is not thinking so much of a relationship In series as. 

of the common rank that all three Persons share. The relation of spirit 

to Son is emphasisedýonly because our knowledge of the Spirit comes through 

the epiatemic or operational, relation of the Spirit to the son. The con- 

clusions seem to have their frame of reference within the categorial argu- 

ment rather than arywhere else. ' 

This is confirmed. by the fact that Athanasius Is actually un- 

willing to speak of the procession of the Spirit, a most Important fact 

which has been masked by the pernicious, tendency to read Athanasius In 

terms of what later became orthodaz doctrine,,, In which the Niosesno- 

Co natant inopoli tan procession, whether in the Greek. or Latin form, played 

an exceedingly prominent'part. In the earlier stages,, Athanasius uses 
A- 110 -I.. 

the word 1, rMf 4J e-rýýk for the procession of -the Spirit. The pro- 

cesaion is of the Greek forms, ' -from the Father-only,, and incidentally there 

is not even the (. ýýj that modern Eastern Orthodox theol- 

ogy now accepts. We have already discussed the juxtaposition, In 1: 20, 

1 . 11 .>. ý ell of the F, T! ý. from * th e ''Fa th er and the 

from the Son. But normally Athanaslus contents himself with such express- 

ions as that the Holy'Spirit Is proper'to, the Father or to the Godbead., or 

to the Son or or is not, foreign to these 

etc. 4 gen),, and be does so'even when he has just used much more definite 

expressions for the relation between Father and Son (Proper offspring of 

the Essence, &e. or even the Homoousion). This is particularly significant 

in the Fourth Epistle, where ev en' the, CK is no 

longer used,, and the weaker expressions bold the field entirely. The 

portance of this lies In the fact that the whole purpose of the Letter is 
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to refute the "grandfather" argument, and that berep If anywhere, there 

is urgent need of some definite statement of the relation 6f Spirit to the 
Ile 

other Persons to contrast with the and in a sense J 
his failure to do so is an admission of defeat. We must accept this as 

Athanasius's final word on the Procession,, since it is his second attempt 

to deal with the very argument that demands a study of this doctrine,, a 

heretical argument that had continued to give great trouble to orthodox 

theology. Thus.,,. It appears that although Athanasius did occasionally use 

the word i': Tro I. " '_6 for the Procession of the Spirit, 

whether for Scriptural or traditional reasons,, or both, he was* decidedly 

unwilling to discuss the subjects, probably, because he did not y. et have 

the confidence to do so,, and his unwillingness and lack of confide 
* 
nce 

i. 178) 
increased in proportion to the pressure put on him to do aoý. 

The above study ofýthe uncertainties of'Athanasius on the Pro- 

cession indicates'the reason. ý The'whole' "grandfather" argument of the 

Tropici depends on the'idea that' the requi I site distinction cannot be made,, 

that the on3, v possible relationship'in the Godhead is filial generation,, 

that therefore if the Spirit'is in the Godhead as'a hypostatically dis- 

tinct entity,, It must be eithe ra son of th -e son., In which case the Father 

is a grandfather (which everyone agreed was ridiculous), or another Son of 
(179) 

the Father, in which case the Son would no longer be Only-Begotten. 

(178) See 1: 2: 533B and 20: 58OAs, and above., pp. 8 see also, for 
Contrast EP-IV., esp. ch, 3: 641B., and above, pp. r; Z, -n-I9 -3ý and Shapland's 
note there cited. 

(179) See 1: 15: 565C-568A and Sp. IV., passim. McIntyre points out, op. cit. 
363ff. that this is a severe limitation on any series relationship between 
Son and Spirit. Another is the need to make some distinction between the 
primacy of various Persons in various works. It works beat negatively and 
apologetically, in making the point against the Tropici that they had as 
little business to adopt their beretical tenet as the rejected Arians had 
to adopt theirs. 
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This is unfortunately but frankly an inversion a-fault in Athanasius's 

own theology, because, as we have already seen., he consistently over- 

emphasised the processive or emanative aspect of the Son's filial Senera- 

tion even to the extent of habitually describing the Son as -4ýv-4v)! j 
Ij If 

a neuter passive verbal noun which is not Soripturalt of the Father - at 

the expense of the filial.. familial# personal, element. Where these come Ins, 

it is In a quasi-biological way- rather than a personalist way. The ult- 

imate statement that it'is the Father's fatherhood-that is the essence of 

all fatherhood is a height that Athanasius does reach along the line of 
(180) 

genuinely personalist-theologyg. :,: and we have to be thankful for thist 

even as we have to be thankful for the biological or organic element for 

the light it has thrown on the meaning of::. the Homoousioný 
181 

Athanasius 

has to say, and says., so much about these matters that all strata are well 

represented, in absolute terms, better in fact than in almost any other 

theologian, but relativelys, the personalist stratum is reached rarely 

however prominent these peaks may be the biological or organic stratum 

more often, although it is not the main stratum, while Athanasius's theol- 

ogy on this point remains usually below' this levels, in the inorganic fields 

that we would now call astro-physics or geology. This is in contrast with 

the Trinitarianism of Augustine., which is definitely personalist as far as 
I. the Father and Son are, ooncerned; " the filial relation is an eternal fact 

rather than an eternal act,, and the spirit is their mutual eternal love., 

which of course must be one activity. prooeeding in the same way from Both 

(180) Of C. Ar, 1: 21-22., ' and above,, pp. 

(181) See above., pp. 

'. 'I ;i�:. : 
-f 1-"J. '-"r ;-S 
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(182) 
Father and Son. It even contrasts strongly with the Cappadociana,, 

with their well-known use of something like the social analogy of the 

Trinity., even Including Athanaslus's near-contemporary and friend Basil., 

who protested that the word V1 IA 41- was an insult when applied 

to the so= The final result of this was to produoe a theology of 

the generation of the Son which was difficult to distinguish from a theol- 

ogy of procession, ando although Athanasius Is forced by the Tropici to 

admit this differencep he finds it impossible to give a EVstematic account 

of itý 
184) 

The only so lution is,, in fact, to empha'alse the personalist 

aspect of the relation between Father and Son rather than the emanationist 

or even quasi-biological aspect,, since in the latter case the generation 

would have a quasi-asexual character which would itself be too close to 

emanation without a qualification such as we have specified. 

The fact that this emanationist sort of interpretation of the 

DiVine Sonship was the one finally aooepted by, Athanasiud is confirmed 

by further study of the Trinitarian doctrine 'as- developed by him.. In the 

formal summary in I: 28f. 1, there Is surprisingly. little definite on these 

pointep since Athanasiua is discussing primarily and almost entirely the 

triplicity of the Three Persons. 9, that is., the fact that the number-of 

(182) See again, Augustine., De Trinitatep especially-XV: 19: 37. of course# 
there are difficulties in treating the love of Father and Son as a third 
hypostasis but, they are not so great as they are usually assumed to be 
(see above: pp. '6, wo- rO ). ' And they are nothing like the most unfortun- 
ate statement of Hendry. 9 "The Holy Spirit In Christian Theology. " p. 45, 
that the doctrine appears to be the accidental result of the fact that 
"love" is both a noun and a verb. Surely,, Augustinep as a speaker of Latin... 
knew the difference between amor,, amoris,, m.., and amo,, amare., amavi amatum. 
Hendry., whose book is excellent In many ways,, appears to have a complete 
blind spot on the Intra -Trinitarian doctrine. ", 
ý(183) See 0. Eun. II. -6-S. '. -, 

(184) Atzberger , "Die Logoslehre des heiligen Athanasius. ** "s, pp.. 129-134,, .I esp. p. 131 is the only commentator who -has noticed this weak spot in 
Athanastuals theology. 
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Persons is three; this is the point at issue when the Trinitarian Bap- 

tI smal formula is under consideration. But the most important -positive 

, advance in Trinitarian doctrine Is (1: 19) In terms of the extension of 

the two classical Scriptural metaphors that were the basis of his definr- 

itive and characteristic doctrine of the Son in'relation to the Fatherý 

that is that the Son is to the Father as Radiance.. is 

to J light,, or,, more accurately, light-source or radiant body 
OP 

occasionally the Sun Is substituted and agai as as a Rivers 

is to its fountains source or springs s these metaphors being 

equivalent. It was a matter of no great difficulty,, although It involved 

conflation of Scripture passages# to extend these to cover the Spirit, 

which was, respectively, Lights that ist light as it reaches and illumine- 

stes usp and Water. This Is certainly the easiest and most convenient 

extension of the earlier binitarian theology to cover the full Trinity. 

in fact., it would have at least partially solved the problem of the die- 

tination between the origination and procession of the Son and of the 

. Spirit,, but for the fact that Athanasius's polemical exigencies demanded 

a much more detailed and discrete treatment of the origination of the 

. 
Spirit. Howevers it is quite clear that this sort of doctrine is the 

perfect representation of the Greek Procession., certainly the form of the 

Greek Procession that the Fastern C)rthodox theology is now prepared to 

accept eoumenically,, procession from the Pathers through + 

gen. ) the Son. It is difficult to see how the Fiiioque can be expressed 

in terms of these metaphors, which so naturally lend themselves to the 

Greek Processions and here once again we see bow naturally the Greek Pro- 

cession follows from the physical analogies'and modes of thought adopted 

by Athanasius as his definitive expression. 

The time has come to consider how'Athanasius stood with regard 

to perhaps. the two major theological formulae of. the Trinitys the Homoousloný, 
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and the Filioque. ` Although the latter follows directly from what has 

just been said,, it involves such a complicated study Of 'various tradition 

ai views that it viould be better to defer It'till"after the Homoousion. 

We have already worked out in detail what Athanasiua actually said, and 

the only thing that we need to do' : 'now Is to explain why he took up his 

-position., in terms of the 'rest. 'of his' theology. -As we have noted above, 

this Is the real point-at whi ch Athanasius'ehanges his main emphasis in 

his doctrine away from`the previous quasi-genetic one,, although It is 

still by no means out ýof -the picture. ' At'f irst sight,, he'appears to pre- 

sent the Homoousion as primarily generioýor'speaifio Identity,, but on 

closer examination it. turns out that the- 0 is something 

different from a genus or speoies, ". '-In iWuse this argument Is closely 

linked contextually with the categorial'argument,, which in these Letters 

has attained exceptional prominenoev far more than in the Contra Arianos 

I-Mv and thus it vould appear' that'tbe' which is the same for.. I 

all three Persons is actually. the whole sum and integration of the oate- 

gorial differences between God and creatures, which of course includes 

God's categorial uniqueness which provides the connecting link with the 

earliest form of the doctrine., It,,. is thisp rather than identity of genus 

or species., which has replaced the definitive position of the anti-Arian 

writings. The other thing that is to be mentioned about the Homoousion 

here is Athanasius's marked unwillingness to, apply it directly to the 

Spirit. fie does so only once.. at the end of I: 27j, and only once again by 

implication only. on the other hand, there are several occasions where 

he might well have applied it to the Spirit,, Including times. when he has 

Just applied it to the Son., but he does, riot do so, This apperars to, have 
(185) 

been a general feature of Athanasius's successors as well. 

(185) See 11cIntyre, op. cit. p. 360. For a full treatment of the jjomoousionjý 
see above, pp, 0, lit-, 

Np 
and further back references there. 
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From what we have said above, the reason for the general change 

of emphasis is plain, -and'itýlwas almost certainly not to conciliate the 

Semi-Arian or'Homoean party'ý Athanasius would have found less point In 

doing so, here than iný the De Synodise The'reason is almost certainly 

that,, in view of'the "grandfather" argument, of the'Tropici, ' the earlier 

doctrine., -with'its quasi-geneAticst' would have been seriously embarrassing., 

at least until-Athanasius was much surer of'himself than he ever became 

on the subject of the origin and procession of the Holy Spirit. - Probably'' 

he was shy of'using it'diredtly of the Spirit because of . the continuing 

subcon, soious:,. influenceýof'the'older*doctrine., ýeven after he'had conscio'usly 

begun to'play It down; perhaps,, 'even more likely.. the Homoousion was, 

with his own-audienoe, 9'so, -intimately associated witb'the Son relation that 

to use it directly of the Spirit would have been'to invite the "grand- 

father" 'argument'in the absence of an amount 4of ýezplanatlon that' would 

have been prohibitive -in"tbe"difficult circumstances in'whichý the Letters 

were, written. 

Now$, at. last'. we must. turn to. the Filioquee We have already 

In passing,, indicated what Athanaslus's position on this question was. 

Beyond all question,, the doctrine was of tbeGreek typep from the 

Father only. In factO there is probably, not a single instance these 

Letters of Athanasius going so far as to admit 
ý1 

of 
I1 41.1. ,V, k. 1 (186) 

the essential Frocessiozu Against Swete,, who quotes as an example 
z (III: 5: 633A), V *ý-tj 'I'D 10, ý C, 11'i*! '-vVs-, , AA-ý 

r "'ou 1ý, j -Flu see also the almost identical statement 

(186) For Athanasius,, see "on the History of the Doctrine of the Process- 
ion'l, '90-92. His conclusion is that "their language sometimes falls very 
little short of that of the Western Church". and "The Filioque is also 
subStantially present in his words. " ' See also,, "The Holy Spirit in the 
Ancient Church", pp. 211-221.. and pp. 367-372 on the Filioque. The e uiva- 
lence of the and the - 1, is speciaily maintained in connectEn 
with Epiphanius, H. . D. P. 96-98 and H. S. A. C. 224-229. 
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in III: 6: 633B-0 - the author feels that the 0 does not rigorously 

refer to the Procession in the later sense, but is simply a sign that the 

series argument is in use., and. therefore does not add arWthir)g to the 

paradoxical relation between the series and parallel relations as used by 

Athanasius, - Besides, and this is the really important point,,, to regard 

the perichoresia or anperiohoresis as implying a corresponding Filioquist 

symmetry of origin, the as implying the . 'C-K in every. way,, as Swete 

does,, really begs the question as between the Latin and Greek Processions, 

and in view of. Athanasius's own uncertainties on this matter,, it is fair 

to say this even though Athanasius himself appears to, have argued in this 

way of the Son In the "Contra Arlanosll, -The very fact that Athanasius is 

so partial to the series. argument as a whole,, and yet unquestionably and 

expressly affirms the Greek Processionp, istheyery problem at issue, 

which has to be answered.: The same applies to the other argument that 

might be adduced here. - Throughout the anti-Arian writings in general,, 

Athanasius, in particular in the'principle of-the Homoousiont Intimately 

links the Son's identity. of!, nature and operation,, and not least the cate- 

gorial identity,, with the Father.. and distinction from creatures., with 

the Son's origin from the Father.,. ThereforeP It might well be said$ Athan- 

asius., in Insisting that the Spirit has the same sort of unity with the 

Godhead and is the Spirit of the Son and brings the Son's grace to us., 

ought to have broughtAt equally into juxtaposition with a doctrine of 

the, Spirit's ontological origin from the Father and Son alike, that is$, 

with the Filioque. ý But thiss, ome again$, is the problem at Issue, with 

the added complication here that Athanasius was plainly unwilling to th. ink 

along these lines nowUat he had to deal with the Spirit as well. 

we a. hall now I di ,aI ou I as 'certain I vi ews on what Athanasius's Position 

on the Filioque actually was, si no e the evidence is,, by itself. not very 



easy to interpret. The position that can be dismissed most easily is 

what might be called the traditional Roman Catholic view, 'as expounded 
by, says Montfaucon. ' It admits the ambiguity In the Letters to Berapion, 

but relies on more definitely Filloquist statements in other works which 

are considered to be genuine., but which most Protestant'scholarship con- 

siders., with good reasons to be extremely dubious, like the De Trinitate 

et Spiritu-sanctoo At times#-as In Montfaucon's introduction to the last 

mentioned work,, the argument almost amounts to this: Athanasius is the 

essentially orthodox theologian par, excellence, -in the De Trinitate et 

Spiritu Sanato-we find the orthodox doctrine of the Filloques therefore, 

this work is'authentic. 4 This argument needs no-further comment. second- 

IYO there Is the argument'of Swete.,, ands much more fullys'Sbapland, that, " 

in spite of the ambiguity., 'Athanaziusla dootrine Is as good as the Filio- 

que, We have already considered, the arguments'peculier to Swete, Shap- 

land, In his introductionp, *(op, citopp. 40-43) says, . 11.. It is from the 

Spirit's propriety to the Son that we apprehend His procession from the 

Father. Can we go on from this to 'assert -that Athanasius teaches a doe- 

trine of double processions, from the Son as well as from the Father, ors 

as the Eastern Fathers put'it., ". from the Father through the Son? It must 
be confessed that Atbanasiusts teaching on-this point Is far less clear 

and conclusive than Montfaucon'supposed'it to be. It is made plain that 

the Spirit proceeds from the Father. had already ac- 

quired a technical meaning In this connection. ' Eis relation to the son - 

is set forth by saying that He is sent or given from Min. The preposition 

is generally preferred here. Athanasius also sayss from John 

16; 149 that the Spirit receives - r-K A close examination 

of the passages4n. which these or analogous expressions occur suggests 
that., In using them, he thinks primarily, if not exclusively., in terms 

of the Spiritts mission in'the world, Indeed the interpretation given to 
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John 20: 22 in Ijj: lp thats by breathing on the disciples, Christ gave 

them the Spirit 'out of Himself'# might lead us to*conclude that, even in 

his own thinking., he has not clearly distinguished procession and mission. 

on the other sidej In 1: 15, when he speaks clearly and unequivocally of 

the Spirit's beingp he confines himself to the statement that the Spirit 

is 'the Son's'. This Is the more significant in that it follows a direct 

assertion of the Spirit's procession from the Father. " , Shapland then 

accounts for this hesitation on the argument that Athanasius had already 

the example of the heretics karcellus. of Ancyra, who used a doctrine of 

IE 

the double procession to ý. show tbats, as the origin of the spirit is one,, 

t he Pater Filld4ueq so to speaks, must be hypostatioally one., and Eusebius 

of Caesarea, who adopts against this the petrified Origenist. argument that 

the origin of the Spirit in the Son-simply meant that It was a 

of the Song, as In John 1-. 3. Then, after saying that the Atbanasian doc- 

.. 
(which is not so well developed as Shapland and trine of the Periaboresis 

Newman consider it to be) in a sense short-! circuited these arguments,. he 

concludes:, "Yet if we regard, what is Implicit, rather than what is ex- 

plicits, in these letterst, we are justified In claiming that the procession 

of the Spirit tbrough,, the Son is, a necessary corollary to the argument. 

If. as he argues in C. Ar. III: 3-6#ýthe fact that the Son is in the Father 

involves that the Son is from the Father, must it not be equally true 

that the Spirits, being in the Son, is from the Son? If it is lawful to 

argue from unity-of operation. to, unity of essences, must we not acknowledge 

that He from Whom the Spirit receives the things of the Father no less 

bestows Upon Him the divine life of which the Father is the unique source? 

Must not the temporal mission rest upon an eternal relationship? By re- 

affirming the propriety of the Spirit to the Sonp Athanasius not only 

seoured, at a de-bisive hour., the Church's faith in the one Godbead; he 

fixed the line upon which its pneumatic doctrine was to develop. ", These 
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extracts are excellent where they. actually sLinmarise Atbanasian doctrine, 

but the concluding extracto as. we have said,, either begs, the question or 

evades the issue,, which is why, Athanasius, did in fact derW the Filioque 

when he, ought to have aff imed, it. 

The next 'interpretation that we must consider is that of McIn- 
(287) 

tyre.. in the paper that vie have'cited 'throughout this section. This 

author, unlike most of bia''fellows. *'realistically accepts the evidence 

that Is avallable,, ý and in addition he is prepared,, -while still remaining 

within the general framework of Western theology, to understand the issue 

from the Eastern side,, 'thus*"avoidIng the all but universal mistake of 

Western theologians of, reading'Athanasius as if he were an orthodox West- 

arner; after all.: his language was Greek. After pointing out the absence 

of the Filioque in Athanasius and'his 'successors - and this includes sub 

staritially the absence even of the procession through the Son - he puts 

forward the following suggestions as possible explanations. Firstly., 

owing to polemical exigencies'and the relative lack'of development of the 

doctrine, the Greek Fathers bad, to be - content with the bare minimum on the 

opera ad intra Trinitatis; ý,, "The aff irmation of the Pilioqueo,, -, would 

introduce a subtlety into tbeir'tbougbt concerning intra-Trinitarian re- 

lationships which is 'alien to 'it. 
ý188) 

Secondly.. the 4istemic prin- 

aiples of the Greek Pathers'were backward., from the Spirit- through the Son 

back to the Pather,. whereas the Filio-que is bes't suited . to a forward dir- 

ection of thought. Also., if it be stated that the Filioque Is a corollary 

of the principle of the series relation,, as we have called it,, "procession" 

cannot be a utomatioally deduced from the relation of "conjunction". 

Thirdly, there are the additional explanations that there is a. lack of 

Biblical evidence for the Filioque.. and the difficulties that Shapland 

mentioned concerning the heretical use of the idea that the Spirit has Its 

origin in the Son (analogous difficulties also faced_Basil of Caesarea). 
ý187ý "The Holy spirit in Gre; k Patristic Thougbtllpp., 371- 
, 188 loc. cit, p. 372. 
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Finally., even if the Filioque principle' appears. to apply eplatemically,, 

revelationally, and operationallyt there is not automatically a one-to-one 

correlation between these and the actual Being of the Godhead; this is 

the very issue that has to be accounted for in the theology of Athan asius. 

McIntyre concludes this paragraph by stating that the forms of the series 

argument that are used by the Greek Pathersq as well as the mere fact of 

the eternity of the Trinityp expressed all that the Greek Fathers needed 

to express; "The Filioque may be a tidier way of expressing these facts,, 
(189) 

but it is hard to agree that It expresses arW facts other than these. " 

This is in marW ways the soundest of all the interpretations that we have 

treated or shall treat., The o nly difficulty of the author of this thesis 

is his disagreement with the last sentence concerning the theological 

necessity of the Filloque, of which more later. Again, once the theolog- 

ical necessity is accepted, this imposes a rather different treatment of 

the reasons for not adopting it; I we must look for the factors which 

blinded Athanasius to theological truth. The possibility must be faced 

that there Is at least a real inconsistency in Athanasius., especially., 

that grew and grew until it finally shrieked in the definitive Filioque 

controversy In the eleventh century. And this finally brings us to the 

last interpretation of the Athanasia n positionq the interpretation accord- 

Ing to the mature Fastern Orthodox theology, whose definitive pr6sentation 

in We-stern languages we take to be the paper of V. Rodzianko,, at the 1955 

Patristic Conferenoep entitled., "Filioque and Patristio Thought". This 

paper, as it turns out., refers almost entirely to these Letters,, which 

modern Eastern Orthodoxy takes as the fundamental presentation of the 

doctrine. By an interesting coincidence,,. this paper, and the way of 

thou&ht that it represents., actually throws a light on Athanasius's own 

(189) The final sentence of the article., 
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theology and its 'causes, maki ng'marF things clear that are uncertain even 

in Athanasius's own text*` (The paper-is published in Studia Patriatica,, 

Vol. II, being'Texte und Untersuchungen LXIV, Berlin,, 1957; -'the pagination 

of this publication., 295-308., will be cited if necessary; the language 

of the paper as published is English). 

The argument of Rodzianko is, surprisingly simple. In the first 

place he rightly reoognisesp of course, that Athanasiuss, when and insofar 

. as he deliberately addressed himself to the, problem, folkowed the Greek 

Procession. In his interpretation., he takes to be t 

, 
the definitive expression of, Athanasius for, the relation of Spirit to the 

other Persons. His essential case Is based on the Aai-, e that 

as a deponent verb. 4 expresses a free action., in contrast to the 

which, as applied to the Son in relation to the Fatherp is undoubtedly 

passive. According, to Rodziankoo, the introduction of the Filioque would 

compromise the active freedom of, the Spirit's nature - this is the beat 

construction that the author can put on Rodzianko's language. "St. Athan- 

asius was the first to deal with the problem: The Spirit is free to make 

Himself to go out from the Father as a"gift, and not as a son from His 

bosom because He is shining forth*from the Father's Word who Is the 

only-begotten Son and of' one 'substance with the rather. To use his own 

words: Oj Z 

T-rj fj'o 
ell(p. 299). The con- 

f usio n wi tb procession from or through the Son Is said to have arisen by 

into Latin by procedit the translation of the 

&a. # which verb has a passive connotation which is not in the original., 

and besides also translates other verbs used by the Greeks for the relation 

of Spirit' and Son. ' Continuir4; (p*30l): --IIBut those verbs do not desoribep 

as proper terms,, the hypostatio relations of "the Spirit to the Father. 
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They are, not found,, neither In the Scriptures nor In the Creeds. 

is the only one - and it cannot be "double". The 

Spirit's hypostatic action i's one., perfectly. BIMPle. and not a composition 

Of two. If you insert the -que between the i from 

the Father and the from the Son,, you either double 

the Spirit Himself# or introduce the Homoiousian conception of the semi- 

arians and the Macedonianes or else mix up the Pather and the Son in a 

semi-Sabellian way as one person. His from the 

Father and His ýA from the Son are not parallel, and not 

added to, each other.,, This is why Athanasius does not link them by 

but by rr- There 18.9 on the other hand, a difference between 

the a. nd 
- 
the A, ýA (ý Ij just that 

difference which distinguishes the Father and the Son as Persons. There- 

fore you cannot on the ground of unity of essencet mix them up Into the 

unica spiratione prooessiol, as, well as separate them saying that the 

riC, ) is Ithypostatic" and the 
.,, 

Lsof "one 

substance" or of a "temporal mi asion" only. 

The patristiC idea Is quiteýclear: The Spirit shines forth' 

from the Word because the, Word is spoken by'the Father; the Spirit makes 

Himself to go out from the Father because the'Pather utters the Word,, in 

either case the Father is the only onel, k K 'of the Godhead, the only 

one Who does the spiration which is supralog- 

icallY implied in'the vrc,, ý-v, IS of the Son. That "supralogiall 

Is the mystery of the Trinity'Itself. " The remainder of the paper is 

taken up with the later history of the development of this basic oonception. 9 

with special emphasis'on the linguistic confusions which resulted from 

translation into Latin and also the increasing rigor mortis*of the later 

Scholastic Greek itself, and In conclusion there Is a plea for the adoption 

of the-formula' "from the Father# through . the Son't. and "proceeding from the 



Pather,, shiiiing from the Son.. " by the Western Church as the definitive form- 

ula of concord and reunion. 

Nowpit is true that, in so far as the verb C 1%, 

is used, it does, as an intransitive verb., put the Spirit on the active 

side of relationshipp in contrast with the corresponding tem for the Son,, 

which definitely puts the son on the passive side of a transitive relation. 

on the other bands, Rodziankot as we have seen above. 'does not'consider the 

question closely enough, whether even this verb can be held to be Athan- 

asius's definitive expressions, and on this matter we have already Indica- 

ted grave doubts; it would be. better.... to 'say' that the' final tendency i. n 

Athanaslus was to ignore the Prooession, altogether. Neither does Rodzi- 

anko consider the extent to which the v erb --4 actually 

has a passive connotation., There is very little mention of this v erb ia 

Sophocles' Lexicon of the Roman and Byzantine Periods. Liddell and Scott 

do not distinguish It grammatically from the root verb , V7, 

and say that it'was used in all'three possible ways.. as a pure passive 

deponent,, which was, the original'olassioal way and also the natural do- 

rivations, mixed, that is., future middle and aorist passive, and middle. 

In facts the mixed use is the normal one in the New Testament. The sorist 

of Is invariably passive - although compared 

with other aorists there appears to be an unwillingness to use it and 
q the future I's us ed only In four' cases#' Act .s 18: 6 & 25: 12p . 'I Cor. 16: 4# James 

4: 13s, all of which'are middle. There Is no aorist of the compound 

-Ti and only one future, John 5: 29j, which is middle., and 

the other compounds show nothing relevant, Thus., the fact that the depon- 

ent verb was partly passive in i: orm would certainly suggest the passive 

relation to any Greek speakers, even as the last line of the celebrated 

rimed couplet based upon the only deponent verb in the EnZlish language 

(190) "To be born. " The verb is active In Frenob-naitre. 



runs. "Because he had no say In it,, he had no say at all'. " Quite apart 

from this, there is the actual use of the. word 
10,4- 

by Athanasius in the Expositio Fidei,,. if It be 18,9 as a des- 

Oription of the Holy Spirit; C, is a passive verbal noun 

if ever there was one. And again., there, is the title It- 

self # which Is the passive verbal noun from of- 

I blow (incidentally. spiration. is never used by Athanasius in these 

letters)., Athanasius, knew perfectly well that neuter nouns in were.. 

passive; .. after all, he bad. spent a lifetime dealing with 

Irv r, a nd In. & way which, would keep their 

passive nature well In his consciousness. . But this merely Increases the 

PiQuamy of the paradox, that Athanasius. should,. in spite of the linguistic 

evidence in favour of applying a passive. relation to the Spirit,, avoid-the 

Passive relation as much. as he did; It is enough that he avoided spiration, 

perhaps whatever interpretation he applied to the 

he found that too passive. ' There are at least two difficulties In the 

detail of Rodziankols argumento matters which he takes too much for 

granted,, this time from the Eastern orthodox side; there Is at least a 

very strong prima facie case that Rodzianko's extreme emphasis on the 

active status and liberty of the Spirit, in Its procession leaves. him vul- 

nerable to the arguments of Athanasius himself. in Contra Arianos 111: 58-67,, 

against the Arlan contention that the Son came, to be. at the will of the 

Father.. After all# Athanasius arguedin the most general way., that the 

whole relation between Father and Son w as related to. the nature of God, 

as distinct from will, even the will of the Pather;, nature,, for Athanasius, 
In this sense absolutely transcended both will and necessity., and in our 

modern terminology it. likewise transcends even freedon. and activity. 

(191)ýSee above, 'pp. lný-9-41- 
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on this basis,, the onus is on Rodziar)ko to substantiate that Athanasius 

would not have made this reply to his argument; that he would not have 

said that the procession of,, the Spirit was an act of nature.. transcending 

, 
the freedom of even the Father, let alone the Spirito, In facts Rodzianko 

himself Is aware of the danger here., as-is shown by his references early 
in his paper to those earlier Fathers who.. Interpreted the contrast between 

the active procession of the Spirit and the passive generation of the Son 

as implying a contrast between the Spirit merely proceeding from the pres- 

, enoe or face of the Father and the Son generated from the bosom of the 

Father. Becondlyp the idea that the Filloque automatically doubles the 

, 
Procession as an act., and therefore either doubles the hypostasis of the 

. Spirit 'or conflates those of Father and Sont may be plausible,, besides 

. 
being the same difficulty that Athanasius presumably had between Marcellus 

of Ancyra and Eusebius of Caesarea,, but It is not true necessarilys, and is 

in fact not true for the principIt Filioquist theology of the, Trinityv that 

of Augustine. For the lastmentioned theologian,, the mutual love of Father 

aind Son, which is the Spirit., which proceeds from Both and'is received by 

Bothp Is and must be nevertheless"a single and*indivisible act., as it not 

only unites Pather and Son but is the expression of their absolute unity 

and# what is even, more importantg'oo-primacy. " There Is a sense In which 

love even within human families'iS One and indivisible, and in the case 

of God It is indeed part of the "supra-logic of the Trinity" that this is 

so without qualification. ' If the'attempt is'made to divide the relation 

of the Spirit to son from' that of Spirit to Pather according to the hypo- 

ý'static distinction of rather and! Son'- which'is in fact what Rodzianko 

and Athanasius? -- do with their talkof *the' A from the 

Son - the result would indeed be'a division of the Spirit. 9 so that one 

half would be the Spirit of love dulyý 'Modified by imperium and the other 

half the Spirit of'love'duly"modified by that proverbial Prussian quality 
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that can be only described by. the German. word-group centring rac-na the 

word Untertan. Perhaps Augustinet with his Roman training,, was poignantly 

aware of this danger! 'But these criticisms., serious as they are,, are 

trifles-compared with our final crioism of the whole atmosphere of Rod 

ziankols paper, which is identical with the basic Protestant criticism of 

the whole. Eastern Orthodox position (and "Catholic" position generally), 

Athanasius must not be treated either as the fountainhead and criterion 

of orthodoxy or the outstanding representative of the tradition which of 

itself embodies orthodoxy. Such horour6 (actually the first) belong to 

Jesus Christ alone. Athanasius must be heard with thelmost extreme respect,, 

but it is only as a vtltnessý to Christ that he may be heard* When we have 

learned all from his witness, 'we still have to consider the possibility 

that he might be mistakens and that we are- called to learn in Christ not 

only from his truth but from his error, '!, No dogmatics Is complete without 

a principle of self-criticism'; '-'no historical th . eology is complete without 

criticism, 

Thuss, the principal argument of Rodzianko appears to be that 

the adoption of the 
. 
Filioque would' be an infringement of the freedom and 

honour of the Spiritj and this appears to be the general attitude of East- 

ern Orthodoxy. viben we translate this In terms of fourth century theology, 

we can see that the argument lies behind this,, that we cannot presume a 

passive relation of the Spirit to the Godhead without introducing a degree 

of subordination which would annul the Godhead of the Spirit. This was In 

fact the principle of Crigen, with which, as we have seenv Athanasius was 

never confronted in such a way as to force him to repudiate it with his 

customary vigour and assurance. It is in this sense that the statement 

of Barth is completely. true that,, "possibly an unsubdued remnant of orig- 

enist subordinationism'Is'to be claimed among others as the source of the 
,ti 

.0 
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11(192) error in the Eastern conception. Origen propounded the argument 

but accepted the opposite conclusion from the Eastern Orthodox, and it is 

because the' latter accepted Origen's argument or understood major, even 

though they rejected'his conclusion, that they*had to deny the Spirit a 

genuine origin In the Son. The theology of Crigen was based on the eter- 

nal generation of the Son from the Father. . But.., as far as-further progress 

was concernedt the governingýrule was, a rigorous interpretation of John, 

1: 3; therefore,,. the, Spirit, not being either Father or Son, could only 

be one of the even as everything else came to be through 

the Logose That is the only. wayý, An which anything could be passive in 

relation to the Second Person, was. through the relation 

'which in the clearer light. of the fourth century meant being a creature. 

This view was standard among all. the followers and successors of. origin., 

notably in Athanasius's own time Eusebius of, Caeaarea. The other thing' 

to point out is that Athanasius. had already 
. 
evolved 

, 
the f ull technical, 

apparatus for answering this argument., in his treatment of the use of 

the by. the Arians proper, (see De Dear. 28-31, repeated 

with little modification in, C. Ar. I: 30-340 repeated again in its essence in 

Do Synodis 46-47). The principle, of course is to dissociate areaturely 

subordination and temporal,, priority from. origination and logical priority,, 

so that, the Father is the fons et origo Trinitatis even though all three 

Persons are, equally andoo-eternally God* This principle would have 

worked just as well with the Spirit in relation to the Son as with the 

Son in relation to the Father;,. in fact., it is still necessary even to 

make intelligible the procession from the Father. 
, 

The, reason why Athan- 

aslus did not use it is patently that the Tropicip as we have seen., did 

not use the word in their argument. It would have on3,, ý been- 

(192) Ch. Dogm, Vol. 1 Pt. I. p*552 (E. T. ). 
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necessary for Athanasius to have seen this word in his opponents' argument, 

as Basil did,, to have been reminded of his former principle, As it was, 

Athanasius never had to conquer the heretical doctrine of the Spirit in 

Its Origenist form,, and therefore Eastern theology ever since has had the 
193) 

spectra of the exclusive choice between the Greek Procession and Oriýen. 

An analysis of the f ully-dev eloped Trinitarian. theology of 

Athanasius yields., or suggestsl: 'another reason. As we have already seen,, 

Athanasius has, soundly enougbp. extended his original Scriptural metaphors 

of Light-source and Radiancep and Fountain-River, as,. descriptive of the 

relation of Father and Son'respectively., to Light-source, Radiance., Light- 

? as-it-reaches us,, and Pountain,. River and Water., the third terms in each 

case denotingthe Holy Spiriteý We have already seen how this almost im- 

peratively demands the Greek Procession-and makes the Filloque impossible. 

ýAt this stage we can go: further and see if there is anything deeper be- 

bind this. Nowp this feature of -the Letters to Serapion'is the culmina- 

tion of Athanaslus's general preference for the physical and geological 

: analogies for the Godhead over the more'personalist ones of., sayt August- 

Ines There is a strong suggestion,, ` in terms of the Augustinian doctrine 

of the Spirit as the mutual love of Father and Sons, that the Filioque 

properly belongs to the personalist (and we believe the true) conception 

of the Godhead,, 'While if'the Godhead is conceived physically., as in 

'Athanasiusts favourite analogies., there is no point in the Filioque; in 

fact, as we can see from, saye Rodzianko, the converse also applies., so 

that In fact one of the beat analogies for Rodzian]4o Is actual vi ew is 

, 
(with the necessary analogical corrections concerning splitting of essences, 

etc., O which Athanasius had to apply., -passim) the emission of , -rays,, 

(193) See Shapland's Note 4 on EP*I ad . Serap.: ch. 15., and see abovep 
pp. 1111-1t 
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that isi, pure radiant energy. of, exoeedingly high frequencyalong with the 

emission of Ck -: particles,, or even bigger atoms or ions, by, radio-active 

elemental, the conjunction of the emissioas being absolutely constant, nec- 

eseary,. and essential., In part,, this reflects the fundamental difference 

between Greece and Rome* Scholars are now at last coming to recognise 

thatp for all its concentration on militarism,, imperialism., discipline 

a nd ro rgani sa t io n., Rome was more interested In: personal relations in the 

modern sense than Greec a,, and that Roman culture and tradition wad person- 

alist in the sense that what survived as, the characteristic Greek culture 

was physicist or abstract philosophical. ý To take, only the clearest mani- 

festation of this, ýthe characteristic subject of Greek education was meta- 

physics# the characteristic subject of Roman education was rhetoric, as 

in the case of There is another side to inter alios., Augustine himself.: ý,, 
the same matter too, although it'is not'clear to the'author what the conn- 

action is between this and, the point just made.,, The. great heresy In the 

East was Arianism.,. ando. we have already seen., in following through the 

theology of Athanasiust. that., at first. sight anyway., the pbysical analogy 

was the beat adapted to counteract the heresy. Now, in the West, ' the corre- 

sponding great heresy, in factý, the. ýendemio heresy of the West for centuries, 

was Sabellianism in some form., the doctrine of, the lonely god par excell- 

ence. Would it be too much to say that to refute Sabellianism it wa s nec- 

essary to emphasise the personalist character of. the Trinity,, even more 

than the Cappadocians were supposed. to do? on the basis of what we have 

seen in Augustine,, tbis-might well be the case 
(194) 

(194) It would be as well here to look at another prominent Eastern Orthodox 
writer. 9 Vladimir LosskY6 We are citing from various places In his books 
"The Mystical Theology of the Eastern orthodox Church, (E. T. ) and his 
articles, "The Procession of the Holy spirit in the orthodox Triadology".. 
published in the "Eastern Churches Quarterly" (a R. C. publication)., Vol*701 
No. 2 (1948)(Supplementary Issue), q being Proceedings of the Eastern Churches 
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When we examine the matter beyond the actual text., we can see 
(194 Contd. ) 
Quarterly Conference at Blaakfriars.. 3rd-5th Oct-v 1947 (pp. 31-53). (This 
has been published in French in booklet forms the French version being 
either original or the one which the author wished to be definitive, as 
it was his principal Wesern language; it was also the original language 
of the "Mystical Theology.. *. ". Loasky approaches the matter in a more 
dogmatic way. There appear to be three main arguments (see Index to the 
former work under heading "Holy Spirit# Procession of.. "); the argument 
that the West mistakenly emphasises the unity of the Nature rather than 
the Triplicity of the Personsp that the Filioque says too much about what 
should be a mystery.,. and that it is an interference with human freedom. 
The author agrees that the first argument (see references, virtually pass- 
im)v corresponds to a real truth about a lot of Western theologyp but 
cannot see how it applies to, for instancep Augustine himself - where 
Augustine treats the Spirit as Impersonal,, he is certainly doing no more 
than doing justice to the sense in which the Spirit is impersonal and the 
Father and Son personal, whichp according to Lossk-Yq is admitted by the 
whole of both Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox theology (P. H. S., p*34; 
M. Th. 156-73 and 192-5). A typical presentation of the second argument 
IaonP. H. S. p. 35: "All that we know of the Holy Spirit refers to His 
Economy; all that we do not know makes us venerate His Person. ... 11. 
Boiled down to its basic essentials,. this argument is really that not only 
is it possible for God to be in Himself other than what He is in His revel- 
ation,, but that this state of affairs must be presumed on principle; that 
isý the undoubted fact that the Spirit Is sent from the Son all but suggests 
that He does not proceed from the Son. At-TtEs best, the author considers 
this sort of thing a gross abuse of the apophatio principle. Lossky has 
a point against the Roman Catholic doctrine that the Persons are "per modum 
intellectual' and "per modum voluntatiall (P. H. S. p. 44); this is a clear 
case of theology saying far too much and almost certainly getting it wrong, 

'H. S. ap. fin. ) on 11rela- but the Pilioque is not comparable. His attack (P. 
tions of opposition'# as the basis of Trinitarianism is more interesting 
It is not altogether easy to see what is meant, but it appears to be oYe 
or both of the following; that the Filioque involves too tight an inte- 
gration of the Trinity., In contrast with a looser parallel arrangement,, 
and It duplicates too closely what we see subjectively in revelation as 
Interpreted by us leading by a higher synthesis either to Sabelliani&m or 
Hegelianism. All that we can say is that these conclusions simply do not 
follow. An example of the third criticism is in M. Th..... pp. 169-70: "The 
personal coming of the Holy Spirit - 'sovereignly freelq to use an ex- 
pression from a hymn for Pentecost - could not be conceived as'a plenitude., 
as an infinite treasure suddenly disclosed within each person, did not the 
Eastern Church acknowledge the independence (as to His eternal origin) of 
the Hypostasis of the Holy Spirit in relation to the Son .... If the Holy 
Spirit, as a Divine Persons, were considered as dependent upon the Son, He 
would appear., even in His personal advent - as a bond which connects us 
to the Son. The mystical life would then unfold as a way towards the union 
of the soul with Christ through the medium of the Holy Spirit. That raises 
again the place of the human persons in this union: either they would be 
annihilated in being united to the Person of Christ, or else the Person of 
Christ would be imposed upon them from without. In the latter case grace 
would be conceived as 

aernal to freedom,, Instead of its being its inward 
flowering* But It Is in this freedom that we acknowledge the Deity of the 

, Sonp made manifest to our understanding through the Holy Spirit dwelling in 
us. 11 The only possible reply to this is - Tu dixisti! Plenitude? - Col. 
1: 17! Slavery and dehumanisation? Rom. 8: 29., Eph. 4: 13.. ' For that matter# 
this position, which appears to be the general Eastern Orthodox positions, 
Is not even Athanasian; see De Inc. 14, and above, pp. 134-6. 
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a third possible reason for Athanasius's adoption of. the. procession from 

the Father only, that Iss, the nature of the analogy that he vould have 

feltV rather than specifieds, between Son and Spirit., We have already dis- 

cussed Ahis fully. In short,, we have concluded that the Spirit had for 

the theology of about 356., epistemical2y and operationally,, the same re- 

lation to the Father and Son together that the Logos* interpreted Hellen- 

istically, had In relation to the Father before the Arian controversy. 

That is, both were the Person 'with whom the individual man or creature was 

In the closest relationships, ands, correspondinglys both were correlated 

with creaturely existence.,, indeed to an excessive degrees, in the way that 

the other Persons were not. An, even more striking way of putting this Vx 

the commons, and corrects, statement that for, the third century the Logos 

had taken over the functions of. the Spirit. Therefore., as we have saids, 

Athanasius would certainly, have felt the analogy, and so,, as the Logos 

proceeds from the Father and we have to remember too that-even the rela- 

tion of generation was forAthanasius almost. identical with procession - 

so should the Spirit proceed from the Father., In fact., we can. go further 

and say that this analogy would have masked. any incompatibility that Athan- 

asius would have felt between his vigorous use of series arguments and his 

adoption of the later Greek Procession. In conclusion,,, one frequently has 

the feeling In the Letters that, the phrase -M'. ) is in 

effect synonymous with "Divine"-in the strict sense. -This would be another 

manifestation of the "unsubdued. origenist, subordinationism'I of which Barth 

speakes, almost as if Athanasius., whom we must expect tolbe to some extent 

the child of his preceding generations, was not yet as unreservedly sure 

of the absolute Deity of the, SoAas his successors., thanks almost entirely 

among, earthly theologians. to his own, struggless, became.,. 

An examination of the question from the theological point of 
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view shows that-'the Filioque is necessaryt and is Ia matter-on which a 

definite decision must be made. We have already discussed the profound 

difference that we have observed historically and empirically 'as the re- 

sult of the adoption of the principle., and it only remains to add that 

Church History itself subsequent to Athanasius proves that there %ms a 

real incompatibility and contradiction within the type of theology that 

he and his successors followed. The danger is., as Barth says., that the 

unity of the Trinity' is compromised by the denial of the pjljoquýý95ýv and 

even a cursory glance at theology and Church proclamations shows that there 

is a real danger of a division of Christianity into two religions,, a relig- 

ion of the Son and a religion of the Spirit, which are only accidentally 

compatible and whi"Ch are occasi I onally mutually irrelevant or even incom- 

patible. This is the'question'that must be legitimately put to all Pente- 

costalists and pneumatic mystics -'61id,, whIoh must, unfortunately, be' 

answered by traditions such as the Reformed,, from the opposite point of 

view. Even certain interpretations of the Acts of the Apostles countenance 

this division into'a Religion of the Son and'a Religion of the Spirit 

a grave exegetical perversion''of the . plain ,m ea ni rig of the Book. The same 

considerations apply to the other possible error - which is if arWthing 

worse than the former that the work of Christ was primarily to release 

the Spirit in the sense of removing all impediments to our living the 

exalted Itspilitual" life In the least definite sense of the phrase. Un,. 

fortunately, this is the only logical deduction from the position that 

modern Eastern orthodoxy proposes as the irenio (? ) formula:,, that the Spir- 

it proceeds from the Father through the Son.. The mystical, tendencies of 

Eastern orthodoxy, as well as, the animadversions against Westerners,, as Ing 

say, Vladimir Lossky; for'a spirituality, which excessively (sic. ) concen- 

(3-95) See Ch. Dogm. Vol. I pt. I (P. 552 (L T. ) 
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trates on-the i'nearnate humanity of Christ, show., the d 
(196) 

anger on3, y too well. 

The Western equivalent is the man who entertains the delusion that the 

work of Christ gives-him the right, simpliciter, to practise natural,.. . 
theology in the sense in which this activity reaches its apogee in Hegel,, 

without regard to whether it keeps to the limits of Christ or not, No. 

it Is Jesus Christ Who-is The-Way.,, The Truth., and The Life,, and the spirit 

does not testify ý of Itself.,. but of Christ..,,. These matters are dangerous, 

enough already; they become superlatively. so if it is remembered that the 

Spirit., by Its very nature,, concehls its Personality under -the personality 

of the Christian; this appears to be admitted even by the Eastern Ortho- 

dox Church, that is,, insofar as the name of the Third person Is Spirit and 

not Father or Son# the Spirit is noýt openly a Hypostasis or person in one 

of the senses in which the rather and Son are personal. Such theologians 

as Loasky admit this, and recognise the deduction that the Spirit cannot 

be the hypostatic reality of the Church,, going so far as to give this 
(197 )ýI 'p 1: 1 ... 11 1' bonour to Mary! From the prevalence of Mariology among the Russian 

Orthodox, as distinct perhaps from the Greek Orthodox,, this reasoning 

appears to be general in the former quarter. On the basis of this sort of, 

theology., the consequences of a denial of the Pilioque would appear to be 

disastrous; only the Filioque oan'genuinely preserve the supremacy of 

-Christ even to the minimum extent needed to justify the name of the Christ- 

ian faith. 

?, Against this background., -we must now make our final analysis of 

the problem of the Filioque,, and we shall do so under four heads,, which 

are also the four heads under which the sceptical arguments fall; we 

shall do so with speCialreference to the doctrine of Atbanasiuss, so as 

(1963) "Mystical Theology of the Eastern Cburch't pp. 64-5. 
(197) ' I'MYstioal Theology. PP- 193 ff 
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determine how the arguments on both sides apply to him. In the first 

place., we must observe that., now that we have Isolated certain factors 

-which would have distorted Athanasiuslsýtheology away from'tbe Pilioque,, 

there is-now a relative presumption in favour of the positive arguments 

for'this doctrine., but it would be unfair to be . guided too much by it. 

The four arguments in question are:: the relation between God in His Self- 

revelation and God as He is in Himself; ýthe relation between the identity 

of nature of the persona'with, 'their ýorigixi'in each other; the relation 

of the latter . to th .e Perioboresis, the'! to" the the problem 

of Scriptural ý exegesiss 

To take the first issue., the general presumption must always be 

that a thing is as it appears. An Important'alarification must be made 

here. It might be held that the sun is, according to appearance, a rela- 

tively small body a few miles from the earth,, whereas Its diameter is 

864pOOO miles and'its distance 93 million miles. But there is a twofold 

answer to this; in the first place, all the valid evidence against the 

former "appearance" must Itself be appearance,, and secondly,, even before 

the point at which we can speak of a person (as distinct from,, says, the 

sensory endipgalof th e optic nerve). sensing a thing or detecting an appeon- 

once., the central nervous system, with its. billions of oells and intercell- 

ular linkages., must perform an enormous job, of interpretation that is 

Identical in ki nd to the interpretations of an electronic. brain. Thusy 

if we see a car approaching quickly in the distancet we see, in any normal 

sense., the car., and not patterns of light occupying certain dihedral 

angles of the visual field. The condition for our really seeing the car 

as a moving body is not only the lastnamed,, but the interpretative, almost 

the trigonometrical., activity, of the brain., not to mention the stereo- 

SOOPic comparison of two slightly different pictures,, one from each eye. 
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But when this is said# the'fact remains thatAt is really the Sun that 

we see, 'and not its "appearance", of course,, a good. deal of analogical 

correction will have to be made when this principle is applied to our 

knowledge'of God., but the principal difference makes the picture more and' 

not less applicable to 'God. We can conceive a thing that operates In one 

way, but'has its essential*existence in'another way. But if we try to 

apply this to God., 'what'evidence can we possibly, have that God exists in 

another way?. We can observe other things when they are,, as we say, at 

rest, as distinct from, interacting with us in the usual way*. But can we 

observe (in the sense in which Athanasius himself uses the word 

God,, except insofar as Godmakes Himself known to us In His work? The 

very suggestion is blapphemous. 
.. 

And the-situation Is. even more serious 

than this. The very dualiEm between appearance,, or for that matter be- 

haviour, and reality is unreal# or more accurately, not absolute., It is 

only relative to a particular aspect. of, a, thing's being, behaviour., or 

appearance,, that. happensto claim our interest at the moment. Thus there 

are only two possible, interpretations, of. the traditional contrast between 

appearance and reality,, both of which produce worse blasphemy than ever 

when applied to God. It may mean that the thing concerned has certain 

features when it. does not interact with other objects in the way-in which 

we are interested at the moment, but is modified in some way when the 

interaction takes place. This is the very thing that? so to speak by 

definition., and what is more important... by God's own revelation of Himself 

cannot happen to Him. or It may mean that. "appearance" is the feature of 

the thing in which we have a primary interest, and "reality" is the feature 

or features of the thing that are,, relatively.. remote from this interest. 

But to Christians, our "interest" in God is the whole of His self-revelation 

and part of this self-revelation is precisely the fact that He is boldinz 

nothing back,, ' save'where$' as"In'Mk. 13: 32., things are concealed for our own 
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goodl according to Athanasius's own exegesis. . Therefore,, there cannot be 

any aspect of God which Is In any way remote from His own self-revelation 

to us. Furthermore# God's own revelation is a revelation of, grace.. and 

to speculate on any other side of., God Is In effect a vote of no-confidence 

in Him. Every word., inboth Testatnents,,, about God's Hi 8 

faithfulness, even God's. Names,., the Sacred Tetragrammaton, il 

which almost certainlv refers to His manifestation and not His abstract 

being,, cries, out, against this., 

There is only one possible argument that Oan be used against 

this,, that is.,! - that the 'Conceptio Inof Jesus of 'Nazareth through the Spirit 

would demand a corresponding doctrine of the Double Generation of the Son,, 

from Father and''Spirit. "' Her'e,, ý'it"is my melancholy duty to r. efer to the 

quarrel between Barth 'and G. S. Hendry,, 'even though Hendry's treatment of 

the issue is so atrocious that silenc. e would, be, much more. agreeable. Un- 

fortunately,, Hendry's book. on the,, Spirit is an. important contribution to 

the theology of the Third Person.. and he has given the classical modern 

expression to this dilemma.. The trouble is that be did so,, and chid.. 

Barth for impaling himself on its horns in his I'Dogmatics"; in lectures 

that were prepared and delivered 21 years after this very Kirobliche 

Dogmatik Volj,,, Pt. 1, had, appeared: in, German, and, 17 years after it had 

appeared in English,, in the course of which Barth had noticed the. apparent 

dilemma, and had.. made a. formidable and... according, to the autbor, success- 

ful - attempt to resolve it# a section that, appears to have escaped Hen- 

dry's attention altogether! Barth! a, solution is simply to say that Jesus 

Christ is not only God but also Man,. and therefore the Spirit's rAole in 

the conception of Jesus of Nazareth was simply a special case in fact, 

the primary case of. the Spirit's-economic work of. uniting Man to Godý 
198) 

(198) See Hendry,, "The 11oly Spirit in Christian Theolo9YIV, fT, Vb 48 2,, and *pp. -5 Barth, "Ch. Dogm. 11 Vol. j, ptl pp,. 554-6, (E. T. published 1936). 



If we believej, as Barth undoubtedly did., that the princip; e 
I 
of the unity 

of nature of God in His Being and God in His Revelation cannot be inter- 

preted In such a way as to imply Christological Hegelianism or Hegelianism 

in general the doctrine of the absolute identity of h uman and divine 

natures this conclusion follows at once. Barth may not always be quite 

clear on how the Chaloedonian Christology follows from his doctrine of 

the absolute primacy of the Incarnate Christ for revelation., but once it 

is accepted no criticism Is possible of Barth's solution to the. problem 

of the "Double Generation of th a Son. " This removes. the one major stumb- 

ling-block to the acceptance of the principle that God is In Himself what 

He is In His Revelation. * and therefore., ''as no one has ever doubted in 

theory that the work of the Spirit proceeds from the work of the So n,, 

Scriptural evidence being overwhelming, the Filioque follows. 

Purthennore,, if there has., ever. been, a- theologian who had to 

accept this argument 9, it ; wass, on his own, showing., : Athanasius himself. The 

very thing that Athanasius had spent hisý, entire mature life in showing was 

that a being such'as. the. Logos or'8pirit, jn Whom God comes to us, must 

be either wholly God,, ýor no t God at all. ý :. Even the Arians and the Tropioi 

accepted this disjunction -,,. only they- came down on the side of creature. 

Againg from the, veryýoutset, of. his theology., Athanasiu8 joyfully accepted 

that God's work for, us was, a1c., - and he stuck -to this 

throughout his lif e. HoW7 can God, impart to us, even by participation., His 

own life by anything that Is not God'? Calvin may be criticised for treat- 

Ing of the Third Article under the title of "The Mode of Obtaining the 

Grace of Christ. The Benefits It Confers, and the Effects Resulting from 

But this is exactly the way in which the Third Person came up 

to claim the attention of Athanasiua,, after generations of theological 

(199) The title of Book III of the "Institutes". 
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(200) 
slumber on this point,, as we have already seen. Pinaily,, Athanasius, 

again as we have just demonstrated, was well aware that epistemically and 

operationally the Spirit proceeds from the Son,, and would have. certainly 

noticed some difficulty in obtaini, r, ig'any, other evidence about the Spirit,, 

in'spite of his preference. for direct propositional scriptural evidence 
(201) 

about the Soný 
, .., 

In this connection. 9 ý the only reason fox! Athanasius' a 

not being able to see this. would,. have, been that, h_e was. still too ready, 

whatever his meaning, of the Homoousion - to see,, "the Divine Nature", of . 
which we are to participate, too much-in terms, of-cluality.:. He had not - 

lived with the Trinity-long enough. -to see,, as a theological law without 

any reservation and of, universal application., that God would not be God 

unless He were Father,, Son,,. and Holy, Spirit -, 7 even though Hegoes a very 

long way to layi rig, the, foundations for tbis.,,, Perhaps the later Cappadoc- 

ians saw tbia.,. Augustine,. with: bis more, personalist theologyp certainly 

did; perhaps, the parentheals'i a? the clue, to the, i as ue. -, Athanasi us a ould- 

perhaps remain content : with the., idea that'Godhead belongs to each person; 

but if we see that not only, the Divine Attributes but the intra-Trinitar- - 

Lan relations are what makes God Godo we. muat accept the principle that 

God is as He reveals Himself$, not only, as regards attributesq but, as re- 

gards Intra-Trinitarian relations# If what He Imparts to us is to be God 

Himself. . Therefore,, the FilLoque must be accepted., not least on, the very 

presuppositions of. Athanasius himself..,,, -_. 

The second argument is that concerning the close relation be- 

tween absolute resemblance between Persons of the Trinity and the origin 

of one from the other., which is I such .a feature of the"characteristia 

(200) See' above, ' pp. - C6442, . 00 

(201) See above',, pp. 
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(202) 
AthanaBian interpretation of the Homoousion. on the other hand, it 

might be objected that'Athanarlus's characteristic argument concerning the 

Son Is In the reverse directiont that is, from the admitted origin of the 

Son in the Father to the absolute resemblance of the Son to the Father. 

But the answer could be made to thiss, that owing to the singularity and 

uniqueness of'God, arguments -'about God''can 'often'be directly converted 

in the way in which direct conversion of an'A proposition is invalid. 

Also , we may add a couple'of. observations conoerni'ng Athanasius himself. 

Firstly, It is possible to" interpret what'appears to be the change of em- 

phasis in his doctrine to the Ho I moousion away'from the quasi-genetics of 

the matter to generic likeness., which we have seen in these Letters, as 

being simply the use of this argument in the direction that we have postu- 

lated. Again,, it must be remembered that'the'final result of Athanasius's 

non-acceptance of the Filioque was not. the Greek Tr- 

but a disinclination to speak, of the Procession at. all.. almost as if 

Athanasius subconsciously felt that to speak of the Procession would ulti- 
20 3) 

mately commit himself to the Filioque. still$, it might be argued 

that the absolute resemblance of the Spirit to the Son would be sufficiently 

saf eguarded by the absol ute resemblance of Each to the Pather., but for the 

r theological truth bbat,, the, Sp 'Tt absolutely resembleýý the son, not, o nly 
I.! 'Iý '4r !-, A-f" I- iý'V" jý-I, 

as a Person of the Trinity., but speciflcaliýý"'a'sý boh. ý'There Is any amount 

of evidence., at.. least circumstantial, that Athanasius instinctively con- 

sidered the Spirit in this way; actually,, every instance in which, he used 

the series argument. Thus., we can say that if Athanasius had stuck to the 

procession of the Spirit he ought to have explicitly taught the Pilioque 

and this argument, though. not so strong as the first.. is in its favour. 

(202) See 'above, " pp. '62-9-; +Oý,. ' 

(203) See above., pp. 
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still less. certain is the third argument in our list,, the 

argument from the 
_,; 

V -to the from the Perichoresis to the Filio- 

que. This is because the Perichoresis applies symmetrically to all Persons, 

while it Is obviously. impossible. to say, that the mutual originations of 

the Persons are symmetrical., as that would affirm that the Father had his 

origin in the Son and the Spirit. Yet, with the necessary but still 

arbitrary qualification that, the principle, cannot, be interpreted in such 

8 w8Y as to o. ompromis. e the Father's status as 
..., 

the Pons et Orit,:, o Trinitatis,, 

the weight is still on -the side of accepting the' argument as being in 

f'avour ofthe Filioques, and. it also applies in the case of the Athanasian 

writings,. since he not only emphasised that the Son was in the Father and 

v ice versa,, but extended this symmetrically to the Spirit as well. 

The fourth possible argument... the, exegetioal argument, is more 

difficult, but the point. is that the difficulty here is one that Is shared 

by the whole Doctrine of the Trinity,,, tbat iss, ribat is the nature of its 

Scriptural (or other? ), basisT .,., In, the main,, it is somethipg which is not 

reducible to proof. texts,,, although It would be impossible toldiscuss the 

matter now. What can be said, is, that, the text. that can be held to be a 

direct argument in favour of. the Greek procession., John l19: 26:.,,,,.. 

0 4,7.041 C Tr 

# is probably not. so..., The preposition is rot but r, 1,6) 

and in this context., with all its references, to Jesus "going away" etc., 

the meaning of ntly., is quite pa. te, 

. "from the place where the Father is., as distinct from the place where the 

Son has ape cially locali. sed Himself among men"., that Is# from Heaven. It 

1a not a real Peference to- the Eternal Procession. 

Thus,, our conclusion Is th&t the Filloque is necessary in the 

Ht 
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absolute sense,, and is especially necessary in the long run for a theology 

of the character of. Athanasius's.. But that is quite distinot from saying 

that. the Pilioque. is implicit in the theology, of Athanaziuss let alone 

that it was what he actually intended., After all., this was just what he 

did not 
Lay,, 

even to the extent-that. the later Nicenes and Alexandrians 

said itý 
204) 

, To thi a extent it is a real incompatibility in Athanasius's 

theology, and as such the student of. Athanasius is obliged to explain it. 

We have done so. in tems of. the, type of physical analogy, -that he uses., and 

also the continued irifluence-of., the Implied disjunctions on. wbich the 

theology of origen was: based... even where, -. the. alternatives accepted were 

opposite to crigen's.. 

We can now say* a few words about the last main division of the 

theology of th e Spirit as revealed in the Letters to Serapion,, the operat- 

ion. of the Spirit, even though'it is no t directly within the scope of the 

thesis. The great feature of the Athanasian doctrines, as it finally 

emerges., is that officially all'the operations of God are considered to- 

gether and they all are from the Pather.. 

through the Logos (or Son)',: ' 31 in the Spirit 

'This formula is quite invariable In substance, 

showing only minor verbal variations. In the Ep. I,, it is applied to the 

works of God seriatim as they arise.. and finally in ohs. 30 and 31 it ia 

said explicitly that the formula applies to all the operations of God,. and 

apparently to all substantial entities as are created. There is no good 

evidence for It being a stock liturgical fonaulap otherwise it. would have 

been more influential In the Contra Arianos earlier., , even though it occurs 

in the later chapters. - probably It. was. a deliberate theological act Of - 

(204) That is, even the see Swete, operibus 
citatis In the appropriate places. 
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Atban, asius to put things in this way. ()ne cause was undoubtedly the 

strained circ=stames under which he wrote the Letters., wbieb would have 

resulted.,, inter alia., in lack of space.. The tendency in these circumstances 

is to cast, the material into a, tighter., more compendious form, a form 'which 

ist as a matter, of brute fact, more adaptable to creeds and confessions; 

easier circumstances., witb the greater availab. ility of time., leisure,, and.. 

not least,, writing materials,, lend tbemselves to a more diffuse style 

a more varied presentation of-the materialp, so that diff er. ences can be 

mentioned which would otber"Wise have to be. Ignored. But the directly 

theological considerations are more important.. As we h, ave said. $ Atbanasius 

had to emphasise the absolute unity. of. operation of all Personss, because 

if he made arry, compromises heres there would, be always a tendency to think 

in terms of a hierarchy of operations of.. the Godhead, some of %vbich could 

be given to an (illegitimately) subordinate member and others reserved for 

the superordinate member. As we have already explainedp Origen appears to 
(205) 

have thought on just these lines. 
- -, However,, there must be a difference 

in operation somehow, because otherwise there would be no reason to recog-, 

nise any personal or hypostatic distinctions. in 'the Trinity at all. The 

solution that was actually, chosen was to accept a distinction of the mode 

of' operation, rather than in the work that, was operattd. All Persons were 

present and operative in all operations,,. but in different manners according 

to the formula as quoteds and the exact repetitions were deliberate., so 

that it could be more strongly established. 

As for the reasons for this formulations, it is unfortunately 

nowhere explained, and therefore some conjecture is necessary. The last 

u J. -r part., etc.., may bear esidual Sernitism (or 

V an otherwise non-Hellenic expression),, whereby Heb. prefix 

(205) See above, and references cited thero. 
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in this case, Irby". agent or Instrument. Some of the uses ýn the Contra 

Arianos of or -T) suggest this. on 

this presumption,, the formula simply means that the Spirit is that Person 

Viho is in immediate contact with the creatures and therefore is the immed- 

iately efficient cause of the Divine operation. The --k 

would simply mean that the Logos was intermediate between this and the 

origination of all the Divine operations in the Pather. The other possi- 

bility is that the preposition Y had its ordinary Indo-European 

meaning., "in",. In this case, It wo uld correspond to or be an analogical 

extension of, the well-known and well-established association between the 

spirit and the Church, the Church being the community in which God has 

done., and still does., His work in the world during this age. Not only was 

it generally felt that the Spirit and the Church had some connection, but 

the Spirit continued in the credal and liturgical theology of the instit- 

utional and worshipping Church during the period when the Spirit ceased to 

be of interest to the conscious, intellectual, and academic tradition in 

theology. Besides there is the traditional analogy, too. 9 between the Spirit 

in which our spiritual baptism is to take place the water in which the 

Christian is to be actually or symbolically Immersed, and indeed some 

theologians and liturgies spoke of a sort of substantial union between the 

Spirit and the water, including the liturgy attributed to the very Serapion 

who was the recipient or these'letters. 'In other words. 9 the Spirit is the 

soil in which Christians grow's tbeýatmosphere -a very cogent analogy 

which they breathe and iný which tbeyý "have their being". The earlier' 

references to' etc. - that are so'common throughout 

all the previous'writings of Atha - na I sius p- would thus have *a similar meaning, 

asp to a large extentp the Logos still took over the functions of the Spirit. * 

But the evidence against this is that there Is not a word in the Letters 



about this sort of issue at all. Is this because he sat lightly on the 

ecclesiastical doctrinev or because he took it for granted? Serious dif- 

ficultie8 are raised by both answers. Probably the truth is that it is 

impossible for any Westerner., either Protestant or Roman Catholict or for 

that matter, any modern Easterners to enter into fourth-century thought 

about the Church,, since the doctrine of the Church had riot been raised in 

the acute form which is familiar tO. us-, It is highly probable thatp as 

far as the post-Biblical era is concernedp the question could not arise in 

a critical form until the doctrine of the Holy Spirit had been settled 

and this applies whether we ýonsider the question in its Western or its 

Eastern form. We have already shown the cardinal significance of the 
206) 

recognition of the Filioque for the development of.. Viestern ecclesioloýy, 

If 
I 
thi a latter hypothesis is true# the 1,4, -rot, ' would have,, 

in a richer form,, the same significance as in the first case. And finally.. 

of course, all parts of this formula would fit in perfectly with the two 

cardinal Trinitarian analogies of Athan. asius., the Pather as Light-source 

or Fountain,, the Son as Radiance 'or River* the''Spirit as Light-as-it- 

reaches-us or Water,, respectively.. and it would thus be a correspondence 

between the doctrine of the operation of God I and the doctrine of the intra- 
207) 

Trinitarian relations that -'Athanasius actually accepteý* 

The 
I 
danger of. this sort of doatrine is the danger that we have 

already mentioned repeatedly in our study of the Filloque question; in- 

cidentally, it is a form of the series doctrine of therelatiors. between 

the Persons which is consistent with the. denial of the Filioque. To be 

(206) See above, pp. 1152--irg 

(207) See Ep. I: 19,, and above,, pp. W 4- 

- .. - 0 

4 :j 



specific'. it does not do justice to the essential truth that the. Spirit. 

"lot OnlY Comes to, us througb the Son or is the mediLun in which God works 

through the Son, but primarily conforms us to -the son. To take the second 

Trinitarian analogy, what is more amorphous than water? It certainly does 

not conform us to the river, f rom which 
-ý 
it is ý drawn; in f act pa man would 

consider. himself insulted at., the suggestion. on the other hand, this is 

the very truth that Atbanasius aimed to safeguard with his doctrine that 

11 

the Spirit is the, jmage (in-the sigillographic sense) of the Son.. which 

stamps us with His seals and the error in question is the endemio heresy 

of Popular modern Christianity, -the idea that the Spirit is a power in the 

same way as petrol in the 'tankq whereas, the Spirit wt only gives us our 

kinetic energy but most imperatively, determines our direction of movement 

and even our form of, being too. But lnýthe lorigýrun only a strict adher- 
208) 

ence to the Filioque, can safeguard thislrAh', The form of the Christian 

life is Christ alone# ! and if. we will'. to haveý the power, we must also have 

the form.,,. 

wh en we turn to the operations of the Spirit - or ratber perbaps 
the operations ad extra of the Trinity in the context of the Spirit - 'we 

notice at once that Athanasius, has a certain difficulty in sustaining his 

thesis th-at all the operations of the Trinity are of. the same kind. He 

has to readmit. the theory that. there is some difference in the operations 

that corresponds to a difference in the Persons of the Trinity. The prim- 

ary list of the operationsq in 1: 22-27., is Sanctification and Renewal., 

Vivification, Anointing,, Sealing,, _Mediation of our partaking of God, and 

also a reference to creation which Is considered not primarily as the once- 

for-all creation of Gen. 1.9 but-to, the general and continuing activities of 

of vivification and renewal* When he returns to this topic at the end of 

(208) See above, fr. 1134. 
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ch. 31, he adds the prophetic ministry of the. Spirit.. but with a certain 

emphasis on the, present .. status. of the prophet., etcy as an inspired person 

and the formal question of the ., relation. between the Logos and Spirit in 

prophecy (concurrence is his, solution),, and,,. finally,, the only reference 

that Athanasius-ever made to, the Conception, of the man Jesus by the Spirit. 

It is. true that,, for instance, the treatment of the prophetic ministry of 

the Spirit is more complete than Shapland,, for. instanoe,, will allowý 
209) 

But one feature-of this list of operations is that, it is concentrated on 

. 
the present,.., Wbat, is. really, missing is,, any.. doctrine of the Spirit testi- 

fying In our hearts of ý the reconciliation that Cbrist. has already. achieved 

on our behalf. Similarly,, ',, there is a lack of the Spirit's testimony to 

the Last Judgment., so,, to, speak,,, temporal testimony In the other direction, 

and appears to-be what Shapland missed, when he commented on the-restricted 

scope of the prophetic, ministry. of the;, Spirit. The former lack is the 

more significant as our studies of the De.. Incarnatione have shown us that 

justification, g.. even in the quasi-legal. or quasi-penal. sense,, was far more 

prominent. -tban most theologians, have allowed...,. 

II 

The upshot I of this i: a that Athanasius cannot really sustain his. 

contention that all the works of God'have exactly the same relation to 

all the Persons of th e. Tri ni ty that'is" 'there is really some *irreducible 

difference amongst the'. works of God corresponding to the difference be- 

tween the Personsp"'so that one'Person or other has special association 

with certain works. As for the Pather, McIntyre points out that there is 

an almost'total lack, in the relevant period of Greek theology, of any 

theology of the Pather in'this sense; that is , there is no corroboration 

of the traditional association between the Pather and creation.. which has 

been universal since the days of Wiarcion and Irenaeus,, and which correspondsý 

(209) See above., pp. 
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to the traditional association between the Second Person and Justification 
(210) 

and the Third Person and Sanctification. This is very true, and raises 

a very important problem that Is all too often neglected. on the other 

hand, it is necessary to make a number of qualifications and explanations. 

Firstly, there is the practical fact tbat., Athanasius had spent his lifetime 

in proving., against the . 4rians.. that the Second Person was on the Godward 

side of the process of creation., and thus showing the Logos (and also 

later the Spirit)-as Creator.: ý. As for the later Cappadooiana,, they not 

only owed'much to Athanasius but were independently confronted with the 

same task by -the Neo-Arianism of Bunomius,,, not to mention the Tropicl 

Pneumatomachl., and maaedoýiians who took the same line concerning the 

Spirit. Secondly, the Greek Fathers are in very, extensive company in this 

regard; , no theology has ever very convincingly associated Creation with 

the Father in this. regard. Thirdly,, it is, likely that the whole principle 

is wrong anyway, and that,. at-this point. the. wbole correlation between 

Persons and type of operation breaks down.. After allp the fact that area- 

tion is creatio per. Verbum. is just about the main point about-it. The 

traditional correlation of, the Father with creation Is almost certainly 

a survival from the heresy of. Maroion, later theology rejecting his minor 

and conclusion,, but riot the enthymematic major principle on which it is 

based. Probably the truth is that the rather is just the Father., the fons 

et origo Trinitatis, and His traditional association with creation is the 

expression of the analogy between this primacy of the Father and the quasi- 

historical and-quasi-logical primacy of the work of creation. But when 

we come to the Son there is no doubt whatever that there Is a fault or a 

contradiction in Athanasius's theology. He says that all works are ao- 

tuated from the Father. through the Son,, and in the Spirit., so that 

(210) "The Holy Spirit in Greek Fatristic Thought",. p. 359. 
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presumably all works are of the Spirit in'the same way,, but the works that 

be lists have all this present reference., and thus belong primarily to 

the locus theologicus of sanctification. ThereAs one routine reference 
(211) 

to our justification which is almost off-handq another rapid and over- 
212) 

due reference to the Conceptionby the Spirit, of Jesusý and that is 

all. In spite of his own principles, Athanasius. bas reintroduced the 

differentiation of. the opera'ad extra. 

The truth is that this differentiation is correct theology., and 

the experience of Athanasius shows that only if it is accepted is there 

any possibility of giving anything but a brittle account of the co-opera- 

tion of all three Persons. once we recognise that the Spirit is the Person 

with Which we are immediately associated in virtue not only of our human- 

ityl, but also of our existence in the Age between the Ascension and the 

Parousia,, we can give a real account of the work of the Spirit in justific- 

ation. Justification is supremely the Act that has already taken place 

for Us.. So to speak, in the Age of the Son, and it is supremely the lVork 

of the Son,, but it is the Spirit Which comforts us by witnessing to our 

spirit, that YLe are the children of Gods, -that the reconciliation rion for 

us so long ago is.,. notwithatanding the'interval of time,, fully valid and 
(213) 

efficacious for us. the Second As wi th the, past, so with the f uture; 

Coming Is essentially the. worlz of the Son., but, as was the case with John 

in the concentration camp on Patmos., it'is the Spirit that comforts and 
(214) 

strengthens us to endure even unto that happy day, 

(211), The citation of I. Cor. 6: 11 in Lp. I-. 31: 601A-B. 

(212) Ep*I: 31 apud finem, See abov e., pp. ), 20; -;. ' 

(213) Rom. 8: 16. - 

(214) Rev. 1; 9-3.0. 



one final remark this concentration on sanctification., on 

the. temporal present, is in many ways very. close to the conception of th a 

, work of the pre-Arian Logos. wh. en it was conceived at its mostrationalistic. 

In both cases, we get an emphasis on the pure present., and a loss of the 

historical element in the Christian faith we have Just been insisting 

that this very element must ýe pre3ent in the theology of the Spirit as 

much as anywhere el se. Something has changed; spirituality and mysticism, 

replace rationalism and'naturall. theology,,: but: it remains one of the trag- 

edies of theological historythat it lost: interest in the Logos., in the 

classical sensa, just at the moment that Atbanasius bad found the correct 

form of the doe trine, by relating it not. to eternal rationality understodd 
215) 

metapbysical3, v,, but,, to predestination in Cbr St. Between the earlier 

rationalism and the future mysticism mainly in the bad sense - Athan- 

asius represents, tbe transition in such a, way that both the old and the 

new errors can be seen in bim., but-at his best be is, the razor's edge., the 

lucid interval, the best of both worlds., with much thatAs to be found in 
(216) 

him alone of his age and generation,,. 

--------------- 

(215) In C-Ar-II: 73-82; see above,, pp. 

(216) The fact that Athanasius Is the great theologian of the orthodox doc-* 
trine of the Son against the Arians,, and the first theologian of the Spirit., 
the hinge between two great epochs of theological history., is the prob&ble 
reason for the close association of the Spirit with the Son which -is the 
characteristic of these Letters which both Shapland and mcintyre notice so 
MUche, But the fact still remains that this close association, as we see it 
in Athanasius is a starting point that needs strengthening and development., 
rather than apconclusive and definitive stage in theology. It'is unfort- 
unate that his principal heirs. advanced in principle -so little beyond him. 
If it'is correct that the Church has always owed much, in the providence of 
God, to the struggle against heresy, it was unfortunate that the later gen- 
eration of Arians, like Eunomiusp with whom the'Cappadocians; were directly 
familiar, had already degenerated into scholasticism., in comparison with' 
the founders of the heresy, and the same can be said even of the Pneumato- 
maChi and Macedonians in comparison with the Tropici in spite of the &mall 
interval of time. Perhaps one can 6ven go further and comment on the low 
Vitality of Graeco-Roman society at large in the la. ter fourth century. If$, 
as the author believes, Marxism as we see it to-day.,,. Js simply the Arlan 
heresy run to completionp we cannot but deplore (mome4tarllj and transit- 
jc=a7_'1.. jy, cf courrse: ) the lack cf -pre-,, aration for the exuberance ard vitalitY 

o and lits ctallerZes. 



AMID 

This concludes our discussion of the Trinitarian theology of 

Athanasius. Thanks to his works, Arianism was theologically a spent force 

after 362s, even if heresy against the Spirit still carried on for a time. 

Henceforth the centre of interest of theology was in the clarificatioa of 

the Christological dogmas, Which Athanasius himself nuu so brilliantly 

launched in his reply to Arian exegesis. : Tbis, wass, of course,, the relation 

between the Deity and Humanity of Christ, and even the major part of Athan- 

asius's works'after 362 are concerned-with this problem, with an early form 

of the Eutychian and Nestorian controversies. - We have spent a great deal 

of space in our summary and study of,.. tbe theology of the Letters to Sera- 

pion., because they are really. the main'source of arWthing like a mature 

theology of the Trinity. This could not have taken place until all three 

Persons had imperatively.. presented tbanselves-for consideration. The other 

reason is that,, in spite of the commons but false.. Impression to the con- 

traryl, the. tbeology of the Spirit is of comparable maturity to the theology 

of the Person'of Jesus, Christs ands, as we have shownsýit is this theology 

of the Spirit., and above all the Pilioque,, that has been the real deter- 

mining factor in -subsequent, Church history,, as'we have shown.. ýOnoe this 

Is recognised., muab. -that, is still, obscure will become*clear. 

---------- 

ýJ 



CHAPTER ATHANASIUS AND AFTER 

A cursory glance at the theology of the later Fathers indicates 

the extent to which they' all owed to. the labours of Athana sius. There Nvas 

very little change., in fact, in I the basic'presentation of the problems in 

the later successors of Athanasius. ' Some points are'tidied up., there are 

some improvements., ' but this is more than compensated by a loss of the in- 

tensity and vigour of the theology. The'outstanding change,, which we have 

noted repeatedly,, was in the basic doctrine of the intra-Trinitarian re-. 

lations, as modified by'the Cappadocians. This consist, ed in., firstly,, a 

more personalist characteri'sationg Including the definite dominance of 

the Son theology of the Second Person over the Logos theology., as is mani- 

fested.. for example., in'Basil of Caesarea's ostentationz rejection of such 

words as as worthy descriptions of the Son. ' Secondly,, and 

closely related to this, there was the differentiation. 9 in what later be- 

came the fashion'of orthodoxy' between" and 

the former being referred'to the One Divine Fssence., and. the latter, - 

almost never used by Athanasius'in any sense other than that of "object" 

as in geometrical optics.. and never in his major theological writings 

being referred to the Persons of 'the Trinity; it carried, tbe sense of 

something like our word"'Person"t without the romantic or metaphysical 

individualism which makes the theology of'tba Trinity so-difficult for manq 

moderns. As for the Doctrine of the spirit., 'Athanasius had decisively laid 

down the main lines along which the doctrine was to develop., and there is 

very little real difference on major points between him and the later 

tbeologians. ý Basil., fop*example,, actually denies with great vigour that 

the formula E'll" 

-applied constontly in the Athanasian wayq but this was because his own 

opponents had seized. upon it - were they trying to turn Athanasius against 
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himselfl to show that the Persons were essentially and regularly and 

constantly different, with'the illegitimate inference of difference in rank 

and crtegory. (Athanasius would have'reacted differently by showing' that 

this inference was illegitimate). ' Similarlyp Basil was more disposed to 

consider'the role of the Spirit in'the ethical development of the Christiare 

Perhaps this is a"bad sign as'much as a good sign'- is'not the form of the, 

Christian life" th'at'of Christ? ýý*On the other hand,, Basil does emphasise the 

work of the Spirit. in the sort of.. operation-that-is lacking in Athanasius,, 

with reference to the Atonement and Last Judgment., considered -as primarily 

the work of the Second Persons. and-. also.. as. works that are past and future 

respectively, There is-not 'much reference to the Spirit as 

least of all In Basil (Greg. Naz. Orat. Theol. V,: 10 Is an example of this 

term)-ý The definitive statement,. of Ahe Coessentiality of the Spirit is 

the so-called (and so-miscalled), Athanasian Creed. AS; for the important 

Filioque questionq the'Cappadocians followed -approximately the Athanastan 

position. on the other hand y. Fpiphani us was-virtually a pilioquistp and 

the, later Alexandrians, like Cyrilj,; insisted on the 1 -9 

U 5KIT a J. while their ene 
. 
mies the In addition to., the 

, Antiochenes, like Theodoret.. denied that. the son had anytbing to do with 

the, Procession of the Spirit. ,. 
It is not, clear how, this is, linked ivith 

the outstanding feature of the-Antiochene. theology., except that It would 

introduce some congestion to say that Jesus as a perfect man, which visa 

the. tendency even of the Antiochenes wbo were not condemned for heresy, 

partook of a Spirit that proceeded from rather and Son.. However, as time 

went on., the uni-processional doetrine, of, the Greek-7speaking Church hardenedo 

-x- see "De 3piritu Sancto''. The earlier chapters concern the formulae as 
above; -the later the work of the Spirit. 

5"- �- - -' - 
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until John of Damascus definitively expressed its and with the Filioque 

gaining . ground in the Westp the stage was set for the split in the Church 

between East and Viest., In the West, the personalist trend was reflected 
.''I''. 1, - -1 11ý!. 1 14 

notably in Augustine.. with his emphasis'on the love between Father and Son; 

he was also the definitive fomulator of the Filioque position. His theol- 

ogy has been described repeatedly above In contrast with the'Atbanasian' 

positiorý that nothi ng els e needs 'to'be said. 

Some further comments are necessary on the basic Trinitarian 

question. To understand fully the Cappadocian'contrast between 

and V ITO w -, e must 11 take into a, c count I as w. ell/of th ,e much less 

celebrated but equally Important distinction between QVc: r 1 'A and 

that was implied in the later Chalcedonian'formula. These 

latter two words were used synonymously by Athanasius., aI no e i. / ý:; -U by 

reason of its root referred to what the Son was aboriginally as distinct 

from His Humanity, ý H'owev eIr, the later Ch . alcedonian theology put 

as a concept on a lower plane even thank.. -' CTO 15 in Its Trinit- 

arian sense,, as being something that . both God a. nd man can be said to.. possess. 

on the other hand, ! stood for 
_the 

full mysterious unity of God, 

which is the thing that has no analogy among mens by which God is really 

God This is the besttTrinitarian doctrine., and the best way to interpret 

Cappadocian theology. ()ur. study of the Atbanasian theology Supplies a Very 

interesting confirmation of. this-, Interpretation,, as the way in which the 

Cappadocians probably understood, their own theology. For another way of 

putting, this is that theý referred to the basic categorial dis- 

tinotion between God and: the. creatures, in exactly the sense in which we, 

have used this word in our-study of the Athanasian theology. Now, in our 

stu. Y clf 44, 
Mb e -A"Inal state cf Atbanaziusla TrIrAt&rlan, theology &a we find 

it in the "letters to serapion", 'we have sbovin that what Is usually taken 
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. to be a modification of the Homoousion towards generic resemblance is 

really an emphasis on the Homoousion in precisely this categorial sense,, 

and the categorial type of argument is its specific context. Llay not the 

same have been true of the Cappadocians? on this basis, the word for ess- 

ence in the sense of specific or generic identity would have been ý, <I; 

as in the Chalcedonian formulary. This would be another case of Athanasiust 

contrary to general opinion., having anticipated what is usually regarded 

as a later development. 

Then began that appalling'period during which the theology of 

, Athanasius was all but lost. It is true that he was always venerated in 

the East,, but theology in Eas tern orthodoxy lost its'dynamic*after John of 

Damascus, and what development there was was in the fields of mysticism 

and beterodozy. on the other hand,, there was a millennium in the West 
I. during which he was regarded as the defender of right theology par excell- 

ence, but his works were almost' unknown except for the "Life of Antony" . and 

the spurious "Athanasian Creed. Even as late as Calvin's "Instituteallp 

Athanasius is still an almost completely unknown theologian. 

The modern revival in Athanasian study and influence is, in one 

sense, the field that has been covered at great length in our footnote$ 

on previous work., but a brief summary is necessary here. The revivalp of 

course.. followed pari passu the revival in Greek studies of all kinds. 

There were four stages in this., or five if we count the modern ecumeniýal 

encounter that is only beginning., First, there is the impulse of the-early 

Renaissance, which produced Erasmus's studies, then the revival of Greek 

scholarship in the Counter-Reformation,, whose final fruits were the great 

See,, and for what follows, Crosav "The S-tudy of St. Athanasius", pp. 3-11. 
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Benedictine edition of blontfaucon., and other 'editions. - Thirdly.. there was ýI 

the revival of Hellenism in the Anglican Church. of the Stuart period.. 

closely conneoted with-its movement, away from' its earlier Calvinist position. 

Finally, the most important-of all, there was the great revival of Hellenio 'I 

studies of all kinds associated with the great-Geman Idealist movement in 

the nineteenth century., -. I All these movements have left their. mark on Athan- 

as ian study,, ý. In tbe main tbe. eff ectsý of tbese trends ý are tb at. tbe wbole 

of Athanasian study has been given' an anti-Refomation bias in one way or 

another which Athanasian theology'proper' does not possess as we have had 

to remark repeatedly, and thatý, the chief interest has been directed to the 

De Incarnatione as against the Contra Arianos (and the Letters to Serapion) 

as the primary works'of Athanasius. % The recent'interest. in the Letters to 

Serapion has been stimulated by, a revival of Interest In the Spirit and, 

most-important-of all.,, by, the problem of the Pilioque in ecumenical rela- 

tions with the Eastern Orthodox, As-'f ar as the Contra Arianos is concerned,, 

the great exception to the general lack of Interest still remains Newman, 

but he is the exception that manifestly proves'the rulet since the main 

interest of the Contra, Arianos for himAs that 'it is the first and greatest 

member of the series of - works: which - embody- the - orthodox Trinitarian and 

Christological theology. -At: this stage interest In this side of Athanasius 

remains. Thus. * there is little-atimulus for, Reformed theologians to break 

through the anti-Reformation curtain that envelops Athanasian studys partic- 

ularly on the anti-Arian tbeologY, It has been a matter of continuous' as- 

tonishment to the author that in the, immense. writings of the Kirckliche 

Dogmatik'of Karl Barths, whom-we'. bave repeatedly recognised as occupying a 

position corresponding to Athanaslus ,, not only as regards the fundamental 

Christocentricity. of. botb, but also, in many important details,, Athanasius 

is. one of, the marW, authors, that rate, only rare and inc 
. 
idental mention. : 
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The villain of the piece in, all this ý has been what is'supremely' i 

. 
the Roman Catholic attitude, that in his struggle with the Arians Atbana- 

sius fought for pure ortbodozy. o,, That Church Is *friends'are not encouraged 

to undertake close and original, research. 
' 

and its enemies acquire a 
prejud 

, 
ice-against-this side of. Athanasius. altogether., ýThe great danger of this 

sort of veneration is that we shall illegitimately convert the proposition 

and assume that what there is in Athanasius is the orthodox tradition and 

nothing else. This is the perfect recipe for missing the whole point of 

a great theologian like Atbanasius. This is our great, loss in these days 

when, once again even though in a rather different way., we are called upon 

to relearn that the ultimate power with which we are confronted in our 

lives is God Himself in His very Being. As against the Arians, 9 Athanasius 

maintained that the Divine Logos (in the Greek and Hebraic senses alike) 

with whom we are confronted as Christians and which the Arians recognised, 

is God Himself in His very Being. The Reformers maintained that every good 

gift and every perfect gift which everybody recognised as coming "from 

above" in some Way., can only "come from above" in the sense of coming 

strictly from God Himself in His grace. What has happened now - as Athan- 

asius ruefully predicted that the very principles on which there was 

agreement on the previous occasions are being attacked by the modern athe- 

ists. Mat we have now is both controversies together in a far more acute 

and dangerous form. our whole study has been an effort to show that what 

is in Athanasjus is not restricted to the traditional orthodoxy, but far 

transcends it. And the points where it transcends traditional orthodoxy., 

precisely the points that traditional study has missed., are precisely the 

points at which the Athanasian theology is so supremely relevant to our 

sombre crisis. In partioular, 9 we have been able to show that the struggle 

of Athanasius against Arianism and t* he struggle'that the Church, has. ev. en 
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now hardly begun yet against Communism are one and the same in all important 

respects. In this struggle,, we are obliged to know the enemy,, and we must 

fulfil all the requirements of love and devotion without which no theology 

can be Christian., but the whole work' of the, autýor has convinced him that 

not far below these is the diligent study of the Contra Arianos. 

Perhaps the first and most. obvious lesson that we must learn from 

Atbanasius is the importance, of Trinitarian theology as such. . The'tradit- 

ional deprecation of ; such works -as, the, Contra. Ariams is ultimately only a 

sign of a furdamental misology, in much of ýthe modern outlook. We consider 

Trinitarian theology as,, Iltheoretiealllý as opposed to "practical",, and we 

-ir 
""') 

have forgotten that P, 4 achievement,.. is something that supreme- 

ly belongs to God Himself and not to, man or any other creaturely field; it 

belongs bQth to God in Himself , and supremelyl for us. to God in Christ. The 

"objectivism" of Atbanasius is simply, the sign that he has accepted the 

truth that here and here alone is the source of even practical theology. 

The Incarnation. and all that followed from it is God's great work., and,, 

as we have said repeatedlypý Athanasius., even if we disagree with his de- 

tails, shows as clearly as any other, theologian and -far more than any theo- 

logian from Patristic times, to Karl Barth, the necessary connection between 

the Trinitarian nature. of God and ýHis attributes, which In the case of God 

must mean HJ13 activities. .,, This is the complete opposite of the attitude 

classically. expressed by Harnack,,. who is fittingly the sourea both of the 

one-sidedly "practical" interpretation of theology ar-d the modern depreci- 

ation of such works as the Contra Arianos., In fact,, it would be fair to 

describe the dogmatic works of AthanasJus as a study in the unity of theory 

and practice inýthe field of dogmao,, without the fundamental basis that we 

have been describing 0. modern theology will be helpless in face of the many 

modern foes of Chriatt whether- they be communism.. Islam., or anything else. 
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II 

Now that we have established the basic principle.. let us turn 

to the detailed study of the implications of the Athanasiaý theology for 

. us to-day. They apply primarily to the theological conflict with Communism# 

since, as we have shown., it Is Marx, and not such plagiarizers as the 'lie- 

hovahts Witnesses"l, who'. are the Arians of,., this modern age. It is fashion- 

able to decry the ideological threat of Communism. in the present, on the 

grounds that it is a purely materialist areed., that outrages the dignity 

of any man who is not frankly_ starving or, gravely oppressed, that the pro- 

letarian1sm of Marx has the same eff eat as well as being a source of serious 

internal self-contradictt6n In a Socialist or Communist society- that has 

become rich and powerful.. and. that the imminent split in the Communist 

world between a Russian and. a Chinese half will further weaken the impact 

of Communism as an ideology,. that the "West" needs only to maintain suffic- 

ient military strengtb to make a genuine military victory. over It imposs- 

iblet and that even if in some waY the-whole world became, Communisý and 

even more if. it, did notp the virulence of the ideological atheism would 

subside so that any speoial. effort on the part of Christians would be un- 

necessary,, since its opposition would be In a., state of senility. Much 

Christian thinking on the subject., Insofar as It -rightly- recognises Marx- 

ism as a great enemy., comforts-itself, with. these reflections. Unfortunately. ' 

this picture is absolutely, wrong in everything that matters., The writer 

of this thesis does not believe In preventive war and regards the windy 

effusions of certain Christian bodies in the U. S. A. and the Un-, American 

Activities Committee of the U. S., House of Representatives as worse than 

useless, but this only shows the need for, much. harders if. humbler., thinking 

and action. To return to the matter in hand, Marxist Communism is.. in the 

first place., not a materialist philosophy in the sense in which this is 

usually understood. The most serious criticism that must be made o, * Karl 

Barth is that he has misunderstood Marx at this point; he considers him 
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as just another and worse materialist of the type of Haeckel. In fact 

the author would maintain that all the questionable features of Barth are 

associated with his failure at this point. -ýIt casts, a big question mark 

over his whole treatment of the historical and even temporal aspects of 

the Christian faith., for all his resolution In so doing,, for is not history 

supremely "materialistic",, as Marx showed? -It also impedes his appreci- 

a. tion of the link between historicity and universality,, wbich'is one of 

the principles in Hegel and Marx alike that Christian theology jettisons 

at its peril; for-is not this., as Marx shows supremely I'materialiatiollp 

"inhuman",, - and thereforev In Barth's sense. 9 "abstract"? Finally, it dulls 

his sense of the real menace of Communismj, which' he sees as at best merely 

a materialist over-corrective to the abstraction of so much theology,, and 

at worst as something which cannot'seriously challenge Christianity,. as it 

is in no. sense co-planar with it. lý : Similarly,, he cannot appreciate the 

dangerous fascination which Marxism and Marxist modes of thought exercise 

over otherwise faithful Christians., which we can rightly compare with the 

fascination exercised by Arius over so much of his generation; it was this 

sort of fascination which be rightly stated to be' the supreme menace of 

Nazism,, 'and the true reason for the Church to'speak out against it so 

loudlys, yet he. does not see,, and in fact denies,, that the same thing happens 

many times over with Communism. ' This is the great triumph of the enterprise 

of obfuscation which marx subconsciously but with the wisdom of the children 

of da kness set. himself. - The point is' that for all his obscurity at t1his 

po int,, was talking all the time of one supreme transcendent reality. In 

spite of the efforts of Sidney Hook, a pluralistic interpretation of Liarx 

is nonsensical. Reality for Marx was onep or inexorably to become one. 

Cf. Ch-Dogm* Vol. II Pt. Ij. pp. 387ff. See also the relevant section of 
Viestp "Communism and the Theologians. " it is,, again., most unfortunate 
that West's criticisms are too "practical"j, and do. not go deeply enough 
into the, theological bases of Barth's deficiencies. 
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The Q=2; y-reason why Marx. did not give any name to it., or any Indicatio n 

other than a parabolic one. that he was talking about the unity of 
reality,, Is, that lie knew. very well that he would immediately expose 

himself to-the sort of argument, that was expressed by - Athanasius! 

(C. Ar., II: 18-31 &a. ).. The point about thisreality was not that it 

was even "materialistic" but., that it was creature3, v. 9, in the exaot 

sense in which that description was used by Arius himself. The intim- 

ate connection even in Athanasius., and. above all In Athanasiust be- 

tween being "material" and, being. creaturely is most significant here. 

The very e conomism of marx is not even primary,, but is actually second- 

ary to the denial of the transcendence even of man over the rest of 

creation, and is in fact the essential expression of that lack of 

transcendence; behind this lies the denial of the existence, of the 

ý. ,- God Whose making of man in His own imageý is the. basis of - 
this trans- 

cendence., and t bus the economism. of Marx is secondary to his atheism, 

not vice versa,, . In Spite Of 
ý 

the common impression to the contrary of 

many Christians who are fascinated by Marx. -1 No., the primary doctrine 

of Yarx and all Marxists Is that life is one,, that this one. entity is 

a creature in exactly. the Arian sense, and that the nature of this one 

19 

kt 

reality is to be expressed in economic terms because that is the field 1 

where man and things come together and are, one. The sharp distinction 

between this and materialism of the gross kind is obvious., and accounts 

for the fascination that is exercised by Marxism over people rho viould 

find ordinary materialism just, repulsive.,, o, 

Thi s has brought u's to the second criticism that we have to 

mak 
.e 

of the popular 'notion that Marxism Is on the wane. It is true 

that the economism and proletarianism of Marx is no longer attractive 

to many people. ' As far as the proletarianism, , is. concerned, this should 

no t give Christians a ny pleas u re since it is the main residuum of 
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Christianity in Marx., involving a lively realisation of, the fact that,, al- 

though God may or may not) be in His heaven.,: all is not yet right with the 

world. it, is also an effect: of Marxism being 
I 

in a relatively early and 

entirely pre-revolutionary stages, and also of his economism,, especially 

in view of the form of industrial production most familiar to Marx (which 

still largely applies to-day'. ) whereby, the persons. actually in the most in- 

timate contact, with things produced are the alienated., expropriated., and 

. exploited labourers. The trouble is that if$ as, we have. said above, the 

whole economism of Marx. is really, secondary-to his metaphysiop., it is not 

: the only possible, corollary.:,.,, It could, be just as easily deduced that the 

, sphere where man and things, are'united. par excellence, is, not production in 

the classical Marxist sense., but science and, technology. 
. 

Indeed this was 

. always an element even In classical blarxism; _otherwisep 
he would have had.. 

as his hero, the peasant farmer - which, appears to be the concept of Roman 

Catholic natural law and, the political philosophy. deduced therefrom. *It 

.. would be quite conceivable_, - to have a.. thoroughly, marxist movement that 

centres on scientists, and technologists., especially now that 'science and 

technology have acquired an. enormous and obvious importance and majesty 

that was not fully evident even to Marx.. It would be a blind man who ig-. 

ýnored the growing influence of this element in Communism in the last century, 

,, The whole. "revisionist". controversy in Socialist and Communist movements 

-can be explained in this way, and the. contemporary Russian emphasis on 

-scienc. e and technology., as well. asAts increasing divergence from the more-,. 

rprimitive Communism of China., are among. the most important facts of the 

present day. It is quite conceivable that in the near future we shall see 

a new theory of Communism in Russia based on the science and 11 technology,, 

and on the struggle of these against their reactionary enemies,, among which 

all religions hold the pride of place. It will be tempting to regard this 

development with complacency on the ground that it will be a less revolut- 

ionary and a more stable and conservative torce and will also split the 
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Marxist movement and divorce theýunderdeveloped and prolt: tprianised peoples 

from the might of the U. S. S. R. t but this would be most gravely short-sighted. 

such a Marxism would be stable, *but also far more inhuman and far more com- 

prehensively anti-Christianp since it would have cut itself off from the 

elements of the Christian faith that still remain In Marx, his compassion., 

his interest in remedying injustice., even his protest against militarism. 

on the other hand.. a neo-Marxism of 'this kind would be enormously more 

attractive to "Westerners"p and especially to the most dangerous class of 

all.. the frustrated scientists and technologists of the type who do not 

believe in any "sentimental nonsense" but are profoundly convinced that in 

a scientific and technological age wealth and power rightfully belongs to 

scientists and technologists,, and all others, like artists, "religious 
i7 

obscurantists" and parasitic businessmen and hucksters should be kept firmly 

in their place. It is by no means certain that we in the Church shall avoid 

the sharpest and most painful confrontation with some form of Marxism, and 

certainly as a para-theology it may be on its last legs, but its last legs 

will carry it a long way yet. We have not even considered the possibility 

of a direct military, political# or economic conquest of "The West" by the 

forces of Communism as we know them to-day. And there is the further poss- 

ibility that if Communism becomes more tolerant and more inclined for sy n- 

cretism. with Christianity one result will be an attempted reversion on a 

huge scale to Arianism pure and simple in its ancient form. Thusp from all 

these angles,, it is possible that the struggle of the Christian-faith against 

Communism may not be over; It may have hardly begun. 

We do, not need to consider this question in its entirety; . our 

task is the, more restricted one. of studying its: theological aspects. ý From. 

this point, 
'of 

view., the first, thing to remember is that there is one very 

important-difference. between the way in which marxism-and Arianism present: 

II 

II 
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themselves to the world at large, and that it is this difference th has 

obscured their basic similarity. The AFians, who lived in, a period e- 

clining secular culture, did not get to th e. stage of abandoning even the 

Father., but viere able to preserve a supreme figurehead of a god even though 

it was otiose. This solution was unavailable to Marx. Fifteen centuries 

during which the Nicene Creed had been repeated every Sunday morning had 

rendered it forever impossiblep as Hegel himself had recognised with alao- 

rity., in however pe rverse a way. Therefores, once the Logos had been stated 

to be a creaturet the Father had to go toot and the result was a complete 

break with Christianity. Now., there is a difference in the disguise 

adopted by these two doctrines corresponding to this basic difference in 

their nature and origin. The Arians were always trying to shelter underi- 

the wing of Christianity, as they had nowhere else to go.. by concealing 

the fundamental atheism of their views; their very acceptance of an otiose 

god the father certainly had this as its motive. it was the greatness of 

Athanasius that -he saw through this pretence.. whereby they sought subcon- 

sciously to delude otherst and even their own conscious minds, and that be 

was therefore able to affirm., in season and out of season, that the proper 

corollary of their theology was not unitarianism but atheism. The 

analogy that can now be seen between Arius and Marx shows that Athana8ius 

was right and that it was a pretence. on the other handt what Arius triedt 

with some success, to conceal, Marx had to admit from the outset. There- 

fore, the corresponding disguise of Marx bad to be to exaggerate what Arius 

concealedt and to conceal what Arius ostentatiously allowed, that is, that 

his creed still had Christian roots and therefore came under Christian 

judgment. As we have said, Marx and his followers tried to disguise the 

fact that they were talking about one supremely real entity as a unit, while 

their whole philosophy is pointless unless this is its real subject-matters 

A Marxism reduced, in the manner of Hook, to a strictly pluralistic doctrine 
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that one creature was very much like another.. with nothing. enjoying absolute 

supremacy, would simply not be Marx or Communism. Por one thing, it would 

be a grey., pedestrian doctrine without any fascination or attractive force 

whatever. ' The first theological task of the Church is to point out that 

the Marxists., even in spite of themselves do believe in one supreme power. 

And here we come to one of the great arguments of Athanasius,, the categorial' 

argument. - He spends a great deal of his time and work throughout the later 

theological writings - the later they'are the more important this becomes 

Jn showingj, absolutely correctly., that pluralism is the truth about creat- 

ures,, all creaturely existence.,. and all relations of creatures to each other., 

and therefore that no creature can have the absolute and unconditional cos- 

mological supremacy that the Arians still claimed,, and necessarily so, for 

their second person. Seeing that the Marxists really believe in such an 

entity which has such an unconditional supremacy over lesser creatures, so 

that even their talk about "materialism" simply obfuscates the issue.. the 

Church must use the same argument against them in a form contrapositive to 

that of Athanasius corresponding to the different disguise, that is, that 

anything or any entity with the unity.. uniqueness, and absolute supremacy 

which the Communists in spite of themselves attribute to it., cannot be a 

creature but must be god. Therefore., the marxists are not even. respectable 

atheists, but are. literally idolaters in the same sense In which that term 

is applicable to the Arians, and was applied by Athanasius. - They are not 

only idolaters in the individualistic sense in which the supreme and all- 

consuming false interest of the individual is his idol de facto; they are 

also idolaters in theory as well as in practice,, since they say with the 

greatest possible emphasis that their idol Is not just their personal god 

but the universal lord. So the first task is to strip off this disguise# 

with humility but with confidence and vigour. 

Before weleave this side of th e arg=ent., there is one 
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qualificati o n., a nd one very important digression. There is. a very numerous 

class of convinced pluralists who would accept. the whole of this criticism, 

but for that very reason deny the existence of God. Politically; they are 

tbose on the Centre and I even on the Left who actually resent Communism for 

what it has in common with Christianity, by which is'to be understood not 

only the evil persecuting and totalitarian tendencies that have infected 

historic Christianity,, but alsoýand mos't decisively the very faith itself 

in one God or god. ' These absolutely consistent pluralists are the most 

difficult problem of all for Christianity; 'in a sense they are the absolute 

atheists. For them., no'theological dialectio'can play'any part at all,, 

here we are really stripped', *''to the'pure proclamation of the Gospel; if 

this will not work,, nothing will at alle But with'regard to pure classical 

Marxism., we should be thankful that*here, as much'as anywhere else.. is a 

"point of contact". We should be both more aggressive against them and_ 

more friendly to them than we have been in the unfortunate past., 

This categorial'argament., this association between categorial 

uniqueness and God Himself,, "unfortunately but Inescapably involves us in 

one of those iceberg issues of'theology and eoumenidal relations.. which we 

must face at once,, since it is'in the dynamic of Athanasian theology that 

we see its significance more than anywhere else. The categorial argument 

is very good up to a point, but extremely'dangerous after that point, and 

the limit to its use must be specified clearly. Closely. related to-this 

argument., 'as we have seen'in our sýudy of the Letters to Serapion,, Is the 

pragmatic argument, as we'have called It and here the relation Is even 

closer,, so that both will be treated together. vie have seen'that, once 

the*correc t doctrine of the .. D eity of the Second Person was' established,, the 

Third. Person came up, for attention., for the first timej, as the mode whereby 

. the grace of the Son applies, to us. '-,, Vibewthe Deity-of the Spirit became 
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the burning question., Athanasius said that'the Spirit was the absolutely 

necessary condition for our. participation in Divine grace,, that the Spirit 

was one even as God is one and creatures are many; therefore the Spirit 

must be God. - Unfortunately, tbere'are other things about which this, or 

I. Something dangerously"and deceptively similar, must be said as well. The 

humanity of Christ is an absolute condition for our sharing in the grace 

of God nobody and the humanity of Christ is one and not many. Likewise. 

shares in the grace of God without the Churchq and the Church., the One Holy 

Catholic and Apostolic Church of the Nicaeano-Constantinopolitan Creeds, is 

one,, for the purposes of this argument., however this unity is interpreted. 

And once the presuppositio of Mariology are ' 
admitted, the same also applies 

to the Virgin Mary. on the basis of these arguments, are the Humanity of 

Christ., the Church,, and Mary to be also accepted as God? If not, why not? 

-ý The argument can also be put in the formal waY# in terms of the 

dynamic of theology. - We have noticed that., even though Athanasius accepted ,I 
iTrinitarianism credally., 'the'substanae of his'theology was binitarian in 

, 
the sense that the centre of interest wasýthe Father and Son alone. In 

em this theology, he was proving the Deity'of ýthe 'Son. Later on, the probl 

of the Spirit arose., and it, would be correct to say. that his theology ex- 

panded to include the Deity of the Spirit. Now that the range covered by 

the Trinitarian doctrine has expanded in this way., is it not., on the above 

arg=ents, committed to continue. its expansion to cover as well the Humanity 

of Christv etc.? -, once again, if not, why'. not? It is interesting to notice 

that Athanasius was immediately. and in his own lifetime., -confronted with 

this corollary of his own theology - which he rightly rejected with horror. 

This is almost certainly the correct aetiology of the doctrine that grew 

up as early as the 360's. that the flesh was co-essential with the Godhead. 

Cf. R. V. Sellers, l'Th4i.., Ancient, Christologiesllp p. 36. 
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This almost certainly matured into 'the Eutychian heresy, and it is most 

instructive that., in spite of Athanastuals own warningsq Eutychianism and 

Eutychian tendencies became and remain definitively associated-with the very 

Alexandria in which Athanasius did his great work; ' the. Coptic Churches are 

Monophysite to this day. 

But the matter did not end here. It is true that the first mani. - 

festation. of this corrupt tendency was soundly and completely suppressed 

at Chalcedon, and, since then there, has been no wish to expand the Trinity 

ih so marV words., But this does not mean that the trend did not continue 

for in fact it was the very thing. that the Reformers found In the Roman 

Catholic Church, rightly or wrongly,, the tendency, while recognising os- 

tentatiously that God is Father., Son,, and Holy Spirit, and that everything 

elseis creaturelyt to pay increasing honour to the Humanity of Christ., the 

Church - whether it is Episcopal or conciliar authoritys Papal infallibility.; 

or the priest "performing the miracle" of transsubstantiation - and 

finally and most flagrantly the Virgin Mary. These honours,, to say the 

least,, sail dangerously close to tLe wind of being honours inconsistent 

with anything less than deification in the absolute sense. Even while theo-. ý 

logY at its highest level sbrin, ks from the final consequences of all thiss 

popular piety - with few exceptions unrebuked or inadequately rebuked - shows 

little restraint. This includes the cult of saints,, which comes under the. 

same heading. Fven though it is fair to say that warnings are being issued 

in certain authoritative quarters (especially the French Hierarchy) the 

Dogma de Assumptione corporea B. V. M. i proclaimed in 1950 by the Pope ex 

cathedra under the 1870 dogma of Papal Infallibil ityv is a sure sign that 

the dynamic Is still operating with unprecedented potency at the highest 

theological and ecclesiastical levels. 

Tr . 
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etymological sense of this word. ) against all this and for the sole and 

uniconditional glory and honour of God., and an extirpation bf all these con-' 

trary, tendencies. But there is a hidden pitfall here., is there a hidden 

impulse in Protestantism. no t only to. put this tendency into reverse but to 

leave it running in reverse, so that it ends up... not even at unitarianism 

but at Feuerbacbs, Marx and atheism? Unfortunatelyp there is consider- 

able evidence of this sort of thing at work., of which the degeneration into 

Unitarianism of so much post-Caroline English Presbyterianism is the most 

Oelebrated'example. May this be the source of the power of fascination 

exercised by Marxist ways of thought over so much of otherwise, committed 

Protestant Christianity? It is unfortunately true that while the mass 

following of Communist Parties is for various reasons generally much greater 

in Roman Catholic than in Protestant communities., the reverse is true of 

the power of the Marxist philosophy over the Protestant and Roman Catholic 

mind. This whole tendency is what Newman undoubtedly felt in Protestantism., 

which in fact led him to his great Work on the anti-Arian writings of Athan- 

asius, even though he never said so. in so many words. He admitted that he 

felt that his exposition of, Athanasius'8, struggle against Arianism and his 

own struggle against Protestantisx4 went together... Although he expressed 

. this link In terms of a hypothetical (and untrue, as we have shown) Arianism 

that was Scriptural in the Reformation sense and an Atbanasiu8 who accepted 

the Catholic supremacy of sine Scripture traditio., the author is certain 

that behind this there was some such half-instinctive feeling as he has 

suggested. on the other hands, when one thinks of the extreme f undamental- 

ists and the extreme romantic exponents of "the human spirit",, there are 

certain tendencies in Protestanti4m-, that run on parallel lines to what 

prevails in Roman Catholicism. 

.6 The signifIcrance 0; &11 tbla Is tb8A ýOylele"- U6,54 tý, 15 C8 - 
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argument is against heretics and atheists.. *it cannot be the basis of a 

positive theology. This appears to have been understoodý. bY Athanasius 

himself, as, in his discussion of analogysýhe treated unitys'that very 

feature that Is at the heartýof the categorial argument, as something that 

primarily and essentially-belongs to'Gods'but which also belongs to man 

secondarily., by participation, and by. Divine grace in the Son and Spirit. 

Indeeds unity was the'supreme-example of this principle applying in this 

way. Thus, the unity and uniqueness of the Humanity of Christ, of the 

Churchs' even of mary. - of - Scriptures, of, ý, tbe, human spirit., or of the individ- 

ual in his'unique callings-are soundlyýand completely subordinate to the 

unity and-uniqueness of'God, God as Father., "Sons, and Holy Spirit. The prim- 

ary way in which this'category is present. in theTrinity. shows that each 

Person is God; the way in wbich it is present, in all these'other entities 

not only' does not 'show., that they'are Gods but' shows quite positively that 

they are not God. This is' one of the main lessons- to, be learnt from Athan- 

asius. On the other hands, itý, is: still`. better-not to rely on. the categorial 

argument for: the basis of,, the., doetrine of, God., It would be far be tter and 

safer to have a'. doctrine of, God that Ia Trinitarian from the outpet , than 

to take the risks involved in building up a, doctrine of the Trinity by 

accretion. it is the main defect of Athanasius that it was virtually by 

this method that his mature Trinitarianism was built up, and in that sense 

the system ofs say, Augustine, would prima facie be b et ter. An even more 

important advantage of this principle would be that it would be proof 

against the expansionist tendencies that we have noted, against which-Athan- 

asius's protest, correct and vehement as it wast was not completely success- 

ful.. It must not only be clear that God is Fathers Son., and Holy Spirit.. 

but also God cannot be more than Father.. Son,, and Holy Spirit. 

Now,, how is this God to be understood as acting in the viorld? 
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Ile learn from Athanasius that it is essentially by the Incaryiption.. if we 

have not learnt it already from the source from which Athanasius learned 

it. This means that-if we are to give an account of the activity of the 

truly transcendent God in the world, it must be both Incarnational and 

therefore soteriblogical too. We'have not emphasised*the la . tter greatly,, 

since it'la outside the immediate scope of the thesis, but it cannot be 

stressed too much that a Christian theology will fall-at once before*Comm- 

unism if it is not soteriological. ' For if there is one thing that Communism 

claims to be,, it is a system of soteriology., 'in however perverted a sense. 

If it is true that the only possible-single and compend ious word that can 

be applied to the one supreme reality of which Marx-treats is the word 

Logos in a basically Greek sensei 
it' is even more true that Marx and all 

his successors actually envisage it as the saving Logos. After all, what 

is the whole doctrine of the Proletarian Revolution and the future Class- 

less Society but a fantastic reflection of the basic Christian soteriology. 

Just as little, of course, can any'Christian theology that neglects its 

soteriology make any impression on the mas8*of mankind'that is not riarxist, 

especially'since for all their superficial euphoria modern men are wi. th 

good reason deeply pessimistic., unlike'their fathers. ' generation. 

However, there are two major qualificatiorls which are specially 

needed here. The incarnational theology that 

Incarnational in the a ense of Chalcedon., that 

solute distinction between God and, creaturely 

strong feeling that a lot that goes under the 

these days (tbis does not include Karl Barth) 

serving, this distinction as in blurring it. 

is required must be really 

is.. it must respect the ab- 

reality... The author has the 

title of Incarnational theology 

is not so interested in pre- 

It needs to say that., by the 

miracle of the Incarnation and the Atonementf God has reinoved the wrath 

e ze 12 a rd. a, 1: 1eah, a rZ 1 na 'ead- im akec. the1; a a3 1 P. 3a 2: 2 'G-2"&'ffee: L Z-'= ' 
A. 4 
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and untrue statMent that He removed''the distinction. This Is a plain 

straight case of trying to beat Marx and'all his successors by going back 

to Hegel, and it simply does not work, in*tbe-sama way that in the fourth 

cent. ury it was impossible to deal with 'Arius by going back to Origba., 

Clement of Alexandriat or the Apologists'. ý The"Arian Insistence on the ab- 

solute distinction between God and*creatures Is the one'thing'about their' 

teaching that was correct,, -utterlyýcorreot,, and as such was a judgment on 

all previous theology. ''It was the great'wisdom of Athanasius that he saw 

that this wasýgenuinelyý'Scriptural' I and ý therefore had to be accepted. It is 

the same now. The very foundation in fact of Communism and all its later 

atheistic successors is this very. 'absolute distinction between God and 

creatures that was'st the root of Ariani sm., 'l even though the modern equiva- 

lents treat God as beingýnecessarily-'a'nulj .1 class on the:. grounds of this 

very distinction. Any attempt to return to the Hegelian doctrine of the'' 

identity of. human and divine natures will simply mean a return to another 

Feuerbach and-marx, trebly powerful, now that there would appear to. be no 

genuine alternative. For this reason,, the"Incarnational theology that is'' 

to be accepted must be that of- the'Contra'Arianos; even'the currently 

fashionable De 1nearnatione is not enough@, * The only thing in the earlier 

work that is. not emphasised very much more-clearly in the later anti-, 4rian 

theology is the element of: penal substitution,, although in all conscience 

the contemporary school of "incarnational" theologians seems to Ignore it. 

For that matter, it is ignored by theologians and Christians--t; enerally at 

their peril. But everything'else of importance is much clearcr in the 

later theology. 'and nowhere is this more so'than'with respect to the exalt- 

ation of our humanity'in Christ'which is the favourite doctrine of the 

Incarnationist school. There is an instructive lesson here --in spite of 

the traditional use of the vocabulary of' "deification" by Athanasius; that- 

ist ýthat the way to a grateful recognition of the true exaltation of our 
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humanity is to accept it as real creaturely humanity and. to forget all 

about the Hegelian identification of human and divine natu'res. Again', the 

very insistence and persistence of his Arian opponents forced Athanasius, 

in the Contra Arianos., to examine rigorously the difficulties of the incarn- 

ation and what later became the, Chaleedonian Christology,, The strict con- 

ception of the impassibility of God.. and. therefore of the Divine Nature of 

Christp made things difficult for him, and a rigidly Stoic or rationalist- 

ic doctrine of the impassibility or God would make an incarnational theol-* 

09Y impossible. God must be "touched by our infirmities"t and it is the 

whole Per-son of Christ,, which in the Chalcedonian sense is God,, which en- 

dures suffering for us., no. t simply one of the natures. The distinction 

wh i ch mu st be drawn by af ully-d ev elop ed theology is between suffering in 

the sense in which God in Christ victoriously endured for the'sake of those 

whom He called His friends., and suffering in the sense of being ultimately 

and decisively subdued. or even annihilated. The rationalistic forms of 

Greek philosophy could not draw this distinction. But this failure in 

Athanasius is at its worst,, in fact,, in the De Incarnatione., where it leads 

to instrumentalist language about the death of Christ and His humanity as 

a whole which is best not imitated and which represents a level of theology 

which one is well advised to transcend. if the case appears to be worse 

in the Contra Arianos., this is only because Athanasius to a far greater 

extent than before is confronted with the full difficulties of the position. 

-In fact, as we have shown In our detailed analysisp Athanasius goes a long 

way in the Contra Arianos towards modifying the earlier ideas of impassibil- 

ity in the right direction. As to his solution to the detailed problems 

of what later became the Chalcedonian Christologys, Athanasius may not have 

been entirely successful, but if he was unsuccessful., virtually everyone 

else In the history of theology was evasive, if he was properly confronted 

with the problem at all., and once again the solution 'on examination appears 
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to be much closer to success than to failure.. The Arians., contrary. to 

some impressions,. may have been theological knavess, but they were no 

fools, and even to tackle them in a serious way would have been a severe 

trial of the human intellect as well as all the other qualities that are 

essential to a theologian which is another lesson that. the Church would 

do well to learn in relation to Communism. 

What we have been discussing is-relatively familiar a nd ea sy. 

'Church is to face But it isp for better or'worse, not, the field where the 

its severest challenge' now# and. `at`thi8 point we should b'e very clear on 

ý-ýthe great difference between the-present and the fourth century. Between 

v6 of the most 'significant events in 
. 
then and now there have intervened ti 

., '-Church history,, thatýare'usually-'not-appreciated but are at'least com- 

)-:, parable to theýReformation --the'adoption of the Filioque and the initi- 

ation of what may be called the opposition theology of Joachim of Flora 

and his successors including Hegel and beyond. The former., as we have 

seeng changed We stern theology and Church life from an internally static 

to an Internally dynam ic phase, and the latter was a portent ous, revival 

of the theology of the Spirit,, in however perverse af ormp and tbis'is 

the Important point --a revival of the doctrine of the Spirit In the con- 

text of the dynamic of Christian Heilsgeschichte and eschatology. it is 

possible to trace a direct line from him through the Praxiciscan Fraticelli. 

and other movements of this character in the Middle Ages and the enthus- 

i6sts of the Reformationperiod to Hegel and his successors. However 

questionable all this is in many of its aspects,, it represents a real re- 

vival of a vital New Testament concern whic h the Church had all but for- 

gotten. Unfortunately,, the doctrine of Joachim of an ascending triad of 

Kingdoms,, t he Kingdom of the Father (the old Testament.,, 42 generations,, 

vide Mat t1 the Kingdom of th eS0n (from the, Birth of Christp expected 
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to last 42 generations of 30 years each),, and the final eschatological 

Kingdom of the Spirit,, which Joachim expected to come in A. D. 1260 and 

last. for ever and evers was so heretical that the ultimate. separation of 

this tradition from its Chris tian basis and its culmination in the atroc- 

ities of Hitler and Stalin was what could be expected. But the point is 

that this tradition is the key to understanding the great crisis of our 

age - insofar as it is not a crisis of sheer despair. Por Joachim is 

patently the ancestor of the triadic method of Hegel and his Marxist suc- 

cessors., and if anything 18, needed to show this it is the fact that in 

Hegel. 's demythologia. atio n of t, h e Trinitarian dogma pride of place is givel; 

to the Spirit. And even aiter the complete break with Christianity in 

Peuerbach and Marx,. there was still, the triadic, rhythm in history and the 

intense eschatology that link Joachim to the present day. 

Therefore, it is not enough to be Incarnational merely with 

reference to the Second Person and the incarnate life of Christ. It is 

vital to extend this incarnational principle to the present age., -and do it 

in such a way as to preserve intact. the supremacy of thel incarnate Life of 

Jesus of Nazareth. This is one of the most significant corollariea of the 

Filioque. Revelationallys, the Kingdom of the Spirit is not the eschatol- 

Ogical Kingdom of Heaven, but this age now., from Pentecost to the Second 

Coming, and if the Spirit proceeds from Father and Son, so must the Age Of 

the Spirit likewise, which means that this age must take its norm and 

character from the Incarnate Life of Jesus. But it must be remembered that 

. 
the theological understa, nding of; this must be another distinct activity; 

this subject must be another. 
1locus 

theologicus. otherwise, we shall fall 

into one of two traps. lile shall perhaps take a position of completq 

q:. 2 i et i and adia-phorism about the historical of this on the 

E't- Z ýt Id V LJ 

, 
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the Ascension and the Second Coming -a form of blasphav against the 

Spirit? or we shall follow Hegelt and also apparently the Apologists 

and ante-Nicene Christian intellectualists., in regarding the Incarnation 

as simply the archetype of a general principle of Incarnation. This is 

quite true., in the right sense, but the right'sense is itself the whole 

question of the rigbt'theology of the Spirit, and if this is Ignored, the 

temptation would be irresistible, ''especially for modern man, to regard 

archetype in the rudimentary or'embryonic sense., which in fact Is the doc- 

trine of Hegel,, and Joachim. � The 'task of. *the Church is to get the theology 

of the Incarnation proper right, and then., 'with'the unconditional superior- 

ity of the Incarnation of the Second Person always in mind , to deal with 

the historical and other problems'^of'our age'on the basis of the analogy of 

Christ. this analogy of course will always be Irreversible# as Christ is 

Alpha and omega. ' 

Thus., the. effect of, the, intervening: centuries, of Church and 

general history on the Arian crisis,, when it recurred as the 1,, Iarxist crisis.. J 

was Mt only to make it a much more serious and fundamental attack on the 

Christian Paith but to change. the point of,, attack as wellp from the doctrine 

of. the Incarnate Son to. the Christologically analogous doctrine (so often 

rudimentary. or non-existent). -of. the work of. the Spirit. The first lesson 

that the Church must learn fraa Athanasius now is not to avoid the issue. 

The ground on which the struggle is being fought is a vital concern of 

faith., and if the Church,, whether-; through powardice or arrogance, evades 

this area of operation. in its theological struggle, it, will not be fulfilling 

its calling. In particular, if theologians simply repeat unchanged and 

wi. thout any addition or development the thpology even of Athanasius himselfq 

even the theology of the Contra Arianos., they will not be one with the 

great father of the Church., but with, Fusebius of Caesarea, Basil of Ancyr, 

Eustathius of Sebaste, and others who knew not the hour of the Church's 
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theological visitation. Athanasius., fo r all his opposition to the Arian 

heresy, knew that it had exposed a besetting weakness in his predecessors, 

that they were not properly awa re of the absolute difference between God 

and created reality,, and that in- spite of, themselves they were the judgment 

on the Church to warn it to reinstate some essential part of the Bib lical 

faith that had been forgotten. Therefore,., Athanasius knew that one could 

not possibly answer Arius, by-going back to the, ambiguities and lack of 

'distinction of earlier theologians,, but. that the whole theology of the In- 

carnation had to be expressed on the basis of the very thing'. that was lack- 

ing in'the traditional-theology but that. the Arians had resurrected. Sim- 

ilarly, it is impossible to answer Marx by denying the relevance of history, 
.1 

Heilsgeschichte, and historical e-schatology to, theology and faith. The. 

. 
sort of thing that Marx talked-about. is a real, and indispensable part of, 

the Christian faith, and this field must not be left to Marxists, "histori- 

ci8ts"v or those pkeripheral Christians who have excessively. fallen under 

-the influence of alien ideologies. - It must be tackled by absolutely com- 

id Christian theologianso from the very centre of the mitted Christians. ar 

faith. As we. have said, the one. great fault that we find in Karl Barth 

is that he is not clear on these matters.., He says more than anyone else, 

owing to his superlative comprehension of interests, but there is still a 

-. question mark over-his whole treatment of,. the matter; it is most dangerous 

. ýto make this sort of charge against Barth, but the author has the feeling 

'that when he uses such words as t'history", Geschichtes and similar words, 

-that he means them in their existentialist sense, which refers only to 

: the encounter between God and individual men. The great danger in Barth 

, is that in rightly throwing out the bath-water of rationalistic and meta7 

physical universality,, he throws out the baby of the majesty and universal- 

itY of the rightful lordship of God. This is only perhaps a danger; it 



may be, no more than an apparent danger or even a canard.. But it is the very 

type of theology that is gloried in in the German-speaking world by his 

existentialist successors (in the chronological sanse only! ) 

Perhaps one should not criticise ary one theologian too mucho 

since this is the side'of theology that is endemically neglected in all 

periods. Athanaslue's theology of the work of the Spirit gives us no solu- 

tion, with its emphasis'on sanctification in'the present sense. It could 

be strongly argued'that Athanasius has no theology of the work of the Spirit 

in the sense' that he has a theology of the work of the Son, and that his 

list of the works of the'Spirit simply serves the purpose of establishing 

that the Spirit is on the: aotive side of the Divine operation, that is, 

the categorialý argument for the'Deity of the Spirit. But there' is one 

placep usually'considered'to bp on the periphery of the Contra Ari. anos.. where 

Atbanasius comes nearer 'to solving these problems than any other theologian, 

that IS Contra Arianos'jj: 73-82. 'of orthodox theologians only Irenaeus and I 

Augustine can be said to surpass Athanasius in this matter.. and then only 

in terms of the prominence which they give*ý to'the issue and the circum- 

stantial'detail in*which they'describe the problem. In marV important res- 

peats Athanasius stands supreme. Unfortunately., he never deals with the 

future.. eschatological aspect of the process, and at first sight much of 

what he -says may be irrelevant, 'but there is much material indispensable to 

the solution of. the problem that can be found noq'vhere else. Firstly., there 

is the Doctrine of Predestination., which is presented in chs. 73-77 as the 

exeg'asis of Prov. 8: 23. ' (of course., I in this respect Barth d oes not err; he 

develops this line still further. ) In this passage., Athanasius. 0 unlike al- 

most every other theologian, presents the object of predestination as not 

primari 
. 
ly individuals or groupst but Christ Iiimself , or the whole Economy 

of Salvation through the Incarnation. so that it is essentially in Christ 



that men are predestinated. What is established before the foundation of 

the %yorld,, is the Incarnate Christj as the Plan made by a good architect 

in case the building shows weakness* This is the final development of the 

Greek form of the Logos doctrine., and It is one of the'tragedies of the 

history of theology that it attracted so little attention. In general the 

work of Athanasius was to correlate the Logos more and more with God alone. 

But ive must never forget tha It Christ As still the rightful Logos of the r-orld.,; 

and this passage reminds*us of this truth. He is the Logos of the world., 

not in the rationalistic sense.. but in virtue of the Predestination of God, i 

and it is as such that He is the Predestined one. "In'Him all things con- 

sist. Via see'not yet all things put under His feet-'and we have to give 

the Marxis ts the credi t for saying something very. similar -'but we see 

Jesus.... crowned with glory and honour. Thi's is why we must 'dethrone di- 

alectical materialism., historical'necessity., 'and the force thereofs and all 

other similar monistic entitiest'not because there is a pluralistic or 

"absurd" struature'of the world which prohibits such entities., but their 

place belongs to one and One only, Jesus Christ.. "the Vlay , -the Truth., and 

the Life. it was His incarnation that was planned before the foundation of 

the world.. and He is the Plan, the Ultimate Principle,,. that rules the world 

in this age through the Spirit according to His incarnate work. There is 

really a Unique body that is the bearer of this*Principle and Plan, and we 

reject the ascription of such a task to-the proletariat., or the Communist 

party or anyone else., not because there is no such function, but because it 

rightfully belongs to the Church of Jesus'Christ,, and to nothing else. 

The second important, principle that vie learn from Athanasius is 
II 

is, that of created wisdom, which is discussed in chs. 78-82., This has the 

C01-1: 17. Heb. 2: 8-9. 
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same relation to j?, jisdom as the title of the Second Person., as the Body of 

Christ has to the pre-existent Second person proper. It is this created 

, 
Ylisdom which directly works in. men. This. principle., as such,, is almost 

unique in theology., but is the'solution to many problems. It was applied 

to Wisdom as the Second Person because at the time the theology of the 

Second Person was far more. developed than the theology of.. the Third Person., 

but: imperatively, demands to be applied to the Spirit. In facto there was 

ýa tradition. in the earlier Fathers. that associated the title Wisdom with 

... 
the Spirit rather than with the Son., It is another major misfortune of 

theology that Athanasius never, returned to the detailed theology of area- 

ted wisdom or created spirit in his account of the Holy Spirit later., ex- 

cept for one offhand refereiice to the bare existence of created spirit. 

But this does not affect its importance. It is immediately evident that 

it solves, for example, the problem of perfectionism in the individual. 

The individdal has the Holy_-Spir. it in him, but the imm ed iate motivation of 

his Christian actions is the created spirit in him which is not simply 

the human spirit but has. the same, relation to the Holy Spirit as the Body 

of Christ has to 'the Pre-existent Second Person. This is the true third 

,.,,, possibility which avoids. the, apparent dilema of either having the 

Christian individual, either. perf eat in the sense of being directly divised 

by the Spirit., or not essentially changed by the, indwelling of the Spirit. 

The same applies of course. to the question of, the perfection of. the 

Church,, which is an even more contentious subject. If we agree that the 

supreme sphere of operation of the Spirit, is in the Church, we can 

accept that all the principles of Church. order, and all the rulcap regu- 

lations,, organisation, politics, etc. connected with the Church really 

come under created spirit. Thus they are not divinised, but they have 

a status superior to that of creaturely forces entirely outside the field 

of the special work of Christ# and therefore not adi-aphora. 'But the 
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chief point of interest here is the application'of'tbis principle to history, 

What inhibits a true theology of history is the. fear of illegitimately mix- 

ing the things of God' and the'things of creaturely reality. on the prin- 

ciple that we have been describing,,. thereýneed_be no. such fear. The way 

in which the Gospel is proclaimed,, the reactions of the world to it which 

enable It to spread., the providential ordering of the world in connection 

with the proclamation of the Gospel,, the way in which it shows signs that 

the grace of God has been operative in it,, and the progressive development 

of these even though the exasperated power of residual evil means that we 

shall have to endure the apocalyptic woes to the end before the Second 

Coming takes place; all this,, insofar as it is human work,, belongs to the 

sphere of created spirit which Is to the Holy Spirit as the Body of Christ 

is to the Eternal Son. or rather it is the act of Christ through the Holy 

Spirit with created spirit occupying the position with regard to the Holy 

Spirit analogous to the Body of Christ. The task of any theology that 

wishes to do for this age what Atbanasius did for his age, is to take up 

these aspects of his theology where be left off., and develop t6em just as- 

fully" and with just as much, fidelity to the essentials of all genuinely 

Christian theology,, as he developed the theology of the Trinity and the in- 

carna tion proper. When we denounce such -Marxist notions as the increasing 

solidarity of the proletarian mov ement the increasing desperation of the 

capitalists, the final collision in the 'proletarian Revolution followed by 

the classless society which is paradoxically both the achievement of man 

and the inexorable destiny dictated by the laws of historical necessity, 

we must never denounce this picture In itself. Vie must do so because we 

believe in the proclamation of the Word which is our calling from Christ in 

the Opirit.. the progressive unmasking and desperation of evil which is the 

A then., after the Gospel has been first preaohed to all ýesult of this 'an 

nationst the final'woes and trials followed. by the Kingdom 0. f Heaven which 
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sball be the sole work of God but of the God Who took flesh in Jesus 

Christ for our salvation., and in the Spirit bestows upon us the glorious 

privilege working His own works with Him. Marx has been the scourge of the 

Church to point out to it what its fathers had neglected or left to cranks; 

let us follow the example of Atbanasius'and,, beeding the warningv give it 

again its-rightful place. 

Th ere is one theological point that we shall have to' clarify be- 

fore leaving this subject. It might be objected that these Christological 

analogies that we have been discussing cannot be drawn because they cannot 

correspond to the correct Chalcedonian Christology, that is,, to. the Anhy- 

Pos tasia and the Enhypostasis of the Humanity, of Christ. That iss, even 

though Christ took our fallen humanity., He was without sin, because He was 

hYPOstatiCally God., If weq for instancep used this analogy about the Church,,, 

we would have an absolutely perfect Church in the way in which Christ was 

sinless, which we found objectionable in the first place. The answer is 

that the principles of Anhypostasia and Enhypostasia cannot apply in the 

same way with regard to these analogous situations, and the reason will be 

clear If we remember that the. Divine Person In these Is not the Son but the 

Spirit. There 
. 
are two senses in which all Three Persons of the Trinity are 

Personal In the same wry,, the sense in wdch personality belongs to the C)ne 

Essence of the Godhead,, and the sense in which there are Three Persons in 

the Godhead. But there is another sense in which'the Father and Son are 

Persons,, but the Spirit is not,, in the sense that-tbe Father is Father and 

the Son Son., but the Spirit is Spirit. in spite of the ambiguities and 

difficulties as between all these senses, the author cannot help feeling 

that the last sense is relevant to the problem. For corresponding to this 

sense of the impersonality. of the Spirit the Spirit does not malt)-. e Itself 

hypostatically obvious. It hides Itself in the person or hypostasis of men 
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and even churches even when exercising the right of absolute dominion over 

-the. form, v direction., and power of human life., and testifies not to Its own 

person, but to the things of Christ. Thus. we are still dealing with real 

persons and churches which,, under. the providence of God, are not yet de- 

prived of the power to sin before Christ comes again. This difference can- 

not invalidate the basic Christological analogyp but it corresponds exactly 

to the ontological and eternal difference between the So n and the Spirit 

in the Trinity., 

one could dilate endlessly on other aspects of the Athanasian 

theology that are of crucial significance for this age,, and Indeed for every) 

age. There is,, for instance, the fact that Athanasius is the principal 

theologian for the doctrine of analogy., even though he did not use any of 

the technical term6. The very nature of the Arian controversy compelled 

him to make it clear that analogy played an Indispensable part in all theo- 

logical statement. There is also the acme of the doctrine of analogy, that 

it'is. "for instance.. the Fatherhood of God the Father and the Sonship of 

God the Son that are the true fatherhood and sonship,, and that it is pre- 

cisely human fatherhood and sonship that are always breaking down into what 

they are not,, and which need their dialectical antithesis for their com- 

plete understanding in which Athanasius anticipated Freud by a millennium 

and a half. There is, in'relation to this,, his unrivalled exposition of 

what we now see as the problem of analogia entis and analogia fidei. There 

is his unrivalled exposition of what created-reality means and how creation 

differs from the eternal generation of the Son. Even in his failure to 

transcend the physical analogies favoured by his conteraporaries,, he at 

least made a beginning., and even if he failed to establish the Filiociue.. he 

at. least intimately related the doctrine of the Spirit to that of the Soný- 

All this was done with the minimum of technical Jargon. * But let us conclude 
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with one important principle, that of our participation,, 

and related words LAL- lu in God's nature and purpose and grace,, the word that 

was originally and classically by the Platonic So-Wrates for the way in which 

particulars shared in ideas,, on an absolutely lower plane. NOW., it is 

fashionable to criticise Plato., but before we do so., we should be very 

careful of what we are really. criticising. We dare not criticise him for 

"idealism" purely and simply; the prevalence of this sort of criticism is 

one indication of the fascination exercised by Marxist ways of thought. If 

we believe In God the omnipotent, who transcends all that is material., %ye 

cannot deny., but must accept., however cautiously., that our theology look 

like idealism. When we criticise the hierarchical'aspect of the doctrine 

of participation., we must remember *that the transcendence of Forms over 

particulars is as nothing to the transcendence of God. Vie must criticise 

his basic theoretical biasp but the platonic Socrates is in very extensive 

company here., 1 Above 'all# we must' denounce., along with Feuerbach and Marx., 

all idealism that is escapist and therefore fundamentally mendacious, but 

even here it was Parmenidesj not the Platonic Socratesp' who considered 

". appearances" not worth "saving". '-! We dare not say that God isýsimply the 

"Ultimate meaning" orý "isignificance" of life., as if this were, true indis- 

criminately, as if there were 'not some things that God wills to annihilate, 

bUt again it wasIthe Platonic Parmenides and not Socrates who said that 

the theory of porms would have to ýapply to'. dirt in the same way as to any- 

thing else. Vilien we remember all ýthis, we can see that this concept of 

participation is the beat possible way of 'describing the relation between 

God and man. it safeguards the absolute transcendence of God in His Beirig I 

and Grace., while also safeguarding the real status of man which God grac- 

Jously confers. Concretely., we must remember that we participate, not as 

instruments but as fellow-workers and friends by adopýion and grace, in God's 

plan. The great danger in the revival of the Reformation emphasis on'God's 
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absolute transcendence in grace, is that it will apparently demand a sort 

of-depressive quietism in matters ecclesiastical and secular., including 

theology.. which is apparently so appropriate to the age in which life has 

seemingly got out of control. No; it is precisely because God has been 

gracious to us that we can and may work. I-7e are liberated from precisely 

this futile and pernicious quietism and depression,, -so that we may not bear 

the bounden duty, but share the glorious privilege,, of being God's, co- 

workers, under His grace., in His purpose in history., whether proclaiming 

the Redemption that has been already accomplished in Christ, or pointing 

forward to the glory that is to come. 

Perhaps the last lesson to learn from Athanasius is this., his 

sheer vitality and exuberance in every way. It is generally recognised 

that he had in unusual measure the love of a Christian for God and his 

neighbour, and also the practical qualities which enabled him to organise 

his diocese, resist the onslaught of heresy,, and endure any hardship that 

cam e his way. As this is a theological study... we must add that he under- 

stood that an intellectual must love God with all his mind, that the crisis 

demanded a heavy tribute of intellect., and that God will surely reward in 

full those who give their mind to Him. in these days of the hypertrophy 

of the secular intellect., it is all too easy to accept the canard that the 

Christian faith is not a fit subject for the intellect. Nothinýg less than 

Athanasius's intellectual devotion is required in this great crisis., and 

it is a tragedy that there was not another Athanasius at hand a century 

ago, in the days of Fuerbaoh and Marx. Pray God that lie will send another 

Athanasius Into the harvest. 
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of the work 176-170. 
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between Creatio per Verbum and Logos as Second person, 187-189. 
48-53, more on effects of work of Christ on human lifel see 
also avovel, chs. 27-32.189-191, 

54--55p Summary; comment on 192-194, 

58-57p Peroration 
Lexicpgraphical analysis as above, chs, 41-5T, 

Summary of the TheologT of the T)e inearnatione(200-236): 

194-105. 

195-200. 
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Second ]Person at the expense of thýother Twop the Spirit being 
completely absent, Explan&tiou and rejection of the theory 
of Loofs. 200-208. 

Doctr4ne of Second person*' Summary of previous lexicpgraph- 
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technical terms, 

206-210. 
Doctrine of Si n. 210-211. 
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Spiritv Churchp Ministry, Sacraments* 225-230. 

Significance of the work; comparisonvith earlier writings; 
strength of the "Greek physiciam" and its interpretation in 
meliorem partem for Athanasius as a true manifestation of 
Christocentricity. 230-236. 

CHAPTER II: CRITICAL PROBLEMS CONNECTED WITH THE FIRST THREE ORATIONS 
AGAINST THE ARIANS. 

237-24le 
Unity of C. Artanos, I-III* 
Date of Compos tion(241-315)t 

241-245. MSS relations 
. 

Evidence from other writings of the Third Exile 245-250 

Arguments concerning relation to Constantius and to the 
imperial pvver generallyp persecutiong &c. 0 '250-253, 

-Internal evidence concerning ýreatment of individualep &c, 253-255, 

Detalied further analysis of treatment of personsphistor- 
ic4l events, &c. 9 in C., Lr. I-II19 

-The sameg in other votka of Athanasius 259-268* 
(Eusebius of Caesareaq 265-268). 

Significance of above comparisong especially with reference 
to Ariusp Eusebius of Nicomedia, and Asterius theý- Sophist. 268-274o 

Final Anathema of Macrostich - cf. C. Ar. III: 58-67o 274-279o 

. 
Differences in 'ýicriptural exegesis. 279-281o 

Treatment of the Ageneton in De Decr. 28-311 and C. Ar. j: 
30-34, with full citation and analysis of each passage, 
and Comprison with De Synodis 46-47. Cominent On importance 
of causalityt especially the temporal elementg and its place 

in theologyv and correlation in theology. 281-300. 

Homoousionq absence in C. Ar*I-IIlv preliminary discussion. 300-312. 

Conclusion: Relation between C. Ar. I-III and De Docretial 
and date of each. 312-315. 

Date of "De Sententia Dionysii" 315-320. 

Date of "In illudg omnia mihi tradita Bunt 320-M. 

"Three Hypostases"? On ch. 6 of this work 321-324. 

Summary and Conclusion. 324-325. 

CHAPTE7.1 III: TffE NATURE AND ORIGIN OF ARIWISM: A NEW MOTHESIS. 

State of past and present opinion on the matterv and pre- 
liminary criticism thereof. Importance of Athaaasiua as 
the unique proper source of study of Arianism. 326-330. 

The Lucianic Hypothesiso Patriotic evidence, 331-336. 

Various interpretations of aWoVee 336-346. 

237-325o 

326-516, 

Evidence from kthanisius'S treatment of the Human Soul Of 
Christ., 346-350& 
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Relation between Arianismi Athanasiusp and Paul of Samosata. 361-376. 

Arianism and "Antioch" as a whole. 3T8-377. 

Arianism and Origenisin (including Eusebius of Caesarea) 377-383. 

Arianism and Scripture. 

Arianism and Judaism o 

383-388. 

338-391. 

Ariqntsmp platonosm, and Aristoteliand sm. 391-399. 

Arianism and Gn6sticismy paganiamp and anti-intellectualiamp 
&C, 399-403. 

Conclusiont Ariwism as & genuine unity9which is reliLted to 
all these other beliefs, but such-that the relation is not 
directq but paradoxical and perverse. 403-404o 

Analysis of Arian fragments not yet citedq in Opitz's 
Urkunde and elsewherej including extant portions of the 
"Thalia" of Arius as cited in Athanasius 

. 
404-421, 

Thepositive characteristics of Arianiamp as manifiested in 
the'above mateiall under eight heads. Arianism was a fanat- 
ical creed, with its own unitary characterp originating 
entirely within the empirical Churchq with monomaniacal concentration 
on the Seend Person's creaturelineasp and on the Second P4ý0%044*1 
Article treated coomologicillyp without other emphases as 
controlling factor, based on a monotheism so arid and ration- 
alistic as to be worthless, and on reductionlat exegesisp of 
which the Arians were PdDneers. 421-443. 

Surprising resemblance of Arianism to Feuerbach and Marx. 443-445 et seq** 
Proletarianism 445-447, 

Importance of monism in w1arx, the interpretation of him as 
a pure materialist being gravely erroneous. Close relation 
of Marx to his Hegelian roots, 447ý-450. 

Arlan retention of otiose Father - importance depreciated 
by Athanasius himself. 430-451. 

Arlan doctrir6-hý of the Changeability of th4Logosýs an early 
form of progressivismg 4.51-454. 

Differences between fourth and nineteenth centuries as a 
complete explanation of the differences betweeh Arius and 
Marx. 454-4.56. 

Analysis of C. Ar. 1: 171 as revealing a pvoto-Hegelian onto- 
logy in Arianism 456-C59. 
Analysis Of C-Ar. I; 35 as revealing a progressivism and a 
proto-Marxist ethic in Arianism. 471,9-464. 
Analysis Of C-Ar, jl: 29-319 as revealing the Feuerbachian 
principle as being in the background of Arianism. 464-468, 

a Analysis of C. Ar. IIS 38j as revealing an Abstablished 
Arian critique of the principle of theology 

. 
by abstraction 

468-469 and univerealiaationg cfe Feuerbach* 
Reductionism in Arius and Marx, slong with the anti-revelational 

principle 469-472. 
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Arian "'monotheism" and Ilarxist itmaterialism" as antitherical 

subconscious disguisesq and as such instructive. 473-476. 

Arianism and Marxism as fanatical reactions from Idealism 
ýn theology and philosophyp especially Idealist confusions 
between Creation and Generation. Conclusion* 476-488, 

Tropic'sm. Analysis of Athanasius's evidence in the Letters 
to Serapion. Significance of the evidence* Tropiirism as '488-502* 

resting on Aýhanasiusq but* as repeating the Arian error at 
the* new poin*f contact betveen God and Man. 502-513. 

Lack of development of Tropicism* Communism as the fully 
de-reloped from of Tropicism, and therefore as the true 
Arianism of thr Third Perso# 513-516o 

CHAPTER IY: DE SENTENTIA DIONYSIT. 517-560, 

INtroductory 517* 

Chs*1-59 introduction and description of the affaire 
Dionysius of Alexandri&. Comment ofi Ithanasius' s dowtrine 
off Scripture. 517-ý520. 

6-101, discussiong from Athanasiials own poinipf viewq 
of Sabellianism and the theology of Dionysius of Alex- 
andria. 520-525. 

10-129 Idea of Essence and the Homoousionq with special 
reference to john1j: l, with commento 525-528. 

13-25v a detailed devence of Dionysius of Alexandriag by 

citations from his writingsq against the imputation of 
proyo-Arianiman. 528-531. 

26-27. conclusion and further critiqie of SaVellianiamp 
Comment. 531-534. 

Summary of theology of books 
-(Footnote covering previous votk concerning essential 

basis of mature theology of Athanasiusp 534-539). 
Doctrine of Scripture. 534-540. 

Dionysiusq Athanasiusq Romeb, and the Papacy, 540-545. 

Pr%gmatist and disciplinarian misrepresentations of Athan- 

asius 545-547. 

Trinitarian doctrine. Do Athanasius's arguments in the 
book really exclude Sabellianism? Lexicographical analysis 547-555. 
Review Of Homoouaionq with special reference to John 15: lp 
and Humanity of Chrigto with lexicpgraphical analysis 555-550, 

cobclusion 559-5600 

CHAPTER V: 
ý 

IN ILLUDI OUNIA MIRI TRLDITA SUNT 

Introdtictory. 561, 

Cholq That the "all things" must refer to the Messianic 
Commission; on God the Creator. 562-505, 

2-3p Dramatic account of God's Act Of Salvation* Comment. 565-5690 
3-5p Theistic attributes as comnon to Father and Son. 
Comment on formalism of this sectiono 569-574, 
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CHAPTERS VA AND V B: EPISTOLA ENCYCLICA and APOLOGIA CONTRA ARIANOSi - 580. 

CHAPTER VI: DE DECRETIS NICAEANIý SYNODI. 581-661, 

Introductory 581, 

Chs. 1-5 - Introduction. More on Scripture principlel etc. g 
with comment. 581-583o 

6-10, Refutation of Arian doctrines of the relation of the 
Second Person to the First, with comment. More on God the 
Creator. 583-589. 
10-121 That terms likep creationv filial generationg &c., 
can OPlY to God only analogically. Commentp especially on the Analogy o 
of Proportionalityp sonship in God antan and the whole cate- 
gorial difference between BEING in-God an4ano Metaphysics 
and theology. c 589-604. 
12-24, in which Athanasius gives the Scriptural and soterio- 
logical basis of hikositiong including a rudimentary treatment 
of Prov. 8: 22- First reference to Holy Spirit which is really 
free. Comments. - 605-609, 
15-17. On the titles of the Second Person an mutually cor- 
rective anJfomplemefitaryp Christian obthodoxy being thus 
justified. Commentv especially on this form of solution to 
problems of 4tnalogy. 609-621, 

18-21-t Athanasius's version ofýthe reasons for the adoption 
of the Homoousion at Nicaeat that only it could completely 
exclude Arianism. Preliminary study of mzaning of term. 621-623. 

22t That the Second Person must be from the innermost Centre 
of being of the First. Comment* 623-628. 

23-24p on the final picture of the Ilomoousion. Establishment 
of Light - Radiance as the normative metaphor for the First and 
Second. Persons respectively. Commentf and final comment on 628-637. 
Hommousion. (footnote on previous work on thisp 637--640). 

25-27. Citations from Alexandrian theologians on Homoousioh. 637-641. 

28-31. The Ageneton. See also abovet 284-308. Ch. 32t Conclusiong 641v$44. 

summary of the Theology of the Book: 
prolegomena; Scripturep Tnaditiong Analogy. 644-846. 
Titles of Second Persont Logosv Sonp Radiancev 646-648. 

Homoousionv The Agenetont Correlationism 648-651. 
Preference for physical analogies against human ones. 651-654. 
First traces of Doctrine of the Spirit, 654-656. 

Lexicographic analysis 6 -, 6-859. 

()ther Doctrinese 618-6600 

place of book in Athanasian theologye 660-6610 

CHAPTER Mt OTUTTONS XGAINST TffE AMUNS qI- TIT. 862-1103, 
introductory. 

. 662-663. 
1: 1-10 Introduction. Importance of Subject, with comment 
on Christocentricityg &c. 9 

I 

1ý. 



11-139 On the eternity of the Sont God and Timep vith comment. 666-675, 
14-17, Ttelation of son to Fitherp thsý He is not the Fatherva brother 
but does not participate in the Father in the subordinate sense, 

-with comment. . 675-681, 
17-18. On the virtual Arian ontology and its refutation 

see also pp. 456-458. 682. 

19-20, More o titles of Son. Narcissistic description of relat 
k 

- 
ion of Son to ther. Comment. 682-688, 

21-2? 9 Newq highest doctrine of analogy, that paternityp etceq 
is to be found perfectly and normatively only in the Godhead, 

. andýhaýit is creaturely paternity that id to be understood 
only dUlectically. Comment on great significance of this. 688-6960 

22t Arian misuse of analogy (see cb, 3) 696-697, 

23-25ý Detailed analysis of Making and BecominA in relation 
to God and creatures. Comment* 697-703* 

26-299 Difference between Generating and Making; more on Son- 
ship in God and Man; a reversion to former type of doctrine of 
analogy. Criteria for use of analogies. Detailed comment 
on all these, and on significance and relations of both these 
doctrines of analogy. x 705-719. 

30-34, The Ageneton (see also*pp*284-308) 718-720, 

35-36t Against the Arian doctrine that the Logos is alter- 
able (see also abovey pp. 459-464); Logos as Image of Father, 
comment. 720-724. 

Conclusion to first section of the orations. x 725-726. 

Com plete lexicographical analysis C. Ar. I: 1-30 (Logos and Son, 
Trinitarian termst Terms for the Humanity of Christ). 726-733, 

introduction to. Exegetical section of Contra Arianos. Further 
comment on Athanasius's exegetical principlesp and refutation L- 
of the canard that Athanasius forced Scripture into the mould 
of a sine Scripturs Traditio. 733-T38o 

1; 37-45. Exegesis of Philipp-2: 9 and context. 
Exposition of these chapters* 738-745. 
Comment on priority of truths concerning God over creaturely 
truths, as Athanasius's hermeneutic principleg and the con- 
sequent application of the humble descriptiosdýý of Christ to 
His Incarnate Humanity. 745-749. 
Possible other interpretations of this passage, made diffic- 
ult by the strong anti-relativism of Athanasius. 748-755. 
Developing doctrine ofthe Active Humanity of Christq and the 
glorificatio4f our humanity in Christ as the prinjipal form 

e of thr ktomentut. 755-T63. 

Trinitarian features of this section. The Spirit. opposition 
to Sabelliaiism. 763-765. 
AthaTiasius as an ecclesiastical theologian? 765-767. 

46-50, on Ps, 4-15: 798. Same solutionp with special reference to 
Spirit. Possession of the Spirit still considered as primarily 
a sign of creaturely status2 and therefore attributed to A#e 
Humanity of Christ. Cofpnentý especially on deficiencies of 
this Pneumatic doctrine and its future dangers. 767-7799 

51-52 (On same passages)p Crit icism of the Ari n application 
Of ethical cateLzories to Christ, and an attemp P solve the' 

problem Of how tyey apply to Gdd. Comment On this very difficult question. Son's Unalterability, 779-785. 



mmen n Ila ngj etc.. 785-787* 
MI-119 On Heb. 3: 2. Comments on Logos as creative Himselfq 
the significance of direct revelation as correcting and di- 
recting human language about Godq and the High Priesthood of 79ýEW. in relation to the Humanity and Deity of Christ. 
11-18t On Asts 206. 802 805. 

Lexicographic anal*sisv as abovet C-Ar. 107 - M18- 
Significance of differences compared with previous section* 
Review of Spirit ih same section. 805-818,, 

On-Prov, 8: 22 LxX (Introductory, 18-439 exegesis 44-729' 
study of context of the versev 73-82)t 
18-31f Radical Pluralism as the truth of creaturely lifeg 
so that no creature can have any cosmplogical supremacy. 
Further treatment of earlier material in connection with 
God the Creator. Comment on significance of thisq in 818-835. 
connection especially with Marxism. 

319 an exposition of theHebraid type of Logos doctrineq as it 
is usually understoodg with comment on the difficulties of 
this doctrinev or of Athanasius's exposition of itq ot both*835-844. 

32-369 further treatment of other issues concerning creation844-846o 
37-419 Athanasiusis criticism of the Two-Wisdom theory 
of Asteriuav with comment O*n the relation of Wisdom as a 
Pers6n and as a theistic attribute. Additional comment On 
the undercutting of natural theolOgIgo 846-858o 
41-439 on the invalidity of Arian baptismv in the basis 
of the key position of Matt. 28: 19 as the Trinitarian bapt- 
ismal formulary. Commente 858-863. 

Lexicographic analysis C. Ar*IIsl8-43qand Spirit in this 
section. 863-869, 

44-47v introduction to exegesis of Prov. 8: 22 L*rC; differ- 
ence between essentialist noun-language and verb-language. 
Comment * 869-873. 
48-456, further material on radical pluraliomp especially 
in connection with the issue of temporal priority not 
giving ontological priorityq and that a creaturej eveng 
cannot be constituted by relationsp as the Logos would be 
on the Arian interpretation of Prov, 8: 22 LXX. Comment. S73-800. 

57-60,1 Further treatment of hther related issues. 890-891. 

61-647 exegesis of llFirst-born of the creation"* Comment 
on 4thanasiusts difficulties. 891-895. 

65-T2. On the Atonement. Comment on significance of the 
lateness of the introduction of this matter. Conclusion 
of this section. Summary of 11: 44-72, with special refer- 
ence to pluralism, supra- and infralapsarianismg and the 
occurrences of the Spirit. S95-004. 
73-779 On Pvov. 8: 23; discussion of Predestination as being 
in ChriRtq and adumbration of a true Christian doctrine of 
history. Comment on gteat importance of this section. 904-912. 
78-82, on Created Wisdom. Comment on importrtnce of this 
in connection with the Spiritv Perfectionii%ml Doctrine of 
the Churchq natural theoloffyt etc.. 912-921. 

Summary of importance of Cokr*II: 73-82,921-925, 
Lexicographical analysis (in full)p C., kr. IIt44-82.9215-9359 
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TII: 1-89 nn the ksteri&n exegesis of John 14: 10. Development 

of a rudimentary octrine of the perichoresisý andthat the 

Son is the Form oýOthe Father, with comment. Further comment 

on Christ as the "Wisdom of God" and as the Revelation of Godq 935-951. 

6-99 on the nature of the Unity of God and the scope of the 
monotheistic passages of Scripturev vith comment, 94-960, 

10-16p Introductory material to the studyýf the relation between - 
the unity of Father and Son and the unity that in envisaged be- 

tween man-and God, with reference to the controversy on John l7t2l. 96O-962. 

17-239 On above issue9complete coverage of Doctrine of Analogy 
as applied o unity, with special emphasis on the fact that 

. 
the analogyýis materialand not merely epistemic. Comment on the 
great import. ance of tbisq especially in relation to analogia 
entis and analogis fidei. 963-9T3. 

24-259 review of above section with reference to man's recept- 
ion o race and participation in analogical unity, by imitationg 
by thýeAtonementq and supremely (in chs. 24-25) through the 
Spirit., 973-080. 

Lexicographic analysisp as abovel C-Ar. jjj: 1-25. 

26-58, in generalt on the iynoptic Christ. Development of a 
genuine dynamic Christologyp vrith comment on theýxtreme 
significance of this development. Survry of previous work on 
the Christology of the Contra 4, rianos. 990-1007. 

'More detailed study of treatment in chs. 35 ff. of ýJatt. HtVq 
which is now regarded as having primarily anti-Sabellian significance. 
(Cfq In i1ludq Omnia mihi tradita aunt ... ) loo7-1012. 

Other issues in this sectionp including passages of Seripture 
not raised by Arians. 1013-1015, 

Lexicographic analysist C, jr. 11'1: 26-58.1015-1029. 

58-67. Rebuttal of Arian claim that the Son exists at Will of 
the Father, and maintenance of the supremacy of Nature dn 
God over Will1j, with Comment. Further material on the word 
Hypostasis and on the Love of God, 1029-1049. 

Lexicographic analysisp C. Ar. III: 58-67.1046-1054. 
Hypothetical reconstruction of missihg grnuine Fourth oration 
&! ýainst the Ariars%gq with special reference totbe question of the 
110moousion. 1054-1061. 

Summary of the Theology f C., kr*I-TII: 
Absence of authoritarianism and pra. (Irmatism 1001-1064. 

Devotdpn to sheer truýhland to Scripture, and to its efficacy 
as Divine Revelation, as the basic principle of Athanasius. 

Exegetical method - application of creaturely statements to 
the Humanity of Christ. 

ontological or verbal types of argument from the very titles 
themselves of the Son. 

Analogy@ 

Chris*ocentricity in Athanasius and Barth compared 

Doctrine of God. 

Trinitarian relations of the Persons t with lexicographical 
summary Of all the Orations on the Trinitarian termse" 

1004-1065. 

1065-1069. 

1069, 

1070, 

1070-1074. -ý 

1074-1075. 

1075-1081. 
T, ogos and 43on tho.,, Io, y of thp -qpcnnd Person (and lexicogra h 
teal summary of the whole Ovations on the relevant matter r 



Athanasius oft theDivine Love. 

God the Creator. Categorial difference between God and 
creatures, 

1086-1089* 

1089-1090, 

Supta- and Infralapsarianism. Predestination in Christ. 1090-1092. 

The Incarnation and the person of Christ. Dynamic Christo- 
logyt with lexicographic summary of Christological vocabul- 
ary. 1092-1097. 

Atonement - Exaltation of our humanity in Christ. 1097-1098. 

The Holy Spirit andbhe revival of the'Doctrine thereof. 
Revived to account for the difference between our parti- 
cipation in God and God's direct Presence in Christ. 
Doctrine not developed and at a dangerous stage* 1098-1101, 

Conclusion. 

CITAPTEt VIII: EPISTLE ENCYCLTCAL TO THE BISHOPS OF EGYPT 
ANTI) LIPYA: 

CH, kPTF, R. VITT A. - APOLOGY TO CONSTANTIUS. * 

CHAPTER VIII B: DEFENCE OF-THE FLIGHT. 

CHAPTER VTTI C: HTSTOMA ARIVORUM. 

CfTkPTER VITT D: LIFE OF ANTONY. I 

CH. kPTElt VIII E: THE EXRLY LETTERS OF ATHANASIUS. 

CTIAPT'PR IX- DE SYNOT I)IS - 
Date of composition and redattion 

1102-1103. 

1104-1105. 

II8. 

1111-1113. 
Chapters 1-20, on the Councils of Ariminum and Seleucia* 
Early history of Arianism. 1114. 

21-32, Arlanizing Synodsq 335-361. Comment on the correct 
nature and place of creeds. 1114-1117. 

1106-1108, 

1108-11090 

1109-1110. 

1110. 

1111-11370 

33-54 (55 as appendix)p treatment of the Homoousion. 
Comment ofi resemblance to treatment in De Decretis and 
difference from that in the Letters to Serapion; and on 
Athanasius's relatio4s to Basil of Incyra and the Semi- 
Arians. 1118-1133. 

Lexicographical analysis of the Trinitarian terms add 
Conclusion. 

CITAYTFA X: THE 'F()Ult LETTERS TO SETUPION ON THE HOLY SPIRIT: 
(excluding Ep. IV: 8-23), 

Datingv unityp and mutual relationship 6f the Letters. 

Importance of the Lettersq especially with reference to the 
Filioquey and the great significance of this issue in Church 
1i i story 

1: 1-21 introduction and il*portance of the subject. 

1133-3137. 

1138-1290. 

1138-1147. 

1147-1155. 

1155-1157. 
3-49 Tropicist exegesis of A mos 4: 13 LXX 1157* 
5-8v on the Scriptural use of Spirit vith and vithout the 

definite article, Note on Spirit in relation to Baptism and 
li. 



Coaf 
=at ion 11,31-11ov. iIS7- II(;, 0 

9-10. on thgaignificande, of created spirit (a tantalle- 
ingly brief t'reatmentv with comment) 1160-1163, 

11-14, on Place of the Spirit in the Trinity. Unity of 
Operation and Unity of Essence of Godq with comment. 1163-117ýe 
15-18, on the "grqndfather" argument, and its refut, * 
ationy with comment on difference between Tropicism A 
and hyper-Origenism. 1171-1175o 
19, On Trinitarian analogiesp extended to cover the 
Spirit, with comment. 1175-1179* 

20-219 On the series &/or parallel relation between 
Father-Son and Father-Spirit$ with comment. 1179-1188. 

22-27v Details of Doctrine of Spirit, both in Itself 
andin operationg and proof thathhese demand the Deity 
of the Spirit. ' 1188-1202, 

28-309 Ecclesiastical doctrine of the Trinity. 1202-1204. 

31-339 Further on Unity of Operation of the Personsy 
with comment on theprevalence of Sanctification in this treatment. 
Conclusion. 1204-1212. 

II: vith special reference to the Homoousion, and 
comment on close relation of treatment of this to the 
fate-orial prgumenj ratheal habLtjo the generic use. 

V I exiC ograp II and sisp pis es. 
1119 with special reference to the epistemic princ, iple. 1224-1226. 

IV: 1-79 vith special reference to "grandfather" argument, 
treated more fully. 1226-1230. 

Summary of the theol ogys 0 Importance of the LVetters 1230-1234. 

Scriptural exegesis. 1234-1235. 

Ontological or verbal arguments, 1235-1237. 

Categorial argument. 1237-1238. 

Unity of operation in relation to unity of essence. 
Problem of Root of Doctrine of the Trinityt 1238-124 

Problim of relation beyween knowledge of the Son and 
knowledge of the Spirit; seiies or papallel relation 1241-1240. 

kthanasiusis. ainhiguities on the Processiom, mainly 
supporting the Greek Procession. Relation toemanat- 
ionist Light-Radiance analogy.. 124_9-1241. 

The Homoousion. 

The Filioq, je (rPjecY*d)* Criticism of various interpr et- 

ations of Athanasius. 1255-10.70. 

TIeFugons for thýartiality of Athanasiiis tothe Greek 
rrocession. 1271. 

Arguments for the rightness of the Filioque. 1271-12810 

operations of the Spirit. Conclusion. 1281-1 
1 
290. 

CTRPTF, Tt XI ;6 XTTT. IN. kSIUS AND ArTER- 1291-1324. 

st 
Developments after Athanasius, historical study of his influence, and his 
importance to-day, with special reference to the Chirch's struggle again 
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by Athanasiust and on occasions the Hebrew Xasso-4atia Te-. -, t 
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Kommission der preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften. 

von Hans-George Opitz. Berlin and Leipzig 1935-4-1. 
Note,: Publication and distribution of these works was 
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ro- 
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De Incarnatione Verbi Dei. St. Athanasius on the Incarnation. 
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and De Incarnatione). Harvard Theological Review 1930. 
PP. 51-89. 

The De Incarnatione of Athanasius. 
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pt. 2. The Short Recension (Text with Introduction) byR. F. Casey 

(Studies and Documents No. 14 pt. 2 etc. ) 
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7� Edward Schwartz; Der sogennante l'Sermo maior da Fidel' des 
Athanasius. 

(Sitzurgsberichte der bayerischen Akademie der Wissen- 
schaftery Philos-philol. & hist. klasse. Jahrgang 1924 
Abhardlung 6) Kinchen 1925. 

8* Select Treatises of S. Athanasius in Controversy with the Arians, 
translated with notes and indices (the prefatory notes si,, -. ned J. H. N. i. e. John Henry Newman) Oxford IS42-4 (Library of the Fathers of the Holy Catholic Church). 
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9. Select Treatises of S. Athanasius in controversy with the Arians, 
Freely translated by John Henry Cardinal Newman* Second Edition 
2 Vol. London 1881. 
(Vol. 2 contains the major notes)* 

l0e Later Tre atises of St. Athanasius., with notes (translated by 
William Bright) and an appendix on S. Cyril of Alexandria and 
Theodoret. Oxford 1881. 
(Library of the Fathers of the Holy Catholic Church). 

11. St. Athanasius. Select Works and Letters (Edited with prolegomena, 
indices and tables by Archibald Robertson). Oxford and New York 

1892. 
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exception of the Letters to Serapion on the Holy Spirit. 
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12* The Letters of Saint Athanasius concerning the Holy-Spirit to St. 
Serapionp translated., with introduction and notes by C. R. B. 
Sha, oland, London 1951. 
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13. Lettresa Se`r'apion sur la divinite 0 du Saint Esprit. (Introduction 
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14. Other Fathers: Migne Patrologia Graeca. 
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LMII - Semiarians 
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L; L Socrates. Sozomen 
LXU-LMIV Theodoret. 

All the major writings of all the Fathers before Eusebius of Caesarea may be found in English translation in the Ante--', Iicene 
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Library. 
The Library of the Nicene and Post-Nicene Fethers includes 
in English translationf in addition to Athanasiuss somej but 
hot*allp of the works of Eusebius of Caesarea, Basil. Gregory of 
Nyssaf Gregory of Nazianzus., Socrates., Sozomen and Theodoret. 

St. Augdstine is cited according to the classical arrange- 
ment of chaptersp etc. 

We have referred specially to the translation of the 
I'De Theophania" of Eusebius of Caesarea by S. Leej Cambridge 
(Eng. ) 1843. 

Photius's Epitome of Philostorpius's Ecclesastical History-, 
has been translated by E. Walford. tohnIs Ecclesastical Library. 

London 1853. 
The classical philosophical literature of the Greek and 

European traditions is all of considerable interest. 
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UnderstandinglIp Kant's "Critique of Pure ReasonlIp Hegel's 
"Logic" and "Lectures on the Philosophy of Religion",, 
Feuerbach's "Essence of Christianitylty all the works of K. I, Iarx 
and F. Engels, especially the earlier more metaphysical works 
of Mz= like "The German Ideology",, and the works of S. Freud. 

Since all these have been major classics and run through 
many editions., and with one exception none have had actuLl 
quotations cited; no further data is necessary. 

We have cited from the English translation of Hegel's 
"Lectures on the Philosophy of Religion" by Speirs and 3 )anderson London. 18§4, 
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